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P R E F A C E

Indian art is a subject which shows the maximum creative endeavour of the 
Indian mind and hands. The evidence of art is as vast and rich as that of Indian 
literature, religion and philosophy. In order to understand the soul of India, the 
evidence of art is a window through which the ‘Open Sesame’ treasures of aesthetic 
value can be viewed in the form of monuments, sculptures, paintings, bronzes, 
terracottas, etc. Indian art was late in coming to its own on the stage of world art 
but now its beauty and meaning have established themselves in the eyes of both 
scholars and lovers of beauty.

Several histories of art and architecture of India have been written before. 
The works of Fergusson, Smith, Coomaraswamy and Percy Brown are full of merit 
and hold the field even today. But they are mostly of a descriptive character with 
little reference to meaning and generally deal with sculpture and architecture 
separately. During the last fifteen years of my work as teacher of Indian art to 
post-graduate classes, I realised that there was the need for a new ‘History of Indian 
Art’ in which architecture and sculpture should be dealt with as part of a single 
scheme, as the builders of the monuments actually conceived them ; secondly that 
objective description should be accompanied with an exposition of meaning of 
religious and philosophical inspiration which brought the art into existence. I have 
tried to present this two-fold point of view in this new history of Indian art. In 
addition to these two features I have gone to the original Sanskrit and Pali sources 
to trace the literary background of the works of art and this has led to the under
standing of the art monuments more clearly as embedded in the cultural conciousness 
of the Indian people through the ages. A net advantage of this method has been the 
recovery of a large number of ancient terms, hundreds of which have been freely 
introduced here taking care to explain them by equivalent modern terms where possible. 
This method had long been accepted as valid and essential in the study of Greek and 
Roman arts where the surviving literature has been patiently tapped for recovery of 
original art terms. Dr. Coomaraswamy was the pioneer of this method in Indian 
context and the same has been carried much further in the present study. Besides
Sanskrit and Pali texts early inscriptions of the §unga, Kushana, Andhra periods 
(2nd cent. B.C.—3rd cent. A. D.) have proved very faithful in supplying a number 
of appropriate art terms for sculpture and various elements of architecture. For 
example, Ghara-mukha (porch) Paniya-podhi (cistern of water), Dvigarbha (two-celled 
cave), Chatushpada-pankti (a row of animals as seen on the drum of the Sarnath



Capital which had begun to be regarded as auspicious from pre-Mauryan times), 
darpana (woman holding mirror), Padmavara-vedika (lotus-railing), Putra-vallabha 
(mother and child), etc. There are hundreds of such terms known from inscriptions 
and literary texts which will be found scattered throughout the book. They have 
been brought together in the word index.

I have taken care to raise and discuss specific problems relating to the art of 
each period. The idea has been to help in a critical formulation and assessment of 
the value of Indian art in the successive periods.

Another feature of this study is to pay special attention to the evolution of 
the art motifs. For example, from the female figures on the Stupa railings at Bharhut, 
Bodhgaya and Mathura, to the female figures of the exterior of the Konarka Sun temple 
may seem to be a far cry, but a close study reveals their evolution from the motif of 
the garden-sports (Udyana-knda) and water-sports (Sodila-krida), which have a 
literary background from Panini and the Jatakas up to Hemachandra and even later.

I have naturally persuaded myself to give due recognition to the Indian point 
of view in discussing the special problems of each period. This has helped to earn a 
rich harvest of traditional meaning, of course, within the orbit of available evidence.

In Chapter I, Introductory, I have stated my point of view about the discovery 
of meaning and treating divine images and auspicious motifs as symbols of religious 
thought and philosophy. The supreme value of art consists in the fact that it is a 
bridge between the two worlds of mind and matter both invested with beauty. Artis 
an idea in visual form. This is the mystery of art to b.e decoded by the cultural 
tradition of the people. Indian aesthetic theory looks upon art as the descent of heaven 
on earth (deva-sannidhya). The external form, howsoever good, fulfils only one half 
of artist’s efforts, the other half is found to be eloquent with meaning. Even the 
decorative motifs like foliated scrolls (Patra-racliana) of Gupta art were considered to 
be the visible form of Vishnu’s heaven and blank surface was regarded as ugly or 
meeting place of the demons. This basic point of view about symbolical themes of 
Indian art as Buddha, Siva, Devas, etc. should be thought as the real eye of art in 
India, where the meaning of the outer form has been preserved in an unbroken 
tradition as nowhere else in the world.

Chapter II, Pre-historic Period, draws attention to the artefacts or tools of 
men living in the Old and New Stone ages. The collective evidence proves the 
distribution of Primitive Man in India from Kashmir to Madras. Besides the modern 
terms for the pre-historic implements attention may be drawn to the old terms as 
asman-mayi vafi (stone celts), dyasi vasi (copper celts), asma-ohakra (stone wheel or



pulley), svadhiti (axe) all used in the Rigveda, pointing to the fact that Rigvedic man 
knew some details of the culture of the pre-historic man.

Chapter III, Indus Valley Art, throws light on the identification of the Great 
Mother Goddess and in it a suggestion has been made that it was a civilization of the 
Aguras. The existence of the ten contingents of the architecture of a model city at 
Mohenjo-daro and Harappa shows that their town-planning closely agrees with the 
description of historical towns built according to plan. These ten items may be 
identified us Prakara (City-wall), Vapra (High Foundation of the rampart or earth 
work), Bvara (City-gate), Attalaka (Towers &S Bastions), Maha-patha (Highway), 
Prasada (Palace), Apana (Market-place), Pughkarinl (Great Bath or religious pond), 
Santhagara (Town-hall) and Koshthagara (Granary). This enables us to see an integrated 
picture of the earliest town-planning in India.

In this Chapter a scrutiny of the pillar on the unicorn seals in its several 
variations has helped to identify the sign as a Rudra-Siva-Stamblia or pillar 'Sacred to 
Rudra topped by a bowl and supporting a railed structure or Vedika for Agni which 
was regarded as another form of Rudra (Agnir-vai Rudrah).

Chapter IV (a), Vedic Arts and Crafts, is based largely on references in the 
Vedic mantras and other literature to a variety of silpas and also the architectural 
details of house-building, dress and ornaments. Full use has been made of the 
material in the two fiala-suktas of the Atharvaveda (AV. 3-12, 9-3).

Chapter IV (b), Vedic Symbols in Art, is a new study explaining the 
significance of a large number of divine and human symbols in Indian art in the light 
of Vedic evidence. Special attention may be drawn to the meaning of Sri-Lakshmi, 
Kumara, Daivasuram, Trivikrama, Parna-kumbha, Yupa and Kalpa-vpiksha.

Chapter V (a), Art in Mahajanapada Period, deals with the numerous silpas 
that had been developed in that creative age and as found in the early Buddhist and 
Jaina literature and which are mentioned by Panini under the general name of 
JanapadI Vritti or simply as JanapadI by Yaska. An explanation of the city 
described in the Malia-Ummagga Jdtaka and of about twenty motifs painted on its 
walls as recorded in a sitira-like form, pushes back the history of painted halls in Indian 
palaces to the earliest times. For a graphic descriptian of a palace in its elevational 
aspect (Udaya Chhandd), I am indebted to Dr. Coomaraswamy’s paper on this subject. 
That evidence from Pali texts has been supplemented by the testimony of the Jaina 
Agamas.

Chapter V (b), Symbols on Punch-marked Coins, has been especially admitted 
in a history of Indian art as the symbols constituted the main alphabet of art expression 
from about the 7th century B. C. to the 1st century B. C.
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Chapter V (c), Art of India and Jambudvlpa, deals with the material noticed 
by Dr. Coomaraswamy as Western Asiatic motifs. The book traces their Indian back
ground from literary sources.

Chapter VI, Saisunaga-Nanda Period, describes the architecture of the Old 
and New Rajgriha. Here an important section is that of Mother Goddess ring-stones 
which should be identified as iSrl-Chakras of the cult of Goddess Sri-Lakshmi, which 
may be traced to the Yajurveda and even to the Khila-Sukta of the Rigveda, having a 
continuous tradition in religion, art and literature up to our own times. This affords a 
very valuable evidence about the worship of the Great Mother Goddess in India, which 
henceforth should supply an independent chapter to the history of the Magna Mater 
CMahi-mata) in the various religious arts of the world.

Chapter VII (a), Mauryan Art, makes a special study of the remains of 
Mauryan palace at Kumrahara (Qhandragupta-Sabha). The evidence of the Mahabharata 
about the assembly hall of king Yudhishthira has been invoked as supplying common 
features with the Mauryan assembly hall. The problem of the origin of Mauryan art and 
especially of Mauryan polish is taken up in detail and new literary evidence has been 
extracted to show the antiquity of the polish on stone and ceramics (Northern Black 
Polished Ware) in India. Much attention has been given to the six component parts of 
the Sainath Lion Capital with special reference to their factual description and symbo
lical meaning. The lion capital illustrates Asoka’s conception of Buddha as 
Mahapurusha. I have dealt with this topic in much more detail in my book ‘Chakra- 
dhvaja The Wheel Flag of India which may be usefully consulted for showing that 
the Lion Capital of Sarnath was the outcome of the National consciousness of the 
Indian people, including the followers of Buddhist, Jaina and Brahmanical religions and 
tradition as handed down from the Indus Valley and Rigveda up to the 19th cent, for 
which about fifty new sources have been cited there.

Chapter VII (b), Folk Art, explains the history of the cult and iconography of 
Yakshas and Nagas, which played such an important part in Mauryan, §unga and 
Kushana art.

Chapter VIII, Sunga-Kanva Art, includes the explanation of the symbolism of 
Stupa monuments from the earliest times to the days of Buddhism. The correspondence 
between Stupa and Yupa has been set forth as known from the Satapatha Brahmana 
on the one hand and Buddhist texts on the other. The building of a monumental 
Stupa (Mahachetiya) was regarded as an event of universal acclamation, in which the 
whole community poured forth the highest ecstacy of its soul. Both the rich and the 
poor adored the Maha-thupa as the visible symbol of the heavenly light that incarnated 

in the form of the Maha-Purusha. A vivid description is available in the
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Mahavamsa recording a number of architectural terms which help us to understand the 
building of a Malia-Stupa in all its details from the foundation to the top. It was no 
ordinary pile of stone and bricks but Divine Glory made manifest on earth in which many 
popular cults of the YaksTias, Nagas, Suparnas, Kinnaras and Devatas were mingled. 
The Great Buddha himself had expressed his last will in favour of raising a Stupa for 
the Tathagata and worshipping it as they did for the ancientmost Chakravartin sover
eigns. A detailed account of the architecture and sculpture of the great Stupas of 
Bharhut and Sanchl is given with special reference to the Uttarakuru motif with its 
Wish-fulfilling Trees (Kalpa-vriktiia) as recorded in the Ramayana, Mahabharata 
and Jataka literature and as depicted on the railings and gateways.

Chapter IX (a), Rock-cut Architecture, describes the architecture of the 
Orissan caves giving special attention to the identification of the various scenes 
depicted in the Rani Gumpha and Ganesa Gumpha Caves in which the romantic 
stories of Udayana-Vasavadatta and Dushyanta-Sakuntala are carved in relief.

Chapter IX (b), Buddhist Rock-cut Architecture of Western India, as 
produced in the Hlnayana phase, is described with reference to the Ohaitya halls 
and Viharas. A new identification of the scenes at Bhaja is proposed as their 
depicting king Mandhata visiting the Uttarakuru country and not the figures of 
India and Surya. The description of the chaitya-halls at Bhaja, Kondane, Pltalkhora, 
Ajanta, Bedsa, Nasik, Junnar, Karle, Kanherl is given in a detailed manner showing 
that the movement of rock-excavation enjoyed vide extension in space and time and that 
it was preceded by similar wooden architecture on a grand scale.

Chapter X, Kusharia Art at Mathura, besides giving a factual description of 
the Mathura Stupas and sculptures, both Buddhist and Jaina, discusses the important 
question of the origin of the Buddha image. It shows that all the available evidence of 
art and literature is in favour of Indian origin in the Mathura School under the over
all influence of the religious movement of BJiakti, which touched deeply not only the 
Bhagavatas but also the Buddhists and the Jainas. The main line of enquiry persues 
an analysis of the elements of the Buddha’s iconography clearly showing that all the 
elements, excepting the halo, were rooted in the traditional forms of a Chakravartl and a 
Yogi which were combined for producing the Buddha image. Only the halo was 
borrowed from Iran where it was known as JTvarr or the Disk of Divine Glory seen 
round the head of religious prophets and kings. A special section on Brahmanical 
images in Mathura Art has been' added for the first time. The other noteworthy 
feature of this study is the interpretation of the female figures on the railing pillars of 
Mathura in the light of the different poses and the scenes associated with female garden- 
and water-sports, of which a detailed list is available in the early Sanskrit Kavyas and 
Puranas like the Matsya Purana (Chap. 255).



Chap. XI, Gandhara Art, besides presenting the available evidence of the 
Stupas and sculptures on a vide canvas from the Indus to the Oxus or Taxila to 
Kunduz takes into account the important problems of origins with respect to its Indian 
and Hellenistic motifs, which developed in an eclectic atmosphere of free give-and-take 
resulting in an unparalleled creativity of works of art and statues and images of high 
interest and value. In addition to the Buddhist specimens, Brahmanical sculptures 
also were being produced in Gandhara as images of Siva, Vishnu, Surya, Karttikeya, 
etc. A brief evidence of the art-finds at Termex on the Oxus exposed by the French 
and Russian delegations has also been included in this chapter. Fuller notices of this 
material are still awaited. The theory of the origin of the Buddha image in Gandhara 
has been eking out without any substantial support and should be laid to rest once for 
all. The testimony of the Divyavadana as to the first formulation of the Buddha 
image at Mathura points clearly to the ancient tradition about this matter. There is 
no reason to belittle the achievements of the art of Gandhara by virtue of its long 
creative history, prolific nature and originality of themes and its capacity to absorb 
the diverse influences pouring from India, Iran, Graeco-Roman world and Central Asia.

Chapter XII, Stupas in the Andhra-Satavahana Period, concentrates on the 
wonderful output of a creative effort ranging over five centuries by the dominant spirit 
and wealth amassed by the Satavahana merchants and rulers. The evidence in the 
Mahavamsa regarding the building of the Mulia-chetiya and that of the inscriptions has 
been particularly utilized for understanding these great monuments of Amaravatl and 
Nagarjunlkonda, etc. The sculpture found there has a delicate feel as if cast in 
solidified butter. It has been shown that the art influences from Magadha, Kalinga, 
Central India, Western Indian Caves and South India, were converging on the Andhra 
country which contributed to a new quality, vigour and variety of art motifs employed 
in the embellishment of the Stupas and their railings.

Chapter XIII, Indian Terracotta, deals with clay-figurines, which is a subject 
of unique richness and developed parallel to stone sculpture as the democratic means 
of spreading art consciousness. Although described as poor man’s sculpture, the art of 
clay-figurines attained to solemn heights, both by virtue of their beauty and as social 
and religious documents. The available number of clay-figurines is very large 
ranging in date from the Indus Valley to Paharpur and the later brick temples 
of Bengal. A bigger monograph on this subject is under preparation.

Appendix I, Symbols and Icons in Classical Art and Religion, has been added 
with the specific purpose of looking before and after. The numerous cults of tutelary 
gods and goddesses which had been in the field for thousands of years were now being 
transformed as the higher religion of classical Hinduism. The richness of their



symbolical meaning was retained but subordinated and reorganised in the monogra
phic forms of such higher Gods as Vishnu, Siva, Surya, Ganesa, Skanda, etc. Many 
obscure religious cults took their final leave by getting merged in the great movements 
of the Bhagavata, Saura, Saiva and Tantra disciplines. For example, the Suparna and 
isri-LaJcshml cults became part of Vishnu’s iconography. The cult of Ganga and 
Yamuna was given a subordinate place on the door-jambs of the temples of Vishnu 
and Siva. The Harivamsa gives a list of hundred and eight Auspicious Symbols 
(mangala»hta4atam), most of which were retained and given honorific places in the 
iconographic formulas ydhyana and sadhana) of the Great Gods of the classical religion. 
The Yakshas lost their independent character and became subservient to Buddha, 
Kubera, Siva, Ganesa or Kumara. The process is clearly recorded in literature and 
preserved in iconography. The Revati Kalpa of the Kasyapa-Samhita is a rare text which 
has preserved the names of several hundred minor goddesses, now all classified under the 
new title of Jdtaharini (equivalent of Buddhist Harltl) and equated with Revati or 
the ‘Seven Divine Mothers’. The Naga deities were merged in the cult of Balarama. 
These problems occupied the major attention of the religious teachers and sculptors for 
about five hundred years (c. 1st to 5th cent. A.D.). The Puranas, Agamas and 
Samhitas provide the data of religious synthesis worked out in the Sanskrit 
epoch of the Kushana and Gupta civilisation. Every student of Indian art standing 
on this threshold of the old and the new should note all the forms and symbols that 
had gone before and also those that were to emerge later with the full development 
of the Brahmanical images and temples. The present study just takes us to the story 
of the preceding age to initiate its subsequent part from Gupta times onwards which 
would be the subject of volume II. I had intended to include a chapter on Palace 
Architecture, but since the subject developed into a book, I have chosen to 
publish it separately under the title Ancient Indian Palace Architecture. Additional 
information about some of the topics discussed here is contained in my papers 
being published simultaneously under the title ‘Studies in Indian Art .

In writing this book on the History of Indian Art I have utilised the extensive 
sources written by other authors and also benefited from my own pervious writings and 
interpretations. I am deply indebted to Shri Shiv Kumar Gupta, M. A. Research 
Scholar under me for the line-drawings and to Shri Prithvi Kumar M. A. my son, 
for reading the proofs and preparing the word index. They have undergone immense 
labour for which my cordial blessings go to them.

Banaras Hindu University. Vasudeva S. Agrawala

7-3-1965
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CHAPTER I

1. INTRODUCTORY

P urpose—Indian art is a mirror of the thought, religion, philosophy, cults 
and culture of India, It is a rich commentary on the life of the Indian people. 
How they lived, how they felt, what were their ideas about the Divine, how they 
worshipped and what they created on the plane of matter is documented in the 
creations of Indian art. The material is extensive as now available in the form of 
architectural monuments, sculptures, images, paintings, bronzes, clay-figurines, 
pottery, ivory figures and other minor arts. Each part of the country has been 
the arena of art production. The tempo of creative activity changed from centre 
to centre during successive periods but the overall stream of Indian sesthetic 
endeavour belongs to the whole country.

Each region has taken its due share in this session of beauty (Bupa^sattra). 
The genius of many a people has contributed to this enrichment, but the inspiration 
and the meaning throughout are essentially Indian. With the extension of Indian 
culture beyond the seas and across the mountainous frontiers the monuments of 
Indian art took root in other lands carrying with them the original inspiration in the 
matter of ideas, and to a large extent in form also. Fortunately, the monuments exist 
to this day as proof of the expansive art movements that originated in the home-land 
and took shape outside. The depth and intensity of the colossal sesthetic flood 
which once engulfed the inter-continental regions from Indonesia to Central Asia 
extract our admiration. An integrated study of all the varied creations of Indian 
art necessitates an interpretation in the light of the philosophy, religion and cultural 
patterns that flourished on the Indian soil and are preserved in her sublime literature 
from the Vedas up to the Puranas and Kavyas.

Chronology—This art material is not only vast in space but also exten
sive in time. The story begins in the Indus Valley in the third millenium B. C. and 
covers about fifty centuries. The sequence of this long chronology is more or less 
settled for a working basis, as follows :

(i) Indus Valley Art C. 2500-1500 B. C.
(ii) Vedic Civilization C. 2000 B. C.—C. 1000 B. C.
(iii) Mahajanapada Period C. 1200 B. C.—600 B. C.
(iv) Saisunaga-Nanda Period C. 600 B. C.—326 B. C.
(v) Maurya Period C. 325 B. C.—184 B. C.



(vi) Sunga Period C. 184 B. C.—72 B. C.
(vii) Kanva Dynasty C. 72 B. C.—27 B. C.
(viii) Bactrian (Bahlilka-Yavana) and

Indo-Greeks (Madraka-Yavana) C. 250 B. C.— 150 B. C.
(ix) Kshaharata Saka-Kshatrapa C. 1st century B. C.—C. 390 A. D.
(x) Satavahanas C. 200 B. C upto 200 A. D.

(xi) §aka-Kushanas C. 80 B. C.—2nd century A. D.
(xii) Ikshvakus of Andhradesa C. 3rd century A. D.
(xiii) Gupta Period C. 319 A. D.—600 century A. D.
(xiv) Chalukya Period C. 550 A. D.—642 A. D.
(xv) Rashtrakuta Period C. 753 A. D.—973 A. D.

(xvi) Pallava Dynasty C. 600 A. D.—750 A. D.
(xvii) Chola Dynasty C. 900-1053 A. D.

(xviii) Pandya Dynasty C. 1251 A. D.—1310 A. D.
(xix) Hoysala Dynasty C. 12-13th centuries
(xx) Vijayanagara Dynasty C. 1336-1565 A. D.

(xxi) Ganga Dynasty and also
Kesarls of Orissa C. ll-13th centuries

(xxii) Palas of Magadha and Senas
of Bengal C. 9-12th centuries

(xxiii) Gurjara Pratiliaras 750—950 A.D.
(xxiv) Chandellas 900—1000 A.D.
(xxv) Solankis 765 A.D.—1200 A.D.
(xxvi) Gahadavalas 1085—1200 A.D.

Art movements originate, gather strength and continue so as to mingle their 
strands with the successive ones and, therefore, one need not insist on the fixity of 
political dates, which only offer a satisfactory working basis. The period from 
about the sixth century B. C. to the beginning of the era may be termed as ‘Pre- 
classical’ ; that from the first century A. D. to the time of Harsha (seventh century) 
as the Classical age, which forms the most important of the formative periods of 
Indian culture in its multiple facets of art, literature and life. This was followed 
by what is known as the ‘Medieval period’ (700-1200 A. D.), which may be divided 
into ‘Early’ (700-900 A. D.) and ‘Late’ (900-1200 A.D;).

On this long road of time, Indian art travelled with steady strides leaving 
behind glorious foot-prints as demonstrated by the numerous monuments spread in 
all directions. The story of this art may be regarded as being both simple and 
complex—simple because a thread of unity permeates it, complex because it is a 
skem of many strands. An art historian of India should have the discriminative



insight to unravel the tangled yarns of local, regional and national forms, styles, 
decorations, influences and contents.

Provenance—Provenance and chronology form the main rafters of art 
edifice. They are rooted in factual data which should be carefully collected 
and considered in a study of Indian art. The find-places of most of the monuments 
and objects under study are usually known and recorded. In the case of sculptures 
and architectural pieces, the colour and formation of stone is a reliable guide. For 
example, in the Indus Valley white limestone of the Kirthar hills was used for making 
statuettes ; in the Mauryan art hard-grained buff Chunar sandstone ; in Kushana art 
of Mathura red sandstone ; in Gandhara art bluish schist or slate-stone; in Gupta 
art reddish sandstone of local varieties; in Pala art usually black basalt ; in 
Chalukyan art yellowish sandstone; in the stupas of Amaravati, Nagarjunakonda 
etc. local whitish limestone of the Andhra country which has often been 
described as marble.

Dates—The problem of dates is to be based on the data supplied by the 
Inscriptions engraved on the monuments, e. g. a Stupa, a temple, silapatja, or on the 
pedestal of an image, or statue. When such information is lacking, the style becomes 
our guide for assigning a date to an art object. In the case of systematic archaeo
logical excavations, the relative strata as defined by the inscriptions, coins and 
associated finds indicate the sequence of chronology. The lever of an objective 
study is to settle the period or dating of an art object, and to place it in its proper 
historical and cultural background when that particular object was produced. 
Thus, the find-place, date and style give us the full cultural interpretation of 
an art object.

Meaning—The formal study of art as outlined above reaches its fulfilment 
in the discovery of the meaning of which an art object stands as concrete symbol. 
According to the Indian theory of aesthetics, art as well as poetry is comprised of 
four elements, namely, (i) Rasa, (ii) Artha, (iii) Chhandas and (iv) Saida. Rasa 
is the soul of all art, a spiritual quality enshrining its permanent value. It is 
the basic, essential and inscrutable Divine element in creation as well as art. 
Rasa is the aggregate of human emotions (Bhava). Both art and poetry aim 
to express the emotional contents of the human mind. The theorists speak of eight 
or nine Rasas with their respective sentiments or emotions. All high art evokes 
an emotion in the heart of the connoisseur. The poet and the artist begin by 
conceiving an emotion to be expressed through word or a material medium {Rapa).

■The next step is to select a meaning or theme (Artha) as the vehicle of the 
particular Rasa intended to be expressed. The extent of meaning of Indian art 
comprises the vast pantheon of gods and goddesses, each one of whom is the



symbol of celestial and earthly powers that are in the Universe, and really stand for 
the manifestations of one Divinity. The great Puranic legends or myths are cast in 
the pattern of a conflict between the powers of light and of darkness. Indian art and 
poetry illustrate these themes. Great Beings (Mahapurusha) like the Buddha, 
Mahavlra and other heroic kings of heavenly cliarater stand for the principle of light 
contending against the forces of evil described as Mara, Vritra, Tripura, Mahisha, etc. 
Without its meaning Art is blind. It is eloquent with its sense and purpose when 
properly understood as those who created it and for whom it was created both 
understood it. Meaning has great value to appreciate fully the cultural purpose of 
Indian art. The quest of meaning leads us to the study of art symbolism, e. g. in the 
case of Chakra, Purna-Ghata, Svastika, Garuda, Naga, Yaksha, etc.

Having fixed the subject or theme the artist makes a choice of his rhythm 
(Chhanda, Tala, Laya), or measure (Matra) which determines the various elements of 
beauty as symmetiy, harmony, grouping, proper relationship of the main figure with 
its constituents and composition (Samputijana). An important branch of Indian art 
thus relates to iconometry (Talamana). The cosmos with its individual objects 
presents a measured model for the artist which he accepts to be imaged not so much 
objectively as thiough his mind (Chitta) or meditation (Dliyana), each art object thus 
becoming an individual creation.

The last element of art is the expression of an idea in a concrete form on 
the plane of matter. W hat the artist has thought takes form in art. This is 
Saida for poetry and Pupa for visual arts. Sculpture, painting, architecture, etc. 
have their several media, but they are similar in being concrete symbols of ideas! 
Their language is direct, making an appeal to the mind through the senses.

Value of Mind—Herein lies the supreme value of art, viz. that it is a 
bridge between the worlds of mind and of matter. Art may be defined as the 
expression of an idea in visual form in a beautiful manner. Art is mind made manifest 
m matter. It is this quality which makes art so human and so intimate to the soul 
of man. As music through the ear, so visual arts through the eye reach the inner 
heart and generate sublimating vibrations of a subtle nature. The true con- 
noissuer (Rasika, Sahridaya, Vichakshana) lives in the aroma of art and sips
deep of its ambrosia. This faculty of the heart to register an esthetic shock 
from art is called Samvega.

True art is ever fresh as a recurrent session of beauty. Its charm does not 
fade and its aesthetic appeal comes back to the mind in ever rolling waves. Art is 
a human creation (.Manual* Silpa), but nearest to the Divine creation (Deva Silpa).



It is the divine inspiration in the heart of the artist which invests works with 
heavenly beauty of both Meaning (Artha) and Form (Hupei).

Decorative E lem ents— An objective analysis of the contents of Indian 
art acquaints us with its decorative elements and the themes depicted. From the 
very outset Indian artists took delight in decorative designs and formal elements 
both taken from nature and invented by man. Geometrical (Rekhakritz), floral 
(Patra-vallarT), and animal (Ihamriga) designs were freely introduced in natural and 
conventionalised forms. Sometimes they are used with great effect as accessory 
figures, or framing borders, or for filling space, or for the sole purpose of lending 
beauty to an object. Pottery decorations especially were an important element of 
protohistoric ceramic art. Later during the historical periods the symbols on punch- 
marked and tribal coins and sealings draw upon a rich repertoire of designs. In the 
Gupta period, scroll work (Patra-lata) made very intricate and deeply engraved when 
on stone as on the Dhamekh Stupa at Sarnath, became almost universal. It was 
believed to have the efficacy of warding off evil and plain surface was considered to 
be ugly. A panel with conventionalised scroll (Patra rachana) was taken to be as 
sacred as a Divine Image (.Archa). This attitude bore its rich fruit in'the develop
ment of the decorative element in Gupta art, painting, architecture and sculpture.

Cultural L if e —A second feature of Indian art is the place taken by 
the cultural life of the people including both royalty and common man. Indian 
art offers a commentary to its literature in depecting the material life of the 
people in a rich and vivid form. It is possible to reconstruct a whole history of 
Indian costumes and hair-styles from sculptures, paintings and clay figurines; 
especially the last, which, owing to their special democratic nature, present a rich 
typological cross-section of the society. The great StHpxs of Bharhut and Sanchi, 
of Amaravatl and Nagarjunikonda, stand out as monuments on which the Life of the 
community is faithfully depicted in its manifold aspects. It should be recognised 
that Indian art has moved close to its literature and to the actual life of the society 
through the ages. Its value as a record of the culture of the people is being now 
recognised.

Cult Material—Further, the great religious movements which inspired 
and moved the lives of the people at different periods from one end of the country 
to the other, have found a rich documentation in the art panels, which sometimes 
are more informative than even literary records. For example, the Yaksha and 
Naga cults on the early Stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi, and also in Mathura art, speak 
an eloquent language. A precise analysis of the elements of folk-art is needed to 
grasp the full scope of the art forms inspired by them. Another instance is the 
Uttarakuru tradition depicted with zest at Bhaja, Bharhut, Sanchi, etc. With it



are linked several motifs, such as, Mithuna, Kalpa-vrilcsha, Kalpa-lata of which the 
carved panels are illustrative of the epics and the Jataka descriptions. Various 
ornaments, costly fabrics, superior wines, toilet articles, and Man and Woman, are 
shown coming out from the tendrils or low bent boughs of trees or meandering 
creepers. These were Wish-fulfilling motifs which fired the imagination of the people. 
The Kalpa-vrilcsha became the arch-symbol of the cult of Tree-worship or the 
adoration of arboreal deities (RuJckha-devata-tnaha).

Symbolical Themes —Indian art truly reflects the deep relationship 
between ideas and life. It fulfilled a real need. If the wide gamut of life is 
mirrored anywhere it is truly so in the case of art. A special feature which enriches 
the meaning and purpose of art was to present a synthesis or mingling of the culls 
dear to the common man with the higher religion of the Buddha, Mahavlra, Siva 
or Vishnu with all the details of their lives and deeds of glory. Here metaphysical 
ideas were freely invoked to inspire concrete forms.

Buddha—The story of Buddha in stone and colour is woven out of a 
series of symbolical patterns, irrespective of the fact whether they would hold good 
for a historical person. His descent from the Tushita heaven, dream of Maya 
seeing a white elephant, Buddha’s oblique birth from the mother’s side, his seven 
steps, the first bath, presentation of the four cups, miracle of fire and water, 
taming of the elephant Nalagiri, vision of Thousand Buddhas, Dharma-Chakra, 
visit of Indra, ascent to the Heaven of ihe Thirty-three Gods (Trayastrima- 
Deva-svarga) and coming down by the three ladders of gold, silver and copper— 
these appearing as part of art are in reality symbols of the metaphysical pattern 
of Buddha’s life, pointing to the concept of the Superman (Mahapurusha).

SivA—Similarly Siva was depicted from the Indus Valley to historical times 
either as an emblem (Linga-vigraha) or in human form (Purusha-vigraha) and both are 
deeply rooted in the metaphysical thought of the religious tradition of India. The 
folk-elements have been freely accepted but transformed. Sublimation of forms as 
a vehicle of ideas gives delight both to the Indian seer and artist. For example, 
Siva is shown as Pasupati, Ardhanarlsvara, Nataraja, Kamantaka, Gangadhara, 
Chandrasekhara, Yogesvara, Yamantaka, Harihara, Dakshinamurti, Jyotirlinga, 
Nandlsvara, Umamalresvara, Dasamukhanugraha, Pahcliabrahma, Ashtamurti, Mri- 
tuhjaya etc. These are verily the alphabet of a religious language at its best. Its key 
is preserved in Indian tradition and the secret of art as tha t of religion may be found 
to be the same, when rightly unveiled.

Deva—Indian art may be said to be a dedication at the feet of the Divine 
(Deva). All the Dev as abide in the Stiipa and the Temple (Deva-Crriha). The llarmilcci 
on the top of the dome and the cella ((xarhha-griha) both are alike the seats of the



gods (Deva sadana). Forms may differ but the meaning is the same. An array of 
subsidiary deities (Vyantara-Devata) like Gandharva, Apsaras, Kumbhanda, Naga, 
Yaksha, Nadl-Devata, Siddha, Vidyadhara etc., stands integrated in each religious 
pantheon as the differentiated manifestations of an ultimate and supreme Divine 
Power (.Deva).

Unity of F orm and Meaning—A study of Indian art is thus possible at 
several levels—fixing of the archeaological context, technique of production, style, 
chronology, culture, and above all, its meaning. As in Plato, so in Indian aesthetics, 
idea or meaning (.Artlia) is of sublime value ; the form (Rupa) no less important from 
the aesthetic point of view is the vehical of ideas. Form is the body and meaning is 
the soul of art. Kalidasa has paid the loftiest homage to both by comparing them 
with the Cosmic Creator and the Divine Mother, the Universal Parents, who preside 
over creation, and also inspire human art, both being inseparable :

S P w ffo  tfsqft q irm ftqT ra  I
sura: fqcrCt u (Raghuvamsa 1. 1)

The meaning (artha) belongs to the region of the unmanifest (amurta) and the 
form (riipa) to the manifest (murta). Both are the two aspects of Divine Vishnu. 
The one called a higher (aritpa = paramariipa) and the other a lower (visvarupa -  
murtarupa, Vishnu P. 6. 7. 54). The whole cosmos with its created objects is governed 
by the higher principle of meaning, defined as Bhavana, i.e. the emotions, feelings 
and sentiments in the hearts of men. Such emotions exist at three levels, viz. 
(1) a cosmic transcendental meaning (Brahma-bliavana); (2) the feelings and emotions 
of the highest gods upto human beings and lower beings (.Karma-bhavana), which 
is the same as ‘life’ or culture ; (3) a union of the above two (Ubhaya-bhavana), in 
which divine knowledge (Brahma) and human activity (Karma) are revealed, as in 
Rama, Krishna, Buddha, Mahavira.

The discovery of the subtle meaning of art forms only leads to full aesthetic 
enjoyment according to the Indian theory, which holds the form without meaning 
(adhyatma-bhava) to be unholy. The human mind cannot remain without applying 
itself to one or the other of the manifest forms. It is therefore redeeming to con
centrate on the spiritual or divine purpose underlying the form. Just as fire 
entering a house burns it, so does thought inspired by the beauty of the image 
removes darkness and fills the mind (Chitta) with light (Vishnu P. 6. 7. 74). Both 
the artist and the critic of art (Rasika) can approach real art only through medi
tation (Dhyana) in order to have the proper aesthetic response.

An Icon, primarily and in completeness, intended for its religious, i.e. spiritual 
purpose, is a symbol of the divine or supreme reality.



CHAPTER II

2. PRE-HISTORIC PERIOD

The art of prehistoric man is found at many places in the world and also in 
India. Its precise dating is a matter of difficulty but it is marked by certain 
primitive features giving it a separate entity to be recognised as the first link in the 
story of human art. The prehistoric culture belonged to men living in Stone Age. 
In India, as elsewhere, it has two broad divisions, viz. Old Stone Age and New Stone 
Age, with a probable Middle Stone Age between the two. The first is known as 
Palaeolithic, the second as Neolithic and the intermediate one as Mesolithic.

Palaeolithic Art—In the Palaeolithic Age man lived by digging out roots 
and hunting animals for food. For this he made use of tools and implements of stone 
of a crude and rough variety, found in association with fossils of animals now extinct. 
The struggle that palaeolithic man put to master his surroundings was very hard and 
long-drawn. Still he had the capacity to think and develop which made him build a 
culture.

There are several palaeolithic sites located in Madras, Orissa, Hyderabad, 
Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. From the site of Attirampakkam in 
Chingleput district of Madras thousands of hand-axes have been picked. Similarly 
Khyad on the Malaphrabha in Dharwar, Mungi near Paithan in Hyderabad, are other 
sites where palaeolithic man once flourished. He lived in caves and rock-shelters near 
rivers, anxious for national protection and constant water supply. He mostly used 
quartzite (Hindi, Bujlia) for making tools in the form of cores and flakes obtained by 
fracturing the rough stone.

In north-west India in the Sohan Valley, a small tributary of the Indus 
(Sushoma of the Rigveda) and also in Kashmir Karewas traces of the earliest lithic 
industry of man in India have been found both as pebble tools and flakes.

Me so l it h ic—The Middle Stone Age was intermediary between the Palaeo
lithic and the Neolithic Ages. It is represented by Microlithic tools of very small 
size. The tiny tools were fixed singly or collectively to a handle to make them more 
effective. Such tools may be identified with silimuhJia of Sanskrit literature. The 
material consists of jasper, agate, carnelian, chalcidony, quartz and flint. The types 
of tools include blades, sometimes serreted (Hindi, dantedar), crescents, triangles, 
points, scrapers etc. Microlithic sites spread in the Sabannati valley in Gujrat, 
Narmada valley and along the lower Godavari. In the last region microliths were
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found in association with coarse hand-made pottery. From the chronological point of 
view microlithic industry went hand in hand with the neolithic and at times projected 
into the historic period. At Brahmagiri microlithic and neolithic cultures were found 
related to early historical times.

Neoli i HIC —The Old Stone Age culture had a very long duration dating 
back to about half a million years and continuing up to about ten to seven thousand 
years B. C. As against this the Neolithic age had a much shorter duration of a few 
thousand years and therefore linked with the earliest historic cultures of India. The 
Neolithic man was primarily producing food by an agricultural industry. He was 
using hand-made pottery, specially utensils for cooking. The Neolithic implements 
were ground and polished. The tools' included celts, axes, adzes and hammer-stones. 
The polished handled stone axe is the distinguishing tool of the Neolithic man. In the 
Rigveda there are two significant words, viz. aSman-mayi van and ayafi van. The real 
significance of these words does not seem to have been understood. Van was a kind of 
adze from which the Hindi word basula or basult is derived. The stone adzes seem to have 
been stone celts of the Neolithic man used for cutting RV. X.
101. 10). The copper celt {ayasi van) was a weapon of Tvashta (dRtt^fit ffcf 

RV. VIII. 29. 3). The Neolithic man did not know the use of metals 
and he was using only stone tools. In South India he was followed by people using 
iron. In North India, copper-using culture succeeded the .Neolithic man of which 
Mohenjodaro is the best example. Here is a transitional stage in which the use of stone 
celts is found together with that of copper celts. The Aryans in the Rigveda 
also were using both of these but mostly the copper tools, as in the Rigveda Tvashta, 
the divine architect (antar deveshu), is credited with having in hand a copper celt. The 
same god is associated with a copper axe (ayasa parasu, RV. X. 53. 9.) Those 
who were armed with such handled copper celts were known as vaSl-maniah.

The polished stone celts and axes were tools typical, in the Neolithic age. 
These have been obtained at several sites like Hamirpur, Chhatarpur, Hazaribagh, 
Ranchi, Santhal Pargana, Singhbhum, Darjeeling, Nadia, Naga Hills in Assam, 
Rsichur in Hyderabad, Chittaldrug in Mysore, and Anantpur, Bellary, Guntur and 
Tanjore in Madras. In the North-West also some specimens were found on the banks 
of the Indus. In south India Bellary District, Mysore and Hyderabad were the focal 
centres of Neolithic culture. The excavations at Brahmagiri brought to light a 
polished stone axes between the beginning of the first millenium B. C. and 300 
B. C. The authors of this culture were using both Neolithic celts and microlithic 
tools at the same time.

The Neolithic man was generally not acquainted with the use of metals. 
After him came iron in South India and copper and bronze in the North. His 
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pottery was hand-made and mostly coarse in gray fabric. The Neolithic peoples in 
India were food-producers with a settled life, whereas the Palaeolithic were food- 
gatherers wandering from place to place as hunters in pursuit of animals.

The tool implements of these peoples form a considerable material. From the 
art point of view they just demonstrate the craft ability of the primitive man who 
had begun to use his hand and thus laid the foundation of crafts for succeeding - 
ages.

R ock-Paintings—The man using the stone axe tools used to live and wander 
in river valleys and open forests. In the next stage man learnt to live in rocky cave- 
shelters where he diverted himself by making drawings on the walls of the caves 
which are known as Rock Paintings. These paintings were done with a kind of soft 
red stone or haematite, and from this they are known to the local people as Rakat- 
Kt-putariyan Skt. Raktaputtalika)

There are four principal centres where such paintings have been discovered, 
as follows: —

1. Mahadeo Hills round Pachmarhi, in Madhya Pradesh. Paintings in four 
series, superimposed over one another.

2. Raigarh paintings of Singhanpur and Kabra Pahar (ten miles south-east 
of Raigarh city) in Madhya Pradesh.

3. Mirzapur area in the Sone valley of the Kaimur Range (Skt. Kirmira 
name of an asura). Here are icck shelteis at Likhunia, Kohbar, 
Mehraria, Bhaldaria and Bijaigarh.

4. Manikpur in Banda District.

The largest number of prehistoric reck paintings have been found in the 
Mahadeo Hills with Pachmarhi as its centre. No less than fifty rock-shelters contain 
paintings, some of them known as Dorothi Deep, Mont Rosa, Mahadeo, Jambudwip and 
Dhaniakhal are within five miles of Pachmarhi. Others at about 20 to 40 miles 
distance are Tamia, Jhalia etc. Adamgarh is two and a half miles from Hoshangabad.

The paintings are numerous and in the opinion of some writers are rich like 
the Stupas of Bharhut and Sanclii furnishing a record of the many-sided cultural life 
of the people who made the drawings in red and white ochre colours. The super
imposed drawings show sequences in four series.

1st Series : Schematic figures only, divided into early and late. The
paintings of the early first series are conveptionalised human and animal figures in red



and cream colours. They show square-shaped bodies with triangular heads, the bust 
being filled by zig-zag or wavy lines, probably representing some kind of bark garment. 
[Fig. 1]. These paintings are superimposed by other figures and are scarce.

The later stage of the first series shows stick-like figures with a 
triangular head. The cream colour is interlined with red to depict hair or head. 
With the stick- like figures also appear some in pink with triangular head and 
square body but with a single wavy line within the bust. [Fig. 2] These also belong 
to the same stage.

2nd Series : Paintings in grey or cream, crude but naturalisitic, also
divided into early and late, the early second series being very crude have only the 
rudiments of naturalism. The figures have elongated necks, wavy hair, generally 
featureless heads, thin sinuous legs and fringed skirts. In the late second series some 
kind of grouping begins to appear and bows and arrows which were scarce in the first 
series now become common. [Fig. 3], Metallic arrow-heads which begain to be used by 
figurines of the first series still continued in the second and to that metallic spear
heads were now added as of common use. The people were hunters, hunting wild 
beasts, sometimes a tiger, a huge porcupine, sambhar both male and female and even 
elephant and oxen. Sometimes the hunting folk enjoyed a thrilling dance holding 
bows and arrows and using animal masks. Honey-taking with a bamboo ladder 
fiom high trees or overhanging cliffs was a favourite pursuit of the hunters of the 
second series which continued throughout the following third series also. [Fig. 4]. 
The rock paintings in Mirzapur area coincide with the hunting and dancing figures 
of the second series of the Mahadeo Hills.

3rd  and 4t h  Se r ie s—The cultural scene changes from primitive hunters 
to well-armed warriors and mounted horsemen in battle scenes where archers and 
swordmen are engaged in fierce action. Armed cattle raiders are also seen. Besides 
the homelife of the people is also depicted, e. g. a man playing on a harp ; a woman 
pounding roots and grinding grain ; huts with women inside ; men and women dancing in 
groups and pairs ; men playing drums and a double pipe, entertained by a performing 
monkey and a dancing bear. Cattle and birds of various kinds including goose 
and peacock and also pigs and dogs are represented—virtually a cross-section of 
the life of the people. In the Adamgarh Quarry near Hoshangabad one of the rock- 
shelters shows a very large elephant which is the oldest and may belong to the late 
2nd series. In the late 3rd and early 4th series of the Mahadeo Hills we find bun 
hair-dressing, loin-cloth ending in a tail between the legs, bow and quiver of arrows, 
straight swords, leaf-shaped dagger and round shield. The Mahadeo Hills 
paintings are mostly in difficult rocky jungles far from the main lines of communication



and so also the Singhanpur paintings. The people there were using microliths, 
pottery and metal-headed spears. There are a few mythological figures—a heroic 
personage in a vimana or sky-chariot and a gaint who leads a tiger with a rope like a 
pet dog (found in a shelter in the Mahadeo Hills group). [Fig. 5]. Another subject 
shows a male person resisting a lion or tiger on one side and a wild bull on the other 
while the cattle thus protected are moving below. No religious purpose seems to 
underlie the paintings which depict scenes of encounters with wild beasts, dances, 
domestic life and battle.

II. Singhanpur and Kabra Pahar Paintings near Raigarh, in rock-shelters; 
the first about 3 miles from Meharpahk station on the Bengal-Nagpur Rly. and 
Kabia Pahar about 10 miles south-east of Raigarh city. The paintings are in dark 
red and varying shades of red. Square-shaped men are seen including animals like 
wild oxen. One thing may be noted, viz. that the square body of the figurines in the 
Mahadeo Hills are filled with vertical wavy lines whereas at Singhanpur the figures 
have only a single or a double wavy line.

III. Paintings in the Mirzapur area. Whereas Singhanpur-Raigarh rock 
paintings fall within the Mahanadi valley, those of Pachmarhi (Mahadeo Hills) in the 
Narmada valley, the paintings of Mirzapur district belong to the area of the Sone 
valley. These three rivers form a well defined boundary of hilly forest area well 
suited for the protected habitation of primitive men, who appear to be the 
ancestors of the Sabaras and Nishadas.

The paintings in the Sone valley show hunting and dancing figures and a 
stage of culture as that of the painters of the 2nd series in the Mahadeo Hills. The 
local name for a rock-shelter is Dari, as in Likhunia Dari which is on the bank of 
the hilly stream Garai. The subject of the paintings is the capture of wild elephants 
by horsemen with the help of a tame elephant. The horse-riders carry a long pointed 
spear. Human figures with a square body or stick-like figures are found here showing 
that they were alike the figures of the 1st & 2nd series at Pachmarhi. In a 
lemarkable painting we see a wounded wild boar with its mouth open in pain.

IV. Manikpur in Banda District. Cave paintings show horsemen archers and 
a person seated in a wheelless bullock cart. In point of time they should be referred 
to the 3rd series of paintings in Mahadeo Hills.

One of the Adamgarh shelters shows an animal like a giraffe with a very 
long neck which has remained a puzzle.

Mori R uck Paintings— Recently a large group of thirty rock-shelters in 
village Mori, Districr Mandsor, M. P. has been surveyed, showing the ceiling and
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wails of the shelters decorated, with paintings in red ochre, depicting, animals, 
dancing humau figures and pastoral scenes, generally assignable to Series 3rd and 
4th of D. H. Garden for the Panchmarhi Hills. Amongst geometrioal designs some 
are quite important, namely, a four armed cross inside a circle, an eight-spoked 
wheel, a solar orb with multiple rays, houses with gabled roof, a crude country cart 
a running Sarvatojhadra pattern intricately made out of Swastika design, and above 
all an eight-petalled lotus filled by a central design consisting of four plpal leaves 
joined at their tip end in the middle of the motif, which partly occurs in the Indus 
Valley also (Indian Archaeology, 1957-58, p. 27, Fig. 14. 1-4.).

R ock E ngravings—Whereas paintings are found in rock-shelters, engravings 
appear on smooth rock surfaces open to rain and weather. They are more widely 
distributed than the paintings. A number of rock engravings have come to light on the 
middle Indus, some 6 miles south of Attock in localities named Mandori, Gandab and 
Ghariala, showing human and animal figurines, depicting riding horses, camels and 
elephants engaged in warfare and men armed with weapon. A t Sambalpur in Orissa, 
Raichur in Hyderabad, and at Bellary, groups of rock engravings have been, found. 
Most of these engravings are nothing better than bruisings.

Copper Culture—The neolithic man using ground and polished stone 
axes was gradually replace'd by food-producing agriculturists. A cultural succession 
from the primitive hunting communities has been observed at a number of sites from 
the Narmada to the Godavari, e.g. Maheshwar (ancient Mahishamatl) on the north bank 
of the Narmada, Navaa Toli, Jorwe (Ahmadnagar district), etc. showing post-neolithic 
features as indicated by painted pottery, use of microliths, copper articles and to an 
extent the older stone axes continuing to be used at several centres. A flake blade 
industry, the painted ware and fine copper articles seem to be moving to the chalcoli- 
thic phase which we see at its best in the Indus Valley. The evidence is far from being 
complete, as the quantity of articles of copper found in the early culture of Western 
and Central India is sparse, but in Northern India in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Orissa 
large copper hoards have come to light from as many as thirty sites. Axes and chisels 
which include all types of celts and bar-celts account for 154 examples as against 50 
of other types—swords, daggers, spear-heads, harpoons [Fig. 6] and anthropomorphic 
or men-like figures [Fig. 7], besides the great hoard of 424 assorted copper celts found 
at Gungeria in Madhya Pradesh. There were two industrial areas producing articles 
of copper, one the Ganga-J amuna Doab and the other the country round the Ranchi 
Plateau in Bihar.

The axes have a buttend somewhat narrower than the edge. The bar harpoons 
have a large spear-blade with two or three pairs of hooked barbs, sometimes with a



hole, and a lug above the stem. They are quite large ranging from 12 to 17 m. and 
cast in a mould with a stout mid-rib. Spear heads both simple and barbed and also 
copper swords and daggers have been found. In the Rigveda we find reference to a 
weapon named Rishti held on shoulders by the Marut-host with which it is tempting to 
identify these copper spearheads, just as the celts with Ayasi vagi handled by Tvashta 
[Fig. 8], the barbed harpoons with the Vajra of India, and the axes with Svadlwti 
and Pai’asu [Fig. 9].

Chronologically the latest phase of the Stone age culture was drifting towards 
the historic period with a two-fold intervening cultural sequence, viz. the chalcolithic 
phase of the Indus Valley and the Aryan phase, mainly of the Gangetic Valley. The 
Indus Valley culture by itself presents an extensive phenomenon both in space and time, 
in which a higher type of material civilisation was fully developed with all the main 
types of arts and crafts evolved in a high degree. The evidence about the Aiyan 
cultural remains is yet uncertain, but the copper implements specially from the Gangeiic 
Valley from Bithur in Kanpur, Sartholi in Shahj ahanpur, Rajpur Parsu near Hastina 
pur etc., point to some cultural sequence. A new type of pottery also forces itself on 
our attention. The Northern Black Polished Ware known as N. B. P. with widely 
scattered find-places punctuating the limits of the Mauryan empire has been rightly 
assigned to a period from 600 B. C. to 200 B. C. This was preceded by another kind 
of pottery known as the Painted Grey Ware. This type has been found both at Ahi- 
chchhatra and Hastinapur from the earliest levels. The pottery is wheel-made and 
decorated with groups of vertical lines, bands of sigmas, concentric circles, pot-hook 
spirals and arrangements of dots and dashes. Mostly the designs are painted on the 
outside of the bowls and dishes. In the case of the open flat bottomed dishes the inner 
surface also is painted with elaborate patterns. In the post-Harappan occupation 
levels at Rupar this pottery was found. The area between the Sutlej and the Jumna 
is full of sites producing the Painted Grey Ware. Like the N. B. P. ware the Painted 
Grey Ware and the Ochre Washed Ware also have a glossy finish. Most probably they 
belong to the blank period between the Indus Valley and the historical beginnings and 
thus may be assigned to the Vedic and post-Vedic ages.

\



CHAPTER III

3. INDUS VALLEY ART

Introductory—Indus Valley Art has come to us in the mass of finds 
mainly at the two cities of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro (c, 2500 B.C.—1800 B.C.). 
Cunningham had touched the site of Harappa as early as 1878, but its proto-historic 
character was revealed for the first time in 1921 when D. R. Sahni was digging at 
Harappa on the Ravi and following him in 1922 R. D. Banerji struck upon the treasures 
of chalcolithic civilisation at Mohenjo-daro on the Indus. Marshall and his colleagues 
took up the work bringing to light an urban culture of vast dimensions, adjudged to be 
the most extensive in the pre-classical world. In time it stretched over a period of 
about a thousand years and in space over 1500 miles from Rupar (Kotla-Nihang, 
Ambala) to Rangpur and Lothal at the head of the Gulf of Cambay, District Ahmeda- 
bad, and still further upto Bhagat Rao on the river Kim in the Narmada valley. Latest 
exploratory survey has swelled the number of sites to about one hundred, the focal 
areas being those of Harappa, Sarasvati in Rajasthan desert with the big site of Kali 
Bangan on its bank, Mohenjo-daro and Chanhu-daro on the Indus, Rangpur and Lothal 
in Saurashtra.

This range of spatial expansion far exceeds the civilised areas on the Nile and 
in Mesopotamia which are about half its extent.

The one merit of this Copper civilisation is the general unanimity amongst 
scholars about its antiquity, a date paralleled with the Sargonic period of Akkad (c. 2350 
B. C.), and the two ends of its temporal extension bracketed within c. 2500-1500 B. C. 
This dating has rather a firm basis, as shown by the discovery of about 30 Indus seals 
in the important cities of Mesopotamia at Ur, Kish, Lagash, Susa, Tell Asmar, etc. 
in the latter half of the third millenium B. C. Some seals were found in the Larsa 
period (1800 B. C.) and some from Kassite period (c. 1500 B. C.).

The discovery of the Indus Valley culture has done a miracle for both art and 
history of ancient India. It has pushed back at one stroke the beginning of civilised life 
in India by 20 centuries, i. e. from 600 B.C. to 2500 B.C. It has placed the Indian 
civilisation in a world-context making it as one of the other great civilisations of the an
cient world like Crete, Egypt, Mesopotamia and Western Asia. It has further established 
the central position which India occupied within an extended geographical orbit with 
alround lines of communication to feed her economic life. The character of this 
civilisation shows it to be essentially urban, comprising a community of merchants and



rulers devoted to many fine arts and dependent for tlieir economy on tire labouis of a 
toiling peasantry. They were entrenched within fortified citadels having rampart and 
gateways, most probably ruled by a central authority or political power vested m the 
king. A community of priests catering to the religious needs of the people is also 
indicated by the finds. The people excelled in methods of architectural planning of 
their capital cities, houses and roads, and an unusually developed sanitaiy system of 
bath-rooms and drains to which there is no parallel in the ancient woild. The 
discovery of baked bricks in millions from kilns fired by forests of timber 
was the strongest point of the Indus Valley culture by which their architects built well 
.planned cities the like of which are not seen anywhere else in Iran, Egypt or Western 
Asia. The beginnings of this civilisation are a little obscure and its end also seems to 
have come suddenly. The amazing fact about it is the uniformity of life, art and 
culture made visible to us by innumerable relics. About nine structural phases were 
exposed at Mohenjo-daro extending over a thousand years and the seals and other 
objects that came from the earliest levels (circa 2500 B. C.) do not seem to differ 
from those of the final phase (circa 1500 B. C.j, although a certain degree of 
evolution.inevitably exists. Such stolid conservatism was a quality ingrained in the 
soul of the'people and had immense effect in building up a civilization which became 
so deeply rooted in the soil as to leave its lasting influence on the life and beliefs of 
the succeeding generations. The Harappa culture flourished for many centuries along 
with that of the Aryans and both co-existed in amity until the final clash ousted the 
Indus people from the field. It implied only the extinction of their political power, 
the people stuck to their homes, left to fight with a climate gradually turning incle
ment until deserts and waterless tracts overcame them. In its hey-day the culture 
of the Harappans was a blooming flower of divine fragrance or a ray of serene lustre. 
A flush of beauty permeates their life as seen in the religious cleanliness of their 
cities, homes and bodies. The ornaments of gold and silver, beads of elongated bright 
carnelian, agate, quartz etc. and gold-tipped beads, faience ornaments, miniature 
pottery as well as designs on pottery ai.d the variety of steatite seals with 
vigorous animal figures ai d bold pictographic script - these are radiant with the 
creative genius of an inventive race. Taken together they leave a deep impression on 
the mind of every serious student of art and culture. The people knew the arts of 
agriculture, weaving, statuary, goldsmithy, bead-making, ivory-carving, shell-inlay, 
metal casting, writing, t< y-making, pottery turned on wheel, painting designs in black 
and polychrome, using weights and measures, building, firing bricks, shaving, using 
wheeled conveyances, etc.

It is now generally admitted that the Harappa culture was born on the Indian 
soil. Its indigenous distinctive character is stamped on all classes of objects which
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have been exposed. The problems created by the discovery of this culture are 
gradually accumulating for solution and the reply seems to be embedded in the story 
of Indian civilization itself both in the pre-and post-Harappan periods.

Architecture
Both Harappa and Mohenjo-daro were planned fortified cities. The 

citedal consisted of a high rampart wall (Prakara) on broad foundation of mud-work 
45 ft. wide (Vapra), city-gates (Dvara) and a moat (ParlkTia) for which the
Indus and the Ravi sufficed. The main city was enclosed inside these defences, 
giving a complete: picture of what in the Vedic texts and later was known .as Pur, a 
fortified city. The high acropolis is a parallelogram, 400-500 yards north-south by 
200 300 yards east-west, with a perimeter of about 3 miles. The city-wall tapering 
upwards had bastions or towers at intervals (AttalaJca) and was itself propped by a 
revetment of baked bricks 4 ft. wide on the outside (Ishtalca-PraJcara,).

The town inside was divided by broad streets regularly running at right angles 
both east-west and north-south dividing the city into blocks, The fixity of plan as laid 
down by the first builders continued throughout the history of Mohenjo-daro showing 
that the municipal authority enforcing the building laws extracted willing obedience 
from the people almost in a religious spirit. There was, however, some deviation in 
the later stages of the city building.

The main street at Mohenjo-daro (Mahapatha) cleared for half a mile is 33 ft. 
wide, allowing several rows of wheeled carraiges to pass up and down. The main 
road intersected by some similar ones and by less wider streets from 12 to 9 ft. wide 
divided the whole city into blocks where smaller lanes and narrow alleys upto 4 ft. 
are also seen. There was no system of paving the streets with bricks excpting for the 
drain in the centre of the street.

The houses were arranged in rows mostly sited in the lanes, generally of 
27 ft. x 29 ft. or double the size. They were provided with several rooms, a kitchen 
and a bath-room round a courtyard and were built in two storeys. The height of the 
brick-built walls as preserved in the streets is about 18 ft. and in the lanes 25 ft. 
The houses in the blocks are compact, but sometimes separated by narrow spaces of 
only 1 ft. The entrance was generally placed in the lane for privacy and safety. 
The principles of foundation, vertical walls in parallel courses, provision of roof 
probably on wooden beams and rafters, grille windows, niches and plastering were 
known. The art of masonary was plain and severe without much decoration. Only 
a few examples of alabaster and pottery grilles for windows have survived. An average 
door measured 3 ft. 4 inches in width and double in height and was closed by 
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shutters, now perished. Larger doors upto 7 ft. 10 in. also exist. The use of stone 
for building was practically absent. Even brick pillars were not much m use. 
Surviving columns are either square or rectangular and no round column has 
been found.

The floors in the rooms were without pavement, being only of beaten earth. 
The bath-rooms on the other hand received more careful attention as shown in the use 
of very finely joined masonary made impervious by the technique of using rubbed 
bricks. Inside the thick walls were pottery pipes for the flow of spill water from the 
bath-rooms of the upper storey, connected with the street-side drain of the ground- 
floor. This nice arrangement to ensure maximum cleanliness is a singular feature 
of Harappan culture.

Every good house had its well with plentiful supply of sweet water and 
brick-lined with wedged bricks (^n'Tgt sfit i i )  made water tight and furnished with a 
high coping above the mouth of the well. The usual size is 3 ft. across but smaller 
ones of 2 ft. and larger of 7 ft. are also found.

The drainage system of the houses and the town gives proof of unusually 
thoughtful planning. Each street and lane had a good brick-paved channel 
made of bricks on two sides finely joined with mud-mortar, lime or gypsum, 
bigger drains (18" wide) generally covered with loose stones and smaller ones 
with bricks. Tributary drains from each house connected with the street drain. 
The long drain was provided with man-holes at intervals with wooden covers and the 
whole system emptied itself in brick culverts (2-|- ft. wide 4 or 5 ft. high) to carry 
away collected rain water. It appears that the cleanliness of the body had become 
a religious cult with the people. We are reminded of a reference in the Chhandcgya 
Upanishad mentioning the philosophy of life held by the Asuras believing that the 
physical body is Atma (Self), which should be embellished and provided with 
provisions, clothes and ornaments after death qLfdflq feldT ^WT-

Chh. Up. 8.8.5). This fits in squarely with the remains of Harappa 
culture which most likely belonged to the Asura race.

Besides the citadel on the Stupa mound at Mohenjo-daro the Great Bath, an 
Assembly Hall, the so-called ‘College Building’ having numerous rooms with a 
courtyard and a grand staircase (all pointing to its character as a Royal Palace), and 
last of all the Granary exposed in Wheeler’s excavation being similar to the elaborate 
Granary of Harappa, are other structures of monumental nature pointing to the 
architectural genius of their builders. The Assembly Hall rests on twenty pillars 
ananged in four rows of five each, some of them 25 ft. high, and is a spacious



building, 85 ft. square, seemingly of multipurpose use as a Sabha and office of the 
city-guild similar to Saththagara of Buddhist times.

The Great Bath (Malia-kunda, 39 ft. x 23 ft. x 8 ft.) formed part of a big 
hydropathic establishment (180' x 108'). This structure almost offers a commentary 
on the high standard of the Indus Valley people, so far as their religious and secular 
life is concerned. It was reached by flights of steps on two sides and surrounded by 
several rows of smaller double-storeyed rooms. It was supplied with fresh water taken 
from a nearby well, brick-lined with gypsum mortar. Its floor and wall have been 
made absolutely water-tight by three parallel vertical brick-walls on the four sides, 
the first is plastered on the outside and plugged on the inside by one inch thick coat of 
bitumen. The second and the third walls were connected to it by rammed mud and 
made compact as a single unit. The emptying outlet in one coitrei connects it with a 
big corbelled drain. On the terrace of the bath was a spacious corridor supported on 
pillars and having on three sides at its back various rooms and galleries seiving as 
cloak rooms. [Fig. 10],

Granary—Both at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa a granary of massive construction 
(150' x 75') of solid masonary divided into 27 blocks with attached platfoi ms for 
loading and unloading has come to light. A timber super-stiucture was piovided abore 
the blocks which were arranged in a manner to ensuie piopei airing. The lound 
platforms near the granary at Harappa on which wooden moitais and pestles uere 
placed for pounding corn into flour by toiling labourers. Thus the rich population was 
able to maintain itself with a constant supply of wheat flour from the labours of a 
peasantry.

From the monuments described above, we are in a position to form an idea of 
the political and economic organisation established in the citedal. For example, the de
fended town was the Pur or Royal Fort, the Granary the Koslitliagara, the Assembly Hall 
the Sablia or Samthagara serving as the Hall of Public Audience (dsthana-mandapa of 
later literature), and last of all the so called “College” the Royal Palace (Prasada), and 
the Great Bath corresponding to the Mahgala-Pushkarini in which the members of the 
consecrated aristocracy called Rajanah took their sacramental bath as amongst the 
Lichchhavis of Vaisali. To this may be added four other components, namely, the Broad 
Road (Mahapatha), Rampart (Prakara), Rammed Foundation (T-apra) and Gateway 
{Gropura Dvara) with bastions (Attalaka). The argument from this contingent of ten 
buildings and architectural parts throws up links between the proto-historic and historic 
cultures of India. A capital city in later times was also of the same lay-out. What 
remains to complete the picture was a religious shrine which perhaps lies concealed 
under the Buddhist Stupa.



DOCKYARD AT LoTHAL— At Lothal (Saragwala Tila, Distt. Ahmedabad) 
a respectable tomn two miles round, divided by a broad street, into six blocks, was 
discoverd in 1958-59, a large dockyard roughly trapezoid on plan, its eastern and 
western embankments being 7 1 0 'long, the northern 124' and southern 116. The 
greatest extent height of the embankment was 14'. Boats could enter the harbour 
at high tide through an opening in the eastern embankment, the dwarf-wall near 
the entrance being meant to retain water even at low tide. A spill-channel existed 
in the southern embankment for the outlet of excess water, care being taken to 
provide even a sliding door fixed in two groves at the mouth of the channel. [Fig. 11]. 
This gives proof of the sea-borne trade carried on by the Harappans settled at 
Lothal. Unfortunately the dockyard and the town were submerged by a major flood.

Sculpture

They had developed a lithic industry of making stone statuary, of which 
only a limited number of eleven pieces were found besides the two fine torsos 
from Harappa. The highlight is the bearded head and bust of a male figure wearing 
a scarf with a tre-foil decoration originally filled with red paste. [Fig. 12]. One 
of the eyes had shell-inlay when it was found. A hole on each side of neck was 
meant probably to hold a necklace. The tre-foil pattern had an international back
ground being found in Mesopotamia, Egypt and Crete where it is associated with a 
religions character which makes it probable that the Mohenjo-daro bust was intended 
to portray a deity or perhaps a priest. In the Indus Valley itself the tre-foil pattern 
occurs on beads of steatite or of steatite paste. The head is covered with closely 
cropped wavy hair held by a fillet (patra). It has narrow half-closed eyes, low receding 
foiehead and a face disproportionate to the head making it distinct from the contem
porary sculpture of Mesopotamia. But there are certain common features also, e. g. 
the shaven upper lip, use of inlay for the eyes and a sturdy neck. The half closed 
eyes indicate a Yogi in contemplative pose with the gaze fixed on the tip of the nose. 
Tins may not be surprising since the Yoga cult is seen in the pose of a figure seated 
with cioss-legs. But it may be noted that the same kind of eyes have been noticed 
in some very early clay figurines from Kish and Ur.

The other stone heads from Mohenjo-daro also show some noteworthy features 
as follows:—

. . ^  weatheied limestone head ; 5 |"  high ; showing shell-shaped ears and
white stone inlay in one of the eyes.



l. Limestone head ; nearly 7" high ; short cropped hair gathered in a bnn at 
the back held by a fillet ; a shaven upper lip ; shell-shaped ears ; inlaid eyes ; 
modelling of the cheeks and lips shows feminine sensitiveness but the short beard 
makes it certainly a male figure.

3. Seated alabaster male figure with the head broken ; 11" high ; arrange
ment of the lower clothing shows it to be a tahmad or “a thin kilt-like garment 
secured round the waist, covered by a thin shawl over the left shoulder and under 
the light aim . On the back is a long lock of braided hair similar to the feminine 
Vcni; of poor modelling; the squatting posture is somewhat similar to that of Werna 
Takshama statue.

4. Limestone head; 7\"  high; hair gathered in a bun (Chuda) at the back 
having three strands; ears are shell-like; eyes inlaid at one time; chin without 
beard; face large out of proportion.

5. Alabaster statue of a squatting man; 16|" high; right knee raised; 
hands resting on the knees ; bearded face but details worn o u t; once had inlay in 
the eyes ; a fillet round the head tied at the back with ends hanging down.

6. Fragmentary limestone figurine; formerly polished; with a crude hand 
on a knee.

7. Fragmentary squatting or seated figure in limestone ; high; hand on 
knee; a series of holes drilled above the ankles for anklets.

8. Unfinished limestone figure of a man in squatting posture ; 8 |"  high ; 
hands on knees. Its special feature is the kilt-like garment spread between the 
legs; indications of fillet round the head.

9. Another limestone figure of a composite animal (10" high) had the body 
of a ram with horns and an elephant’s trunk which probably had some religious 
character. Similar animals of composite types are depicted on the seals.

The modelling of these figures is stereotyped and decadant and they are 
said to have come from later levels.

HARAPPA TORSOS— Two statuettes from Harappa, which many scholars 
have accepted as genuine finds, give an idea of the naturalistic human sculpture of 
which the Harappan artists were capable. The sensitive modellings of the body for- 
shadows the spirit of historical Indian sculpture as in the YakshI figure from Didarganj, 
Patna. Both are torsos (just under- 4"), one of red sandstone and the other in grey 
limestone. The first has a frontal treatment, realistic with sensitive muscular form 
both on the chest and the back. The treatment of the heavy line of the abdomen is 
very much similar to that of statues of Kushana time, I.t had inlaid, nipples and discs 
on shoulders and a separate attached head. (Fig. 13).



The sculpture in grey limestone is a lively dancing figure with head 
originally affixed separately, the arms and legs designed in more than one piece 
were similarly attached and the nipples were inlaid. (Fig. 14). The contour of the 
body and the heavy hips show it to be a female figure, the several features pointing 
to an ideal feminine beauty (cf. madhye sangrahya, pashchad-vafiyasi, prithmroni, 
Satapatha Br. 1.2.5.16.). The drilled holes on the back were intended for affixed 
hair. The narrower region between the shoulders (viwiiislittxntaruihsai 61>. I. 2.5.16, 
3.5.1.I I )1, and the soft effeminate built as well as the delicate pose of balancing the 
body on the right leg while the left is thrown to the right in a rhythmic sweep hardly 
leave any doubt that it was a female dancer either human or divine.

The identification of the two figures should draw our attention. The male 
adipose stoutly built youth seems to be rather extraordinary. It represents the type of 
Nude God referred to in the Atharva Veda as Maha-Nagna, the eternal Nude Man. 
Rudra-Siva as Digambara (sky-clothed) typifies the same conception. Happily the female 
consort of Maha-Nagna, Nude Lord, is described in the same verse as Maha-Nagni, 
the Female Nude or the Eternal Woman both striding one after the other as 
a pair (AV. Maha-Nagni Mahdnagmm dJiavantam anudliavati, 20.136.11). The rendering 
of the two primeval Nudes in such an emphatic form is consistent with what we know 
of other Harappa sculpture. For example, the conception of the Male Deity 
Rudra-Pasupati was certainly known in that culture, and even more so that 
of the Great Mother Goddess is seen in many clay figurines. It seems as if the 
artist, an unusual genius, tradscended in one sweep the diversified formality of 
repretenting male and female figures and visualised of the primal Man and 
Woman without intervening ornaments and drapery. Of the two figures one is 
static showing high concentration of physical power as in the later Yakshas; whereas 
the female dancer shows a spirit of movement and vivacity which typifies the 
characteristic movement and dynaminism associated with the female half of the 
Creator’s energy and such figures of later times. That the figures are of divine import 
seems to be writ large in the lines of their body.

Bronze Sculpture
The figure of a dancing girl in bronze found at Mohenjo-daro (height 4 |") is an 

exquisite figure with the same sensitive feeling as seen in the two Harappa figures. Its 
feet and ankles are missing. (Fig. 15). The right hand rests on the hip in the Latahasta 
or KatyavalamUta pose. The arms are loaded with bangles which seem to be the same 
as Khadayah of the RV. The head is slightly tilted, and covered with curly hair
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gathered at the back in a coiled knot. The eyes are large and half-closed. The pose 
of the long legs and the elongated arms and slender bust all suggest an excep
tional mastery in capturing the livelinss and rhythm of a female dancer long 
practised in her art. The reference to Nritu in the RV. seems to indicate a figure 
of this type.

This and other figure in bronze are proof of the technique of casting metal by 
the cire perdue or lost-wax (Maduchclihisla) process, a technique having a continuity 
of abovt 5000 years on the Indian soil by which some of the greatest plastic art 
of India like the Nataraja bronzes and the Sultanganj copper Buddha were produced. 
Copper was the chief metal used in the Indus Valley for which the Vedic name was 
Aycis ( spro ). Iron was not known to them. They mixed ten percent tin with copper and 
wrought 1he alloy of bronze.

A late bronze foot with an anklet found separately is more aitistic 
corresponding to the missing portion in the bronze dancer. Amongst the number of 
bronze animals the figure of a buffalo and a ram are much more realistic giving 
evidence of mastery of naturalistic modelling.

It should be observed that the human statuary from the Indus Valley has a 
distinctive type of its own. In the Sumerian statuary, both early and late, the eyes 
are round and full but in Harappa they are long and narrow with half-closed lids. 
Inlaid eyes are found also in Babylonia and Egypt but in lesser numbers, The sturdy 
neck of Mohenjo-daro statues is much more emphasised than in Babylon. The low 
receding forehead and the high narrow nose are features common to both India and 
the West. In the treatment of the ears which resemble an oyster shell or saucer the 
Indian artist followed his convention. Although the number of statuattes and 
figurines is limited it is enough to show that an individual style had been evolved.

Terracotta Figurines
They are made of solid clay, of red colour well kneaded, bearing a red 

wash or slip, sometimes showing a polish. The figurines are of two classes, human 
and animal, the former also divided into male and female types. The number of 
female figurines is much in excess to that of the male.

The male figures are marked by a long nose, beardless chin, receding 
forehead, long slit eyes, applique mouths gashed, crudely modelled bust, pointing to 
an indifferent interest of the modeller in the making of such figures which may have 
been either secular or religious types. There is a horned figure and some horned 
masks, cast in a mould with oblique eyes which may have been used for apotropaic 
purposes to ward off evil (ArciTcshartlia). - The use of mould howsoever limited is



noteworthy. A Janus-like (u’diayatah tirshm) figure was pressed from a double mould. 
The idea is known in the Rigveda mentioning a two-headed Supreme Deity 
(.Dvifirsha maliodeva, RV. IV. 58.3). Although the .material is limited the ethnic 
character is emphasised as in the case of a man, found by Wheeler in 1950 on the 
Granary Site of Mohenjo-daro, its skull cap and sturdy built with the usual features 
of the long nose and receding forehead treated in one line seem to establish a 
definite type in the population probably of the peasantry.

F emale F igures—The female figurines in clay are much more impressive. 
They are heavily adorned with ornaments. In the case-of the figure Dk 2384 found 
at Mohenjo-daro, on the head is a high fan-like projection which may be identified 
with OpaSa mentioned in the Rigveda as the mark of a beautiful woman, secured 
at its base by a flat band or fillet with pendant loop near the right ear. The 
braided locks (Kaparda of the Rigveda) and the ear-pendants are also indicated. 
In some other cases the ears have a conical cup or pannier on each side which may 
be the Kurlra of the Rigveda. Actual specimens of a cone and of fillets in 
gold have been found. Besides armlets (.Khadi) the most elaborate ornaments are 
worn round the throat in the form of a tight choker and five other necklaces with 
schematic arrangement one within the other descending from the shodlders and 
touching the girdle below (a similar torso found by Mackay, pi. LXXV, 17). Four of 
the necklaces have elongated bead-pendants and the fifth, the longest, is stamped 
with rosettes marking it out as a lotus garland either real or imitated in 
gold. The wide triple girdle (mehliala) with a buckle device to secure it on the front 
emphasises the feminine character of the figure. The portion below the thighs is 
missing. The pubic triangle is over-emphasised but actual nudity is not indicated. 
The eyes are indicated by round pellets, the nose is long and straight in a line wjth 
the forehead and the mouth is an applique strip of clay with a horizontal slit. The 
breasts are prominent swelling on the two sides of the necklaces. There is no doubt 
that much thought has gone into the ornamentation of the figure and the whole 
atmosphere round it is that of a deity. [Fig. 16]. Another example is a complete 
standing figure wearing the same ornaments but with pannier-like projections 
(Kurlra) on the two sides of the head, but having undigitated hands and feet. [Fig. 17]. 
If we compare these with the earliest mother goddess figurines from Mathura and Taxila 
[Fig. 18 a-b] firm links as to the same ideal type are present in these proto-historic 
and early historic female figurines. She seems to represent the Great Mother 
Goddess, Main Mata (RV. V. 47. 1). Her worship not only in India but also in the 
ancient-most Iran prevailed. As a Goddess for the Asuras the Vedic and early 
literatui'e speaks of her as Maya, and for the gods as the divine mother Aditi 
(Deva-Mdtd). Later in classical times she gave place to Sri with a revised inter-
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pretation, being treated both as an independent goddess and the consort of Vishnu. 
In the Indus Valley figurines we occasionally find an infant at her breast or on the 
hip pointing to her motherhood aspect. The notion of fertility finds support in one 
specimen showing pregnancy. On a seal from Harappa a woman is represented with 
a plant coming out of her womb, a flamboyant symbol of fertility. The female 
figurines are generally undraped but in a couple of cases they wear a kilt-like 
skirt made of wool closely resembling the Tcaunahcs worn by the early Sumerians and 
fhe proto-Elamites of Susa. There are some secular figurines also showing women 
kneading dough or holding a dish of cakes.

The cult of the goddess occupied an important place in the life of the people. 
The uniformity of style, similarity of ornamentation and the wide area over which 
they were spread forces the conclusion that these were religious figures related to 
cult worship of the goddess. The area of distribution of such female figures 
is not limited to the Indus Valley and Baluchistan but extends to Persia, Elam, 
Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, Crete, Cypress, Egypt, and the Agean world. In these 
civilisations we find an overwhelming consciousness in favour of the Feminine whether 
the Goddess is named Isis, Innini (Lady of Heaven), Ishtar, Anahita or Aditi 
('JTTfRHfeRr VS. 18. 30). She was the_ Great Female, identified in some
cultures with the Earth Mother, as surely in India. It may be mentioned here that 
the one important tradition which the Indus Valley people transmitted to their succe
ssors is the wide spread cult of the Mother Goddess in the form of i>aldt, Devi, Mata, 
Bhumi (Hindi, Bkuiyan, {he Village Deity (Grarm-Devata) par enccllence, all
exemplifying the Magna Mater. The figurines from Harappa and Mohenjo-daro are 
generally of a benevolent goddess, but the reverse of it is seen in the grim figurines 
from Kulli having a terrifying skull-like aspect. They could not have been toys for 
children but a mother Goddess like Kali or Chandika of later times.

Nearly three-fourths of the clay-figurines represent animals specially humped 
bulls CKalcudmant vrishabha). Cows are never represented. The other animals are 
elephant, rhinoceros, pig, monkey, goat, sheep, turtle and birds etc. One specimen 
from a late level at Mohenjo-daro seems to be that of a horse but so indifferently 
made as to be doubtful. Some bull figurines are of high aesthetic quality comparable 
to those on the seals showing the great strength of the animal in the developed 
muscles, hump, strong neck, dewlap, frowning eyes and head. [Fig. 19],

Pottery

The pottery material from the Indus Valley was produced on the wheel.
It is both plain and- decorative with designs painted in black colour on a red
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surface. Half a dozen kilns ill a potter’s quarter where the ware was manufactured 
have been found. They are circular pits of 6'-7' diameter with a perforated floor 
arid arrangement fbr smoke to escape. Red ochre or earth from Hurmuz seems to 
have been used for the red slip on the pots.

The following designs are painted : intersecting circles, which are peculiar to 
the Indus Valley; sigmas and wavy lines; komb ; sun-symbol, in one case with 
a thousand rays (Mackay* Further Excavations PI. LXX, 39) ; punched circlets ; 
stars ; arrow-heads ; four-petalled flowers {Chaupliulia sfl'gfspu) ; check-board formed 
of squares in black against a red background ; net ; fret (kunjaralcsha) ; hatching, a 
common motif to distinguish one square or triangle from another ; double inverted pots 
(Uttana-chamu, RV. I. 164. 33) ; fish-scales (Skt. MaUyamlka, Hindi, SaJhresa, 
a ribbon round the jars. Besides these geomatrical patterns figures of animals and 
birds, snakes or fishes occur. In some cases a row of animals is shown, a motif 
well-known in Elam and Sumer. Animal figures are generally associated with natural 
objects such as leaves (specially of piped) and trees or birds (peacock) perching 
on them. Human figures are a few, e. g. a fisherman carrying two nets suspended 
from a shoulder pole on two sides (Skt. Vihangika) (Vats, Harappa, LXIX, 16). On 
a pot-sherd from cemetry H is a hunting scene showing two antelopes with the hunter 
between them shooting the animal on the right with bow and arrow and the animal 
on left being torn by a pursuing dog. Polychrome pottery is a special ware at Amri 
in pre-Harappan levels and also at Nalin north Baluchistan. [Fig. 20],

The types of pottery include goblets with a conical bottom, dishes, basins, 
flasks, borrow necked vases, cylindrical bottles, tumblers, corn-measures, spouted vases 
and a very special type of dish on stand, called offering stand or incense-burner, 
which is distinctively an Indus Valley ware, a sure sign of chalcolthic culture Wherever 
it may be found.

Special TYPES—Some special types in pottery are to be noted :—

a. Knobbed pottery or pimpled ware ornamented oil the outside with knobs, 
set closely in rows, only a few specimens being exposed. Similar pottery 
is known from Tell Asmar in Babylonia in levels corresponding to the 
Indus Valley. There also the number is limited. Probably they were 
associated with the mother cult illustrating her aspect of a thousand teats 
(Salmsradhara, Sahasra-udhas).

b. Perforated pottery is a peculiar type of cylindrical shape ranging from 
2 to 20 inches. Either it served as a heater with live-coals, or as a reli
gious vessel for sprinkling water through multiple perforations as one used



even today in the expiatory ceremony for a child bom under an ill-omened 
star (Hindi, Sattaisa, STcfT̂ n).

c. Mi nature pottery comprises a large number of tiny vessels, sometimes 
less than half an inch but well finished and polished with exquisite shapes. 
Specimens of fired clay arc quite numerous, but majority are of faience. 
It was at one time suggested that they were meant for scented oil and 
cpsmetics, but the tradition of minature pottery continued also in the 
historic period, e, g. Rajghat alone turning out about 500 specimens now 
in the Bharat Kala Bhavan. It was children's pottery, a kind of kinder
garten to train the child’s mind and eye in the different shapes used in 
domestic utensils. The custom for a potter to supply such tiny ware along 
with the bigger ones has come down to our own days in north India.

d. Incised'pottery. With scratched figures on the base of certain deep 
pans and dishes of offering stands. The marks are like pictographic signs.

e. Animal-shaped pottery. A couchant ram hollow on the back is an 
instance of this type.

The big storage jars have conical bottoms which were partially buried in 
the earth or placed on stands or a circular base. Some were actually found with 
interred bottoms. The Indus Valley pottery was essentially of a utilitaiian character 
fulfilling the needs of drinking, eating, cooking, worshipping and storage etc., but 
the aesthetic appeal in the painted designs and perfect shapes specially in the 
minature pottery and burial pottery is no less eloquent. [Fig. 21].

A special type of painted polychrome pottery shows the designs in several 
colours as red and green on a buff slip. A sherd from Chanhu-daro is painted with 
birds and animals in black, white and red on a yellow ground. These were no doubt 
connected with pre-Harappan Nal pottery which employs the full range of five basic 
colours (PaftcJia varna) as red, blue, green, yellow and white.

Burial pottery forms a class by itself. At Harappa in cemetiy H, two 
distinct strata were exposed with a rich collection of grave pottery, the upper one of 
one hundred and twenty pot-burials and the lower one of earth-burials accompained 
by funeral pottery consisting of water-pots, bowls, offering dishes, saucers, flat covers, 
flasks, round vases etc. The shapes of the burial pots (ranging in hieght from 9§" to 
23§'') are round, ellipsoid marked by parallel finger grooves on the lower portion. The 
smaller jars were at once finished on the wheel, but the larger ones were made in 
two parts, the upper and the lower being joined afterwards. Pots of carinated 
type are all painted at the neck and are of smaller size. The burial pots from



cemetry H. are different in shape and in their realistic painted motifs from the jars 
coming from the mounds with geometric and other patterns. Peacock is common 
on the burial jars. On one example is a goat of large size with enormous horns 
that are ornamented with eight trident-like devices, both being associated with 
Siva. Other designs on the burial pots include stars, rayed orbs, wavy lines, 
continuous triangles, fish, leaves, plants, flying birds. The flat covers from the 
earth burials show very effective and regular designs. They in all cases were painted 
on the under side with ornaments of deer, peacocks, trees, leaves, stars, buds, fish, 
hands, tassels, etc,, enclosed in concentric circles and having the same scenic effect 
as the assemblage of motifs on cross-bar medallions of later times (Vats, Harappa 
pi, LXIV ; Smith, Jaina Stupa at Mathura, Plates 71-73).

The painted pottery designs from the Indus Valley transmit to us a rich 
album of motifs pregnant with meaning, of which the full significance yet remains to be 
decoded. From what we know it is clear that the motifs were meant both for beauty 
and for serving a religious purpose which implies a symbolical character as in me 
case of the Vedic art symbols treated in the following chapter.

Amongst miscellaneous objects are a small model cart with solid wheels, 
a whistle made in the form of a bird, rattles with clay pellets inside, cubical dice, 
spoons, spindle whorls, bird cages, and model cakes. «•

F aience—A fine kind of paste called faience was manufactured for making 
toy-figurines, ornaments as bracelets, studs, amulets, buttons, rings, minature pottery, 
balls, marbles, gamesmen, inlay pieces, spindle whorls, seals, plaques and weights.

Faience was prepared from powdered quartz, or sometimes also with a bind
ing material from steatite mixed with a powdered glaze which was then fired to form 
a vitreous substance that was finally glazed. In the process of manufacture a suitable 
colour was given to it by adding various mineral substances. The process of manu
facture was complex. Three objects of faience are of high artistic merit, viz. a 
nibbling squirrel, a couchant ram and a figure of coalescing monkeys. Faience 
objects have been found in Mesopotamia, Syria, Western Asia and Egypt. Perhaps 
the Harappan people borrowed it from their neighbours in Mesopotamia where its use 
is popular at all levels of the excavated sites.

Although faience was widely used in antiquity, the glazing of pottery was 
introduced in other countries at a later stage, and its earliest example has been found 
at Mohenjo-daro. In Egypt glazed pottery was unknown before Roman' times. In 
Greece it was not known at all. In Mesopotamia it is ascribed to about 1000 B. C. 
This gives credit to the Indus Valley people for inventing the technique of glazing



poltery. No true glass has been found in the Indus Valley although the use of glass 
is not far removed from the process of glazing pottery. To Egypt goes the credit of 
making true glass for the first time.

Jewellery—One hoard at Harappa and four at Mohenjo-daro had been 
found. Recently in Wheeler’s excavation one more hoard came from Harappa. 
The Mohenjo-daro hoards were packed in silver jars and wrapped in cloth, but the one 
from Harappa was found in a hole dug down 7 or 8 feet beneath one of the cottages 
in coolie-lines. It consisted of nearly 500 pieces of gold from armlets to complete 
necklaces of multiple strings of beads and gold.

Gold and silver were abundant metals in the Indus Valley. The source of 
gold was the distant gold mine of Kolar jn South India, or they were also obtaining 
granular gold (PaipUika Suvarna) from Siberian mines and Central Asian washings 
through traders coming by the Kamboja-Dvaravatl route which passed through 
Mohenjo-daro.

Silver was obtained from distant sources in Afganistan and possibly from 
still remoter mines in north Burma. Some quantity may have been locally extracted 
from alloys containing lead.

The actual jewellery worn by the people included gold plaques both round 
and rectangular (Padalca) having ornamental paste inlay in white colour, plain gold 
armlets, conical ornaments for the ears, and a great variety of multi-stringged 
necklaces and girdles. A distinguishing feature of the Indus Valley jewellery was 
the use of beads of gold, silver and other semi-precious stones, manufactured in a 
number of shapes and strung together as necklaces or girdles. The material of beads 
consisted of carnelian ( Hindi THff ), chalcedony (.Karhetam), agate (Lalclmmi or 
Galvarka; Hindi ), lapis lazuli (Rijavarta), steatite, faience, shell, pottery, and
jadeite (Masara). Lapis lazuli was scarce in the Indus Valley but abundant in 
Sumer. The etched carnelian bead was better known in Mesopotamia and Persia 
and also recovered by Woolley in the Royal Tombs at Ur of the Chaldees, in the 3rd 
and 2nd millenium B. C. pointing to trade relations between the West and Harappa.

At Chanhu-daro a bead-maker’s shop was exposed throwing light on the 
different stages of bead industry. The rough stone ( Khad-patthar tsff'TPrc ) was first 
split and sawn into a bar as at present (China ^VTI ). A wire bow with an abras- 
sive like powdered quartz is used for this purpose at present and it does not appear 
that the technique has changed from what it was in the Indus Valley. The small 
rod of semi-precious stone (Skt. Marti) Persian Sang) about 3 inches in length and 
square in section was then flaked to a rough cylinder and finally ground and



polished. The second part of the technique is called sptVlT (horana) i. e. making 
round and is still employed by the traditional lapidarists. The three-fold process of 
cutting, rounding and polishing being over, two more processes remained, viz. perforating 
a central longitudinal hole and finally cutting the rods to the required size of the 
bead. The process of drilling or boring (Hindi, bedhana) was laborious but performed 
with simple tools and an adroitness gained after long experience. Today Cambay 
is the biggest centre of bead manufacture, specially agate, and it may not be suipiising 
if the Harappan craftsmen of Rangpur and Lothal started the industry and have 
left behind their legacy.

Shapes of Beads—Cylindrical beads of varying lengths from long thin speci
mens to very short ones are common, some of them tipped at both ends with gold. Beads 
of cog-wheel type of thin discoid shape made of glazed paste have been found. Short 
barely-shaped (yava-nndhyilea) and long barrel-shaped beads (harltahi-midhyaha) were 
popular. Other shapes included the rectangular and segmented beads (Hindi garerinuma).

Classes of Ornaments —(a) Head-bands made of thin flat strips of gold 
worn round the forehead both for beauty and for keeping the hair in position. They are 
now known as Pat (Skt. Patra) and worn by Jat women in Rohtak area even today. 
These ribbon-like strips or fillets vary in length up to 16" and a little less than half 
an inch in width. Generally two holes are bored at the two ends, but there are 
specimens showing a number of holes bored along one edge to attach pendant strings 
of small pearls on the forehead.

(b) Metal cones - Small cones of gold (Hindi, Sone hi hulfiyan, )
have been found in both the cities with a loop soldered inside the tip end. They 
were worn behind the ears and seem to be the same as Vedic hurira.

Girdles—A favourite ornament with women was the gold girdle. One speci
men found in Hoard No. 2 of Mohenjo daro is 3' 4" in length. It consists of 6 
strings having long barrel-shaped cylindrical beads of translucent red carnelian, each 
being 4.85" long by -4 in diameter in the middle and S "  at the two ends. They are 
separated from one another by spiral beads and a vertical bronze spacer pierced with 
holes for the strings. At each end of the girdle there is a semi-circular hollow flatened 
terminal of bronze originally' gilded. This perfect specimen is evidence of the high 
mastery in this art attained by the Indus Valley goldsmiths. Of long carnelian beads 
even the inside was polished, the process of boring and polishing being rpanaged from 
both ends and the holes meeting accurately in the middle. Very probably a copper 
drill with fine emery powder was used.

Another necklace of special beauty consists of a single row of barrel-shaped 
beads of translucent green jadeite, a stone found in Central Asia. It is beautified by



disc-shaped beads of gold separating the green jadeite Ones and further by setting 
pendants of agate and jasper in the centre. Two necklaces of minute gold cylindrical 
beads and of globular beads ( ) are attractive. A fine choker (.Kantha)
worn on the neck comes from Mahenjo-daro consisting of six strings of globular boads 
separated at intervals by flat gold spacers and finished with hemi-splierical hollow 
terminals at each end..

Miscellaneous ORNAMENTS—We also find finger rings of gold, silver, 
shell, copper and bronze; ear-rings which are limited in number due to the fact that 
they were not removed from the ears of women at the time of death, as is the practice 
upto the present d a y ; but there is no example of nose-studs which are 
absent throughout the long history of Indian ornaments until the Muslim period. 
Bracelets were made of gold, silver, copper, bronze and faience which are pieces 
of real art. Pottery bangles were worn by the poorer people. They are generally 
crude, but an exceptionally well finished specimen made of very fine clay and coated 
with smooth pink slip was found.

Hair-Pin s—Both men and women were fond of keeping long hair often 
gathered in a knot or bun at the back of the head. Fillets, combs and hair-pins helped 
in the make-up of coiffure styles. The hair-pins, together with handled mirrors and 
kohl pots and sticks point to a cult of beauty for adornment of the physical body 
referred to as a special feature (Upanishad) of AsUr'a culture. Several hair-pins are 
worthy of note, e.g. a fine specimen of bronze surmounted by two heads of black bucks 
placed back to back each with spiral horns ; (ii) another topped by spirals on either side 
similar to those found in Egypt ; (iii) an ivory pin with an ibex ; (iv) a pin topped 
by three monkeys seated in a ring with arms 1 ound each other’s shoulder ; (v) a pin 
with its top like the seed-vessel of a lotus. [Fig. 22].

Ivory—A few ivory objects indicate the beginnings of this art by the 
Harappans. Elephant depicted on the seals roamed in the large forests in a wet 
climate. An interesting ivory plaque (1.05"x.4" thick) shows a male figure facing 
left with hands on hip and wearing a close-fitting cap and a short loin-cloth. He 
carries a quiver of arrows on the back. Such figures are seen cn archaic seals from 
Susa in ancient Iran. Other ivory objects include ccllyrium sticks, combs, minoi 
handles and cylinders.

Shell (Sankha)— Its supply was obtained from nearer home in Persian Gulf 
rather than the Gulf of Manar. Scmkha articles both for inlay and ornaments were as 
popular as they are even body. The shapes and designs of inlay show (i) Petals, a 
common shape used for flower designs laid against a circular centre to form the corona



Cii) Stepped design, it does not appear on painted pottery at Mohenjo-daro although 
popular at Nal in north Baluchistan and on the painted ware of the First Period at Susa. 
It is an open question whether this motif was intended to represent a siggurat i.e. multi- 
terraced temple, or the battlement motif on citadel walls conspicuous in Achaemenian 
art and found also at Bharhut, Sanchi and Mathura. It may be the same as the 
Paficha-pattika motif of early Buddhist literature, (iii) Cross—It is in two forms, one 
with arms of equal length found in many countries, and the other with one of the 
arms double the other. Specimens of the latter have been found besiu.es the Indus 
Valley in Elam and early Babylonia, (iv) Rosettes, a fairly common design scattered 
in Iran, Mcsopatamia and Egypt and continued throughout the histone ait of India, 
(v) A two-foil arch design, in simple or complex form, is peculiar to the Indus 
Valley and not known outside. It is marked on the sides of antelopes and also of the 
rhinoceros (vi) Fret design - these are circles with their interior frecked in various 
ways. This motif is unknown at Susa and in Mesopotamia, (vii) Eye-design, a motif 
found in shell inlay and on painted pottery. Some inlay pieces of lozenge shape 
(shakarpara or larfidar) are also known. (viii) Pipal leaf—only one inlay piece was 
found, although the design is popular on painted pottery, (ix) Animal figurines in shell 
or any other inlay are extremely rare at Mohenjo-daro, although common in Babylonia.

SEALS
About 1200 steatite seals found at Mohenjo-daro alone occupy an important 

place in Indus Valley art. Tlie_ normal size is from §" to 1^" in length, the 
shape being square, having a perforated boss at the back for handling and 
suspension. There are seals without the boss also and some of round shape.
Only about six specimens of cylinder seals have been found, In manufacture the 
rough stone was cut with a saw as in the case of beads and finished with a knife 
and abrasive, the fine carving being done with a burin or fine chisel and drill with 
utmost care of which the craftsmen were capable. The seals were a mass- 
produced commodity, ‘little  masterpieces of controlled realism, with a monumental 
strength, in one sense out of all proportion to their size and in another entirely 
related to it, their average attainment being exceedingly high” (Wheeler, The Indus 
Civilization, p. 76).

The intaglios or engraved designs on the seals include a wide range of 
animals with some pictographic signs. Some have only linear designs including 
the Svastika, multiple squares set concentrically, a cross pattern both plain and 
multiple. It should be noted that the Indus Valley seals have no resemb
lance either in shape or device or in the pictographic signs with any seals 
of Sumer or other civilizations of Western Asia. The technique of cutting and



polishing the seal with its white lustre was an invention sui generis or unique to the 
Indus Valley people which no other people of antiquity can share with them. Their 
independence is established in many other fields, e.g. the script of which not a 
single sign out of 400 has been traced elsewhere, a good deal of pottery, ornaments 
and decorative designs ; no doubt they had wider contacts and perhaps colonies of 
Indian merchants settled in Mesopotamia, but that was in the normal course of 
trade and the creative genius of the people in many fields asserted itself in their 
own land in accordance with their own inspiration.

P illar on the  Unicorn Seals—The most frequently represented ox- 
like beast with a single horn, usually described as unicorn (fflcasringa) may 
be identified with Srihga Vrisha (RV. VIII. 17.13, AV.20.5.7). In front of the 
animal is a curious object which seems to be a standard, or banner with a 
religious significance. In almost all examples the banner consists of three distinct 
parts, viz. (i) a round tapering shaft, (ii) a bowl-like top which is either pimpled 
like the seed-vessel of a lotus or with fluted ribs, and a square or round Vedilca. 
The bowl-like object may be a Kunda, from which the deity symbolised as the 
unicorn (Srihgha-Vrisha) quaffed his potions of an exhilarating drink. The shaft 
is extended further from the centre of the bowl and on the summit is a round or 
square object very much resembling the early railings, consting of two or three 
cross-bars and upright posts. In the illustrations to volumes by Marshall, Vatsa 
and Mackay these details are of undoirbted certainty. For example, Vatsa plate 86. 20 
shows the railing with three cross-bars; 86.25 with two cross-bars; 86.29 with a 
single row of cross-bars; 86. 16 and 34 only with uprights and no cross-bars. These 
variations may be detected in many other examples. In Vatsa, plate 88.68 the 
upper-most projection of the shaft is better shown. In some examples the railing 
is dome-shaped. In others the pillar shaft does not project above the railing. In 
still others the railing and the capital of the pillar are contiguous as in Mackay, 
plate 95.474,486. In some cases the posts of the domed upper portion are curved 
or tilted, showing clearly that the railing was a bamboo construction as it should 
have been in that early stage (Mackay, plate 95.578, 585, 588 and many other 
examples). This is truly the shape of a thatched hut or Parnaiald. In one case 
there are about half a dozen rows of cross-bars between two pillars only (Marshall, 
105.641). In some clear examples the height of the lofty column is quite well marked

(Marshall, 105, 55 3).

The important question arises about its identification The shaft suimounted 
by a bowl or cauldron (Chamasa or Cham) and supporting on its top a railed 
structure, both open to the sky and also having a domed roof, appears to be dehbera-



tely designed as an outstanding symbol or banner of a deity. The shaft is the 
common element between this column and the early historic pillars. The middle 
portion of this ensign corresponds to the abacus or drum portion of the capital of 
the later pillars. The uppermosr portion of the historic pillars shows a Dliarma- 
OhaJcra or animal figures like elephant, bull, lion, horse, which were the four sacred 
animals (Malia-Ajaneya Pam) with a long unbroken tradition in Buddhism, Jainism 
and Brahmanism. In the case of the Stupa the top-most portion is the Harmika 
comprising a Chhatra standing in the centre of the Vdeika. This was considered the 
Abode of Gods. It appears that in the Indus Valley also the upper-most portion 
represents the Divine Seat (Deva-Sadana). In the Rigveda it is stated that on the 
summit of the Tree of dense foliage God Yama sits in the company of Devas and 
drinks with them the immortal sap of life (Jasmin Vrikshe supalaSe devaih sampibate 
yamah, RV. X. 135.1). This idea is made more specific in the case of the sacrificial 
Tupas in which the top-most portion above the ring (Ohashala) is said to be sacred to 
the Gods. The Yupa and Stupa and the present banner sign on the unicorn seals 
appear to repeat the same elements of symbolism removed in time from one another. 
With this analysis in view the Indus Valley banner seems to be the earliest form 
of a pillar, Skambha dedicated to a deity. We are aware that the cult of the pillar 
as a banner was associated with Prajapati, Indra and many other gods including the 
TrayastrimSa Devas (cf. Skambha Sukta, Atharva, 10. 7. 1 44).

It appears that the deity of the Indus Valley Pillar was most probably Rudra. 
Several reasons may be adduced in its favour. Firstly, Rudra-Siva as Yogi and 
Pasupati is already seen on the seals. Secondly, the worship of Rudra according to 
the Rudra Sukta of Yajurveda prevailed in many parts of the country and in many 
forms ( ^ %T 5ST arfacft feg fsf̂ T: STpret: VS. 16.6). Indeed all gods spirits, ghosts 
and demons were identified with Rudra-Siva cult, from which he was called 
Mahadeva and Bhutapati and even the worship cf animal deities came under the cult 
of Rudra-Siva as Pasupati. Thirdly, the Mother Goddess (Amlika) worshipped in the 
Indus Valley was associated with Rudra as his Sister ( ^  ^ ^STlfaRRT,
VS. 3.57). It shows that Rudra and Ambika were pair deities with cults cc-existing. 
In the fourth place the component parts of the pillar as depicted on the seals point to 
its affinity with Rudra.

The first part is clearly a shaft, tapering from bottom to the top. In some 
examples this Yasliti portion is tall and slender (as in Marshall, 103. 18) and in 
others heavy and stunted. On the top of the shaft is a transverse bar in several examples, 
(Marshall 102. c) similar to that of the traingle-headed standard on the Punch- 
marked coins, which feature points to its being rooted in the trident, or trinitarian



Tryambaka symbolism. The abacus supports a half-round bowl-like object marked on 
some examples on the outside with circlets or pimples, or a bejewelled bowl (Vasudhana 
Uru-kom, AV. 11. 2. 11) having filaments rising from its mouth (Marshall, 
104. 38, a specimen complete with the tapering shaft, transverse bar, circlets on 
the bowl each with a pellet in the centre, filaments and the top-most railing).

Vedika—The object on the summit of this pillar is found on closer ana
lysis to be a Vedika, namely, a structure of upright posts and cross-bars, the number 
of rows of transverse bars varying as 1, 2, 3 or in one case even 5 (Marshal, 103,18). 
In some cases only upright posts without bars are shown. Its basic plan is two fold, 
viz. square, several times shown in isometric projection, open to the sky and at 
other times circular with a domed roof (Marshall 105. 52, 60, 106.73, and many other 
examples on plates 106, 107, 108, 109, 110). The circular cottage form (Parnmala) 
is clear j.n Marshall 103. 16, 104. 30. The Harmika on the Stupa was the abode of 
gods and the Vedika on the Indus Valley Rudra-Siva pillar was the abode of Agni- 
Rudra as in theYajnas. From the isometric or angular form it is clear that this 
Vedika was exactly similar to the railed Harmika of the Buddhist Stupas. In some cases 
either a flame or smoke is shown rising from the open mouth of the Vedika. It appears 
that originally this pillar was the ensign of God Rudra and later on with certain 
modifications it was adopted for Indra in the form of a Yupa, the same as Indra- 
Yashti or Indradhvaja with changes due to the influence of the popular cult called 
Indramaha.

Its true nature as the sacred banner of a deity is revealed by a scene 
depicted on Kulli ware even earlier than Mohenjo-daro : A Brahmani bull with
widesprad horns is standing before a pillar and fastened to it by a triple cord. The 
pillar consists of a shaft in its lower half portion, a bulbous pot above it having a 
circular ball-like object with twelve spokes in the middle, and on the summit a 
four-corned rectangular frame. These component parts have a very close parallel 
with the representations of the pillar on the Unicorn seals. (Stuart Piggot, Pre-histone 
India, fig. 7 facing p. 102). In another example illustrated in the same figure 
the humpped bull is secured to a sula or spear. This has all the elements of a Saiva 
pillar and on this analogy the pillar on the Unicorn seals of slightly later date appears 
to be but a Rudra-Siva Stamiha. The Dhvaja-stamhlia of Buddhism and Jainism weie in 
the same tradition and in fact Buddha himself in Divyavadana explains the Yupa as a 
Pharma chinha reminding the rulers and the people of their duty (Cowell, p. 59).

Types of SEALS—The seals from the Indus Valley are of various types, 
viz. square with perforated boss above, square without boss, sometimes inscribed 
on both sides ; rectangular seals with perforated convex back ; rectangular without



boss ; button seals ; cubical seals ; round seals with perforated boss ; rectangular 
seals with perforated boss on the back ; cylinder seals ; round seals without boss and 
inscribed on both sides. Cunningham published the first seal from Harappa in 1885, 
but the script on the seals has not been read so far. In Sumer and elsewhere cylinder 
seals are known of which only six specimens have been found in the Indus Valley.

The Indus Valley seals were used for stamping the owner’s name just like 
the later clay-seals from historic sites in which personal names with signs are 
engraved (Narm-mudra) and this is the class to which seals from the Indus Valley 
seem to have belonged.

Animals ON the Seals—The seals are engraved with figures of animals 
shown in profile with a line of pictograph above. An ox like animal with a single horn, 
is depicted on the majority of seals. In front of the beast is an object which was 
taken to be a bird-cage. As shown above this was the standard banner or pillar 
sacred to the cult of Rudra-Siva. This standard does not occur outside the Indus 
civilisation. Other animals are the big Brahmani bull, a magnificent beast with 
hump and heavy dewlap, short-horned bull, buffalo, rhinoceros, tiger, elephant, 
hare, antelope, eagle, crocodile, etc.

The so-called unicorn may better be described as Srihja-Vrislia, i.e., an ox 
with horns. I his seems to have been the sacred animal of Rudra-Siva, Nandi of 
later tradition and up to now the bull is the symbol par excellence of Siva. Another 
animal depicted on the seals shows the composite form of ox and antelope. 
Both are associated with Siva-Rudra, described as a hunter (.Mriga-Vyadlia) holding a 
deer in his hand. There is a curious marking on the shoulder found only on this 
animal. Similarly the standard or pillar planted in front does not appear with any 
other animal except the unicorn.

(ii) Short-horned Bull. Next in popularity is the short-horned bull depicted 
commonly on seals and pottery. Its frowning head is lowered as if the angry animal 
is about to charge. In eveiy case there is a manger before him on a low flat base. 
This shape is also exlusive to the Indus Valley. Sir Woolley found a square seal 
at Ur with the same device but with a cuneiform epigraph.

(iii) Buffalo. This animal is rare, depicted in a natural pose with nose 
up sniffing in the air.

(iv) Brahmin Bull. The animal has a prominent hump and shoulder and 
is the famous Indian bull of the Punjab. There is a feeling of great strength in 
the modelled muscles plastered on the body. It is a magnificent representation and 
not found any where else outside India. The portraiture of this animal of monu
mental quality shows the art of seal-making in its perfect form.



(v) Rhinoceros. It is the great Indian rhinoceros at one time roaming in 
the forests all along the base of the Himalayas as far as Peshawar where Babar 
hunted it. It was a free animal in the forests of Sind. It is rendered with extreme 
fidality with folds and wrinkles. Clay figurines of this animal used as toys have 
also been found.

The tiger with its characteristic stripes, elephant with its long trunk, antelope 
with long curving horns and the common crocodile of Indian rivers are also depicted. 
On one seal we find the Piped tree with its spreading branches and leaves.

Mythological Creatures - On one seal we see a human figure with hoofs, 
horns and tail of a bison', struggling with a fabulons beast, the greater part of which 
is tiger-like. On seals and other objects from Sumer EnJcidu is always shown 
struggling with a lion and hjs companion Gilyamesk with a bull. It is possible that 
at Mohenjo-daro the figure of EnJcidu is represented in an Indian context where tiger 
is substituted for lion. On another seal is a composite animal, which appears to be a 
ram with the horns of a bull, a human face and the trunk and tusks of an elephant. 
There are long locks of wool on its fore-quaters but the hind quaters and hind legs 
are those of a tiger. The three-headed beast on another seal appears to be composite 
of three animals, head and horns of an antelope and body of a unicorn, the head being 
joined to the body very carefully. On one broken seal the heads and the necks of 
six animals radiate outward from a ring-like motif, the heads being those of a unicorn, 
a short-horned bull, an antelope, a tiger and probably a rhinoceros and an elephant 
(Marshall, seal No. 383).

The design on another seal is most complex, showing three tigers with their 
bodies crossing one another (Marshall, seal No. 386). [Fig. 23J .

The representation of plant forms on the seals is rare. On a seal (ibid, j S7) 
is the Piped tree or Asvattlia, being the Indian Tree of Cosmos. Lion is not represented 
on any seal in the Indus Valley, but appears repeatedly on the archaic seals from 
Elam, Sumer. Kish and Babylon. Antelope is rare in the Indus Valley but frequent 
on the seals of Elam and Sumer.

Seal impressions also have been found, e. g. 5 on jars, 30 on tablets of which 
12 are in faience and the rest in clay.

Some seal impressions on triangular prisms are interesting as nothing at all 
similar to them has been found in Babylonia or Elam. It is also interesting to find that 
on some seals a file of animals (Pam-pmTcti) is moving showing the unicorn, rhinoceros, 
crocodile, short-horned bull, elephant and tiger. This motif was very common on the 
older seals of Mesopotamia and Susa, but there the animals marching in row are lions



and antelopes. The list includes three of the Four Great Animals on the Asokan 
lion-capital.

Copper Tablets—These are flat pieces of copper either rectangular (1.2" x 
•5"to T5" x T"), or square (•92" x •92"), the latter being rarer. They are incised with 
inscriptions and figures of animals or men. The majority of tablets are well made. 
They were first cast and then hammered smooth. In some cases they were trimmed 
remarkably true with smooth faces, sides and ends. In rare instances the ends are 
slightly rounded. In either cases they are rough and jagged at one end, which suggests 
that they were snapped off from a longer strip. All the above features hold good in 
the fabric of earlier Punch-marked coins also, and it is likely that these copper tablets 
were to be used as coins. Marshall was not certain about their purpose and suggested 
that they were amulets. But the numismatic purpose is much more probable, firstly 
because they were trimmed so carefully after casting and hammering, and secondly 
because the animals represented are mostly those occurring in groups or singly as 
symbols on Punch-marked coins.

Chronology of the  Indus Valley  Civilisation— In the foregoing 
pages we have been discussing similarities between the institutions and arts and crafts 
of the Indus Valley and of later times. The fact remains that the Indus Valley culture 
in all its aspects was an original creation on the Indian soil, having wide distribution 
in place and time, viz. about 1500 miles and c. 1500 years 3 0 0 0  B.C. 1500 B. C. 
No doubt remains that it preceded by many centuries the historic cultures of India.

There aie two main problems about its Chronology, viz. its syncronism with 
the ancient cultuies flourishing towards the west and its relationship with the Aryan 
culture of India. Fortunately, the first argument has found a firm solution in archaeo- 
i°gy> the discoveiy of Indus Valley seals in Mesopotamian sites and vice verse and 
also of some special articles from the west found in the Indus Valley. A total of 
about 30 Indus seals was found in the protohistoric cities of Mesopotamia 
and other places. C. J. Godd discussed 16 seals of the Indus style from Ur 
and two others from Babylonia as well as 8 earlier specimens from Kish, Susa, 
Lagash, Umma and Tell Asmar and two from unknown sites. To this may be added 
a second seal from Tell Asmar and another from Tepe Gawra near Mosul and another 
sea rom aithei west in Syiia. Wheeler made a critical study of the context in which 
these sea s were found and has recorded a list of twelve seals for which some sort 
of dating can be postulated : one may be pre-Sargonid (an Indian Bull with lowered 
rear, e ore 2350 B. C.) ; seven of the Sargonid period (2350 B.C.-2000 B.C.) ; and 
our o the Larsa period (c. 1800 B.C.) and later ((possibly Kassite, about 1500 B.C.). 

This indicates that during the period 2500 B. C .-1 5 0 0  B. C. the Indus civilisation



can be dated on the basis of its contacts with Mesopotamia, Other classes of objects 
also furnish evidence of co-existence viz. etched carnelian beads, bone-inlays of kidney- 
shape, pottery bearing knobs found at Tell Asmar ; a small casket of greenish grey 
stone (chlorite schist) with a matted pattern on it found at Mohenjo-daro and at 
Ur, Kish, Lagash and Susa.

W ith the determination of this focus of chronology from the West, it is 
relevant to examine the bearings of the Indus Valley institutions with those of the 
Vedic age. Although the script has not been read, there are many similarities as 
pointed out in the previous pages between the life in the Indus Valley and that depicted 
in Vedic literature. This is a subject too wide to be discussed in the limited space 
here, but the conclusion is forced that the Aryans did not appear all of a sudden to 
collide with and uproot the Harappans, but that for some centuries, may be even a 
millenium, the two peoples co-existed, being inter-locked in cultural and religious ex
changes, resulting in a free mutual give and take. The entangled strands of this skein 
await to be unravelled. But indications are available that the Aryans have preserved 
in the Vedic literature much of what existed in the Indus Valley both in material and 
religious fields until the final clash came in the form of two major battles, one at 
Hariyupiya (most probably Harappa) on the ParushnI (Ravi) and the second westward 
in the valley of the river Yavyavati (modern Zhob) in North Baluchistan (RV. VI. 27. 
5-6). The mutual exchanges and borrowings between the two peoples whom we may 
tentatively identify as the Asuras and the Devas, could not be effaced, but continued 
in volume amongst the peoples of subsequent generations. This continuity or trans
mission of both institutions and material life from the Indus Valley to the Vedic 
Age and historical times appears to be the most outstanding fact in the evolution of 
human civilisation on the Indian soil. The predominant motif is ‘Synthesis’ which 
has been operative through the ages in India’s history. The author of the Atharva 
Veda speaks of the Motherland as being peopled by many races (Baliudha jana), speaking 
different languages (Vivaelmah) and following different religions (Nana-dharraa A.V. 
XII. 1. ). The Indus Valley culture, therefore, is not an exotic or disturbing 
factor but a basic yarn in the varied texture of Indian culture through the ages.



4 VEDIC ARTS AND CRAFTS

Crafts in the Vedas—-We learn from the Vedic literature about some 
arts and crafts executed in material media, although up to now no actual relics have 
been traced. There are references to Stupa (as in Hiranya Stupa), Yupa or sacrificial 
post with a rope and a top-ring (Ohashala) which were fashioned by felling timber trees 
by expert carpenters known as Yupa-vraska. The workmen possessed tools made 
of copper (Ayasi-vaii) for cutting stately forest trees (Vanaspati) of a hundred or a 
thousand branches (Satawlsa, Sahasravcttfa).

Visvakarma—-There is repeated emphasis on the creation of forms of great 
variety (Puru-rUpa), by Indra with his intrinsic power, and by Tvashta, ‘Shaper’ with 
an actual technique of cutting and chiselling (pupa pimsana). The deity of creation 
Visvakarma is compared to a smith (Karmara) working at his furnace and smelting 
metals for forging various objects, the process being called SamdJtamana (RV. X. 72.2). 
Even the mighty gods are said to be produced by the smelting of their substance on 
fire in the furnace.

£>ilPA—-Craftsmanship was known as Silpa, a well built body being SuSilpa, 
and the maker of a beautiful form as SurupaJciitrtu. The Goddess of Beauty was 
Sri with her companion LakshmT. The opposite of Sri was A-SrI and an ugly face 
was A-Srlla whereas a beautiful face was Supratlka. It seems that men and 
women were fond of cultivating beauty both of forms and general appearance by im
proving their dress, hair-style and ornaments, as indicated by a number of beauty denot
ing words in the Rigveda. Gold-embroidered cloth (Hiranyamaya Brapi), a high pointed 
head dress (Opasa), figured drapery (Pesas), woollen cloth (Urna) and coats of tanned 
sheap-skin (.Pavasta) are mentioned. Opam was a fan-like decoration rising several inches 
above the forehead and secured by a fillet. Kurira often mentioned with it was a 
pannier-like cone for the ear. Hair was arranged in braded locks sometimes four 
for young women (ChatushJcaparda yuvatih supesah, RV. X. 114,3), the bunch of 
twisted hair on the back of the head being Kumba (cf. Jcoppu, Hindi khopa). Once 
a belle is called Svopasa, Sukurira and Sukaparda (VS. 11.56),

W eaving—Reference to cotton cloth is absent in Rigveda although wool was 
much in vogue, e. g. Samulya (probably the same as samur) and Bursa (class. Sans. 
Dushya, Hi. dhussa). The art of weaving was Vayana, the loom T'antra, the warp Tata, the 
shuttle Tasara. The imagery of the loom is applied to Time weaving the cosmic texture 
with the twin yarns of Night and Day. In a passage the mother is said to be weaving



the garment for her son (RV. V. 47.6, Vastra putraya mataro vayanti). Yarn or 
thread was known as Sidra and Tantu.

Cart-Wright—The craft of a cart-wright (Ratliakara) was quite developed; 
frequent mention being made of chariot (Ratha), axle (Alesha), wheel (Chakra), spokes 
(Ara), nave (Nabhya), felly (Pradlii), rim (Nemi), body of the chariot (Kosa), seat 
(Bandhura, also Garta), pole (Islia), yoke (Yuga), a movable stand to hold the chariot 
(Rathavaliana) and the fore-part of a chariot (Ratha-mukha). The heavy country-cart 
was Anas or Sakati (RV. X. 146.3).

Utensils—A number of household utensils give an idea of the crafts 
behind them, e. g. Amatra (a vessel), Ahava (a bucket), Ukha (a cooking pan), 
Udaftchana (a bucket for lifting water from a well), Kamsa (a metal pot), Kalasa 
and Kumbha (water pots), Chamasa (big bowl), Charu (cauldron), Kadruka (a lota), 
Prona (large wooden vessel), Priti (leather-bag), Parinahya (household utensils), 
Manika (water-bottle), Surpa (wicker-work basket), Sthall (cooking pot), Sushira 
Surmi (a hollow tube), Prishad (pounding-stone), etc.

Occupations—The different arts were developed as occupations of special 
workers, e.g. a plough-man (Kinasa, Krishlvala), smith (Karmard), fisherman (Kaivarta), 
herdsman (Gopa), boatman (Navaja), barber (Napita), bow-maker (Jyakara), carpenter 
(Taksha, Tashta), smelter (Dhmatri), cook (Paktri), hand-clapper (Panigha), basket- 
maker (Biddlakarz), jeweller (Manikara), washerman (Malaga), rope-makar (Rajju-sarja), 
dyer (Rajayitri), acrobat (Vamsa-nartin), weaver (Vayatri), maker of winnowing 
baskets (Surpakara),. gold-smith (Hiranya-lcara), flute player (Vma-gathin, 
Vina-vada), etc.

House-Building—Building art was quite evolved, as shown by terms 
about architectural lay-out and the several parts of a building pillar as the main 
support of a building was called Skambha. Indra is Slcahhiyan, best possessor of 
pillars (RV. X. 111. 5). The building was measured out (dlxama mame) and supported 
on pillars (skambhena adharyat, RV. VIII. 41, 10). There is a reference to three 
pillars made stable in their foundations which gives a good picture of a vaulted or 
conical roof (Trayah slcamUcasah skabhitdsah, RV. I. 34. 2). The foundation is called 
Pharma on which the pillar was raised (Skambham dharune R.V. X. 44. 4). A big 
pillar was praised as Mahat Skambha (RV. VI. 47. 5), having a tall shaft (Varshman, 
R. V. III. 8. 3), raised aloft (Urdhvamtishtha, RV. III. 8. 1) and considered to be an 
emblem of universal prosperity (Uchchhrayasva mahate Saubhgaya, RV. III. 8. 2) as a Y«pa 
or India’s Banner. The word stabhanat has been used for a pillar (Skambhanena stabhanat, 
RV. VI. 47. 5), giving the later word Stambha. Expert wood-workers went to the
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forest, selected the stately tree and felled it with their axes (Vanaspate S va d h itis ta ta ksh a , 

RV. III. 8. 6.).

Architectural Lay-out—There are several names for the house Dama, 
Grrilxa, Pastya, Sadana, Durona, Harmya. It had three main parts, a clear scheme which 
continued throughout as the basic lay-out of a house or palace in India. The first 
part was the door with its forecourt (.Dvara), the second Sadas, corresponding to the 
Asthdna-mandapa, Sahha, Asthayikd of later literature. This was the male apartment 
or the room for receiving guests and holding public audiences in the royal palaces. 
The third element consisted of a female apartment called Patni sadana, same as 
antdhpura. In Vedic times a fourth part of the house was Agniiala in which 
the sacred fires were kept. This later on became the Devagnha portion of a palace. 
A house was regularly planned and measured (NimUa, Mita, AV. 9. 3. 19). 
There were several kinds of houses both big and small, e. g. Mdna and Said, the 
former denoting a rich man’s house or palace (Bfi'hat Mdna, RV. VII, 88. 5), and 
the latter a middleman’s average house. We read of Mahasdla in the Upanishads. 
The Rigveda refers to SaJiasra-st Inina, a house on a thousand pillars, adorned with 
gold inlay (Riranya-rdpa) on a sheeting of copper (Ayali-sthunam, RV. V. 62. 5). A 
grandiose structure resting on a thousand columns is stated to be a Sadas, which 
could only be a public audience-hall RV. II. 41. 5.).
We know the place of Sabha and Samiti in Vedic polity, the latter forming an 
assembly of the people (Visah). It must have been to convene sessions of the Samiti 
that the need for a thousand-pillared hall with the king himself seated at one end 
was felt. There is also reference to a companion idea of a big house or palace having 
a thousand doors (Sahsra-dvdra-griha) called Brihanta Mdna (RV. VII. 88. 5), the main 
entrance being known as Prathamd Dvar, which was the same as dvara-koshtha of later 
times. We find also reference to Sata-lhuji and Sata-dvara, a house with a hundred 
columns and a hundred doors. The ideal world was referred to as Thousand and real 
human life as Hundred. Houses had two, four, six, eight or ten walls (BvipaksJia, 
OhatushpahJid, Shat-paJcsJid, DaSapahhd, AV. 9. 3. 21). The meaning of pakshd seems to 
be the same as in the dialects today, namely, wall (PaJcMd). A room was called kuldya 
and rooms within rooms were planned (kulaye adhikvddyam), and a storey as koSa of 
winch several were superimposed (Kose-kosah samubjitah, AV. 9. 3. 20.).

The house had open spaces as an integral part of its lay-out called Udara 
same as angana or ajira, court-yard, in later times. This was spacious in the female 
apartments called PraUcte, the back portion (PieUavddd) as contrasted with the W  
portion which was the Sadas itself. The Rajakula portion of an Indian palace also 
known as Antahpura consisted of the female apartments or living quarters of the’king



and queens. In between the Sadas (the public hall) and the Patni-sadana seems to 
have the site of the open courtyard where the Bavirdhana and Agnisala were sited, 
corresponding to the temples in the later palaces.

Details of a House—An idea of the construction of a house may be 
obtained from several references in the Sala-sukta of the Atharvaveda (9. 3. 3). The 
first fact is that even houses of big dimensions were constructed of timber 

?II% fafaRiq- ST TTFTdfd, 9. 3. 11.). This was the material of which the ideal 
house of ParameshtliT Prajapati was made and the same model was adopted by human 
beings (Prajdyai chalcre).

A house was raised on a foundation pillar of big size, either one or more 
according to needs (Skambha and Upamit). It was the practice to support the roof on 
three rows of pillars f a :  FPPfTRT: f̂dtTRT:, RV. I. 34. 2.). On these upright pillars 
leaning rafters were placed as props (Pratimit). On the upright pillars in the middle 
which probably were higher than the others, was placed a strong cross-beam called 
Parimit, same as Prag-vama of later literature. This structure was covered with 
bamboos (VamSa) and held together by means of certain binding ropes and fastening 
devices. The general name for them was Naddha.

R oofing—In preparing the thatched roof a number of unsplit bamboos 
(Vamsa) were laid in parallel rows (now called Jcore), secured at one end by a stout 
rope made of twisted Munja grass (now called jun, Sanskrit Yuna) which seems to be 
the same as Pranalia of the Sala-sukta. The bamboos were tightly held cross-wise 
also by other strings referred to here as Nalxana (Vamfanam nalianandm, AV. 
9. 3. 4.). Two processes were distinguished, the first a net-work of unsplit bamboos 
with cross-wise split bamboos above it. This was the Ayama, a squre or rectangular 
frame-work now called Thata or Thattara. The second process was covering it with 
several layers of straw which is referred to here as Barham (Sam-habarlia, AV. 
9. 3. 3) similar to the Barhir-astaram, spreading the stew on altar), now called 
Bichliavan or Atahana or PhitaJcarl, This was again covered by split bamboo sticks 
and the upper and lower layers were fastened by knots called Granthi (Grantlum§, 
chaJeara te dridhan, AV. 9. 3. 3), same now called gunth ($V). In the same Suhta 
two words are used in connection with a thatched house ; (i) Trim, which refers to 
the several kinds of grasses, like Munja, Sara, Kusa, Kasa, Vlrana, etc., and (ii) 
Palada which denoted the straw obtained from rice and wheat plants 
AV. 9. 3. 17). Strong ropes to prevent the thatched roof from slipping down 
and keeping it secured to the main beams and pillars were known as Parishvanjalya, 
Sandathsa denoted a clamp or strut. The sling-pendants inside the house from the 
roofs were called Sikya (Antal} siJeyani, AV. 9. 3. 6). The ridge in the centre



called Parimit (later Prdol\ina-vam&( or Prdg-vamSa now ^Ts>r from Sanskrit Bala- 
danda) was called Vishuvat, because this central beam divided the roof in two portions. 
Over this were placed a number of protuberant pots, each of which covered a hole 
(Alesha) in the roof as an outlet for smoke (later on known as Dhumanetra, Pali, 
Dliumanetta, at present Naim, Nainua). This architectural feature and been perfected in 
Vedic times and referred to in the Atharva as Sahasrdksha Opasa, the thousand-eyed 
protuberants arranged in a line on the middle ridge (sftTO AV.
9. 3. 8.). A house was made beautiful (Uanya), decorated and was the object of 
attraction for all (Viha-vdrd). An idea of its roof is given by comparing it with a 
standing female-elephant {Hastinl padvatl mita Prithivydm tishtJiati, 9. 3. 17.). This refers 
to the vaulted roofing which we see in a developed form in the Chajtya-halls of 
Western India.

Attached to the house in the first court were also the broad spaces for cows 
and horses, both of whom formed an essential part of the domestic economy in Vedic 
times (Asvavati Gromati Said, 3.12.2., Oobhyo Asvebhyo namo yacJichhaldyam Vijayate, 0.3. 
13). A house is compared to a beautiful bride (Vadhumiva te Sale, 9.3.24) and the same 
is still current in the saying that the decoration of a house is similar to that of a bride. 
A Vedic house-holder (Sala-pati) adored his house like a goddess, since it was the real 
place where the whole cycle of life was unfolded for him. He felt happy to think of the 
delightful home overflowing with stores of food and milk, free from hunger and thirst, 
and full of laughter and merriment.

This joyous spirit is reflected in another hymn devoted to Said and Vastoshpati 
(AV. 3. 12) where besides referring to the joys of a happy family mention is also 
made of some architectural features, viz. its being thatched and having a big lay-out 
(Brihat-chhanda) both in loftiness and plan. It is also said that the big cross-beam 
(Vam§a, same as Prachina-vamSa) was supported on smaller wooden posts called Sthund 
(StJiunamabliiroha Vama, AV. 3. 12. 6.). The Satapatha refers to the house planned 
in two parts, the first one called Purvdrdha was the same as sadas or the male apart
ment. It was here that the main upright pillar called Varshishtha Sthundraja was erected 
(§B. 3. 5. 1. 1). As to orientation it is stated that the Gods preferred it to be east-west 
(Pracliina vamsa) and for human dwellings it was north-south (Udichtmvama, 
SB. 3. 6. 1. 23).

With all these specific details about the lay-out and architecture of a Vedic 
house it is not correct to say that ‘very little is known of the structure of the house’ 
(Vedic Index, I. 230). The fact is that many of the basic elements of house-building 
that we find in historical times were developed in Vedic times and those early architect 
perfected their plan of a standard house to suit the basic requirements of Indian life 
and climate.



We can say that the lay-out of an Aryan house is quite clear divided into 
three portions, viz. the first court for domestic animals, the second for men and the 
third as the women’s apartment, the same is in the epic palaces of three courts called 
Tri Jcaksha. Subsequently the number of courts increased up to seven (Sapta-KaJcsha) 
as mentioned in the Harsha-charita.

Another point is that the thatched palaces of later times were also named 
Mana, e. g. Kaya-Mana raised for Harsha on his tour, the temporary palace (Mana) 
which also served for royal offices {Kaya)).

Amongst specialised crafts that of the wood-worker (Taksha), metalsmith 
(Karmara), arrow-smith (IshuJcara) and bow-maker (Dlumushkara) and of the potter 
were important. Music and dancing were also cultivated and as later in the Jatakas 
and Panini they were regarded as Silpa. Indra is addressed as a dancer (Kritu) ; a 
female dancer was Kritu. Both vocal and instrumental music for the Saman-chants 
was learnt ; a stringed instrument of the lute class (Vina) and a harp with seven 
notes (Sapta-tantri, Saptadliatu Vina, RV. X. 32. 4). There is also mention of a 
Sata-tantu or Sata-tantri, a hundred stringed lyre or harp. These instruments were 
constructad on the basis of seven notes or a heptatonic scale of music which has 
continued since then {Vedio Index, I. 283). The consciousness of physical beauty 
and a regular attempt to create such forms in material media distinguished the 
aesthetic response of the Vedic people, which became personified as the goddess Srl- 
Lakshml, whose worship continued throughout the later periods.

(b) VEDIC SYMBOLS IN ART

A important legacy received by Indian art from its Vedic sources of life and 
literature is the large number of symbols depicted from the earliest times.

I_D iv in ities—Sri Lahshmi, YaJcsha, Kaga, Siirya, Chandra, Vamana-Virat
(dwarf and giant), Ardhanarisvara, Kumara, Ganapati, Ambika, Tryambaka (three-eyed 
God), TaSupati (Lord of PaSus), Matrika. (One Universal Mother), D vim at a, Sapta- 
matarali (Seven Mothers), Sapta-svasarah (Seven Sisters), Dakmatarah (Ten Mothers), 
Tisrah Devi (Three Goddesses, Three Mothers as Amba-Ambika-AmbaWca), Samudra, 
(Ocean), Hiranyayarbha (the Golden Egg, Htximandci), Karayana (Deity of the Cosmic 
Ocean), Dakslut (Goat-headed deity of YajAa), Asura, Agni (Fire), Sahasrahha 
(thousand-eyed Deity (cf. Thousand-eyed Buddha figures on thankas), Kritu (Dancer 
of the Tandava), Gandharva-Apsaras, Brahma (same as YaJcsha), T asus, Rudras, Adityas, 
Asvins (horse-headed Twin Deities, cf. Dioscuri), Gana-Devata (Host-Deities), 
Pramathas, Saptarshi (Seven Sages), Astamarti Siva, Kumbhamushka (ithyphallic gnomes, 
same as Kumbhanda, AV. 11.9.17), Chaturdamshtm (Four-tusked demons, AV. 11.9.17),



Narada (the archetypal Sage of music and movement, AV. 12.4.24), K e ’sini (Woman 
with dioshevelled hair, AV. 12.5.45, cf. the nude goddesses Koltavi and Kdlikd), 
liudra-Mahadeva, Vishnu, Yama, Visvariipd N a n  (AV. 14-2.32, same as Satarupa, 
wife of Kasyapa), Agni-Soma (Fire and Water principles, cf. Hot and Cold stieams for 
Buddha’s bath), etc.

II— Ideas & Concepts—Svastika, Daivasuram (conflict between Angels 
and Titans), Trivikrama (Three Steps), Jyotirlihga (Pillar of Light) Prithu and 
Pritldvi (Milking of the Earth-Mother by the King, cf. Mandhata and Sudassana 
motif in Buddhist literature), Prithivi-Varaha (Boar lifting the Earth, Vqrdhena Prithivi 
Samviddnd, AV. 12.1.48), Salmra-Purusha (Thousand or Infinite Purusha, cf. Sahasrdtmd 
Buddha), Sapta-padi (Seven Steps, cf. First Seven steps of Buddha), Tirashcluna- 
nirgamana (oblique birth of Indra, RV. IV. 18.2 ; also of Buddha ; and of Skanda, 
Matsya 159.48) ; Agni-Skandha (Pillar of Fire, cf. Jyotirlihga, Ensign of Light), etc.

III— Animals & Birds—Pasu (animals'), Suparna, Harhsa, Dasaslrsha Vatsa 
(ten-headed Calf, AV. 13.4.6;, Dvmrsha Vrishabha (two-headed Bull), DvUlrshni 
Suparni (two-headed Eagle, also called Ublayatdh-§Irshni, §B, 3.2.4.16), Saptasva 
(Seven Horses), Nandi (Bull of pleasures), Ananta (thousand-headed cosmic Serpent), 
Varalia (Boar), Vfishabha-J)henu (Bull-Cow), Deva-Jata Asva (Divine Horse), Mahisha 
(Buffalo-demon), Mahoraga (Tritons), Maltasya Sva (Barking Dog, AV. 11.2.30, cf. 
hunting dogs of Rcvanta), Chaturdamhtra (Four-tusked animals, as Chaturdamshtra 
Kcsari), Sahasra-tSpihga Vrishabha (Thousand-horned Bull, AV. 13.1.12). JIarihamsa 
(Golden Swan, AV. 13-3.14), Airdvata (White elephant of Indra, cf. Buddha as white 
elephant from Tushita heaven), etc.

IV— Articles & Objects—Purna-Kumbha, Qhalcra, Yupa, Skambha (same as 
Stamblia), Indrayasliti (triangle-headed Standard), Vaijayanti, Vedika, Sapta-ratna 
(cf. Seven Jewels of a Chakravartl), Trisula (Trident), Vajra (Thunder-bolt), Vasu- 
dhara (Shower of Gold), Dcvaratha (Divine Chariot, cosmic car of Time), Ketu 
(Banner), Mandala (also Kundala, the two ear-rings motif), Chamasa (Bowl, Floly Grail), 
Bevaja Mani (Auspicious Jewel, AV. 10.6.31), Vasudliana-KoSa (Jewel Chest, AV. 
11.2.11), Arani (Twin Churners), Gharma (Milk Boiler, also Mahavlra or Miraculous 
Hero), Apupa (Honey-cake), Bhanur-Ishu (Bow and arrow), Kumblii (Vase, AV. 11.3.11 ; 
Iyameva Prithivi Kumblii, the earth is the Kumblii), Charu (Five-mouthed cauldron, 
AV. 11.3.18), Nidhi (Wealth Jar, AV. 12.1.44), Bhujishya-Patra (Food Bowls AV. 
12.1.60, cf. Buddha’s begging bowl), Qhatur Ghamasa (Four Cups, presented to the 
Buddha by the merchants), madhu-kosa (cup of honey presented to the Buddha), Indra- 
sana (high seat of Indra or Indra’s throne on the ridge of heaven ; cf. Bodhimanda), 
Daivi-Nava (heavenly ship), etc.



V— T rees & F lowers—Padma or PushJcara (Lotus), Kalpa-vrikslia (Wish- 
fulfilling tree), Kalpalata, Vanaspati, Pundarika (Cosmic Lotus with nine holes and 
three pericarps, AV. 10.8.43), Hiranyasraj (Golden Garland), Pushkara-Sraj (Lotus 
garland, later called KiRjalkini-mala of Gupta art), etc.

VI— Miscellaneous—Mithuna (Man-Woman motif), Chatasrah Praduah 
(Four Quarters), Sumeru (Golden Mountain), Dyava-Pritlrivi (Father-Mother Principle', 
Vitnana (Divine Mansion, Devagriha), Salilam (Water), Vatarasana ^Nudity motif), 
Maha-Nagna (Primeval Nude, same as Digambara), Maha-Nagm (same as Kali, the 
Black Mother), Pur (Divine City, Ayodhya), Deva-Sadana (abode of the Gods, also 
called N aka; the former in Buddhism as Harmika and the latter as Sulchavatl), 
Gravarjau (Clashing Rocks), Gruha, Agni-Gcuha (cf. Indra-saila cave of Buddha’s life), etc. 
It shows how rich the heritage of Vedic symbols was inherited in art, literature and 
mythology, and inspiring there new motifs and themes. Whatever be the religion, 
Indian tradition had accepted the above alphabet of symbols to build an elegant 
language of form and meaning (Sabda and Artha). Just as literature reflects the 
mind of India so does its art as a mirror of her soul. The concrete forms in Art 
have been made use of by the artists to interpret and vitalise the meanings and beliefs 
handed down through generations. A genuine study of Indian Art requires the under
standing of the meaning of symbols created in antiquity and received as tradition by 
the people. For example, we may look into some of them.

Srl-Lakshmi, is the consort of Vishnu, the cosmic deity, a popular symbol of 
beauty and prosperity. From the time of the Purusha-Sukta upto now her position 
as the symbol of a happy home has held the field. She is the Daughter of the Ocean, 
Lady of the Lake, depicted in art as a beautiful woman standing in a lotus-pond and 
bathed with heavenly waters by two or four elephants holding inverted jars in their 
trunks. The elephants are the quarters of Space and the jar is the recepticle of the 
Waters of Immortality. The waters of the pond symbolise the Infinite Ocean, i.e. 
the source or first cuase of the universe and the growing lotuses typify the sprouts of 
life manifesting in visible form. It should be remembered that a symbol develops 
an expanding meaning and many variations as to form and significance are valid.

The Tree refers to the Tree of Existence, as the Plpal or the Bodhi tree, and 
the flower to the fruition of the inherent pow'er in the tree, be it lotus, Parijata, 
Mandara or any other variety. Vishnu and LakshamI typify the universal parents 
like Siva and Parvatl, Radha and Krishna, same as Dyava-PrithivI of the Vedas, 
being the two halves of a single primeval Egg, Hiranyanda. Lakshml is depicted 
in the art of Bharhut, Sanchl, Amaravatl, Bodh-Gaya, Mathura, etc. and it is not 
possible to put a religious label on her. The Siri-Ma Dcvata at Bharhut is this symbol.



YaJcsha, 'a wonderous being’ of colossal size typified in a visible form Brahman 
himself (Mahad-Yalcsham Bhuvanmya madhye AV. 10.7.38), taking giant strides in fervour 
(Tapas), on the surface of the waters of creation. He is lofty like a tree on whose 
branches spreading from the stern sit hosts of Devas. This was a grand conception be
fitting a Supreme Deity, symbolising the mysterious principle of life and creation. 
The Yaksha-cult was a folk religion of the widest distribution which has come down 
from the Rigveda to our own times, and was accepted as much by the Buddhist 
as by the Jainas and the Bralimanas. Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Aryma of the Vedas and 
Buddha and Mahavlra of later times were compared to a Yaksha and the former 
even reckoned amongst lists of Yaksha dieties. Each village had its Yaksha and 
an annual festival called Yahlia maha was held in their honour. Many Yaksha 
shrines (YaJclcha-chetiya) are described in Jaina and Buddist texts.

JYagas, were serpent deities of folk-cult represented both in a human and a 
serpent form. The conception was rooted in that of Vedic AM, signifying Vritra 
as the Dragon of the Deep (AMr-ludhnya) and also identified with Ananta, the cosmic 
serpent. The Nagas were powers of the subterranean world but also elevated to 
the rank of Devatas. They typify the principle of Death (Mrityu), and Darkness 
(Tamas) and Untruth (Anpita), as against the Devas symbolising Immortality 
(Amrita), Light (Jyotih) and Truth (Satyam). Buddhism accorded to the Naga deity a 
place of honour in the pantheon. There occurs an affair with a Naga in the life 
of Buddha, Mahavlra and Krishna and we find that like the serpent Vritra, the 
genius of evil, vanquished by Indra. Siva also drinks poison and makes of the serpent 
an ornament on his body.

Surya and Chandra are two great symbols honoured from the Vedas up to 
now. The two opposite principles of Heat (Ghramsa) and Cold (Hima, AV. 13.1.46) 
are typified by them, as also the inseparable pair of the male and the female, father 
and mother, Prana and Apana, Pihgald and Ida. The pair of Surya and Chandra 
is depicted in Gupta art and also in Sasanian Iran, a common motif is found on 
the Kulah caps of the statuattes of Danda and Pingala attendants of Surya (Chandra- 
divakara'. In folk lore the motif is repeated and also depicted in folk art up to 
our own day under the name of Chanda-Suraj. The basal duality of the creative 
process appears as Surya and Chandra, the one changeless and eternal, resplendent 
with its own lustre, and the other waxing and waning with borrowed lig h t; the 
former as the principle of Buddhi centred in the Divine and the latter of Mams 
pursuing the other.

Ardha-Narisvara, half-male and half-female, viz. two conjoint portions of 
a single egg 1S the biological pattern of life. The Veda speaks of it as Man and



Woman (Tvam Stri Tvcim Puman, AV. 108.27). Each woman is half-man and each man 
is half-woman (RV. I. 164.16). This is the nature of MitJmna or Ardha-Narisvara 
a composite form of Agni and Soma, is so graphically depicted in art from the 
Kushana period onwards.

Kumara, the miraculous babe, the wonderful hero, leader of the divine 
army, is the son of Agni and symbolises the principle of Prana or life. There is a 
complex mythology under lying the monographic form of Kumara as six headed 
son of six mothers, son of Ganga, son of Agni, etc. An epic cycle of myth is as
sociated with specially his conquest of Tarakasura the latter typifying the lower 
mind and the former the death conquering principle of the divine power. Each life 
centre is a babe or Kumara, the miraculous technique by which Nature has designed 
to perpetuate life in her laboratory.

Ganapati, mentioned in the Rigveda, was the symbol of BraJimanas-pati 
Soma, the universal infinite ocean deemed as the primeval cause of creation. Its 
elephant head being biggest typifies the same, i.e. MaJiat. Soma was also called Madliu 
(honey- Its symbol was the sweet cake (Apupd) which in iconography becomes the sweet 
balls of the Ganesa. The micky mouse shows the mind borrowing in earth or matter.

Arnbikd, the Great Mother, also MaTii-Matd in the Rigveda, fills a large 
canvas in early Indian Art. A number of Goddesses are her emanations, being 
variable as one, three, seven, ten, sixteen, etc. both in the Vedic and Pauranic 
theology. The Sapta-Matrikas as the Saktis of Siva regularly appear from Kushana 
art onwards. Aditi, JTaimvati Umd, Parvati, etc. are different names and aspects of 
the Goddess or Devi, who is differentiated as Sarasvatl-Lakshml-Durga in the 
triadic pattern of the cosmos.

Samudra, represents the primeval waters or sourse of creation, also called 
Salilam, Apah. Brahman himself is a infinite ocean and his Mind also is Samudra 
(.Mano-vai Samudrah. The ocean is depicted at Udaigiri in the Mahavaraha panel. It is 
also part of the Samudfa-manthana scenes later. Narayana, the thousand-headed 
Purusha of the Rigveda and the Brahmanas, is the same as Vishnu residing in 
the milky ocean. He represents the Hiranyagarbha principle of life or Prana 
abiding in the infinite source and taking birth as the omnipresent divinity both in 
the universal and the individual. The concept of Narayana became favourite of the 
Bhagavatas and repeated almost in every Purana. In art it becomes the Anantsayl 
Vishnu as in a panel of the Deogarh temple.

Svastika, a solar symbol typifying the four-armed pattern of the cosmos 
spreading in the four directions. From this was developed the cult of Four Regions 
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lOhatur maha-disah). The doctrine is found in Rigveda ; its followers in popular cult 
were known as Disa-vratika. Each wheel or Chakra carries within its womb or centre 
a Svastika formed by combining four right angles of 90* each. The Svastika is the 
symbol par excellence of the four-fold divine principle (Chatush-pad Bralima), of̂  which 
another significant form is four-faced Brahma in art and mythology, the Tetiadic 
Deity of the four basic types of manifestation. A chain of four-fold symbols as four 
Vedas, four Lokas, four Devas, four Quarters, four Varnas, four Asramas, four 
Priests, etc. is linked to this basic pattern of quadruplication.

Daivamram, the conflict between Devas and Asruas, Angels and Titans, 
represents the basic pattern of creation on the plane of matter. The poweis of light 
are heavenly and immortal, those of darkness belong to the earth or matter and 
are mortal, bound by time and space. The celestial and the chthonic foices function 
at every level directed to cancel or overcome each other. The triumph of the Deva 
principle means life and of the Asura death. The whole pattern of Rigvedic myths 
is cast into the Daivasuram mould which serves both in literarure and art as their life 
breath. Buddh’s tempatation by Mara, Siva’s victory over Kama, Devi’s conflict 
with Mahisha,and a number of other themes offer a commentary on this basis cosmic 
myth. The Garuda-Naga struggle depicted in Mathura art is a part of this symbo
lism, which in the Suparna Saga (Sauparnakhyana) appear as the Saupainas (heavenly 
birds) and Kadraveyas (the black serpents of dark regions) and enter into rivalry for 
obtaining mastery over the Cosmic Horse, viz. Surya. The Deva and A^ura myths 
have a wide range and are found in all nations, holding the key to their religious 
beliefs and art form. A statement of surprising clarity is made in the Rigveda itself 
(RV. X. 5. 2., repeated in §B. 11. 1. 6,10) that all that men recount about the battles 
of Indra with the Asuras is pure illusion, for no enemy Indra ever had to fight. No 
historical basis need be tracad in these myths as the same deprives them of the truth 
of their vital purpose at several levels.

Trivikrama, the Three Steps of Vishnu, was a Vedic motif transferred to 
the Puranic legend of Vamana and Virat, equally a theme of art and poetry. It is 
the symbol of triple motion, viz. centripetal and centrifugal and the principle of rest 
abiding in the centre. Movement is essential for life. It is the same as Time whose 
dynamism is pushing the worlds ahead. Life is governed by the three steps of past, 
present and future and each unit of time both big and small has these three divisions 
visualised as the process of growth. By this irresistible process the dwarf (Vamana) 
becomes the giant {Virat). Where life functions growth is inevitable, typified as the 
presence of Trivikrama Vishnu.



Jyotirlinga, the banner of light, was an ancient symbol since Brahman 
and all the Gods are Jyotih, the ensign (Ketu) or Lihga of the unmanifested 
essence of the Creator. Surya is the visible Jyotirlinga which stands in 
axial alignment with millions of other Suns and is, therefore, without 
measure at both its ends. The Mahesvara teachers made capital of this idea and 
it found a happy representation in art. Similar are other aspects of Saiva theology 
speaking of him in a variety of forms, e.g. Kamantaka, Yogesvara, Dakshinamurti, 
etc. which possess valuable religious intimations and formed a significant alphabet 
of art motifs. The whole idea of Siva was rooted in the Vedic conception of Rudra 
being another name of Agni. Rudra’s son Skanda is also a scion of Agni.

a  ̂ Suparna, the Eagle which is the same as Garuda, being the symbol of Surya, 
Time, Samvatsara, Agni and for the matter of that of each god associated with 
movement. The universal spirit is Suparna or Eagle and its individual counterpart 
on earth is a Quail. The former dives at the latter to hold it in its clutches. The 
Garuda-Naga motif of art is an extension of the Suparna myth. In the Rigveda we 
read of one, two, three or many Suparnas.

Malusha, the Buffalo-demon vanquished by the Great Goddess, is the type 
of riotous energy which challenges the supreme mother of the Gods. He is 
mentioned as Gaura (Bos Gaurus, RV. V. 58. 2) and Mahisha (RV. X. 189. 2). He 
is a form of Vritra who challenges Indra or the power of the Sun.

Purna-Kumbha, Pot and Foliage, Pull Vase, was the symbol of plenty and 
creativity. The water in the jar is the sap or humidas radicle (Salilam, R.itam, Apah) 
and the over-flowing leaves and flowers typify life itself with its manifold blessings 
and joys. The human body is Purna-Ghata and so is the created cosmos. The 
Purna-Kalam or Bhadra-KalaSa of the Rigveda is filled with the immortal sap of Soma, 
the Purna-Kumbha of Atharva with streams of Ghrita and Amrita (AV. 3. 12. 8). The 
home is the Mangala-Ghata, bMangala-TCala<a and actually beautified with it (Punnaghata- 
Patimandita ghara). The motif of a Dame with the Well-filled Pitcher is mentioned 
as Purna-Kumbha-Ndri in Atharva (3. 12. 8) and as Pilrna-ghata-Kanya in the Lalita- 
Vistara, amongst walking in the Lutnbinl procession of Maya Devi. In art the motif 
is seen at Bhaihut, SancliT, AmaravatT, Mathura, Kapisa, Nagarjunikonda, Sarnath, 
Anuradhapm, Boiobudur, etc. It is combined with Pillar both in the basement and on 
top, and also in the figures of Gaja LakshmI. In Jaina manuscripts it is given an 
anthiopomorfic form, and in religious worship it is regarded as the symbol of Trinity.

ChaJcra, is the symbol of the Sun or Time (Kala-chakra), Cosmos 
(Bhava-ohah a, Santsara-chakra), Fife (J~ivana-chakra), and of the transcendent creative 
power (Brahma-chakra), distinguished by rhythmic or cyclic movement (Chhando-gati).



It is identified with the supreme moral order in the form of DhaYma-cTiakra and 
Sudarmna-chalcra, both having a thousand spokes (.Salwrara). The number of spokes 
is variable as 3 (Tryara), 5 (Pafichara), 6 (Shadara), 12 (.Dvadasara), according to the 
varying divisions of Time units in the year. This elasticity is the quality of a symbol 
pointing to its exploding meaning at several levels. The year being conceived as 
Kala-chalera, it is possible to look upon the seasons as 3, 4, 5 or 6. Cholera is aLo 
equal to Hatha, both signifying movement, the former being the source of word 
‘circle’ and the latter of ‘rota’. The Sarnath Asokan Pillar was a Chakra-stavi Jia, the 
like of which also occurs in Jaina Art of Mathura. In the Rigveda it is called the 
perfect wheel (Vritta-cliakra of Vishnu, RV. I. 155. 6), which later on was named the 
Sudarsana-chakra by the Bhagavatas.

Yupa, the pillar of sacrifice, typified the Axis Mundi, the cosmos being a 
Yajfia. The sacrificial stake is the World-Pillar (Sleambha); the Divyavadana
speaks of a Yupa as the sign of JDharma (Dharma-chihna), which is the same as 
Dharma-stambha, a pillar with a Chakra on its summit like the Sarnath Capita], 
which reminds of a ChakravartI king firm in his duty or Dharma, or piety, morality 
and law. In the Satapatha Brahmana the portion of Yupa inside the ground is 
said to belong to the Asuras, that up to the rope (Jtamna) to men, up to the ring 
(Chashala) to the Gods and above it the Deva-sadana to the highest Sadhya-Devas. 
This tallies with the four-fold division of a Stupa which constituted the rendering 
of the idea of Yupa in a different form. The Deva-sadana portion was the same as 
Harmika, the abode of gods or their seat in the highest heaven-

Skamblia, a support or pillar with a lofty height (Uchchliraya Varshaman) 
was erected on the earth as the symbol of both the absolute Brahman (Jyeshtlia- 
Brahma) and the created cosmos (Skambha-sukta, AV. 10.7.). All the worlds and 
all the gods reside within the Sleambha. The pillar was regarded as the perfect 
symbol of the highest Creator (Parameshthi Prajapati). Indra-yashti, Pole of Indra, 
was a banner erected in honour of Indra, god of rain and thunder and genius of 
festivity and joy of the community. This was an Indo-European symbol. Its 
visible form being a stately forest tree raised with much eclat and ceremony. The 
triangle-headed banner on a post, seen on ancient Punch-marked coins of silver may 
be identified as Indra-yashti or Vaijayanti. Its festival was known as Indra-maha.

Sapta-Ratna, mentioned for the first time in the Rig veda as the gift of Agni 
in each home, was later transferred in the Buddhist and Puranic literature to a 
ChakravartI King. These included a Chakra-Ratna (wheel of Law), Hasti-Ratna, 
Asva-Ratna, Mani-Ratna, Stri-Ratna, Crihapati-Ratna and Parinayaka-Ratna (Wise 
Counsellor).



Padma, also called Pushkara, the Lotus, is the highest Indian symbol in art, 
religion and cosmology, of life floating on the surface of creative waters. It is the 
flower opening its petals to the rising Sun. Surya is the symbol of Brahma, the 
Supernal Sun in heaven, and the Lotus is the flower of life blossoming on earth ; it is 
the visible sign of consciousness (1 Tana) in matter (Bhuta). A gamut of meanings is 
associated with the lotus. It symbolises the principle of growth, rising from the 
immortal navel of Vishnu or the cosmic deity whose ‘awakening’ throws up the lotus as 
the seat of Brahma, the genius of emanation (.Brahma ha vai Brahmanam Puslikare sasfije 
Gopatha, 1. 1. 16). The lotus-leaf typifies the womb of creation (Yonirvai Pushkara- 
parnam, Satapatha, 6.4.1.7). Lotus is also the cosmic mind (.Sahasraradala Karrnla), and 
of the centre of energy in the individual. A detailed metaphysical doctrine of the 
Bhagavatas explains the birth of the cosmos form a lotus (.Padmaja Sfishti) in distinct
ion to the other belief of the world from the Golden Egg (Andaja Srishti). The 
womb of the individual and the universal mother giving birth to the child is symbolis
ed as the lotus growing in water. The Pwrna-ghata symbol combines both of them.

Kalpa-Vriksha, the Wish-fulfilling Tree, was churned as a jewel from the 
Ocean. It is the symbol of Mind, where Kalpa signifies ‘thought’ or ‘idea’. What 
one wishes under the Kalpa-Vriksha tree one obtains. Mind is the instrument of such 
a will. Life itself is a Kalpa-vriksha. One gets out of it as one wills. Home also 
is a veritable Kalpa-vriksha, its various branches are father, mother, brothers, sisters, 
producing all that the young man or woman wishes, of which food, ornaments, 
clothes and articles of beauty are only gross forms. The Kalpa-vriksha is a tree of 
heaven, with Gods seated on its branches and leaves. It is the tree of dense foliage 
(.Supalasa). The tree has four main boughs in four directions, which link it with 
the four-fold pattern of life and the world. Pairs of eternal Man and Woman 
(Mithuna are produced on this heavenly tree, viz. the home with its sacrament of 
marriage which brings about the union of the two parents. In the Uttara Kuru 
idealogy Kalpa-vriksha plays an important part, being described in the Ramayana, 
Mahabharata, Maha-vanija Jataka, Puranas, Jaina texts and classical Samskrit 
literaure. It is depicted in detail at Bharhut, Bhaja, Sanchl, etc. The Mithuna motif 
continuing on the door-jambs of temples and caves was derived from the same source. 
The Jaina texts speek of kinds of Kalpa-vriksha trees. The Kalpa-lata or meandering 
creeper was a rendering of this motif very popular in early Indian Art, showing a 
wealth of ornaments and fabrics pendant from the tendrils of the cieepei. Anothei 
derived motif was the Nari-lata or Kama-lata depicted on a pillar fiom Garhwal.

Sumeru, the golden mountain, the immortal centre of the Universe, holding 
all the other mountains and continents on its periphery, is the symbol of the immov-



able centre of the world. It is the source of four great rivers flowing in four 
directions, typifying the four-fold flux of life. It is the abode of all the Gods, 
Himalaya which enters so much in art and myth is said to be a friend of Meru.

Buddha, whatever may be said of him as Gautama the Man, has been 
rendered in art with a gushing acceptance of an ancient symbolism fiom the Vedas. 
The Lokottaravadin biographers of the Buddha, as in Lalitavistara, wholeheartedly 
admitted the strands of yore for weaving the rich texture of Buddha’s life. What 
is the meaning of the white elephant, of oblique birth, seven steps, first bath, Bodhi- 
tree, Mara, Indra-saila cave, Honey gift by the monkey, conversion of four bowls 
into one, miracle of fire and water and assumption of the Thousand-Buddha form ? 
The answer to these questions is a despair of the Buddhist texts ; the key lies in the 
long tradition of Vedic and popular symbols. Buddha is Surya, the white elephant 
is the principle of universal consciousness incarnating in the individual centre; 
oblique birth is the appearance of life from an unknown source which is neither up 
nor below; the First Bath of hot and cold streams is a dip in the duality of Agni 
and Soma; the honey was the symbol of Soma or immortal knowledge, light and life; 
the monkey is the ancient Vrishakapi, a friend of Indra; Indra’s cave is a Vedic 
idea where Agni was first lit or the light first appeared; the conversion of four cups 
into one is reverse of what the Vedic Ribhus did in making four of the one original 
bowl, viz. a tatradjc cosmos from a single cause; Fire and W ater miracles are 
plainly of metaphysical import and are remind of the two views in the Rigveda 
of the Waters (Apo-Blwyishtlia) and Fire (Agni-bhuyishtha) views of creation 
(RV. I. 161 9).

The ChaJcra-Stambha was identical with the ancient Yupa as stated in the 
Divyavdana itself. Both the Pharma-Chakra and the Sudarsana-Chakra have a 
thousand spokes and are symbols of the transcendent beyond the categories of time and 
space. Thus, the Buddha’s life striding as colossus in Indian Art, is virtually a radiating 
bunch of symbols, and ceases to have meaning if torn from its essential context. It 
is cast in the same mould as the mythical feats of Vishnu or Siva. The begging 
bowl of Buddha (.Bhilcsha-1 atra) traces its descent from the Food Bowl (Bhujishya- 
Pdtra, AV. XII. 1.60) of the Creator entrusted to Mother Earth, the Universal Mother 
Annapurna. In this domain lines of separation or cult boundaries disappear and we 
find ourselves face to face with a language which is of universal significance and 
employed to expound the metaphysical truths of Perennial Philosophy (Sanatana 
Pharma; cf. Phammo Sanantano of the Buddha).

It may be noted that Indian aesthetics lay stress on both aspects of art, 
namely, its inner meaning and outer form {Artha and Rapa). W ithout meaning art



is jajmie, mere poi-lrailuj-e or external representation regarded as nnheavenly (Asvargya). 
Kalidasa hinted at it as the conjoint aesthetic principle of ‘Vale and Artha’, inseparable 
like the two universal parents (Parvati-Parmesvara). The same pair is named Antarvedi 
and Bahirvedi aestehtic approach (Vishnudharmottara, 3 1.2). It should be the 
endeavour of a true artist and a true connoisseur (Silpi and Vichakshana) to take 
interest m either of them. The artist creates the art forms with the power of his 
mind ,CMtta) and the critic understands the form and meaning in the measure of the 
deep joy in his soul. This is complete Indian aesthetics or the doctrine of Bam. 
A true search m the mystery of literatute is needed to discover the meaning as envisa
ged both in art and literature. The worship of both Artha and Pmpa was a passion 
of the creative mind in India. Art, Religion, Poetry and Philosophy are like the 
four teats of the mother of wisdom, Sarasvati, whose milk flowing from a common 
breast streams thousand-fold. The ancient Vedic literature in the Samhitas and 
Brahmanas, Pah and Agama texts, Buddhist and Jaina Sanskrit commentarial texts 
or later times, and the Puranas together with the Kavyas, knit by one unifying 
Thread Spirit (Sutrdtma). Their human message of unity and diversity is writ large 
on the face of Indian Art and inspired the artist to serve both Man and God, or the 
kindred points of heaven and home. Art became a way of life, a purposive endeavour. 
The wise writer of the Divyavadana assesses it from the aesthetic point of view.
Ih e  motifs of art had both a decorative (Sohhandrthd) and a spiritual value for life 
(Arakshandrtha, Divyavadana p. 221).



CHAP1ER V

5 (a) ART IN THE MAHA-JANAPADA PERIOD 
[CIRCA 1500 B. C. TO 500 B- C ]

The story of Aryan civilization progresses from the moving Janas or clans 
of the Vedic age to the Janapada States in which the mobile communities entered 
upon a stage of “land-taking” or land-settlement in well defined areas called Janapada. 
The Janapada State synchronises with the literature which refers to it, viz. the 
Brahmanas, Srauta Sutras, Pali Tripitaka, Jaina Agamas, and the AshtadhyayT of 
Panini, who gives a detailed picture of the cultural features of the Janapada units, 
as well as of their ruling aristocracies called Janapadins.

The Buddhist literature speaks of sixteen Maha-Janapadas stretching from 
Kamboja in the Pamir to Asmaka with capital at Pratishthana (Paithan) on the 
Godavari. The Jaina literature also mentions 24 Janapadas. The Puranas go further 
and give a longer list of more than 100 names beginning from Kamboja in the north 
to Anga-Vanga in the east and from Sauvlra in the west to Aparanta, Mushika and 
Mahishaka in the south. I have discussed at length the cultural elements and the 
political background of the Janapadas in my book ‘India as hnoivn to Panini’, 
(ch. II. pp. 48-74).

The intellectual activity as evolved by the Vedic Charanas, or Academies of 
Learning was of the highest order in which foundations of many sciences or fields of 
study (Vidya) were laid, e.g. grammar, exegesis, phonetics, astronomy, medicine, 
dramaturgy, architecture, law (Pharma), besides an elaborate development of the 
Vedic and domestic ritual. Similarly Silpa, i.e. arts and crafts, received wide 
attention and were cultivated as so many professions by expert craftsmen for which 
a new word, viz. Janapadi-viitti was introduced in the language (Panini, 4. 1. 42). 
Expert professions and crafts began even in the Vedic age as shown by the 
Sata-Rudriya Chapter of the Yajurveda, e. g. physicians (Bhishak), trader (Vanij), 
house-builder (Stliapati), makers of bows, arrows and quivers (Dhanvin, Islmmat, 
Phanushakrit, Ishuhjit, Ishudhimat), carpenters or timber fellers (Taksha), Cart-wrights 
(Rathakara), potter (Kulala), blacksmith (Karmara), maker of coats of mail and armour 
(Parma, Kavacha and Ayudha), architects who were expert in Vastu-vidya (Vastavya and 
VastuJca), makers of beds ( I'alpa) and mattings (kata), weaver «Vayatri), agriculturist 
(Ktnasa), grain-dealer (Annanampati), warrior, boatsman (Navaja) with oar (Aritra), 
raft (Pyumna), ship (Nau) and rudder (manda), dyer (Rajayitri), ropemaker (Rajju-
sarja), lute-player (Vina-gathin), barber (Paptri), cook (Srapayitri), elephant-keeper



(ffastipa), worker m gold (Hiranyakara), jewellers (.Manikara), basket-maker {Viddla- 
lan), embroiderer (PeHitri, Pehdari for a female), smelter (Dhmdtri), drum-beater 
(Dundu hyaghata), physician (lalava), corn-grinder (Upala-prakshini), plough-man 
(Knslumla). Names of musical instrments are given, e. g. Vina (lute), Nadi (reed 
flute), drum (.Dundubhi), Kdnda.vind (a kind of lute), Karbari (a variety of lute), 
Adambara (drum', Aghdti (cymbal), Lambara (a kind of pendant drum), Blnrni- 
Dundu hi (a big drum placed on the ground).

The above list gives proof of the development of several branches of arts and 
crafts under the general names of S'Upas, viz. science of music {Gandharva-veda), 
Ayurveda, Dhanurveda and Vastuveda.

Under Gandharva-veda or music was also cultivated the science of dramaturgy 
or Ndtya of which the earliest reference is found in Panini mentioning the dramatur
gical texts produced in the Vedic Schools of Silalin and Krisasva. The ancient 
tradition of Silalin’s Natg-sutras was handed down in the School of Bharata. It 
appears that the above four Upa-Vedas dealing, with the practical arts useful 
for life began to be cultivated originally under the aegis of the Vedic Academies 
(Gharanas) with the approval of those very teachers who were occupied with the 
study of Vedic texts. This healthy tradition gained in strength and popularity 
in course of time, leading to the independent organisation of Silpas and allied 
sciences. The Srauta-Sutras and the Jatakas give a vivid picture of the bee-hive 
activity in the villages by members following different Silpas who had become 
organised into local guilds ($rem) mentioned conventionally as 18 (atthadasa Sippa, 
JataTca II. 243). Sippas were of two kinds, superior and inferior (Ukhattha-Sippa, ITina- 
Sippa, Vin. 4.6). Generally the Silpins received social honour from the people and 
also from kings and rulers, e. g. we learn of potters being invited by the king to 
manufacture bricks, big and small cooking utensils required for Yajua (Baudhayana 
£S, 15.14). A number of other pots and plates and pitchers as well as storage 
vessels like Kumbha, Kumbhi, Kusfila were manufactured and the potters seem to 
have had a flourishing trade in ceramics for which a new term Kauldlaka was introduced 
in the language. From his making vessels of many shapes for storing waters, glifita, 
oil and grains, the potter received the new title of Kumbha-lcara.

The most important profession amongst craftsmen was that of the carpenter 
(TaJcshd) and chariot-maker (Rathahara) who formed a separate class probably 
superior in rank and honour to the ordinary wood-worker. The carpenters were 
busy with making of sacrificial Yupas (Vanaspati), pillars for buildings (Sthiina) 
and many kinds of wooden utensils as Drona-hdasa, Uharmsa and Soma drinking 
cups (Graha). We have seen that the art of the goldsmith had been highly developed
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in the Indus Valley and the Vedic age. The same tradition continues in the Sutra 
period when the Svarnakara and Afanilcarci artists were called upon to manufacture 
many kinds of ornaments, e. g. ear-rings (Karna-veslitaJca), circulai pendants for 
necklaces (Nishka), a special ornament called Rukma dotted with twenty-one studs 
and worn round the neck (cf. Graivcyaka and also golden chains , Suvarna-sraj).

The Srauta Sutras refer to workers in stone, manufacturing moitais and 
pestles, mill-stones and vessels. The Asvalayana Grihya Sutra mentions foui kinds 
of vessels, made of copper, other metals, stone or clay (Asva GS. 4. 3. 18 , 4. 7. 8).

P ali LITERATURE—'The Dlgha Nikaya gives a list of 25 major Silpas 
(Puthu-sippayatana) as Kumbhakara, Nadalcara (reed-worker), Pemkara (embioiderei), 
Rajaka (dyer), Malakara (garland-maker), Kappaka (barber), CJulaka (weaver), Dhanu- 
ggaha (bow-fighter), Rathika (charioteer) (Samanna-phala Sutta 14). A fuller list 
occurs in the Brahmajala Sutta, e g., Nachcha-gita-vaditta, mala gandha-vilepana, Tulii- 
Alana (weights and measures), Kamsa (utensils), cloth of broad borders (Riglia-dasa 
vattha), mirrors (Adasa), silken cloth (Roseyycv, cotton (Tulilca), special cloths called 
pattika, Cliittaka, Gonaka, Patalika, Udda-lomi, Hatkxttharam (elephant cover), Assattha- 
rana (horse trapping), Ratththaraija (chariot upholstery), Vattha-laJckhana (description of 
cloth), Mani-lakhkham (of gems), Asi-lakhkhana (of swords), Usu-lakhkhana (of arrow), 
Dhanudaklikliana (of bow), Ayudha-lakhkham, and special sciences as I’attliu-vijja 
(Vastu-vidya, architecture), Klietta-vijja (mensuration or measuring fields), Vatthu-kamma 
(Vastu-karma, practical art of building), Vatthu-parikamma (Vastu-parikarma, painting 
and decorating of buildings).

In a description of the palace of the ChakravartI king Maha-Sudassana, some 
details of palace architecture are found. Its height was equal to three purusha 
measures, it had bricks of four kinds, pillars 84000 in number, wooden planks of four 
colours, staircases, cross-bars, copings, rooms (Kutagara), with beds of gold, silver, ivory 
and ciystal ; doors (Pvara) with palm trees on two sides, a double railing round the 
palace, a net-woik of jingling bells and several ponds of lotus flowers (Pokkharam) 
provided with staircases and platforms (Maha-Sudassana Sutta, Biglia Nikaya).

There is another reference to the lay-out of Pataliputra called a commercial 
centre (Pataligamz Nagaram mapsnti Pataliputram putabhedanam, Mahaparinivana Sutta, 
Diglia Nikaya).

P illars —The Satapatha states that the Grihapatis residing in Kamyalca Vana 
were using Ayasthuna pillars which seems to be a reference to wooden pillars covered 
with beaten sheet of copper ($B. 11.4.2.17). The lofty wooden pillar was the most 
outstanding feature of construction. It was reproduced in the big stone pillars



of Asoka and the front pillars of Chaitya-halls in Western India. The big vaulted 
loots with massive wooden ribs indicate the size of the pillars which supported them.

Jataka story tells of a village of carpenters loading their manufactured articles 
on oats in the Ganga and sailing upstream to market them. Pan ini actually refers 
in a Garni (V. 1. 51) to merchants who were transporting their loads of wooden 
pillars (Sthuna-bliara) and hence known as Stliauna-blxarika, and also stone goods 
called asma-bhara. That the spoken language required such a term is in itself proof 
of this specialised industry.

A Jataka gives a vivid account of the building of a city on the banks of the 
Ganga1 The Maha-Ummagga of this Jataka was not a tunnel at all, as is often 
taken, but a palace built as part of the king’s fortified city on the bank of the 
Ganga. Its master architect is mentioned as Maha Vaddhaki an expert in wooden
construction. We also read of VathtJm vidyacharya who dealt with such masterly 
plans.

The Maha-Ummaga palace was so named as it was located away from the 
common road which then was leading towards the Ganga, and this is borne out by 
the present site of the Kumrahar palace.

It had big dimensions worthy of a royal palace. When sufficient earth had 
been biought from the Ganga, it was rammed under the feet of elephants wearing 
leather covers and on that ramp was raised a rampart ( qfatPTfarR 'TPPTt
feflfcr There were gateways in the palace wall, one of which looked on to the 
city-side. The Prakara was 27 feet or 18 cubits in height and so also the gateway 
fitted with mechanical contrivance to shut the big door leaves (Yantra-yukta dvara) 
by pressing a peg (Anl) which seems to have been the same as the Indra-klla of 
other descriptions. On either side the walls were built of bricks (Ithtliakahi chinitva), 
and coated with lime plaster (Sudha-kamma). The rooms were roofed over (Maththakka) 
with planks (padarnclihanna) and the ceiling was covered with a special kind of 
plastering clay called Ulloka-mattikd of which several thin coats were applied 
(lepetva\ the last one of shining white colour (Scta-kan ma). This special white clay 
was the same as Navariita Mattika mentioned in the Maha-vamsa. The Chitrasutra 
calls it Masluika on account of its butter-like consistency, a technique for preparing the 
ground on the walls for painting.

l- m x  ?qfa 'Tnr rpqg strPa ttc qwg fa sr q̂ mfa
faq3R grrfa TFq nfalfafd sfatfa, J., VI, p. 431.



The account makes special mention of 80 big gateways (Maha-dvara) and 
60 small gateways (Chulla-dvara) in the city-wall of the palace which were all operated 
by mechanical devices, a special pin or peg pressed for closing and another for 
opening them. In the long corridor of the palace were on both sides one hundred 
niches for lamps made in the wall and they were also closed and opened by 
mechanical shutters (Yanta-yutta). A big palace like this was naturally provided 
with hundreds of rooms (.Etca-Sata Sayana-gabbha). The word Garbha was the same as 
Said, and denoted a room in the palace. In each room was laid a great couch, 
(Malia-Sayanam) with a white parasol (Seta chhatta), with a throne placed near the 
couch. Female statues made of plaster (Matu-gama poUlxaka-rupaka) were made 
beautiful (Uttamcirupa-dhara) true to life that without touching them no one could 
know that they were not real living women (hathena anamasitva na manussa-rupakam 
ti na saklcd fiatum). Moreover in the principal hall of the Maha-Ummaga palace 
(Maha Ummagasya gabblte) expert painters (Kusala-clutakard) made many kinds of 
paintings (nanappakara chitd-kammam Jcarimsu),

An interesting list of motifs painted on the walls of the Great Hall is 
given1; for example,

1. Sakka-Vilasa—Scenes of Indra’s enjoying dance and music with his 
heavenly nymphs in Sudharmd Assembly Hall, some of which are illustrated on the 
panels at Bharhut and Sanchi.

2. Sineru-paribhanda—The beautiful designs on the vertical faces of 
the terraces round the mountain Sumeru.

3. Sagara-Maha-sagara-—Small and big ponds with lotus and other 
flowers and number of watery birds and aquatic animals.

4. Chatu-mahadvIpa—The four continents which faced the four cardinal 
points of Sumeru, as given in the Jaina Jivabhigama Sutra.

5. H imavanta—The great Himalaya mountain shown with its Kailasa peak 
and specially Lake Mdnasarovara or Anavatapta with the four great rivers flowing in 
the four directions.

6. Anotata—This was the same as Manasarovara, the ideal holy lake 
described by the Jaina, Buddhist and Brahmanical literature, the holy lake of Brahma 
(Brdhmasara). The Saptarshis, gods and other divine beings take their bath in 
the Anotatta in which Buddha also is said to have taken his bath.

Maha-Ummagga J. VI, 432.



/ •  M a n o -SILATa d a — T h e  g re a t  th ro n e  m a d e  of re d  c o lo u re d  s to n e  (Manah- 
sila) w h ic h  w a s  p la c e d  n e a r  a  p o n d  o r  in  th e  m a in  A sse m b ly  H a ll  or in  th e  p a la c e  fo r 
th e  k in g  to  s i t  a n d  r e s t .

8 . C h a n d a -S u r iy a — T h e  m o tif  o f th e  M oon a n d  th e  S un , w h ic h  w ere  d ra w n  
as g o d s  in  h u m a n  fo rm  o r in  n a t u r a l  fo rm , w as  a n  a n c ie n t  m o tif  w h ic h  h a s  co n tin u ed  
to  be s h o w n  in  s c u lp tu r e  a n d  a lso  in  p a in t in g  u p  to  o u r  o w n  tim es .

9. C h a t u m -M a h a r a j ik a -— I h e  fo u r  Maharajika G o d s  w ith  th e ir  c o u r t ly  
a t te n d a n ts ,  viz. V a is r a v a n a  k in g  of Y a k s h a s  in  th e  n o r th ,  D h r i ta r a s h t r a  k in g  of th e  

G a n d h a iv a s  in  th e  e a s t ,  V irO d h ak a  k in g  of th e  K u m b h a n d a s  in  th e  s o u th , V iru p a k s h a  
k in g  of th e  N a g a s  in  th e  W e s t .

10. CHHA-KAMA-SAGGA i. e. the six heavens of sensuous pleasures, being 
populaily conceived as the place of happiness and long life, same as Kamavachara 
Deva-loJca.

T h e s e  te n  m o tifs  a re  n a m e d  in  th is  J a t a k a  as o f d iv in e  c h a r a c te r  (Divi-bJiattiyo). 
T h e re  w a s  c o n s t r u c te d  ro u n d  th e  c i t y  a  w a te r y  m o a t  (Gdaka-parikhS), a  c ity -w a ll  18 

c u b its  h ig h  (AttJiarasa-licittlio pakaro)— th e  t r a d i t io n a l  h e ig h t o f a  fo r t-w a ll  to  th is  d a y — , 

w h ich  w a s  p ie ic e d  b y  c i ty -g a te s  a n d  to w e rs  (Gopurdttalako). In  i t s  c e n tre  w ere  b u i l t  

th e  ro y a l  p a la c e  w i th  a c o n tin g e n t o f o th e r  b u ild in g s  (Raja-nivesanadini), o th e r  re s id e n 

t ia l  b u ild in g s  (Nivesanadini), e le p h a n t  s ta b le s  {Hatlitlii saladayo) a n d  m a n y  p o n d s  

(Pukkharaniyo). A f te r  i t s  c o m p le tio n  th e  c i ty  w as  c a l le d ,  Maha-Uir.maggo nagaram, 
s ince  th e  s i te  s e le c te d  fo r  i t  w a s  o u t  o f th e  w a y  of th e  f re q u e n te d  p a th  (Janaumnaggo). 

T h is  w a s  b u i l t  b y  3 0 0  c a r p e n te r s  (Tini-vaddhakisatani) w i th  3 0 0  b o a ts  to  tra n s p o r t  
th e  m a te r ia l  a n d  to o k  fo u r  m o n th s  to  c o m p le te . I t  w a s  a n  e x c e lle n t p a la c e  (Pasa■ 
davara) b u i l t  o n  t h e  b a n k s  o f th e  G a n g a  (Ganga-tiram).

I n  t h e  a b o v e  d e s c r ip tio n  w e  h a v e  a l l  th e  e le m e n ts  of a n  a n c ie n t I n d ia n  p a la c e . 

I t  seem s to  be  d iv id e d  in  th re e  c o u r ts .  T h e  firs t o ne  a lo n g  th e  G a n g a  c o n ta in e d  th e  

re a l  Rajakula o r p a la c e  in  w h ic h  h u n d re d s  o f w e ll d e c o ra te d  ro o m s w ere  m a d e . T h e  

re fe re n c e  to  c a r y a t i d  fe m a le  f ig u re s  c a rv e d  on th e  p il la r s  o f th e  room s is in te re s t in g  

fo r so  e a r ly  a  d a te .  I t  is  a ls o  w o r th  n o t in g  t h a t  b e fo re  th e  in t r o d u c t io n  of s to n e  fo r 

ra i l in g  p i l la r s ,  w o o d e n  r a i l in g  p i l la r s  w e re  u n d o u b te d ly  u s e d  a n d  th e  c u s to m  of d e c o 

r a t in g  th e m  w i th  c a r v e d  s ta n d in g  fe m a le  f ig u re s  w a s  a n  e s s e n tia l  e le m e n t of p a la c e  

a r c h i te c tu re .

I n  t h e  s e c o n d  c o u r t  w a s  th e  m a in  A sse m b ly  H a ll .  I t  is  h e re  re fe rre d  to  as  

Gabhlxa, i. e. Garblxa o r  th e  H a l l  w h ic h  c a n n o t b e  a n y th in g  e lse  b u t  th e  R o y a l  A u d ie n c e  

h a ll . T h e  w a lls  o f  th i s  h a l l  w e re  d e c o ra te d  w ith  a  n u m b e r  of p a in te d  m o tifs . T h e



floor was highly polished and in the ceiling above rosettes or full-blown lotuses were 
carved in relief in the lustrous plaster of the roof (Upari ulloka-padumani dassesum). 
Another important feature was the use of pendants made of fragrant flowery garlands 
(Puppha-dama) and also of perfumed cloth twisted into required shape (Gandlia-dama, 
same as Patta-dama of later literature).

In the first court which must have been quite wide and big in size was located 
the Hattlri sala or elephant stable, and probably horse stable (assa-sala) also. In the 
forecourt infront of the palace were constructed shops or the market (Nanappakare 
apane ti dassyimsu (Maha-Ummagga Jataka, Vol. VI, p 431-33).

The Jatakas also describe several other Vimanas or palaces like the 
Bativaddhana-P asada, Upphaka-Pasada, and also in the Nimi Jataka a series of 
Vimanas or places furnished with Stambha, Ifilt agar as, Kihkliinl jala, Dhvaja, L dyana, 
Pokkharim, Dvarakoththa, etc. (.Jataka VI. 117, Nimi Jataka). The Suddharma 
Assembly Hall is said to be well built (Sunimita) on beautifully fashioned eight
sided pillars (.Atthamsa Sulcata Khambha) and furnished with Pvarakoththakas of beauti
ful tower (Qhittakuta Dvara Koththaka).

The Pali literature, as shown above, is rich in architectural descriptions 
of palaces, cities and city-gates. As shown by Dr. Coomaraswamy a palace was known 
as Pasada, Nivasa, Bdja-Bhavana, llaja-Gcha, Bajanivesana, Vasaghara, Antepura and 
Vimana. The ideal for it was the palace of the Gods (Divya Vimana). The king s 
palace faced on to the central city-square, as in the case of the Ummagga Palace. A 
separate palace was provided for the Crown-Prince (Yuvarajaththe, ; it was spoken of as 
Upathana and sited in a portion of the king’s palace, an arrangement which we find 
also in the case of Harsha’s palace as Yuvaraja. The royal residence was Antepura 
in which there were quarters for the queens, princesses and other ladies, collectively 
called Antepurika. It was properly guarded (Arakkhatham).

The palace was surrounded by an outer wall (Pakara), having a main gate 
or perhaps four gates. The outer gate house (Bahir dvara Kotlitliaka) lay at some 
distance from the actual palace and sometimes the guests were received at the outer 
gate. In later literature this was also known as Baliirdvdrasala or Alinda, beautified 
with paintings and designs as we read in the Divyavadana about a Dvara-Koshthaka 
painted with Bhava-chakra.

Passing through the outer door one entered tho royal courtyard which often 
formed the outermost of a series of courts, known as Angana or Prakoslitha or 
Kakshya. The first pretentious building after crossing the large court was the King’s 
Judgment Hall (Vinichchayatana), known later as the Astliana-Mandapa.



The Prasada was built on a solid foundation or basement (Vaththu). In this 
connection some architectural elements are to be noted, e.g. a pillar (,Stambha), Tula 
(the transverse lintel on the doorway supporting the entablature, also called Bhara- 
tula), Sabgliata (capitals of pillars with pairs of animals and human beings as Haya- 
Sanghata, (raja-Saiighaia, Nara-SangTiata etc.), Bhitti-pada (dado ; now called Ijara), 
Kuta (ridged roof with finjals or iliupikd), G-opdnasi rafters, literally bull’s nose, 
a Chaitya-window-like motif on the outside of the walls where rafters were placed), 
Pakkha-pgssa (bondings of the walls), and Mukhavati (facade or freeze on the front side, 
Skt. Mukhapattika). The pillars formed an important element of the house or palace. 
A thousand and a hundred pillars of the Vedas correspond to the SaJiassa-thambha (J.
5. 169, VI 173) or Bahut-thambhaka (J. IV 153).

The palace had one or more, often several, storeys (Bhumika, or Tala) and 
therefore described as Ekablmniika, Dvibhumika, Tribhumika, upto Navabhumika, i. e. 
one to nine storeys. A building of three storeys was more usual and the same became 
the norm for the pyramidal superstructure of the Sikhara in temples.

The main floor was known as Mahatala (J. 1. 62), also the best floor Varatala 
(J. 1. 60). The first flcor was Uparitala and the top-floor or the uppermost floor was 
known as AkdSatala. We have a set of three terms viz Adit-ala ground-floor), 
Ardhatala (mezzanine floor), and Trita-tala third floor The lowest storey ot a palace 
is called the Hettimtala. On each storey rooms with rising top having finials were 
known as Kulagara. When furnished with latticed windows they were known as 
Siha-paHjara, Ilarmya was a room in the upper storey f0r women.

The main features of the lay-out of the palace was its division into courts 
of which there were usually three in the early stages The first court had a dvara- 
kottha and then open grounds with provision for stables <Azvastliana mandapa) for 
horses and elephants and also rooms for soldiers In the second court on the ground 
floor of the palace the main feature was the great pillared hall, similar to the big 
mandapa supported on pillars in the Chaitya-halls in Western India. This was used as 
the hall of public audience (1hrbar-i-Am, or Baliirastana-maudapa) of the King It was 
reached by a giand staircase (Mahasopana J VI. 428; The royal palace was 
comprised of two distinct parts, the ground floor {Hetthapasada) and the upper floor 
(Upari pan a da), the latter being the main residential portion for members of the royalty. 
The same arrangement has practically come down to our own days. On the ground 
floor were located the palace garden (G-rihodyana), kitchen (Mahanasa, Aharamandapa), 
bath-rooms with fountains of flowing water (Jantd-ghara), wells (Ud-pana), step-wells, 
lotus ponds (Pokluvini), temple (Devaghara) etc. The floor is described as Kutcima 
which was either made of bricks, stone or plastered with lime. The Jataka texts



always refer to going up into or coming down from a palace which implies the use of 
stair-ways (J. I. 61.). The foot of the stair-case was known as Sopana-padamula 
(J III. 216) and the head of the stair-case Sopanamatthaka (J III. 15), or Sopana-ma 
(J. IV, 26 ). The wooden planks of the stairs were known as Sopanakatingara 
Sometimes there were three stairways, provided with short balustrade (Vedika) having 
upright posts (Khcimblta), cross-bars (Suchi) and coping (Uslinlsha) similar to the big 
railings round the stupa.

The king’s own chamber was known as Siri-gcihbha (J. IV 105 ; Skt. Sri- 
garbha) and the royal couch as Siri-sayana (J, III. 264). The prefix Sri denoted 
the articles for the personal use of the king and was used later also, e.g the king’s 
pavilion Srivitana by Kalidasa (Vilcramorvaslya) and the royal she-elephant Sri- 
karenu by Bana in the Harshacluirita.

KuTAGAra—The term Kutagara, KutagaraSala, denoted a building with a 
peaked top, usually a roofed pavilion with a gabled end and vaulted roof with small 
stupls over it. Thus we read about the roof-ridge (Prasada-kuta) of a palace with 
sixty water-pot finials (Udakagliata), and a Vimana with many Kutagaras (J. VI. 120), 
also Majjhima N  I. 2o3 speaking of seven hundred Kutagaras on each Niyyuha or 
projecting ledge of a Prasada. Sometirpes each storey of the palace consisted of a 
number of such rooms A Kutagara was thus a chamber shade also called Gabblia, 
Sala, Guha, often it was provided with a latticed window or screen (Sihapafijara), and a 
ventilator (Vatapana). The Kutagara room could be closed from inside by drawing 
across the doorleaves a transverse bar (phutitaggala, Hindi argala), and also from 
outside by locking (Yantaka). The Kutagara on the top floor was Hammiya (Skt. 
Harmya ; cf. Harmika on the top of the Stupa).

R oof—The roof of thS Kutagara was either domed or barrel-vaulted having 
a middle ridge It was built on rafters (Gropanasiyo) which in the case of the domed 
roof closed upwards and met in the circular roof-plate (Kannika), which was the 
actual kuta or pinnancle of the dome. Such a roof resembling in shape a melon 
( ) or bubble ( ) is seen in the circular Bodhigharas at Bharhut,
and also in the round roof at the Sudama Cave. The other form of the roof was 
barrel-vaulted (Gajapj-ishtakriti) as in Chaitya-halls. They were also of two kinds, 
viz. the rafters running transversely and placed parallel to the middle ridge. The 
ends of the beams are visible in the horse-shoe, or the ogee arches, as in the Lomasa 
Rishi cave This was the style derived from ancient sacrificial sheds The second 
variety of vaulted roof was supported on massive curved ribbings similar to tin 
surviving timber beams in the Karle Cave.



The distinction between these three forms of ancient roofing is visible in the 
ancient Indian palaces and Bodhi-gharas in the Barabar Hills, at Karle, Kanheri 
Amaravatl and Mathura. As time passed the flat roof on pillars and corbels came into 
vogue and it became possible to accommodate on the top many open pillared 
pavilions like ChandraSala, about which Bana and Kalidasa write so often.

In the making of the second kind of roof supported on straight transverse 
rafters which may be identified with the Gopanasi style as in the Lomasa Rishi 
cave massive pillars on the two ends of the hall were required (Sthuna-Baja, Sankha- 
yana Grihya Sutra 3. 3. 7) ; one of them which was the biggest was called Varshishtha 
Stliuna-raja (§B. 3 5. 1. 1.). The top-covers or inverted jars placed in a line on 
the ridge to protect the outlets for smoke (Dhumanetta) were called Stupi. Tha actual 
roof (Chhadana) was made of bamboos, rafters of wood and covered with a net-work of 
bamboos (Vana-latthi) with layers of bamboo-strips, reed-mattings and bundles of grass 
{Trim), straw from wheat and barley {Palcida or Palala, Hindi Payar) and also leaves 
(.Panna), and sometimes with tiles {Gifijaka).

A roof-apartment (Siha-paftjara, Lion-cage) is clear in some of the sculptures, 
for example, the one on Bodha-gaya railing (Fig. 55, Indian Palaces, Coomaraswamy). 
The word Pafijara should be taken in its natural sense of a cage for pet animals closed 
on four sides with lattice work. This corresponds to the subsequent Gavaksha window 
(Hindi Jharokha) in which men and women took their seat to have a look at the world 
outside. In medieval architecture these were called Ambari (oriel or bay-windows) or 
ledges with intricate Jali work.

The various illustrations in sculpture show that the palace apartment on the 
upper floor was in most cases set back from the parapet enclosed by a small Vedika 
or railing so that between the room proper and the projecting Vedika an exterior 
terrace, deck or balcony was available for open-air sitting, or as covered porch or 
verandah, sometimes provided with screens or movable curtains {Samarana-kitika, and 
Udgliatana-kitika, Chulla 6. 3. 5 ).

The Simha-Pafijara, Gavaksha and Vdtapdna were of three kinds, viz. Salaka- 
vatapana, Jala-vatapana and Vedika-vMapana, i. e. different kinds of windows used 
for light and air which could be thrown open and closed at will. Sometimes they 
were provided with leaves {Kavata J. 2. 274), or blinds or curtains which could be 
rolled up (Ghakkalika or Bhisi, Chulla 6. 2. 2). A window or opening too high to look 
out of it was known as Uddha-ehhiddaka-vatapana.

The material for building palaces, Chaitya-halls, Bodhi-gharas, etc. seems to 
have been mainly timber, used for pillars, rafters, roofing, windows, stairs and lattice- 
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work as also walls. Bricks seem to have been used rarely and stone was still rarer 
for pillar basements (.Kumbhaka).

The above picture of a royal palace with its horizontal and elevational lay-out 
furnishes evidence of the development of architecture (Vdstu-vidya) in the Janapada 
age. The Pali literature has preserved a record of the traditional forms as current 
in memory and folk-lore. Most of these stylistic elements continued in the Mauryan 
and Sunga periods with transition from timber to stone and brick.

The city-wall (PraJcdra) was surrounded by a moat (Parikha) crossed by 
draw-bridges (Sahkrama). The wall was pierced by four main gateways which were 
lofty structures furnished with towers (Attdlaka) on the two sides containing a number 
of rooms (KoshthaJea) for guards and travellers, thus known as Dvara-koshthaka. With 
the city gateway was sometimes connected the house of public charity (,Sattra or 
Dana sala) at which king’s alms were distributed. The office of the toll-post was also 
located in a part of the Dvara-koshthaka

Jaina Agama Evidence—The Jaina Agamika literature being of the 
same age, the picture of art and architecture presented by it is similar to that of the 
1 ali literature. The wooden construction was known as Kattha-kamma. An important 
reference is to a wooden figure of a Rishi made for worship by his son. Similarly 
images of stucco (pottha), and ivory (danta) are also mentioned.

The most illustrative example of palace architecture occurs in the Raya- 
paseniya Sutta in an account of the Vimana of Suryabha Deva. It was surrounded 
by a rampart (Pagam), embellished with merlons (.Kavislsaga, Skt. Kapmrshaka), 
gate..- in every direction (Dvara), furnished with Stfipikas on the ridge of the roof 
(Tlilbldya). The whole building was decorated with many kinds of figures and 
motifs (.Bhatti-ehiUa), e g. Ihamiga (fnboulous animals), bulls (Usabha), horse (Turaga) 
Yaksha 01 Atlantes figures (Nara), crocodile (Magara), birds (Vihaga), serpents or 
diagons (I alaga), Kinnaia (Centaurs', deer (Ruru', Safabha (lion-like figures), Yak 
(Chamara) elephant (KuHjara), wild creepers (Vanalaya) and lotus-creepers (Paumalaya).

capita s of the pillars weie decorated with figures of pairs of Vidyadharas 
i^dyadhara-jamala), horses (Haya-sanghada), elephants (Gaya-sanghada) and
similar numerous decorative figures ( ). The doors were provided with
andmg (Nimma), pedestals (Paitthana), pillars (Khambha), floor (Kuttirm), threshold 

uja bolts (Inda-Mla), lintels (Uttarahga), door-posts (Cliheda — gprarar),
001 planks (SucTii), joints or bonds (Sandhi), sockets (Samuggaya =  gf^FPTil),
traverse bars behind door-leaves (Aggald), sockets for door-pins (Aggaldpasaya),



hinges (Arattan a-pedhiya). For city-gates large heavy doors fitting closely were 
provided, which were generally closed at night (Nirantariya-ghana-kavada), very often 
having a small door (Ani-dvara, or Uttara-pasaga). On their side-walls (Bhitti) the doors 
wtie fitted with bosses (Bhitti-guliya) for pendant beds steads (Uo-mancmya =
^dT:). Graceful figures of Sala-bkatijikd women ( sftafgqgmvffaq ) and figures of 
fabulous animals (Vyala-rupakd) were carved on the doors.

The number of railing women would be 32 on each side or 108 in all. There 
are some other interesting architectural terms, e.g K M  da (walls of Gavakslm patterns), 
large posts (Vamsaga), transverse beams (Padivamsaga), upright smaller posts fixed in 
the giound (BJtoma), elevation (Usscha), tops (Ulloya), lattices (jala-paHjara), side-walls 
{PaJckhd), bamboos for side walls (Pahhlcha-baha), cross-beams (Varna), ribbings 
(VamSa-kavtUiya), panels (Pattiyd), screen walls (Oliadani), and thatched layers above 
the ribbings (Uvari-puchclmnd), ceiling (Achchdyana), peaks (Kuta), and finials 
kThubhiya) (Rayapaseniya sutta 97, see J. C. Jain, Life in Ancient India as depicted 
hi the Jain Canon, p. 181).

We also find the description of a big theatre hall (Pekkhd-ghara-nirindava, 
Skt. Prekslid-griha mandapa) which was supported on many columns (AneJca-stambha- 
sata sannivishta), and was furnished with a terraced railing (Vedika), gateways with 
architrave (Torana) and $ alabhoAjika figures. It was decorated with many other 
motifs (Ihampiga etc.) and ornamental figures (Puvaga-sahasra-kalita). In the centre 
of the Theatre Hall was a stage (Akhkhddaga).

In the Nayadhamma Kaha is a description of the sleeping chamber of a queen 
which had an outer courtyard, an Assembly Hall polished (Ghatta-mattlm) and well set 
with pillars, endowed with statues (Sala-hhafijiyd), latticed windows, moon-stone at the 
foot of the stairw’ays (Ardlia-clumdra), projecting ledges (Nijjuha), and a room on the 
roof called Chanda-salika. Its inside was decorated with paintings (Chitta-lcamma) ; 
the floor (Kuttima-tala) was studded with semi-precious stones (mani) and the ceiling 
had a painted canopy (ulloyacUttiya) with lotus flowers and creepers (Paumalaya). 
There is reference also to a Summer-House (Siyahara) built for a ChakravartI king, 
which name occurs in the Nisltha-churni and therefore must be of larer times corres
ponding to the Hima-gfilia in the Kadambarl (para 208 of P. L. Vaidya’s edition), of 
which the architectural layout had already been perfected in the Kushana period.

Thus both palace and town architecture and other allied arts and crafts 
were developed in the Janapada age. Their actual remains aie few because of the 
frail or perishable nature of the material used, but a prior tiadition of bilpas was 
established, e.g. architecture, town-planning, royal palaces, residential buildings, roads,



assembly halls (Samthagara), charity halls {Dana-3ala), gateways {Gopura), towers 
(Attalaka), moats (Parikha), draw-bridges (Sankrama), wood carving (Kashtha-karma), 
metal casting, stone-carving, making of wooden pillars, posts and rafters {Sthuna), 
capitals and basements (Kumbhaka), latticed windows {Vatapana and Gavaksha), heavy 
doors (Maha-kavata), clay-figurines, fired bricks, ivory carving, goldsmith’s work, 
plastering, polishing (Gliatta-Mattha prabha) in order to produce three kinds of 
bright effect, viz. Saprabha, Samaricha and Sodyota (Jlvabhigama). The commenta
tors explain Ghatta as preliminary rubbing with rough stone and Maltha with fine 
abrasive powder in which finished smoothness was produced. Prabha is explained 
as lustre which is in the object, Marlchi as the radiant polish reflecting a net-work 
of rays, and Udyota as the highest lusture which being reflected from the surface casts 
a glow on the objects around. The existence of terms to indicate the bright metaliic 
polish that we have on the Northern Black Polished Ware and on the Mauryan 
polished monuments shows that the technique of producing was a well known art. 
The polish on the Northern Grey Ware which belongs to the Janapada period and 
also some traces of it on the stone Yaksha statue from Parkham at Mathura takes 
the art to the pre-Maurya period and possibly earlier. The realistic description of the 
walls and ceiling of the Assembly Hall of the palace in the Maha-Ummaga city is a 
pointer in the same direction.

The art of painting also had been developed and a number of motifs 
illustrating scenes from heavenly life and mythical beliefs are actually mentioned both 
in Buddhist and Jaina literature. Indeed the rich repertoire of the carved figures on 
railing pillars, panels and cross-bars as listed in Jaina texts are almost the same as we 
find on the stone railings and gateways of Bharhut and Sanchl, pointing to pre-existing 
wooden prototypes.

(b) SYMBOLS ON PUNCHA-MARKED COINS

The Punch-marked coins of silver of which not less than 50,000 have been 
found all over India from Taxila to Mysore, show over 500 symbols. It appears that 
when for actual building and statuary the practice was to use timber only, for actual 
coins beads and ornaments they were freely using gold, silver and semi-precious 
stones. The silver coins are mostly flat pices of silver cut from strips and reduced 
to a standard weight by clipping the edges and corners, and finely stamped with a 
number of symbols or signs on the obverse and reverse sides.

The dating of these coins is fairly known (c. 800-200 B. C.). The Pali 
literature refers to them as having been current in the time of King Bimbisara when 
Rajagriha was the capital in the sixth century B. C. The earliest coins go back to 
the real Janapada period, when besides Magadha similar coins were issued by the
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Kosala Janapada and the Surasena Janapada. In that first stage the standard weight 
of a coin was 20 mashas of silver (called Vimsatika) and 30 mashas (called TrimSatka). 
Some of these early coins are cup-shaped, stamped with bold rayed symbols on one 
side only, dating from c. 8th-7tb cent. B. C. According to Panini and the Pali texts 
these coins were called Karshapana, but we do not find this term in the Brahmana 
literature and it may be assumed that this coinage was introduced at the close of the 
Brahmana period in about 800 B. C.

Panini mentions in many Sutras several classes of Karshapana coins and this 
is the only coinage known to the Arthasastra of Kautilya. This coinage had become 
well established in a series of 1, 1/2, 1/4, 18 , 1/16, both in silver and copper.

The second stage in its development was reached in the Nanda period 
(fifth cent. B. C.) when the weight standard of 32 rattis was fixed and a system of five 
bold obverse symbols with several smaller signs on the reverse was introduced. 
The intention was to indicate the dynasty, king, locality and the issuing 
authority. The symbols of this Intermediate period are extremely well done in bold 
outline and clearly stamped on a somewhat broad flat surface.

The third stage was reached during the Mauryan period when the coins 
became stumpy pieces cut from thicker sheets of silver or cast as nodules and beaten 
with hammer into round flattened shape. The symbols are jumbled and overlapping.

A study of these symbols over 500 in number, brings to our view a strange 
world, believing in the representation or depiction of the beliefs of the people in the 
form of various symbols or signs. The foremost place is taken by the solar symbol, 
Surya, which is found almost without exception on all the Puncha-marked coins of 
ancient India. Surya is represented as a rayed figure with a circle in the centre 
having a point or pellet within it. The rays are both thick and thin, stiaifaht and 
curved. The next place is given to a six-armed symbol (Shadara, Hindi which
consists of six spokes crossing at centre, the six arms being tipped by orals, globes, 
tridents, taurines, arrow-heads, triangles, balls, heart-shaped signs, durables, etc.

The next group belongs to the four great animals (Maha-Ajancya Pam) 
which were held sacred much anterior to Buddhism and of which the earliest traces 
are found in the Indus Valley and the Kigveda. They include the bull, elephant, 
lion, and horse rarely. Another symbol is that of a crescent-topped mount which is 
associated with the Mauryan dynasty. Amongst other interesting signs are the wheel, 
tree in railing with and without birds, tank with fish, hare, peacock, frog, tortoise 
bow and arrow, combinations of taurines, squares with a Svastika inside, intersecting 
triangles, caduceus, Chakradhvaja (Chakra-topped standard in railing), elongated



dice-pieces l&alaka), triskeles (Triphana), flowers, beetles, Panjaka (hand-impression 
in a square', and a group of three human figuring of whom two are male and one 
female. An interesting symbol is the triangle-headed standard of which there aie 
several variants, but it appears to have been an ancient symbol having a link with 
the Indradhvaja or VaijayantI standard sacred to Indra. If we look before and aftei 
the symbols on Punch-marked coins are tell-tale, furnishing links with the preceding 
ages when the Vedic people left behind a trail of animfd and geometrical figurines 
as part of their religious symbolism to which we have drawn attention earlier (ante 
pp. 45-47). On the other hand the corpus of Punch-marked symbols is transmitted 
to succeeding generations and the cue is taken up by the tribal coins and sealings 
(c. 2nd century B.C.—2nd century A.D.). No doubt is left that the people and the 
authorities who were issuing the seals and the coins were saturated with a belief in 
the sacred meaning of these numerous symbols. The broad area from Taxila to 
Ujjain and from Nagari near Cliittor to Bihar comes before our eyes as concentrat
ing on the continuity of these symbols. In the Tribal period besides the earlier 
signs some new ones were added, e. g. Svastika and a pair of Nagas (Naga-mudra) as 
well as four balls round the four arms of a Svastika, sometimes having shoiter 
Svastika signs within them. The story of the signs and symbols as gatheied fiom 
coins, sealings, pottery and beads manufactured during this long period of about 800 
years is a commentary on the visual representation and meaning of Indian art.

(a). ART OF INDIA AND JAMBUDVlPA
Geographical Background of Jambudvipa : Indion art did not exist in 

isolation but as part of o wider cultural context named after Jambudvlpa which is the 
name in the Puranas for the vast area from China to the Caspian sea and from India 
to Siberia. In earlier geography of the four continents (Chaturdvipl-Bhugcla) the 
earth was conceived in the form of a four-petalled lotus (Chaturdda-Bhupadma), with 
Meru mountain in the centre as pericarp, and with BhadraSva in the east, Bharata 
in the south, Ketumala in the west and Uttarakuru in the north. Later on this 
geographical conception gave place to that of seven continents, in which the whole 
of Asia became Jambudvlpa. In this chapter Jambudvlpa is used in this particular 
sense to conceive of the art and culture which spread over this wide teritorry.

BhadraSva literally means the Auspicious Horse, i. e. the W hite Winged 
Dragon, held sacred in Chinese art and religion, and therefore it had become the 
ancient Sanskrit name of China. Bliarata to the south was also known as Hairmvata- 
Varsha. Ketumala to the west was the area from the Pamirs to the Caspian or even 
further up to Western Asia. This was the land of the Oxus (Vakshu or Chakslm), 
the Scythians and Iranians and of Ahuramazda; the name Ketumala, Wreath of
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Banners, probably refers to the Farr or Divine Glory called Dhvajavatt Kanya or the 
Winged Maiden of the Sun-god stationed in the sky.1 Uttarakuru was the land north 
of Pamir extending up to Siberia, in the eastern part of which was Chandradvipa, the 
original home-land of the £akas.

Cultural Background : The above geographical statement shows that 
India was at the centre of a wheel with peripherical expansions in which her culture 
and inter-continental commerce were countable factors. In this picture Paipilika gold 
from Siberian river-washings was coming to India by trade-routes across the Pamir, 
Chinese silk and Central Asian jade came into the hands of Indian marchants, and 
traders from India reached Babylon with their peacocks and Egypt and Western Asia 
with their cotton and teak.

The story of India’s relations w’th Western Asia goes back to the Indus Valley 
as we have pointed out above. The discovery of Indus Valley seals in testified strata 
of the Sargonic period (C. 2350 B. C.) supplies, in the words of Hrozny, “a strong 
evidence of a lively commercial intercourse between India and Near East”. The 
next definite proof is the presence of Aryan names amongst the Kassite rulers of 
Babylonia (about 1746 to 1180 B. C.) and of the Vedic deities Indra, Mitra, Varnna, 
and Nasatya amongst the Mitanni people at Boghaz-koi in Cappadocia (about 1400 
B. C.). Equally significant is the discovery at Boghaz-koi of a text on horse-breeding by 
Ki-kku-li, a Mitannian author, which contain numerous Sanskrit words as Ekavartana, 
Dvyaavartana, Tryavartana, etc.

Early Art Forms : These facts have left a definite impression on art 
forms which come from Western Asia and India as the common heritage of a culture 
in which both the east and the west made their contribution. To this broad canvas 
of early Indian art forms, we have given the name of Jambudvlpa art which according 
to the ancient Indian evidence extended from Bhadra'rva or China to Ketumala or Iran 
and Mesopotamia. For example, we find in Indian literature, references to winged lion 
(Simak Pakshagamah, Valmiki, Kjshkindha, 42,16), two-headed eagle (Ubhayatah 
Sm hm  Aditi-Suparni, SB. 3. 2. 4. 16), of which the two heads face east ((Supraclfi) 
and west (Supraticlii, same as Bvimurdha-Sakuni, Matsya 6. 1. 17), winged b;son 
(Pakshi Mahklui and Suparna Malmlia, AV. 13. 2.32-33), two-headed bull (CliatuTx 
srinya dvislrsha Vrishabha, RV. 4. 58. 3), four-horned or two-headed ‘bison (Chatuh- 
sringa Gaura, pV. 4. 58. 2), ten calves with a single head (Eka-sirslianah Dasa-Vatsah, 
AV. 13. 4.6), and a number of other animal-faced (M>iga-ru.pa), bird-faced (Andaja- __
rupa), fabulous (Ihamriga), mythical, chimerical and grotesque forms (Vikata-rupa) with

1. sqsrqqT qiK fKRl I II
(Mahabharata, 5. 108. 13)



one or more heads (.Bahu-mulcTia, BaJm-sinha, Anelca-vaktrahx). This was the back
ground of Jambudvlpa art in which many common elements from early Indian and 
Western Asiatic art can be recognised. We may study their parallels in Sumerian, 
Hittite, Assyrian, Mesopotamian, Cretan, Trojan, Lycean, Phoenician, Achaemenjan and 
Scythian cultures.

Early Indian art invented a number of fanciful figures as Simha-vyala, Gaja- 
vyala, Asva-vyala, Nara-vyala, Vrisha-vyala, Meslm-vyala, Suka-vyala, Mahisha-vyala, etc, 
in which a particular head was joined to a different body. Later Silpa texts give 
their number as sixteen each represented in sixteen poses, giving an aggregate of 256 
forms (Aparajita-Prichchh i, 233. 4-6, I ti  shodasha vyalani uktani mukhabhedatah), 
Their variety and poses, once formulated were subject to elaboration by ingenious 
sculptors, ivory-carvers, etc. as in the art of Begram plaques. The meaning of these 
motifs in Indian literature is that they are so many attendants (Gam-Pramatha) of one 
Rudra. Each individual although born as a human being carries in his face the physio
gnomy of a bird or an animal, the different forms being called lha-mj-iga, animals of fancy 
or fabulous creatures. The germs of the idea are met with in the Rigveda (VII. 104. 
22) where the mythical forms are called i  atu and six illustrative names are given. For 
example, owl (Lluka-yatuj, owlet (Suiuluka-yatu), dog (Svayatu), cuckoo (Koka-yatu\ 
eagle (Suparnci-yatu) and vulture (Gridhra-yatu). These are associated in Rigveda with 
Indra, as the Puranic Ganas with Rudra and they are called A suras (Brahma Purana, 
213. 93, 99), Danavas (Matsya, 163. 1-4 ; Harivams'a 3. 45) also Niiachara-Gam.

Some of these motifs are as follows :—
1. Winged Lions (Sapaksha-SittiTidy—T he earliest reference in the Valmlki 

Kamayana places them on the Somagiri mountain, on the junction of the Indus with 
the sea (Sindhu-Sagara Sahgama) which marks the end of the western direction. 
Piobably the author was writing against the background of the traditional art-motifs 
of Iran and Mesopotamia where such lions were depicted in colossal size and of which 
stoiies weie biought by mariners and traders. At Sanclri we have figures of winged 
lions on the western gateway and also we find them at Mathura and Amaravatl with 
turbaned human faces, with beards and wings [Fig. 24J.

2. Griffin, an imaginary animal with the body of a lion and the curved beak 
and wings of an eagle (Syena-vyalu) [Fig. 25].

3. Tiitons, a marine demigod with the upper half of a human being joined 
to the lowei half of a fish or an ophidian creature, which are popular at Mathura. 
These seem to be the Makoraga motif of Indian literary texts. [Fig. 26].

4. Centaurs, Kinnara of Sanskrit literature with a horse’s head joined to a 
human body (Asva-mukJia), or a human bust joined to a horse’s body (Purusha-vigraha), 
both forms being popular in Indian art and literature. [Fig. 27].
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5. Suparna, creatures with the body of a bird joined to a human head, 
corresponding to Harpies of classical art. They are represented at Sanchi, and 
Mathura (lintel from Kankali Tila). [Fig- 28].

6. Double-headed Eagle—It is found at Sirkap, Taxila in India, but 
Coomaraswamy has mentioned it as a motif of Hittite art and probably earlier. In 
the great legend of Suparni and Kadru, we find the conception of double-headed 
Aditi who was the same as Suparni, i. e. eagle. In the Mahabharata we read of 
Bharunda birds with a double head tagged to a single body (EJcodara Prithag-grlva, 
Bhlsma parva 8. II). [Fig. 29],

7. Animals with interlacing necks (Elcagrlva Bahudara) which were depicted 
in Sumerian art, also in the Atharva Veda we read of ten calves with a single head 
{Eka-sirshamh daSavatsah, AV. 13. 4. 6.), a motif referring to the single principle of 
Prana with its ten aspects. At Ajanta is a figure of four deer with one neck. [Fig. 30]. 
This motif continued in medieval art under the name of Paficha-sarirl, etc.

8. Animals posed in profile with head forward UtksMpta-Siras), with heads 
facing (Avritta iSiras) and with heads turned back (Parivfitta-Siras).

9. Animals addorsed or with backs touching (Prislitha-gamita), as the lions on 
the Asokan Capital, also known as Sanghata, as Haya Sanghata, Gaja-Sanghata Simha- 
Sanghata etc , as on the pillar capitals in the Karle Chaitya-hall. These animals were 
also depicted affronted (Sammukhl-krita). Sometimes they were depicted as decorative 
motifs on friezes, coping-stones and lintels of early Indian art, and at other times 
they are showu in combating poses, ,e. g. Garuda and Nag a in Mathura relief, or 
lions and elephants on the high plinth at Ellora. [Fig. 31-32],

10. Surya, riding in a chariot of four horses, originally a Vedic motif with 
alternative number of horses as seven. On Bodh-Gaya railing the earliest figure of 
Surya is depicted in a car of four horses. In Bhaja cave (2nd cent. B.C.) there is a 
figure seated in a chariot of four horses moving on the back of corpulent demons who 
is often taken as Surya, but is really Mandhata on his visit to Uttarakuru. At Mathura 
in Kushana art Surya is shown with two or four horses, a tradition continued in 
Gandhara and Sassanian art, as jin the image from Khair Khaneh (near Kabul) ; but 
from Gupta period onwards Surya’s car was drawn by seven horses as in the Vedic and 
Puranic traditions. [Fig. 33].

11. Battlement motif—This is the same as Kapi-strshaka of Indian archi
tecture and is a favourite motif in Mesapotamia and India. We find it at 
Susa, Persepolis, Sanchi, Barhut, Mathura, Bodh Gaya and in Gandhara art. [Fig. 34]
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12. Tree of Life. Originally a Vedic motif as Asvatta, or Kalpa-Vriksha, 
Tree of Heaven or Soma Plant of Immortality ; it is found in Nordic mythology as 
the Tree of Existence, Yggddrasil and also in Egypt and Western Asia. In the Vedic 
legend it was Suparna, the great Garuda, who transported the Elixir of Life from the 
region of the Gods. In art we find the Tree of Life being worshipped by two 
Suparnas (Sanchi East Gate-way) and we clearly see the same motif in Egypt and 
Mesopotamia worshipped by two Harpies or winged human-faced birds. This Tree was 
later on styled as Srl-Vriksha, Tree of Prosperity and depicted at Sanchi in a manner 
similar to that in Western Asia, j.e. by the technique of repeat motif. It is also seen 
in a conventionalised form on the door-way of the Deogarh temple. [Fig. 35],

13. Palmette and Honeysuckle, the first is the tala-parna motif of Indian art, 
also represented as tala-dhvaja or talakctu with its capital formed of palm-leaves, as 
at Mathura. Honey-suckle is taken by Coomaraswamy as Blue Lotus, but it seems to 
be a flower comprised of six anthers and a pistil in the middle, probably the Indian 
Muchukunda flower (P ter os per mum Suberifolium). Both Palmette and Honeysuckle 
are found as alternating motifs on the frieze of the Rampurva Bull-Capital of 
Asoka. [Fig. 36]

Many other geometrical designs as triangle, square, Svastika, Nandyavarta, 
and floral motifs as lotus, ohaturdalapushpa (four-petalled flower, Hindi chaupltulia 

plpal leaf, acanthus leaf (kantakari) occur as motifs common to Indian and 
what is here termed as Jambudvlpa art. As Coomaraswamy has pointed out, the fret 
(gavaksJia and kutijaraksha), spiral (avarta or bhramaraka, Hindi volute (vdlam
oi lodaka, Hindi : Bclan-lodha labyrinth (vy&ha.), spider’s-web (urna-vabhi ;
Hindi Makada iRifl) are some of the motifs that have survived in folk-art up to our own 
times. [Fig. 37]

Ih e  stock of decorative motifs and thematic representations in early Indian 
ait is so exceptionally rich, well defined and widely distributed that one is obliged to 
believe a preceding ancient tradition cultivated for many centuaries in wood, clay, 
ivoi), semi piecious stones, glass, textiles and metal. We have already cited some 
literary references in proof of their existence in the long expanse of time covered by 
the civilisation of the Janapada age. W hat we come across in the Maurya, Suiiga 
and Satavahana periods was a normal evolution of earlier art-forms and not an 
avalanche of borrowing that visited suddenly. It is therefore essential for understanding 
the inspiration and meaning of Indian art-forms to go deeper into their literary tradi- 
tions from the Vedlc to the Puranic period, and also to correlate them with continued 
survivals in folk-art and other formal arts up to our own times.



6. SAISUNAGA-NANDA PERIOD

We are now moving to the art remains of the historical period, of which the 
Cyclopian walls of Girivraja or old Rajagriha founded by the kings of the Brihadratha 
dynasty, new Rajagriha founded by Bimbisara of §aisunaga dynasty, and Patali- 
putra founded by Ajatasatru are noteworthy for throwing light on the fort and city 
architecture, besides the burial mounds at Lauria Nandangarli with their wooden 
pillar and gold plaque of the Mother Goddess, crystal reliquary and other semi-precious 
objects from the Piparahwa Stupa, polished ring stones about 40 in number found at 
several ancient sites and the pre-Mauryan antiquities from the Bhlr mound at Taxila 
form the main items of study.

Girivraja or the city of hills is said in the Mahabharata to belong to the 
Barhadrathas in which line Jarasandha was a great ruler. The planning of the city 
and the execution of the stupendous walls of fortification was the work of a genius, 
an outstanding feat of architectural skill. The area is girdled by five hills mentioned 
in the Sabha Parva (19. 2) and said to be rich in water and cattle wealth and full of 
a complement of large building (Vesmadliya). The hills are now known as Vaibhara-giri 
in the north-west, Vipula-giri in the north-east, Ratnagiri in the east, Udaya-giri in the 
south and Soma-giri in the south-west. The five hills form a girdle like the walls of 
the town and their circuit is stated by Yuan-Chwang to be about 25 miles. Cunnin
gham's survey on the spot shows it to be 8' 3 miles only, but as the great rampart has 
also been traced up to Giriyeka which is about 6 miles in the east the statement of 
Yuan Chwang that the circuit of the wall was 25 miles seems to be correct, [big. 38].

The old walls forming the exterior lines of rampart (Paslidna-prakara) are still 
to be seen in many places and one ran in a continuous line from Vaibhara to Vipula, 
from Vipula over Ratna-giri to the present Nekpai embankment, and then onward over 
Udai-giri and across the southern defile of the Bana Ganga to Sonagiri. The wall is 
built of massive unhewn stone blocks placed one above the other without any mortar. Its 
height varies at places rising upto 11-12 ft. At the southern outlet of the Bana-Ganga, 
the wall is still in good order being 13 ft. thick although varying to 17' 5 ft. in 
thickness at other places. There are traces of steps on the inner side built in the 
wall itself, bastions at regular distances, and gateways thus presenting a picture of the 
fort wall complete with Altalaka and Gopura. [Fig. 39]. Inside the fort wall and in 
the centre of valley was the town proper, called Magadhapura in the epic, also surroun
ded by an inner wall about 5 miles in circuit which once contained the palace of



Jarasandha comprising three courts (:Tri-Tcakshya) as stated in the Sabha Parva. 
Because of its strong defences Krishna with Bhlma and Arjuna could find access not 
through the regular city gates but by scaling over the hills.

Outside the bigger fort wall and to the north of it is the new Rajagriha 
founded by Bimblsara and so named as to distinguish it from Girivraja or old Raja
griha. It is an irregular pantagon which also had an outer and an inner wall, the 
latter being 3-3 miles in circuit which was surrounded by ditches.

Of the monuments on the Vaibhara hill is the Sapta-parm cave situated to the 
west of the hot springs (Taptoda-Jcunda) and also Pippala-guha. On Vaibhara is also 
another cave, called Sona-Bhandara or Treasury of gold, excavated in the rock being 
3 4 'x 1 7 'x 1 1 |\  By its side was another cave (22\5 ft. x 17 ft.), both once having 
a front verandah supported on pillars of which only socket holes now remain. The 
Sapta-parm cave consists of a series of seven chambers separated by natural walls 
of rocks running east and west, the various chambers being neither regularly shaped 
nor equal in size, but having in front of the cave a long narrow flat ledge of rock about 
25 ft. wide. There were at one time many Stupas on the Vaibhara and Vipula 
hills made of large-sized bricks. Mount Vipula still is crowned by the ruins of a 
lofty Stupa.

In New Rajagriha a notable monument is the site of the citadel, 2000 ft. 
long and 1500 ft. broad, of which the stone walls retaining the earthen rampart are 
still in good order in many places and more massively and carefully built than the 
walls of the town. To the south-west of New Rajagriha Yuan Chwang had seen and 
described an Asokan pillar (50 ft. high) with an elephant capital and also a 
Stupa 60 ft. in height.

Giriyeka now to the east of Rajagriha forms part of its architectural planning 
and was encircled by a rampart similar to that of Rajagriha. It is identified with the 
site of the ancient Indra-S aila (Julia but at present one of its peaks is crowned by 
a solid tower of large bricks known as Jarasandha lea Baithaha and the other peak 
bears a flat terrace covered with ruins of seA'eral buildings, both connected with the 
foot of the hill by a steep pavement. [Fig. 40]

Lauria Nandangarh, a village known for its Asokan pillar (whence its 
name, Skt. Lalcuta, Hindi Laur vfk ), is 15 miles north-west of Betiah in Champaran 
District, and is also the site of another interesting remains, viz. three rows of earthen 
barrows or huge conical mounds of earth, of which two of the rows lie from north 
to south, and the third from west to east. These were identified by Cunningham as 
sepulchral mounds and asigned to a period between 1500 B. C. and 600 B. C., 
associated in local tradition as the burial mounds of the ChakravartI king Uttanapada.
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Their chaiacter of burial mound (smasana-chaitya) seems to be supported by the 
wooden post found in the centre of one of them, known as the lofty Chaitya-ytipa 
(chaitya-yupa-ivoehojihritah, Sabhaparva, 22 22 ; Krishna riding on Garuda looked 
like a lofty sacrificial pillar on the top of a burial mound). There are five barrows in 
the east and west row and six barrows in tbe inner north and south row, while the 
outer north and south row has four large and at least seven small barrows. The 
mounds in the row from east to west range in height 20 to 45 feet and all are made 
of clean earth and those in the north-south row from 15 to 55 feet. [Fig- 41].

Two of the mounds are formed of a whitish clay, kneaded so hard that it 
turned the edges of common digging tools, and when freshly cut glistens and has 
a bluish tint. The clay is foreign to the surrounding area and must have been 
brought 'from a distance for a definite purpose. In the burial hynm there is 
mention of the depositing of clods of earth (Loya) over the body of the dead, 
raising a pillar (Sthuna) and making it firm on the earth (PritJiivi-stambJiana, RV. 
X. IS.13). Bloch actually found a repousse gold plaque depicting the earth goddess 
in the characteristic pose of the ancient Mother-Goddess figurines, also depicted on 
ancient small rectangular metallic pieces from Rajgir (now one in Bharat Kala 
Bhavan and one in Lucknow Museum). [Fig. 42]

Mo t h e r -Go d d e s s  R in g -s t o n e s

As specimens of the earlier tradition of the worship of the Mother-Goddess, 
w e find a number of ring-stones distributed from Taxila to Pataliputra. They are(of 
hard sandstone in black, violet or slate colour and are of flat discoiled form, with or 
without a hole in the centre and showing the Mother-Goddess in various combinations 
or only having plural geometrical patterns. The specimens abtained so far are as follows :

1. A r in g -s to n e  fro m  M a th u r a ,  n o w  in  th e  In d ia n  M u seu m  (A S I, AR. 1930-34 , 

pi. cxxx . fig. 1). [F ig .  4 3 ] .

2. A ring-stone from Mathura, now in the Indian Museum (ibid, fig. 2).
3. A circular sandstone plaque from Mathura, showing an eight-petalled lotus 

in the centre from which four stalks shoot out in the four directions and bend in 
various foliated patterns, showing on the terminal or pericarp eight female figures, in 
dancing hand-poses, four of which have survived on the semi-circular portion of the 
side. The female figures alternate with the design resembling the ‘jnuchuJcunda’ flower.

4. A ring-stone from Mathura (diameter 3’5"; Mathura Museum, No, 2471) 
showing in the ceutre a full-blown lotus flower without spreading tendrils, of which 
the first band depicts four animals in the four intermediate directions, viz., a lion, an 
antelope, a bull and a stag, and the outer band showing four flowery motifs above the



four animals, and in the four cardinal points four female figures (now effaced), the 
first holding a bow in left hand and a sheaf of arrows in the rig h t; the second standing 
with her right hand holding a bowl and left placed on the hip ; and the third figure 
with a trident in right hand and a double-sided Vajra in the left.

5. Disc from Mathura (diameter 3'8", No. 2472, Mathura Museum), showing 
a decorative pattern of tendrils round a central point, a motif seen also on the ancient- 
most punch-marked coins. The whole pattern takes the form of the six-armed 
(shadara) symbol, each arm having the fo,pn of a triskeles (triphana).

6. Fragment of a ring-stone from Kosam, showing an outer and inner bands 
of rosette-flowers (now in the Allahabad Museum).

7. One ring-stone from Rajghat (in Bharat Kala Bhavan), showing three 
Mother-Goddesses alternating with three Zi'w^a-symbols flanked by two cobras and an 
outer band of trapezoid design.

8. A fragment of a ring stone similar to No. 7 above, but encircled by 
a double outer band of similar design.

9. Fragment of a ring-stone from Rajghat (now in Bharat Kala Bhavan) 
showing on the inside head and bust of the Mother-Goddess with the upper portion of 
a palm tree.

10. A ring-stone fragment from Rajghat (Bharat Kala Bhavan), showing two 
Mother-Goddesses on the inside and in the outer band two sprawling human figures 
floating in the air with a lizard in between them.

11. Fragmentary ring-stone from Rajghat (now in the Bharat Kala Bhavan), 
showing in the inner band four Mother-Goddesses alternating with palm trees, three of 
whom are seen, and in the outer band a series of lizards or crocodiles (MaJcara) of whom 
there were originally eight, five being still preserved.

12. Ring-stone from Rajghat (now in Lucknow Museum), showing on the 
inside five Srlvatsa symbols alternating with five MuchuJcundas or honey-suckle motifs. 
The outer band is crowded by a number of figures, showing three palm trees and three 
Mother-Goddesses — (a) Mother-Goddess with hare on right and moon-symbol below, 
and deer on left with a taurine symbol in front of him ; (b) Palm tree with a bird on 
right and an animal on left with the symbol of moon and sun clearly ; (c) Mother- 
Goddess with a Sarasa-like bird on right, the figure on left effaced ; ;d) Palm tree of 
which only the lowermost portion of circular railing is now left ; (e) Mother-Goddess, 
the full figure with splay-feet and stiff straight arms, and turbaned head, being 
preserved, flanked by two animals. The left one being a horse and having a solar 
symbol in front and a moon symbol below. In between the railing of the last palm tree
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and right leg of the Mother-Goddess is a small ring-stone ; (f) Palm tree in railing with 
a bird on right and horse on left.

13. A ring-stone from Taxila perfectly preserved- inside its central hole 
are three nude figures of the Goddess of fertility, wearing a prominent hood like some 
of the Kulh clay-figunnes, alternating with three other figures, showing flames of 
Agm enkindled in an altar, flanked by two cobras. Round the innermost band are 
two outer bands of trapezoid figures or what may be described as a reel-and-bead 
border separated by cable-design (Marshall, MIC. 1, p. 62, pi. 13, fig. 14.)

14. Another ring-stone from Taxila (ASIAR , 1920-21, pi xvii, fig. 29-30],
15. A fragmentary disc from Taxila similar to number 13, showing the Agm 

and flanking serpents designed in a much clearer form and the two encircling bands 
are treated with a series of juxtaposed Damaru motifs, with a vertical slit in between 
each pair resembling the female Yoni.

16. Fragmentary ring-stone from Taxila on which in the middle band was 
a row of twelve walking elephants, three of whom are preserved.

17. One ring-stone from Basarh (ASI, AR. 1903-4, P. 100, fig. 16)- 
HIIA. p. 20).

18. A ring stone from Basarh or Vais'ali, found in 1950 excavation, now 
in the Patna Museum.

19. Complete ring-stone disc from Sankisa, with three Mother-Goddesses 
three fan-palms and three taurines. Diameter 2". The second and third zones 
consist of the dog-tooth design (Champa-lcali). (Cunningham, ASR, Vol. 11, PI. 9. 3• 
Coomaraswamy, HIIA, P. 20, fig. 134).

20. Cylinder-seal from Kosam in the CAA Museum, New Delhi, engraved 
with bird and animal figures in chequered pattern.

21. A cylinderical seal from Rajghat showing a bull with a crib similar 
to that on the Indus Valjey seals, bearing on the ring a Braliml inscription.

22. Ring-stones (21 stone discs) were found in Murtazi-ganj quarter of 
Patna city.1

23. A ring stone from Patna City found in sewer excavations showing a fifteen- 
petalled lotus flower in the centre encircled by a beautiful garland of 48 taurines 
in smaller size, a motif well known in early art. It has a few letters engraved on 
the back but not yet deciphered.

1. See the article ‘Stones Discs found at Murtaziganj’ by S. A. Shere, Journal of the Bihar 
Research Society, Vol. XXXAII, pts. 3-4, 1951.



24. A ring stone from Patna City found in sewer excavation as above, 
showing three concentric bands, the first showing 21 lotus petals, the second 12 
animals and birds including a horse, a lion, an elephant, a rhinoceros, moving in a 
file and the third a design like pencils of light.

Recently three more ring stones from the Allahabad museum, find-spot 
unknown, have been published, the one showing two bands of crosses and cables 
and on the inside a Mother-goddess, flanked by a fan-palm; the second chocolate 
coloured showing in the outer band a row of Malcara figures and in the inner a row of 
lions; and the third of grey stone showing honeysuckle or ‘MuchuJcunda flower, 
alternating with pairs of two birds perched on the two sides of the branch of a tree. 
(Laiit Kola, IX. 15, pi. 6, fig. 14).

Another ring stone from Vaisall or ‘votive steatite circular disc from the 
strata, assigned to 150 B.C.—-100 A.D., has a honeysuckle motif, plpal trees, winged 
lions and two attractive female figures carved on it’, who are the usual Mother- 
Goddesses (Lalit Kula, IX. 68).

These are fortunately in perfect preservation and richly documented with 
the idea underlying this class of antiquities. They illustrate the figures of the 
Mother-Goddess, standing with splayed feet, stiff erect posture, nudity and a close 
resemblance with the figure on the gold plaque from Lauria Nandangarh and with 
the clay-figurines from Taxila and other places, which are associated with the 
traditional form of the Great Goddess. The other features on these discs , are figures 
of the palm tree, alternating with the Goddess, figures of animals of wide variety, 
e.g. lion, elephant, bull, horse (the four great animals of the Sarnatlr Capital, depicted 
together on disc No. 7), dog, boar, stag, deer, ram. Amongst birds we find the 
goose, peacock, crane, heron, etc. The palm tree is oft-repeated with the Goddess 
and emphasises its intimate relation with the cult. We also find certain patterns 
of the central lotus or rayed solar orb, honey-suckle, triangles, taurines, crescents, 
etc. The figures or symbols on the Patna discs are essentially the same, found on 
the rirg-stones or discs from Taxila, Mathura Kosam, Sankisa, Basarh, etc. The 
cult character based on an underlying unity of the deity is undoubted.

Mother-Got dess Sri [Mata Sri Devi]
What is the name of the Goddess and of the cult in the Indian tradition, 

are relevant questions to grasp the significance of these ring-stones or discs. The 
name for them is rt-Chahra’ (also called Sri-Yantra in the later tradition), being
aniconic representations of the Mother Goddess worshipped both in human and 
symbolical form, which are in force upto this day. A commentary on the nature of



the cnlt is available in the Sri Sukta, an apocryphal hymn (Khila-Sulcta) at the end of 
the fifth Mandala of the Rigveda. All the different characteristics found on the 
discs are included in the description, which certainly formed part of folk-lore poetry. 
The Goddess is there identified with earth (Devi Kslma or Bhumi) and is named 
Mother-Goddess Sri (.Devim Matram Sriyam) and conceived of as the Mother of all 
creatures (Praja. Bhuta) including animals (Pahinam rupam), spouse of Vishnu 
(Vishm-patnim), and the supreme deity of the universe (,Sarva-bhutanam Isvari). She is 
associated with both Sun and Moon being called, Surya and Chandra. Lotus is her 
symbol as her seat (Padme sthita), as the centre of her disc (Padma-nemi), as its 
encircling garland (Padma-malinim, Pmhkarini). She is born from the waters from 
which her lotus takes root (adbhyali padmasambava) surrounded by lotus-buds and 
leaves, as depicted on some of the discs. Her devotees in the cult were known as 
Sri-kama for whom she was both the Goddess of prosperity (.dhanadayi and mahd-dhana) 
and fertility (prajanam bhavasi mata, putra-pautra-dhanam dhanyam karotu me). 
Characteristic animals on the disc are included amongst her gifts, e,g. elephants (hasti), 
cows and horses (Asva-dayi, Go-dayi). - The later monographic feature of the two 
elephants be-sprinkling her is here mentioned (ardrain karinim). She is the giver of 
food (.Annasya-rupam) whose Tree is the Bilva, but on the discs we find the palm tree 
depicted as the ancient symbol of all food, being the Tree of Life, the fruit of the 
fan-palm (Flalella-formis) being similar to that of the Bilva (Aecjle mermalos). The 
Goddess is said to have the attribute of the golden rod enriched with golden 
necklaces (.Hema-malini suvarna-yashti) which exactly corresponds to the Tree of 
Golden Necklaces depicted at Sanchl. She loves the sound of trumpheting elephants 
(.Hasti-vada-pramodini) as actually shown by the elephant-band on one of the discs. 
Her water cosmology is indicated by the encircling zone of MaJcaras depicted on two 
discs, and by her being spoken of as the daughter of the ocean in later legends. She 
is the Fleet Lady, but the worshipper wishes her stable stay in his home 
(Anapagamini-Lakshmi, same as Achafichala), a pose shown by her feet turned 
outwards in the majority of figures, as also on the Lauria gold-foil. The disc is 
conceived as her Chakra or Mandala, as still known to the cult-worshippers (Sri- 
Chakra-Pujaka), which is a kind of citadel of the Goddess Sri, Sri-Yantra, 
being encircled by a rampart of gold (Hiranya-prakaram). That which is 
under the influence of the Goddess within the orbit of her Chakra is full of 
abundance (Riddhi), prosperity (Dana), longevity (Ayuli), and progeny (Praja). 
This by implication signifies that the range outside her Cliakra is under the influence 
of Asuras and beyond the power of her golden splendour, and therefore under the 
sway of Alakshmi (mentioned in the Atharva as Papi-Lakshmi, 7. 115. 4), also named 
Jyeshta-Alakshmi here, who is the symbol of Abhuti and Asemriddhi ; both sisters occupy 
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the in n e r  and the outer regions of the Chakra respectively (Yd antard yakhabahyd). 
In the Sukta, Srl-Bevl, Goddess Sri is definitely called Devata (Srl-devl-devatd), a 
conception popular in the epics where she is referred to as Padma-Sri (Ayodhya kanda, 
79.15 ; Padminl-Lakslmi-devi, Sundara Kanda, 7. 14 ; Sarlrinl padma-rupd Sri,' 
Aranyaka Parva, 218. 3). The conception of Sri and Lakshml was so old as the 
Yajurveda where they are adored as the two consorts of Ndray ana-Pur usha Vishnu 
(Yajus. 31. 22). Later on they are mentioned both separately as in Sri-Sukta, or in 
the Sabha Parva (11. 40). Sri and Lakshml are present in Brahml-Sabha jointly or as a 
single Goddess. It is to be noted that this Goddess worshipped as the Great Mother 
from the oldest times was venerated throughout the country from Taxila to Orissa and: 
by the followers of Buddhism, Jainism and Brahmanism. Her popular origin is hinted, 
at in several ways, i. e. by her identity with the Earth, and by her birth from the 
waters on the one hand and from heaps of cow-dung on the other (Karlshinl).

The meaning of the ring-stone is clear in the context of Indian religious 
beliefs. Sir John Marshall, making a probe into the meaning of these ring-stones, say^: 
“It could hardly have been utilitarian, nor are they suited for personal ornaments. 
The nude figures engraved on them appear to represent a Goddess of fertility, perhaps 
the Earth-Goddess, Pfithivl, and they point to the disc having served as votive offerings. 
The earth itself, it may be recalled, was conceived of as ‘wheel-shaped’ in the Rigveda, 
and is said to be ‘circular’ in the 6atapatha Brahmana. With these may be compared 
a seal from Harappa (No. 649) exhibiting the Goddess of Fertility with her legs wide 
apart, but portrayed upside down, with a plant issuing from her womb. These figures 
of the Fertility-Goddess are particularly significant, because the form of the ring-stones 
from Taxila and Kosam also call to mind the peculiar ring-stones from Harappa and 
Mohenjo-daro.” (ASIAR. 1927-28, p.96).

The Buddist Stupa of Piparahwa and its Relics
Amongst pre Mauryan relics those found inside the oldest known Stupa at Pip- 

rahwa (Dist. Basti) on the Nepal border, 11 miles from Kapilvastu are most important. 
The Stupa, 116 feet in diameter at the base and 2P5 feet in height at present, was built 
in brick (16"/ll"/3") as a solid cupola, with excellent masonry, well and truly laid, 
containing inside it a great sandstone coffer, made out of a huge monolith with a 
lid fixed by clamps, having perfect edges, bespeaking the highest quality of crafts
manship. According to an inscription, the Stupa was built by the Sakhyas, relatives 
of the Buddha, to enshrine a part of his original relics (iyam salila nidhane Budhasa 
Bhagavate sakiyanam). The stone box cointained in a casket not only some scraps 
of bone as relics but several hundreds of other articles of high artistic value, e.g. 
ornamental forms, flowers and leaves wrought in various semi-precious stones as 
carnellion, amythist, topaz, garnet, coral, crystal, shell and metal (Batna-pushpa)
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and gold (Svarna-pushpa), all in exquisite designs. They included a squire gold leaf 
stamped with a lion, gold leaf stars, delicately carved miniature leaves of crystal 
and other substances, Tri-ratna, gold leaf cross, a coil of fine silver wire, Svastika 
stamped on gold leaf, taurine symbols stamped on gold leaf, small pearls, bead of 
beryl; topaz etc., a small bird in red-carnellion carved with great skill, an elephant in 
gold leaf, a figure of the Earth-Goddess stamped on gold foil closely resembling Earth- 
Goddess from Lauria Nandangarh, another standing female figure heavily draped, 
having an elaborate fan-like coiffure, marked by some auspicious symbols fixed in the 
hair. A remarkable decorative design is found on a large disc of gold leaf, consisting 
of rows of whorls with six wavy arms going round a centre, an intricate form of 
Avarta, covering the whole field in a symmetrical way forming an intricate Vyulia.

Amongst other relics are pots, covered bowls, round relic-caskets, including 
One made of cut and polished crystal with a lid beautified on the top by a fish-design, 
most minutely worked and highly polished, which gives an indication of the 
extremely fine workmanship of the lapidarists, who lived and worked a couple of 
centuries before the execution of the Mauryan columns.1 [Fig. 44]

!• See Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee Volume, Vol. Ill, pp. 425 to 428; JRAS, 1898, pp. 573-588.



7. MAURYAN ART (325-184 B. C-)

The political picture clarifies with the coronation of Chandragupta Maurya, 
about 323 B. C., on the throne of Magadha, with capital at Pataliputra. He was an 
emperor, a Chakravarfi sovereign, true to ancient tradition ruling over a large part of 
India, from Bahlika te Bengal in the east and from the Himalayas to Mysore in the 
south. He had an extraordinary genius for political organisation and the prosperous 
government he established with the help of his able minister', Chanakya, boie lasting 
fruits for civilisation of the country. He was succeeded by his son Bindusara 
(298-272 B. C.) and the latter by his son Asoka (272-232 B. C.). This long period of 
peaceful rule and economic prosperity contributed to a national pattern of culture and 
art. We now enter the threshold of a mighty and creative civilisation, rich in content 
with lasting influence on subsequent generations,

Strength and majesty were the hall-mark of Mauryan Institution and they are 
seen at best in monuments of Mauryan art. In this period we meet with two styles 
which may be clearly distinguished, viz. court-art as evident in the building of the city 
of Pataliputra, the palace with its assembly hall of Chandragupta and the numerous 
monuments of Asoka. The other was a folk art tradition marked by some clay 
figurines but more conspicuously by a group of free-standing statues of colossal YaJcgha 
and Yahsliis found at Mathura, Vidisa, Varanasi, Pataliputra and Sisupalagarhj in 
Orissa. The court art was based for its ideas and execution on the inspiration of the 
emperors and the style is dominant and original and marked by a perfection of carving 
rarely achieved ever afterward. The planning of the monument is so vast aud grand 
that it has few parallels in World History Tlu folk art typifies an older plastic 
tradition in clay and wood which was now put in stone, as seen in the massive Yaksha 
statuary which are also of exceptional value as models of subsequent divine images 
and human figures.

Architecture of Pataliputra : The first project put into operation was the 
building of the capital city of Pataliputra. Fortunately, the Arthasastra acquaints us 
with these canons under Durga-vidliana (Artha. 2. 21). The town should have a deep 
moat (Parikha), a strong city-wall (Prakara) raised on broad mud foundation (Vapra), 
in which there were'gateways (Dvara), towers (Koshtha), and bastions (Attalaka). 
On the inside of the high wall was a broad passage (Devapatha) and on the top of the 
wall a series of battlements (Kapislrshaka). The town was to be divided into blocks



by broad roads (Mahapatha), streets (Rathya) and lanes (VitTn). In its centre was sited 
the royal palace (Raja-Prasada) in the midst of an extensive park (Uddyana) and 
possessing a large number of contingent buildings. This was the pattern of town- 
planning handed down from earlier times, as we have seen in the preceding chapters and 
it seems that the scheme was largely followed in the planning of his capital by 
Chandragupta. Megasthenes was the Greek ambassdor of King Seleukos sent to the 
court of Chandragupta. He was an eye-witness of the magnificance of Pataliputra. 
According to him the city had a length of nine miles and a width of one and half mile. 
Its moat was 600 ft. wide and 45 ft. deep. Its rampart had 64 gates and 570 bastions. 
It would not be surprising if the account of an ideal city and palace given above from 
the Maha-Ummagga Jataka along the tank of the Ganga reflects the realities of the 
Mauryan capital and its palace.

The actual remains of the city as explored upto now confirm the literary 
accounts. At Kumrahar remains of the palace and to its north at Bulandibaga a 
portion of the city-wall for a length of 450 ft. have been exposed. This agrees with 
the requirements of town-planning according to which the city-wall should have been 
removed from the palace area and on the outskirts of the town away from the Ganga 
side. The partial remains of the solid city-wall consists of two rows of piles or stakes 
of sala timber, each 18 ft. high and 1 ft. broad and both rows being bonded together 
by layers of cross planks about 14 ft. in length with earth tightly rammed in between 
them. The palisades of Pataliputra are in the true sense a Sdla-Prahara. No 
polished stones were found in the dig of the city-wall or none was needed there, 
whereas the Kumrahar site is full of them.

T h e  P a l a c e—At Kumrahar, site of old Pataliputra, a mighty pillared hall 
of Mauryan date has been found which is the first structural building of the historical 
period. In theory a royal palace was planned in three courts (Tisrah-Kakshyah). 
In the extensive first court there was room for royal stables, elephants and palace 
guards, in the second was the Audience Hall (Sabha or Asthana-Mandapa) and 
in the third court the main palace or inner apartment (RajaJcula), all thiee in one 
alignment. The pillared hall now discovered is the Sabha proper and it is expected 
that the main palace should be found by extending the axial line beyond the two 
pillars of the throne, making allowance of some space for the palace gardens 
(Bhavanoddyana).

Whether the palace was built by Chandragupta or by Asoka is a relevant 
question having great significance for the history of Mauryan art. The evidence is 
overwhelmingly in favour of Chandragupta as the author of the whole plan as 
well as its execution. Firstly, the primary exigencies of an empire needed a well-built



capital, palace and secretariat. Secondly, the testimony of Greek writers offers 
incontrovertible proof that the city and the palace existed long before Asoka 
for Megasthenes actually saw them and recorded a factual account of the magni* 
ficence of the structure. Thirdly, the bottom of the pillars of the hall was engraved 
with several symbols including a set of three rows of three circles, taurine, triangle
headed standard (Vaijayanti) and crescent on Chaitya, the last sign being associated, 
with great probability, with Chandragupta Maurya, since it is commonly found on 
the Punchmarked coins of Mauryan date. This shows that the bright Mauryan polish 
and the tall column without base were both evolved in the time of Chandragupta. 
Asoka himself refers to pre-existing pillars. Patanjali writing only about 125 years 
after Chandragupta refers to Ohandragupta-Sabha, by which name it seems the 
monument became known to posterity.

The Assembly Hall The asrembly hall discovered at Kumrahar was a 
mighty and imposing structure without parallel in Indian art. The building consisted 
of 80 pillars arranged in 8 rows of 10 each aligned east-west with two extra pillars 
at the eastern end most probably to accommodate the royal throne. The pillars 
have been found in a miserably broken condition due to the action of fire but the 
remains help us to reconstruct a fairly good picture of the original building. Each 
pillar stood exactly 15 ft. apart from the other. None of the columns had any 
pedestals and the pillars rested directly on the floor of the hall which together with 
the roof seems to have been a timber construction of maximum finish and grandiose 
execution, as shown by the surviving seven wooden platforms of great neatness and 
accuracy still found in marvellous preservation. Three bigger fragments of the pillars 
were exposed ; but a fourth one 14 ft. 3 in. in height was almost the pillar with only 
its top missing, the probable total height was about 21 ft. and the girth as well as 
the shaft which is smooth and polished right down to the base are like those of an 
Asokan pillar. In some of the top-fragments there are socket holes for metal bolts
to hold the super-structure which show signs of burstings due to fire action. Under
the bottom of each pillar was found a circle of deep ashes, pointing to the hypothesis 
that each pillar was erected on a wooden basement embedded in the earth. [Fig. 45.]

One noteworthy feature found on the bigger columns is the presence some 
5 ft, above the actual bottom of four roughly-square bosses projecting slightly from 
the surface of the pillars, one on each of the four sides. Three of these are flushed 
w!t i the column, and show a roughened surface which seems to be the result of 
r a^e’ The fomth piojects a little more and • bears unmistakeable signs of a
racture and on its neck is the bright polish as on the rest of the column. The 

bosses were intended either for fixing mirrors, different decorative motifs of birds



and animals to which Greek writers make reference and the account in the Sabha 
Parva also lends support.

Assembly Hall In The Sabha Parva—The Sabha Parva describes the 
assembly hall of Yudhishthira with five others, viz. Indra, Yama, Varuna, Kubera 
and Brahma (Sabha Parva, 6. 11). It is clearly stated there that the assemblage of 
motifs observed in the divine halls was present in the human assembly hall of 
Yudhishthira which was the best in the world of men (ManusTie loke sarva-Sreshthatania, 
Sabha. 11. 42). There are several striking features in this description hinting at 
significant parallels :

(1) The plan of the assembly hall was rectangular, the length being greater 
(Ayata) than breadth (Vistlrna).

(2) It resembled a Vimana floating in the sky (Vaihayasi, Sabha Parva, 7.2; 
Khe vishakta, ibid, 10. 3 ; Plavamana, ibid, 10. 4).

(3) It is a feature exemplified in the Mauryan art since the pillars only rest 
on the floor and not inserted in the ground. Even it is said that the general impression 
created by the structure was that of an ever suspended canopy not resting on pillars 
(Stambhair na cha dhrita SaSvati... . . .naka prishthastha, ibid. 11.11-12).

(4) It was a hall made of bright polished stones (Manimayl-mblxa, ibid, 6-10). 
Indeed the most characteristic feature of this Sabha was its mirror-like finish which 
is expressed in about a dozen different terms (Bhasvara, Taijasi, Arka-samaprabha, 
Bhrajishnu, Ra'mivati, Aprameya-prabha, Svayam-prablia, Sarvatejomayl). It was beauti
fied by many a decorative motifs, e. g. bejewelled trees (Ratna-maya-vriksha), golden 
plants (Ilema-maya-padapa, ibid, 10.3), studded shrubs (Gulma) and creepers (avatana, 
ibid, 9.4), laden with flowers and fruits (Phalapushpa-prada) and blossoming sprigs 
(Pushpa-manjart) which were designed with gems of blue, yellow, red, white and black 
colours. On their dense foliage were birds of many forms (nanarupali sakunayah) 
and of unknown shapes (Anirdesya, Sabha, 9.2-4), all wrought in semi-precious stones 
(Divya-ratna). This almost literally agrees with what the Greek writers have said 
about the assembly hall of Chandragupta:—“The palace is adorned with gilded 
pillars, clasped all round with a vine embossed in gold, white silver images of those 
birds which most charm the eye, diversify the workmanship.”

A special architectural feature ot the pillard hall' is given in the Sabhaparva, 
viz. that it was furnished with compartments for palacement of seats for its members 
(Vesmasanavati, 7.3, 9.5), a term of which the exact significance has been missed. 
If we have a view of the spacious hall (Blmyasi, Vipula) divided into 8 rows of 10 
pillars, the exact impression is that of its division into 63 squares plus the one on



the side of the throne towards the east. Each of these squares, separated from the 
other by stately stone columns, was used for placing a seat for each member of the 
Sabha and hence the name Vesmasana.

Another feature of architecture is a reference to the Atlantes or crouching 
dwarfs (Guhyaka, Sabha, 10.3), also Kinhara (3.25), who as it were supported the 
building on their heads and hands, which seems to be moving in the sky (Antariksha- 
ehara, ibid, 3.26 ; Khe-chara, 10.2) and being huge in size (Mahahaya) of grotesque 
shape (ghora) with ears pointed above like oyster-shelf (sulcti-karna, ibid, 3.26). This 
architectural element has not been traced at Pataliputra, but is a recognised feature 
in Chaitya halls of western India. There is no doubt that the pillared halls of the 
rock-excavations also followed the same ideal pattern.

In the epic description the greatest emphasis is laid on the lustrous polish 
which was a distinguishing feature of this hall. It turned back by its brightness the 
lustre of the sun and was as if burning (Jvalamana) with unearthly brilliance:—. 
pratighnativa prabhaya prabham arJcasya bhasvaram, prababhau jvalamaneva divya divyena 
varelma. (Sabha. 3.21). No modern writer has praised the Mauryan polish with 
greater zest. Its rectangular spacious shining form (Ayata, Vipuld, Slahshna) pleased 
everyone (praharshini) and produced the impression as if it was made of crystal 
(sphatikam clia sabha-dravyam, ibid. 3-16). Spooner has mentioned the existence of 
two tanks to the north and south of the palace. ‘At one point near the actual village 
of Kumrahar and to the west of it, an old tank cuts into this high ground on the 
southern edge of the main road. This is called Kalu. tank. Some hundred yards 
south of this is another tank, the Gliaman-Tala’. This situation of the tank forming 
an integral part of the palace architecture agress quite well with the accounts both 
of the Greek writers and of Sabha Parva. An extensive park and lotus pond were 
essential components in the planning of the royal Palace. The latter is mentioned 
in the Sabhaparva as Nalirii overgrown with beautiful and fragrant lotus flowers 
(Padtna-saugandhikavaft), birds of many forms and,aquatic fish and tortoise in 
the clear waters. There were well-formed landing steps on all sides (Upatirtha). The 
Sabhaparva particularly mentions that the lotus pond and the royal groves were on 
the two sides of the assembly hall (Tam sabharn abliitah, ibid. 3.31). It was full of 
tame geese, peacocks and phasants (ITamsa Karandava-yutas Ohabcravdkopasobhitdh, 
ibid. 3.32), shady groves and trees set in clumps with branches woven together by 
some special tricks of horticulture, trees that are always green (Nityarh pushpa- 
vantah), that never grow old and never shed their leaves. In any future excavation 
of the sites the position of the royal pleasance and their tanks should also be a guide 
in fixing the relative orientation.



Wooden Platforms—The Seven wooden platforms lying to the south 
of the pillared hall, 30 ft. in length, 5 ft. 4 in. in width and 4 | ft. in height, 
have been adjudged to be wonderful structures showing much neatness and precision. 
The logs are staked one above the other bound together by accurately dressed 
planks. The ancient wood is in marvellous preservation and the edges are so perfect 
that the very lines of jointure are indistinguishable. The whole was built up with a 
precision and a reasoned care that could not possibly be excelled today.

We have seen enough details to convince that the planning of the capital 
and the palace was entirely in accordance with the canons of architecture received 
from olden times and clearly mentioned in the Jatakas, Epics and the Arthasastra. 
It is also testified that halls of a hundred and a thousand pillars were within the 
conception of the architects of Vedic times. But as the Greeks have said, all the 
cities on the banks of rivers were built of wood and this was also reflected in 
Pataliputra except an innovation of stone pillars of the assembly hall, where the floor 
and the roofing were also of wood. Some ascribe the design and execution of the 
assembly hall and its columns to a foreign origin, viz. Iran, but that view will be 
examined later in the light of the evidence available. There is a world of difference 
between the Achaemenian pillars and the Mauryan pillars and the overall 
accomplishment of the palace at Pataliputra was much superior to those in Iran ; 
according to Aelian, “neither Memnonian Susa with all its costly splendeur nor 
Ekbatana with all its magnificence” could vie with the royal palace of Pataliputra.

Mauryan Art UNDER Asoka—Asoka was a great idealist in the planning 
of human relationships, both amongst his own people and also his foreign neighbours. 
On the other hand, he was also intensely practical minded which expressed in 
recasting his administrative set-up in a manner to be of maximum service to his 
subjects, and what was no less important was his deciding upon a building programme 
of the most stupendous nature. The surviving monuments, diverse as they are, 
show that he had in his mind the whole country or his vast dominion (mahalaka vijita) 
extending from Kandahar to Dhauli and from Girnar to Mysore. This wide area 
was within the orbit of his positive planning and therefore he sited his fourteen 
rock-edicts at suitable points punctuating the perimeter of his kingdom. The next 
point in his plan was to plot the holy-spots associated with Buddha and Buddhism 
and to mark them with commemorative stone columns. These monolithic pillars 
constitute the most brilliant and original class of Asokan monuments, and the lasting 
glory of Dharma and Sangha (ehila-thitike) is still made manifest through them. 
As in the rock-edicts so in selecting the spots for erecting the stone pillars there 
appears to be a two-fold plan in the mind of the Emperor. The columns at 
Pataliputra, Lauria Nandangarh, Lauria Araraj, and Bakhira mark the stages in the 
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Pilgrim’s Progress to LumbinI, the birth place of Buddha, where a pillar with a 
definite announcement was raised and nearby another column to commemorate the 
enlargement of a previous Buddhist Stupa, both executed in the 20th year of his 
reign when he personally visited these places. The repairs to the Stupa of
Konakaman had been executed six years earlier (thuvs dutiyam vadhite). At Lumbim, 
besides the stone pillar (sila-thabhe elm impapite) he also ordered the building of an 
enclosure-wall or railing (bhieha) carved of stone (sila-vigada »  Sans. hla-vikrita). In 
the same scheme the stone pillar at Sarnath marks the spot of Buddha’s Turning 
the Wheel of Law (Pharma-Chakra-Pravartana). A pillar also stood at Eodhagaya 
showing the place of Buddha’s Enlightenment. The other plan included the pillars 
to mark the boundaries of Madhyades'a and the capital of its principal Janapada 
divisions, e.g. the pillar at Sankisa for Panchala, at Meerut for Kuru, at Rupar in 
Ambala for Kurukshetra the region of Sarasvatl, at Sanchi for Chedi on the grand 
route from Mathura to Pratishthana, at SravastI in Basti district for Kosala, and 
at Kausambl for Vatsa. Thus the capital cities and the boundaries of Aryavarta, 
the heart of the Empire, were clearly distinguished.

The next two problems which exercised his mind were those relating to the 
idea which he wanted to convey and the form in which the same were to be 
concretised. The problem of transport, of course, was there, but tackled by his 
engineers with success in carrying huge monoliths of about 50 ft. to remote places 
from the central quarry at Chunar, where the imperial workshop for fabricating the 
tall shafts and capitals was situated. The smooth long shaft without basement 
had already been tried in the Pillared Hall of Chandragupta but the idea of crowning 
it with a magnificent capital was original to Asoka. He had conceived one supreme 
message for his generation and for mankind, viz. the message of Pharma which had 
dawned on his mind out of a sincere and profound conversion. He had pondered 
over it deeply and discovered its many facets which he himself names as Phamma 
Kamata, Pliamma Ohoso, Phamma Ohalana, Phamma Niyama, Phamma Pana, Phamma 
Patipati, Phamma Mangala, Phamma Vijaya, Phamma Samchava, Phamma Sususa, 
Phammanusastu, Phammanuggaho, Phamma Stlana, etc. Underlying these multiple 
forms he had discovered the supreme truth that Dharma is one and indivisible and 
that it constitutes the Eternal Wheel of Cosmic Order which rolls on for ever in 
the moral, social and political spheres as Brahma Chakra, Brahmanda Chakra, Bhava 
Chakra, Kala Chakra, etc. and which was essentially the same as the Maha Dharma 
Chakra of the Buddha.

The second truth clear to him as basic to Dharma Chakra was the fourfold 
pattern of individual life, society and cosmos symbolised as the four sides of the 
Anotatta or Mancmrovara lake, each marked by one Great Animal (Maha Ajaneya



Pam). The tradition of the four animals had come down right from the Indus Valley 
and was deeply ingrained in popular consciousness and accepted by them as an 
essential element of cult-worship.

The philosophical idea behind the column and the capital having been 
determined by the Emperor himself with a clear conception of the tradition and of 
his own outlook, the problem of execution was no matter of difficulty. There were 
workers both in wood and stone who were past masters in making such columns. 
It is undisputed that the technique of fabricating them in wood was known from 
older times and it was merely the question of a change in the medium involving a 
transition from wood to stone. The litliic pillars in the Hall of Chandragupta Sabha 
already preceded Asoka as borne out by the testimony of Greek writers. Asoka, 
therefore, was truly the author of both the idea and the form that his monumental 
capitals represent. The Stupa, railing, parasol, Bodhi throne, pillar, capital, rock-cut 
Chaitya Hall and the huge stone figures like the elephant at Dhauli, each one of 
these was completely indigenous both in its form and meaning. To separate tne 
stone pillars only from this imposing list of Asokan monuments and to ascribe them 
to foreign imported workmen, is not justified by facts at our disposal, and not fair 
to their author.

The monuments of Asokan art as preserved comprise the following:

(1) Stupas of brick and mortar which have undergone subsequent enlargement.

(2) Monolithic stone pillars with large animal capitals. [Fig. 46].

(3) Monolithic stone railing preserved at Sarnath. [Fig. 47].

(4) Fragmentary parasol (Chatra) found at Sanchl.
(5) Rock-cut Chaitya Hall or cave dwellings {Guild) in the Barabar hills in 

Gaya district. [Fig. 48],
(6) An elephant carved from the rock at Dhauli in Orissa.

(7) Elephant figure engraved on rock at Kalsi. [Fig. 49].

Asoka himself mentions in the LumbinI inscription that he had in addition 
to a stone column also erected a stone railing which it appears followed the model 
of the Sarnath railing. He also refers to an enlargement to twice its size of the 
original Stupa of the previous Buddha Kanaka Muni at Nigllva (Buddasa Jconakamanasa 
thuve dutiyam vadhiU). Tradition ascribes to him the foundation of two cities, viz. 
Srlnagara (.Eajatarangim, I, 101-7) in Kashmir and Devapcittana in Nepal {CHI, p. 501). 
His choice of a royal site in the Kashmir valley bespeaks his patronage of that 
b e a u tifu l  valley possibly as opening a new territory or for resort near the western



province of Gandhara. He also seems to have taken interest in the development of 
the river valleys of Nepal lying to the north of the central part of his empire. He is 
credited with the opening of the original eight Stupas containing the relics of the 
Buddha and redistributing them over the ideal number of eightyfour thousand Stupas 
traditionally mentioned as his VaistariJca activity. The Stupas at Sarnath, Sanchi 
and probably Bharhut also were enlarged in Asoka’s time by adding a brick casing 
round an earthen core, i.e. converting a small (alpesahhya) Stupa into a large one 
(mahemhhya).

The monolithic stone railing (eJeaSrmJea vediha) found at Sarnath once crowned 
the dome of the so-called Jagat Singh Stupa round its Harmiha. It is a square 
structure consisting of upright posts with three cross-bars between each pair, the 
whole cut out of a single huge mass of stone and distinguished by the bright Mauryan 
polish in all its parts. [Fig. 47].

Asoka himself had lived at Vidisa and married the daughter of a marchant 
there. He thus had a love for the Maha Chaitya at Sanchi and enlarged it by 
providing a beautiful brightly polished Chhatra TasJiti or umbrella with a post now 
preserved in pieces in the Sanchi museum.

Barabar Cave Dwellings—Sixteen miles north of Gaya are several granite 
hills with Buddhist remains. There are three caves in Barabar (=  Pravaragiri), four in 
the Nagarjuni group, together known as Sat-ghar. These were the gift of Asoka and 
his grand son Dasaratha to the Ajlvaka monks. In Barabar the first is Karna-chopar 
(33| ft. x 14i ft. x 6 ft.), the second Sudama Cave excavated in the year twelve of 
Asoka having two chambers, one circular (19 ft. 11 in. in diameter with a hemispherical 
domed roof) and an outer apartment (32 ft. 9 in. x 19 ft. 6 in. X 6 ft. 9 in. with a 
vaulted roof having a total height of 12 ft. 3 in.). Both the roof and walls of the two 
caves are finished with a bright enamel-like polish. This shows that the basic plan of 
a Chaitya-Ghara with a rectangular Mandapa and an apse at its inner end was evolved 
in Asoka’s time which later on received a complex development in the numerous 
Chaitya Halls about 1200 in number and ranging in date over about a 1000 years.

The third is the Lomas Rishi Cave, similar to Sudama in the size and 
arrangement of the two chambers, but the interior of the circular roof has been left 
rough and both the floor and the roof of the outer apartment remain unfinished, the 
straight wall being highly polished. The most important feature is the doorway, a 
rectangular opening with sloping jambs and beautified by an overhanging entrance 
porch, carved with ornamental features possessing not only the perfection of articing 
skill but also detailed architectural design which provided the norm for the facades 
(gliar-muhlia) of the rock-cut caves. On the top of it is the finial (stupikd) with the



front arch under it supported on two huge sloping door-jambs and showing the ends 
of the beams of the roof. The lower ends of the arch and the upper half of the jambs 
were held together by three cross bolts on eaeh side. Under the arch are a pair of 
concentric lunettes, the upper one decorated with lattice work (vatayana) and the lower 
filled with a row of exquisitely carved elephants paying homage to the Stupa. All 
the above elements although carved in stone have been inspired by wooden prototypes 
in which centuries of experience had accumulated both for details of architecture and 
careful sculpture as well as ornamentation. The high polish combined with sharply 
chiselled carving and the perfect preservation make it look as if it is the work of 
today and its beauty so attractive that it looks like an adorned mantle round a lady s 
face.

The Gopi cave in the Nagarjuni group (44 ft. x 19 ft. x 10 ft.) is like a 
. tunnel in plan, with two apsidal ends and a vaulted roof, excavated in the time of 

Asoka’s grandson Dasaratha and proving the continuity of Asokan tradition in later 
times.

Aso k a n  P il l a r s — The cream of Asokan art consists of his monolithic 
stone pillars with imposing capitals, which bespeak not only artistic excellence 
combined with technical skill but also much originality of thought on the part of 
the emperor. Under the twofold scheme as explained above, of marking the sacred 
spots of Buddhism and the centres and boundaries of Madhya Desa, Asoka erected 
many pillars of which a full catalogue would be helpful to obtain a complete picture 
of his art, but all the pillars do not seem to have survived.

Fa-Hien (399-413 A.D.) noticed only six pillars and Yuan Chwang (629-645 
A.D.) who travelled more extensively, observed fifteen of them ; but they seem to have 
missed quite a lot for the actual number now discovered exceeds what they have 
recorded. Of the six seen by Fa-Hien two stood on each side of the door of the 
Jetavana Vihara at SravastI, one with a wheel and the other with a Bull as capital; 
one at Sankasya, erected behind the monastery, 50 (sic. 30) cubits high, with a lion 
on the top of it, shining and transparent, as it were, of lapis lazuli; the fourth, an 
inscribed one, on the way to Vaisall from Kusinagara (most probably the Lauria- 
Araraj pillar) bearing Pillar-Edicts (1-6) ; the fifth at Pataliputra, 30 cubits high 
bearing an inscription saying: Asoka made a gift of Jambudvlpa to the Sanc/ha and
then redeemed it from them with money, repeating it thiee times, fiom which the 
pillar became known as the Jambudvlpa Pillar ; the sixth also at Pataliputra, more 
than 30 ft. high, with a lion capital and erected by Asoka to mark the building of 
a city named Ne-Le and with an inscription recording the year and circumstances 
of the city’s foundations. The Jambudvlpa Pillar appears to be the same as found



to the south of Kumrahar village near old Pataliputra, only two large fragments of 
it being discovered. Of the second Pataliputra Pillar Mukherjee found innumerable 
fragments to the north of Mauryan palace and it is inferred that the pillar was 
destroyed by fire.

We now pass on to Yuan Chwang who mentions distinctly no less than 
fifteen pillars as having been set up by Asoka : —

(i) Kapittha Pillar (same as Sankasya) of a “lustrous violet colour” and 
very hard, with a crouching lion (sic, elephant) on the top facing the stairs of the 
Stupa, both built by Asoka, the shaft of the pillar having quaintly carved figures on

each side (Watters, i. 334).
(ii and iii) Sravasti Pillars : “At the east gate of the Jetavana Vihara were 

two stone pillars, one on each side of the entrance; these, which were 70 ft. high, 
had been erected by Asoka. The pillar on the left side was surmounted by a 
sculptured wheel and that on the right side by an Ox . (ib. 1.383).

(iv) Pillar near Kapilavastu erected in front of a Stupa of the previous 
Buddha K r a k u c h h a n d a , with a carved lion on the top and an account of his 
jP arin irvan a  engraved on it, and the whole being about 30 ft. high, (ib. 2.5).

(v) Kanakamuni commemorative pillar near Kapilavastu, above 20 ft. high 
crowned by a lion and inscribed with the record of Kanakamuni’s decease (ib. 2.6). 
This is definitely the same as the Asokan column at Nigllva on the north-east side 
of Kapilavastu bearing an inscription about the enlargement of the Stupa and the 
erection of the Sila-thdblia, the latter event in the 20th year of his reign (c. 250 BC, 
Hultzsch, CII. 1. 165).

(vi) Pillar in LumbinI Garden (modern Rumminde!) “with the figure of a 
horse on the top” which Yuan Chwang saw broken in the middle by lightning. He 
does not mention the inscription but the Fang-Chih refers to it as connected with 
the Buddha’s birth. This is the famous Asokan Pillar to which he gave the highest 
honour amongst his similar monuments as ‘it marked the spot of the birth place of 
the Buddha Qiida Buddhe jate Sakyamuni ti). So the emperor came to this spot, 
paid homage to it, raised a pillar (Silaihabhe usapapite) and built a railing carved 
in stone.’

(vii) Pillar at Kusinagara, being the Nirvana Pillar, with an inscription 
recording the circumstances of Buddha’s decease (not yet discovered), (ib. 2. 28). 
Kusinagara is modern Kassiya near Bhavasar-ghat at the confluence of Hiranyavati 
(Gandaka) and Achiravatl (Little Rapt!) rivers.



(viii) Another pillar at Kusinagara marking the site of the division of the 
Buddha’s relics among the eight claiments; not discovered (ib. 2. 42).

(ix) A pillar on the way to Sarnath identified by V. A. Smith with the pillar 
known as Lat Bhairo in the compound of the Sanskrit University. This was smashed 
during a riot in 1908. It was “of polished green stone, clear and lustrous as a mirror 
in which the reflection of the Buddha was constantly visible (ib, 2. 48).

(x) Pillar at Sarnath, “above 70 ft. high”, which had the softness of jade and 
of dazzling brightness” ; erected at the spot at which the Buddha, having obtained 
enlightenment, first preached his religion (ib. 2. 50). There is discrepancy in the 
height estimated by Yuan Chwang, for the total height is calculated to have been 
about 49 g ft. This is the well known Mahd'JJharma-Qhalcra Pillar discovered by Oertel.

(xi) A Pillar surmounted by a lion in front of an Asokan Stupa at Mahasala 
where Yuan Chwang saw a Narayana temple with halls and terraces beautifully 
adorned and with sculptured stone images in the highest style of art. An epigraph 
on the pillar stated how the Buddha here subdued and converted a certain YaJcsha 
(ib. 2.60). There was an Asokan Stupa here in front of which the stone pillar was 
raised as was the practice of Asoka to combine the two monuments.

(xii) Pillar at Vaisali about 50 ft. high, surmounted by a lion, standing by the 
side of a Stupa erected by Asoka. Cunningham identified this with the uninscribed 
Asokan pillar at the village of Bakhira, or more properly Kolhua, (ASR, 1903-4, p. 88).

(xiii) Pillar at Pataliputra about 30 ft. high, same as the Jumbudvlpa Pillar 
of Fa-Hien (Ib. 2. 93). Fragments of this pillar have been found.

(xiv) A second pillar at Pataliputra, some tens of feet high, marking Asoka’s 
hellish prison named Bamamya-Bandhana.

(xv) Pillar at Rajagriha, beside a Stupa near the Kalandaka-Nivapa or tank, 
50 ft. high, with an elephant capital and inscribed with a record relating to the 
foundation of the Stupa. (Ib. 2, 162).

Pillars FOUND up to now—Up to now the following Asokan pillars have 
been discovered : Sarnath (with a capital of four lions), Sanchl (capital with four 
lions), Rampurva (with lion capital), again Rampurva (bull-capital, uninscribed), 
Lauria Nandangarh (with lion capital), Lauria Araraj, Allahabad (probably removed 
by Akbar from Kausambl), Kosam (uninscribed but with Mauryan polish), 
Rummindel, Nigllva, Bakhira (Vaisali, with lion capital), Sankisa (uninscribed, with a 
lion capital) and two pillars at Delhi removed by Sultan Firoz Tughlak in 1356, of 
which one originally stood at Meerut and the other at Topra in Ambala district.



Besides these fourteen pillars, ten inscribed and four uninscribed, the following 
more recent finds may be added to this :

(i) Fragment of bull capital found in Sadargali, Patna.

(ii) Loin capital in Patna Museum with Mauryan polish, acanthus leaf, a 
crude example. It was found at Masadh village in Arrah district.

(iii) Capital with four addorsed bulls in Patna Museum, having a socket in the 
centre above, most probably for fixing a Dharma-cTialera, bearing bright Mauryan polish.

Besides the above, a fragmentary capital was found by Shri Amarnath in Basti 
district and other fragments were acquired for the Lucknow Museum. It is also 
reported that some pillar fragments were recovered by the Department of Archaeology, 
J aipur.

Amongst older records of finds, P. Mukherji reported the discovery of an 
Asokan pillar which was again covered up (this is the same as the pillar with Bull 
capital found in Sadargali, Patna). Mukherji claims to have found six Asokan pillars 
at Pataliputra including one large capital with abacus 3 ft. 7 | in diameter.

The sculptures on the capitals comprise the four great animals, viz. Lion, 
Elephant, Bull and Horse, which are the same as depicted on the abacus of Sarnath 
capital.1

The pillars consist of a long tapering shaft ranging from about 40' to 50' in 
length, and a capital generally in the form of an animal, fixed on the top of the shaft, 
both being carved out of single blocks of stone. The pillars represent the highest skill 
of the Mauryan artists by their noble stature, pleasing proportions, high finish, gloss-like 
polish and above all, by the magnificence of the capitals executed with skilled mastery 
of long training. If to this is added the depth of meaning that goes with the 
symbolism of the capitals, we have something which is unique in the entire field of 
Indian art activity, and to which there is hardly a parallel in world art. A study of 
the style of these capitals reveals some kind of chronological sequence as follows :_

1. the earlist one is the Lion-capital at Bakhira ; followed by the Elephant- 
capital at Sankisa.

2. the next stage is represented by the Rampurva Bull-capital followed 
closely by the Lion-capital of Lauria Nandangarh ; in both of these, the earlier

1. For a complete inventory of Asokan columns and their capitals, see V.A. Smith. The Monolithic 
Pillars or Columns of A4oka, Z D M G  Vol. LXV, 1911, pp. 221-240.
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clumsiness gives place to a dignity of form, naturalness and proper harmony in the 
different elements of the composition.

3. the final stage is represented by the Lion-capital of Rampurwa and the 
Lion-capital at Sanchi, following closely the Lion-capital of the pillar at Sarnath,

The Bakhira L ion-capital The shaft of the pillar is ponderous and 
somewhat dwarfish in proportion ; the lion figure is clumsy and crude in style, the 
animal being uncomfortably balanced on the abacus, the attitude being wooden and 
artificial. No doubt the sculptor has handled the monolithic mass, still he misses to 
evolve an ascending rhythm in the several parts of the pillar as distinguished by the 
best of Asokan art. [Fig. 46 a].

The E lephant-capital at Sankisa :—The capital is composed of three 
parts, viz. an elephant on the top, abacus in the middle and a vase with lotus below. 
The decoration on the abacus consists of the honeysuckle (muchukunda) flanked by 
stems with lotus flowers and buds and the whole alternating with a triratna symbol, 
somewhat conventionalised. The drum is framed on the lower side by reel-and- 
bead design. The abacus and the inverted lotus are much more improved. [Fig. 46 bj.

The R ampurwa Bull-capital :—It consists of three component parts, viz. 
an animal sculpture at the top, a round decorated abacus in the middle and an inverted 
lotus below. The young bull with modelled muscles plastered on its body is a 
specimen of natural beauty of form in Indian animal sculpture. It stands gracefully 
poised on its pedestal. The artist has perfect mastery in rendering the vertical rhythm 
of the shaft and the three parts of the capital. [Fig. 46 c].

L ion-capital of Nandangarh :—This capital consists of a sejant lion, a 
round drum, decorated with a row of Hamas, like that on the Rampurwa lion-capital 
and finally, an inverted lotus below. On the upper portion of the inverted petals is a 
cable design and on the lower a double zone of reel-and-cord. The figure of the lion 
is vigorous and full of dynamic strength, still marked by a somewhat stylised 
expression. [Fig. 46 d],

R ampurwa L ion-capital :—It is similar to the lion-capital at Lauria,(con
sisting of the same three elements, lion, row of Hamsas and inverted lotus. The 
lion figure is naturally poised on its base and all its parts possess an inherent quality 
of symmetrical execution, perhaps even better than the Sarnath lions. [Fig. 46 e].

Sarnath L ion-capital :—This is the famous monument in which Asokan 
art has reached its highest perfection. It is a sculpture of monumental planning, rich 
m composition, of rare harmony in the execution of its lateral and vertical parts. Its 
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elements conceived singly to face four directions and as an integrated whole, show 
the highest skill of the sculptor’s art. Its lines of composition in segments and 
diagonals and verticals appear to have been conceived and controlled by a 
great master with rare assurance and with clarity and self-confidence. Its greatest 
virtue lies in the meaning imported to its symbolism with which we will deal later.

The capital once crowned the shaft of the pillar about 50' high, but due to some 
natural accident, it fell down, fortunately escaping with only minor bruises. [Fig. 46 f].

C o m p o n e n t  P a r t s  :—Analysed on the basis of form, the whole monument 
is comprised of the following components :

(1) Undressed foundation-block which supports the shaft, and into which 
a portion of the shaft is insetted.

(2) The shaft (Stambha-yashti) or the tall tapering column.
(3) Purna-ghata with a large Padma-kosa shown in the form of overflowing 

inverted petals (Nilotpala-patra).
(4) Round drum or abacus (Anda or Dik-Mandala or Qhakravald) carved with 

Four Great Animals (Malta Ajaneya Pasu) and four Chakras.

(5) Four addorsed lions.

(6) The Great Wheel (Maha-chakra) \  [Fig. 46 g].

We find that the tradition of these six components of Sarnath Lion capital 
was of great antiquity handed down from the Vedic period. The tall shaft is the 
Stambha, a Vedic pillar considered to be the support of the world, abode of all the 
gods, raised aloft by the Creator as the World Axis (Axis Mundi, Yasmin stabdlwa 
Prajapatir lokdnt sarvan adharayat, Sakmbham tam train, AV. 10. 7. 7). The Yupa in 
the Yajtla was the type of that pillar and so also the Sthuna in the burial mound. 
From the conception of the Skambha (Pillar) as identical with Brahman or Prajapati 
we find an expansion of idea to the Yupa of the Yajua, and to the Smasana Yupa or 
Chaitya Yupa, all of them leading to a universal cult of pillar worship regarding 
the Skambha as a deity. The pillar at Lauria Nandangarh is still worshipped as 
Laur Baba and the one at Besnagar Kham Baba■ For about three thousand years

(1) Measurements of the Sarnath Lion-capital : —
Height of the stump in situ 6 ft. 8 in., total height including all the fragments or broken pieces 

of the shaft 37 ft., ht. of the lotus 2 ft., ht. of the abacus 1ft. 1$ in., diameter of the round drum 2'-10", 
ht. of the Lions 3 ft. 9 in., h t.o f the Dharma-Chakra 2 ft. 8 in., internal diameter of the Dharma-Chakra
2 ft. 5 in. to 2 ft. 1 in., width of the rim of the Wheel 3. 65 in., thickness of the rim varies from 2. 65 in. 
at the inner end to 1 inch at the outer end.



Indian workmen were making long wooden pillars for religions purposes and the 
question for Asokan sculpture was just a change of material.

The pillars infront of shrines were known as Prasada-stamhJia and infront of 
ioc ' cut Chaitya halls as Kirti-stambha, where K lrti means a rock excavation. A 
Yaksha shrine or Buddhist Stupa came to be associated with a pillar as shown by the 
Sarnath and Sanchi pillars and by the description of the Nikumbhila Chaitya in Lanka 
which had a large pillar by its side. The tall stature of the shafts (VarsTiman) and 
their being erected as banners of sacrifice (Adkvarast/a Jcetu) are both mentioned 
in the Rigveda (RV. III. 8. 3, II. 8. 8 ). Such pillars were raised for welfare of the 
whole community (Mahate Saubhagaya RV. III. 8. 2.).

^ le nex  ̂ lenient in the upward form (Urdhva Chhanda) of the Sarnath 
pi ai is (he Purna-gliata covered with inverted foliage.

There is some controversy about the nature and nomenclature of this motif. 
Western scholars generally interpret it as a bell and regard the parts as bell-shaped 
or campamform. There are several cogent objections in accepting this interpretation

(1) In a bell design there is hardly any place for the overflowing conspicuous 
leaves which form the decoration of the exterior surface.

(2) The smaller sepals—even upto now the traditional artists in rendering 
the flowers depict both the petals (Panklxadi) and sepals (Baclihedl).

(3) If we explain the motif as a bell there is no point in the corded or rope 
design or plain moulding which we see in the neck of the object. It is only in the case 
of the pot and foliage or vase and flower motif that we get a consistent explanation 
of these various decorative features.

Firstly, the idea of Purnaghatci or Mahgala Kalcda had been known since the 
time of the Rigveda for which continuous literary evidence is available. The Buddhist 
literature refers to it as Punnaglwta. More than literature actual religious as well as 
art tradition is full with this motif of the Mangala KaJam. It is universal in Buddhism, 
Jainism and Hinduism. It is popular with all ranks of people, both rich and poor. 
There is practically no festive occasion in which the Purnaghata is not installed either 
as a religious symbol or for beautifying purpose. This can really be said to have been 
a universal, accessible and readily understood of all symbols. Its auspicious character 
is so obvious and patent as hardly to need any argument. Moreover, there is another 
fact to be considered. A motif does not suddenly appear in art and disappear without 
leaving any trace in subsequent art. It is not an exotic phenomenon which is intro
duced for a while and then discarded. It is rather a natural thing which grows from 
inside the tradition and is the fruit of an intelligent acceptance by the people.



Its appearance in art in subsequent years is linked in a perfect manner with 
the tradition that follows. In the case of the Purnaghata motif this condition is 
perfectly satisfied, for in the couple of centuries after the Mauryan art under Asoka 
we find this motif forming a very natural element of pillar decoration in the 
Buddhist art at Bharhut, Sanchi, Karle, Kanherl, etc.

That it was intended by the Mauryan artists to be a Purnaghata is made 
certain by the form of this motif as interpreted by their Sunga successors on the 
railing pillars found at Sarnath itself, e. g. pillars No. D (Al) and D (A7) illustrate 
two Chakra-stambhas in which the shafts are inserted inside a Purnaghata at the lower 
end and are topped by another Purnaghata with overflowing leaves.

On the round drum (Anda-phalaka) are carved four smaller Pharma Charkas and 
Four Noble Animals {Maha Ajaneya Pam), viz. Elephant, Bull, Lion and Horse. The 
four animals have a long tradition from the Indus Valley right up to our own times and 
over a wide area covering India, Ceylon, Burma, Siam and Tibet. They are depicted 
marching in a file on a prismatic seal of the Indus Valley from Mohenjo-daro, on the 
moon stones in Ceylon belonging to the Gupta period, in a Rajasthani Painting of the 
18th century -preserved in National Museum and on a Kantlid cloth from Bengal 
(19 century) now in the Bharat Kala Bhavan. In the Buddhist conception of the 
Anavatapta Lake they are the guardians of four outlets which are the source of four 
great rivers. The Valmlki Ramayana includes them amongst auspicious objects assembled 
for the coronation of Rama and Kesavadasa (17th century) places them on the four por
tals of Rama’s palace. We have been able to trace about 40 references to them both in 
art and literature and there may be still more showing that they formed part of 
popular consciousness and the belief in their sacred character belonged to the Buddhists, 
Jainas and Hindus alike. The four smaller Chakras on the abacus face the four 
cardinal points and we find their true interpretation as the wheel of a ChakravartI 
king rolling in four directions upto the ends of the earth. Indeed, the four-fold 
pattern of creation as vitalised by the principle of Dharma of an ideal ChakravartI 
king is exemplified in the eight representations on the drum.

The four lions above the abacus are illustrative of the royal power of a 
ChakravartI emperor like Asoka himself. The Buddha also combined in himself the 
two ideals, viz. that of a ChakravartI and a Yogin and both of them are juxtaposed 
in the Lion-capital.

On the head of the lions was a Maha Dharma-Chakra fixed by a tenon in a 
socket in the centre of the lion-heads. It had 32 spokes but only half a dozen fragments 
bearing the same Mauryan polish have been preserved which allow the original wheel 
to be reconstructed. We have ample evidence in the various traditions of Indian art



and literature that the great wheel in this position was a symbol of deep meaning 
standing for Brahmanda Chakra, Bhava Chakra, Kala Chakra, Dharma Chakra, 
Sudarsana Chakra, etc. The Jaina art in Mathura shows several Chakra pillars and 
the art of Bharhut, Sanchi, Bodhagaya and AmaravatT is full of them. In Hindu 
tradition the Perfect Wheel (V j-itta Chakra) was conceived as a symbol of Vishnu 
and of the revolving Wheel of Time even in the Rigveda (RV. I. 155.6, I. 164. 11-13).

All authorities are agreed that the Sarnath lion capital represents the 
perfection of Mauryan art and testifys to the undisputed mastery of technical execution 
as attained by the Mauryan stone-cutters. Sir John Marshall considers it as the finest 
carving that India has yet produced and unsurpassed by anything of its kind in the 
ancient world. Dr. V. A. Smith has observed, “ the skill of the stone-cutter may be 
said to have attained perfection and to have accomplished the task which would 
perhaps be found beyond the powers of the 20th century. Gigantic shafts of hard sand
stone, 30 ft. or 40 ft. in length, were dressed and proportioned with the utmost nicety, 
receiving a polish which no modern nation knows how to import to the material.”

Commenting on the art of the lion-capital Sir John Marshall has observed, “The 
Sarnath capital, on the other hand, though by no means a masterpiece, is the product 
of the most developed art of which the world was cognizant in the 3rd century B. C., 
the handiwork of one who had generations of artistic effort and experience behind him. 
The masterful strength of the crowning lions with their swollen veins and tense 
muscular development and in the spirited realism of the reliefs below, there is no 
trace whatever of the imitations of primitive art. So far as naturalism was his aim, 
the sculptor has modelled the figures direct from nature and has delineated, their form 
with bold faithful touch, but he has done more than this, he has consciously 
and of set purpose infused a tectonic conventional spirit in to the four lions, 
so as to bring them into harmony with the architectural character of the 
monument. Equally mature is the technique of his relief work. In early Greek 
sculpture it was the practice to compress the relief between two fixed planes, the 
original front plane of the statue and the plane of the background. In the reliefs of 
the Sarnath capital there is no trace, whatever of this process ; each and every part 
of the animal is modelled according to its actual depth without a reference to an ideal 
front plane, with the result that it presents the appearance almost of a figure in the 
round which has been cut in half and then applied to the background of the abacus”.

T he Sanchi L ion-CAPITAi. : —The Sanchi lion capital is similar to that of 
Sarnath consisting of four lions seated back to back, a round abacus with pecking 
geese like those of Rampurwa capital. The treatment is much more conventionalised, 
perhaps it was later in date than Sarnath capital. [Fig. 46 h].



M e a n in g  o f  t h e  S y m b o l is m  o f  t h e  Sa r n a t h  L io n -c a p it a l  -.—Several 
suggestions have been put forward about the meaning of the abacus. Bloch was of 
the view that they stand for the four gods, Indra, Siva, Surya and perhaps Durga, 
whose Vahanas they are and consequently they are meant to indicate the subordination 
of these gods to Buddha and his Law. This theory, however ingenious has little to 
support it. Foucher connected them with the four great events of the Buddhas life, 
the Bull standing for his birth, the Elephant for the conception in the womb of Maya 
who saw a great white elephant in her dream, the Horse with the renunciation and the 
Lion with the Buddha himself as Sakya-Simha Daya Ram Sahni suggested that they 
are connected with the imagery of the four outlets of the Buddhist Anotatta lake.

It may be said at the outset that the Sarnath capital is the product of a 
supreme religious symbolism in which each part is a conscious conception in the 
aggregate. It also appears that this symbolism was the result of an attempt to 
illustrate Asoka’s own outlook and philosophy of human relationship.

The grand architect of the idea underlying this capital was Asoka himself, 
as exemplified by the following three facts of his outlook on life and administration.

The first fact relates to his close contact with the masses of people which he 
realised in his own person and also by organised tours of his officers throughout the 
kingdom. The nature of this mass contact is laid down in one of his edicts— 
Janapada-janasa-dasanasa dJiamma-palipucliha dhammanusathi.

This, in fact, is the innovation of policy by the emperor aiming at mass contact 
through direct visits to the people, holding discussions with them on the problems of 
Dhamma or moral life, and finally enlightening them about the new ideas and definition 
of Dhamma as formulated by the emperor. This then announces a new respect for the 
people, hitherto unknown and unthought of in the ancient annals of the country by 
any monarch.

The second dominant fact about Asoka was his paramount position as the 
emperor of a vast empire (Mahalaka Vijita), extending right from Bactria to Mysore 
and from Saurashtra on shore of the western ocean to Kalinga on the eastern sea-coast. 
His authority was unchallenged and almost unparalleled. All that he did was in the 
capacity of the supreme head of the secular state and also as the spiritual 
guide, friend and philosopher of the strongly organised church of Buddhism. 
Whatever the emperor would think, plan and do, the effect of the emperor’s power as 
the supreme ruler of his people would primarily dictate action and had to be taken 
into account.



The above two factors were shared by other kings also before and after him, but 
what was unique as a force in shaping the policies of Asoka was his new outlook of 
Dhamma or the law of moral piety which served as the main spring of his actions. 
The edicts are eloquent about his ideal of Dhamma Vijaya which was a moving passion 
with him.

These three facts, theiefore, demanded adequate expression in the symbolism 
of art created for him or at his instance by his workmen. If we apply these three 
ideals to the various parts of the capital, we may readily discover that the crowning 
Dharma Chakra symbolises the policy of Dharma Vijaya, the four seated lions represent 
the majesty and power of the emperor as the supreme ruler of the land. The next 
constituent part comprising the decoration on the abacus falls in line w'ith the ideal 
of serving the masses through Dhamma. The four animals represent the divinity in 
the various orders of social organisations and the Dharma Chakras illustrate its under
lying unity as actually happened in the life of Asoka. These three orders of reality 
were integrated and combined into a supreme manifestation of all the resources and 
availability of the ruler and his kingdom. These three things together represent the 
emotional integration of the personality of Asoka himself who dedicated his life and 
his kingdom to the welfare of his people through the ideal of Dhamma}

ORIGIN o f  Ma u r y a n  A r t  : —The question of the origin and the sources of 
inspiration behind the monuments of Mauryan art is of considerable importance. As is 
well known there is absence of specimens of monuments representing the several 
phases of pre-Mauryan art but there is enough evidence in literature to indicate that 
art in India had a long history even before the Mauryan period. For example, we 
have literary references to royal palaces built on a thousand pillars (Sahassa-khambha 
pasada), assembly halls (Sabha, Samthagara), pillars (Thambha, Sthuna), towns {Pura) 
and cities (Nagara), gateways (Gopura, Dvara) and city-walls (Pralcara), Stupas, 
Clxaityas, railings (Vedika), caves (Sailaguha), temples of gods (Devagriha, Devayatana), 
images (Pratima, RupaJca) and to a number of subsidiary crafts such as wood-carving 
(.Kashtha-Jearma, Takshana), weaving, lapidary’s art (Manikarma, Manisilpa), jeweller’s 
art (Suvarna-silpa), etc.

But the question, which concerns us, directly relates to the origin of such 
finished art as that of the lion capital of Asoka, which displays the climax of technical 
perfection and a complete mastery of the secrets of modelling and carving in the round. 
The Mauryan polish itself is without any traces of its existence either in the succeeding 
or preceding periods. What then was the source of the unprecedented artistic activity 
during the reigns of Chandragupta and Asoka ? In the words of Sir John Marshall, 

1. See my book C h a k r a d h v a ja  o r  the W h e e l  F la g  o f  I n d ia .



“W hat is the explanation of the gulf which separates these two sculptures (1) the 
primitive unifacial image of Parkham, and (2) the richly modelled capital of Sarnath ?” 
He himself gave an answer to this question, namely, that it was the Achaemenian 
art of Iran which served as the model for the Mauryan art through the intermediary 
agencies of the Hellenistic artists of Bactria. Following Senart, he thinks that the 
Asokan edicts were inspired by the Achaemenian inscriptions and the Mauryan palace 
at Pataliputra by the palaces at Susa and Persepolis built by emperor Darius in the 
hey-day of that most glorious empire of antiquity. According to him it was in Persia 
that the animal-crowned capitals of pillars were evolved. The smooth shafts of the 
Mauryan pillars were copied from Persian originals of which specimens are still existent 
in the plain of Murghat at Istakhr, Naksh-i-Rustum and Persepolis. It was from 
Persia again that craftsmen of Asoka learnt to give lustrous polish to stone of which 
abundant evidence survives at Persepolis and elsewhere. Sir John Marshall believes 
that the Persian influence came to India through Bactria in which area there were 
great centres of civilization under the Seleucids with whom political and cultural 
relations were established by the Indians. He has emphatically stated that the 
Sarnath capital is alien to Indian ideas in expression and in execution.

We have already seen in the case of the Chandragupta Sabha that its 
architectural planning, conception of pillars, wooden roofing and floor and the shining 
polish were in the true Indian tradition. The testimony of the Greek writers that 
the Mauryan palace was much superior in all respects to the Achaemenian palaces 
at Susa and Akhabatana is strong enough to rule out the participation of foreign artists 
in the building of the palace ; if they were from Iran, they should have done better 
in their home. The masteis who executed the rock-cut caves in the Barabar hills were 
perfect adepts in the technique of wooden construction, in the matter Qf flat and 
vaulted roofs, circular and rectangular halls, doorway, sloping jambs, arched gable 
facade, beams, and last but not the least, producing the mirror like polish on all the 
parts of the building. The art was decked by long traditional experience and 
technical skdl practised for thousands of years right from the Vedic time.

It is necessary also to consider the art of the As'okan columns and capitals 
as regards the source of their form and idea. As shown above there are five 
component parts of the typical Mauryan column at Sarnath, viz. (1) I)karma-chakra 
on the pinnacle, (2) four addorsed lions, (3) round drum with four great animals 
and four chakras, (4) the full vase with lotus petals, and (5) the tall shaft. We 
shall see that each one of these is truly rooted in Indian soil and the entire indigenous 
tradition stands up as the source which produced the Asokan columns.

The Dharma-Chakra on the top was known from the Vedic time as Brahma 
Chakra, Kala Chakra, Bhava Chakra, and the whole cosmos was conceived in terms



of the rotating wheel. This was idealised as Dharma of the Chakravarti rulers to 
which there is clear testimony in the Mahasudassana Sutta and Chakkavatti-Sihanada 
Suttanta of the Dlgha Nikaya. The seven jewels of an ideal Chakravarti include a 
Dharma Chakra also which he sets in motion as the most significant symbol of his 
righteous sovereignty. No one has ever hinted of any foreign context for the 
Dharma Chakra emblem.

The four addorsed lions symbolise the might of a Chakravarti king. It is 
the power of the State known as Kshatra expressed through the lion symbolism as 
we know that the king was considered to be a tiger or lion in his kingdom and in the 
coronation ceremony was made to sit on a lion’s seat (Simhaia.no.). The four lions 
of the capital truly form a Simhasanx of the most perfect type which support the 
moral order of the kingdom.

The round drum, an essential part of the capital is carved with four chakras 
facing the cardinal points and four animals between them. The wheel symbol again 
is a fourfold replica of the surmounting Dharma-cliakra, and the idea of a Chakravarti 
ruler, rolling in four directions is best typified here, e. g. in the description of 
Sudassana and MSndhata. The four animals and the four chakras taken together give 
a complete picture of the Anotapla or Minasarovara lake which was a cosmogonical 
concept accepted both by the Brahmanical and Buddhist traditions. This motif 
was painted in the Maha Ummagga palace as stated in the Jataka of that name 
and there is no doubt that the idea of the Anotapta was the same as 
that of the lake of Brahma, with four faces, four streams and every thing connected 
there with conforming to a fourfold pattern which is the basic plan of the cosmos 
as accepted by the entire religious tradition in India. The presence of the Four 
Great Animals (Malia Ajaneya Pasu) both together as at Sarnatb and separately as 
on the other Asokan columns, is not an isolated phenomenon of Mauryan times but 
has a history throughout from the Indus Valley right up to the nineteenth century, 
both in art and literature. There is thus no question of any foreign influence or 
boilowing of the figures on the round abacus.

The bone of contension is the Full Vase on the top of the shaft with long 
over-flowing leaves, the so-called bell of Iranian origin. We have seen above by an 
analysis of the several elements that it is impossible by any stretch of imagination 
to convert the clear represention of a full vase into a bell. The short base under the 
Purna-jhata and the cordage round its neck are entirely irrational in the case of a 
bell, whereas they are full of meaning for a Mekhali Purna-ghata, i. e. a Full Vase 
adorned with a necking or a girdle. The long lotus leaves covering the outside of the 
Vase and oozing from its mouth have entirely no meaning for a bell. Of the numerous 
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campaniform designs carved in Indian art there is not one with fluted exterior much 
less with any semblance of petals. Secondly, there is absolutely no relevance of a 
bell in that position on a pillar whereas the Pdrna-ghata is put both on the top and 
base of sanctified pillars throughout the country upto this day. The PUrna-Kumbha 
or Puma Kala»a is mentioned in the Rigveda, Atharvaveda and in the Jama and 
Buddhist literature and has been a familiar object of art decoration from the earliest 
times up to the present day, taken by itself and in association with a pillar the 
Full Vase with leaves is an essential part of Indian culture and there can be no 
important religious ceremony even today without the Purm-Crhata and the pillar. 
The surest testimony that this component part is a vase and not a bell comes from 
those artists who continued this decorative motif in the 6unga and Kushan periods, 
and whose interpretation of the symbol should be accepted as authoritative. At 
Sarnath itself there are a few Sunga railing pillars on which the Asokan capital is 
represented showing unmistakably the Full Vase on the top of the shaft.

The fifth element is the tall shaft called Yashti, Lakuta, Stambha, Skamdia 
etc. As shown above such pillars or long shafts were known and executed in wood: 
from the Vedic times. They were known as Ytipjs in Yajna but the SkambhaSakta- 
of the Atharvaveda goesmmch further that the pillar as the support of the universe 
enjoyed the status of a deity, all the other Devos having their support on the pillar 
which was ceremoniously raised aloft as the symbol of universal prosperity. That 
there was an established cult of the pillar, of which Indra Yashti was a form, is shown 
by several representations in art in which men and women are worshipping the pillar 
by circumambulating it.

In speaking of the foreign influences on the form and style we cannot forget 
to note the differences between the pillars and capitals of Acliaemenian art and 
Mauryan art. Here are some of those features .

(1) Stone columns of the Mauryan hall at Patalipurta (C h a n d m g u p ta  Sabha) 
do not show any capitals where as the pillars in the palate-hall at Persepo is are

provided with figured capital.
(2) The Iranian pillars stand either on bell-shaped bases or on plain circular 

m o u ld in g s ,  w h e r e a s  the independent Mauryan columns had no base at all. Second y 
the bell-form used in the base of the Persian pillars is a part of the capital in the 
Mauryan columns and produces an altogethor different aesthetic effect.

(3) In form and appearance the so-called Mauryan bell is long way off from 
the Iranian bell. The latter consists of a ring of petals or reels on the upper end, but 
has no bulge in the middle portion from which the so-called Mauryan bell derives,so 
much beauty. Moreover the so-called Mauryan "bell is made to approximate as nearly



as possible the Indian traditional designs of pot and foliage (Pdrna Grliati) rendered in 
a stylised manner. The Purnar Gfhata motit was known from the time of Ftigveda, 
Moreover it was associated with Indian pillars made of wood both to make it look 
more beautiful as well as to preserve it from decay. A plain circular pillar fragment 
made of wood resembling the plain shaft of the Asokan pillar has been actually 
found in the mound at Lauria Nandagarh.

(4) The shaft of the Iranian columns is fluted in all cases except in the 
facade of . the tombs or the Nechropolis (Sma'ana) and also the single column that 
lemains from the palace of Cyrus (KurusJi). This latter pillar dates from the time 
when the Iranian art had not evolved its classical forms. The style of the plain 
unfluted columns was discarded by the Achaemenians themselves. It would be wrong 
to suggest that the Mauryan sculptors ignoring the fluted shaft of the time of Darius 
went back in search for their modles to the primitive designs of Cyrus. In the case 
of the pillars of Nechropolis they form part of the rock-cut tombs of the time of Darius 
and Yorks. In these tombs the shaft was kept plain because the vaults stood at a 
considerable height above the ground and if the pillars were made fluted it would have 
further reduced the columns and diverted them of a frank and clear aspect, if viewed 
from a distance. The Persian sculptors modified the form as the Greeks often did in 
similar cases. We may thus justifiably search for the original model of the plain 
Mauryan columns in such wooden pillars as found at Lauria Nandangarh. In the early 
Buddhist literature, as well as in the Epics, there are references to pillars standing 
independently in religious buildings and public places. Asoka himself has mentioned 
the existence of such pillars (Rupnath Rock Edict, Sasar am R. E., Delhi Topra, 
VII). Similarly with respect to the animal capitals on the top of the Mauryan 
pillars, it was an ancient practice of providing pillars with animals as shown by such 
references as (xctvudcidhvctjo,, PfisJuibJidhvctjct, AA(]'<fvudhvitj</, etc. Therefore the upper 
component part of the Mauryan capitals fitted very well with the literary and artistic 
traditions of pre-Mauryan India.

(5) There is one more difference of a conspicuous character. The Achae- 
menian shaft when erected independently is made up of several segments while the 
Mauryan pillars are monolithic. The Persian columns show the requirements of stone 
while the Mauryan pillar is connected with the originals of timber construction which 
were made of entire logs of wood.

(6) The Persian and the Mauryan capitals also show marked difference. The 
former are crowned with a cluster of stylised palm leaves and consists of two human
headed bulls or lions seated back to back, or by an inverted cup and the whole 
shows projecting double volutes. These elements do not find exact counterparts in 
the Mauryan capitals which show animal figures but not human-headed and the



so-called bell form is covered by a stylised lotus petals. The crowning abacus and 
its decoration as found in Mauryan capitals are absent in Achaemenian art.

(7) Lastly, the Persian columns were introduced to form part of elaborate 
architectural construction. But the Asokan pillars were intended to serve as inde
pendent monuments and designed to produce their effect as such. They are simpler, 
more harmonious and give a better feeling of stability, dignity and strength. The 
Mauryan colnmn is not doubt an origional construction of indigenous art of that period.

The bright lustrous polish is a distinctive feature of Mauryan (Asokan) art. 
We should, however, remember that specimens of pre-Mauryan art in stone have not 
survived and it is difficult to be positive on this point whether this polish was produced 
in India for the first time in the Mauryan period. We should draw attention to 
literary evidences which refer to such polish.

The bright polish on the Mauryan pillars and other objects of art and archi
tecture has engaged the attention of scholars and some opine, as Spooner, that it was 
borrowed from Iran where its existence is undisputed ; but it cannot be conveniently 
forgotten that the antiquity of bright polish is much greater in India than in Iran. 
We have already referred to a dozen terms from the Mahabharata showing the 
enthusiasm in India about such a polish. But much older than the Sabha
Parva and more authentic is the testimony of the Apastamba Srauta Sutra 
which enjoins the production of such polish (Hakshni Icaranaih HaltIcsitni-kurvanti, 
ASS. 15. 3. 15) and even gives a recipe for doing it on ceramic ware 
(ASS. 15. 3. 16), its main feature being rubbing with abrasives and some 
lubricant. We know from the history of Indian pottery of three successive
periods, viz. (i) Ochre-coloured Ware, (ii) Painted Grey Ware (c. 1200 B.C. 600 B.C.) 
and (iii) Northern Black Polished Ware (600 B.C.-200 B. C.). In this series the 
third class of pottery is found all over India at Mauryan and pre-Mauryan sites and 
the ware has a highly lustrous polish, black, violet or variegated. This shows that in 
the history of country’s art there was a period of several centuries in which there was 
a widespread movement for preparing a glistening mirror like surface on the articles 
in popular use. The reference to it in the Apastamba Srauta Sutra agrees quite well 
both with the antiquity and the prevalence of the popular fondness for the glistening 
lustrous polish. The Brihat Kalpa Sutra Bhashya (Vol. 1, gathas, 471-472) also refer 
to this polish on a special kind of pottery ware which cannot be anything else except 
the N. B, P. Ware. In the beginning the use of such luxurious pottery was forbidden to 
the Jaina monks but the rules were later on relaxed. Thus we have firm proof that 
the technical skill of producing this polish was known not only in the Pre-Mauryan 
times but also before the Achaemenian art was born as shown by Apastamba Srauta



Sutra. Moreover this was not the prerogative of Maury an court art only, but the use 
of such polish was much more broadbased and employed on many classses of art 
objects.  ̂ For example, on semi-precious stone beads, on crystal reliquary from the 
Piprahva Stupa, on the two Yaksha statues from Pataliputra and also on the Yakshi 
statue from the Didarganj and the Tirthahkara torsos from Lohanipur, the latter two 
also from Patna. It cannot be admitted that any on: of these was produced under 
court patronage ; but this kind of polish was a part of the art style of the period and 
was in common use. We also find it on several Mauryan heads found at Samath.

The antiquity of evidence about this polish and its prevalence as a movement 
for about 400 years makes one thing that its commerce was just the other way, viz. it 
was taken from India to Iran, if at all it existed there, since we have the testimony of 
Darius himself in his foundation charters that for building his palaces at Susa and Perse- 
polis, he had imported skilled Indian workmen who presumably must have been well 
versed in the best art traditions of this country. The strength of the team invited from 
Indja for the building operations by the Achaemenian kings is not known but it seems 
to have been considerable looking to the favourable reputation which India enjoyed 
amongst the nations of antiquity. India was radiating her philosophy, religious ideas, 
art and culture amongst her neighbours on the periphery and beyond it. The evidence of 
the earliest Greek writers who visited India is unmistakable that the results obtained by 
the Indian workmen of which they were eye-witness, were far superior to those 
monuments which were raised in Iran. This is perfectly corroborated by comparing 
the Iranian columns with the Asokan pillars of which the aesthetic performance is 
exceedingly high, let alone their being vehicles of profound ideas of which the Iranians 
had little conception. Their pillars are bald and stolid whereas the Mauryan columns 
are full of animation being inspired by purposeful ideas and standing as monuments 
of long established divine cults. The miracle wrought in these Mauryan pillars is 
not surprising if we look upon them as descended from the ancestry of the Vedic 
monumental columns (vanishtlia stma-raja), or hundred Pillared Hall (Satabliujl Sala), 
oi copper-sheated posts (ayah-sttindh), or the magnificent Skanibhcis spoken of as the 
hundred-bianched or the thousand-branched Vanaspatis. The handling of such colossal 
material, its fashioning into desired forms, its transport to distant centres and above 
all investing it with ideas that always go with greater art,—these were the problems 
which had been tackled successfully by generations of workmen and the accumulated 
skill of ages was at the disposal of Mauryan master-artists for whom there was 
hardly any new unsolved problem relating to their art. The honourable terms 
employed for these Raja Takshas or Raja Silpins show the esteem in which they were 
held for the people bestowed on them such honorific titles as Sthapati-samrat, and 
Vastu-vidyacharya, as given in the Jatakas. One point has to be specially noted,



namely, that the transition from timber to stone in the construction of buildings was 
not done overnight under the behest of royal authority or an architect howsoever 
great, of foreign import. The facts of art-history in India demonstrate that it was a 
long drawn process in which the full transition from wood to stone was achieved in a 
very cautious and experimental manner, e.g. in the Chandragupta Sabha itself the 
floor and roofing and other decorative accessories were in timber, whereas the pillars 
were of stone. The same is indicated by the facade of Lomas Rishi cave where the 
material only is stone but the forms are of wooden precedents. In the western Indian 
caves we find still in existence timber and stone work being adopted together, e.g. the 
massive wooden ribs of the vaulted roof and the perforated screens of the chaitya 
windows. The gateways and railings of Bharhut and Sanchl are essentially types of 
wooden architecture.

Indian Silpa texts inform that there existed from earliest times a Silpa 
tradition attributed to Viivaharma. It appears that the various elements of art 
and architecture of Mauryan times as pointed out above accord with the long evolved 
principles of the school of Visvakarma.

We have seen how the walls and roofing in the rooms of the Ummagga palace 
were finished with the highest polish and the same is stated in the J aina Aupapatika 
Sutra (S. 2-5) about the walls of the shrine of Purnabhadra Chaitya being highly 
polished and also the Mother Goddess tablet of homage (Prithivi sila-patta) being as 
lustrous as a mirror (ayamsatalovama — adarsa talopama). The colour of the polish is 
said to be black (krishna), bluish (nllotpala), green (marakata), and enamel white 
(Jcattitta). It is of great value that all these four colours are verified in the N.BP. 
Ware. Thus the combined testimony of the Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jaina 
literatures speak with one voice about the existence of this polish, of its various 
lustrous shades, of the recipes for producing it and of its use on a large scale on 
walls and roofings and on ceramics of household use. The proper word used by all 
these writers is dakshna, slakslini-lcarana, signifying the polished surface or the 
technique of producing it. In later literature, e.g. Maha-vamsa, we find mention of 
Sanha-Mattika (dakshna mrittika) specially prepared for imparting the necessary 
polish on the walls to be used for painting.

(b) FOLK ART
The tradition of folk art may be recognised in a group of free 

standing statues which have been found at many places in north India,in Bihar and 
in Orissa. They are mostly figures of Yakshas and Yakshls and they carry with 
them a distinct plastic tradition which it is not possible to connect with the finished



products of the court -art. The material as observed about the images has been 
found over a very extensive area, from Mathura to Orissa and from Patna upto western 
India, thousands of miles in length and breadth, which establishes in an undisputed 
manner the existence of a far flung style. These can be classed as representing the 
earliest Indian statuary consisting a group of free standing huge figures (more than 
life-size), installed under any protective shed or the open sky, carved out in the round, 
but still conceived frontally. They are symbol of power, impressive in their sheer 
volume, powerful built, colossal size, proclaim unmistakably their divine character. 
The following images are noteworthy :—•

(1) Yaksha statue from Parkham village in Mathura district (inscribed). 
[Fig. 50].

(2) Yaksha from Baroda village in Mathura district. [Fig. 51],

(3) Yakshl from Jhing K'l Nagara in Mathura district.

(4) Yaksha statue found at Noh, village in Bharatpur district.

(5) Yakshl from Besnagar near Bhopal. Now preserved in Indian museum.

(6) A Yaksha statue from Pavvaya, ancient Pudmavatl, now preserved in 
the Gwalior Museum (inscribed).

(7) Yakshl holding fly-whisk in the right hand (Chamaragrahim) from 
Didarganj, Patna. Bearing bright Mauryan polish. [Fig. 52],

(8) A Yaksha statue from Patna, now preserved in the Indian Museum 
(inscribed).

(9) Yaksha statue from Patna (Inscribed) now preserved in the Indian Museum.

- (10) Yakshl statue at Besnagar locally known as Telin.

(11) Trimukha Yaksha statue—trifaced image found at the site of Rajghat 
(ancient Banaras), now preserved in the Bharat Kala Bhavan, B.H.U. [Fig. 53],

(12) A Yakshadmage hound somewhere in western India, once istalled in the 
Victoria Albert Museum, now in National Museum. Probably it comes from Sopara.

(13) A Yaksha image found at Bhilsa in the bed of river Betwa (Vetravati).

(14) Several big statues of Yakshas found recently in excavations at 
Sisupalgarh in Orissa.

(15) Ahiehchhatra Yaksha from Phalgu-Viliara (Kushana period).

(16) Yakiha” image from Amin in Kurukshetra,



IDENTIFICATION— The question of the identification of this remarkable 
group of statues is of paramount interest for understanding the history of early Indian 
art bath in the Mauryan and Sunga periods. Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy, K. P. 
Jayaswal and Ram Prasad Chanda had worked on this problem and taken part in 
the controversy regarding the proper identification of these images.

Prof. Jayaswal was the first to suggest on the basis of his reading and 
interpretation of the inscription on the Parkham image, that it represented the statue 
of King Ajatsatru of the SiSunaga dynasty. He read the name Kunika which 
according to the Jaina tradition was a second name of Ajatsatru. Subsequently when 
two more Yaksha statues were found at Pataliputra Jayaswal again identified them 
as the portrait statues of two Nanda emperors, Nanda and his son Mahanandl. 
Ram Prasad Chanda, however, controverted this view with cogent arguments 
developed in his monograph entitled. “Four Yaksha Statues”. There he has conclu
sively shown that these statues cannot be taken as those of Magadha emperors but 
represent figures of Yakshas and Yakshls who were worshipped as part of the folk 
cults prevalent in ancient India. Dr. Coomaraswamy was at first inclined to agree 
with Jayaswal but later on convinced that these statues represent Yakshas and Yakshls. 
He wrote about the Parkham Yaksha, “In view of the recent criticism it is impossible 
to adhere to Jayaswal’s view and it is necessary to revert to the opinion that the 
statue represents Yaksha and must date from the third century B.C.”

The question should be decided on the basis of the firm facts. In the first 
instance the short inscription on the female statue, locally known as Mama Devi, 
found at Jhing Ka Nagara, calls it a YakhI (in Prakrit, Sanskrit, YakshI). The statue 
from Pawaya (Padmavatl) also is mentioned in the epigraph as that of Manibhadra 
Yaksha, which was installed by the members of a Goshthi at Pawaya. The image 
found at Noh, in Bharatpur district, was traditionally known as that of a Jakhaiya,
i.e.. Yaksha.

As regards the Parkham image which Dr. Jayaswal identified with that of 
Kunika, the fact is that the inscription mentions the name of a teacher called 
Kunika, and his pupil Kunikantevasl had established that image. At the beginning 
can be read three letters NiShada which obviously form part of the name Manibhada (in 
Prakrit) or Manibhadra. So the Parkham image also represented the Yaksha 
Manibhadra.

As regards the two Patna statues inscription on one of them reads Bhange Achaohha 
Nivika which, may he rendered into Sanskrit as Bhagavan Aksliaya Nivika, i. e. of 
inexhaustible wealth; the inscription on the other as Savata-Nandi i.e. in Sanskrit Sarvatra



Nandi. Both of these are apparently good Yaksha names. Dr. Vogel has mentioned 
(in his Catalogue of the Mathura Museum) that the statue obtained in the Baroda 
village of Mathura district was also being worshipped under the name of Jakhaiya.

We thus see on the basis of both the inscriptions on some of the statues and 
also local traditions obtained on the spot with respect to some of them,'that these were 
the statues of Yakshas and Yakshls whose worship at one time was extremely popular.

STYLE—Stylistically the above group of Yaksha images is distinguished 
by the following characteristic features :—

(1) They are of colossal size (Maliakaya, Maha-pramdna) and massively built 
with pronounced emphasis on muscular strength.

(2) They are usually carved in the round (chaturmuhha-darsana) and, therefore, 
free-standing ; the main effect is frontal, as if they were intended to be seen from the 
front side only.

(3) The drapery consists of a turban on the head and upper scarf thrown on 
the shoulders and arms, or tied round the chest and a dhoti hanging below up to the 
ankles and fastened with a girdle.

(4) The ornaments consists of heavy ear-rings, heavy torque (Kantha) and a 
flat triangular necklace and also armlets with feathered projections.

(5) There is also a tendency to depict the figure as slightly protuberant or 
pot-bellied as in the case of the Parkham Yaksha and Manibhadra Yaksha from 
Pawaya. These images are marked by the distinctive style which is the earliest in 
the history of Indian sculpture as known from historical sites. We have no earlier 
specimens to connect this style with preceding traditions or to throw light on the 
origin of this ait. But its dominant character and almost country-wide extension, 
as for example from Mathura to Orissa and Pataliputra to Bombay, furnish certain 
proofs that this art must have had a long history, most probably rendered in perishable 
material like clay or wood. As regards their position in the evolution of Indian art 
the most natural suggestion is that they were executed during the Mauryan period 
(third century B. C.). It was just the time when stone was being used for architecture 
and sculpture under the direction of the Mauryan emperors Chandragupta and 
Asoka. The polished specimens of Mauryan art represent a court style whereas the 
Yaksha images are examples of folk art.

With the making of these images a style of art became established which 
the artists of the subsequent period were bound to regard as their model. This is 
what we actually find in the art of the Sunga period. The Yaksha images carved in 
the monuments of Bharhut and Sanchi are the proof of the continuity of the Yaksha



tradition both in iconography and in the style of art. The Sanchi and Bharhut 
Yaksha appear in the direct line of their ancestors, viz. the Yaksha images found at 
Parkham in the Mathura district and nearer home at Bhilsa and Pawaya.

M e a n i n g  a n d  C u l t  o f  Y a k s h a — The Yaksha problem in Indian religion, 
literature and art is of dimensions worthy of special attention. Perhaps no other 
cult is as ancient, as widespread and as deeply ingrained in the lives of the people as 
the Yaksha cult. Even today each Indian village has a Yaksha shrine under the 
name of Bir (iTfa-nfa ^  STfT, ), and on enquiry it was found that Yaksha
worship under different names i-s a living cult from Kashmir to the Tamil Land 
(Vlran, Maran, i. e. tutelary deity) and from Assam to Saurashtra. A Yaksha 
shrine is in the nature of a low platform on which a conical aniconic image is placed 
usualy with a niche for lamp. There are four points of distinction between a Soiva Linga 
and a Yaksha image. Firstly, that there should be a Yaksha shrine in each village; 
secondly, a Yaksha image is single on its platform called chatvara (Hindi, Ohaura) 
or sthana (Hindi, than) but a Siva shrine may have other images also. Thirdly, there 
can be no niche or depression for putting a lamp in a Siva Linga ; and fourthly, the 
Yaksha image is peaked at the top, while the Siva Linga is rounded. There is 
evidence in the Puranas to indicate that originally Yaksha cult widely prevailed, but it 
was supplanted by the Siva cult. According to the Matsya Purana the city was under 
the chieftainship of Harikesava Yaksha (still worshipped as Harsu Brahma) who became 
a worshipper of Siva and after his conversion, Siva became the presiding deity of the 
city and Yakslias were relegated to a subordinate position. Even today there are four 
Yaksha platforms or shrines in Banaras Hindu University area and in Varanasi a number 
of them, including Laliura Bir (the junior Yaksha) and Bulla Bir (the senior Yaksha; 
Bulla being a Prakrit form of Sanskrit Vipula) very similar to Cliulakoka and Maha- 
koka Devatas of Bharhut. In medieval India we come across numerous references to 
a group of fifty-two Llrs of which several lists are preserved (see my book : “Ancient 
Indian Folk Quits"). In Gupta art and literature Yaksha worship finds a prominent 
place being represented in Ajanta and mentioned in the Chaturohdni as Itathya Yaksha 
(Yaksha of the street). Kalidasa has immortalised the Yakshas conceived in a rich 
semi-mythical background with Raja-raja Kubsra as their king and Alaka as their 
city, pointed also to the amity between §iva and Kubera, the former having an abode 
in the precincts of the capital. In Kushana art we have hundreds of images at 
Mathura representing Yakshas and Kubera with his consort, Bhadra or Hailti, the 
auspicious goddess of children, whose worship spread from Gandhara to Magadha, 
and who was converted by the Buddha from her nature as a cruel ogress to a bene
volent mother. In the Buiiga art the Yaksha deity reigns supreme since at that time



tile forms of Brahmanical gods and goddesses and also the Buddha or Tlrthankara 
images have not been crystallised. It appears as if the monumental Stupas of Bharhut 
and Sanchi are dedications of a community devoted to the Yaksha deities both in male 
and female forms carved on the gateways and the railings. We are fortunate to 
have labels on some of them, e.g. Kupiro Yakho, Yakhl Sudasana, Suclrilomo YaJcho, Su- 
pavaso Yakho, and the two devatas, Maha Koka and Chula Koka mentioned above. The 
higher religion of the Buddha and the popular cult of Yakshas were shaking hands in 
a strange fraternising spirit and the people ottered their homage equally to both of 
them/ This seems to be the meaning of Asoka’s statement that by his forging contact 
with the people in the countryside and questioning them on matters of religion 
(janapadasa janasa dasanam dhama-palipuchha), the unmingled (lower) gods became mingled 
with the upper ones (amisa deva hum te dani misa kata). It was likely at this time that a 
mass of Yaksha material infiltrated into the Epics. The Ramayana mentions Yaksha- 
hood and immortal life (Yakshatvam amaratvam cha) as synonyms (Kishkindha, 11.94). 
In the Mahabharata Brahma conferred on Vaisravana three boons, viz. immortality, 
lordship of wealth and of sovereignty of the worlds (amaratvam dane sattvam lokapalatva- 
meva cha, Aranyaka Parva, 258. 15).

Baja, literally, the resplendent one, was the title of Yaksha ; their king 
Kubera being called Raja-raja or Maharaja, viz. the big Yaksha. The Buddhist texts 
often refer to the four Maharajika Gods (chattdro mahardjano) of whom Vaisravana, 
king of the Yakshas, was chief of the North, Dhritarashtra, king of the Gandharvas, 
of the East, Virudhaka, king of the Kumbhandas (the ithyphallic dwarf), of the 
South, and Virupaksha, king of the Nagas, of the W est; all the four in reality receiving 
homage as Maha-Raja Gods, who are labelled as Yaksha on the Bharhut railing.

The most important synonym of Yaksha was Brahman, the Mahabharata 
referring to a Yaksha festival as Brahma Maha in which members of all the four 
Farms took part in a festive mood (tataste Irahmanah sane kshatriyascha 
suvismitdh, vaisydh Sudrds cha muditah chakrur brahma-maham tada, Adi Parva, 152, 18). 
In the Matsya country round about Jaipur at its capital city Virata, there used to be a 
big Yaksha festival or Brahma Maha which was supervised by the king himself and 
at which wrestling bouts formed the main feature. From the earliest times Yaksha 
came to be associated with long life and wealth and it was an important factor in their 
cult becoming so popular. In iconography we find Yakshas holding a nectar flask. 
The Yaksha city is called Brahma-pura in the Santi Parva and referred to as inviolable 
(avadhyam-Brahma-puram, Santi Parva 171.15). Indeed the belief in the death-conquering 
ability of the Yakshas was so deep-rooted that even the gods Sankarshana and Vasudeva 
have been given the epithet anihata, a synonym of avadhya, in the Ghosundi inscription.



The Atharvaveda describes a Yaksha abode as aparajita Brahma-pun {KV. 10.2.29-33). 
The Yaksha cult finds an important place in the religious stream of the Atharvaveda 
and we also meet with attempts at sublimating the imagery of Yaksha since the 
Creator himself is referred to as the Great Yaksha standing in centre of these worlds, 
walking on water or the primeval flood and deriving his movements from the power of 
Heat (mahad yaksham blmvanasya midhye tapasi krantam salilasya prislithe). The latter 
feature is well known since the Yaksha conversing with Yudhishthira was the deity of 
a lake and several big images of Yakshas have been found on the banks of ponds or 
rivers, as in the case of the towering Yaksha from Besnagar which is 12 ft. high. A 
Yaksha was also called Mahat or Adbhuta, the former term is often used, and Buddha 
speaks of MaC-worship (mahadupatthdna) as of lowly character (tirachchhana vijja, 
michchla jiva, Brahmajala Sutta).

In the Rigveda Yaksha worship is mentioned several times but not as an 
approved way. The followers of Mitra and Varuna are desired to remain free from 
Yaksha influence (RV. VII.61.5). It is prayed that in the face of Mitra and Varuna 
of wondrous powers (adbhuta-kratu) being present, there was no need of a deity like 
Yaksha (RV. V.70.4). In one place Agni is said to be big enough to be even the 
lord of Yaksha (Yakshasyadhyaksham tavisham bfihantam, RV, X.88.13). There is a 
more specific reference in which the abode of Yaksha or a Yaksha shrine is explicitly 
mentioned (yaksham sadam, RV. IV.3.13), ‘praying to Agni tha t he should not visit 
the place of a Yaksha to which deluded persons were going’, probably a reference to 
the lower class of people, not following the Aryan deities and who believed in the 
Yaksha cult. But there is one reference to show that the Yakshas began to be 
associated with beautiful form even in the Rigveda, the Maruts being compared to 
beautiful goodlooking and benevolent Yakshas (yaksliadriso na Sobhayantamarydli, 
RV. VII.56.16). This aspect of the Yakshas being good spirits gradually found deeper 
root as in the Grihya Sutras where the new student admitted to the Vedic school 
wishes himself to be as loving to the eye as a Yaksha (yaksliamiva chakshushah priyo va 
bhuyasam, Gobhila G.S. 3. 4. 28, Drahyayana G. S. 3. 1. 25). This phase of Yaksha 
cult gained strength and during the Janapada period (c. 1200-500 B.C.j the Yaksha 
cult established its authority over the whole people, as we find in the Pali and Ardha- 
Magadhi literature. (Nay a-dhamma-kaha, 1. 25; Jiayapaseniya, Kandika 1. 48). 
Amongst the several lists of the cult-festivals including as many as 20 or more names 
we find Yakkha Malm or Vessamam-maha as one of them. The Atharva reflecting 
the popular beliefs more faithfully is full of the glorification of the Yaksha god saying 
that all the chiefs in the kingdom pay homage to the great Yaksha (mahad Yaksham 
bhuvanasya madhye tasmii baliih rashtni-bhrito hharanti, AV. 10. 8. 15). As a matter



of fact the belief in the Nagas and the Yakshas was rooted in the soil. These deities 
were taken wholesale in the Hindu religion and in this process a great deal of 
mutual borrowing took place. Indra, Varuna, Aryama, all leading Vedic gods, whose 
essential features were fixed in the IJigveda quit their high pedestal and mingle 
with the lowly Yakshas. In Greece, too, the gods of the Olympian heights came 
to mingle with Hermes or rough stone monuments representing local godlings before 
actual images were planned for them. In the list of Yakshas given in the Mahabharata, 
the Buddhist literature and the Puranas, wa find that most of these Vedic gods are 
identified as Yakshas. In a Sutra of Pan ini (V. 3. 84) giving a list of godlings after 
whom personal names were adopted for children by their parents, we find mention 
of Sevala, Supari, and Visala (names of Yakshas) read with Varuna and Aryama, 
who originally were Vedic deities, but in this context are names af Yakshas. Visala 
is one of the assembly of Yakshas attending the Vaisravana Sabha in the Sabha 
Parva (10. 16). Varuna is a Yaksha chief in the list of the Atmatiya Suttanta 
(Digha Nikdya, III, 195; Dialogue of the Buddha, vol. HI) which text mentions 
Indra, Soma, Varuna, Prajapati along with Manibliadra and Alavaka as Yaksha 
chiefs. In the Yaksha list of the Maha-MayurT, an important and religious text, 
Vishnu is the name of the Yaksha of Dvaraka.

Several important Yaksha shrines are mentioned, e.g. Yaksha Sakya Vardhana 
at Kapilavastu, Yaksha Purnabhadra at Champa, Yaksha Moggara-pani at Rajagriha, 
Indra-saila Yaksha near Rajagriha, YakshinI shrine probably of Yard or Ildnti at 
Rajagriha (Aranyaka, 83. 23), a Yaksha in the gateway at Vaisall, Yaksha Suchiloma 
near Rajagriha, Ohaitya of Yaksha Soradamya at Vaisali and of Manibhadra in 
Mithila. The details of worship included music, dance, offering of lights, flowers, 
eatables, etc., a code different from the Vedic Yajnas and similar to the patram, 
pushpam, phalam, toyam manner of the Gita.

As regards the Yaksha images we find two equally strong traditions, viz. 
aniconic forms continuing up to now and the dominant sized images desciibed above as 
a group of the wide geographical distribution from Kurukshetra to Oiissa and In alia 
Sopara on the western coast near Bombay. The Atharvaveda had set a norm for 
these big images calling them Yaksham atmxnvat, the big-bo lied one (A\ . 10.2.32). 
The epic described the Yaksha as colossal in size (mxhd-kdyx\ lofty lik^ tim palm 
(tala samuohchhrita), towering high like a mountain (pxrvatopxm i), . adiant like the 
sun and fire, death-conquering (adhrishya, Aranyaka Paiva, 297. _0 21), and 
great physical strength (mah'a-bala). The available Yaksha statues literally confirm 
this definition, and as every art critic has observed, they are most impressive by their 
size and ponderous volume magnificently conceived as free-standing deities, command-



ing the whole countryside and worshipped as Yakshas (Hindi, sfFjf, 3f%)TT) for 
about 2500 years. From the point of view of art, these statues appear as grand 
ancestors of the subsequent Bodhisattva, Buddha, Tirthankara and Vishnu images ; 
not only the size and plastic effect but the various elements of drapery and orna
mentation were adopted by later artists called upon to evolve an monographic formula 
for new divine figures. This is a point which cannot be over emphasised in a history 
of Indian art, an appraisal of which helps us to understand clearly the origins of the 
Kushana and Gupta statuary. It is certain that the tradition of folk art had an 
independent style of greater vitality than even the court art of the Mauryan times. 
Also, the stone images of Yakshas may belong to the fourth-third centuaries but the 
iconographic idiom was of much greater antiquity, and rendered through the medium 
of clay, a feature suriving to our own times.

We still find some very big images made temporarily of earth and worshipped 
for a time only, both in North India and the South (Tamil, Ayyanar images). 
Thus the iconographic tradition of the Yaksha figures have been preserved. The 
right hand was shown in abliaya-mudra, a divine feature later on accepted for Buddha, 
Bodhisattva and other images. Sometimes the flywisk was a distinguishing emblem 
of Yaksha or YakshI image (cf. the DIdarganj YakshT), the idea being that these 
deities were attendant on their king, Maha-raja Vaisravana or Kubera and this was a 
mark of honour proclaiming their relationship with the god of wealth and immortality. 
There are long lists of Yaksha names but of them five were chosen as a group named 
Paficha Vira, viz. Manibhadra, Purnabhadra, Dirghabhadra, Yakshabhadra and 
Svabhadra, who in the gradual replacing of the Yaksha hegemony by Bhagavata 
deities became a group of the five Vrishni heroes (Paficha-V>ishni Virus) (as Sankarshana, 
Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Samba) mentioned in the Mora Well-Inscription 
from Mathura. It was believed that an auspicious Jewel (Bhadra Mam) was in the 
custody of Yaksha Manibhadra, a close associate of Kubera and the Master of his 
treasures. Wealth and immortality or long life were the two human factors which 
made Yaksha worship of irresistible appeal to the folk mind. Religion, literature and 
art all testify to the importance of this ancient cult.



/
8. Suriga-Kanva Art (C. 184 B. C-27 B. C.)

The Sunga period of Indian history begins with the coronation of Pushyamitra 
Sunga (c. 184 B. C.>: He was a mighty emperor who assumed the title of Senapati
and cleared Madhyadesa from the dangers of Greek invasions. Patanjali, the great 
grammarian, author of the Mahabhashya commentary, lived in his time and was most 
probably the chief priest in his Yajtii. It seems to have been a period of Sanskrit 
revival and of great religious movement and literary creation. In the domain of art 
we find the use of stone adopted on a country-wide scale. The tradition of building 
monumental Stupas realised in great splendour seen as at Bharhut, Sanchi and 
Amaravati, and the art of carving transferred from wooden to lithic medium in establi
shed convention which set the norm for the evolution of the classical art of India. The 
religious beliefs about the worship of YaJcshas and Nagas and other folk deities on the 
one hand and the popular faith in Buddhism on the other were transferred to the 
medium of art with lasting perfection and beauty. The art of the Sunga age is dis
tinguished not only by monumental quality and grandeur of conception but by a rare 
harmony and feeling of great joy in which many popular motifs were admitted with 
utmost natural simplicity. A detailed analysis of Sunga art motifs puts in our 
possession the main springs of Indian decorative art rooted in the utmost antiquity. 
It appears that the leaves of an ancient and traditional textbook are being opened 
illustrated with traditional motifs like &r2-Lctkshmi, Purmghata, scenes of Uttarahuru, 
Dharimchala a, Triratna, Kalp&vriksha, Kalpalata and a hundred other motifs of great 
variety and richness. The assemblage of motifs in Sunga art is like a vast epic in 
which the entire religious life of the people may be seen as if reflected in a mirror for 
all time to come. Asoka had started the building of the Stupas as a movement on a 
big scale and the same fructifies in full glory in Sunga art.

The Stupa

The Stupa, literally a mound (Hindi thiiha, Pali thubha), was a sepulchral 
monument generally made of earth on the site of the funeral pyre (chita) owing to 
which it was also known as cliaitya. The practice was to mark the spot of cremation 
raising a mound of earth or planting a Pipala tree both of which came to be termed 
chaitya. The mound cf earth was associated with a wooden post which was therefore 
termed as chaitya-yupa, the like of which are known in the burial mounds of Lauria 
Randangarh, The original mound of earth served as a pore to be encased later by



bricks and in the next stage by stone known as sila-kafichuka or sila-achchhadana. The 
Stupa of Bharhut was covered with bricks and plastered on the outside and that of 
Sanchi also encased with stone. Such enlargements of the original mounds of earth 
which were held to be specially sacred were a common feature of the bigger Stupas of 
later times known as Malmakhya brought about by the conversion of the smaller ones 
(Alpe-sakhyd). The construction of the brick and stone Stupas gave rise to complicated 
technical problems of architecture which were further elaborated by the building of 
railings and gateways. In no other Indian monument, excepting the temples, the 
architectural evolution is so regularly traceable from the simplest to the most complex 
form in each essential element as well as decorative features with successive belts of 
which the classical and medieval Stupas were loaded. The antiquity of the Stupa 
monument both on the religious and architectural side is a matter of great significance 
for the history of Indian art.

E a r l i e r  T r a d i t i o n  a n d  S y m b o l is m  : The Stupa now associated primarily 
with Buddhism had a much earlier origin. It goes back to the Rigveda where the 
flaming pile of Agni’s light is spoken of as a Stupa (RV. 7. 2. I)1; the Stupa is compared 
to the outspreading form of a tree standing erect (RV. 1. 24. 7j2. We also find there 
the idea of a descendant of Angiras (a name of Agni) called Hiranya-stupa, the Golden 
Stupa, who had invoked god Savita as the supreme pile of splendour implying that 
both Agni on earth and Savita in heaven are like the two golden Stupa from which 
cosmic life emanates. In Vedic symbology Gold examplifies the Seed of Life {Prana), 
and thus the Mound of Gold (lliranya-stapa) or the Pillar of Fire was regarded as the 
appropriate symbol of the life principle as it exists in the individual and the universal. 
In pre-Buddhist tradition the Stupa had come to be accepted as the monument associ
ated with the life of a Mahapurusha, who was regarded as a “Mound of Gold” or “Pile 
of Light” (Agni Skandha). Verily, in nature Surya or Savita is such a Pillar of Light 
or Mound of Gold, a vast conflagaration of Divine Resplendence. The Buddha who 
had obtained such perfection of knowledge and become the Enlightened One (Bhagavan, 
Samyak-Sambuddha), was truly the object of worship through the symbol of the Stupa. 
As tradition says, his ashes were parcelled out into eight portions and each of them 
(<tiarira-dhatu) was deposited in a commemorative Stupa. Of these eight, seven were
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raised by Kshatriyas, viz. temporal powers, and the eighth by a Brahmana representing 
the spiritual authority of the Buddha. It means that the original Stupa symbolism 
associated with the Buddha represented completely the two essential elements of his 
nature, viz. the Buddha as ChakravartI and the Buddha as Yogi which later on played 
an important part in the formulating of the Buddha’s image, i. e. sovereign ruler with 
Ohhatra and Chamara and a Yogic teacher of universal Dharma seated on diamond seat 
of Padmdsana.

The Stupa exercised its fascination on the minds of the people. The learned 
regarded it as a metaphysical symbol and the common man worshipped it as the visible 
symbol of the Great Light that once was and whose relics were still enshrined 
within the heart of the Stupa. The spherical or cylindrical drum, sited on the ground 
and crowned by a harmika, or Divine Mansion (Deva-sadana) was in itself a complete 
symbol of the Mahapurusha, the Great Being.

The Buddha was but a manifestation of the powers that inhere in that universal 
Purusha whose symbol is Surya. As a scion of the solar dynasty, viz. the race of the 
Ikshvaku kings whose descent from Surya was well known, he represented an individual 
ray of that light which is the Divine Supernal Sun. It was, therefore, a problem for 
the early metaphysicians in Buddhism to fix upon an appropriate symbol to commemo
rate the Enlightened One. The Chakra and the Stupa were selected as two arch 
symbols by the early Buddhist teachers. The Wheel or Chakra became the symbol 
of Dharma, i. e. the World Order of which the Buddha was an exalted exponent. 
The Dhamma is the foundation and support of the cosmos, and is the perfect symbol of 
Time which is threefold as the Chakra is called Tryadhva, i. e. the revolving wheel of 
the three times (Skt. Adhvan) i. e. “present, past and future”. (Edgerton, BESD. 
p. 260). The Stupa as the second symbol represents the solar light or the Sun which 
is the source of the power that manifests in the Dharma Chakra.

In Vedic symbology the Stupa of Agni as the type of the cosmic Fire or the 
universal principle of creativity, becomes individuated a t one centre in the Yajfia as 
Yupa, the Tiller. This association is evident in the funeral mounds of Lauria Nandan- 
garh where the Stupa and the Yupa were found together, and also best illustrated in 
the great Stupa of Sanchi where Asoka erected his pillar in front of the original Stupa.

The symbolism or the representational basis of the Yupa was completely 
transferred to the Stupa as we find it in Buddhism. The Yupa was comprised of the 
following four parts :—

1 The portion that is dug in the ground (nikhata). This is sacred to the 
world of the fathers (pitri), the departed ancestors in whose memory the Stupa is also 
raised.



2 The portion above the dug-in-part, up to the girdled rope {urdhvam nikhata- 
darasanayai). This is the portion sacred to the world of men (manushyaloka).

3 The portion above the girdle up to the topring [yadurdhvam raknayd 
aolmhalam). This is sacred to the world of gods (devaloka).

4 The space of two or three fingers’ breadth above the top-ring (urdhvam 
ohmhSlat dmyahgulam va trayangulam va). This uppermost portion is sacred to the 
world of the archetypal gods (Sadhyadeva).1

In the Hindu temple also, of which the architecture followed similar meta
physical principle, we find this fourfold division in the form of the basement (jagati), 
the cubical portion (garbhagriha or mandovara), the tower (sikliara), and the kalak 
placed on the amcdaka-sila as its base and surmounted on the top by the dhvaja or 
the emblem of the deity corresponding to the yashti and chhatra in the centre of 
the harmika. It is evident that the ancient Stupa and the Prasada were developed 
from an identical religious consciousness and both were symbolical representations of 
the manifest cosmos and unmanifest divine. In one case the deity is the Buddha, 
in the other the Deva, both enshrining the great light. The Stupa from this point 
of view, although raised on the relics of a Mahapurusha when he had passed away, 
actually was not a mournful sign but an emblem of greatest festivity. That the 
Great Man had entered parinirvana was no cause for sorrow. The idea behind it 
was one of universal joy and felicitation—a thanksgiving that the Mahapurusha 
had appeared on earth and lighted a flame which was going to be perpetual, a light 
which would never be put out, a ray emanating from his forehead that would 
encompass all regions of space. Thus the Stupa was verily the mound of gold 
(Hiranya-sttipu), standing as the dominant symbol of Wisdom, Dharma and Sovereign 
Spiritual Authority. This is shown in the numerous scenes of dance and music as 
well as the varied life of gods and men amongst the carved scenes on the railings and 
gatways of the Stupa, and later on as at Amaravati and Nagarjunikonda even on 
the casing slabs.

Thus it is clear that the Stupa raised its monumental head as a complete 
example of the indigenous religious spirit rooted deep in the soil and in the hearts 
of the people. I t was not an exotic innovation and did not depart from the belief 
universally held. It is, therefore, that we find the entire community of the people

1. T a s y a  y a n n ik h d ta m .  T e n a  p i t r i l o k a m  j a y a t y a t h a y a d  u r d h v a m  n ik h a ta d a r s a n a y a i  te n a  m anu sh ya- 

lo k a rh  ja y a l y a t h a  y a d u r d h v a m  r a s a n d y d  a, c h a s h u la t  ten a  d e v a to k a m  j a y a ty a th a  y a d  u r d h v a m  c h a s h a ld t  d v y a h g u la m  va  

t r a y a n g u la m  v a  s d d h y a , i t i  d e v a s te n a  te s h a m  lo k a m  j a y a t i  sa  lo k o  v a i  s d d h y a i r  d e v a i r b h a v a t i . Y a  e v a m e ta d d v e d a  //
S a ta p a th a  B ra h m a n a ,

3,7.1.25 ; see Eggeling, S a c r e d  B o o k s  o f  th e  E a s t ,  Vol. XXVI, pp. 173-4.



dedicating themselves, as shown by the donative epigraphs, to the building and the 
worship of the Stupa. This is also the reason why the Stupa did not from the
outset remain exclusive but incorporated within its fold the popular cults of the
Nagas, Yakshas, Suparnas, Kumbhan .’as, and the numerous rich worlds of gods and
men. Just as the various streams mingle their waters in the ocean similarly the
various cults whole-heartedly contributed to the planning, decoration, imagery and 
the overall embellishment of the Stupa. The building of a Mahastupa like that of 
Bharhut and Sanchi could not have been an ordinary event. It was as if the 
multifold life of the whole people found ample and lofty expression in these Maha- 
Chaityas. That it was no haphazard event either is also demonstrated by the all- 
out sanction which the Great Buddha himself had given in its favour as his last will 
to Ananda.

“How should we honour the body (relic-bones) of the Tathagata ?” asked
Ananda.

“O Ananda, you need not engage yourself in worshipping the body of the 
Tathagata. But you dedicate yourself to the right meaning (sadattha) expounded by 
the Tathagata as so many Kshatriyas, Brahmanas, and householders are doing.”

But Ananda out of his overpowering devotion was impervious to this suggestion 
of the Teacher, and he repeated .the question—'“How should we honour the body 
of the Tathagata ?” The Buddha knowing the devout heart of Ananda, melted and 
replied: “As they do for the remains of a Chakravartin King, so Ananda they
should do for the remains of the Tathagata. At the four cross-roads, similar to the 
Stupa they raise for the Chakravartin, should they raise a Stupa for the Tathagata.1

According to this injunction a Stupa commemorates a Chakravartin King and 
a Buddha. Amongst those deserving by their greatness or piety the honour of a Stupa 
the Buddha also included the Pratyeka Buddhas, which denoted the honoured saints 
of other faiths also. This tradition of giving burial to the holy saints has been handed

1. Ananda— “ K  a t  han't m a y  a m B h a n te  T a th a g a ta s s a  s a m e  p a t i p a j j a m d ’t i  ? ”

Buddha— “ A v y a v a ta  tu m h e A n a n d a  h o lh a  T a th a g a ta s s a  s a r i r a p d j x y a .  I i ig h a  tu m h e  A n a n d a  s a d a t th a  

g h a f a th a . .. .”

Ananda— “ K a th a i i i  p a n a  B h a n te  T a th a g a ta s s a  s a m e  p a t i p a j j i t a b b a i f i ’t i . ”

Buddha— “ Y a t h a  kho A n a n d a  r a i l  a s  c h a k k a v a tt is s a  s a m e  p a t i p a j j a n t i ,  e v a m  T a th a g a ta s s a  s a r ir a  

p a t ip a j j i t a b b a m ’t i . ”

Ananda— “ K a th a i i i  p a n a m  B h a n te  r a n h o  c h a k k a v a t t i s s a  s a m e  p a t i p a j j a n t i ’ t i  ?”

Buddha— “ . . . c h a lu m m a h a p a th e  ran .n o c h a k k a v a t t i s s a  th u p a m  k a r o n ti .  E v a m ...... ch a tu m m a h a p a th e

T a th a g a ta s s a  th i ip o  k d t a b b o . . . . ’



down to this day. It may be imagined that the Buddha was here giving his sanction to 
an ancient practice well known to the people and of wide acceptance by them.

It may also be noted that in referring to the ancient tradition of the funeral 
mounds the Satapatha Brahmana has noted two architectural, viz. square (chatuhrakti) 
and round (parimanddla) forms for a burial mound, and it is especially recorded that the 
monuments of the easterners {pr achy ah) were circular.1

Building of a Stupa

The building of a Stupa was a stirring event involving dimensional planning 
and effort. This is evident in the description given by the Mahavamsa (chapters 28-31). 
The great Stupa was known as Malta Thupa (20. 4) or Malta. Ohetiya (20. 4). Its cons
truction was known Thupa Kamma or Mahatliuparambha, and the superintendent of work 
as Kammadhitthaydka (30. 98). A stone Stupa was called Silathupa. The Mahavama 
specifically tells us that at the site of the Stupa (thupatthana) a pillar was erected 
and in accordance with the ancient terminology, pointed out above, this pillar continued 
to be called a Tupa (haretva hi tain yupain thupattlianam ahhanayi). On the appointed 
day the priest and the people assembled at the chosen spot. A Full Vase (purnaghata) 
was installed in the centre. The king walked up to it and holding out to his minister 
a rod (paribhamana dandaka) which was secured "with a string to a fixed golden post, 
asked him to measure the site for the Stupa. When this was about to be done a wise 
and experienced Mahathera, seeing the danger in planning a Mahastupa of that 
dimension, advised the king that he should desist from a plan of such colossal size 
which was difficult to achieve and restrict himself to building only a Majjima Ohetiya 
instead of a Malta Ohetiya. The central Stupa was called Ohetiya and round it the 
paraphernalia of railing and gateways was called Chetiyavatta (Skt, Chaityavarta), i. e. 
the peripheral portion of the Stupa.

The laying of the foundation was the first act in the building. Soldiers were 
employed for transporting pieces of broken stone (gudapasanaha, 9. 30) which were 
reduced to grit form (chunnita) with sledge-hammer (leutd. It was further pulverised 
by moving elephants having their feet covered with leather hoses (chammavanadhdha 
padelti mahaliattlulii maddayi, 29. 4). The building expert thus accomplished consoli
dation of the ground (bhumiya tliirabhavattha, 29. 4). Then the foundation of this 
stony material (pasanalcottimi) was laid over with a kind of specially prepared plaster 
called Navanita Mattika, which wis given this name from its thin consistency like that

1. C hatuh , s r a k t i .  D e o a sc h a su ra sc h o b h a ye  p f a j a p a l y d  d ik s h v a s p a r d h a n ta  te  d e v a  a su ran tsapa tridn  

b K a tr iv y a n d ig b h y o n u d a n la  te  d ik k a h  p a r a b h n v a m ta s m ld y a  d a iv y a j i  p r a ja s th a tu h s r a k t in i  t a h  s m a s d n a n i ku rva te  

t h a y d  a s u r ja h  p ra ch j> a U va d ye  t v a tp a r im a i id a la n i•



of batter (sushama navamta mattika). This ancient name was replaced later on in the 
Gupta period by the word Mashaka as found in the Vishnudharmottara Purana (40. 3 ; 
41. 14) in connection with the plaster used in preparing the surface for painting. This 
is called Masha in the present day terminology which is literally the same as Navanlta 
(Skt. Mrakshana; Pahlvi; Masaka ; Skt. back-formation : Mashakam—Hindi, Guj. Maska). 
This plaster clay was prepared by mixing lime-plaster (kharasudha), murum-sand 
(marumba), brick-powder (itthaka chunna), clay [mattika), realgar (red arsenic, manahsila) 
mixed with til oil (tila taila), molasses (rasodaka), pulp of the Kapittha fruit, Kruvinda 
powder and some insense (sugandliaka). This formula for preparing the vajralepa 
plaster also occurs in the Vishnudharmottara Purana, which prescribes the Bilva 
(Aegle Marmelos) fruit for Kapittha and names the insence as Guggula (Vishnudharmot
tara, 40. 1-3). Such foundation floor of stone grit and plaster was actually found at 
Bharhut by Cunningham.

Ten crores of bricks were ordered to be stacked at different points of the 
compass marked by a platform for offering flowers (pushpadhana, 30.56 i.e. 
puslipagrahanl vedika, BHSD. p. 218 ; cf. Smith Mathura Jain Stupa, pi. XX). The 
Oliaitya or Bhatugarbha was to be built by those bricks (ittliaka dasakotiyo, 30.56). The 
actual form of the dome is compared to a water bubble (mahabubbula, 30.13). On 
the day when the construction was to begin the king ordered stores of clothes, 
garlands and food, barbers and toilet-men serving the whole people (porajanapada 
cheva) who had come to participate in the great festival with music and dance. W ith 
large retinue, including forty thousand well-dressed persons, the king proceeded to the 
spot. Theras from many lands had gathered, what to say of the priests of the 
island itself (nanadesa pi agatichchJm bahavo bhikkhavo idha, 29.29). Monks from 
-^^jagfiha> 6ravastl, Vaisall, Kausambl, UjjayinI, Pataliputra, Kashmir, Vindhyatavl, 
Bodhagaya and the Greek city Alasanda, were invited and assembled in large 
numbers to witness the foundation ceremony. After completion the brick Stupa was 
covered with slabs of marrow-colour stone (mcdavennaka pasana, 20.51). The decorative 
motif on the various parts of the Stupa comprised the following Ashta-mangalika 
symbols, pupphalata (flower garland), chatuppada panti (row of animals), hamsa panti 
(row of geese), mulcta kiiikinikajalaka (festoons of pearls and small tinglers), 
suvarna ghanta panti (row of golden bells), damani (garlands), muktadamakalSpaka 
(clustered pearl pendents), ravickanda-iara. rupa-padumaka (full lotus medallions, 
crescent shaped rosettes, stellar rosettes), punnagliata panti (row of Full Vases), afijali 
paggalia deva (gods holding their hands in adoration), nachchaka devata (sadamattaka of 
Divyavadana, groups of dancing gods), turiyavadaka devata (gods playing on musical 
instruments), adasa galiaka deva (gods holding mirrors), pnppha sakhadhara deva (divine 
figures with flowering sticks), padumadika galiaka deva (figures holding lotuses),



ratanagghiya panti (row of jewels), Dhammachakka pantl (row of Dhctrmachakras), 
Jchaggadhara (row of figiues holding daggers), patidhara devapanti (row of figures 
holding bowls, karotapani devdh of Divyavadana), and many other kinds of divine 
figures (aMte deva chanekadha 30.65-68, 90-93;. Jataka scenes were carved in the 
meanders of golden creepers and numerous scenes from the life of the Buddha (a list 
of about thirtyfive scenes is being recounted) were carved on the body of the Stupa. 
Figures of Mahabrahma, Sakra, Panchasikha holding a Vina, Mara with a thousand 
arms along with his female retinue, the four Maharajika gods, the thirty-three gods 
(tettimsa devaputta), thirty-two divine princesses (dvattimsa cha kumariyo), twenty-eight 
Yaksha kings (yakkhasenapati atkhavimsati), were represented. All the life-scenes of the 
Buddha beginning from his decision in the Tushita heaven and up to his sitting on 
the Bodhimanda were depicted. The Vessantara Jataka specially was rendered in 
great detail (Vessantara jatakam tu vittharena akarayi, 30.88). Other Jataka scenes 
were also carved on the railings and slabs of the Stupa (ye bhuyyena akaresi Jatakani, 
30. 87).

The above description of a Mahastupa shows the extraordinary importance 
of these monuments in the Buddhist world. It holds good in a large measure in the 
case of such Mahastupas as those of Bharhut and Sanchi both from the point of 
view of architecture and decoration although it is of particular application to the 
Stupas of the Andra country, viz. those of Amaravati and Nagarajunikonda. Those 
latter had decorative casing slabs which in the case of Bharhut and Sanchi were 
plain (rupalcane’tya sablani dhatugalbhe manorame, 30,97). The second architectural 
feature in the case of the Stupas in the Andra region consisted in the box-like 
projections on the four sides joined to the main Garbha and each supporting five 
Ayaka Kamblias (chatupassamhi chaturo mafijusarii viya yojiya, 30.60). Lastly the white 
colour of the stone (medavanna pasana) mentioned several times (30.57, 59, 96) 
gives a true pointer in the direction of the Andhra Stupas and not those of Central 
India which are built of red stone.

The Stupa Architecture

The Stupa was built on the foundation of stone blocks called pashana-kuttima. 
On this foundation a hemispherical dome called anda was raised. In the earlier period 
the ratio between the diameter and the height of the Stupa was less than in the case 
of the Stupas of the later period. The drum of the earlier Stupas resembled a bell 
(gliantakara). In the later Stupas the drum became more elevated and elongated 
becoming cylindrical in form described as Malia-bubbula shape, i. e. a giant water 
bubble. The top of the hemisphere was truncated and on its flat surface a modest



plat-form enclosed by a railing was added known as harmika, literally, mansion of the 
gods which exactly corresponded to Vedic deva-sadana, of which the position was on the 
third ridge above the earth. In the centre of the harmika was fixed a post, Yashtii 
surmounted by a series of three parasols (triclihatra or Chhatravali) of which the number 
was later on raised to seven. [Fig- 54].

In course of time a natural development in the architecture of Stupa was the 
desire to enclose it on all sides and this enclosure was called vedika a term taken 
from the architecture of the Vedic Yajna. It was derived from the sacrificial altars 
called Vedi and seems to have originally signified the structure erected round the fire 
altar. The same form was later extended to an enclosure round any sacred object of 
worship ; e. g. the word is used in the Ramayana for a railing round a chaitya-vriksha. 
In the Rummindei Inscription of Asoka a stone enclosure was erected round the stone- 
pillar by Asoka under the name of sila-vigada-lldcha. In the Ghosundl Inscription of 
Narayana Vataka the enclosure is called prakara, i. e. a wall-like railing round the 
tablet of worship (puja-sila). The same architectural feature was adopted for the 
Stupas. In the case of the Bharhut and other Stupas the Vedika consisted of a series 
of upright pillars (stamblia, thamblia) each pillar was fixed to the ground by inserting its 
lower part in the socket of a stone basement {alambanapindika), buried under the earth 
to serve as the foundation. Between each pair of upright posts were fixed three 
transverse bars (suchi) of which the ends were inserted in the sockets cut into the 
narrower sides of the pillars. The sokets were lenticular in shape and the cross-bars 
were of the form of flat pillows on account of which they were later on known as takia. 
The top of the pillars was bonded together by a series of coping stones (ushmsa) which 
had on the bottom sidesocket holes (chulli) to receive the tenons (chuda) of the upright 
poles. The copings were round on the top and provided enough space on the two 
vertical sides for carving of decorative motifs and narrative scenes which became a 
very pleasing feature of Stupa sculpture. Thus the four constituent parts, viz. the 
basement, upright pillar, cross-bar and the coping were bonded together into stable 
structure. [Fig. 55]. The great railing, mahavedika at Bharhut was profusely carved 
but the one at Sanchi was plain without any decoration. The railing was provided on 
four sides with four gateways called torana facing the four cardinal points. [Fig. 56], 
This was an important architectural feature of which the roots lay in the traditional 
philosophical conception of the fourfold pattern of creation symbolised in the four 
regions of space round a central fixed point or mount of gold called Meru. This 
became a religious cult of wide-spread popular belief known as Disamaha. The Stupa 
with its gateways and railings was a complete symbol of the tetradic pattern of the 
cosmos as evolved in Buddhist religious tradition.
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The path of circumambulation fpradakshina-patha) ran round the Stupa on its 
ground level inside the railing. Besides the ground railing another pradalcshina-patha 
was provided about the middle of the dome by erecting a raised platform round the 
Stupa which was known as medhi, a terrace. This high terrace for the second 
pradakshina-patha was also provided with a railing of smaller pillars. The third railing 
of which the pillars were even smaller was built at the top round the harmika.

Stupa cf Bharhut
The village of Bharhut is situated six miles to the north-east of Uchahara, and 

nine miles nearly due south of the Satna station on the Jabulpore railway. It is 
exactly 120 miles to the south west of Allahabad and rather more than half way 
towards Jabulpore. The village belonged to- the erstwhile Nagod State. It was on 
the ancient route which connected the north Kosala country with Chedi and Dakshiija- 
Kosala and was one of the most frequented highways which picked up the Magadha 
sector through the Son Valley. As indicated by the inscriptions the rich merchants and 
householders dedicated their wealth in raising one of the most impressive monuments 
of Indian art in the centre of this highway of trade. The other parallel route lay 
towards the west connecting Mathura with Vidisa on the Vetravatl in Central India 
and with Pratishthana on the Godavari in the south. Here the Stupa of Sanchi 
occupied a position similar to that of Bharhut and the two together furnish proof of 
some intercontinental planning ordained by the exigencies of commercial and religious 
life. The two Stupas are closely interrelated not only by their massive architecture 
but by the exhaustive documentation of religious ideas and art forms and especially 
the traditional folk cults and motifs depicted on an epic scale. Both of them 
adequately illustrate the art movement which submerged the country during the Sunga 
period as the natural outcome of the art consciousness generated during the 
Mauryan age.

The Stupa of Bharhut was sixtyseven ft. eight and a half inches in diameter 
at the base but only a very small portion was left when Cunningham visited it in 1873, 
viz. 10 ft. in length and 6 ft. in height. This portion was on the southeast side and 
contained rows of small recesses (13| in. broad at top, in. at bottom and 8 | to 9 in. 
apart) for lights (dipamala) of which the number for whole of the Stupa seemed to have 
been about 120 for 600 lights in each row. The whole Stupa was built of plain bricks 
of 12" x l 2 " x 3 |"  size, some large ones being 5" to 6" thick. The height of the 
Stupa could not be ascertained but its form with the dome and the harmika can be 
made out from the several replicas engraved in relief on railings. The original Stupa 
was made of plain bricks and stood on a strong foundation of solid stone blocks. 
Round the Stupa on the ground floor stood the magnificent inner railing consisting of
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four quadrants and four gateways facing the four cardinal points. The pradakshind- 
patha between the Stupa and railing had a terrace 10' 4" wide. In all there were 80 
upright pillars each 7' 1" in height with a coping on the top (7' in length, 1' 10" in 
height, 1' 8" in width, total length of the copings 330 ft.) raising the height of the 
railing to about 9 ft. Between each pair of the uprights (stJiambha) were fixed three 
cross-bars (mclii) (1' 111" in length, V  10 |" in breadth, with a thickness of 6" ; in all 
228 cross-bars). There were sixteen pillars in each quarter portion of the railing with 
four additional pillars in the return-screen in front of each gateway. Each torana 
gateway comprised of two tall pillars which supported an imposing superstructure of 
three parallel architraves with spiral projecting ends on the two sides and separated 
from each other by square stone blocks and the horizontal space between each pair of 
such curved beams was filled by smaller pillars. The detailed architectural scheme 
has been described by Cunningham and discussed by Barua. Cunningham found 47 
pillars of the original railing, 35 on the spot and 12 from the neighbouring villages of 
Batanmara and Pathora and 16 out of 40 coping stones. Pt. Brijmohan Vyas has 
added to the collection of the Allahabad Municipal Museum 53 pieces from the Bharhut 
Torana-Vedika. They included 32 pillars, one corner pillar with a front and side face, 
three cross bars, 14 coping stones, one fragment of a capital, 2 other blocks and a 
stairway. The stony frame-work of the gateways although seemingly slender has 
justified the principle of construction and joinery underlying it by its preservation 
until wilful spoliation by the hand of man brought it down for quarrying stone and 
bricks. The shape of the dome although only a fragment few feet in length now 
remains, could be known from three or four bas-reliefs on the sculptures. It shows 
that the original big Stupa was hemispherical resembling a bell (ghantakara) in which 
the ratio of the diameter to the height is less than in the case of subsequent Stupas. 
The same is true of the Sanchi Stupa. But later on there was a tendency towards 
cylindrical shape, which was rightly compared to a giant bubble (mahabubbula, Maha- 
vamsa 30. 13), as also shown by the illustration of the monuments preserved on their 
railing or carved slabs. A bas-relief on one of the longer rails gives a good represent
ation of the cylindrical base, with the addition of a regular railing in the usual position 
surrounding the Stupa at an about distance. On the top of the hemisphere there was a 
square platform, also decorated with the Buddhist railing which supported the crowning 
umbrella, with streamers and garlands suspended from its rim. Large flowers also 
spring from the top as well as from the base of the square summit, and a cylindrical 
ornament is hung in undulating folds completely round the hemisphere.

The round railing consisting of 80 upright pillars in all was divided into four 
quadrants and having four high gateways, Maha-torana, each facing a cardinal point. 
This was planned in accordance with a religious principle in which cosmic manifesta-



tion was conceived as a gigantic svastika formed by the four directions of space and 
known as DHavrata. This doctrine had come into existence in the Vedic period and 
persisted as a popular cult in which the worship of the four Maharajika Devas was 
a cardinal theme as found in the planning of the Bharhut railings. At no stage in 
the history of the Stupa the latter could divest itself of this basic religious belief 
of its fourfold division.

The two tall pillars of each gateway (torana-dvara) rose to a height of 9' 7j"; 
those on the east to west were comprised of four octagonal shafts (atthamsika stamblia) 
joined together, with those on the north and south gateways square (chaturasrika) 
in form. These curiously shaped pillars, are thus formed of a group of four octagons 
or tetragons joined together, and crowned by four distinct bell-capitals. These 
four capitals are covered by a single abacus on which rests a large massive capital 
formed of two winged lions (sapalcsha-simha-sanghata) and two winged bulls (sapaJcsha- 
vrisha-sanghata). [Fig. 58]. On them rested the first horizontal architrave superim
posed by two more beams of similar shape and size separated from each other by 
carved cubical blocks. A particular feature of the torana beams at Bharhut consists in 
the open-mouthed crocodile figures with curved tails occupying the projecting ends. 
It was on this account that the itorana itself was given the name of simSumara'nrah 
(Adi Parva, 176. 15, see my articles, ‘Simsumarasirah’, JISO A  1939 ; ‘Mahabharata 
Notes’, ABOJ, Vol. XXVI, pts. III-IV, 283-86). The spaces between these architraves 
were filled by smaller balusters which gave the whole framework the appearance of 
a delicate jail work (salaka-vatayana). [Fig. 59]. The topmost architrave was 
surmounted by a conspicuous Dharmachakra supported on a base of honeysuckle 
design and this was on the two sides at the uppermost height of the vertical pillars 
flanked by two smaller triratna symbols. Cunningham was able to restore these 
pinnacle symbols from existing fragments.

The upright pillars, cross-bars and copings of the Bharhut railings were 
elaborately carved with numerous scenes in bas-relief, some of them of Buddhist 
inspiration but others mostly from folk beliefs and well known decorative repertoire 
of early Indian art. Each series of two pillars held between it three cross-bars, and 
bonded at the top by coping stones (Ushnlsa ; Pali : Unhlsa). The coping, or continuous 
architrave, which crowned the circle of pillars, is formed of massive blocks of stone 
each spanning two intercolumniations. The blocks are upwards of 7 ft in length, 
with a height of 1 ft 101 in. and a thickness of 1 ft 8 in. They are secured firmly to 
each other by long tenons fitting into corresponding mortices, and to the tops of the 
pillars by a stout tenon on each, which fits a socket on the underside of the 
coping stone. Each block is, of course, slightly curved to suit the circumference of



the circle, and this curvature must have added considerably to the stability of the 
railing ; for as each set of three tenons formed a triangle, each coping stone became 
an efficient tie to keep the three pillars on which it was set in their places. The 
entire length of the coping was 330 ft. including the returns, the whole of which was 
minutely and elaborately sculptured, both inside and outside. The inner face of the 
copings was carved over with the scenes of various Jatakas and of the flowers, fruits, 
necklaces, ear-rings and other personal ornaments and costly textiles, as well as many 
other things. On the outer face all the spaces marked off by the undulations are 
filled with repetitions of full-blown lotus flowers on account of which the railing 
received the name of padmxvara-vedika. This broad line of bas-reliefs is on both 
faces finished by two rich borders, the lower one consisting of a continuous row of 
bells (kinkim-jala) and the upper one of battlement motifs (kapislrshaka or prakava- 
kanthaka). The carvings are bold and deep and still as sharp and perfect as when 

first set up. [Fig. 60].

The pillars of the Bharhut railing are monoliths, called thabJio (Skt. 
sthambha), being 7'1" in height, with a section of 1'IOJ" on the face and 1'2£" on the 
side. The corners have been slightly bevelled so as to make them octagonal or 
attliamika as described in ancient literature. They are ornamented by a full medallion 
in the middle, and by a half-medallion at top and bottom, all of which were described 
as padma, mlotpala, pundarika and other synonyms of the lotus flower or its compo
sitions of petals, buds, sepals and leaves. There are also several animals and a 
considerable number of scenes taken from Buddhist legends and history. A few are 
adorned with single figures of Yakshas, Nagas and Devatas and in one case a boldly 
carved soldier. There are several Jatakas also on the pillars with their labels inscribed 
on them. One scene illustrates the conception of Maya Devi with the approach of the 
white elephant (Utkranti). [Fig. 61]. There are also representations of the six Bodhi 
trees on the pillars of the six different Buddhas with their respective names inscribed 
on them.

The scalloped or bevelled edges on the pillars, which seem to have been copied 
from the wooden originals add greatly to the decorative enrichment of the whole 
railing, are occupied with figures of fruits and flowers and human figures both male 
and female, standing on flower bosses with their hands either placed in adoration 
or reaching upwards for fruits. On some pillars the flowers bear elephants, winged 
horses, monkeys or peacocks, while parrots and squirrels hang from the branches and 
nibble the fruits.

The ornamentation of the corner pillars of the entrance is quite different from 
that of the others. The pillars of the inner corners generally bear figures of Yakshas



and Yakshinls, Devatas and Nagarajas, to whom was entrusted the guardianship of the 
four entrances; e. g. on the north gate Kubera Yaksha and Chandra YakshT and on 
the south gate Nagaraja Chakravaka and Chulakoka Devata. [Fig. 62]. On the two 
outer corner pillars the faces are divided into three registers, separated by Buddhist 
railings and occupied with scenes or legends in the life of the Buddha, e.g. the historical 
scenes showing the visit of Ajatasatru to Buddha, Nagaraja Elapatra kneeling at the 
foot of the Bodhi tree, visit of King Prasenajit of Kosala to the shrine of the Dharma- 
chakra, worship of the Asvattha and the Banyan trees of Gautama and Kasyapa 
Buddhas respectively by wild elephants, etc. [Fig. 63J.

An important element in the architecture of the great railing is the cross-bars 
(suohi) three of which were fitted between each pair of pillars. The total number of 
Cross-bars in the railing was 228 of which about 80 were found. The cross-bar 
measures 1' I l f "  in length by 1' 104" in breadth with a thickness of 6". The rails 
are beautified by circular bosses or medallions on each side, sculptured with various 
subjects, similar to those of the medallions of the pillars. There are few Jatakas 
amongst them but they present a variety of humorous scenes and flowered ornaments 
of sheer richness and beauty. [Fig. 64]. The rail-bars of the four entrances owing to 
the wider intercolumniation of the pillars, were considerably longer than those of the 
main railings, and their faces were occupied by oblong panels showing religious scenes 
such as worship of the Stupa, the Bodhi tree and the Dharmachakra.

PRADAKSHINAPATHA :—The Stupa was surrounded by a path of circumam- 
bulation (Pradakshinapatha) 10' 4" wide which lay between the great railing and the 
Stupa. The whole of this space was covered with a thick flooring of lime plaster, 
which has lasted well even to the present day. The outer edge of the floor was 
finished by a line of curved curb stones, cut exactly to the circumference of the inner 
circle of the railing ; and the pillars were set against the curb stones which just touched 
the diameter of the lower half medallions. The foot of each pillar, which was quite 
rough, rested on a square block laid directly on the earth. The terraced floor 
(pratikantliuka) was continued alround the outside of the railing for a width of several 
feet.

O u t e r  R a il in g  :—The excavations also brought to light the remains of a 
second stone railing of much smaller dimensions of which each pillar was 2' 1" in 
height with a breadth of 7" and a coping 7" in height, the total height of the outer 
railing being 3' 3". Only two pillars and no less than ten specimens of coping were 
found but there must have been about 240 of these smaller pillars and about 750 of 
cross-bars most of which have disappeared. This outer railing of which the pillars



were also carved, was added at a much later date most probably during the Kushana 
period

Details of Sculpture : The subjects represented in the Bharhut sculp-
tuie include about twenty Jataka scenes, half a dozen historical scenes, more than 
thirty statues in high relief of Yaksha and Yakshinls, Devatas and Nagarajas,—one 
half of which are inscribed with their names, and representations of animals and trees. 
On about half of the full medallions with other objects, there are boats, horse chatiots 
and bullock carts besides several kinds of musical instruments, and a great variety of 
flags, standards and other symbols of royalty. About one half of the full medallions 
of the cross-bars and all of the half medallions of the pillars are filled with flowered 
ornaments of singular beauty and delicacy of design. The sculptures may be classified 
as follows :
A. Superhuman Beings :

1. Yakshas 2. Devatas
3. Nagas 4. Apsarasas

B. Human Beings :
1. Royal persons 2. Religious persons.

C- Animals.
D. Trees and Fruits.

E. Sculptured Scenes in bas-relief :
1. Jataka stories (more than 20 in number)
2. Historical scenes (nearly six)
3. Miscellaneous scenes—Inscribed
4. Miscellaneous scenes—Uninscribed
5. Humorous scenes.

F. Objects of Worship :
1. Stupas
2. Wheels (DJiarmachakra)
3. Bodhi-trees
4. Foot-prints (paduTca ; Buddlia padukd)
5. Triratna symbol.

G. Decorative ornaments.
H. Buildings.

1. Palaces. 2. Punyatala or religious houses. 3. Vajramia or Bodhi-manda 
4. Pillars. 5. Hermitage for ascetics. 6. Dwelling houses. Besides these there are 
vehicles, furnitures, utensils and musical instruments.



Su p e r h u m a n  B e i n g s :—Yakshas—Tlic religious significance and antiquity 
of the worship of the Yakshas have already been discussed under folk arts (pp. 114. 
118). There is clear and overwhelming evidence that the cult of the four regions of 
space formed an important item in the religious beliefs of the people, the four regions 
being placed under the guardianship of one deity as Savita on the west, east, north and 
south {Savita paschatat, Savita purastat, Savitoitarattat, Savitadharattat, RV. 10.36.14), 
or under different deities as Agni on the east, India on the south, Varuna on the west, 
Soma on the north, Vishnu in the centre and Briliaspati above (AV. 3.27.1-6; 12 3. 
55-60). The followers of this cult were known as Disavratika or Disapokkhiya. 
According to the Bhagavati Sutra a devotee of this cult in Hastinapura worshipped 
Soma in the east, Yama in the south, Varuna in the west and Vaisravana in the north. 
Another adherent did the same at Varanasi. This drew within its fold the cult of 
the four Maharajika gods with which was associated the whole conception of the 
fourfold cosmos or Dik-Svastilca in popular belief, which was given a concrete form 
in the architectural planning of the Stupa and its railing. We find frequent reference 
to the Chatummaharajika gods in Buddhist literature presiding over the four directions 
of space and it is thus quite natural that the builders of the earliest Buddhist Stupas 
have given the most conspicuous place to these four deities on the four gateways 
as follows :

According to the Buddhist cosmogony the place of Dhritarashtra and the 
Gandharvas occupies the east side of the Yugandhara rock, that of Virudhaka and the 
Kumbhandas the south, that of Virupaksha and the Nagas the west, and that of 
Vaisravana and his Yakshas the north. These four guardians of the four quarters 
form as it were a liaJcsha-Pafijara, apotropaic hegemony entrusted to the care of all the 
popular deities classified as Yakshas, Gandharvas, Kumbhandas (ithyphallic dwarf) 
and Nagas. This arrangement is perfectly preserved in the Sanchi Stupa. Two of 
these were found by Cunningham in the Bharhut Stupa also, viz. Kubera on the north 
(Ku'piro-yakho) and Virudhaka on the south. On the north gateway the figures of 
Ajakalalca Yaksha (some bucolic deity) and Chandra Yakshl were found on the 
pillars associated with that of Kubera. On the eastern gateway was found the figure 
of Sudarsana Yakshl and in the south gateway were found carved on the pillars in 
addition to Virudhaka Yaksha the figures of Gangita Yaksha and Chakravaka Nagaraja. 
On the western gateway were figures of Suchiloma Yaksha and Sirima Devata on 
one pillar and on a second the figure of Supavasa Yaksha. Dhritarashtra was the 
deity of the east side but pillar bearing his sculpture has disappeared. There is 
however a corner pillar bearing the figure of Sudarsana Yakshl which should have 
belonged to the east way. We thus see that the Bharhut Stupa on the basis of its



labels presents a more extended scheme of the tutelary deities which were once common 
in folk belief and admitted in the conception of the Stupa.

2. Devatas : The Devata figures sculptured on the pillars are all female 
divinities, viz. Sirima Devata, Chulakoka Devata and Mahakoka Devata. Sirima 
(Sans : Sri-Ma) was the same as Sri-Lakshrm, the ancient goddess of fertility- and 
wealth for whom we have the famous tnrl-Sukta (an apocryphal of the Kigveda). An 
important feature of her representation is the stiff pose of the splayed feet as found on 
the gold leaf figures of mother goddesses and on a number of other small figurines on 
the ring stones which belong to the worship of the Sri-Chakra. It has also been 
suggested that Sirima was the same goddess as Maya or Mai a (Sans : Matriha). She 
was once known as Maya Devata (Sundarakanda, 2.49) or simply as Devata (Sundara- 
kanda, 30.2 ; Sabha Parva also). At least three representations of the Goddess 6rl- 
Lakshml standing and seated on a full blown lotus springing from a Purnaghata and 
bathed by elephants are dipicted at Bharhut. [Fig. 65].

The word Chula was derived from Sanskrit Kslmdra, meaning small in 
contrast to Malta big and the two Kolca Devatas were elder and younger sister 
divinities. The word Koka means a lizard, a ruddy goose, a wolf, and a frog. It 
appears that in association with the Mother Goddess the house lizard was more 
commonly depicted on the ring stones and the same meaning is implied here. The 
figure of Mahakoka was not available to Cunningham but was recently traced by 
Pt. B. M. Vyas as preserved in the palace of the ruler of Nagod.

3. NAGAS:—Similar to the Yaksha and Sil Lakshml Devata cults the 
Nagas also were accepted as an element in the religious form of the Stupa. They 
are mentioned as the guardian deities (Balcslnta). Amongst the five Baksha-Mandalas 
of the Sudarsana City in Uttarakuru visited by Mandhata there is one presided over by 
the Naga chief emerging out of waters (Udaka-nisrita). At Bharhut the figure of

~ Erapata Nagaraja is shown worshipping the Bodlri Tree with his family and is half 
submerged in water. Iconographically he is represented as a human being with a 
canopy of hoods similar to the Naga figures of Kushana and later arts. On a pillar, 
now in the Allahabad Museum in the central medallion is a Banyan Tree below which 
is the five hooded Muchulinda Nagaraja, as shown by the epigraph, sheltering an 
altar and the footprints of the Buddha. Muchulinda is said to have protected the 
Buddha during a storm. The story is depicted at Sanchi, Amaravati and Nagarjuni- 
konda Stupas also. The Naga King Chakravaka is carved on the corner pillar of 
the south gate.

4. A p s a r a s a s  :—A fourth class of semi-divine beings shown in the sculpture 
is that of Apsarasas engaged in dance and music. Urvasi and Sachl are mentioned



in the Rigveda and several others in the Yajurveda accompanying the solar car in 
a festive dance. At Bharhut four of them are depicted, viz. Alambusa, MisrakesI, 
Sudarsana and Subhadra. The scene itself is labelled as Siidika sammadam turam 
devanam, where Sadika is the same as Sattaka (a spring festival), sammada, performance 
of joy, turam as tHrya, play of instrumental music in the assembly of gods (devanam).

B. Human Beings
1. Royal Perso n s:—ICing Prasenajit of Kosala is depicted as paying a 

visit to the Buddha. He is seated in his chariot and arrives at the head of a 
procession. In the sculpture we find the representation of the famous Punyasala which 
Prasenajit had erected in the city of Sravastl for the use of the Buddha. It is a 
two-storied building the lower part of which is an open-pillared hall for the establish
ment of the Buddhist Dharmacliakra; the upper storey being the Punyamla itself 
furnished with two gateways and a railing.

Ajatasatru is represented as visiting the Buddha and coming seated on an 
elephant at the head of a long procession. The king dismounts from the elephant and 
pays homage with folded hands to the throne of the Buddha. The scene is labelled 
as Ajatasattu Bhagavato Vamdate.

2. R eligious Persons : The sculptures include figures of ascetics
(parivrajaka) wearing matted locks and bark garments; fire altars point out that 
the ascetics were fire worshippers. One of them labelled dirglatapaii shows a great 
Vedic teacher with his pupils receiving instruction in Vedic recitation. These figures 
show that the sculptors were quite competent to depict religious mendicants in their 
traditional garb and atmosphere of an Jsrama and if the artists had been asked to 
portray the Buddha in a human form they could have easily done so.

C. Animals T wo  kinds of animals, natural and fabulous, are shown. '  
The motif of the fabulous animals like the winged lion, winged horse, griffin, was 
quite ancient in Indian literature. In Bharhut we find a fish-tailed elephant (jalelha 
or jala-lmti) and crocodile with a fish tail as well as a winged horse (haldliaka-mva). 
We find fouiteen quadrupeds, six kinds of birds, snake, crocodile, tortoise, lizard and 
frog. The quadrupeds include the lion, elephant, horse, rhinoseros, wild goat, bull, 
deer, buck, wolf, monkey, cat, dog, sheep, hare and a squirrel. The birds comprise 
the cock, parrot, peacock, goose, wild duck and quail. The representation of all these 
animals is correct and spirited. The artists have been most successful in the treatment
of monkeys and elephants whose poses and attitudes are delineated with a perfect 
natural charm.



In this connection Bharhut sculptures are unique in depicting humorous 
scenes showing actions of monkeys in contact with men and elephants. A scene inside 
a circular medallion shows a giant Talcsha as the principal figure in the composition 
seated on a low backed chair and wearing a huge turban and ornaments. With the 
help of a gigantic forceps pulled by an elephant the jmonkeys plucked the hair from 
inside the nostrils of the Maha-Yaksha. Two other scenes represent the capture of a 
wild elephant by monkeys who lead him along in a triumphal procession. Another 
scene shows a huge sea-monster (MaJiatimingala) with widely opened mouth in the act 
of swallowing a boat with its crew of three men. The picture of the boat with its 
zigzag cut long planks, dowel joints, the oars and rudder is interesting.

Objects of worship :—At Bharhut there is no trace of image worship but 
we find veneration of the Stupa, Dharmachakra, Bodhi Vriksha, Charana Paduka, 
Buddha’s hair and turban and the Triratna symbols. According to Buddhist tradition 
Stupas were of three kinds : Saririha, i. e. bodily relic of the Buddha, e.g. bones, ashes, 
pairings of hair and nails ;

2. Uddesika, i, e. Stupas erected for the sake of the Buddha.
3. P a r ib h o g ik a , i. e. Stupas over the articles of Buddha’s personal use ; 

e. g. Bodhi-Manda or Buddha’s seat, Bhiksha-Patra or his turban (ohuda) for which a 
festival was celebrated in the Sudharma-deva-sabha.

J AT AKA Scenes :—The Jataka is a birth story in the previous life of the 
Buddha. These were extremely popular and included a number of folk tales. Later- 
on under Mahayanic inspiration some of them were elaborated as Avadana stories of 
great length. The Jatakas are represented at Bharhut, Sauchi, Mathura, Gandhara 
and Amaravati. The following Jatakas have been identified at Bharhut :

1. Miga Jataka ; 2. Naga Jataka ; 3. Yavamajakiya Jataka ; 4. Muggapakaya 
Jataka ; 5. Latuva Jataka ; 6. Chhadantiya Jataka ; 7. Isisingiya Jataka ; 8. Yambu- 
mane Avayesi Jataka ; 9. Kurungamiga Jataka ; 10. Hamsa Jataka ; 11. Kimnara Jataka; 
12. Asadrisa Jataka ; 13. Dasaratha Jataka ; 14. Isimiga Jataka ; 15. Uda Jataka ;
16. Sechchha Jataka ; 17. Sujatogahuto Jataka ; 18. Bidala-Kukkuta Jataka ; 19. 
Magadeviya Jataka ; 20. Bhisa Haraniya Jataka ; 21. Vidurapandita Jataka ; 22.
Gaja-sasa Jataka ; 23. Vessantara Jataka.

The architectural forms and religious contents of the Bharhut Stupa focus 
attention on the origins and meanings behind this earliest monument of its kind. 
On the architecural side as explained above, the Stupa was a complete symbol of 
the ancient Vedic conception of the cosmos in its fourfold manifestation, as accepted 
in its entirety by the traditional religious beliefs of the people. As such the Stupa



was a substitute of the sacrificial Yupa in all its details. This correspondence has 
been set forth above (pp. 120-22). In the Vedic scheme the topmost portion of the Yupa 
was the seat of the Gods which corresponds to the harmika on the truncated flat top of 
the Stupa, in the centre of which was raised a post named Yupa-yashti mentioned 
even in such a late text as the Divyavadana. The three parasols on this staff correspond 
to the three heavens of Vedic conception. Similarly the three vedikas or railings round 
the three medhis correspond to the three worldsfZo/cas). The four entrances in the four 
cardinal points mark the svastiJca pattern of creation which were accepted as early as 
the Rigveda. They were later on elaborated in the Puranic conception of Sumeru 
on the one hand and of the Anavapata Lake and the Simeru Mountain of the Buddhists 
on the other. The ideal Dharma City of the ChakravartI Sovereign corresponds 
exactly to these fourfold conceptions of the four gateways in the four directions. 
This fourfold division became linked with the Disavraia cult on the one hand and the 
Yaksha, Naga, Kumbhanda and Gandharva divinities on the other. The Vedika was 
a familiar structure round the fire altar in the Vedic times and formed an essential 
element of construction of the sacrificial pavilion. Its original wooden form was 
transferred to the stone medium in the case of the monumental Stupas. Thus all the 
architectural elements in the making of the Stupa were borrowed from earlier times 
and are fully exemplified in the case of the Bharhut Stupa. In the words of the 
Buddha himself the Stupa monument was of hoary antiquity and there may be no 
doubt that its architectural form was the outcome of continuous evolution from 
primitive mounds of earth with a wooden log inserted in the centre to complex struc
tures as developed at Bharhut.

The religious formation of the Stupa was a much more complex affair for 
which complete evidence is available in the Bharhut scnlptures. Here we find a number 
of strands forming an organic whole which stands out as the complete symbol of the 
religious faith of a whole community integrated by common beliers traditionally 
handed down from the ancient-most times and accepted in simple faith A list of 
these religious cults as given in Jaina and Buddhist literature includes the following : — 
Rukkha maha, Giri maha Nadi maha, Sagara maha, Chaitya malm, Thupa malm, 
Suruja maha, Chanda maha, Yakkha maha, Naga maha, Bhuta maha, Vishnu maha, 
Skanda maha, Brahma maha, Dhanur maha, Dis'a maha, Kottakiriya maha and many 
other names under the title of Deva-vratas, etc.

It is clear that the religious world sculptured at Bharhut partakes of these 
cults of deities in an atmosphere of joy and freedom. As part of the Vriksha maha 
or tree-worship, we have a series of panels showing worship of the following Bodhi 
trees of the six Buddhas ; 1. Asvattha or Plpal, (ficus religiosa), known as the Bodhi



Tree of Gautama Buddha. The Bodhi Tree is worshipped by royal persons, common 
citizens, elephants, Nagas, etc. It is placed in a railing and at times the Bharhut sculp
tor has conceived its shrine (Bodhighara) as a building of great beauty with an open 
pavilion below and a domed top above with railings in both storeys.

2. Banyan Tree (ficus indica), Bodhi Tree of Kasyada Buddha ; in several 
scenes it is depicted in a charming manner specially where a group of elepahnts are 
paying homage to this Tree, the scene being labelled as Bahu HatiUho Nigode, i. e. the 
Nyagrodha tree of a herd of elephants.

3. Udumbara (ficus glomerata), Bodhi Tree of the Buddha Kanakamuni.
4. Patali (bignonia suaveolens), Bodhi Tree of the Buddha Vipassin, whose 

name is inscribed above the medallion. The tree is depicted in full flowering state.
5. Sala Tree (shorea robusta), Bodhi Tree of the Buddha Visvabhu.

6. Sirlsha (acacia sirisa), Bodhi Tree of the Buddha Krakuchanda. All these 
trees are fortunately inscribed with the names of their respective Buddhas. These 
constituted an essential feature in the ancient cult of tree worship as adapted to the 
needs of Buddhism.

We also find here a side feature in the form of garden sports known as Pracham 
Krida or Udyana Knda  in which women are shown as standing under the various 
flowering trees, especially 8alo. and Asoha and enjoying such sports as fiala-bhafijilsa, 
Asoka-puslipa-prachdyika. These are depicted at Bharhut and continued in the railings 
of later times.

The Yaksha and Naga cults in the repertoire of the Bharhut have a preponde
rating share. These are tutelary divinities which had a stronghold on the minds of the 
people, probably greater than that of Buddhism itself. The worship of the Nagas and 
of the Yakshas was almost universal and has came down to our own modern times. 
The Stupa of Bharhut, and for the matter of that all subsequent Stupas, stand witness 
as to in what high esteem these two cults were held by the people. In the Malm list 
we have one called Vaisravana-maha, i. e. worship of the God Kubera and we have 
evidence of it in the important statue of Kupiro-Yakho. Similarly the worship of other 
godlings was associated with these two cults of Yakshas and Nagas whose names 
have been found on their sculptures as pointed out above. There were many such 
deities whose names at Bharhut we know only by the accidental labels. The 
Gandharvas and the Apsarasas who go together both in Brahmanical and Buddhist 
mythology formed an important section of the cult of tutelary deities and have found 
full acceptance at Bharhut in the numerous scenes of music and dance without 
which the sculputures will loose much of their gaiety. The authors of the religious



stone epic to be sculptured on the Stupa were so much in love with and under the 
influence of the religion of the common people, rather than of Buddhism that an open 
admission of a large number of these common deities have become preserved. One 
such instance is the figure of Sirima Devata. In a list of the followers of different 
obscure religious cults we find the devotees of Sri-Devata, i. e. Goddess Sri, who was 
the same as Srl-Lakshml, the ancientmost Mother Goddess referred to in the Vedas 
and conceived of as the consort of Narayana. She was the daughter of the ocean showing 
her original connection with the Sagara-maha and was accepted as the Goddess of 
Fertility and Abundance. In Bharhut figures she is depicted as being sprinkled over 
by two elephants and standing on a full blown lotus rising from a Purnaghata. This 
is invested with great meaning for the Full Vase with blooming lotus flowers and 
buds was accepted as a vivid symbol of the cosmos (bhu-padma-kosa) and the individual. In 
the Atharva we find mention of the Purna-kumbha-Narl motif, the Full Vase Woman 
which seems to have taken the form of SrI-Lakshml standing on the Auspicious Jar 
and vitalising it with her immortal spirit. The Sirima cult was accepted by the 
Buddhists, Jainas and the Hindus and was universal in each household, the Goddess 
being specially worshipped on the Dipavali night. In Buddhist art she was accepted 
as the consort of Kubcra side by side with Bhadra. We find her depicted not only at 
Bharhut but also at Sanchl, Bodhagaya and in the Jaina caves at Udaigiri.

Ih e  worship of the sacred objects associated with the Buddha was a develop
ment of the leligious Maha cults as shown by an actual label in which the Buddha’s 
turban and hair are worshipped as Chudamaha. The cult of the Dharmachakra Pillar 
under the name of Skambha or Stamblia was known in the Vedic literature where the 
cosmic pillar, axis mundi, is described in the Skambha Suktas (AV. 10. 7 & 8). It was 
also a popular cult in which the pillar topped by an animal like elephant, lion or bull 
oi a wheel is being circumambulated by worshippers, We find an example of the same 
atf Bharhut. (Fig. 66). We find it repeated at Mathura also. The worship of the 
Chakra Oi Wheel was a traditional cult which originally was associated with Vishnu 
(RV. 1.155.6) but later on also became the principal Buddhist symbol. At Bharhut 
we find several charming scenes of the Chakra worship with the label : Bhagavato 
Dhammachakam. In this class also may be placed the cults of Foot prints (padukd) and 
Enlightenment Seat (Bodhi-manda) both of which as special Mbaha festivals derived from 
earlier origins coming under the influence of Buddhism.

The association of a pillar with a religious shrine was an ancient feature. 
The pillai was identified with Brahman itself against a cosmic background. It was 
installed in every Yajna as Yupa or sacrifical pillar. The idea of the Yajna-Yupa was 
transferred to the leligious shrine as Prasada-stambha or Deva-stambha erected in front



of temples. It was also associated with the funeral ground and became known as 
Smasana-Yupa or Chaitya-Yupa, as seen in the Lauria Nandangarh Mound, Thus a 
universal cult of Stambha worship (Stamhha-maha) glorified the Pillar as a deity. This 
was a broadbased pantheon in which the pillar was topped by a wheel (ChaJcra-stambha) 
or by a lion (Simlia-stambha.) or by a Garuda (G-aruda-stambha) or by the foliage and 
fruits of a palm tree (Tala-stambfta) or by a bull (Erislia-stambha). The Chakra-topped 
Pillar of Asoka was a Pharma-Stambha. The popular cult of Stambha, Skamblia, Yashti, 
Lakuta, Dhvaja and Sthuna received open admittance in the religious contents of a 
monumental Stupa as seen at Bharhut, Sanchi, Mathura and Amaravati.

These ancient symbols appear singly or in combination ; e.g. the pillar with the 
wheel, the pillar with the lion, the Purnn-kumbha with the Auspicious Woman or the 
Pillar with the Purna-ghata. The representation of SrI-Lakshml standing on the mouth 
of the Full-Jar is depicted at Bharhut in its full glory. Sri-Lakshml is the Eternal 
Woman of auspicious mien, associated with an over-flowing pitcher. It was a motif of the 
Woman and the Full Vase which had continued through the ages and was depicted at 
Bharhut (Purnarh nari prabhara kumbhametam, AV. 3. 12. 8). The makers of the Stupa 
symbolism tackled with the problem of depicting the Pillar, Full Vase, Maha-Chakra, the 
Four Great Animals and the Eternal Woman or the Goddess and gave to each one of 
them either singly or in combined form a place in the decoration of the Stupa. We find 
clear evidence of this in the Bharhut Stupa. The 'people deciphered in the alphabat 
of the symbols the language which was near to their heart and well understood by 
them.

In this connection the cult of the Four Great Animals found a gushing 
admittance in the religious concept of the Stupa. The Niddesa referes to them as 
Easti-vrata, A sva-vrata , Go-vrata, Suparna-vrata amongst others and the Bharhut Stupa 
shows these animals freely sculptured in a religious atmosphere. In one scene the 
deer and lions join in a Chaitya festival and in another the herd of elephants offers 
homage to the Banyan tree. These are not ordinary denizens of the forest but typical 
of creatures on the pilgrim’s path of spiritual progress who had claims to the rank of 
a Bodhisattva. As deities presiding over particular Vratas or special cults, their 
religious significance in the Stupa was an established fact.

The presence of the Vrishabha-machcliha [Fig. 67 a], tfimsumara-sirah [Fig. 
67 bj, lotus rizome issuing from the mouth of a pot bellied Yaksha [Fig. 67 c] or 
from his navel [Fig. 67 d] or disposed round a female figure [Fig. 67 e] or a series of 
full-blown lotuses—these represent marine motifs and water symbology which were 
certainly associated with the religious cults and formed an essential part of the



assemblage of Stupa symbolism. Some of these motifs are found depicted on ancient 
ring-stones ; e. g. band of moving elephants [Fig. 67 f] or fabulous winged lions
LFig 67 g].

The lotus flowers with buds and leaves and creepers play an important part in 
the decoration of a Stupa. A series of lotus medallions are depicted on the upright 
posts and cross-bars and the copings, owing to which the railing was given the name of 
Padmavara-Vedika ; but the idea behind the decoration was that of a mammoth garland 
of a thousand lotus flowers named kifxjdkini with which the whole body of the Stupa 
and of its railing was decorated as a mark of worship. This took the form of a grand 
ceremonious decoration in which much labour and money was spent but which formed 
a real item in the ceremony of S.upa worship and also in the worship of temples and 
images in later times.

One of the most important features of Stupa decoration at Bharhut is the 
presence of meandering creepers showing ornaments and textiles and other objects of 
food and drink from the Kalpa-Vriksha trees or creepers in the Uttarakuru country. 
The true significance of this motif in the religious beliefs of her people has not yet 
been fully realised but the minds of the Bharhut masters were full with its significance 
for which they have accorded to it such a welcome.

Actually it represented the Kalpa-lata, the Wish-fulfilling Creeper of heavenly 
origin whose tendrils fulfil all desires by producing pairs of Man and Woman (mitJiuna), 
ornaments shown hanging from the boughs like earrings, necklaces, girdles, anklets, etc.’ 
which are represented in several shapes, costly textiles like scarves and saris, wines 
bottled in jars of jack-fruit form, technically known as Panasa and also mango shaped 
pendent containers for the lac-dye to paint the feet of young ladies. [Fig. 68],

The latter two fruits have been specially selected because the strong odour 
of the ripe jack fruit resembles that of the wine and the juice of the mango fruit is 
like the laksha-raga. The motif of the Kalpavriksha or the Kalpa-lata belongs to the 
region of the Uttarakuru as found in the description given in the Mahavanija fataka 
(493, 352).

A gioup of merchants who had set out in search of a treasure came to a 
mighty Banyan tree with cove and pleasant shade, from its eastward branch, pure 
and clear water trickled for them ; they washed and drank their fill of it. One of 
the branches on the south gave them all things to eat :

“Both rice and meat out in a stream it brings,



Thick porridge ginger lentls soup and many other things”. From the western
branch :

“Out came a bevy of fair girls all pranked in brave array,
And O, the robes of many hues ; jewels and rings in plenty !

Each merchant had a pretty maid, each of the five and twenty.”
From the northern branch likewise :

“ ...out came a stream of gold,
Silver in handfuls, precious rings, and jewels manifold.
And roles of fine Benares cloth and blankets thick and thin,
The merchants then to roll them up in bundles did begin”.

The following Pall gatha sums up the virtues of this auspicious tree :
“Varida purima sakha cmnapanacheha dakkhina 
Narida pachehhima sakha sabbakame cha uttara.”

(Fausboell, Jat. IV 362)

This flowery description of this idyllic land of Uttarakuru had been received 
from great antiquity, and is reinforced by the literary tradition recorded in the epic 
literature and Puranas. For example, in the Ramayana, Sugrlva directs the monkey 
chiefs to go in quest of Slta in the northern direction. There at the end of the earth 
they would find the land of the Uttarakurus. “Flowers of gold as resplendent as fire 
are seen there in eternal bloom imbued with divine fragrance. The beautiful trees 
produce garments of various kinds and costly gems which are pleasant for men and 
women to use in all seasons ; beds with beautiful coverlets and pleasing garlands, 
costly drinks and food of many descriptions and to crown this all, maidens endowed 
with beauty, virtue and youth”.1

In the Mahabharata the Elysian land of Uttarakuru with all kinds of plenty 
in fruits and flowers and with trees producing all objects of desire (sarvakama-phalah 
vj-ikshah) is conceived in the northern direction adjacent to Meru. There as fruits 
from trees are produced garments, ornaments and youthful pairs of men and women 
(mithunani) who draw sustenance from the nectar-like milk of the milky trees and are

1. jatarupamay ai^chapi hutaSanasamaprabhaili / nityapuahpaphalastatra nagnh patrarathakulah //43 // 
divyagandharasaspanSah sarvan kaman sravanti eha/'nanSkarani vasamsi phalantyanye nagottamah //44// 
muktavaiduryachitram bhushanani tathaiva cha / sastrinam yfinyarupani purushanam tathawa cha//45// 
sarvartusukhasevyani phalantyanye nagottamah / maharhamanichitrani phalantyanye nagottamah//46// 
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perfectly matched to each other in beauty, dress and appearance. The human beings 
in that region are happy and contented like the gods being free from all sorrows and 
ailments and they do not suffer the pangs of separation.1

It appears that this description of Uttarakuru was an inherent part of the
Bhuvanakosa as we find it repeated in a similar context in the Vayupurana (chap. 45, 
verses 11-50). The description in the Purana, besides recording what the Epic 
contains, is much more elaborate, and we find there references to streams of Madhu 
and Maireya, of butter and curds, to mountains of delicious food, to groves furnished 
with beds, seats, cosmetics, garlands, etc., and to a great many other items of pleasure. 
In that region there is sweet music of every description rising from lute, flute and
tabors, and hundreds and thousands of Kalpavrikshas produce fine and beautiful
garments agreable to wear.

The above tradition holds the key to many a scene on the gateways and 
railings of the great Stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi. For example, we find at Sanchi 
carved on the western face of the western pillar of the south gateway youthful couples 
engaged in music and pleasure surrounded by birds and animals, and seated under
the shade of boughs overladen with costly ornaments of many kinds. On 
the entrance to the cave at Bhaja the visit of king Mandhata to Uttarakuru is 
illustrated with great elaboration including the garden of the Kalpavriksha trees and 
of the Mithuna couples enjoying dance and music. One of the trees in the scene is in 
the style of a true Kalpavriksha laden with many ornaments hanging from its branches. 
Another shows girls coming out of its boughs.

On the Bharhut Stupa the Kalpavriksha is a recurrent theme of decoration as 
illustrated by Cunningham on plates XXXIX-XIVIII. These show various ornaments 
like ear-pendents of the praJcara-vapra-Jcundala type [Fig. 69 a], earrings of Triratna 
design [Fig. 69 b], collars, necklaces, girdles, wristlets, spiral finger-rings, spiral anklets 
[Fig. 69 c]. A beautiful armlet with triple rosettes above and a row of small pendent

1. uttarah kuravo rajan punyah siddhanishevitah // 2 // 
latra vriksha madhuphala nityapushpaphalopamah / 
pushpani cha sugandhani rasavanti phalani eha // 3 // 
sarvakamaphalastatra kechidvriksha janadhipa / 
apare kshirino nama vrikshastatra naradhipa // 4 // 
ye ksharanti sadakshiram shadrasam chamritopamam / 
vastrani cha prasuyante phaleivabharanani eha // 5 // 
mithunani cha jayante striya^chapsarasopamah / 
tesham tu kshlrinaiii kshlram pibantyamritasannibham // 8 // 
mithunaiii jayale kale samaiii taehcha pravartate /
tulyarupaguijopetam samavegarii tathaiva cha // 9 // B K ish m a p a rv a , 7. 2-11.



bells below is a high watermark of Bharhut decorative art. Amongst fabrics we have 
specimens of scarves bearing floral designs and also female sans, In several of the 
meandering creepers of the Kalpalata motif jack fruits and mango fruits are depicted, 
the former as containers of wine (madhu) and the latter of lac dye for painting the feet 
of ladies (Uksharaga) as referred to by Kalidasa. Kalidasa has given a graphic picture 
of the wishfulfilling trees growing in the capital of the Yaksha king :

Vasaschitram madhu nayanayorvibhrama desadalcsham pushpodbhedam
saha kisalayairbhushananam vikalpan /
Laksharagam eharanakamalanyasayogyam cha yasyamekah sate
sakalamabalamandanam kalpavrikshah 11 Meghaduta, 2 /11 .

The Kalpavriksha alone provides all the dainties and fineries for the fair 
women of Alaka, coloured clothes for the body, intoxicating drinks for exciting glances 
of the eyes, and flowers for decorating the hair and ornaments of various designs and 
lac paint for the feet. The same tradition is also recorded by Bana mentioning bunches 
of ornaments shooting forth from Wish-fulfilling creepers :

“Parisphuradabharanasamuheneva kalpalatanivahena,
(KadambarT, Vaidya edition, p. 186).

The gift of such divine ornaments was considered as the highest blessing 
conferred on a human being hinted at by Kalidasa :—

“Kshaumam kenachidindupandutaruna mangalycmavishkritam’’
(i§akuntalam, anka 4)

The four kinds of female decorations comprised clothes, ornaments, flowery 
garlands and unguents, all of which were bestowed on them by heavenly trees. The 
idyllic land of Uttarakuru did not remain a dream but its symbolic significance 
extended to every home and caught popular imagination as a motif both in literature 
and art from earliest times right up to the classical period. The Kalpavriksha and 
Kalpalata were motifs of vegetable kingdom which in actual life represented the loving 
male and female relatives, father, mother, brother and husband. For example, the father 
typified the branch that gave the ornaments ; the mother the bough offering fabrics ; 
the brother the.tendril yielding unguents ; the female companions the off shoots besto
wing the lac dye for painting the feet ; and the husband the youthful sappling bent low 
to offer jugs of hilarious wine. The home .or the land of, Uttarakuru or the Kalpa
vriksha is the same producing all these auspicious blessings including the Mitliuna, 
Man and Woman, the most auspicious symbol of them all. This, thejland of Uttara
kuru which was a heavenly region became mirrored as it were, in every home ; that 
which was an idea in heaven became concrete and manifest for the life of the individual
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as Home or the Family (grihastha). This had been from the remote antiquity. The 
Indian ideal of life which no pessimistic or negative philosophy could eradicate, and 
naturally, therefore, the most important decorative motif on the railings and gateways 
of the great Stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi is the representation of the Elysium, named 
Uttarakuru, a land of complete happiness with all the wealth of its Wish-fulfilling 
trees and creepers. It was a place of the highest bliss which was the same as the Vedic 
Naim and Buddhist Sukhavati, both implying a heaven completely free from sorrow and 
wants. It was a corollary of the positive view of life almost universally held in India 
that both in literature and art the Kalpavriksha motifs stand so preeminent with its 
deep symbolical significance. It was common to the Buddhists, the jainas and the 
Bhagavatas. In Jaina literature we read of ten kinds of Kalpavrikshas madyanga- 
vriksha, turyangavrikiha, bhilshanangavriksha, jyotivriksha (self-luminous tree), gj-iha- 
vriksha, bhdjanangavfikslia (for utensils), dipahjavrikslia (producing different lights), 
vastrafigavriksha, bhojanangavrikslia, malanga vriksha.1

These idealised the ten kinds of highest pleasures (daiavidha Mahabhoga).

The Bharhut masters have gone into great length to illustrate the Kalpalata 
motif producing ornaments, clothes, wines and lac-dye [Figs. 70-1], Foi example,' 
necklaces of three pearl strings [Fig. 72a], six strings [Fig. 72b], double triratna 
necklace pendent [Figs. 72c-d], flat studded chaplet [Fig. 72e], earrings with 
a flat cubical and ponderous top and a spiral lower portion named as 
pralcara-vapra-kundala [Fig. 69a], ear-rosettes [Fig. 72f], girdles [Figs. 72g-h], 
clustered spiral anklets [Fig. 69c], scarves [Fig. 72i], Dhoti [Fig. 72j], jack-fruit
shaped containers of wine [Figs. 70-71J, mango-shaped containers of lac-dye 
[Figs. 70-71J. In one illustration [Fig. 73] we find pearl festoons, anklets and girdle 
hanging from the mouth, tusk and trunk of an elephant which was an ancient 
motif in royal palaces for display of ornaments.

All these scenes come under the general heading of Uttarakuru, a theme which 
played an important part in the religious merriment of the people and therefore seen 
at length in all the great Stupas of early Indian art. A complete analysis of the scenes 
at Bharhut Stupa shows an assemblage of the worship of the Bodhi trees, Bodhi Ghara 
Stupa, Chakra, Gaja-Lakshml, Purnakumbha, ring-stone of Sri-Chakra medallions 
showing figure of SrI-DevI inside a band of lotuses or of lions or elephants, two-storeyed 
divine mansion, Maha-Bhuta Yaksha. [Fig. 74]. To the list of several cult scenes of 
the worship (Malta) of Yaksha, Naga, Vaisravana, Vriksha we may add that of Suparna

1. T u r iy a i tg a  b h o y a n a iig a  v ih u sa n a iig a  b h a y a n g a  vaH h ah g 'a  //
G i h a j n y i  d iv iy a h g a  b h a y a n a  m a lla n g a  k a p p a d u m ii //

(P a u m a c h a r iy a  of Vimalasuri 3/3/7 ; also Vasunandi, S r a v a k a c h a r a ,  31oka 251)
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(Pkt. : Suvanna, Hindi : Sauna) shown here as Suparna Garuda on the top of a standard 
borne by a female horse rider being the earliest representation of Garudadhvaja 
[Fig. 28b] and of Gandharva, Kumbhanda, Apsaras, Chuda, Stambha, etc.

To this may be added a list of the Jatakas and the historical scenes relating 
to the Buddha’s present life. This provides the epic basis of the religious content of 
the Stupa. A Stupa was a dynamic conception profound and living like the Tripitakas 
themselves. It existed when the first Stupa in memory of the Buddha was raised by 
his kinsmen at Piprahwa or when Buddha himself had ordained that the “body of the 
Tathagata should be tiealed as they treat the body of a Chakravartin king and that a 
Stupa should be erected to the Tathagata at four cross-roads. The immortal Devas 
and the moital men offer universal adoration in anjali-mudra to the Stupa which was 
for all practical purposes the person of the Buddha himself.

The Stupa was both a picture full of aesthetic surfaces (c h i t r a) as rendered 
by the artists and a narrative (A k h y a n a) which relates to meanings which should be 
understood both in their literal and symbolical senses. The Stupa monument was 
consideied both a beautiful (dassanlyam) and deeply-moving play (samvejiniyam tJianam). 
It was a thing of beauty and the first reaction it produced on the mind of the visitor 
was that of being beautiful or sight-worthy. It was in every sense delectable to the 
eye which in our modern terms signified the syle or the aesthetic quality of the 
craftsman s a r t ; but, important as this element of ‘manufacture’ is, of greater significance 
to all the world of Buddhist worshippers and others was the meaning of the Stupa 
which was samvejiriiya, literally, stirring or thrilling of understanding and heart by 
which the inner soul was fired (yoniso padalianti)—those who grasped the flavour of the 
meaning (attharasascha labhino) are few than many others who look to the outword 
disposition of the shrine. The real spiritual shock consists in the transformation of 
the soul by an understanding of its deep cosmic meaning. The narrative content of 
the Stupa induces in the spectator an interior activity which leads to ecstacy of 
realisation and Nirvana. As we have pointed out earlier the departure of the 
Mahapurusha which the Stupa symbolises was an event not of grief but of radiating joy 
which was aggressive and penetrated through all the regions of space. The 
Bharhut Stupa is truly a great possession—great for its beauty of sculpture and depth 
of meaning.

Ag e  o f  t h e  Stu pa

A natural question arises as to the period when the Bharhut Stupa was raised. 
Cunningham assigned it to the period of Asoka, somewhere between 250 to 200 B. C., 
the reason being the great similarity between the BrahmT.script of the Bharhut Inscrip
tions and the script of Asokan Edicts. There is, no doubt, force in this argument but



what seems to be true is that the original Stupa of mud. and brick belonged to Asoka’s 
reign and the railings and gateways of stone were added later in the time of the 
Sungas in the first half of the 2nd century B. C. For this there is some positive 
evidence on the eastern gateway of the Stupa in an Inscription which refers to Raja 
Dhanabhuti of the Sungas. The Inscription runs as follows :

1. “Suganam raje rajfio Gagl-putasa VISA-D EVASA-
2. pautena Gotiputasa AG A-RAJASA putena
3. Vachhi-putena D ll A NA-B11UTINA karitam toranam

4. Sila-kammata clia upanna

This king Dhanabhuti (circa 150.B.C.) is also said to have built a Stupa with 
a Torana railing and a ratnagriha (jewel house) at Mathura. This record of Dhanabhuti 
was assigned by Cunningham to a period between 180 B. C. to 150 B. C.

SANCHI STUPAS

Sanchi is only five and a half miles from Vidisa (modern, Bhelsa) on the con
fluence of the rivers Vidisa (modern, Bes) and the Vetravatl (modern, Betwa). It was 
the capital of Eastern Malwa or the Dasarana country and the most important point 
on the great highway leading from Mathura to Pratishthana on the Godavari.. Like 
other great Buddhist centres springing up on the outskrits of important.cities, the 
S angh aram a  of Sanchi grew up on the outskrits of Vidisa with magnificent monu- 
ments—Stupas, temples, monasteries and memorial pillars. The world famed monu
ments of Sanchi are the most precious and perfect of all that Buddhism has be
queathed to posterity. The monuments flourished for twelve hundred years 
beginning from the reign of Asoka. According to the Mahavamsa when Asoka was 
appointed governor of Ujjayinl he halted for some time at Vidisa and married Devi, 
daughter of a rich merchant, who became the mother of Mahendra and Sangamitra. 
Here was a hill named Maha-Chetiya-giri which seems.'to have derived its name from 
the great Stupa built on it. The hill is less than three hundred feet in height and of 
whale-back shape. There is a group of about sixty Stupas known as Bhilsa Topes 
as follows :

At Sonari there are eight Stupas; at Satadhara five; at Andher three; at 
Bhojpur thirty-seven and at Sanchi about seven.

The most important ones are the Stupas I, II and III at Sanchi where relics 
of Moggalayana and Sariputta are preserved in Stupa No. III. S upas I av 1 III a e oil 
the main terrace and Stupa II on the western side of the hill. There are also ancient 
foundations of two apsidal temples, Temple 18 near the main Stupa to the south of it



and Temple 40 with the foundations of an apsidal hall or Mandapa at a distance in the 
southern area. There are five principal monasteries but built in the Gupta and 
medieval periods.

Stupa I, the Maha-Chetiya has four Gateways with the Asokan pillar in front 
of the South Gateway. Stupa II has no Gateway. Stupa III has one Gateway.

The building activity at Sanchi began during the time of Asoka who raised a 
brick-built Stupa. The five- gateways and the railings were added during the early 
Andhia peiiod about the second half of the first century B. C. There is an inscription 
on the south gateway top architrave facing the Stupa, stating it to be the gift of 
Ananda, foreman of the artisans (avesiri) of King Sin Satakarni, ruler of the Andhra 
dynasty (Inscription No. 398, Marshall, Monuments of Sanchi, 1.342). During the 
reign of the Kushana kings little of importance was added excepting a statue of the 
Buddha in red sandstone during the time of Vasishka. In the Gupta period Sanchi 
once more emerged into importance, as shown by an inscription on its railing referring 
to the gift of a village for the Arya Sangha, that is the community of the Buddhist 
monks residing at Kakanadabota, the new name of the ancient Maha-Chetiyagiri.1

1. The monuments at Sanchi may be classified as follows according to their ehionolgy :
(i) Asokan Period (274-232 B. C.)

(a) Brick-built core of the Great Stupa (i. e, Stupa No. 1) 250 B. C. (16' x 10' x 3').
(b) The stone umbrella or the harmika of polished Chunar sandstone.
(c) Monolithic iion-pillar, near the south gateway (torana)  of the Great Stupa.
(d) Foundations of the apsidal hall (building No 40).

(ii) Suhga Period (185 B. C. -70 B. C.).
(a) Enlargement of the Great Stupa (No. I)
(b) Stone covering (silachchhadana) to twice its original size.
(c) Larger chhatra, harmika and stone shaft.
(d) Ground railing.
(e) The upper terrace, 14' high from the ground and 6' in width to serve as an upper 

procession path.
(f) Stone pavement covering the hill top.
(g) Stupa I I—ground railing (four balustrades on ground), berm, stairway, harmika, relie

7 Caskets.
(h) Stupa I I I —Body and balustrades of the stairway, berm, harmika, relic bones.
(i) Temple 18—Lowest floor, pillared manlapa on the ruins of the apsidal hall.

(iii) Andhra Period (220 B. C.—150 A. D.).
(a) Great Stupa (No. 1), four gateways (25 B.C.) and extensions of the ground balustrade.
(b) Stupa III—Ground balustrade and single gateway.
(c) ' Temple 18—Third floor counting from the top,

(iv) Gupta Period (4th-5th century A. £>.).
Stupa I. Four shrines in processional path.
Temple 18. Second floor.
Temple 31. Plinth and pedestal beneath lotus throne of image ; two pillars. NagI statue.
Monasteries 36 ,46 and 47. (Continued)



T h e  G r e a t  S t u p a  : The original brick Stupa built by Asoka was retained in 
tact and encased later by a large stone envelope (sild-acliclihaduYici) duiing th- Sunga 
period. The new structure was about twice the original Mauryan Stupa covering an 
area 120' in diameter, with a total height of 54 which is the height at present. 
Around the original Stupa was at first added a rubble of Sione and bricks until the 
whole was provided with a casing of roughly dressed stones (vileshtakd) laid in even 
courses but without any binding cement. This offers the first instance of true stone 
masonry used for constructional purposes in any old Indian building. The stone 
facing was finished with a coat of concrete 4" thick having a fine plaster over it which 
is still preserved in many places. Possibly the plastered surface was finished with 
colours and gilding.

The Maha-Chetiya or the Great Stupa No. I, is a hemi-spherical dome truncated 
at the top. It is surrounded at its 16' height by a lofty terrace (media) which served 
as the upper pradaksliinapatlia girdled by a smaller railing. This high terrace was 
approached by a double flight of steps (tsopana) built on its south side. The lofty 
plinth around the base of the enlarged dome has an average height of 15'6" with an 
average projection of 5' 9''. Each Sopana contains 25 steps with treads about 17" 
broad and with risers about 7" in height.

On the ground level there is a second processional path which is paved with 
stone and encircles the Stupa. Round this is the Great Railing, a circular structure 
of plain solid design marked by largeness of proportions and austerity of treatment. 
It is 11'high and in the grandeur of its construction bears resemblance with the 
Stone-Henge of England. The upright pillars (sthambha), rail bars (suchi) and coping 
stones (ushmslia) are all unrelieved by carving of any kind, and in this respect they are 
quite unlike the vedikd at Bharhut which is profusely sculptured. Each of the upright 
pillars is 9' high from the ground and placed at an interval of 2' between each. 
Connecting these upright posts are three cross-bars, each 2' wide and separated only 
by a narrow space of ; on the top of the pillars was placed an immense coping stone 
round on the upper side (mandcda-usliniilia) which reproduces the method of construction 
employed in wooden originals, especially the joints of the railings and the tenons of the

(v) M e d i e v a l  P e r i o d  (7 th - 9 th  cen tu r ie s  A .  D . ) .

(i) Facing of Stupa 6.
(ii) Temple 18. Stone pillars and walls ; terracotta tablets.
(iiij Temple 31. Reconstructed walls, pillars, lotus throne and image.
(iv) Building 40. Shrine and portion on east side of mandapa, plinth.
(v) Temple 45. Monasteries 45 and 47—Additions in upper stratum.

(vi) L a t e  M e d i e v a l  P e r i o d  (lOth-llth c en tu r ie s  A .  D . ) .

Some additions were made to temple 18 and monasteries 40 and 47. In temple 45 
existing shrine and statue in the G a r h h a g r i h a  and some other accessory addition.
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uprights were more appropriate to the work of carpenters. The triple cross-bars and 
the lenticular sections into which they were inserted were obviously derived from the 
bamboo and wooden rails of the village enclosures. [Fig. 55],

A very impressive phenomenon is the association of the whole community of 
lay worshippers in the construction of the railing and the gateways as shown by the 
small donative inscriptions engraved on them. Dr. Biihler published a collection of 
378 inscriptions from this balustrade of Stupa I and 78 from Stupa II whereas N. G. 
Majumdnr has given a total of 827 dedicatory epigraphs from Stupas I, II and III. An 
important insciiption on the east gateway of Stupa I dated Gupta era 93 ( =  412-413 
A.D.) records the conquest of Eastern Malwa by Chandragupta II.

GATEWAYS : The crowning glory of the Great Stupa are its richly carved
gateways. The first to be put up was the south gateway followed by the northern 
gateway which is the best preserved and retains most of its original features and 
ornamental figures as they may have appeared on the day of their first construction. 
The eastern and the western toranas were added later in succession. All of them were 
of similar design and 34' in height. Each gateway was composed of two square 
pillars surmounted by capitals, which in turn supported a superstructure of three 
architraves with voluted ends decorated beautifully by spirals. The architraves 
were separated from one another by four square blocks set in pairs above the capitals 
of the square pillars. Between each pair of square blocks were three short uprights, 
the open spaces between them being occupied by figures of horse-and elephant-riders 
to be seen from both sides The capitals are adorned with standing dwarfs or elephants 
or with the fore-fronts of lions set back to back. The most pleasing feature of these 
gateways are the female figures or caryatids standing under the dense foliage of trees 
and occupying the outer spaces between the lowermost architrave and the spring of the 
capital. In this festoon posture they are known as toram-sala-bhafijika in Sanskrit literat
ure, and it is usual for modern writers to designate them as Vrikshaka? or Yakshis. 
Similar female figures of smaller proportions stand on the architraves immediately above 
them with lions or elephants placed on the volute on the two sides. The open spaces 
between the architraves, as said above, are occupied by figures of horsemen or 
elephants and their riders and lions winged or otherwise ; a featuie of the hoises and 
riders being that they are carved on both sides so as to look on both diiections. One 
of the small Yakshis is also carved on the two sides, so as to look Janus-like both on 
the front and the back side. On the top of the highest architrave were placed the 
special emblems of Buddhism, viz. Dharmachakra in the centre flanked by chawri- 
bsaring Yakshas and Triratnas on the two sides. The scenes depicted on the gateways 
jn bas relief follow in general the religious contents of the Bharhut Stupa and are



elaborate compositions illustrative of the many cults that were prevalent amongst the 
people. There are numerous representations of the sacred trees, Stupas, scenes from 
Buddha’s life and Jataka stories. [Fig. 56],

H a rm ika . R a i l i n g : After the completion of the brick Stupa in Asoka’s
time the first adjunct to be added to it was the harmika, i. e. the platform, and railing 
on the summit with the crowning umbrella and post fixed in the centre. 4 his contin
gent of the harmika with its proper architectural form was found in the case of all the 
three principal Stupas. The shaft of the chhatra was-supported by a pedestal which 
took the form of a heavy stone box (Dhatugarb ha-mafij itsha or relic coffer) with a lid 
measuring 5'7" in diameter and T8" in height in which the relics, were once preserved. 
Over seventy pieces of the harmika railings were found by Marshall with which he 
restored the original from of the railing. The stone of which it was made, was the fine, 
grey-white sandstone of Nagouri which was chistle-dressed and fitted with more than 
usual accuracy. The harmika railings on the summit of the Stupa was' square 
measuring 21'6" on each side with a diagonal of 30'1". It consisted of upright posts', 
cross-bars and copings as usual with other railings and each upright post spaced at 
even intervals was 9' 11" in height including 2'6" of hammer-dressed base embedded in 
the masonry of Stupa top. The diameter of the flat top of the Stupa is only about 38'.

C r o w n in g  U m b r e l l a  : In the centre of the harmika stood a chhatra of
which several pieces were found in the debris. They are relieved by most delicately 
defined ribs radiating on their undersides ; the workmanship displaying all that exquisite 
precision which characterises every known specimen of the mason’s craft in the 
Mauryan age, and which has probably never been surpassed in the stone carving of 
any country. (Marshall).

Sc u l p t u r e s

These may be divided into two classes, firstly scenes which are of elaborate 
composition and differ considerably on the four gateways, secondly simple decorative 
devices or symbolical objects and figures repeated many times ; the latter fall into 
four categories : 1 Four great events in the life of the Buddha, 2 Figures of
Yakshas, 3 Figures of animals or birds, 4 Floral designs.

The reliefs relating to Buddha’s life show his birth (Jati), enlightenment 
(Sambodhi), first sermon {Dharma-Chakra pravartana) and death (Mahaparinirvana 
The representation of the Buddha’s birth takes the form of a lotus or a bunch of 
lotuses coming out of a Pwnaghata ; in others the figure of Maya is seen seated on a 
full blown lotus; in others Mayadevi is shown standing ready for birth. Fouchcr 
identifies the figure of Srl-Lakshml bathed by the two Nagas (here in the form of two



elephants) with Mayadevl. The Sambodfii is represented by a throne under a Piped 
tree or by the tree alone, with worshippers bringing offerings in some scenes, or in more 
elaborate reliefs with Mara and his hosts of demons. The turning of the Whel-of-the- 
Law in the Deer Park of Varanasi is shown by the symbol of the Wheel sometimes 
placed on a throne or on the top of a pillar, the Mrigadava being shown by the 
presence of two deer. The symbol of Mahaparinirvana is a Stupa attended by 
worshippers. The Stupas as well as trees are shown as emblems of the seven previous 
Buddhas in Sanchi art also as at Bharhut.

We have seen at Bharhut the fourfold scheme of the Qhaturmaliarajika gods 
carved in the gateways. They were rulers of the four quarters, and are depicted in 
high relief at Sanchi also. Smaller figures of Yakshas are shown on the narrow uprights 
between the architraves.

Figures of animals or birds are as a rule arranged schematically in pairs 
(Sahgliata). The most conspicuous positions for the animals are the faces of the “false 
capitals” separating the architraves. The animals are both real and legendary, some
times with riders and- sometimes without them. They include goats, horses, bulls, 
Gamels, elephants,, lions and leogriffs. On the east gateway (lowest architrave inner 
face, north end) -the riders come from a cold climate as shown by their wearing the 
northern-dress [udlchya vesa). Winged lions (SapaJcsha Simhci) and leogriff (SingTiavyala) 
formed part of wide canvas of motifs common to India and Western Asia. The 
floral designs have a unique richness and exuberance which are among the 
greatest beauties of this monument. According to Marshall motifs taken from the 
plant world have at all times been handled with exquisite taste by the Indian artists, 
but never more exquisitely than by the sculptors of Sanchi with the exception of the 
honeysuckle pattern on the south gateway and the grapevine on the west gateway. Most 
of the plant designs are purely Indian in character and based, as they are, on the most 
careful and faithful observation of nature par excellence anything of which Assyrian or 
Persian art was capable. Lotus representing the birth of the individual and the cosmos 
which was the commonly accepted symbol of fertility, abundance and blooming life, is 
a most favourite among all floral subjects. Some of the best examples are to be seeen 
on the outer sides of the pillars of the gateways. Sometimes the lotus takes form of 
Jcalpalata, the like of which we have seen at Bharhut. At others the lotus is treated as a 
repeat motif and worked into the form of the Tree of Life (Srl-vrilcsha), made much moie 
gorgeous by pairs of riders on lions or leogriff-: as carved on the right pillar of the West 
Gateway. The grapevine border and the horned leonine figures point to Western 
Asiatic intimations in the making of this form of the Tree of Life which seems to have 
been adapted to accord with the Indian conception of Sri-vriksTia. The footprints of 
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the Buddha and the Triratna emblem find a natural place in the reliefs on the pillars as 
parts of Buddhist symbolical iconography.

South Gateway

This was the earliest gateway to bs added to the great Stupa. It was restored 
in 1882 ; as it stands it has three architraves. The top one shows the figure of 
Sri-LaTcshmi standing in the midst of a lotus grove (Padmavana) and attended by two 
elephants which form a very charming representation of the scene. Foucher would 
take it as MayadevI but it was more properly the cult Sri-Loikshmi (or Sirima Devata 
as seen at Bharhut). On the middle architrave is depicted the visit of the emperor 
Asoka riding in a chariot and followed by elephant riders to the Stupa at Ramagrama 
which was defended by Naga guardians. Above the Stupa are Suparnas holding 
garlands. On the lowest architrave the dwarfish pot-bellied figures of squatting and 
sprawling Kumbhandas are holding pearl necklaces in their hands and spouting forth 
the lotus creeper of Life and Fortune from their mouth. This was a very significant 
motif of early Indian art relating to the cult of Kumbhanda gods whose chief was 
Virudhaka, the Lokapala of the southern direction. It should be noted that the 
circular ends of the architraves on the two sides were occupied by a design of seven 
zones (chakravyulia) now termed as “spiral”. The two cubicals separating the archi
traves on left show the Bodhi Tree and Stupa and the Bodhi Tree and SrI-Lakshml on 
right. The false capitals or the corresponding portions of the architraves themselves, 
both on the right and left show pairs of couchant animals with riders, e. g. horses 
(haya-sanghata), stags [mriga-sanghcita). This was a decorative motif seen also on the 
pillars in the Western Indian caves and elsewhere at Bharhut, Mathura, etc. and 
occurs in the literary descriptions of the Jainas.

B a c k s i d e  : Top Architrave—In the central section are three Stupas alter
nating with four trees with thrones in front of them worshipped by human and divine 
figures. These represent the six previous ManushI Buddhas and Gautama Buddha— 
three symbolised by their Stupas and four by their Bodhi Trees. The Sinsha Tree 
belongs to Krakuclichhanda, the Udumbara to Kanakamuni, the Nyagrodha to 
Kasyapa and the Pippala to Sakyamuni.

On the dome of the central Stupa is the inscription, already mentioned, 
referring to Ananda, the royal architect of King Sri Satakarni.

Middle Architrave—The story of Clrhaddanta Jataka showing the Bodhi- 
sattva born as the king of a herd of elephants besporting himself in the lotus lake and 
walking to the central Banyan tree, while the hunter Sonuttara hidden among the 
rocks makes ready his bow.



Lowest Architrave—It depicts the war of the relics which the chiefs 
of seven other clans waged against the Mallas of Kusinara for the possession of the 
Buddha’s Dhatus. In the centre of the architrave is shown the seize of Kusinara. 
To right and left the victorious chiefs are departing in chariots and on elephants. 
After the war, Stupas were erected for Buddha’s relics at Rajagriha, Vaisall, 
Kapilavastu, Allakappa, Ramagrama, Vethadipa, Pava and Kusinara.

The ends of the three berms are occupied by the Chakravyuha motif, the dies 
on the east and west ends by Purnakumbha, Bodhi Tree worship of the three Buddhas, 
and the false capitals. The gateway is supported on two square pillars which are 
also profusely sculptured with several panels on their front, inner and back faces, e. g. 
the left pillar of the South Gateway shows on its front face three panels, the top one 
showing the worship of the Dharmachakra supported on a stepped base. The wheel 
has thirty-two spokes terminating in thirty-two Triratna symbols on its outer rim. 
The, Dharmachakra is topped by a parasol and garlands and the octagonal shaft of 
the pillar is rooted in a Full Vase. The crowded company of worshippers and the 
herd of deer on the two sides makes it one of the most vivid pictures of the Buddha’s 
Dharmachakra.

Front Face : Second Panel—Emperor Asoka in his chariot with his letinue
round him.

Inner Face : Top and second panels—Asoka with his two queens at the
BodhivriksJta-prakara at Bodhgaya. This was the temple built by Asoka himself 
around the sacred Piped Tree. Asoka has fainted at the sight of the witheiing tree.

INNER Face : Lower Panel—The worship of the Bodhisattva’s hair and
head-dress, same as the Ghudamaha in a Bharhut relief. A company of deities in the 
trayastrimsa heaven is worshipping the hair of the Bodhisattva. On the corresponding 
panel on the front face of this pillar the deities on foot, on horse back and on e ep an 
are hastening to do homage to the Buddha’s lock. The figure on elephant is n

with his queen.
Left Piller : On the west face of this pillar there is a veiy interesting

scene of which the true significance has not been understood up to now. In a meandering 
lotus creeper are three scenes of the Uttarakuru country showing three mithuna figures 
with ornaments and clothes being produced from the branches of the mythical Kalpa- 
vriksJias. Such Mitlmna figures became a favourite motif of early Indian art being 
represented particularly at Bhaja in the so-called Indra panel which is actually the 
scene of King Mandhata’s visit to the Uttarakuru country. Here at Sanchi in the 
lowest wave we see the mithuna or male and female couple seated in forest with



flowers, fruits, birds and lions. The female figure has a pair of anklets near - her feet 
and holds in her hands a necklace of amulets or auspicious signs {mangalaka mala) 
the use of which was considered effective to ward off evil and which was taken as a 
distinctive mark of the idyllic land of Uttarakuru. It may be seen that such a 
necklace is worn by the female figure in the couple carved in the next wave. Two 
such amulet strings (mangalaka mala) are illustrated on the east pillar of the 
northern gateway. The couple in the lowest panel is playing on a harp and this 
is also seen in the Bhaja scene where seated under a Kalpavriksha tree they are 
witnessing the dance of a female figure. This became in §unga art also a subject for 
detached terracotta plaques the meaning of which was well-understood as a version of 
life in the Uttarakuru land, such specimens having been found at Mathura, Rajghat
and Patna.

RIGHT Pillar : Top Panel—It depicts the episode of the Buddha in the
form of a Boddi Tree and the Nagaraja Muchalinda, surrounded by four Nagl queens 
with one hood only. In the middle panel are four Lokapalas with four attendants 
offering the begging bowls to the invisible Buddha. The bottom panel shows the 
merchant Prapusha and Bhallika passing through Uruvilva seated in their chariot.

Inner-Face : Top Panel shows the Bodhi Tree of Buddha Vipassin with a
woman prostrating before the Throne.

Middle Panel shows the grass-cutter holding a sickle who presented a sheaf of 
straw for spreading on the Buddha’s throne.

The Fourth Panel shows the Sambodhi Throne with male and female 
worshippers, the latter with ewers of water. Bottom Panel shows the Chankrama 
or Promenade of the Buddha.

The capitals on the pillars of the southern gateway consist of pairs of lions 
(Sihgha samghata) seated back to back, two on the front side and two on the back, on 
the northern and eastern gateways, of similar pairs of elephants (Gaja samghata) and on 
the western gateway, of standing Atlantes or Kichaka figures.

Northern Gateway

This is the best preserved of all the four gateways which preserved the largest 
portion of its ornamental figures. Above the topmost beam were seven figures, a 
Dliarmachakra in the centre and on both sides of it an attendant Yaksha, a triratna 
and a winged lion. On the edges of the main pillars are sinuous creepers including the 
vine.



Front face of the top architrave shows Seven Manushl Buddhas represented 
by theii bodhi Trees and Stupas alternately as on the other three gateways. Middle 
Architrave repetition Oi the Seven Bodhi Trees of the seven Manushl Buddhas.

Between the top and middle architraves there are three uprights and four 
detached figuies of hoise riders carved on two faces. The horse riders on their breasts 
are wearing the Srlvatsa symbol which as an auspicious amulet is ii eluded in both the 
necklaces specially shown on this gateway. J3n the central upright is shown a wheel- 
topped pillar inside a railing where two parasols are planted.

Lowermost architrave : On this lintel one of Sanchi’s masterpieces is carved, 
showing the Buddha in his last but one incarnation born as Prince Vessantara who 
realised the Perfection of Charity {Dana Paramita). Here the story is told with# 
great wealth of detail and has the unique distinction of covering the entire architrave, 
both front and-back. Here we see three panels, prince Vessantara giving away his 
royal elephant ; his banishment and saying farewell to his parents outside the city ; 
driving away in his chariot with his family and presently parting with his chariot and 
horses through some Brahmanas. From the point of view of carving this is one of the 
most vivid representations at Sanchi marked by the greatest clarity of treatment of 
city architecture, personal ornaments and dress as well as of the quadriga and the 
horses. On the soffit or underside of this architrave is a row of beautifully carved 
lotuses showing in the centre a red lotus (padma) framed between blue lotuses (mlotpala). 
On the two die portions of these three architraves there are two Gaja-Lakshml represen
tations in which the goddess and. the elephant are all shown seated and standing on 
full blown lotuses. This had become an established style for a number of other 
statuettes of the goddess seen in Mathura art. Between the three architraves on the two 
sides of the Gaja-Lakshml figures are to be seen standing Vrikshakas under distended 
boughs of mango or Asoka trees which set the norm for such figures in later art. But 
the most beautiful and delicate are the torana caryatids festooning the corners on the 
outside which are also seen in their best preserved form in a similar position on the 
eastern gateway.

Other scenes depicted on the backside of the top and middle architraves show 
Ghhaddanta Jataka, the elephant king paying homage to the Bodhi Tree ; and the 
demon hosts of Mara army at the time of Buddha’s temptation (middle) ; the 
bottom lintel continuing the Vessantara Jataka showing life in the hermitage, gift of the 
children, gift of the wife and the final reunion.

Left Pillar (front view) depicts the great miracle (Maha-pratiliarya) of 
the Mango Tree performed by the Buddha at SravastI when he walked in the air, 
and flames broke out from his feet and water from his head.



The second panel depicts the Jetavana showing three GandhaJcutls of Buddha 
with the throne in front of it. In the foreground are punchmarked coins spread as in 
a relief at Bharhut. In the third panel another miracle of SravastI is shown in which 
the Buddha is soaring in the air over his Chankrama. Panel four shows king Prasenajit 
going out of the city-gate of SravastI to meet the Buddha in the Jetavana. Panel 
five is an inset of the Uttarakuru country where dwnpati figures drinking wine and 
playing music are shown with the figure of Mandhata on elephant carved below them.

Inner Face—Visit of India to the Buddha in the Indrasaila cave. In the upper 
part of the panel is an artificial cave resembling in its facade many Buddhist shrines 
hewn in the rocks of western and central India. In front of the door is the throne 
which marks the presence of the Buddha. The animals, including human-faced rams, 
peering out from among the rocks serve to indicate the wildnesss of the spot. Below 
is the company of Indra in attitudes of worship; India himself being probably represen
ted twice, first as the principal figure in the foreground and then with his back to the 
spectator, against the rocks.

Second panel shows a king with his cortege issuing from a city ; probably king 
Ajatasatru coming out of Rajagriha on a visit to the Amravana of Jivaka. Panel three 
shows the Venuvana at Rajagriha with the throne of the Buddha in the centre and 
devotees around.

OUTER S id e  : This depicts one of the most interesting motifs in the whole
range of Sanchi art, showing a golden post (suvarna yaththi) with eight parts of pegs 
(nagadanta) for hanging golden necklace (hemamala). In the treasure-houses of royal 
palaces and rich men’s houses such golden pillars for the storage of costly necklaces 
were used as visible symbols of goddess SrI-Lakshml since their earliest reference 
occurs in the apocryphal SrI-Sukta of the Rigveda where the goddess Sri is 
described as yashtim suvarnam hemamalinm Smyam liiranmayim Lakshmlm (hymn 14),
i. e. golden Lakshml resplendent as the Sun, takes the form of a golden pillar loaded 
with golden necklaces. It appears that in the second stage the idea was connected 
with the symbolism of the Uttarakuru country and such a post was taken to 
represent a cross-section of the wealth of the Uttarakuru land in which string of 
golden amulet especially formed part. In a previous illustration on the southern 
gateway we have seen that the female figures wear such amulet strings. Here two 
of these strings or necklaces are shown. The left one having eleven and the right 
one thirteen auspicious amulet beads as follows :

L e f t  : 1  sun, 2  wheel, 3 lotus pond (padmasara), 4  goad (ankusa), 5 Indra’s 
triangle-headed banner (VaijayantI), 6 lotus (pankaja), 7 a pair of fish (mina-mithuna), 
8 Srlvatsa, 9 battle axe (parasu), 1 0  mirror (darpana), 1 1  lotus (kamala).



R ight : 1 lotus, 2 goad, 3 Kalpavriksha, 4 mirror, 5 Srlvatsa, 6 Vaija-
ycmti, 7 Pankaja, 8 mma-yugala, 9 battle axe, 10 flower garland (pmhpadama), 
11-12-13 wheel, two other symbols.

A possession of these divine necklaces was considered apotropaic and seems 
to have formed part of a cult of goddess ^rl-Lakshml, later on linked to the Uttara- 
kuru conception. In the third stage it became associated with the physical statue of 
the Buddha showing him in a visible form like other symbols and therefore labelled as 
Bhagavato Pamani- Latthi ‘Height-measuring Staff of the Blessed One’. (Marshall, II, pi. 
XXVII). Even one of these amulets was considered sacred and efficacious enough to 
ward off evil. Individual specimens have been found in early Indian art, as amongst 
relics of the Stupa. In the next stage the number of auspicious signs became fixed at 
eight as on the Ayaga pattas in Mathura (J 249 of Lucknow Museum) and this gave 
rise to a new name ‘Ashtha-mangalaka-mala which included the following list :

The Mlna-Mithuna, Deva Vimana-griha, §rxvatsa, Vardhamana, Triratna, 
Pushpadama, Indra-Yashti or VaijayantI and Purnaghata. The names had become 
popular as we find by its mention twice in the Ahgavijja of about the second-third 
century. During the Gupta period its possession was ardently desired by travellors 
both on land and sea and rich men. The number eight had become stereotyped since 
Bana compares the eighteen islands encircling Bharatavarsha to an Ashtamangalaka 
Mala (ia slita d a fa d v Ip a sJ ith a m a n g a la k a m a liia  me d in t ,  Harshacharita, ch. 6, p. 185).

R ig h t  P il l a r —Front face shows the descent of the Buddha from the 
heaven of the thirty-three gods; in the centre is the ladder with figures of Indra and 
Brahma. Second panel shows the riderless horse depicting the Buddha’s departure 
from the palace (A b h in is h h r a m a n a ) . Third panel The conversion of the §akyas 
and miracle at Kapilavastu.

INNER F ace—Top panel shows probably the dedication of the Stupa con
taining the Buddha’s relics by the Mallas. Second panel—The offering of a bowl of 
honey to the Blessed One by a monkey.

Third panel back—Tree and throne of the Buddha with attendant worshippers 

bringing offerings.
It m a y  be noted that the various life scenes like the descent fiom heaven, 

presentation of the honey cnp, etc., set up a model of portrayal followed subsequently 
in the schools of Mathura and Gandhara.

Eastern Gateway

Like the northern gateway, the eastern has been preserved in its original 
position although much damaged. The motifs on the capitals and false capitals are



about the same, but are here treated with greater ease and freedom and the style is 
superior to what is seen in the other gateways.

Top Architrave : Front—Seven ManushI Buddhas shown by their Stupas and 
Bodhi Trees as on other gateways.

Middle Architrave—Buddha’s departure from Kapilavastu, the city being shown; 
with walls and a moat and gateway. This relief is repeated four times to show the 
progress of the prince.

Third architrave shows the visit of Asoka to the Bodhi tree. In the centre,- 
the temple and trees of Bodhgaya; to the left, a crowd of musicians and devotees with 
water vessels ; to the right, a royal retinue and a king and queen descending from an 
elephant and afterwards doing worship at the Tree. This is the ceremonial visit which 
Asoka and his queen Tissarakkhita paid to the Bodhi Tree, for the purpose of watering 
it and restoring it pristine beauty after the evil spell which the queen in a fit of 
jealousy had cast upon it. In the pairs of peacocks at the ends of this, architrave, 
there may be a special allusion to Asoka, since the peacock (Pali ; morn; Sans : MayOra) 
was the badge of the Maury an times. On the south voluted ends of the architrave and., 
on the dies and false capitals are scenes of Chakra and Stupa worship and Gaja- 
LakshmT. _

Back of the first architrave—-Seven MannshI Buddhas depicted as usual by. 
their thrones and Bodhi Trees.

Middle Architrave—-Worship of the Buddha’s" throne under a Bodhi tree by • 
ani-mal kingdom, including animals, real and mythical, birds and Nagas.

Lowest Architrave—Worship of the Stupa by elephants. South end shows 
PiirnagTiata, Stupa worship, Bodhi Tree worship and animal capital. North end 
depicts Stupa worship and PUrnagliata motif.

Left I Jlai 'Fiont Face: Panels 1 and 2, the illumination and walk of the 
Buddha. In the second panel from the top is a temple at Bodhgaya built by 
Asoka with the throne of Buddha within, and spreading through its upper: 
windows the branches of the sacred tree. It is the illumination of the, Buddha, and 
to right and left of the temple are four figures in an attitude of adoration, probably the 
guardian kings of the four quarters. Third Panel shows the miracle of the Buddha . 
walking on the waters. The river Nlranjana being shown in the foreground.

Lowest Panel shows Bimbisara with his royal cortege issuing from the city 
of Rajagriha, on a visit to the* Buddha, here symbolised by his empty throne.



I n n e r  F a c e—Top Panel depicts the visit of Indra and Brahma to the Buddha 
in the city of Uruvilva.

Second Panel shows the victory of the Buddha over the serpents in the Fire 
Chapel at Uruvilva (Agnisala) in the ashrama of Kasyapa.

Third Panel—Miracles of the wood, the fire and the offering. In the story 
of Kasyapa’s conversion it is related that after the miracle of the Fire Temple, a 
sacrifice was prepared by the Brahmana but the wood for the fire could not be split, 
the fire could not be made to burn and the oblation could not be offered, until in each 
case the Buddha gave his consent.

R ig h t  P il l a r —Front Face—The six inferior heavens of the Kamavaohara 
gods (.KamavacJiara-deva-lolcas). Starting from below they are as follows :

1. 0  It a t u m rm liar aji k a l oka, heaven of the four Lokapalas ;
2. Trayastrirhfaddeva, heaven of the thirty-three gods ruled by Indra ;
3. Yamaloka, where Yama, God of Death, presides and there is no variation

of night and day ;
4. Tmhitasvarga, where the Bodhisattvas are born prior to their descent on 

earth and where Maitreya now resides ;

5. Nirmamratisvargix, heaven of the gods who rejoice in their own creation ;
6. Parinirmitavasavartin gods, who indulge in pleasures created for them

by others and over whom Mara is king.

These Shadlcamavaohara devas are six classes of gods still living in the realm 
of desires in which the passions are still unsubdued. Their representation here is 
very monotonous. Each of these six heavens is represented by the storeys of a palace, 
front of which is divided by pillars into three bays, the pillars in the alternate storeys 
being either plain or provided with elaborate Persepolitan capitals, In the central bay 
there sits a god, probably Indra, holding a thunder-bolt (Vajra) in his right hand and 
a flask containing nectar in his left. Behind him are his female attendants holding 
the royal umbrella and fly-whisk. In the bay to his right, seated on a slightly lower 
seat, is his viceroy ; and to his left are the court musicians and dancers. With slight 
variations the same figures are repeated in each of the six heavens.

Inner Face—Top Panel showing the gods beseeching the Buddha to be bom 
on earth. Second Panel—Dream of Maya and the conception of the Bodhisattva. Third 
Panel—Royal procession of King Souddhodana going to meet the Buddha. Fourth 
Panel—Miracle of walking in the air. Bottom Panel—The guardian Loleapala of this 
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gateway, probably Dhritarashtra, the king of the Gandharvas, but no distinctive sign 
is shown.

Back Face—Sambodhi or Illumination of the Buddha depicted by the Pipal 
Tree in square railing with worshippers on either sides and celestial beings above.

W e s t e r n  G a t e w a y

Top Architrave—Repetition of the seven ManushI Buddhas by their Stupas 
and Bodhi Trees.

Middle Architrave—The sermon on the Deer Park. The Dharmachakra is 
set on a throne and there are numerous deer to indicate the Mrigadava in which the 
sermon was preached.

Lowest Architrave—The Chhaddanta Jataka (also shown on north and 
south gateways), shown as King of the elephants worshipping the Bodhi Tree.

On the north end of the architraves are scenes of Gaja-Lakshml, Stupa 
worship and Bodhi Tree worship, and the usual capital of addorsed animals. The 
capital above the pillar consits of standing Kumblxanda or Kicliaka dwarfs with hands 
raised aloft, a motif which is mentioned in the Sabhaparva as Kinkara, Guhyaka or 
AntariJcshachara Pakshasa.

Back view—The chief of the Mallas of Kusinara bearing the relics of the 
Buddha on his head into the town of Kusinara.

Middle Architrave—War of the relics, also depicted on the south gateway 
showing the seven chiefs distinguished by their seven royal umbrellas, advancing with 
their armies to the city of Kusinara.

Lowest Architrave—Temptation of the Buddha. In the centre is the temple 
of Lodhgaya with the Pipal Tree and the Throne of the Buddha within ; to the right, 
the armies of Mara fleeing discomfuted from the Buddha ; to the left, the Devas 
celebrating the victories of the Buddha over the evil one and exalting his glorious 
achievements. The Mara-Dharshana scene set a model for its subsequent portrayal in 
other places and even in the Ajanta painting.

The ends of the architraves on the two sides as usual show scenes of Stupa 
worship, Chakra worship, winged lions, and false capitals.

L e f t  P il l a r  : Front Face—The top panel shows a cross-section of the
Uttarakuru land with four seated mithunas and one standing couple engaged in music 
and diinking under various Kalpavrilcshas producing ornaments.



In the lower panel partly defaced is the repetition of a similar scene with 
Kalpavrikshas producing ornaments and coins.

I n n e r  F ace : T o p  Panel—Syama Jataka. §yama, the only son of a blind
hermit and his wife, who are entirely dependent on him for support, goes to draw water 
and is shot with an arrow by the king of Varanasi who is out hunting; thanks to the 
king’s penitence and his parent’s sorrow, Indra intervenes, and allows 6yama to be 
healed and his parents’ sight to be restored.

At the right hand top corner of the panel are the two hermitages with the 
father and mother seated in front of them. Below them their son Syama is coming 
to draw water from the stream. Then, to the left, we see the figure of the king 
thrice repeated, first shooting the lad in the water, than with bow in hand, then 
standing penitent with bow and arrow discarded; and in the left top corner are the 
father, mother and son restored to health, and by their side the god Indra and the 
king, the former wearing his characteristic head-dress.

Second Panel—Nagaraja Muchalinda shielding Buddha from rain.
Third Panel—Only the upper part of this panel is now preserved. It 

appears to depict the miraculous crossing of the Ganges by the Buddha when he left 
Rajagriha to visit Vaisall.

R ig h t  P il l a r  : Front Face—Top Panel—Mahakapi Jataka. The Bodhi-
sattva born as the king of monkeys formed a bridge across the river with his own 
body over which his followers crossed over to eat the fruits of a large mango tree. 
Brahmadatta surrounded the tree but the Bodhisattva saved his tribe. But Devadatta 
jumped on his back and made the heart of the Bodhisattva break. Brahmadatta 
seeing the good deed of the Bodhisattva and repenting of his own attempt to kill 
him, tended him with great care when he was dying and afterwards gave him 
royal obsequies.

Higher up the panel is the great mango tree to which two monkeys are 
clinging, while the king of the monkeys is stretched across the river, from the mango 
tree to the opposite bank and over his body some monkeys have escaped to the rocks 
and jungles thereon. In the lower part of the panel, to the left, is king Brahmadatta 
on horse back with his soldiers.

Higher up the panel the figure of the king is repeated sitting under the mango 
tree and conversing with the dying Bodhisattva.

S e c o n d  P a n e l — Adhyeslutna i.e. the gods led by Brahma and Indra entreat 
the Buddha to show mankind the way of salvation.

T h i r d  P a n e l —Indra’s visit to the Buddha in the Indrasaila cave.



L o w e s t  P a n e l —Three rampant lions standing on the lotus tree of life and 
fortune. T h e  foliage is peculiar to the early school and is never found in later art. 
We see here a combination of the twisted and corrugated palm leaves in combination 
with the lotus.

INNER F a c e —Sarribodhi or the enlightenment of the Buddha showing the 
Throne, Bodhi Manda under the Bodhi Tree, and round them Mara with his daughters.

S e c o n d  P a n e l  —The conversion of the Sakyas in which the Buddha 
preaches in the Banyan Park at Kapilavastu to his father Suddhodana and the 
assembled Sakya chiefs.

Back — Parinirvana of the Buddha, represented by a Stupa and attendant figures.

The sculptures on these four gateways with their architraves and pillars 
are sometimes bold being conceived independently and at others crowded in multitud
inous groups as for example those in the war of relics. In other cases as in the 
depiction of the Vessantara Jataka the scenes are synoptically treated and of clear 
composition.

There is an abundance of natural scenes showing Bodhi trees and domestic 
and wild animals like elephants, lions and deer. There are certain marked points of 
contrast between Bharhut and Sanchi portrayals. At Bharhut the number of Jataka 
scenes are much more in excess than at Sanchi ; whereas the Bharhut sculptors took 
pleasure in depicting a number of minor Jatakas, the Sanchi artisans only concentrate 
on the great Jatakas and those also limited in number—for example, Vessantara 
Jataka, Chhaddanta Jataka (repeated several times), Syama Jataka and Mahakapi 
Jataka. The number of Buddha’s life-scenes is much in excess at Sanchi and even 
there the sculptors are more fond of depicting the miracles of the Master, e. g. his 
walking in the air, on water and the miracles in the hermitage of Kasyapa. The 
historical scenes also may be said to be more frequent at Sanchi ; for example, 
we find the visit of Ajatasatru and Prasenajit Kosala to the Buddha and of 
L rasenajit visiting the mango tree at toravastl, Ajatasatru visiting the Amravana of 
Jivaka, king Suddlrodana going to meet the Buddha, and Asoka’s visit to the Bodhi- 
vriksha at Bodhgaya and the Naga Stupa at Ramagrama. The life episodes of the 
Buddha had become very much standardised at Sanchi, being frequently portrayed 
in the form of the worship of the Bodhi Tree, Dharmachakra and Stupa.

A new feature at Sanchi is the especial emphasis on depicting scenes of the 
Uttarakuru country where happy mithums enjoy dance, music and drink under the 
Kalpavriksha trees. It appears that the Uttarakuru had been accepted as the land of 
Buddhist paradise, although still retaining its Maha character. The toranas at



Bharhut are finished in crocodile-shaped volutes and those at Sanchi in the ‘spiral’ 
motifs (Chaler avyudia) which was a marked difference between the two Stupas. The 
Sangliata of the addorsed animals like the horses, elephants, deer, balls and lions is 
much more emphasised at Sanchi. The §rI-LakshmI depiction on the false capitals 
and also that of Purnakumbha is a conspicuous feature on the Sanchi toranas. It 
appears that the spirit behind the Srl-Laksliml cult was still alive, but more evolved 
at Sanchi and became assimilative of the religious beliefs about Uttarakuru on the one 
hand and about the nativity of the Buddha on the other ; but still we should recognise 
its popular character as part of a folk cult. [Fig. 65],

Marshall noticed the diversity of style and inequality in technique amongst 
the sculptors at Sanchi. The second panel on the front face of the right pillar of 
western gateway, the Adhyesliana scene shows a strong archaising tendency whereas 
the Chulamaha scene on the lowest panel of the front face of the left pillar of the south 
gateway shows as advanced a style as anything produced by the early school. The war 
of the relics on the southern and western gateways exhibits a fine sense of composition 
and modelling. This school of Vidisa situated on the highway between Mathura and 
Pratishtliana exerted a strong influence on the subsequent Mathura School of Sculpture 
which derived many of its ideas of composition of the various life-scenes of the Buddha in 
their symbolical form and also its technique and style. The southern gateway was carved 
by a guild of ivory workers of Vidisa, Vedisaleehi dantakSrehi rupvkammam Teat am. 
The carvers have succeeded in the clear treatment of the bas-reliefs and figures either 
alone or in groups and based themselves on the simplicity and naturalness of their 
rendering. It is a great quality by which this early school was marked and which 
their patron, namely the wealthy merchants of Vidisa and UjjayinI specially liked. 
The sculptors were definitely advancing towards giving an increasing religious tone to 
the subjects handled by them as shown by the abundance of the religious symbols 
depicted in these bas-reliefs. Marshall criticised some of these scenes as mundane and 
sensuous but that was due to misunderstanding, for, as pointed out above, these were 
Elysian scenes of ideal happiness from the Uttarakuru land which were now put into 
great relief, and probably synchronised with the descriptions in the epics and Jatakas 
with which the scenes faithfully agree. It may also be noted that these Stupas serve 
as commentaries on the many religious cults that were prevalent during the centuries 
prior to the Christian era and which were seeking marked embrace with Buddhism.

Stupa II
Stupa No. II is next to Stupa No. I the most important monument at 

Sanchi. It stands on a small terrace projecting out from the hillside some 
three-fifty yards down its western slopes. It may be stated that the construction of



the three Stupas was deliberately planned so as to enshrine the relics of the Buddha 
in Stupa No. I, built in the most majestic form and sited on the most conspicuous 
spot, the relics of Buddha’s two chief disciples, Sariputta and Maha Moggalayana in 
Stupa No. Ill on the hill-top itself and of the other great teachers and missionaries of 
religion who worked in the time of Asoka in a Stupa now labelled as Stupa II on an 
artificially constructed terrace jutting from the hillside towards the plains.

In size and construction Stupa II was almost a replica of Stupa I, the main 
difference between the two being the decoration of the ground railing. Its diameter 
exclusive of the processional path and enclosing balustrade, was 47 ; its height to the 
top of the dome 2(J  and to the top of the crowning umbrella 37 . In the four quad
rants of the ground railing there were 88 pillars. There were three railings, the one 
as the ground balustrade, the second the berm railing approached by stairways and 
the third on the top round the liarmika. But the ground railing is carved with many 
reliefs which give the balustrade its unique value and make it an outstanding landmark 
in the history of Indian art no less than of Buddhism. The subjects portrayed are 
generally similar to those on the gateways of the Great Stupa. Among them, the 
four chief events of the Buddha’s life are conspicuous: h's birth (Jati), his enlighten
ment (Sambodlii), his first sermon (DharmachaJcra-pravartana), and his death (Pari-
nirvana)_each represented by its own peculiar symbol : the lotus, the Pipal tree,
the Wheel and the Stupa. Then there are the familiar figures of Yakshas and 
Yakshinls, many-hooded Nagas and a host of real and fabulous animals, sometimes 
with riders and sometimes without, like those which adorn the false capitals on the 
gateways of the Great Stupa: elephants, bulls, horses, deer, winged lions, makaras 
and griffins and other creatures of the fancy, also that do not occur on the gateways, 
such as horse-headed and fish-tailed men or centaurs with women on their backs 
(Icinnara mithuna). Among plants, the favourite one is the lotus—magic symbol of 
birth and life and giver of bounteous gifts to mortals—sometimes quite simply treated, 
sometimes in rich and elaborate devices ; among birds, the peacock, the goose, and 
the Sarasa are prominent ; and among characteristic Buddhistic emblems other than 
those already mentioned, the triratna, nandipada, and Snvatsa, and pillars crowned by 
lions or elephants. (Marshall).

The contingent of decorative designs including flowers, animals, human beings 
and divine figures was traditional and borrowed from the repertoire that we find in the 
Vedic, Buddhist and Jaina Agamic literature. In the description of lotus railing 
(padmavara vedilca) as given in the Rayapaseniya Sutta, we find conventionalised lists 
of such decorative motifs. There seems to be no doubt that these motifs of ornamental 
decoration were being used in wooden construction for many centuries from where the



stone carvers borrowed them with complete facility. The unique charm of such a 
railing became widely popular and accepted in such art centres as Mathura and 
Sarnath. The railing pillars of the earlier Jaina Stupa at Kankall Tila show as if the 
ground balustrade of Sanchi Stupa II was transferred with the variety of its decoiative 
motifs and the simple natural style of carving. The few Sunga pillars at Sarnath 
are also as if replicas of the Sanchi balustrade. The age of these reliefs on the 
balusrade of Stupa II may rightly be fixed on the basis of their style and palaeography 
of inscriptions in the last quarter of the 2nd century B. C.

The smaller balustrades belonging to the stairway, berm and the harmika are 
similar to those of Stupa III both in form and construction. The uprights of the 
stairway are relieved both on their inner and outer faces with one complete and two 
half discs of varying patterns. Similar floral rosettes are also carved on the inner face 
of the landing balustrade but the outer faces are decorated with narrow bands of 
carving between the rosettes. On the other hand the berm balustrade or pillars of the 
second parikrama have merely plain disc medallions, on the inner face of which the 
central ones are sometimes omitted. But the discs on the outer face of the pillars of this 
projecting ledge are relieved with lotus designs and other floral or animal devices ; e. g. 
a lion, a bull or an elephant. The coping of the harmilca is also decorated on its inner 
side by a row of full-blown lotuses forming the pushkarasraj design. The relic box, 
deposited inside a relic-chamber which itself was placed at two feet distance from the 
centre, contained four small caskets of steatite with tfarira dhatu or the bodily relics of 
the ten missionaries sent by Asoka to preach the doctrine, some of whom had also taken 
part in the Third Council of Pataliputra. Although these teachers lived in the time of 
Asoka, their relics must have rested for some time at different places until they were 
assembled to be enshrined together in this Stupa which seems to have been a recognised
practice in the Sunga period.

D e c o r a t io n  o f  t h e  G r o u n d  R a il in g  : The main centre of interest lies
in the decorative reliefs carved on the inner and outer faces of the upright pillars of 
the ground railing. As mentioned earlier the subjects shown on the half and full 
rosettes of the pillars were organised on the basis of the prevailing folk cults as inter 
preted by the artists and sculptors who seem to have taken their inspiration rom 
domestic and folk art. The first thing that impresses is the lotus and its wavy 
creeper in infinite forms. The lotus is carved in the form of full-blown flowers buds, 
leaves and either in a conventionalised form or growing m a natural foim, t re ormer 
as Padma-lata and the latter as Vana-lata. The carving of the lotus ci coper an 
flowers in itself was the outcome of a complex cult of the lotus which had come 
down from the earliest times. The lotus was associated with the cult of Brahma



who was said to have his seat on pmhlcara (Brahma lia vai brahmanam pushkare sasrije, 
Gopatba Br., 1. ]. 16) which was the symbol of the cosmos (bhU-padmahosa) and of 
Fire and Sun, the latter two conceived as blooming lotuses rising from the depths 
of the primeval water. The conception of a garland of lotuses (pushkarasraj) 
comprising both the earth and the heaven was Vedic. Along with it was the cult of 
farFLakshmi having a Vedic origin and the two freely mingled with each other with 
the positive result that Lakshml was conceived of as PadminI (Goddess of Lotuses) 
standing amongst lotuses (padms stint am), wearing a garland of lotuses or holding 
lotuses in both hands or standing on a Full Vase overflowing with lotus flowers and 
leaves, She is sometimes sprinkled over with water by elephants, also standing on 
lotus flowers. These variations are seen in these reliefs.

We also find the Purnakumbha motif also called Mahendrakwnbha, covered 
over with red and blue lotuses (Padmotpalapidham) ; Chakra worship, Stupa worship, 
scenes of Uttarakuru, animal motifs, Kinnara-Mithuna, Srlvatsa, Naga, and Yaksha 
figures. Some of them may be noted as follows :

S a l a b h a n jik a  : In ancient railings these were generally sixteen in one
quadrant as actually found at Bharhut, making a total of sixty-four in the complete 
circular railing with twenty more for the re-entrant portion. The female figure in this 
pose was shown as holding the branch of an Asoka tree (Vamahasta-grihltagrasoha) 
with her left hand and standing in a graceful attitude (lUasupratishtMta), as depicted- 
on the pillar No. 1 a.

Sir Lakshml, §u-DevI, Gaja-Lakshml or Lakshml with twro elephants or 
two lions, with a human couple also standing on two lotuses. [Fig. 75].

SrI-Lakshml on lotus, Lakshml with lotuses, with two attendants and another 
woman standing between the door, with two attendants holding Chhatra and Ohamara. 
[Tig. 76], Lotus bunch, elephant with lotuses, Lotus bunch from the jaws of a 
Makara having a Yaksha in the middle section; padmalata from the mouth of a 
tortoise ; rhinoceros with Padma— and elephant with Padmalata, Simha with lotus. 
[Figs. 77 78]. Yaksha on tortoise with lotus stem ; Yaksha with Padmalata ; Padmalata 
from the navel of a Yaksha. [ Figs. 79-80],

Chakra on four lions placed on the top of a pillar round which are four deer, 
depicting the Sarnath Pillar, Dharmachakra with eight spokes, Chakra worship, 
Bodhi Tree worship, Tree-in-railing.

St u pa  W O RSHIP: The Stupa is of elongated cylindrical form and not
hemispherical. It has the usual three railings but located on a high terrace which is 
decorated with vertical alternate bands of lotus rosettes and Srlvatsa symbols both of



which point to the assimilating influences of SrI-Lakshml cult with that of the Stupa. 
In the lowermost panel is the Srl-Vriksha or Tree-of-Life which also points to the 
comprehensive nature of the Srl-DevI worship. [Fig. 81].

An im a l s  :—Simha Sanghata ; lion with lotus; bull ; elephant with rider ; 
horse with rider. These were part of the worship of the Four Great Animals, Maha 
Ajaneya Pasu, a well-established cult in ancient time from the Indus Valley to the 
19th century. [Their symbolism has been explained by us with a long list of references 
in our book, Chalcradhvaja]. A two-humped camel (dvikahudkramelaJca) which was a 
Central Asian animal, about which the Central Indian sculptors must have received 
information from some caravan trader. Pair of boars ; combating lion and elephant ; 
cow suckling the calf.

Srlvatsa depicted about a dozen times had already become a sacred symbol 
and naturally associated with the Srl-Lakshmi cult. Tiiratna symbol also depicted 
about a dozen times was pre-Buddhistic but accepted in the Buddhist, Jaina and 
Brahmanieal traditions.

U t t a r a k u r u  :—It is a favourite subject on the Gateways of Stupa I and 
is found here depicted in the form of Mithunas and Kalpalata meandeis. [Fig. 82], 
Kinnara motif is shown both with Kinnarl riding with her husband or the centaur 
riding with his wife. [Fig. 83]. This is a motif repeated at Mathuia and other places.

B i r d s  This was the topic related to the ancient Swparna Maha ; we find 
here Garuda|holding the Naga in its beak and the Naga coiled round the body of the 
bird, a motif continued in Mathura a r t ; a pair of Hamsas (hamsa-mithuna) ; a pair 
of cranes (kraufichamitliuna). [Fig. 84].

Y a k s h a  : The popularity of the Yaksha cult cast its deep influence on the
Stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi and they are repeated on this railing of Stupa II also 
as related to Uttarakuru and water cosmology. Lotus creepers are shown as issuing 
from the mouth or navel of pot-bellied squatting Yaksha figures. As the followers of 
Kubera they were accepted as the genii of wealth and auspicious jewels (nidhi and 
bhadra mani). A veiy peculiar figure is the Yaksha seated on a tortoise holding a 
sinuous lotus tree with Ha ms a lodged in it. [Fig. 85]. The main stem of the lotus 
is seen issuing out from his navel. This illustrates a happy mingling of the elements 
of the several ancient folk cults, viz. that of the Yakshas, Kurma, Pushkara and 
Waters. Another form of Yaksha was that of a stout well-built male figuie, lesembling 
a wrestler, probably the same as Nara (as in the medallion on pillar 6a) because of 
which Kuber was called Naravahana. On one pillar we find the figure of a king with 
two queens with three attendants holding an umbrella and flywhisk and at the bottom 
panel of the same the king driving in a chariot with his minister on an elephant. It 
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recalls the scene of Asoka going to visit Bodhi shrine at Bodhgaya already depicted 
on the Western Gateway of the Stupa I.

Stupa III
On the plateau itself about fifty yards north-east of the Stupa I is another 

monument called Stupa III, which enshrines the relics of Sariputra and Maha Mogga- 
layana, the two great disciples of the Buddha. It is smaller in size; its diameter 
including the raised terrace but not the ground baustrade being 49'6" ; its height 27' or 
including the harmika and umbrella 35'4". The core is homogeneous throughout and 
composed of heavy unwrought blocks of local stone mixed with spalls (splinters). 
Apart from its size the only essential points in which Stupa III differed from the Great 
Stupa were the possession of one instead of four gateways, the decoration of its ground 
railing and the more hemispherical contour of its dome which was of a slightly later 
and more developed type. The ground railing has almost entirely disappeared, the 
work of demolition being done in ancient times to provide material for other monuments. 
There was a stairway with balustrade similar to that of Stupa I in style, deco
ration and structural forms. There is only one gateway on the south of this Stupa 
which is the latest of all the five Toranas at Sanchi and was added probably in the 
early parts of the first century A. D. The gateway is 17' high and is enriched with 
reliefs in the same style as those on the four gateways of the Great Stupa. No doubt, 
it was adorned with precisely the same class of figures in the round including Yakshas 
Yakshinls and horsemen, and the same characteristic emblems of the faith, the Triratna 
and Dharmcicliakra.

On palseographical grounds Mr. Majumdar concludes that the inscriptions on the 
relic boxes, stairway and berm balustrades of this Stupa belong to the same period as 
those on the ground, berm and stairway balustrades of Stupa I, viz. to about the 
middle of the 2nd century B. C.

Some significant motifs on the railings and gateway of the Siupa HI are as 
follows : garland-bearing Yakshas which appear for the first time in the decoration of 
the meanders which in later art are known as Garland-bearing Erotes, in Mathura, 
Gandbara and Amaravati. In the Mahavamsa and Divyavadana they are known 
as Maladhan Devah and are given a religious significance as one of the Pancha-raksha 
figures round an ideal city.

It is also indicated that a considerable give and take and mutual influencing 
was in progress amongst the manifold symbols and their twofold purpose, viz. decorative 
(sobJiartha) and apotropaic (rakshartha) had fully mingled with each other. Other 
scenes include those of Stupa worship, Bodhi Tree worship, Lion Pillar, Chakra pillar,
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Chakra, worship, fish-tailed Makara with lotus creepers issuing from their mouth, 
five-hooded Nagaraja, hlchaka or atlante dwarfs holding lotus bunch, Gaja-Lakshml, 
addorsed lions, bulls, horses, elephants (sanyhata), kalpalata and several other scenes 
of Uttarakuru with couples enjoying water-sports and garden-sports. There is a 
definite development in the number of newly conceived motifs or in the form in which 
the old ones are depicted, e.g. Indra’s Vaijayanta palace together with the Nandana 
forests on the slopes of Mount Meru. On the two sides of the lower-most architrave 
elaborate scenes of Uttarakuru are depicted including Kalpalata meanders producing 
ornaments and issuing from the mouths of Yakshas which points to the association 
of the original motif with the region of Vaisravana, a conception which later on was 
perfected in that of the capital Alaka, the Happy Abode of the Yakshas. All the 
above symbols severally and in combination were accepted as motifs of religion and 
decoration and this was the happy approach accorded to them both in life and art.

A so k a  P i l l a r —There were many pillars on the Sanchi plateau, mostly 
of the Gupta age but the earliest and most remarkable is the Pillar of Asoka near 
the South Gateway of the Stupa distinguished by its perfect workmanship and bearing 
an inscription. It is now a broken stump but the lion capital bearing on the drum 
a row of Hamsas (Hamsamala) is still preserved in the museum. The pillar, when 
in tact, was about 42' in height and consisted of a round and slightly tapering 
monolithic shaft, with a puranaghata and foliage top as on the Sarnath pillar sur
mounted by an abacus and four lions back to back; the whole is finely finished and 
polished to a remarkable lustre from top to bottom. It must have been the outcome of 
the Emperor’s personal interest in the monuments. The abacus is adorned with four 
honeysuckle designs separated one from the other by pairs of geese. Ih e  lions afford 
a noble example of the sculptor’s art as seen in their spirited vitality although 
somewhat conventionalised, the tense development of the muscles, the swelling veins, 
the strong set of the claws and the treatment of the manes in short schematic curls. 
The sandstone out of which the pillar was carved come from the quarries of Chunar 
several hundred miles away and it speaks to the great skill of Asoka’s engineers to 
have transported a block of stone over forty feet in length and weighing almost as 
many tons and hoisting it up the steep hillside at Sanchi. (See p. 101).

Two Ap s id a l  T e m p l e s  :—There are at Sanchi two apsidal temples numbered 
18 and 40 which are of Sunga age and in architecture resembled the rock-cut Ohaitya 
halls at Karle. The first is the apsidal shrine directly opposite to the south gateway of 
Stupa I. Its apse is enclosed not by columns, as in the cave temples but by a solid 
wall. The inner and outer walls around the apse were constructed of dry stone 
masonry. The older pillars and pilasters of the nave are monoliths, square in section 
and I 7' high, slightly tapering towards the top. Within the apse of the temple there



once stood a Stupa which contained a steatite vase. [Fig. 86]. The other apsidal 
temple numbered 40 stood in the southern area. Its plan consisted of an apse, nave, 
pradakihinapatlxa with an entrance in each of its two longar sides a feature which 
recalls to mind the Sudama and other Maurya cave-slirines in the Barabar hills but 
differing from the cave temples of Western India which have one or more entrances 
directly opposite the apse. There were several restorations but the two original walls 
were in the form of an apse at the southern end, i.e. having a Vfittayata or Besara form.

Their masonry was rough and severed as foundation to a superstructure 
which was also apsidal in plan and mainly of wood, replaced subsequently by stone 
pillars set upon'the same plinth and ranged in five rows of ten each. Similar apsidal 
temples were also found at Sarnath and Ahichchhatra, all of which go back probably 
to the Maurya-Sunga times.

Bodhgaya
Bodhgaya is the site where Buddha obtained his enlightenment. It is six 

miles to the south of Gaya and at a very short distance from the Village of Urale, 
ancient Uruvilva which was the hermitage of R islii Kasyapa and also the seat of 
Sujata. It is said that Upagupta pointed out to Asoka that Buddha obtained his 
enlightenment at this place and the latter built here a Bodhi Temple. The tree was 
known as the Bodhi Bruma or the Tree of Wisdom. The Throne or Seat of Buddha 
was called Bodhi Manda ; the temple created over the throne Maha Bodhi Vihara, and 
the great monastery close by was called Malm Bodhi Sahgharama. The original 
Bodhi shrine erected by Asoka no longer exists at Bodhgaya but the true representation 
of the same occurs at Bharhut in a bas-relief which shows that it was an open pavilion 
supported on pillars in the middle of which was the Vajrasana throne decorated in 
front with four fiat pilasters. Behind the throne appears the trunk of the Bodhi Tree, 
which rises up high above the building, and on each side of the tree there is a combined 
symbol of the triratna and the dharmaehalcra, standing on the top of a short pillar. 
On each side of the Vajrasana-room there is a side-room of the same style. The 
top of the throne is ornamented with flowers, but there is no figure of the Buddha. 
It was conceived in the style of the pushpagraliam vcdiha or the platform for receiving 
flower-offering as depicted near the Stupas at Mathura and other places. During 
repairs the original Bodhi Manda was actually discovered after removing the two 
subsequent restorations and it was found to have been made of polished sandstone 
with four short pilasters in front, exactly as depicted in the Bharhut bas-relief. The 
sandstone and its polish were similar to those of other Asokan monuments.

Round it Asoka had built an enclosure with a curcuit of about 258 ft. 
measuring outside. It was originally of brick which still exists in the foundation but



later on replaced by a palisade (vedika) consisting of uprights (thabha), cross-bars 
(siici) and copings (unhisa), which is very similar to the railings at Bharhut and at 
Sanchi but chronologically stands midway between them, circa end of the 2nd century 
B. C. The inscriptions engraved on it show it was the gift of Kurangl, queen of king 
Indragnimitia, and Nagadeva, queen of Brahmamitra. There were 64 pillars, each 
with a section of 14"/12", height of 6'8", coping 1'2", plinth 2'2", thus with a total 
height of 10'.

The general scheme of decoration consists of friezes and rosettes of the lotus 
flower on the copings and the uprights resprctively marking it as the lotus palisade 
(Padmavaravedika). A number of other subjects in amplification of the Uttarakuru 
motif together with Jataka scenes and historical scenes of Buddha’s life are depicted, 
as for example, Mithuna figures either shown together with Kalpavriksha tree 
producing ornaments hanging on the bevelled corners of the pillars, or shown separately 
on the front and back sides of the posts ; mithuna seated on couch ; a palace with 
torana and vedika showing a male with two women behind the railing; Gaja-Lakshml 
representing the ancient cult of SSrl-DevI; worship of the Bodhi Tree with a throne and 
chhatra, by a mithuna figure which was naturally a very important representation at 
Bodhgaya ; Dharmachakra worship either placed on the Bodhi Manda or on pillar (Fig. 
87j; triratna on Bodhi Manda ; Stupa and its worship ; Yaksha Sankukarna (showing the 
guhyaka or kihkarshikas with upraised ears) ; a dryad or treenymph climbing on a tree 
with the help of a Yaksha seated below (Fig. 88) ; Mother and child with a goat (on a 
pedestal); the bold figure of a woman standing on a purmkumbha reminds of a kindred 
figure found at Mathura but standing amongst lotuses and the Bodhgaya specimen also 
seems „to be that of SrI-Lakshml in a new idiom (Fig. 89). Amongst Buddha’s life-scenes 
we find the Gandharva Panchasiklia holding a harp standing outside the Indrasaila cave 
(Fig. 90) ; a mithuna standing outside a cave in afijali-mudra (Fig. 91) ; a rishi 
seated in front of a guha with the Vajrasana inside (Fig. 92); the two latter 
obviously showing the mingling of the Uttarakuru and Buddhist traditions in 
a new context ; a mithuna playing on a diceboard having sixty-four squares, divided 
into eight rows of eight squares each ; gift of Jetavana (Fig. 93) ; a group of 
elephants offering worship to the Bodhi Tree, a scene treated much more elaborately 
at Bharhut and Sanchi; amongst Jatakas the sculptors of Bodhgaya have only 
a restricted number, e. g. Chhaddanta Jataka, Padakusalamanava Jataka showing 
the horseheaded (Aassamukhl) YakshI and the young Brahmana (Fig. 2 7c), 
Vessantara Jataka, Kinnara Jataka and several others not identified.

A strong point at Bodhgaya is the representation of animal figures, e.g. winged 
lion; winged horse; winged elephant; fish-tailed human being (nara-machchha); bull, ram,



goat, makara and several other lliamriga or fabulous animals (Fig. 94). On one of 
the pillars is shown a figure riding on a fish-tailed elephant (jalebha or gaja-machchha) 
and another on the same pillar riding on a lion-headed fish-tailed aligator (magara- 
machchlia), other mythical land and water animals rendered in beautiful friezes are 
shown on the copings and provide a handsome introduction to the subjects in the 
art of Sanchi and Mathura. It is clear that the carvers at Bodhgaya elaborated 
their legecy from Bharhut and passed it on to their successors at Sanchi and Mathura 
in a more elaborate form. They show their originality in evolving new subjects, 
specially the winged figures and in developing a style which is more direct, simple 
and unified, avoiding as far as possible complex or synoptic treatment as found at 
Sanchi. They also had formulated their own ideas of perspective and isometric 
rendering as seen on a pillar where a rather complex design with two sides of a bigger 
railing enclosing a smaller railing round a tree and another pillar with a 1 ailing on 
one side shows a contingent of complex buildings.

The temple at Bodhgaya underwent several restorations, the most important 
one being in the Gupta period when it was known as Bfihadgandhakuti prasada on 
the site of Vajrasana. This was even further subjected to a very thorough renovation 
by the Burmese in 1035-1079 A. D., when much of the stucco work was done and 
also the cross-legged Buddha seated in an earth touching attitude.

Chankramana-Chaitya (Pali, Qhamkama) : This was the name given to the
pathway near the Vajrasana Throne where Buddha used to take his walk and it is 
stated that after his Sambodhi he walked here for seven days immersed in profound 
meditative thought about the new knowledge he had obtained. The terraced walk 
that still exists is 53' long. It was a wall 3' high and 3' 6" broad, flanked on 
the two sides by eleven pillar-bases in stone which appear to have been added later 
and indicate that the promenade was once covered. The pillar bases are much 
similar to such stone bases (Kumbha) found at Mathura (Vogel’s Catalogue, pi. II c-d).

On one of them stood the magnificent female figure with her feet placed on 
a Purnaghata most probably Laksliml. From the earliest times the Buddhist 
regarded the Ratna Chankrama Chaitya as a monument of a special sanctity 
associated with the life of Buddha.
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CHAPTER IX 

Rock-Cut Architecture

9 (a). Udaigiri and Khandagiri Caves

The movement of art creativity of the Sunga period has a major centre in 
Orissa in the East where about five miles northwest of Bhuvanesvar a group of caves 
was excavated in the Khandagiri-Udaigiri hills separated by a revine. These hills of 
sandstone formation are honeycombed with caves or cells inhabited by monks 
in ancient times. They are in different stages of architectural evolution, those in 
Khandagiri being small like dens and in Udaigiri respectable excavations. Ordinary 
caves are characterised by a chamber shaded by a pillared verandah in front ; in 
some cases the anti-chamber is divided into two or three cells (Garbha, Dvigarbha, 
Trigarbha). More elaborate caves are two-storeyed (Dvibhumika), the upper storey in 
some cases receding back from the lower one, with an open terrace in front. A peculiar 
feature of the caves is a bench of stone or podium (asana pendilca, asana pindika) 
running round the three sides of the front verandah about 1-1 £ ft in hight. The two 
sides of the verandah are hollowed out at the top to make small cupboard like cells 
(Bhandagariha) for storage of sundry articles. The doors are very small (Ranlgumpha, 
3'11" X 2') requiring the monks to crawl into the cells which are separated from each 
other by a thin stone wall 3" thick.

The number of caves is 35 in all, 19 being in the Udaigiri hill and 16 in the 
Khandagiri. Those at Udaigiri are the Ranlgumpha, SvargapurT or AlakapurT, Jaya- 
vijayagumpha, Vaikunthapura, Patalapuil, ManchapurT, Ganesagumpha, Hathigumpha, 
Sarpagumpha, Vyaghragumpha, Jagannathagumpha, Thakuranl, Vajradhara, Rasui and 
Haridasgumpha. The Khandagiri caves are Navamunigumpha, Satabharngumpha, 
Akasaganga, Devasabha, Anantagumpha. The caves are definitely part of a Jaina 
monastic establishment patronised by King Kharavela of Kalinga whose inscription 
is engraved on the underside of the projecting ledge of the Hathigumpha cave which 
seems to have been a natural cave. He was a mighty emperor and dynamic per
sonally who ruled in about 160 B. C. which] should be the time of the rock-excava
tion. He himself rebuilt the capital by providing the various contingents of the 
city including its ramparts and gateway (Gopura prakara) and reconstructed the 
lake embankments restoring also the palace named Vidyadharadhivasa, repaired a 
water canal (pranali) dug in the past by the Nandas and brought it to the 
city and himself built a new palace named Mahavijaya Prasada. He defeated



Behasatimitta (Brihaspatimitra) King of Magadha and brought back an image of 
Jina which Nandaraja had removed from Kalinga. It was he who in his 13th year 
excavated on the Kumar! Parvata (the ancient name of Udaigiri and'Khandagiri hills) 
cells for the living of monks (jivadelia sajika parikhata) at the site of this establishment 
known as Arhat Nmdiya.

The rock excavations were distinguished by raised terraces (samutthapita hita) 
of beautiful: form (varakara) and several architectural designs- (aneka yojana). . .These 
were supported on pillars (thambha) and having ante-chambers shining like crystals 
(vaidurya garb ha).

Finally he organised a great festive celebration in honour of these religious 
establishments. Such was the glory of Kshemaraja Vriddharaja Bhikshuraja and 
Dharmaraja Kharavela, an emperor of mighty conquests (mahavijayaraja).

A short inscription of the chief queen (agramahislu) of Kharavela in the 
Manchapurl cave calls it a Una (cell) for the use of the Jaina monks (samanandm),

R a n Ig u m p h a  : It is the largest and most important of all the excavations,
being elaborately carved : it is noted for commodious wings, large number of cells and 
spacious quadrangle in front. It consists of two storeys, each with a central wing and 
two abutting wings on the three sides of the courtyard (49' x 24'). The length of the 
upper main verandah is 62' and that of the lower 44'. The upper storey is not 
placed directly over the lower but recedes leaving an open terrace in front of the 
verandah which is approached by stairways and from where the spectators could 
look down on the ground floor.

.......; /  ; ■ ...... ';,j
There are no chaitya halls or shrines for worship in the Orissan caves as they

are found in western India. In addition to this unique feature the architectural 
planning of the three enclosing gallaries round the courtyard with one side used as 
frontal approach, together with the broad and spacious verandah points to some special 
purpose which was in the minds of those responsible for these excavations. From the 
beginning the Jaina monks were interested in the life of the community. It appears 
that these large double-storeyed caves served the purpose of popular entertainment by 
the performance of dramatic shows. This is chiefly indicated by the scenes carved 
on the back wall of the verandah, illustrating some famous dramatic legends from 
Indian literature and fo'klore. There are the well known scenes of the Udayana- 
Vasavadatta story which has been identified beyond any doubt and also probably 
the story of Duhshyanta and Sakuntala. The frieze occupying upper part of the 
yerandah of the upper storey in the RanIgumpha cave contains seven-bas-reliefs within



the interspaces of the eight doorways. Of the scenes in the frieze of the Ganeshgumpha 
only two are of major importance.1

Briefly they may be described as follows:

(A) Ranigumpha. Scene I : (Mitra, plate VI) a celestial figure carrying a
basket of lotus garlands.

Scene 7 (Mitra, Plate VI). The counterpart of scene 1 on the proper left hand 
side of the frieze.

Scene 2 represents three elephants who seem to be attacking a panicky 
crowd. In the fore-front are shown a female and a male figure defending themselves 
with a heavy club. Behind them are a number of female figures either seeking shelter 
in various attitudes of consternation, or by their gesture offering to assist in repelling 
the attack. Fergusson incorrectly thought that it probably represented some episode 
in the story of the conquest of Ceylon by Vijaya where elephants, Yalcshas and 
Yakshims performed important parts. (Cave Temples, p. 81). [Fig. 95].

Scene 3 is one of the best preserved and most interesting of the series. It 
consists of eight figures, four female and four male in four groups. The first represents 
a man apparently asleep inside a doorway, and a women sitting by him watching. 
In front of these is a woman leading a man by the hand apparently to introduce him 
to the first pair. Beyond this on the right a man and a woman are engaged in mortal 
combat holding swords and shields in their hands. Beyond these on the extreme 
right a man carries off in his arms a woman who still bears her shield in her hand 
though she has dropped the sword and is pointing with the finger of her right hand 
towards the fighting first pair. (Mitra, plate VIII, p. 8 ; Cave Temples, p. 82). This 
scene is repeated on the frieze of the Ganeshgumpha and is often described as the 
rape scene.

Scene 4 : In the first part of the bas-relief are three attendants a horse and
its groom restraining him. The foremost attendant holds a fly-whisk in his right hand 
and a chhatra in his left which shows that the principal figure who has alighted from 
the horse is a king. In the second part of the carving the royal figure is shown holding 
a bow in his left hand and arrows in the right and about to shoot at a herd of deer 
running in front of him. In between them is a blossoming tree. In the third part 
of the story we see the royal personage having withdrawn his bow from action which

X. Scenes one to seven in the Ranigumpha cave have been amply illustrated by Dr. Rajendralal 
Mitra in his ‘A n tiq u it ie s  o f  O r is s a ’ Vol. II (1880), plates VI to XI and the two scenes of the 
Ganeshgumpha on plate XV and XVI of the same book. They were described in 
detail in the Cane T e m p le s  O f  I n d ia  (Fergusson and Burgess, 1880), pp. 81-81 Ranigumpha 
and pp. 86-88 Ganeshgumpha,



is now hung on the left arm. He is standing in front of a tree on which is seated a 
young female figure. At the foot of the tree is a deer. Fergusson identified this as a 
scene from the Sama Jataka which is very doubtful. (Mitra, plate IX,'p. 8 ; Cave 
Temples, p. 83).

Scene 5 carved in the central compartment, shows a group of female figures 
apparently approaching to worship a saint seated cross-legged (Mitra, plate X, pp. 8-9; 
Cave Temples, p. 83).

Scene 6 : The scene consists of there amorous couples seated on couches and
enjoying drinks. It is similar to those depicted at Sanchi. (Mitra, plate XI, p. 9 ; 
Cave Temples, p. 83-84).

(B) Ganeshgumpha—The frieze in the upper storey of the Ganeshgumpha 
consisted of three complete and two half reliefs. Two only are carved with figures. 
The end ones and the centre compartment are filled with the traditional
‘Buddhist rails.

Scene 1 : Of the remaining two scenes one contains a repetition of the
abduction scene of the Ranigumpha cave. ‘There are the same eight persons, and all 
similarly employed in both. Only that in this one the sculpture is veiy superior 
to that in the other and the attitude of the figures more easy and graceful.’ (Cave 
Temples, p. 87 ; Mitra, plate XV, p. 10).

Scene 2 : The bas-relief contains sixteen persons. In the first part of the
story we see a party of soldiers on foot, dressed in kilts and moving in the act of 
pursuing. In front of them are three persons on an elephant. The hindmost is a male 
figure showering coins from a purse. The middle one is also a male figure more 
prominent than the first one and shooting with bow and arrows in the direction of the 
pursuing soldiers. The third person is a woman driving the elephant with a goad held 
in her right hand. A tree separates this scene from the next one. In the second part 
of the scene the elephant is kneeling clown on the ground and the riders. are alighting. 
In the third part of the scene we see the same three persons standing and moving. 
The last one has a big bundle or a container on his shoulder. [Fig. 96].

In the fourth scene the female figure is seated on a rich cushion in a disconso
late mood and her companion is trying to console her. (Mitra, plate XVI, p. 10; 
C a v e  Temples, p. 88). These two scenes were also illustrated by wood-cut blocks on 
plate 44, Vol. VII (1838) of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal by Major 
Kittoe as part of his Journal on a tour in Orissa; pp. 679-685).

The important point about these different scenes forming part of the two 
friezes is the fact that they illustrate independent scenes. As remarked by Dr. R.L,



Mitra “Each frame is complete by itself and except in outline and general character 
bears no relation to its neighbour,” (Antiquities of Orissa, Vol. II, p. 4). Fergusson 
remarked “At one time I was inclined to believe that the scenes represented in the 
sculptures here and in Ranlka nur (i. e. Ranlgumpha) were continuous and formed 
part of one connected history. A more careful study, however, of the matter with 
the increased knowledge we now possess, has convinced me that this is not the case, 
and that each division in the storeyed bas-relief must be treated as separate subject. In 
this instance (i e. Ganeshgumpha) it seems that the sculptor purposely left the central 
compartment blank in order to separate the two so completely that no one should 
make the mistake of fancying that there was any connection between them.” (Cave 
Temples, p. 87),

It is possible to identify with the same certainty the second scene in the 
Ganeshgumpha cave with an episode in the Vasavadatta story. Scene 5 of Ranlgumpha 
frieze seems to represent the story of iaakuntala.

Vasavadatta-Udayana story. The clue to this identification is furnished by 
three terracotta plaques recently discovered from the ancient site of KausambI, once 
the capital of king Vatsaraja Udayana. They are now deposited in the Bharat Kala 
Bhavan/ Banaras and all are obviously from the same original mould. They illustrate 
the tensest part of the Vasavadatta-Udayana legend, the flight of the lovers from 
UjjayinI on the back of a female elephant in the company of their court jester 
Vasantaka. The KausambI plaques have been published in detail in the Journal of 
the UP Historical Society.1 In this new light the scene of the Ganeshgumpha cave 
becomes clear. Both in the stone relief and the terracotta plaques the pursuers 
at the back of the elephant are the soldiers of the king of UjjayinI. They are 
divided from their main job by Vasantaka who from his seat on the back of the 
elephant is raining a shower of coins which the soldiers greedily begin to pick up. 
In the terracotta plaque Udayana is seated on the elephant and holds the lute Ghosha- 
vatl in his right hand. In the sculpture he is shown shooting at the soldiers. The 
pose of Vasavadatta is identical in both the terracotta and the stone relief. She is 
driving her own elephant with a goad in her right hand. Whereas the terracotta 
plaque depicts only the flight scene, the stone relief supplements it by adding a couple 
of subsidiary related scenes enacted in Udayana’s capital at KausambI. In the 
second part of the scene separated from the first by a tree which marks the end of 
the forest Udayana and Vasavadatta are out of danger and seem to have reached 
their capital. They are alighting from their elephant who is kneeling on the ground.

K Rai Krishnadasa, ‘Vasavadatta-Udayana Terracotta Plaque from KausambI’, J U P H S ,  

Pannalal Special Number, 1945, pp. 82-90.



In the third part Vasantaka is shown with a bag on his shoulder, evidently the bag 
of coins, and Udayana is leading Vasavadatta to his palace. The fourth scene 
shows the disconsolate lady Vasavadatta inside the harem and the king is engaged 
in consoling her.

The story of Udayana is at present available in Buddhist, Jaina and Brahma- 
nical literature but it is essentially a'love romance and there are no differences based 
on religion in the main outline of the story. The scene relating to the flight of 
Udayana and Vasavadatta on the elephant from Ujjayinl forms a common part of all 
the versions. The terracotta plaques from Kosam and the stone reliefs in the Udaigiri 
cave—both assignable to the 2nd century B. C.—provide the archseological evidence of 
the main episode of the Udayana legend as it was current in north and east India. 
The main outlines are essentially the same in both, the only notable difference being the 
presence of the lute Glioshavatl in the hands of Udayana in the terracotta scene and its 
absence in the stone relief. The lute plays a prominent part in the drama of Bhasa 
and the version of the story on the terracotta with the lute in it may have been 
bsed on the same original as the drama of Bhasa.

Scene of Mad Elephant—Scene 2 of the Ranlgumpha frieze (Mitra, plate VII) 
can easily be identified with one of the well known episodes in the Udayana legend, viz. 
the scene of the infuriated elephant Nalagiri of the king of Ujjayini getting out of 
control and attacking a panicky crowd in a public street and its ultimate pacification 
by the musical charm of Udayana. [Fig. 95]. In the story of Hemachandra the scene 
occurs as follows :

“One day Nalagiri pulled up his post, knocked down two elephant-drivers and 
roaming as he liked terrified the townspeople. ‘How is that elephant, which is control
led by no one, to be subdued ?’’ The king asked Abhaya who suggested, ‘Have king 
Udayana sing,’. Commanded by the king, ‘Sing to Nalagiri’, Udayana and Vasava
datta sang to him. As a result of hearing his song, the elephant Nalagiri was thrown 1

1. The Hindu version of the Vasavadatta-Udayana episode occurs in the 2nd book of 
the Kathasaritsagara as a part of the whole legend of Udayana. The dramas of Bhasa and 
"  ter on of Harsha are versions of the story. The Buddhist form of the story is found in 
the early Pali literature and all the versions have been discussed by Burlingama in his 
book: Buddhist Legends, pt. I, p. 62 (HOS 28). Although references to Udayana are found

-in a germinal form in the Jaina Agama literature, specially the Avasyakasutra, the complete 
love story of Udayana and Vasavadatta is given only in the three later Jaina works, viz. 
Trisashti'salakd-purushacharita of Hemachandra (12 century), Kumarapalapratibodha of 
Somaprabha (1185 AD), and the Mrigdvaticharitra of Maladhari Devaprabha (13th 
century). The commentary of Haribhadra on the Avasyakasutra was one of the sources of 
Devaprabha.



and made captive. Then the king gave Abhaya another boon which he kept in 
reserve also.”

Rape scene—The so-called rape scene in the Ranlgumpha and Ganeshgumpha 
caves cannot be identified with any certainty. The first half of the relief depicting 
two pairs of male and female figures have a seeming connection with the Vasavadatta 
story, viz. Udavana thrown into prison as a captive by King Chanda Tradyota and 
Vasavadatta stealthily visiting him. In the second scene Vasavadatta or a female 
attendant is leading Vasantaka into the presence of Udayana. But the third and the 
fourth scenes, viz. the scene of the mortal combat between a man and a woman and 
the forceful carrying away of the latter by the former do not agree with this 
explanation. [Fig. 97].

Royal hunting scene. Dushyanta-Sakuntala scene. The whole makeup of this 
very interesting scene (No. 4 in Ranlgumpha cave ; Mitra, plate IX) unmistakably 
points to the story of King Dusliyanta visiting the hermitage of sage Kanva and 
falling in love at first sight with loakuntala. The different stages in the relief are 
definite and clear. In the beginning the king arrives with his soldiers ; his own 
presence indicated by a horse with an empty back followed by an attendant holding 
fly-whisk and an umbrella, the two signs of royalty. In the next scene the king is 
hunting and shoots his arrows at a herd of frightened deer. In the third scene the 
leader of the herd is ushered the king into the presence of a beautiful woman. The 
king has withdrawn his bow and is in the act of looking at her or conversing with 
her. The female figure rests on the lower branch of a tree and the deer crouches 
at the foot of the tree. [Fig. 98].

This version of the story is nearer to the legend of Dushyanta and Sakuntala 
as given in Adiparva of the Maliabliarata (chapters 63-64, Poona critical edition). 
It is stated there that Dushyanta once equipped a hunting expedition and following 
his game from one forest to another reached the hermitage alone. He found it lonely 
except for a maiden who was the daughter of the sage and who entered into conversa
tion with him. The king cunningly accosted her by saying he had come to pay his 
homage to sage Kanva. The girl thereupon said that her father had left for 
another part • of the forest to gather fruits. Then the king questioned her as to her 
identity and as to how sage Kanva practising self-control could have her as his 
daughter. Sakuntala in reply related the story of her birth from the union of Menaka 
with Visvamitra. As soon as she had finished, the king openly offered his love to her 
which she after some hesitation and assurance accepted. In this simple fabric there 
is no place for the female friends of Sakuntala, viz. Priyamvada and Anasuya whom 
Kalidasa introduces in his drama for the first and also none of the sophisticated 
overtures of love from either side.



These romantic love stories formed part of the common literary and art 
heritage of ancient India and their introduction in the repertoire of carving in the 
Jaina cave in the extreme east of India is proof of their universal popularity.

The verandahs are supported on pillars with simple brackets. On one side 
of the upper terrace there is a spacious throne with arms and a footrest probably 
intended for the chief abbot of the monastery.

The interspaces between the springing arches are occupied by horizontal bands 
of rail design (vedika sobJiapattl) similar to that in the western Indian caves. The 
rails consist of uprights and three crossbars which are quite plain without any rosettes. 
[Fig. 99]. But the sculptors of Rrntgumpha, Ganeshagumpha and of others were 
certainly fond of the lotus design with which they have beautifully ornamented the 
bands of arches arid the bas-reliefs. [Fig. 100]. This shows that they were in 
possession of the same decorative repertoire as the master-stone carvers of Central 
India. Above the rails are carved human figures in various postures in low relief 
depicting scenes to be described below. The semi-circular arch bands contain the 
bas-reliefs of scrolls and various ornamental devices, issuing from the mouths of a 
lion, elephant or deer. Amongst religious symbols are found Bodhi Tree within 
railing and scenes of Stupa-worship similar to those at Sanchi, Bharhut and Bodhgaya. 
On a tympanum is found the triratna as well as the svastika symbol. In the right 
hand corner of the upper storey is carved a male figure (4'6" high) depicting a 
Scythian soldier wearing the northern dress, viz. a tightfitting coat, girdle from 
which is slung a short sword sheathed in scabbard, buskined boots covering the 
feet and legs upto the middle of the calf. [Fig. 101]. The presence of drinking 
scenes and of jack fruits as containers of wines similar to those at Bharhut are remi
niscent of the Kalpavrihslia motifs and traditions relating to Uttarakuru which were 
also described by Jaina tradition. [Fig. 102].

Another noticeable scene is the capture of elephants by monkeys, leading them 
in a triumphal procession [Fig. 103], and the turning of a monkey into an ascetic. 
[Fig. 104]. Among other animals are seen a well-caprisoned horse, winged deer and 
a bull with a female rider. [Fig. 105],

As mentioned earlier the special architectural feature of these caves is the 
row of arches or the arcading technique so designed as to support the bases of the 
arch on pilaster capitals of addorsed animals. The shape of the arch instead of 
being a horse-shoe is invariably semi-circular in the Orissan caves. The pillars of 
the verandahs have square shafts with vase capitals and simple brackets as in the 
Ranrgumpha and more elaborate addorsed animal capitals as elsewhere. The festooning 
female figures (torana-salabhafijika) between the pillar and bracket in the Anantagumpha



is more primitive than the Sanchi figures in a similar position. In the Manchapurl 
caves this place is taken by a horse with rider in oblique posture which became the 
prototype of the later torana-vyala figures as seen in the Gupta art of Samath.

G a n e s h g u m p h a  : It is the next important cave in the Udaigiri group,
consisting of only one storey having an ante-chamber of two cells (dvigarhlia layana), 
a pillared verandah (30' long by 60' deep) which is approached by a staircase (sopana) 
flanked by two guardian elephants, a motif appearing here for the first time. The 
verandah (mukliamandapa) was supported on five pillars and two pilasters. The 
pillars are of extreme simplicity being square on the top and below and octagonal 
0attJiamsika) in the middle by the bevelling of edges. The capitals on the pillars 
have a simple bracket on each side with a female figure in circular form similar to 
that in the Manchapurl cave. The end pilasters were carved with bold figures of 
guardians holding long spear (leuntadhan raksliapurusha).

The ante-chamber behind the verandah consists of two cells (together 
3 0 'x 10') entered by four doorways. [Fig. 106], These are adorned with arches 
similar to those (Klrtimuklm) in the Chaitya halls. The compartments between the 
doors of cells are sculptured with scenes in bas-reliefs representing the Vasavadatta- 
Udayana story.

A special architectural feature of the Jayavijaya cave is that its upper storey 
is placed over the lower one and not receding as in Ranlgumpha. It has two cells 
(,dvigarhha lend) and has a front verandah with two guardian figures, a male and a 
female, a feature found in the Western Indian caves also. The space between the 
arches is occupied by the rail design and a Bodhi tree worshipped by female figuies. 
The bands show floral designs as in Ranlgumpha and dwarish Yakshas at the ends. 
The Svargapurl cave is similar to Jayavijaya in its upper storey being over the lower 
one which is in the form of a spacious Mandapa for congregation. There are two 
exquisite bas-reliefs of elephants in the two sides of the arch of the doorway.

The Vyaghragumpha is an original conception in its architectural formation. 
It is a great jutting boulder, carved into the shape of a tiger’s open mouth with the 
upper jaw with nose and eyes forming the roof and the throat as a doorway leading to 
a single cell about 6’4" deep by 7' to 9' wide. The doorjambs slope inwards slightly 
a n d  the pilasters on each side have winged elephants on the capitals and vase shaped 
bases with an arch surmounting them. It is quite impressive as a specimen of bold 
sculpture in its tiger face like the Dhauli elephant similarly carved out of a rock. 
The fancy of the Orissan artists was given to such capricious ideas of art-creations. 
There is a small inscription stating that it was the abode of an anchorite named 
Sabbufi who spent his days in contemplation as if in the jaws of death. [Fig. 107].



The Sarpagumpha or Serpent Cave is a single cell with a verandah having in 
the tympanum of the doorway the figure of a three-hooded serpent which shows that 
Jainas as a religion were interested in the folk cult of the Nagas similar to that as in 
the Yakshas, sacred trees and Sn-Lakshmi.

The Anantagumpha is the most important cave on the Khandagiri hill. It 
consist of an ante-chamber (24' x T) with a carved verandah (26' x 7'j in front 
supported on seven pillars and commanding an open terrace. [Fig. 108]. The roof of 
the ante-chamber is curved by a foot. Originally there were four doorways surmount
ed by circular arches ending in horizantal bands at the springing. The sculptured bas- 
reliefs in this cave are of great significance forming as it were an unusual assemblage 
of ancient decorative and religious motifs which put these sculptures on a par with the 
motifs in the Stupas of Central India and in the rock excavations in the Western 
India. For example, we see here a series of battlement motifs flanking a lotus flower 
of conical shape, alternating with rail pattern, triratna design over the crest of the 
arch, Nagas with interlacing tails on the tympanum of the arches, flying Vidyadharas 
holding baskets of flowers in their left hand and showering handfuls of flowers with the 
right hand, pillars surmounted by inverted lotus capital with fluted leaves similar to 
the Basnagar column, another segmented pillar topped by a Purnaghata, sacred tree 
in sequel railing worshipped by a male figure in adoration on right and a female 
figure holding a large garland on left with a couple of dwarf attendants holding 
spouted water-jar and a row of twelve flying geese holding lotuses in their beaks. In 
the back wall of the antechamber are carved svastika and triratna motifs. Another 
bas-relief shows the goddess SrI-Lakshml standing on a lotus and two elephants 
Standing likewise on lotuses are pouring water on her ; a religious motif found all over 
India from the time of the Rigveda as described in the Sn-Sukta and venerated amongst 
the Jainas, Buddhists and Brahmanas alike. (Fig. 109). It was an ancient cult named 
Sn-Maha. Its presence in the earliest Orissan art of the 2nd century B.C. is a pointer 
how Orissa shared in the cultural legacy of the country as a whole. Another 
significant representation is that of Surya, the Sun-god riding in his chariot drawn by 
four horses, with his two wives, much as at Bodhgaya

The pilasters by the side of the doorways are rather of an exceptional class 
showing the originality and the vast aesthetic resources of the artists of Kalinga. 
Tlie shafts spring from a well formed Purnaghata covered with leaf decoration. The 
Purnaghata is placed on a pedestal of overlapping slab. The middle protion of the 
shaft has its sharp edges chamfered (atthamsika tliaba) with the upper and lower portions 
square in section. The capital consists of addorsed animals. The surface is 
degorated with a $ri-vriksha motif consisting of bulbous portions enclosing lotus
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flowers and beautified with two medallions above and below. The complete motif 
may be identified as an interwoven lotus garland (Pushharasraj *) which is mentioned 
in Vedic literature and which seems to have symbolised the series of five lotus 
centres in the body.

The above caves in Orissa form part of a countrywide art movement in the 
Sunga period ranging from Saurashtra to Kalinga as its two principal peripheries and 
the movements of Bharhut and Sanchi as its heart. The Sunga period was an age 
of intense art creativity of which remains have been found at Nagarx near Chittore 
in the form of the Narayana-vataka with its stupendous stone railing; at Mathura 
the Mahastbana shrines of Bhagavan Vasudeva erected in the time of Sodasha; 
at Besnagar in the form of the Heliodoros column; at Ajanta in the Chaitya Halls 
Nos. 9 and 10 with paintings; at Bhaja with sculptures; at Bharhut, Sanchi and 
Bodhgaya with Stupas, gateways and railings and at Kumarlparvata in Orissa 
with rock-cut excavations as described above and also in distant Amaravati in Andhra 
where the earliest movement of Stupa building began about the 2nd century B. C.

The sculptures, paintings and the architectural forms of 6unga art show a 
complete mastery of the earliest religious traditions and folk cults and their integration 
to a new movement of exceptional richness and dynamism. In addition to the three 
art forms mentioned above there were numerous centres of terracotta manufacture in 
the Sunga age at Mathura, Ahichchhatra, Bairat, Kausambl, Varanasi, Pataliputra and 
Chandraketugarh (24 parganas, Bengal) of which a fuller study gives proof of wide 
art consciousness cultivated in the form of a broad-based aesthetic culture all over 
North India and the Deccan.

1. A sv in a u  P u sh k a ra s ra ja u , RV. 10.184.2.
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CHAPTER IX

9(b). BUDDHIST ROCK-CUT ARCHITECTURE

H inayana C aves : Asoka had initiated the rock-cut architecture in the
Barabar hills of Bihar. They are styled as Kublia in the epigraphs and are of a very 
simple and primitive type without any pillars as mentioned earlier. This movement 
was continued by his grandson Dasaratha who had caves excavated in the NagarjunI 
hills and made them over to the Ajivika monks to be used as dwelling during rains 
('Vanha-nifidiya). Even during Asoka’s time Buddhism had reached Western India. 
Two groups of rock-cut caves are found there clustered round Asoka’s fourteen Rock- 
edicts, viz. at Junagadh or the foot of the ancient Raivataka hills in Saurashtra, and 
the other in the vicinity of Sopara, where also a version of the Rock-edicts has been 
found. At Junagadh in the centre of Saurashtra, Talaja in the east and San in the 
south of the peninsula, which are main centres, there are about hundred and forty 
caves in the form either of a single cell or a series of cells (apavaralea), opening into 
a verandah (mukha). None of these is truly a Chaitya cave for there are no Chatty a or 
Stupa in any one of them except a single Stupa at Talaja and another at San.

The other nucleus of this great architectural movement was at Surparaka 
(modern Sopara near Bombay) which was the biggest seaport and emporium of trade 
on the western sea coast or what was then known as the Sonaparanta country. Its 
rich merchants became patrons of Buddhism and dedicated their wealth on rock 
excavations to serve as Chaitya halls and monasteries for the dwelling of monks. 
There is a tradition preserved in the Divyavadana of the sea merchant Purna that he 
had become a disciple of the Buddha and being the friend of the king of the place, 
persuaded him to extend an invitation to the Buddha to come to Surparaka which he 
accepted. The Buddha may not have himself visited the Ron k an a country but there 
seems to be some truth in the tradition that the Sonaparanta being a turbulent country 
found a place in the mind of Asoka. The famous seaport was chosen as a site for his 
Fourteen Rock-edicts and it {appears that since that time rock excavations commenced 
in this locality which gradually took the form of a widespread movement which later 
on extended within a radius of two hundred miles and counted about twelve hundred 
excavations.

A cave in the hill was originally called kublia or guha or ghara, all three terms 
being found in the inscriptions. A cell was known as apavaraka (Pkt. ovaraka, ovavaraka) 
or gharbha (gabha, gabblia). The excavation work was known Sdakamma and the 
master-stone masons as Sela-vaddhaki. The master-architects were also known as



Maliasila-hammantiha (Mahasila-karmantika) or Maha-rupakaraka. The work of stone 
carving of figure sculptures was Sela-rupa-kamma (SaUa-rupa-karmd). The cutting of 
living rock was the main item of work in this kind of architecture and therefore a 
rock-excavation, mainly a Chaitya hall, began to be called Kirti from the root Kri -to 
excavate, and the large opening now known as Cliaitya -window was known in ancient 
times as Kirtimuklia, literally an opening to the Kirti or excavated cave-hall. The 
pillar in front of the cave became known as Kirtistambha (also Chaitya-skambha). We 
actually have freestanding lofty pillars in front of the Chaitya-hall at Karle and Kanheii, 
The cutting or scooping of the rock commenced with the boring into the fafade of the 
intended Sela-ghara. The facade (gharmuJcha) consisted of two parts, a large opening 
above, now called Chaitya window, and a lower solid screen pierced by three doors, 
one in the centre to give access to the central mandapa or nave (nahhi) and the two side 
ones to the two aisles (pradaleshinapatha). As the work proceeded the opening was 
widened and the debris from inside was thrown outside through that opening. The 
hollowed out mandapa of the interior was literally given the name of Kirti and the big 
opening with which the cuttting commenced Kirtimuklia, which also served the purpose 
of admitting light and air. Such cave excavations are also mentioned as lena (Sans : 
Layana). They were either monastery (Vihara) or Chaitya halls. The latter consisted 
of a round apse containing the solid stone Stupa or Chaitya, a main hall supported on 
pillars and on its two sides an aisle or path of circumambulation (Pradakshinapatha). 
This passage was separated from the central hall by a row of pillars on which the vault
ed roof of the whole excavation was supported. [Fig. 110]. A problem to be solved for 
these monastic establishments was the supply of water. For this water was trained to 
descend from the high hill top in front of the cells (garbha-dvara) and stored there in a 
deep water cistern (Paniya-podhi, Paniya Bliajana or Paniya ghara), as found in the 
form of an elaborate system of inter-connected canals, aqueducts (Panadi) at Kanheri.

Of the several architectural features in the rock excavations the vaulted roof 
may be said to be very remarkable in its conception. It was re-inforced by strong 
solid large-sized wooden-ribs inserted in the rock on the two sides. This was a feature 
borrowed from the original wooden buildings, although in the rock excavation its 
functional purpose no longer existed and it remained merely as a decoration over which 
much time, labour and money must have been spent. [Fig. 111]. Similar was the case 
with the wooden screen provided on the ground floor and the circular framework of 
screens of the Chaitya windows which have remained in some caves and disapeared in 
others. The Buddhist railing as seen in the Stupas of Bharhut and Sanchi had no place 
in the architecture of the Chaitya hall, but it seems to have had such a fascination on 
the minds of the stone masons that they employed it profusely as a decorative motif 
on the facades or walls of the verandah.



The rock-cut excavation took the form of a most vigorous movement ever 
witnessed in the field of Indian art. This particular form of architecture 
continued for a very long time from the third century B. C. throughout first 
millennium A. D . The rock-cut architecture resolves itself into two phases, the 
earlier of Hlnayana phase, lasting until the second century A.D., then there is a gap 
of about three centuries but it revives again about the sixth century A.D., after which 
it continues for several centuries with great vigour and attained its richest and most 
varied form. This latter phase was inspired by the Mahayana movement in Buddhism.

Altogether there were not less than twelve hundred distinct excavations, 
distributed in at least fifty groups of caves in India proper. Some of these groups 
contain as many as hundred distinct caves e.g. caves at Junnar (48 miles from Poona). 
Of these about nine hundred are Budhhist and the remining three hundred are of 
Jaina and Brahmanical origin.

They are of two classes; 1. Temples or Qhaitya halls and 2. Monasteries. 
Of the Qliaitya halls not more than twenty to thirty are known to exist. The rest all 
monasteries.

C h a it y a  HALLS : The Chaitya halls are all cut in rocks with the exception
of the structural Chaitya halls at Sanchi, Ter in Nalla Durge district, Hyderabad and 
a third one at Chezerla in the Krishna district.

There are eight important Chaitya halls excavated in the Hlnayana period 
(200 B.C. to 200 A.D.) viz., Bhaja, Kondane, Pltalkhora, Ajanta (Cave 10), Bedsa, 
Ajanta (Cave 9), Nasik and Karle. These were most probably excavated in the order 
named. Ih e  first four in 2nd ceirtury B.C. and remainder in 1st century B.C.

A Chaitya hall is really a temple of the Buddhist religion, both in form and 
use. It is very much similar to a Christian Church consisting of a nave, apse, and 
aisle. The aisle is separated from the nave by a row of pillars. The apse contains 
the object of worship, which is almost invariably a solid Stupa, The whole is 
excavated in the living rock or built of wood and brick (if structural). Instead of 
tracing its similarity, it would be more relevant to compare a Chaitya hall with the 
seveial parts of a Hindu temple. The apse, which is at the extreme end of the 
Chaitya hall, corresponds to the garbhagriha of a temple exactly placed in a similar 
position , the nave corresponds to a mandapa and the aisle on the two sides and round 
the apse to the pradakshinapatha of a Brahmanical temple. Of course, with the lapse 
of time, there was increasing elaboration of the temple architecture, but the basic 
elements were exactly those comprised in a Chaitya hall. [Figs. 110, 112]. Except at 
Bhaja, there is very little sculpture carved in the earliest Viharas and Chaitya halls.



\  1HARA: The other architectural formation in rock-cut style was the
monastery for the accommodation of the monks, which was known as the Vihara. 
A typical Vihara consisted of a square central hall, entered by a doorway, in front of 
which was a verandah or a porch. The central hall was surrounded on two or three 
sides by square cells, each serving as the abode of a monk. [Fig. 113].

A Vihara is a residence or dwelling of a monk. Such a dwelling for one monk 
would consist of a single cell. A group of such apartments for a community of monks 
(Bhikkliu Sang ha) was called Sanglxarama or Monastery. The word Viliava was used 
originally to designate a cell, but later a full monastic establishment; and the extended 
application is now generally understood by the term Vihara.

In the case of the Viharas, we depend entirely on rock-cut examples, since the 
earliest structural examples, which must have existed at one time, have now disappeard. 
Only rock-cut examples of the earliest Vihara have survived. In the case of the early 
Viharas, co-eval in time with the Chaitya halls, the architectural plans were simple. 
Later on, in the Mahayana, from about 2nd century A. D. onwards, the Viharas 
became important structures. In the accounts of Yuan Chwang, elaborate Sangharamas 
are mentioned, sometimes having as many as five stories, super-imposed one over the 
other in a pyramidal form ; the lower-most comprising five hundred cells and each 
storey diminishing by hundred. The Hinayana monasteries were designed as copies 
in the rock of the structural building used as the residence of monks. The earlier or 
the Hinayana type has the following distinct features :—

(1) In the early monasteries, there was a large squared central hall, un
interrupted by any pillars or colonnades. This hall served as the assembly room for the 
monks.

(2) The cells opening out from the central hall always contained stone beds 
also formed in the rock.

(3) The cells were small, on an average 9 ft. square ; owing to the situation of 
the stone beds, in such small cells, the doorway was not in the centre but to one side of 
the outer wall.

As examples of existing monasteries we have several groups ; viz. (i) the 
Vihara Caves in Magadha in Barabar hills ; (ii) the Vihara Caves at Orissa in Udaigiri 
and Khandagiri hills, which were excavated for Jaina monks ; (iii) Vihara Caves in 
Western India at Nasik, Ajanta, Bhaja and other places, mostly attached to the 
Chaitya halls as at Bedsa, Pittalkhora, Kondane, Karle and Junnar. One of the 
oldest Viharas is that attached to the Chaitya at Bhaja. It is five-celled (paficha- 
garhha), three of which have single stone-beds and one is double-bedded. The central



hall, is 33ft. in length with two long stone benches at either ends. At present this hall 
is open in front but originally it might have been closed by a wooden screen like the 
Chaitya hall by its side. Both the Monastery and the Ckaitya hall belong to early 2nd 
century B. C. Both are indeed part of one design. The conjoined Chaitya and Vihara 
occurs only at Bhaja, or at a very late date at Dkamnar. The Vihara and Chaitya 
Caves at Bedsa are placed a very little apart from each other. The exceptional thing 
about the Bedsa Vihara is that it is apsidal in form like the Chaitya. Perhaps there 
architects making their first experiments of excavating a rock for the purpose of a 
Vihara thought that it should resemble a Chaitya.

The Chaitya halls were apsidal at the extreme end. The roof of the Chaitya 
hall was barrel-shaped or vaulted (gajaprishthakriti, or dholakara), and each one of 
them had a facet or entrance marked by a Chaitya window as the constant feature.

The style of architecture employed in rock-cut Viharas and Chaitya halls 
seems to have been copied from existing sculptural originals on timber, the general 
shape of such wooden building as well as every details even to the joints and fastenings 
of the carpentry constructions being exactly imitated in the natural rock. In some 
cases the rock work is partly supplemented by wooden construction attached to its 
surfaces. These wooden additions are to be seen on both the exterior a,nd interior of the 
rock-cut works. The workmen employed would not have been beginners, for the actual 
workmanship is incredibly precise and they show remarkable manipulative skill in 
fashioning these architectural forms in the rock. The earliest examples are the most 
perfectly aligned, planned and wrought with every line mathematically straight and 
every angle true. The workmen did their job with such delicacy and skill as not to 
crack or splinter the rock in any place ; and also to finish its surface pleasingly. The 
rough quarrying and the fine chiselling and carving were done by the same workmen. 
They were quarrymen and sculptor combined. Their tools consisted of simple iron 
chisel being 1/4" in width for fine work and pointed pickaxe for the first quarrying in 
the rock.

T h e  W e s t e r n  C haitya  H a lls  and V ih a r a s  :

About nine hundred of these excavations are found in the Bombay Presidency 
within a radius of 200 miles of Nasik as its centre. The oldest of these caves 
are situated at Bhaja, four miles south of the great Karle caves in the Bhor Ghat.

Bhaja

The old Vihara at Bhaja is the earliest, viz. 2nd century B. C. 
(circa 175 B. C.) in the beginning of the §uiiga period. At Bhaja there are three



monuments : 1. A Vihara or monastery ; 2. A group of 14 rock-cut Stupas; and
3. A large excavated Chaitya hall.

T h e  Vih SRA : The Bhaja Vihara has the following plan :
There is an outer verandah (17 '̂ in length by 7' wide at the east end and 

91 ' at the west) separated by a wall with two doorways and a barred window; 
inside it is an inner hall (16' x 167") surrounded by excavated cells for the residence 
of monks, each having a stone bed. In the case of Bhaja Vihara, the sculpture is 
most remarkable, almost unique in relief. These include a frieze, five figures in 
niches holding arms and two reliefs. The guardian figures are colossal, muscular 
and of heavy build, like the ancient Yaksha statues. They are extremely richly 
ornamented, wearing elaborate turbans, ear-pendents, torque and necklaces, armlets 
and profuse pearl-wristlets. In the east end of the verandah is a pillar and pilaster 
with inverted lotus capitals and surmounting capitals having human female busts on 
bovine bodies with male companions (pungava-pungavi), a motif which corresponds 
to the centaurs or kinnara seen elsewhere in Indian art. The jambs of the cell 
doorways slope inwards and the walls above and between them are ornamented with 
the Chaitya window pattern. The two reliefs, however, are more important.

They are carved on the right and left sides of the cell-doorways at the east 
end of the verandah. On the left side, we see a royal personage, driving in a chariot 
with four horses, and accompanied by two women, holding a cJihatra and the other 
a cTiamara which are the marks of royalty. The wheels of the chariot move over 
the bodies of the very grossly proportioned nude demons. This figure was so far 
identified as the representation of Surya. [Fig. 114].

The relief on the right side shows a royal figure with an attendant seated 
behind carrying a standard (dhvaja) and both riding on an enormous elephant, striding 
to left and upholding an uprooted tree in its raised trunk. The remainder of the 
landscape depicts a couple of trees within railing and groups of mithuna pairs seated 
enjoying music and dance. This upper figure was identified as Indra, riding on his 
elephant Airavata. The various scenes in the landscape below, although explained 
by Coomaraswamy, have, as stated by him, no principal connection with Indra. 
Moreover, the two scenes of Surya and Indra carved on the two doorways of the cell 
have no obvious inter-relation. [Fig. 115],

The fact is that the two reliefs do not represent either Surya or Indra. They, 
on the other hand, depict the visit of King Mandhata to the Uttarakuru country. In 
the left-side-scene of the so-called Surya image, the principal figure is King Mandhata 
himself, distinguished by the two royal emblems. As the story in the Divyavadam



states, the wheels of his chariot moved over the bodies of the demons, who obstructed 
his ways (amranam upari vailiayasam ratlw gachchhati).

The demons were vanquished, broken and rendered prostrate by King 
Mandhata ( Jita bhagnah parajitah parapruhthlkrita amrah) by his religious merits 
(Punyavipakam'ilmakhyd yam sattvah).

CDiv■ p. 223, Cowell’s Ed.)

In the second relief on the right, we see King Mandhata actually entering the 
garden city of the Uttarakuru country, after overcoming the fivefold defences 
(paHoharaksha). According to the mythical tradition as recorded in the Maliavanija 
Jatakas and in the Mahabharata (Bhlshma Parva), the land of Uttarakuru is an idyllic 
region where men and women live in eternal youth and happiness with their wants 
supplied by the wish-fulfilling Kalpavfiksha tree producing costly clothes, ornaments, 
food and drinks and mithuna pairs. Here we actually have a representation of these 
Kalpavrikshas; what Coomaraswamy takes as figures suspended for human sacrifice 
actually represents the mitliuna pairs being bom from the Kalpavrikshas. The tree in 
the centre at the bottom is shown with ornaments suspended from its branches 
{ahharana-vriksha). The same type has been seen in the Bharhut meanders. The men 
and women seated in pairs on the proper right side of the relief and witnessing dance 
actually represent the happy inmates of the Uttarakuru land (Devo va Devakanya vfi 
venuvallarisughosliaka kridanti ramante).

In the foreground is a tree in railing with many kinds of clothes suspended 
from it (Kalpa-dmliya vnlcshah, Div. p. 221). Such a representation had both a religious 
and decorative purpose (,arakshanartham atyartham sdblianartham ohot).

Although the Uttarakuru scenes are depicted at Bharhut, Sanchi and Bodh- 
gaya also, but here at Bhaja we find a fullfledged and emphatic representation of the 
conception of a Chakravarti King bringing under his royal glory even Sudarsana, the 
capital city of Uttarakuru and this sovereign king was idealised as Mandhata who was 
equal to Indra himself.

The front portion of the Bhaja Vihara had an important architectural feature, 
viz a front wooden screen with doorways ; its upper portion being occupied by rail 
design, similar to the frontage of the Chaitya hall by its side.

C h a ity a  G h a r a —The Chaitya hall at Bhaja is still more important and offers 
notable architectural features. It is 55' long and 26' across, the side aisles being 2J' 
wide. The pillars in the hall are 11' high and have an inward slope of 5" being tilted 
from their plumb line. The vault is 29' high from the floor level and is a fine piece 
of work being still supported on massive wooden ribs in parallel rows. The Stupa 
of solid rock is in two portions, viz. a cylindrical base topped by an elongated dome
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which once had a wooden railing finial (harmikd-). A notable feature from the archi
tectural point of view was the rock and timber combination in the front which has now 
mostly gone. It consisted of a heavy wooden screen in two storeys, the lower one 
supported on four pillars with a back screen pierced by three doorways, one in the 
centre and two on the sides and in between them a beautiful rail design. Similar 
wooden screens also closed other Chaitya halls of this class as at Kondane, Pitalkhora, 
Cave No. 10 of Ajanta. In other examples the screen was in stone and consequently 
remained, but in those instances, where it was originally in wood it has disappeared, 
though the holes to receive its posts and the mortice by which it was attached to the 
walls are still there.

The ogee fronton (Tcirtimukha) was covered with wooden ornaments which have 
disappeared; though the pinholes remain by which they were fastened to these 
stones. The frame work or truss that filled the upper parts of the great front opening 
no longer exists, but what its appearance was may be judged of by the numerous 
representations of itself with which it is covered or from the representations of a 
Chaitya facade from the contemporary rail at Bodhgaya, and several other repre
sentations of a similar nature at Bharhut, depicting the gharamukha-Patijara. The 
only existing example of this wooden screen is that at Karle, but the innumerable 
small repetitions of it, not only here, but in all these caves, show not only its form 
but how universal its employment was. [Fig. 116]

There is no doubt that both the Chaitya hall and Vihara at Bhaja had their 
prototypes in wooden constructions and everything in fact that could be made in 
wood remained in wood, and only the constructive parts necessary for stability were 
executed in the reck. The inward sloping of the pillars was a necessary requisite to 
resist the thrust of the circular roof in the wooden building, but it was hardly appro
priate in stone construction or excavation. The door-jambs also are similarly sloping. 
In course of time the architects discovered that a cutting of rock to give place to a 
wooden screen was sheer waste of time and labour so that in course of time three 
developments took place, viz. a retention of the stone screen with openings for doorways, 
the vertical position of the pillars of the hall and the door-jambs also being made 
parallel instead of being tilted.

There is very litttle figure sculpture in this Chaitya hall, excepting five emblems 
on the pillars of the interior, viz. triratna, nandipada, srlvatsa, Chakra, four triratnas 
round a central head and a lotus.

Bhaja S tupas : At a short distance from the Chaitya hall along the face
of the scarp is a group of fourteen monolithic Stupas of various sizes. All of them 
have the Buddhist rail pattern cut round the upper margin of the drum. Five under



the overhanging rock vary in diameter from 4 ft. 8 in. to 6 ft. 3 in. and the front two 
have the square box only on the dome, as in the cave, and without the cornice, while 
the three behind have also the cornice: that upon the largest being connected with 
the roofs by the stone shaft of the Ohhatra or umbrella, whilst the other two had been 
provided with wooden shafts. Of the nine in front, the first from the north has a 
handsome capital 3 ft. 8 in, high, very elaborately carved ; most of them others have 
been broken. One or more had only the box form without the abacus, and on four 
of them are holes on the top as if for relics. The names of the Theras inscribed over 
them are still legible.

K o n d a n e

ViHARA AND CHAITYA HALL :

Ten miles north of Karle are the Kondane Vihara and Chaitya hall. The 
Vihara is of one storey. It presents a rare type of architecture in Vihara excavation 
having a central hall supported on pillars. • The exterior consisted of a pillared portico 
on which a massive cornice is projecting corresponding to an entablature (bhara-patta) 
which is in every detail a true copy of an wooden original. In the portico (imukha- 
mandapa) is a screen wall with three square openings forming the doorway (dvara) and 
a window on each-side. The hall in the interior measuring 23 ft. x 29 ft. has a row of 
pillars and cells opening into it on the three sides. The pillars support a vaulted roof 
with ribbed beams as usually found in the Chaitya halls which have been faithfully 
borrowed from wooden prototypes. On one side of the portico a motif of the facade 
of a Chaitya hall (gharamukha) is carved which furnishes all the details of the archi
tecture generally associated with the Chaitya hall. The Kondane Chaitya hall 
possessed a facade of the same type as at Bhaja with the pillared protico but with its 
upright posts partly excavated in rock and partly made of wood which shows a later 
development. The interior mandapa and garbhagriha together measured 66 ft. in length 
and 26 ft. 6 in. across being slightly larger than the Chaitya hall at Bhaja. Its height 
is over 28 ft. [Fig. 117].

In the series of Hlnayana excavations those at Kondane come immediately 
after Bhaja.

P I t a l k h o r a

The ancient name was Pltangalya. There is a group of 13 caves at this site 
on two sides of a hilly ravine, nine in one face of the scarp and four on the other. 
They are excavated on the Satamala range on the northern fringe of Aurangabad in 
east Kandesh on the road connecting Aurangabad with Chalisgaon. As the crow flies, 
the caves lie 50 miles to the west-south-west of Ajanta and 23 miles to the north-west 
of Ellora, The caves lay on an ancient caravan route (SatthavaJia-patha). Caravans



from the Govardhana countries (Nasik region) and from Surparaka crossed the 
Indhyadri hill close to where these caves are situated in order to reach their 
destination, Pratishthana, the capital of the Satavahanas and a great commercial 
centre a few centuries before and after the Christian epoch. The route almost 
followed the present-day Chalisgaon Aurangabad-Paithan road ; Ellora which the 
later Buddhists chose as the site for their rock-cut monasteries, was also on the route.

The Mahamayurt Buddhist Texts mention the Yaksha loankarin at 
Pitangalya, Khandaka at Pratishthana, Sundara at Nasikya and Asanga at Bharu- 
kachchha which nearly supply a perimeter on this highly important region in which 
trade and commerce accompanied with religious activity flourished at their best. The 
architectural activity at Pitalkhcra began in 2nd century B. C. and of that period we 
have a Vihara and a Chaitya hall. The place was deserted after about a couple of 
centuries and then renovated with sculptures in the Vihara and Buddhist paintings in 
the Chaitya hall similar to those in the Ajanta caves. Thus Pitalkhora very naturally 
shared in the two phases of Hlnayatia and Mahayana architectural and art activity in 
northern Deccan as were witnessed at Ajanta also.

The Viharas had wooden screens with mortice holes in the rock for the 
uprights and excavated cells in the interior, each cell being furnished with a bed.

Cave 3 is a Chaitya hall, 35 ft. wide and 86 ft. long with an apsidal end. 
Originally there were in all 37 octagonal (attamika thabha) rock-cut pillars separating 
the aisle from the hall of which only twelve now stand in tact in their original form, 
with their paintings of about the fifth century and two early inscriptions of the time 
when the cave was excavated, recording the gift of citizens from Pratishthana. All 
the pillars have an inward inclination like those at Bhaja. The aisles are 4 ft. 11 in. 
wide and have stone ribs in the ceiling but the vaulted roof of the nave or main 
mandapa was once provided with wooden ribs which have now disappeared leaving 
traces behind of their positions. The square spaces between the wooden ribs were 
once decorated with painting on plaster, of which a few traces of panels with lotuses 
exist. The other paintings surviving on the walls and pillars of Buddha and Bodhi- 
sattva figures deserve to be studied separately as examples of Mahayana phase during 
Vakataka time.

The circumference of the Stupa at the base is 36 ft. and it is wanting in its 
dome portion which seems to have been of masonry. Crystal reliquaries were 
discovered within the drum of the Stupa in oblong sockets specially chiselled for the 
purpose, and covered with plugged stones. This was a practice also observed at 
Bhaja but there the crystal reliquaries which are such a feature at Pitalkhora 
were wanting.



Another feature is a flight of eleven steps. On each side of them on the 
rock surface is a very vigorous sculptured panel in low relief depicting a prancing 
winged horse and two corpulent Yakshas with upraised hands, goggle eyes, thick lips 
and cloven ears, wearing a cluster of bored rings. These Yaksha figures bear a family- 
resemblance to the Atlante dwarfs placed in similar positions at Sanchi and Karle. 
They seem to have been styled as Kinkaras or Guhyakas and as supporting the 
assembly hall of Vaisravana to produce an effect of its flooting in the sky (Sabha 
Parva, 10. 33, 25 where they are mentioned as Rakshasas with tipped ears (suJcti- 
karna), ghora and malia-kaya). [Fig 118].

Cave 4 was the magnificent Vihara once adorned with a sculptured fa?ade 
which once had at its top Chaitya window ornamentation. Of what remains we have 
a row of six Chaitya windows with the interior decorated with the recessed window 
pattern and animal figures b etween the semi-circular rock-cut Vedika pattern. Below 
this is the sculpture of a mithuna. On the pilasters of the back cells of this cave there 
are sculptures and on the pillars are winged sphinx and animal capital and also 
decorations on the Chaitya window arches over the doorway of the cells. There are 
seven cells in the interior of the hall and a verandah on the out side which has figures 
of Dvarapala guardians on the two sides of a very ornate doorway and its high plinth is 
decorated with a row of beautiful elephant figures half projecting forward with the 
mahaut standing in front. The entrance doorway (5 ft 4 in. x 2 ft 6 in.) has its jambs 
ornamented with beautiful designs of half-lotuses and the triratna. On the two sides 
are two figures of Dvarapalas in dignified pose wearing a dhoti, a close fitting tunic and 
a heavy turban, and ponderous ear-pendants. They hold a javelin in one hand and a 
shield in the other which are oblong in shape. Both these sculptures are remarkable 
for their very realistic modelling and vigorous musculature of their bodies as well as 
the smiling expression of the face which is a rare feature of such figures in early art. 
Over the head of each Dvarapala is an elephant in profile. Set within these two 
elephants and above the doorway was an oblong panel of Gaja-Lakshml (now fallen 
from its original position) seated on a lotus and holding in two hands raised lotus stalks 
and being bathed by two elephants holding inverted water-jars ; the whole being a 
delightful representation of this motif in early art. [Fig. 119],

Beyond the elephants on the right side is an almost life-size sculpture of a 
horse with a figure of a male in front and a chowrie-bearer behind. This unique 
sculpture, with an inscribed record giving the name of the donor over it was very likely 
installed later during the second phase of restoration as a prop to the overhanging rock. 
This seems to be the scene of Mahabhinislikramana.

There are several short epigraphs m this cave in the script of 2nd century B. C.



Caves 5 to 9 are all Viharas, the ninth being of large size with a fagade 
supported on four pillars and two pilasters leading into a portico (26 ft x 5 ft 9 in.) with 
a central doorway. Inside the mandapa are cells abound with a fine berm with the 
Vedika pattern on the architrave running alround the wall-surface above the cell dome. 
[Fig. 120J.

In group two, Cave 10 was a Chaitya hall with vaulted roof and a Stupa in 
the apsidal portion and similar were caves 1 1 , 12 and 13. The vaulted ceiling of 
Chaitya hall in Cave 12 has rock-cut ribs intercepted by rock-cut rafters which thus 
produce eight compartments between each two ribs, the ribs themselves projecting 7 in. 
from their surface. Cave 13 also is a Chaitya hall. The apsidal hall is 27 ft 10 in. 
deep, 15 ft wide and 15 ft high. There are two rows of pillars in the hall going round 
the Stupa in apsidal end, thus dividing the hall into a central nave and side aisle, 

'respectively 7 ft and 1 ft 11 in. wide. There were ten pillars in two rows in the front 
portion and four more in the apsidal end ; all of them are, however, decayed and have 
only their stems in tact. The vaulted roof over the nave and the Stupa have stone ribs 
and rafters of the same type as in Cave 12.

Thus, from the point of view of art we find the Pitalkhora caves sharing in full 
all the architectural features of Vibara and Chaitya hall rock-excavation marking the 
early Hinayana phase with Vedika pattern portico on pillars, inclining jambs, vaulted 
roofing with stone and wooden ribs and the general plan of the nave, apse and aisle. 
The evidence about sculpture is quite full showing sculptured figures of great size and 
beauty in which Dvarapalas, animal figures of horses and elephants, royal couples with 
attendants, Srl-Lakshml, Nagaraja, Atlante dwarfs, musicians, Mithunas, etc. have 
been found.

Near the cistern of Cave 7 was found a hoard of pottery including the 
well known sprouted sprinkler resembling the Roman and other red wares of Western 
Asia and indigenous imitations thereof in cruder fabric and with crackled red slip.1

Aja n t a  (Aj in t h a )

The rock excavations at Ajanta are the most famous of all the caves 
and represent a great movement in architecture, sculpture and painting extending 
from 2nd century B. C. to 7th century A. D., and comprising within their fold 
both the Hinayana and the Mahayana phases. Of the 29 caves there are only 
four Chaitya halls and the rest are Viharas. The Chaitya hall in cave 10 is the 
oldest excavation at Ajanta which may be assigded to the 2nd century B. C. It is

1. M. N. Deshpande : ‘Rock-cut Caves of Pitalkhora in the Deccan’, pp. 56-93. ( A n cien t I n d ia  

No. 15).



96' 6" in depth by 41' 3" in width internally and 36' in height. The nave (mandapa) 
is separated from (pradakshinapatha) by a range of 59 plain octagonal shafts, very 
slightly inclined inwards but without capitals or bases. The ribs in the apse portion 
radiate from the pillars. The vault of the nave was adorned with wooden ribs, the 
mortices for which are still there and their marks can still be traced in the roof but the 
wood itself is gone. The architectural execution indicates great mastery and boldness 
on the part of those who excavated the Chaitya hall in the bowels of the mountain 
and finished it to all the ornamental details with the utmost care. The Stupa in 
the apse is of an elaborate nature with the circular base in two tiers and the dome 
also elongated indicating a step further in the development of its shape. [Fig. 121]. 
Chaitya hall No. 9 is smaller than No 10 and has a fagade in which no 
wooden attachments are found. It has in its mukhapatta or facade a doorway in the 
centre and a window on either side, each opening being protected by a projecting 
cornice altogether making a shallow portico. Above this is the Sangita &ala, the 
minstrels’ gallery or the music hall and over it the most remarkable portion of the 
Chaitya hall excavation which is known as Klrtimuklia or the broad and lofty Chaitya 
window (12 ' in height) opening to admit light and air into the interior of the 
Chaitya Mandapa. [Fig. 122].

The spaces on the screen are carved with Vedika design which are so realisti
cally depicted on the fa9adcs at Bhaja, Kondane, Nasik, etc. The plan of the mandapa 
is rectangular and the ceiling of the pradakshinapatha on the two sides is fiat and its 
pillars are perpendicular. Originally the vaulted roof was superficially supported on 
wooden ribs which did not serve any architectural function and so were removed. Both 
these Chaitya halls were profusely painted in the early style of the iounga period and 
do not show any sculpture in the interior. Wherever there are figures of the Buddha 
and the Bodhisattvas, they are all of a later date when the caves were renovated.

Cave Nos. 12, 13 and 8 at Ajanta are Viharas of which 12 was the oldest 
being attached to Chaitya shrine No. 10, and No. 13 was added later to accommodate 
the growing population of the monks. No. 11 is a Mahayana Vihara being added 
much later. The establishment must have expanded even further for which Chaitya 
No. 9 and Vihara No. 8 were provided in the Hinayana phase. Vihara No. 12 is 
single-storeyed with its facade now gone. The Central hall (38' x 38') is square which 
served as the reception room {Upasthana Sala) for the monks. It had no pillars for 
the internal support of the roof. Round the central hall is a horse-shoe arcading 
forming a beautiful frieze carried all round. The stone carvers have given remarkable 
proof of their refined art cutting with utmost precision all the details of ornamentation 
and decorative motifs.



There are four cells, on each of the inner sides and within 11 double beds and 
raised pillows to sleep on, are cut in stone. The cell-doors seem to have been provided 
with wooden shutters for which holes for pivot-hinges in the sills and lintels may still 
be seen. It was likely a big dormitory in which the monks assured themselves against 
wild animals.

Vihara 13 seems to have started as the residence of a single monk but later 
on expanded in to a hall with polished walls but without pillars (14' x 17' x 7'). It 
had seven cells with stone beds as in cave 12.

Cave 8 seems to have been a natural cavern but enlarged by excavation to 
32' x 17' x 10'. There are 2 cells at each end and 2 op each side of the ante-chamber 
leading to the shrine. There is a low door leading to the dark ante-chamber in which 
there is no image of any kind, with only a low stone-bench at the back.

The group of the 5 caves in the Ajanta cliff forms the nucleus from which the 
other caves radiate south-east (8) and south-west (14) which belonged to Mahayana 
phase. Amongst them 16 & 17 are Viharas and 1 & 2 are Chaitya halls with the 
paintings and sculptures of the most magnificent character.

B e d s a  Ca v e s

Bedsa is ten miles south of Karle. Its group of caves shows considerable 
progress from wood towards lithic construction. The screen is in stone; the 
pillars are more upright though still sloping slightly inwards; the jambs more nearly 
parallel; in fact, we have nearly all the features of a well-designed Chaitya Cave.

A very remarkable feature of the portico is two large-sized pillars which have 
developed all those features that are associated with the free-standing columns, viz. 
a tall shaft and a very conspicuous animal capital as are exactly found in front of the 
Karle Cave and which are truly descended from the style of free-standing Asokan 
pillars, but here at Bedsa the two pillars are not free-standing but incorporated in the 
architecture of the portico between the pilasters on either side. They serve the 
architectural function of supporting on their capitals very large front beam and joists 
of the verandah, all no doubt cut in rock after wooden prototype.

The pillars are eight-sided and inserted in vase-shaped bases, Purnaghata, 
and have on the summit inverted lotus leaves, the style and meaning of which have 
already been discussed in the case of Sarnath Lion Capital. What constitutes a very 
pleasing feature is the capital consisting of an abacus of decreasing recessed cornices 
and supporting on the top male and female riders on addorsed horses on one side and 
on elephant on the other (haya-sanyhata and yaja-sanghata). Both the human and 
animal sculptures are of bold and free execution and display a rare quality of in-



tegrating sculpture with architecture in rather a difficult position. These capitals at 
Bedsa are undoubtedly works of genius artists whose workmanship both here and at 
Karle deserves the highest meed of praise.

In front of these pillars rough masses of rocks have been left causing a 
partial obstruction of their view. There is an elaborate superstructure over the pillared 
portico and the inside wall has a very pleasant arcading to give entrance to the nave 
of the Chaitya hall. The whole surface of the facade is occupied by the Vedika 
pattern. The Chaitya window arches are superimposed by similar architectural 
features of the most pleasing design in two tiers and the whole frontage furnishes 
an example of rare beauty in which the art of providing a fa£ade to the Chaitya 
hall is seen at its best comparable only with that at Karle.

The front surface is covered by rail decoration (Salaka vatayana) which 
supplies a fair test of the age of any building. It gradually becomes less and less 
after the Bedsa Caves and disappears wholly in the Mahayana phase of rock-cut 
caves. During the Hinayana phase (circa 2nd century B. C. to 2nd century A. D.) 
its greater or less prevalence in any building is one of the surest indications we have 
of the relative age of any two examples. In this cave nearly the whole ornamentation 
is made up of miniature rails, and repetitions of window fronts or facades. It has 
also a semi-circular open moulding, like basket-work (jalaka-vatayana) which is only 
found in the very oldest caves and is evidently so unsuited for stone work that it is 
no wonder it was dropped very early.

The interior of the Chaitya hall measures 451 ft. in length and 21 ft. in width. 
It is severely plain having octagonal pillars without bases or capitals but showing 
some Buddhist symbols carved on them. The vaulted roof had originally wooden 
ribs attached to it which were quite massive but now most of it has disappeared. 
The traces of fresco paintings on the pillars and Stupa may still be seen but likely 
from the 2nd phase of restoration. The Vihara adjacent to the Chaitya hall shows a 
perfectly rectangular form but with a circular-end rectangular inner Mandapa 
with square cells excavated on the three sides.

Nasik (Nasikya)

It was an ancient city mentioned by Patahjali as Nasikya and 
possessed a very favourable position on the Godavari to become a religious 
centre of repute from the earliest times and, therefore, chosen by the Buddhist 
community of monks for their solitary retreat and meditation.

There are seventeen excavations in all at Nasik, of which only one is 
Chaitya and others are all Viharas ; six or seven being of first class nature. At one



time, the walls of Nasik monasteries were also adorned with paintings like those at 
Ajanta but none has survived.

The oldest Vihara at Nasik, 2nd century B. C., is a simple square hall 
measuring 14 ft. each way with two square cells in three of its sides, the fourth one 
opening into a verandah with two octagonal pillars. Above each cell-door is a Chaitya 
window. This Vihara is identical with the two oldest ones at Ajanta. There is an 
inscription in this cave of King Krishna of Andhra dynasty, about 170 B. C.

There are three other great Viharas at Nasik, the oldest being of Nahapana, 
the second of Gautamlputra and the third of &ri Yajha Satakarni, all three datable from 
1st century B.C. to 2nd century A.D. The Nahapana Vihara and that of Gautamlputra 
are exactly similar in dimensions and in all their arrangements. They are both square 
halls, 40 ft. on each side, without any pillar at the centre, surrounded on the three 
sides with 16 cells in all. On the fourth side, viz. the front, there is a verandah 
supported on six pillars with a cell at each end in the case of the Nahapana Vihara. 
The pillars of the verandah of the Nahapana Vihara are exactly similar to those of the 
Chaitya hall at Karle. At Karle, we have inscriptions of the son-in-law of Nahapana, 
namely Ushavadata and his wife Dakshamitra, who were also the donors of the two 
cells in the verandah of Nahapana Vihara.

In the Nahapana Cave the eight-sided shaft of the pillar is inserted at the 
bottom in a purna-kumbha placed on a four-tiered basement and on the top covered by 
an inverted pUrna-ghata similarly resting in a reverse position on a tiered abacus 
supporting pairs of addorsed bulls (vrisha-sanghata) over whom is an impressive enta
blature covered by a parapet with embrasures and superimposed rail design.

The pillars in Gautamlputra cave are of much greater richness standing 
inside a railing of lotus design (padmavara-vedika) with upright and coss-bars 

all covered with medallions like those found in the Kankall Txla, Mathura. The top 
of the 8-sided pillar is covered by an unmistakable inverted jar over which is an 
abacus supporting addorsed lions (Simha-sanghata) and over their heads an entablature 
elaborately carved showing parapet with embrasures and then a row of spirited animals 
and finally, several rows of lotus medallions.

The great Vihara of Yajna Sri Satakarni is the most important; its hall 
being 61 ft. X 37J ft. at the outer end, increasing to 44ft. at the inner end having 
eight cells on each side. Originally, the hall was only 40 ft. in length, but extended 
at a later period to 61 ft. in length. Its most marked peculiarity is that it has a 
sanctuary at its inner end with two richly carved pillars in front and a colossal figure 
of seated Buddha within the sanctuary, together with standing attendants and other 
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figures of dwarfs, etc. usually found in later Mahay ana shrines. There is an inscription 
stating that the Vihara was completed by Vasu, wife of the commander-in-chief of 
Yajna Sri Satakarni, in the 7th year of reign after many years of its original excavation 
by some ascetics. This refers to about the later part of the 2nd century A. D.

Cave No. 17 at Nasik was the latest of the series showing the full-fledged 
Mahayana religious phase ; Buddha being represented in all mudras—standing, sitting, 
accompanied by clrowrie-bearers, flying figures and dwarfs together with the Dhyani 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. It may be assigned to a period between 600 to 800 A. D. 
The important group of the caves at Nasik belonged to the reign of Andhra-Bhrityas 
or the Satavahanas.

The Vihara Cave No. 12, although small in size, is important for its inscrip
tion, that it was excavated by Indragni Datta, the Yavana, a northerner from Datta- 
mitri.

C h a it y a  H a l l  a t  N a sik  : The Chaitya hall at Nasik comes next and may be 
dated near the middle of the 1st century B. C. The interior pillars and the jambs 
of the doorways, in the case of the earlier caves, w’ere erected at an angle. Gradually 
this angle was reduced and they were made more or less perpendicular. The degree 
of incline is indicative of their age. In the case of the Chaitya hall at Nasik, its 
pillars internally are so nearly perpendicular that their inclination might escape 
detection and the door-jambs are almost parallel. The fagade of the Chaitya hall is a 
very perfect and complete design, being divided horizontally into two storeys ; the 
lower with an arched door, the upper with a great Chaitya window ; beside the door 
is a Yaksha guardian. There is an inscription on a pillar of the main Chaitya Griha, 
the ancient word for the Chaitya hall. The architectural elements and the sculptures 
were the result of the generosity of several donors as shown by the inscriptions. For 
example, outside the cave on the doorway the epigraph shows the carvings to be the 
gift of the villagers of Bambhika ; and another on the projecting ledge over the 
guardian to the left of the entrance, reads that “the rail pattern and the Yaksha were 
made by Nada Siri”; the third inscription on two of the pillars on the nave ascribes the 
completion of the Chaitya Griha to Bhatta Palika.

This Chaitya hall at Nasik, generally known by the name of Pandu Lena, is 
entirely carved out of rock without any wooden portico attachment. The fa9ade is 
carved in the form of lunate above the doorway. It has on the two sides of the 
doorway arcades supported on pilasters with capitals of addorsed animals. The
architects of the interior hall at Nasik had become conscious of the decorative
possibilities of the pillars since they are beautified by a square abacus on the top
carrying a mass of beautiful sculptures, both animal and decorative designs of great



beauty. A special feature is the full vase motif at the bottom in which the lower 
portion of the shaft is inserted. This embellishment of the pillar with a purna-ghata 
at the base and another at the summit was found to be a very attractive feature which 
had its continuation in later art. Originally it seems to have had a religious signi
ficance showing the pillar or stake both to be rooted in and topped by the purna-ghata or 
the immortal Full Vase. The shape of the pillars also has appreciably changed in 
the Nasik Chaitya Griha. Instead of being massive and ponderous as in most of the 
rock excavations they have become tall and slender with a diameter which is l/8th 
of their height, a feature which is also found in the finest Greek and Roman pillars.

In the Pandu Lena there was also a minstrel’s gallery (Sangtta 8 ala) not 
projecting outside the Chaitya hall but inside it, supported on mortices and holes cut 
in the rock. The Stupa had become more elongated by increasing the height of 
the drum. [Fig. 123].

JUNNAR

Forty-eight miles north of Poona is the old town of Junnar round which 
are several groups of rock-excavations, 150 in number. There are ten Chaitya 
halls and the rest are Viharas. Like other early caves, they are mostly devoid 
of figure ornament. They may be dated from 2nd century B.C. to 1st century A.D., 
and were the result of the great movement of the rock-cut religious monuments, when 
it started with the first flash of enthusiasm. Inscriptions on some of the caves 
inform they were meant for the use of the Buddhist monks.

In the Ganesa Lena group there is a Chaitya hall similar to that at Nasik 
and a Vihara which may be said to be the finest of its kind. There are several 
architectural forms in the Junnar caves not found elsewhere, for instance, six Chaitya 
caves with square ends {ayata), flat roofs and without internal pillars and also one 
completely circular Chaitya hall (in the Tulja group) which is quite unique and of 
which only other instance is the Chaitya hall at Guntupalle at east-coast.

The great peculiarity of the series is the extreme simplicity of the caves 
composing it. Here we do not find figures of guardians and men and women as at 
Karle. There is evidence that the Chaitya halls were plastered and painted. The 
Chaitya hall at Manmoda has a facade with elaborate sculpture, which is also a quite 
unique style. On its lowermost circular front which is conceived in the form of an 
expanded lotus, the petal in the centre is carved with the standing figure of 
tnri-Lakshml in the midst of side lotuses with her right hand in abhayamudra and 
left held akimbo {Jcatyavalambita). She is flanked by two elephants performing 
her abhisheJca and standing on lotuses, both being carved in similar petals as the 
Goddess herself. Next to the elephants are male and female worshippers, i.e. dampatis



in atijalimudra or the attitude of adoration on both sides of the group. This treatment 
of the Goddess Gaja-Lakshml has been conceived here in an especially charming 
manner both by the position over the doorway and lotus back-ground. Though found 
at Bharhut, Sanchi, Bodhgaya and Udaigiri, it is seldom that Goddess Srl-Lakshml 
occupies so important a position as she does here. She was representing an ancient 
folk-cult which is given an open welcome in the religious setting of Buddhist 
Chaitya halls. On the edge of the small semi-circular centre of the sculpture on 
this fa?ade is an inscription stating that, ‘the half front was the gift of
Chanda, a Yavana’. This is important as pointing to the faith of the donor 
with Bhagavata affiliation similar to that of Heliodoros, who erected the Garuda- 
dhvaja at Besnagar. Above the fronton (Brtimukha), on each side of its finial, 
are figures : — on the right a Nagaraja with hoods rising from shoulder, 
and on the left a Garuda with wings from his shoulder, and behind each 
is a Stupa in high relief. This representation of the Naga-Garuda motif
is also a unique feature which the ingenious author of this decorative conception 
adopted on the fa?ade of a Buddhist Chaitya in company with Srl-Lakshml and 
Stupas. On the two sides of the kirtimukha window and a little removed from it are 
two door-jambs and a lintel above them, the whole forming a beautiful frame which 
is quite impressive and lofty and decorated with a series of bigger and smaller Chaitya 
windows, themselves framed by Vedika design.

The interior of this cave measures 30' in length and 12' 6" in width between 
the pillars of the nave. [Fig. 124].

A little to the east of this is a series of four cells with a neatly carved
fa?ade ; each door has the Chaitya-window arch over it projecting about 15 in., and
is carved below in the same style as over the doorway of the Nasik Chaitya— 
indicative of an early date.

In the Tulja-lena group, about two miles west from Junnar, there are about 
12 excavations, one a Vihara with five cells, another was perhaps a refection hall 
(Bhojana-sala) and the most important of them all a circular Chaitya mentioned above. 
The facades that remain consist of Chaitya window, rail-pattern, and Stupa orna
mentation. The interior of this Chaitya hall is circular being 25' 6" across and its 
domical roof (18') is supported on twelve plain octagonal pillars (atthamika-stambha), 
arranged round the Stupa. This architectural plan of an open pavilion supported on 
pillars seems to have been derived from a model of much older circular Parnasalas 
of wooden construction. One such round pavilion is actually depicted in relief on the 
Bharhut Vedika, in which the shrine with a domed roof and finial (sttipi) has the 
form of a pavilion (mandapa) supported on pillars with a raised platform (manda) in



the centre on which is placed the turban of the Buddha under a Chhatra and Yashti. 
The shrine is surrounded by a railing (vedika) and prominent gateways of which one 
is shown in the Bharhut bas-relief. The front side of the platform is beautified 
with marks of the pafijaka design and in front of it is a smaller platform for 
receiving flowers (pushpa-grahani vedika).

There are several other Chaitya halls at Junnar with the interior carved 
as a rectangle in plan and with a flat roof without pillars and having Stupa 
at the same position as in a round apse. They had small vestibules supported on 
pillars having water-pot bases and capitals and decorated with rail designs. Although 
there is a Chaitya window fronton but not perforated and hence light enters only 
through the doors.

In the Ganesa lena group there are four Chaitya halls of which one, bearing 
an inscription of the time of Nahapana, is the best example we have of the Chaitya 
of about the first century A. D. Its proportions are good and all the details well 
understood and properly applied. The interior measures about 45' and there are 
five pillars on each side of the nave which have beautiful capitals with spirited figures 
of riders on tigers, elephants and other animals. The rich ornamentation of this 
Chaitya hall and its modeiate dimensions make it a typical example of a Buddhist 
Chaitya Griha as perfected after centuries of trial of architecture and sculpture.

Karle

On the ancient highway connecting Aparanta or Konkana with the eastern 
plains of Sahyadri in the hills known as the Bhorghat are a number of rock-excava
tions as at Kondane, Bhaja, Bedsa, and Karle, the latter being the best known.

The Karle group of caves, located about two miles north of the Bombay-Poona 
road, is 78J miles from Bombay being approached from Malavali station at a distance 
of 3 miles to the south. There are one magnificent Chaitya hall and three ordinary 
Viharas at this place. The monument is one of the grandest and finest of its class 
and shows the rock-cut movement in its utmost perfection. There is an integration 
and dignity of architecture and sculpture in the Karle cave which is unsurpassed 
anywhere else. It appears that the artists responsible for this excavation were gifted 
with long experience of sculpting the rock and handling the chisel with the gratest 
mastery. A contemporary inscription in the porch mentions it as the best in the whole 
of Jamludvtpa (JambudipamM uttamam) which seems to be a fairly correct estimate 
since our modern assessment of its aesthetic greatness does not fall short of it.

The Chaitya hall consisted of the following component parts :—

(1) Two lofty free-standing pillars surmounted by lion capitals.



(2) Entrance gallery or porch (muhha-mandapa) supported on pillars with a 
lower storey and upper one.

(3) A minstrel’s gallery (sanglta-sala) of wooden construction projecting from 
the middle portion of the front wall of the porch.

(4) The back wall of the porch with a large Chaitya window (klrtimukha) 
having within it a wooden framing of trellis work, and in the lower portion three doors 
giving entry to the main hall and the side aisles.

(5) Central nave or Mandapa.
(6) Two long side galleries (pradaksMna-patlia).

(7) Apsidal end with circular termination.

(8) A Chaitya or Stupa in the centre of the apse (Garbliagriha).

(9) A colonnade of thirty-seven pillars, fifteen in each row of the nave and 
seven round the apse.

(10) A vaulted domed roof.

(11) Wooden ribs under the roof of very massive construction and 
original to the monument.

(12) Inscriptions engraved in several parts on the outside and inside of the 
monument.

A lock-excavation or the cave like the present one gave rise to a special term 
according to the genius of the Sanskrit language, viz. hirti, literally, ‘an excavation’ 
(from the root left to cut or chisel out, as in utklrna). Because of this the front pillar 
was called leirti-stamblia, implying that the erection of such a pillar was accepted as the 
normal feature of a rock-cut cave. Originally there had existed two lofty and 
ponderous pillars as at Kanheri but now only one remains, the other on the right side 
having been removed to give place to a modern §aiva shrine. Percy Brown writes 
that there were similar pillars in the shrine of the Moon god at Ur in three thousand 
B. C. and similar obelisks in Egyptian temples and in Solomon’s temple at Jerusalum 
two brass pillars were erected in similar position and that “the pillars at Karle appear 
to have been the result of the same belief.” But it is needless to go outside India in 
search of their archetypes, since as we have shown several times previously the raising 
of such pillars to face such monuments in both sacrificial and sepulchral grounds was 
a very ancient custom being known in the Rigveda itself (RV. 10. 18. 13), and the 
practice is attested in the case of the Lauria Nandangarh mounds and the great Stupa 
of Sanchi.



The two pillars faced the two side-doors of the aisles as the left one surviving 
on the left side points to. They were located at a little distance from the outer 
screen of the porch and were thus free-standing. The existing pillar 50' high, has 
sixteen sides and is surmounted by a well-designed capital consisting of an inverted 
lotus with flowing curved leaves, a moulding abacus with sixteen flutings and a square 
support in three decreasing tiers on which there are four addorsed sejant lions facing 
in four directions. The pillar is certainly inspired by the Asokan lion-capital at 
Sarnath, of course there being marked difference in the aesthetic quality of the two.

Behind these two detached columns is the Chaitya hall of which the front 
portion consists of a vestibule (antarala-mandapa) or front porch (mukha-mandapa). This 
entrance gallery consisted of two screens, one on the outside and the other in the 
inside, and formed a very happy adjunct to the main hall of the interior. It was 
conceived in two storeys, the lower one supported on two stout octagonal pillars without 
base or capital, and the upper one on four pillars and two pilasters. It served the 
purpose of a front verandah giving access to the nave through a central door and to 
the aisles through two side doorways. It is 1 5 'deep and 5 2 'long being greater than 
the interior by 7'. [Fig. 125]. The inner wall was decorated with large-sized sculpures 
of male and female figures who appear to be the Mithunas as in the other caves. But 
the Karle figures have been adjudged to be the best of their kind in India. In the two 
end walls of the verandah were carved front portions of elephants, standing on a base, 
decorated with the rail pattern and supporting above them a framed frieze, also 
ornamented with the rail or VediJca design (but in Gupta times cut away to insert the 
figures of Buddha and his attendants). Above it a quadrantal moulding again sur
mounted by a rail design which is continued to form the sill of the great window. 
The two sides of the fagade are carved with repetitions of Chaitya window design 
separated by rail-decorations. In some of the panels are the sculptures original to the 
excavation, which are the best of their kind in India. The spandrel spaces of the 
great sun-window are occupied with similar rows of Chaitya window arcading 
(kirtimukha) and rail patterns.

In the middle of the front portion of the porch are mortice holes which suppor
ted an impressive timber construction to . serve as the minstrel’s gallery (Safigita 
Sola) but the same has now perished. This feature of the musicians’ chamber over the 
portico also continued later as found in the case of the Kailasa temple at Ellora and 
also on the gateways of the royal palaces in later times.

In the upper storey of the back wall the most conspicuous feature was the great 
opening of the fronton—the large sun-window {Mrtimukha proper) which originally served 
as the vent for throwing out the debris and later on as the main aperture for admitting



light and air to illumine the dark interior of the nave. It was virtually a Surya-dvara, 
the Sun-door, through which entered a flood of light-beams of which the full effect is rea
lised when the visitor stands in the centre of the inner Mandapa and casts a glance on its 
four sides to see how each part of the excavation is bathed in sun-light. The main 
volume of the great illumination is distributed over the Mandapa, garbha-griha and the 
pradakshina-patha so as to break the dark gloom and replace it by some divine effulgence 
creating a heavenly atmosphere from which it is not easy to extricate oneself. The 
soul is truly ‘enraptured, feasted, fed’ by the light-cells so abundantly piercing through 
the sun-window into the interior of the cave.

There is nothing in the whole architecture of the Chaityaghara possessing such 
supreme value from beginning to end as the Klrimukha Window. The great horse-shoe 
arch is ornamented by a finial above, and its wide opening was filled with a timber 
framing having beautiful trellis work and lunate bands which were filled with small 
upright balusters. The upper framing is still preserved but the lattice filling has 
perished. The circular framing of lattice design may be seen in its earlier lithic form 
in the Lomas Rishi cave of Asoka’s time which was borrowed from earlier wooden 
prototype and continued in the succeeding rock-excavations.

The interior of the cave forms the main shrine and has an architectural 
grandeur of its own possessing a big nave {mandapa) in the centre which is separated 
from the two side aisles by a colonnade of columns which are of great beauty and 
highly finished sculptural art as shown by their capitals. The nave is 124' in length 
from the front doorway to the round termination behind the Chaitya, and 45' 6" in 
width including the two aisles each 10' wide including the thickness of the pillars. 
This arrangement of the central Mandapa flanked by the continuous Pradakshinapatha 
on two sides, the three being entered by their respective entrance doors and the main 
object of worship, viz. the Stupa or the Chaitya at the other end had become an 
established feature of the architecture of these rock-excavations and quite well known 
wherever the architecture travelled. It was essentially indigenous in origin and it is 
unwarranted to suggest any similarity for its origin from the early Christian churches.

The two long side galleries are much better disposed at Karle than elsewhere, 
being 10' wide, and since the walls are closed on their two sides they produce a very 
sombre effect on the mind of the devout visitor, who finds in the inside hall a divine 
atmosphere created in the womb of the mountain.

The circular end appended to the nave forms the Garbhagriha, where just 
below the centre of the half-dome of the roof is located the solid stone Chaitya. Its 
drum (anda) is conceived in two parts, each girdled on its upper margin by a Vedika 
design to separate one from the other and surmounted by a plain dome. On its top is



a massive harmika having a square vedika and umbrella in the centre which is of wood 
and represents its original form. Its canopy although now darkened by age is carved 
on the underside by lotus design, so that it may really be designated as a padmatapatra.

The richly sculptured pillars inside the cave, 37 in all forming a continuous 
garland, 15 on each side of the nave and 7 round the apse, are excellent examples 
of the stylar architecture inside any Chaitya hall of its kind. Their bases consist of a 
full-vase (purna-ghata), placed on a pedestal of diminishing tiers ; the shaft is octagonal 
and the top is an inverted pot of the same design as the base exepting that it is covered 
with flowing lotus-leaves; surmounting the same is a capital with a fluted abacus 
supporting two kneeling elephants (Gaja-sanghata) with male and female riders or 
Dampati figures towards the nave and addorsed horse-figures towards the aisles. In 
some cases the Dampati figures give place to two female figures only, all of which 
are very much better executed than such figures generally are. The eighth pillar on 
right hand side is sixteen-sided and carved with a small Stupa and some other figures. 
The fifth pillar on left has a niche in which were once deposited the relics of a saint 
of Sopara. The pillars are closely set and the human and animal figures on the capitals 
give the effect of a grand frieze as an ornamental feature of the intercolumniation. The 
seven pillars round the Stupa in the apse are plain octagonal piers without either base 
or capital.

Above the pillars springs the vault of the great roof which is semicircular in 
section but since its lower sides are somewhat stilted, the total height from the floor 
to the apex is increased, than the true semi-diameter, being 45'. On the underside of the 
high domed roof were fitted in the rock massive ribs of wooden construction which are 
still preserved. Obviously they did not serve any architectural function in their 
present context but were copies from original wooden monuments of structural types. 
Such, indeed, was the deep influence on the minds of the rock-sculptors of the technique 
of the wood-carvers that every little detail was punctiliously retained as vouch
safed by a tradition of long centuries. It appears quite probable that the earlier 
timber constructions were being executed on a similar monumental scale.

There are several inscriptions in this cave from which its date may be inferred. 
There is one giving the names of Nahapana and his son-in-law Ushavadata mentioning 
the grant of a village in favour of the Chaitya hall. The dates of these rulers are 
a matter of much controversy but according to generally accepted chronology, they 
belong to the earlier wave of the Kshaharata Sakas, contemporaneous with Sodasa 
of Mathura and Liaka Patika of Taxila, being placed between 80-50 B. C., which 
seems to have been the date of the completion of this cave. An epigraph in the 
proch states that it was the gift of Setthi Bhutapala of VaijayantI (modern BanavasI).
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The Chaitya just described being cave I, there are three others which are 
Viharas ; cave two being three storeyed, and No. Ill two storeyed. Vihara cave IV was 
the gift of a Persian named Haraphana, who lived in the reign of the Andhra King 
Gautamlputra Satakarni about A.D. 20.

kanherI (Krishnagiri)
KanherT is 16 miles north of Bombay, and five miles from Borivili 

(Skt. Viharavail) Station. It was at one time a Buddhist city being conceived 
as a group of hundreds of caves, cut in the face of a rugged rock and 
situated in the midst of beautiful surroundings. The caves are in all sizes like those 
for two monks (dvigarbha), or four monks (chaturgarbha) with beds (asana-pedlii, 
-pidJia,-pithiJca), or bigger halls (kodlii, koshthikd) sufficient for a large number of 
monks. Most of these have perfect water arrangement which is trained in channels 
from the top of the rock and collected in deep cisterns (pariiya-podhi, paniya-bhajana, 
pokharini, or simply podhi, of the epigraphs), which were placed under the special 
care of a water superintendent named Paniyagharika. The group was originally 
the outcome at the fag end of the Hinayana movement of rock-excavations, and as 
natural displays most of the characteristic features of the Karle and other groups. 
The cave-city was planned in the late second century A. D. during the stirring 
times of the Satavahana kings, but after the eclipse of their power went into obscurity 
for a couple of centuries, when during the Mahayana phase it was revived as a 
busy retreat for the Buddhist monks and continued as such until about the tenth 
century being embellished with a number of Buddha and Bodhisattva sculptures, 
some in colossal size.

The most important monument in the whole group is the Chaitya hall of 
considerable dimensions and having the same plan and architectural elements as 
in the Karle Chaitya hall which served as its model but with an obvious decline.

The porch (gharamukha) at Kanheri has a courtyard (ajira, prangana) in front 
of it which is a unique feature not found in other Chaitya halls. This fore-court 
is enclosed by a dwarf rail (Vedika) on which there is a cluster of motifs worthy of 
study. In the lower-most band there are figures of standing Yakshas alternating 
with whorls. A few of them are four-armed, but of the two arms one is always 
held aloft as if to support the superimposed structure. These occupy a similar 
position as the Guhyaka Yakshas at Sanchi and other places. In the next horizontal 
band is a row of animals, elephant, bull, boar, camel etc., which corresponds to 
the ehatushpada pankti motif mentioned in the Mahavama. This decorative motif 
of the plinth gradually fanned out into the vertical patterns like gajathara, narathara,



asvathara, simhathara of the plinth of the Brahmanical temples. Above this horizontal 
band is a railing proper consisting of uprights and three cross-bars, all stamped with 
full blown (surya) and half (chanda) rosettes, being a copy of the padmavaravedika. On 
them is a conventionalised festooning garland being copied from the meandering lotus- 
creepers of Bharhut and Mathura coping-stones. Punctuating the upright posts are 
broad pillars occupied by bold figures of worshippers. [Fig. 126].

At the ends of the fore-court stand two giagantic pilasters with octagonal 
shafts attached to the rock on the backside, very much in the same position as the 
two columns at Karle, and serving as true Klristambhas. They were surmounted 
by lions supported on abacus held on the heads of three atlante Yakshas and 
probably themselves served as the support of the Dharmachakra emblem; on the western 
pillar the lions are preserved, and on the other only the three corpulent gnomes.

The front verandah, termed as garbhadvara, is comprised of two screens, 
the outer and the inner, conceived in two storeys, the lower and the upper. Both of 
which were of a unified plan bestowing an unusual grandeur on the facade of the 
cave. The outer screen has three openings between five pillars and in its middle 
front portion motice holes for the attachment of a projecting Sanglta-sala made 
entirely of wood, as at Karle. Above it was a clerestory with five window openings 
on the front side and the large sun-window on the back-side which is hemi-spherical 
and seems to have been unfinished. In the lower storey there are three usual entrance 
doors for giving entry to the nave and the two aisles. The figures of donors carved 
in the close-grained rock in this particular portion are extremely bold and of superb 
workmanship that have been unaniously adjudged to be the best of their class found 
anywhere else. The art of sculpture in this case is perfect so far as the ancient 
sculptures are concerned, but the same cannot be said with respect to the Buddhist 
images wrought in the Mahayana phase of restoration (c. 5th century). The 
statues of two pairs of Dampatis are beautifully framed within a border of two 
lion-capitals on the two sides and rows of dentils above and below. The male 
figures wear conspicuous turbans, heavy ear-pendants, flat torques and necklaces, 
armlets, wristlets and dhoti with folds and girdle. In their upraised right hand 
they hold chauries. The two female figures on the proper right side of their husbands 
also are richly ornamented and draped, and of stature.

Crossing the vestibule one enters the main chaitya-hall which is in smaller 
size than that at Karle, being about two-third, measuring 86'6'' long, 40' across 
between the two walls and 38' high from the floor to the apex. There is a colonnade 
of 34 pillars on the two sides of the nave and round the apse. [Fig. 127]. Only about 
half of them are ornamented with bases and capitals of purna-ghata design. The latter



support complicated figures which are inferior to those at Karle. For example, in 
one case we find first a moulding of lotus leaves, then a reel-and-beed border and on 
it a Bodhi-tree with a platform under it showing foot-prints being worshipped by two 
kneeling male figures, two standing female figures, and two elephants above, all holding 
water-jars. The anxiety to accommodate too much detail appears to be the defect 
of the reliefs at Kanheri. They had too many ideas and an anxiety to illustrate all 
of them in a huddled manner. The arched roof shows mortice holes or slots with 
wooden pins to which at one time were attached the wooden ribs now perished. 
The Stupa under the hemi-spherical dome of the apse is cylindircal (16' in diameter) 
and quite plain with its umbrella now destroyed. Indeed, in spite of the late date of 
the cave, the wooden attachments at Kanheri seem to be on the increase.

An inscription on the two front pillars records that the chaitya was begun by 
two brothers, the merchants Gajasena and Gajamitra, in the reign of Gautamlputra 
Sriyajna Satakarni, i.e., about 180 A.D. This rock excavation shows a decline in 
architecture which may be due to the inferior quality of the rock, inexperience of the 
workmen and the fact that the superintendent of work was simply a Buddhist
monk, Bodhika by name.

Chronology—The movement of rock-excavation had wide extensions in 
time and space. It covered the country from Saurashtra to the eastern ocean at 
Khandagiri and Udaigiri and from Ajanta to the Barabar hills near Gaya. It was 
an extremely wide area and as we have seen the technique of sculpting m the rock 
was the same everywhere with only a few local variations in architectuial style about 
the fafade, decorative motifs, pillars, sculptures, form of the inner hall, roofing and 
combination of cells, etc. In point of time the movement spread over a thousand 
years starting in the 3rd century B.C. in the time of Asoka to about 7th century A.D. 
when the Mahayana phase came to its end. The caves are divided geographically 
by a grouping, viz. the Barabar group, the Udaigiri group, the Bhor Ghat or Sahyadri 
group and the Ajanta group. That was the Hlnayana phase of the Z^a-excavations 
covering the period from the 3rd century B.C. to 2nd century A.D. Within these 
limits much of the work in different centres proceeded side by side. The geographical 
groups pointed out above more or less arrange themselves into some sort of chronological 
sequence. The first and earliest caves are those in eastern India where the move
ment originally started under the inspiring direction of Asoka in the Barabar and 
Nagarjuni hills about the middle of the 3rd century B.C. This was closely followed 
by the caves near Bhuvanesvara in the Udaigiri and and Khandagiri hills. Those 
in the extreme west in the Kathiawar Peninsula, viz., at Junagarh, Talaja and Sana 
are next in order. We then come to that group of caves lying east of Bombay in



the Bhorghat hills and including Bhaja, Kondane, Bedsa, Karle. To the north of 
these are those of Junnar and Nasik. With this may be placed the small isolated 
group of earlier Pitalkhora and Ajanta caves. The next section takes us to the 
Kanheri caves in the Salsette island.

There are certain architectural features which indicate the relative sequence 
of the excavations :

(1) The curve and particular shape of the fronton arch forming the main feature 
of the facade—the curve of the chaitya window changed and tended to be more perfect 
as the style progressed. The test is that the more rudimentary the curve the earlier 
the example. In the the case of the Lomas Rishi cave the curvature is most rudi
mentary. About a century later at Bhaja, we meet for the first time the Klrtimukha 
window taking the form of a horse-shoe arch or elongated ardha-cixandra shape which 
was also the form of the inner apse and more truly be designated as dvyasra or Besara.

At Kondane there is a further evolution in the curve of the Chaitya window arch, 
as pointed out by Brown, the curve denotes an advance, as there is a slight inward 
return to the spring of the arch, and the whole is more vigorous and firm in out 
line. At Ajanta (IX) and at Karle, we find the Chaitya arch has reached its highest 
perfection and maturity as it could in its natural evolution in this phase, a shape 
which is retained for the remainder of the Hlnayana period. Afterwards, from the 
fifth century A. D. onwards, in its Mahayana phase, the arched opening of the Chaitya 
window gradually becomes narrower at the base as in cave XIX at Ajanta, until in the 
case of the Visvakarma Chaitya hall at Ellora (early 7th century) the horse-shoe arch 
is replaced by almost a complete circle. At Ajanta the stuyi on the apex is evolved 
as an elaborate prominent feature with little scroll decoration on the two sides and 
a very conspicuous feature is the emergence of two gimhakarna motifs in the exterior 
outline which is made not only much more elaborate but is repeated twice on both 
sides in the Visvakarma cave,

(2) The screen in the outer wall of the verandah originally consisted of wood 
as at Bhaja. But as the architecture developed this was carved out of rock itself in 
stone.

(3) The front portion (gharamukha) was at first restrained and dignified as at 
Bhaja, and later on elaborated with the addition of the two towering pillars (klrtistambha) 
as at Karle, and about a century later was conceived with still greater elaboration, viz. 
by adding a terrace and a Vedika in front as at Kanheri. The portico (garbhadvara) 
was conceived in the beginning as an integral part of the Chaitya hall as at Bhaja, but 
later on as an independent unit as at Karle where it is wider than the mandapa and the



two a isles taken together and also comparatively greater in depth than the other 
verandahs being 15 feet.

(4) The extent to which the surface is covered with the rail decoration, is a 
fair test of the age of the building. In the verandah of the Bedsa cave nearly the 
whole of the ornamentation is made of the miniature rails and repetitions of window 
fronts, i. e. Chaitya window. The miniature rail pattern gradually becomes less after 
the groups of the early caves and disappears only in the fourth or the fifth century 
A. D. The rail or vediJca design was the symbol of marking out the boundary of a 
religious or divine monument borrowed from the wooden architecture of the sacrificial 
altars and the fafade of the caves was naturally loaded with it in the earlier stages, 
but subsequently lessened as more attention was paid to sculpture and details of interior 
decoration.

(5) Wooden attachments. As is often noticed the whole architecture of the 
rock cave was borrowed from wooden prototypes, viz. timber ParnaSalas of massive 
construction with arched roofs and torana doorways filled with wooden paHjara or 
lattice work. This tradition was so persistent that actual wooden attachments were 
retained in the case of rock caves by the force of sheer practice on the part of the 
artisans. As for example we have in the earlier caves the massive arched groins or 
ribs of wood under the domed roof as at Karle, also the wooden framing and trellis 
work filling the sun-window, and in several cases heavy structures of minstrel’s gallery 
in wood which though now perished once existed as shown by the elaborate mortice- 
holes for the attachment of their beams and ledge-like projections. At Pitalkhora 
we find further elimination of wood work in that the arched joists instead of those 
being in wood have been cut in the rock. Even the umbrellas on the top of the Stupas 
inside the harmika were once of wood as at Karle.

(6) Inclination of the pillars—The pillars of the mandapa slope inwards at 
a considerable angle as at Bhaja, which is unpleasing also. The slope of the interior 
pillars is a guide about the relative age of the Chaitya halls. The greater the angle 
of the incline, the nearer it was to the timber original where such tilting of the pillars 
was an architectural necessity in order to counteract the heavy superstructure of the 
roof. In the rock<excavation such a device was quite unnecessary, but the designers 
traditionally used to the principle of obliquity in the pillars continued to adhere to it. 
For them it was natural, but for us a matter of grave objection which to an extent 
cuts across the aesthetic appearance of the otherwise beautiful and symmetrical 
architecture of the chaitya hall. The same may be said about the jambs of the three 
doorways giving access to the mandapa and the pradafalrinapatha where the sloping



doorjamb with a relative incline of the plumb-line was made a characteristic feature 
in the earlier caves, until in the later ones the two jambs became nearly parallel.

(7) The shape of the pillars also indicates an evolution of the archititecture. 
In the Asokan group of the Barabar hills there are no pillars in the interior mandapas 
at all. In Western Indian group the Chaitya hall at Bhaja shows the colonnade of 
which the pillars are plain without bases or capitals. The same is the case with the 
Chaitya-hall at Bedsa where the octagonal shafts of the pillars do not have any base 
or capital but some of them are carved with the chakra, triratna and other Buddhist 
symbols. Two features for the decoration of the pillars of the colonnade were 
gradually evolved; firstly the purna-ghata in which the lower portion of the shaft was 
inserted, and also the same placed on the top of the shaft in an inverted position as at 
Nasik. Subsequently another feature was added, viz., capitals with male and female 
riders on animals, which in Indian terminology were known as Graja-samghata, Raya- 
samghata, Vrnlia-samgliata etc., for example in the Karle Chaitya hall both the purnaghata 
and animal capitals are seen as objects of outstanding beauty and the same are repeated 
at Kanheri although in a somewhat debased form.

(8) The inner dimensions of the Chaitya hall were smaller in the beginning 
but increased in the later caves, e. g. Lomas Rishi (48' x 20' x 12' high), Bhaja 
(55' x 26' x 29' high), Karle (124' x 46£ x 45' high).

(9) The width of the aisles also became more expansive in the later caves than 
in the earlier ones, e. g. Bhaja (3|' wide), Karle (10' wide).
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sculptures as illustrated by the standing figures of 8 alabhafijiJca women on the railing 
pillars. They are engaged in various pastimes and garden and water sports (udyana—, 
salila-Jcrida) and enjoying a free life under the open sky and sunshine. The railing 
female figures are verily documents of social culture. The figures have been carved 
in bold relief and in several planes.

The striking beauty of the Mathura figures becomes evident if we compare 
them with the products of the other schools during the preceding period. The artists 
had become conscious of the new phenomenon, freedom from trammels and conventions, 
and they were handling in a masterful manner both religious and secular sculpture in 
terms of a very wide symbolism.

As regards the contents of this school one is overwhelmed with the original 
creative activity and it may be said with justification that Indian art had hardly been 
so creative during any other epoch. The Mathura artists were responsible for one of 
the greatest creations of world’s art, viz. the Buddha image. For the first time we 
find here that the Buddha is represented in a human form. The Buddha image consti
tutes the most original contribution of the Mathura School in the field of Indian art, 
and we shall examine the date implication and the variety of forms of the Buddha 
image as it developed in the Mathura School.

The Mathura artists have also the credit of originating various images of 
Brahmanical gods and goddesses. For the first time we come across the icons of 
such deities as Vishnu, Lakshml, Durga, Sapta-Matrikas Karttikeya, etc. The 
earliest iconographic forms of the gods and goddesses were more or less determined 
under the impact of the Bhagavata movement of Bhakti or devotion which had its 
earliest beginnings at Mathura and almost engulfed the whole of the north India 
during the Kushana-Gupta period. The Mathura school of sculpture presents the 
richest material for a detailed study of the images of the Hindu deities. No study 
of Indian iconography can be complete without an intimate study of Mathura material.

As regards the Jaina sculpture Mathura again holds the supreme place 
because of the earliest Jaina Stupas and Tirthankara images, that have been found 
in India. There were two Jaina Stupas at Mathura. One was built in the 6unga 
period and the other during Kushana period. Fortunately archaeological remains 
of both of these with about thousand sculptures were found during the excavations 
at the site of Kankall tlla. Its name was the Deva-nirmita Stupa, i. e. the Stupa 
was considered so ancient and holy as to be belived to have been erected by the gods. 
So far as the details of the Stupa architecture are concerned they are almost the same 
as in the case of a Buddhist Stupa. For example, the Jaina Stupa also consisted 
of a tumulus in the centre with a railing round it pierced by four gateways (Torana).
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This Stupa was embellished with the greatest enthusiasm both in the form of stone 
sculpture and architectural forms of the upright pillars, cross-bars, coping stones, 
architraves, door-jambs, horizontal beams, religious emblems, stairways, sloping, 
balustrades, etc. The female figures on the railing pillars in a Jaina Stupa are of the 
same type of represention as found on the Buddhist Stupa.

The Mathura artists have to their credit a large number of Tirthankara 
sculptures, whose earliest forms were settled by them and directed the subsequent 
course of Jaina iconography. Hrthankara images are of two kinds, viz. standing 
and seated. The standing images are depicted in the kayotsarga . (Pkt. kamagga) 
pose (mudra). A seated image depicted the Tirthankara in cross-legged
posture ( joadmasana ) with his hands placed in the lap ( anlcamadhye) and 
the whole body as well as the head and eyes fixed in an attitude of 
meditation. According to the canons of Jaina iconography each Tirthankara had 
its own cognizance (laAchhana) and these were actually represented in the case of the 
Jaina images from about the 7th century A.D. onwards. But in the early Mathura 
school the cognizance symbols have not been evolved and we have to recognise a 
particular Tirthankara from the inscription engraved on the pedestal. However, an 
exception was made in the case of two of them, viz. Eishabhadeva (also called 
Adinatha) the first Tirthankara, who is depicted with a couple of locks of hair 
falling on the two shoulders, and Suparsvanatha the seventh Tirthankara who is 
shown with a canopy of serpent hoods round his head.

We imagine Mathura as a very eclectic centre of religious movement 
embracing many a different sect but cultivating an attitude of harmony and tolerance 
towards one another. The traditional folk cults of Yaksha and Naga worship also 
have their fullest share in Mathura religion and art as represented by a considerable 
number of sculptures depicting Yakshas and Yakshls, and Nagas and Nagls. Mathura 
was also a centre for the worship of the mother goddesses whose ancient forms are 
represented in the numerous terracotta figurines and their particular Indian manifest
ations in the form of the images of goddesses like Srl-Lakshml, Vasudhara, Ambika, 
MahishasuramardinI, Bhadra, Harltl, Saptamatrikas, etc.

Both from the points of the varying contents and the creative originality of 
style as well as the quality and number of its creations the Mathura school of sculpture 
occupies the supreme place in the study of Indian art and is worthy of a patient and 
detailed study.

St u p a  A r c h it e c t u r e

The Stupa monument had been developed in its most elaborate form at 
Bharhut and Sanchi. The Mathura architects inherited the same structural traditions



but of their monumental Stupas with cylindrical drum and dome and harmiJcfi no 
example has been preserved. We, however, know that there were an early Sunga 
Stupa and a second Kushana Stupa built by the Jainas at Kankall tlla. There was 
also a Buddhist Stupa built in the time of Huvishka and another at the site of 
Bhutesvara. The Stupas were demolished but a large number of railing pillars, cross
bars and copings have been preserved. From them we know that the size of the 
gateways, of the horizontal architraves and of the upright posts was much reduced at 
Mathura. There is only one bigger example (J I) of a railing upright and of a couple 
of Sunga cross-bars which have been found ; the one showing an elephant with riders 
in a medallion and the other with beautiful head wearing a conspicuous head-dress. 
[Fig. 128].

With respect to the earlier Stupas at Mathura we read in the life of Yuan 
Chwang : In the kingdom of Mathura there are still to be seen the Stupas in which 
were deposited of old the relics of the holy disciples of Sakyamuni, viz. Sariputra, 
Mudgalayana, Purna-Maitrayanlputra, Upali, Ananda, Rahula and ManjusrI. On the 
yearly festivals, the religious assemble in crowds at these Stupas, and make their 
several offerings at the one which is the object of their devotion. The followers of 
Abhidharma offer to Sariputra, and those who practise contemplation (dhyana) to 
Mudgalayana, those who adhere to the Sutras pay their homage to Purna Maitrayanl- 
putra. Those who study the Vinaya honour Upali, religious women honour Ananda, 
those who have not yet fully instructed (catechumens) honour R ahula; those who 
study the Mahayana honour all the Bodhisattvas. Five or six li, i. e. about a mile 
and a quarter to the east of the town is a monastery on the hill said to have been 
built by the venerable Upagupta. His nails and beard are preserved there as relics.” 
These seven Stupas with the exception of that of Rahula, are the same as those noted 
by Fa-hian in the fourth century A, D. We know from the Anguttara Nihaya that 
Sarlputta, the foremost of the highly wise, Maha Moggallana, the foremost of the 
possessors of miraculous powers, Punna Mantaniputra, the foremost of the preachers of 
Dhamma, Rahula, the foremost of the students, Ananda, the foremost of the vastly 
learneds, and Upali, the foremost of the masters of Vinaya, were the most proficient 
disciples of the Buddha in subjects noted against them and their names can be 
reconised in Huen-Tsang’s list of saint’s whose Stupas existed at Mathura from 
days of old with relics of the above worthies enshrined in them from a remote 
antiquity. What that period could possibly have been when Stupas were raised 
over the relics of these great teachers ? It seems but reasonable to suppose that 
it should have been the. age of Asoka when Mathura was fitly honoured by the 
construction of a number of holy Stupas. Nor need the mention of ManjusrI 
disturb us, for Huen-Tsang is careful enough to associate the Mahayanists with the



worship of the Stupa of ManjusrI and the other Bodhisattvas, who were thus isolated 
from the gallery of older patriarchs being worshipped by their respective followers.

Not a single one of these early Stupas has been traced at Mathura, but the 
remaining sculptures offer firm proof that Buddhist and Jaina Stupas existed at 
Mathura during Sunga times. The Stupa was a raised tumulus enshrining relics of 
the holy patriarchs and was girdled by triple Vedikas, one on the ground, the next 
in the middle and the third one on the flat-top which supported the harmika or 
mansion of gods.

A few of these Stupas are illustrated in several bas-reliefs three of which are 
worth mentioning. The earliest one is hemispherical at the base and has a decreasing 
diameter towards the elongated top, ornamented with a circular ground railing, two 
intermediate railings, and a harmika with a railing and a chhatra. This is being 
worshipped by Suparnas and Kinnaras, and perhaps represents the earliest Stupa 
built by Jainas at Mathura which may be identified with the Deva-nirmita Stupa, and 
may be placed about the beginning of the second century B.C. [Fig. 129]. The next stage 
is shown by the Stupa carved on the Lonasobhika Ayagapatta, and assignable to the 
first century A. D. It consists of a staircase leading to the first high terrace, the 
ground balustrade with a high gateway having all the details of a typical torana, viz. 
bracket salabliafljikas, three architraves, small uprights etc., path of circumambulation, 
the elongated drum and dome ornamented with two intermediate railings instead of 
one and the third railing round the harmika. [Fig. 130]. The upright pillars carved with 
a number of lotuses and animals inside medallions belonged to the railing, known as pad- 
mavaravedika of the first Stupa, whereas the upright posts carved with female salabhafijika 
figures in alto-relievo formed part of the second Stupa built in early Kushana times. 
Besides these two Jaina Stupas we have a specimen of a Buddhist Stupa at Mathura 
carved on an architrave (M 3). It shows an elongated structural building with several 
storeys marked by vedikas, which is similar to the Stupas in the Gandhara country of 
the Kushana age. [Fig, 131].

In the present state of our knowledge we may draw attention only to discreet 
members forming part of the railings and gateways. The most appropriate architectural 
element in the hands of Mathura sculptors were the railing pillars on the decoration 
of which they spent their highest skill and a perfection of plastic art not attained at 
any time before and after. Of the torana specimens of Sunga times are two pillars 
with animal capital with a lintel carved on the two faces with scenes of Stupa 
worship (mentioned above) by Suparnas and Kinnaras offering garlands and householders 
riding in procession. (J 535 Lucknow Museum). There are also two torana-salabhafijika 
figures carved on the two sides which were fixed as brackets bonding together the



upright posts and the lowermost horizontal beam. Their drapery and ornaments as 
also the frontal carving mark them out as typical Sunga specimens. Several of the 
torana examples show the spiral makara. ornament as seen at Bharhut. The general 
style of sculptures, fondness for depicting Jataka scenes, the zest for portraying 
standing female figures on the upright posts and the several details of ornamentation 
like the battlement motif, indicate that the artisans at Mathura were inspired by the 
Bharhut prototypes. It is gratifying to see that the repertoire on which they worked 
at Mathura was a comprehensive one welcoming as many motifs as they could from 
many sources.

P a d m a v a r a v e d i k a

The highest perfection of Mathura art is seen in the carving of its railing 
comprised of uprights, cross-bars and copings, all of which were ornamented with 
decorative motifs and designs showing great originality and a richness greater than 
even that at Bharhut. Here the artists have accepted some of the older motifs specially 
of those of the variety of lotuses and also introduced many new ones specially those of 
fabulous creatures, and fish-tailed sea-monsters.

There are two types of railing clearly distinguished at Mathura. An earlier 
one marked by several features, viz. 1. profusion of lotus designs in medallions, 2. the 
number of medallions which is generally three in the middle and one half each above 
and below, 3. bevelling of square edges to convert them into octagonal form (atthaihsika),
4. absence of human or divine figures on pillars, 5. absence of human heads inside 
cross-bar medallions as are found at Bharhut, 6. carving in low relief. These features 
distinguish the railing the remains of which belong to the earlier Jaina Stupa at Kankall 
Txla. From an account in the Rayapaseniya Sutta we know that this kind of railing 
was styled as Padmavara-vediJca. “Why, O Revered Sir ! is the Padmavaravedika 
called by that particular name ?”

“O Gautama ! It is called Padmavaravedika since on its several parts (dese 
dese), in several places (tahim tahim), on the rails, on the stairway balustrades, on rail 
planks, in between two rails on the uprights, on their sides, on their copings, in between 
two pillars, on crossbars, in between crossbar sockets, on sides of crossbars, on the 
spaces between two cross-bars, on the wings, on the side balustrades, on the corner 
pillars, on spaces of the side pillars, were carved many kinds of lotus designs, viz. 
utpdla (blue lotus), padma (red lotus), Icumuda (lily), sulhaga, saugandhika, pundanka



(white lotus), mahapundariku, htapatra and sahasrapatra...And it is for this reason, 
O Gautama, that the place is called padmavaravedika.”1

From the detailed mention of the numerous spaces available for ornamental 
carving it appears that the description was meant for a railing of timber construction. 
In the actual stone railing found at Mathura the spaces are reduced but the fact 
remains that the pillars and the cross bars are profusely ornamented with lotus designs 
of various forms. The most interesting decorative designs on this earlier railing at 
Mathura are the animal figures, e. g. fishtailed elephant (JiastimacJichha, jal-bha, J. 427), 
fishtailed crocodile (magaramachchha ] 421), fishtailed winged lion (sapaksha vyaghra- 
machchha), fishtailed wolf, fishtailed griffin $syena machchha). [Fig. 132 J. To these marine 
motifs the Angavijja adds naramachehha, gomaclichlia and assamaohcliha. Another feature 
is the decoration of winged animals which is peculiar to Mathura, e.g. winged lion, wing
ed antelope, winged wolf, winged goat, etc. The crossbars also illustrate many kinds of 
medallions containing a number of auspicious and decorative designs, e. g. kalpavriksha 
inside railing, winged auspicius conch (bhadraknkha) oozing from its mouth a stream 
of punchmarked coins, stupa, honey suckle (muchakunda), bhikshapatra placed on a 
raised pedestal, elephant, bull, deer, human-headed lion, wolf, and five petalled, eight, 
ten, twelve and many petalled lotuses.

It is stated in the Rayapaseniya that a variety of rhizomes decorated the ideal 
railing of Suryabhadeva, viz. padmalata, naga-, asoka-, champaka-, chuta-, vasanti, 
kunda-, atimukta-, and syamalata. Of these several may be seen in beautiful meanders 
on the uprights and copings, e. g. lotus creeper. [Fig. 133],

The coping stones of this railing are of great artistic beauty decorated with 
a number of floral and animal designs, e.g. rows of bells (gantapankti) above and lotus 
creepers below. Amongst animals may be noticed, griffin, rhinoceros, fishfailed lion, 
tiger, bull and boar.

Thus we see that the earlier sculptors who organised the magnificent 
Padmavaravedika in its fullfledged form round a Stupa were working on the basis of 
an extensive repertoire of motifs selected both for their decorative and religious signi-
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ficance but obviously inclined more on the aesthetic side. The artists were conscious 
of their obligation to the ornamental side of such an important architectural element 
as the vedika which conferred on the Stupa its full glory. In the actual railings either 
in wood or stone there were a number of other decorative features associated with 
the upright posts or gateways, e. g. chandana-kalasa (purnaghata), rows of nagadanta 
or ivory projections with hanging garlands and necklaces, spotted waterpots (bMngara), 
mirror (Skt. adarsa, Pkt. ayamsa), pendants (sikya) with incense pots, baskets full of 
flowers, unguents, ornaments, garments etc , throne, umbrella, clramara, and ten kinds 
of sringara caskets. Of these there are literary description as forming part of vedika 
decoration but actual specimens are naturally wanting. There is one fact, however, 
which draws particular attention, viz. the great lotus garland (mahapuslikara sraj) with 
which the vedika was actually decorated. It consisted of thousands of flowers inter
woven with many varieties of floral wealth and foliage, and which in its gorgeous form 
was considered to be the choicest gift offered to adorn -the body of the Stupa. The 
presence of such a gigantic lotus garland in the carvings at Bharhut and Mathura 
makes us look back into a much greater antiquity when these objects were real, and 
points to a natural transition from actual specimens to engravings in art.

The style of Mathura railing gives some indication of its very early date. 
The carving is all in low relief which is near to wooden prototypes. There is a want 
of human figures in alto-relievo. One of the very stricking features is that the Uttara- 
kuru motifs of the wishfulfilling trees and creepers producing ornaments, clothes etc. 
which form such a common feature at Bharhut are completely absent in the Mathura 
railing pointing to the priority of the religious concept of the latter even to that of 
Bharhut. The Jaina tradition of the building of the Devanirmita Stupa also assigns 
it to very early times, and it is likely that the Stupa and the railing were put up 
in the 3rd century B.C.

The architecture of the Stupa and the railing found its own development at 
Mathura of which we find profuse evidence for the Kushana period. As already pointed 
out, the Stupas became elongated in form resembling the malialubbula or high water 
bubble. But the railing underwent the greatest change as shown by the following 
features: the pillars are square in section, they are generally divided into three sections 
on the front side, viz. a prominent male or female figure in the middle portion carved 
in bold relief, a crouching dwarf (guhyaka) below, and a projecting terrace often with 
human figures above. The human figures combine several traditions, viz. that of Yakshas 
and Yakshls as at Bharhut, heavenly girls (devakumarikas) whose presence was 
necessary in a Stupa, and that of women in social pastimes, donors and worshippers 
in afijalimudrd, and of divine figures. The pillars are decorated on their back with



several Jataka scenes, e. g. Sibi Jataka, Vyaghrl J., Kachchhapa J., Uluka J., 
Valahassa J.

The artists of the Kushana railing pillars both in the Jaina and Buddhist 
Stupas were devoting their highest attention on the human figures carved on the front 
side. This fact with respect to the beauty of the female figures was noticed even 
in ancient times showing that the art connoisseurs also were conscious of this supreme 
fact which has made the Kushana art of Mathura such a loving object in the eyes of 
modern critics. “The Salabhanjika women carved on the vedika pillars were standing 
in various graceful poses, well-supported (on crouchant figures), beautifully ornamented, 
wearing garments painted in various colours, and necklaces of various designs, 
slender-waisted, having round prominent breasts, eyes with red corners and black 
curly hair, standing under Asoka trees and holding their distended boughs, stealing 
the hearts of the gods as it were with their rolling glances and teasing as it were 
with the play of their eyes.” (Rayapaseniyasutta1). We have actual specimens of 
both Buddhist and Jaina railings to which the above description equally applies. 
On the pillars of the Jaina Stupa however there are no Jataka scenes on the reverse. 
We learn from the Rayapaseniyasutta that there were sixteen railing pillars 
(solasa solasa s a la b lia H jiy a p a r iv a d i) on each side of the toran a  gateways which gives a 
total of sixty four pillars foi the entire railing, a number which has actually been 
confirmed by the pillars of the Bharhut railing.

S alabh aSjik a— 'The term S a la lh a H jik a  originally denoted a female sport im
plying the gatheiing of sa la  flowers by women standing under blossoming sa la  trees. 
This was a kind of gaiden sport which was popular in eastern India referred to as 
p ra c h a m  h r id a  by Panini (6.2.74). A graphic account of the sd la b h a fijik d  festival is 
found in the Avadanasataka which was undoubtedly based on a much earlier tradition. 
‘Once the Lord Buddha dwelt at SrSvastl in the Jatvana, the garden of Anathapindada. 
Now at that very time the festival called sd labh aH jikd  was being celebrated at SrSvastl. 
Seveial hundred-thousands of beings assembled there and, having gathered sala 
blossoms, they played, made merry and roamed about”. And again quoting from the 
Nidanakatha the description of the sd la b h a fijik d  festival celebrated in the Lumbini
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garden : “Now between the two towns (Kapilavastu and Devadaha) there is an
auspicious grove of sala trees belonging to the people of both cities, and called LumbinI 
grove. At that time from the roots to the topmost branches swarms of five-coloured bees, 
and flocks of birds of different kinds, roamed, warbling sweetly. The whole of 
LumbinI Grove was like a wood of variegated creepers, or the well-decorated 
banqueting hall of some mighty king. The Queen beholding it was filled with the 
desire of disporting herself in the sala grove (salavanakllam kilitu-kamata) ; and the 
attendants entered the wood with the Queen. When she came to the root of an 
auspicious sala tree, she wanted to take hold of a branch of it. The branch, bending 
down, like a reed heated by steam, approached within reach of her hand. Stretching 
out her hand she took hold of the branch, and then her pains came upon her.”

The motif of the woman plucking flowers from a distended bough is met with 
on the torana of Bharhut and Sanchi in the Sunga period and is continued on the railing 
pillars of Mathura during the Kushana period. It also appears in a limited number of 
examples in Gandhara art of the Kushana age, but the weak treatment of the subject 
there betrays its having been imported from the East. We have in the Kasika an 
example of a game played by people of the IJorth known as Jiva-putra-prachayikd. 
Vatsyayana in the Kamasutra mentions as examples of desya kridas (local sports) similar 
names ending in aka suffix, e. g. Sahakara-bhaHjika, Abhyusha-khadika, Udaka-kshvedika, 
Bisakhadika, Asokottamsikd, Pushpavachayika, Ohuta-latika, Damanabhafijikd, Ikshulhan- 
jikd, etc.

In the classical literature two kinds of sports are often mentioned, viz. 
Udyancikrida (garden sports), salila-knda (water sports). The Matanga Jataka (4/376) 
describes how Ditthamangalika the daughter of the rich merchant of Varanasi used 
to go out with her female companions to celebrate the festival of Udyana krzda. 
According to the Uddalaka Jataka the priest of the king of Varanasi took his beloved 
to the outer gardens of the city for enjoying garden sports. Asvaghosha, Kalidasa, 
Bharavi, Magha etc. have given vivid descriptions of such garden and water sports, 
showing that the tradition handed down from earlier times was much expanded in 
literature and art both of which were indebted to the realities of life.

The Mathura artists were called upon to reorganise the railing, in which work 
they displayed much originality, and a broad outlook, mainly introducing a variety of 
motifs based on female pastimes and sports known as kndd-viham. It was the popular 
belief that Indra in heaven enjoyed with his nymphs and this form of pleasure became 
archetypal for kings on earth. These festive celebrations were ordered by royalty and 
were comprised of the following items :—1. tree and garden sports (<udyana-krida) ;
2. water sports (udaka-krlda) ; 3. adorning the body with unguents, clothes and orna-
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ments (gatra-mandna, including painting minute scroll designs on cheeks, forehead, chin 
etc., called as viseshalea-rachana) ; 4. drinking wine in company with female companions 
(,apana-goshthl) ; 5. enjoying music to the accompaniment of lute {vamsi), flute {vlna) and 
drum (mridanga) ; 6. dance (nritya) which gave occasion to depict male and female 
figures in number of poses ; and 7. amorous enjoyments (vilasa or guhavihara).

The Mathura railing pillars present a rich canvas of these scenes which are made 
permanent in stone as reflecting the joyous feeling and buoyancy of life in that age. For 
example quite a number of pillars show the ancient silvan deities (vriJeshakas) standing 
under asoka trees, and gathering flowers (pushpochcJiaya). They represented in its complete 
form the salabhaHjika and asoka pushpaprachayilca motif (e. g. J. 55,2355,199,483, B 80).

The figures are shown standing on crouching dwarfs (avanmuklia guhyaka) 
by which the artists wished to indicate that the older tradition of these female figures 
being Yakshls was still accepted in popular belief. Sometimes the female figure is 
shown presenting flower basket or garlands to their male companions. An interesting 
new motif is that of asoka-dohada in which a graceful young woman stands under an 
asoka tree and bending low its branch with her left hand touches its stem with the 
left foot. (J. 55, 2345).

The scene evidently illustrates the belief referred to in old Indian poetry that 
an asoka tree could be made to blossom when kicked by a maiden with her left foot. 
It recalls a scene described later by Kalidasa in his drama Malavikagnimitra in 
which the king watches the young heroine while she performs a dance in honour of 
the Asoka tree’s blossing and touches it with her left foot.

A similar scene of Asoka dohada is carved on an ivory plaque found at Begram 
or ancient Kapisa. The head-dress in all these three figures is peculiar showing a 
spirally rolled scarf on the top of which hangs a braid of hair tied in a loop. It was 
this special hair style referred to by Asvaghosha as Suklamsuka attalaka ktsa 
(Saundarananda 7. 7) or Kokila kesapasa because of the upper black tuft of hair on the 
pile of white silk resembling the black bird seated on a tree of white flower.

The another motif is that of weaving heavy flower garlands and making a 
sekhara of the same. These were popular scenes of Puslipoclichaya, Pushpagrathana and 
Pushpabharana, i.e. floral amusements of which the artist made the fullest use.

The next round consisted of watery sports (Jalakrida, Amhliovihara). The 
literary descriptions include such items as mutual splashing of water (Udakatadana), 
dishevelled hair by the striking of watery spurts (keSakulamuklu), wet drapery 
(jalardravasana,) same as (magnamsuka), bathing in knee-deep water (janudemlliugna), 
di awing the hair with back to the sun (pj-ishthakritaditya kesanistoyakarim), sitting



on the stone bench near the pond (silatalagata), embracing each other, sprinkling 
coloured water with syringes, swimming in the lotus pond, diving and searching each 
other amongst lotuses etc. The Mathura sculptors have shown great ingenuity in 
depicting the aquatic sports ; for example, bathing scene under a waterfall carved on 
two pillars preserved in the Lucknow museum. Of these J 278 shows a female 
figure in three-quarters profile standing to right under a projecting precipice and 
receiving on her back a stream of water coming down in swift torrents and collecting 
below in a pond.

The next motif is that of a female figure standing against the stem of a tree and 
holding a large lotus flower in her hand. The lotus had prominent association with 
these sports. The motif is corresponding to the one described by Kalidasa as Lila-kamala 
held in the hand by sportive girls. In later Orrissan art the same was known as Padma- 
gandha i. e. a young woman smelling a lotus or holding it, whereas in western India 
she was known as Padmini or Sugandha.

On a Mathura pillar a woman after bath is shown standing with her back to 
the visitor and drying her hair by squeezing out water from her locks the drops being 
swallowed by a Hamsa. The motif is described in the Matsya Purana as that of Kesa- 
nistoyakarini, indicated above (cf. also Jcahan-nisohyotana in SnngaramanjarT of Bhoja), 
combined with it is a drinking scene in the balcony above. [Fig 134].

After bathing sports men and women adorned their bodies with sandal paste, 
unguents and ornaments of which there are several examples on railing pillars now 
preserved. In one case we see a standing female figure adjusting a pendant in her 
right ear with the aid of a mirror (J 5), the same motif as Darpana in Orissan art.

Another motif in which women took great interest was their pastime with the 
parrots, the subject described elsewhere as Suka-sarika. It was both a domestic and 
garden sport. On pillar No. 99 are carved a male and a female figure in which the 
female is feeding a parrot with a fruit held in her left hand. Pillar fragment No. 115 
is carved with the torso of the female figure on whose right shoulder is a parrot. 
Obviously she was engaged in feeding the bird with her left hand now lost. A female 
figure standing on the back of a dwarf is holding a fruit near her right ear and 
coaxing a parrot (Pillar No. 258). A scene depicted on pillar No. 1595 also. From 
the point of art best pillar is from Bhutesvara railing in which the warm woman is 
holding a cage in her suspended right hand, and has a parrot on her left shoulder. 
On a pillar from Kankali Tila the parrot is seated on the girdle of a dancing young 
woman and is nibbling at the knot in order to unbind it. [Fig. 135].

There are some interesting scenes of ornamentation, e. g. pillar J 59 shows a 
woman with a long necklace, on pillar J 64 is the charming scene of a woman



standing under a tree under Sal-abhanjika pose and looking in a mirror. Another 
pillar is carved with two toileting scenes, in the upper one Veni-prasadhana in which 
the woman is looking in the mirror held in her right hand and is arranging her 
frontal hair with the left, her husband is standing behind her and dressing her long 
braid falling on the back and interweaving with a garland (malyagrathana). The 
female attendant is carrying a garland in a tray (malya-chahgen). In the lower panel 
the woman has completed her toilet and is looking in a mirror. Pillar No. J 62 
shows a female figure standing to the proper left with her back and right foot against 
the trunk of the tree and playing a harp with shell plastron {vina-vadana). [Fig. 136],

Dancing also formed part of merriment scenes. In one figure No. 562 we 
see a young woman elegantly holding a scarf above her head. In the balcony above 
the artist has accommodated a scene of a Garuda seizing a Naga. On more than 
half a dozen pillars we see a young woman unloosing her girdle or under-garment, a 
subject which is treated both in Sunga and Kushana art. Probably she represented the 
Maha-nartaht. It should be remembered that nudity now a common feature on these 
railing pillars was originally concealed by suitable painting. Kalidasa has furnished 
sure indication that the female figures on pillars were once decorated with various 
paints1. The subject of some other pillars shows a youthful woman holding a sword 
(J63 & 2575, 152, J 275, B 79, 278). In later art this subject was styled as UrvasI or 
Menaka but the exact references in early art are wanting. Perhaps they were meant 
to depict amazonian guards in royal palaces. A theme which appeard to be somewhat 
uncommon, a delectable motif is that of a young girl engaged in Kanduka hrida or 
playing with a ball (J 61). Several pillars also show male and female donors standing 
with their hands in adoration (aHjali-mudra) and sometimes holding bunches of lotus 
flowers. These obviously represent the tradition of the figures of the donors carved on 
the sides of the doorways in the rock excavation. [Fig. 137].

At Mathura a stage had been reached when Buddhist figures were welcomed on 
the railing pillars. For example, we find the figures of standing Indra with his 
projecting head-dress and folded hands ; the Jataka of Rishya-sringa (J 7) a faun-like 
figure of a well-built young man with a horny projection on the head ; but more 
specially figures of the Bodhisattva standing under a PIpal tree or with a scalloped 
halo (hasti-naTcha-prabha-mandala) (No. J 18), Buddha standing in abhaya-mudra under a 
PIpal with halo round the head (194). Working in the older tradition the artist 
could not ignore the Buddhist symbol and we actually find the Dharmachakra (438) and 
Bodhi-manda (464). One cannot miss the importance given to Yakshas and grotesque 
figures which have now been allotted a secondary place, as vehicles of beautiful young

1. stambheshu yoshitpratijatanariamutkrantavarnakramadhusardnam / Raghu. 16.17.



female figures but there are some scenes in which we find kneeling bearded Yakshas 
(205) and a corner railing with a couple of dwarfs. [Fig. 13S].

In later literature these females are sometimes styled as Alasa Kanya or 
Alasa whose special feature was the stretching of youthful limbs specially by 
throwing the arms above the head in a languid manner. This was an amorous pose of 
an indolent woman filled with intoxication of love and we find these poses on a couple of 
pillars in Mathura art (e. g. 195 & 977). A famous religious figure in Mathura art is 
that of the mother goddess SrI-Lakshml standing on a Purnaghata in the attitude of 
giving milk. This scene is also repeated on a railing pillar No. 286.

In the Saundarananda of Asvaghosha particular reference is made to the 
painting of decorative designs with black agaru and sandal paste on the cheeks and 
face and we have actually on the Mathura pillar the representation of this subject 
(No. 257) (ViseshaJca-rachana).

A favourite motif of Krida-Viham was that of drinking scene (apana-goslithl) 
which has found a place on several pillars e. g. J 9 and 404 in which a woman 
shown standing under a tree holds a wine cup in her right hand as in Bacchanalian 
groups.

Another motif perfect in its aesthetic treatment is that of Mother and Child in 
which a young woman is holding a child in her lap or coaxing the boy with a rattle 
(J 16), styled as Mdtri-murti in later Orissan art and Putra-vallabha in the art of 
western India. In one case the female is carrying a pitcher on her head and wearing 
rustic dress. In Mathura art she would be the typical Gopika but later on styled as 
Jaya with a Kumbha on head. On another pillar (148) she is shown carrying a 
incense burner placed on the shaft (Banda-dtpa). [Fig. 139].

It was natural that the Kushana sculptors should find place on these railing 
pillars for Indo-Scythian men and women in worshipful attitude, the former being 
shown in Northern dress (Udichya vesa) consisting of a conical cap, a long tied coat, 
trousers and thick boots (J 37, J 38. J 43).

It will thus appear that the railing round the Stupas was planned by 
the Mathura artisans in a new context and unique richness of motifs seldom 
seen before. It was a rich creation of beauty, artistic variety and a real joy drawn 
from life. The railing had now reached its highest point of perfection both for its 
themes and artistic treatment.1

1 After the Kushana period by about the 4th century the railing 
receded into the background and in the Buddhist and Brahmanical shrines that 
appeared in the Gupta period the railing had merged itself into high plinth, in 
an altered form but the motifs and the female figures on pillars had such a strong



Jaina Art of Mathura
Mathura was an ancient centre of Jainism, like the Brahmanas and the 

Buddhists the Jainas also made it the seat of their religion. It appears that the 
Jaina community at Mathura was rich and influential as shown by the magnificent 
monuments left behind by them. Indeed the Jainas have manitained their holy 
traditions at Mathura up to this day.

The excavations at Kankali Tila yielded a number of sculptures and 
architectural pieces, which once belonged to the two Stupas at that site. A very 
early Jaina Stupa existed at Mathura which as we know from the inscriptions was 
called Devanirmita Stupa (.Epigraphia Indica, Vol. II, 20) may probably be assigned to 
the 3rd century B.C. An image of Arhat Nandyavarta was installed in this Stupa in the 
year 89 ( =  A. D. 167). The word Devanirmita points to an extremely early 
tradition attributing the Stupa to a divine origin. It probably confirms the belief 
that the original Stupa was made of gold and precious gems which was later on 
encased by larger Stupas of bricks and stones. The brilliant description of the 
Vimana of Suryabhadeva in the Rayapaseniya Sutta has recorded the tradition of an 
archetypal devanirmita Stupa. Taranath records a tradition that the Mauryan 
monuments were believed to be the works of the Yakshas and that the art monuments 
of the preceding age were the works of the Devas. Although there is a mythical 
element in this description it does give some indication of the high antiquity of the 
original Jaina Stupa. According to Jinaprablra Suri it was believed that the ancient 
Stupa was erected by Kubera YakshI in honour of the seventh pontiff Suparsva. At 
a later date the first Stupa was encased in bricks in the time of the twenty-third 
TTrthankara Parsvanatha. Thirteen hundred years after Mahavlra Bappabhatta Suri 
organised a restoration of the older Stupa which seems to be confirmed by the 
post-Gupta and Gupta sculptures found here. It appears that there were more than

hold on the minds of the people that they could not be eliminated and we find them 
transferred to the interior decoration of the Mandapas in the royal palaces, where the 
poets like Kalidasa and Baija actually described them. Later on they were 
transferred to the exterior of the temples on their Sikharas and most of the motifs and 
poses described above are found in the temples of Khajuraho, Bhuvneshwer and 
western India. The Matsya Purana mentions them as Devarama celestial women or 
Apasarsas, heavenly nymph and the same are translated in the later art as Devangana, 
Deva-kanya, Sura-sundarl, Madanika, Prekshanika, etc. accommodated on the Jangha, 
Vitana or Stambha or pillars of temples. In Orissan art we get a list of 16 Alasa 
Kanyas, e.g. Alasa, Mugdha, Padmagandha, Chamara, Gunthana, NartanI, Suka- 
sarika, Nupurapadika, Mardala, etc.



one restorations. The orginal Stupa probably a small one was a mound of earth 
which concealed a miniature Stupa of gold and gems. Later on, as the tradition 
says it was converted into a brick Stupa. In the third stage the same was transformed 
into a stone Stupa together with the addition of a large stone railing and gateways 
with a good deal of carving to give it the form of a lotus-railing, Padmavaravedika, 
as described above on the basis of the actual art specimens and the 
description in the Rayapaseniya Sutta.

We are informed of an interesting fact by the VyavaJiarasutra-bhasliya that the 
Buddhist wanted to encroach upon the Jaina Stupa claiming it as their own but after 
six months of quarrel the king gave a decision in the favour of the Jaina Sangha. 
The fact seems to be that quite in proximity of the Jaina Stupa almost across the 
road the Buddhists also built a Stupa of their own at the site now called Bhutesvara 
where a large number of Buddhist railing pillars have been found. Since in the earlier 
Jaina Stupa which was intact at that time there were no images to show its religious 
affiliation, as we have seen above in the description of the Padmavaravedika, the 
Buddhists laid claim to its possession but were thwarted in their attempt by royal 
intervention. In persuance of the art movement during the Kushana period the Jaina 
community, however, seems to have decided to build a new Stupa with the same kind 
of lithic sculptures on the railing pillars as was the style of the age and of which 
numerous specimens have been found.

A special feature of the second Jaina Stupa is the discovery of numerous 
inscriptions dated in Kushana era which give a detailed picture of the Jaina Sangha 
that is confirmed by the Kalpasutra of Bhadrabahu which points to the authentic 
nature of the Jaina accounts. We have already discussed the art evidence furnished 
by the numerous railing pillars which once formed part of the two Jaina Stupa at 
Knnkall Tila. Our attention is now drawn by the large number of images of 
TIrthankaras and other deities which must have belonged to the period of the Stupa 
when shrines began to be made.

First in order come the beautiful Ayagapatas or Tablets of Homage. The 
word ayaga is from Skt. Aryaka, meaning worshipful and is the same as in ayaka- 
khambha of the Nagarjunikonda Stupa. These slabs were installed round the Stupa to 
receive offerings and worship somewhat corresponding to the platforms for flower
offering known as pupphadhana (Mahavamsa 30.51,56) or puslipagrahani vedikd 
(Saddharma-pundarlka., 239.31). Ayagapata No. J. 555 (Smith, Jaina Stupa, pi. XX) 
actually illustrates their position round the Stupa where worshippers are offering 
flowers heaped on these platforms. Sixteen of them were installed round a strips 

1. Edgerton, B l l S D . ,  p. 218, who translates incorrectly.



four in each direction as can be gathered from the Mathura figure. In the Narayana 
Vataka inscription from Gosundl there is mention of a puja-sila which corresponds 
to an ayaga-pata. There are references to puhurrii sila-patta in early Jaina A gam as 
(Aupapatika Sutra, 5) indicating that originally such slabs for worshipping the deity 
were made of clay. The Jaina ayagapatas are thing of joy and beauty with perfect 
workmanship. They illustrate the continuity of symbol worship amongst the Jainas 
and also the introduction of image worship as combined with the symbols.

The strong belief in the significance of symbols and powerful influence which 
the symbols exercised on religious worship are made manifest on these Ayagapata as 
nowhere else. They belong to a transitional period when symbols were as much 
meaningful as the Tlrthankara image and the two were equally balanced inharmony 
with each other.

The first place may be given to a slab (J 248, Smith, pi. VIII) which is based 
entirely on the conception of symbols. It is a chaJcrapatta showing a sixteen spoked 
chakra in the centre surrounded by three bands ; the first one showing sizteen triratna 
symbols, second one eight maidens of space (asJitadiJcJcumariJca) floating in the air and 
offering garlands and lotuses and the third showing a coiled heavy garland, and in the 
four corners supported by atlantes, figures of tritans (mahovaga) round a square framing 
in which on the four sides were shown four religious symbols like srivatsa, triratna, 
etc. each worshipped by a pair of human figures, male and female, having wings and 
hind parts of lions. [Fig. 140].

The next stage is shown by another ayagapata known as SvastiJcapatta (Pkt. 
SottJiiyapatta) so called owing to the presence of a conspicuous svastiJca motif disposed 
round the figure of a seated Tlrthankara under a chliatra in the central medallion 
encircled by four triratna symbols. Inside the four arms of the svastiJca again are 
auspicious symbols, viz. mina-mitJtuna (pair of fish), vaijayantl (triangle-headcd-standard), 
svastiJca and srivatsa. In the outer circular band are depicted four auspicious symbols, 
viz. lodhi tree in railing, Stupa, a defaced object and a Tlrthankara being worshipped 
by 16 vidyadhara couples. In the four corners are maJioraga figures in atlantic attitude, 
one side of the outer square frame lias been widened to find place for a row of eight aus
picious signs a svastiJca, a fish, a srivatsa. [Fig. 141]. The chaJcrapatta and SvastiJcapatta 
were also carved in the Buddhist art at Amaravati. The former mentioned in a pillar 
inscription (chaJcrapata, No, 1253 Luder’s list) and the latter (sotJiiJcapata) in inscription 
No. 1287 of Amaravati (Luder’s list). A third kind of ayagapatas were named as 
ohaityapatas of which two specimens have been found among Mathura ayagapatas; 
No. J 255 in the Lucknow museum showing a Stupa with a sopana toranavedika, two 
side pillars, salabhafijiJca figures and an elongated Stupa or chaitya after which the name



was derived. Strangely enough we also have a Buddhist chaitya slab chetiyapata at 
Amaiavati (Luder s list Insc. no. 1225) which records the gift of two chaitya slabs as 
at Mathura.

The other chaityapatta from Mathura is no Q. 2 in the Mathura museum of 
which the exact place of origin is not certain but which was installed in a Devakula of 
Nirgrantha Arhats and hence in all probability belonged to the Jain sanctuality of 
Kankalltlla. On this slab (height 2'.4", width 1' 9f") is carved a Stupa or Chaitya 
surrounded by a railing and an ornamented gateway approached by means of the flight 
of steps. The Stupa is flanked by two pillars, the one topped by a wheel (chakradhvaja 
and the other by a sejant lion {simhadhvaja). On each side of the Stupa are two 
flying naked munis, two suparnas and two salabhaHjiha figures. On each side of the 
stair-case is an arched niche containing a human figure representing the male and female 
donors. It may thus appear that the artists at Amaravati were indebted to Mathura 
which supplied them the prototype of these slabs.

From the point of view of art the highest place is taken by the ayagapata 
J 249 (Lucknow) set up by Simhanadika for the worship of the Arhat which is 
organised as a Tirthankara-patta showing the Jina seated in padmasana in the central 
medallion enclosed by four triratnas. Its outer frame is conceived with rows of 
Eight Auspicious Signs (.Ashtamdngalika chihna) which have now become standardised 
as the group of eight : mina-mitliuna, devagriha, mvatsa, ratnapdtra, above; below 
triratna, pushpasraka, vaijayanti and purnaghata. On one side is a chakradhvaja and on 
the other a hastidhvaja both of which are placed on the top of lion capitals consisting 
of four winged lions. [Fig. 142]. Another ayagapatta (J 252 gift of Achala) is of similar 
design but with some difference in the number and form of the auspicious symbols. The 
chakradhvaja is common to both but the elephant-topped pillar of the former gives place 
to a simhadhvaja in the latter, which, however, is much defaced. According to the 
Mahavamsa there were 16 such slabs or tablets out of which about 12 have been 
found from the Kan kali Tila Stupa, a number very nearly confirming the ideal number.

Several other notable sculptures peculiar to the Jainas include a bas-relief 
depicting  ̂Aryavatl, attended by the female attendants holding a fly-whisk and an 
umbrella, established in the year 42 of Shodasa ; a bas-relief of Naigamesha the deity 
presiding over child-birth who as Naigameya formed part of the cult of Karttikeya; and 
Sarasvatl holding right hand in abhayamudra and a manuscript in left hand dated 
Samvat 54 ; all three being iconographic novelties presented by Jainas of Mathura.

Tlrthankara Images
The sculptures from the second Jaina Stupa of Kankali Tila show a good 

number of Tlrthankara images dated from Kushana year 5 to 95. They are of four 
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kinds (1) standing images in Kayotsarga mudra in which nudity is clearly indicated; 
(2) seated images in Padmasana; (3) Pratima sarvatobhadriJca or four-fold images in 
standing posture and (4) the same in seated posture. In Mathura art of the Kushana 
period we do not find the distinctive signs (lafichclihana) of the TIrthankaras excepting 
in the case of Adinatha or Rishabhanatha who has a couple of loose locks falling on 
shoulder and Suparsvanatha marked by a canopy of serpent hoods. On the pedestal 
of these images we find the figures of lions and a Dharmachakra in front. 
Generally we find the Sravaka householders including men, women and children depicted 
as worshippers. From the point of view of art these images are rather stiff as required 
by their contemplative mood (samadhi) and austere penance (tapas). Even then in a 
couple of images of the Gupta period there is some degree of relaxation, in the pose and 
beauty, and the decorative motif. There is however an image of Mahavlra seated in 
utthita padmasana {G 1. Mathura meuseum) having a lotus halo behined the head 
and hair arranged in short schematic curls in which austere stiffness has given place to 
subtle grace and a divine effulgence on the face. It should however be noted that 
those very artists when engaged on carving the railing pillars showed themselves 
equal to experienced masters in the delineation of the human form and the rendering of 
the difficult poses. [Figs. 143-4]. The variety of scenes on the railing pillars has already 
been marked and their aesthetic quality has also been noted. The groups of householders 
on the pedestals and specially on the tympanum (No. J555 Lucknow Museum) are posse
ssed of great charm. The latter showing an exceptional mastery of composition and 
figure carving. In lunate arches of the three tympana found at Mathura the one from 
Kankali Tila is in excellent taste like the best of the ayagapattas.

The Tlrthankara images are distinguished by the Srlvatsa symbol in the 
centre of the chest and haloes round their head except where there is a canopy of 
Naga hoods. On the pedestals we see either a chakra either alone or placed on pillar 
or a seated Jina or a lion figure. In some cases the name of the Tlrthankara is 
mentioned e.g. pedestal No. 490 stating it to be Vardliamana pratima dated in the year 
84 of Kushana era. It should be noted that the srlvatsa symbol is found only on 
Jaina images and never on Buddha images. The Jainas had adopted quite early 
the srlvatsa as their distinctive sign as we find it in the beginning of the Hathlgumpha 
inscription of Kharavela. In seated Tlrthankara figures we find only one mudra, 
viz, dhyana mudra.

The Jaina community of Mathura was interested in particular kind of vyuha 
worship as shown by a number of conjoint fourfold images, pratima sarvatobhadrika 
(inscriptions, Smith, p. 46-7), the four pontiffs selected for this purpose being 
Kishabhanatha the first, Suparsva the Seventh with a canopy of serpent hoods, 
Parsvanatha the Twenty-third and Mahavlra the Twenty-fourth Tlrthankara.



Origin of the Buddha Image :
The question of the origin of the Buddha image is a significant one from the 

stand-point of religious and art history. The emergence of the Buddha image was 
the outcome of long drawn preceding movement of devotional theism or Bhakti. The 
image was not an isolated event which happended all of a sudden without its predis
posing causes. Opinions have differed as to the place of origin of the Buddha image 
whether in the Gandhara school or in the Mathura school of sculpture. This question 
must be examined independently against the background of religious history and 
secondly with reference to the various elements of Buddhist iconography as they can 
be explained in the context of India’s religious and art symbolism.

Let us take the religious background first. There can be no image unless 
there is a definite religious movement advocating the worship of the image. The 
evidence from inscriptions and sculptures found at Mathura and in the adjoining centres 
is abundant on this point. In the first century B. C. we have inscriptional evidence 
of the Bhakti cult of Vasudeva amongst the Bhagavatas prevalent in Mathura which 
inspired the followers of Buddhism. On a lintel fragment of the reign of Maha- 
kshatrapa Shodasa there is mention of the Mahasthana of the gods Sankarshana and 
Vasudeva. In another inscription found at Mora and also belonging to the reign of 
Shodasa (1st century B.C.) there is clear reference to a shrine dedicated to the Five He
roes of the VrishnTs (Vrishmnam paftchavlranani). According to the Vayu Purana Vrishni 
heroes were Balarama, Krishna, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Samba. In the Narayana 
Vataka inscription found at the ancient site of Majhamika (Madhyamika, modern Nagari 
near Chittor) reference is made to god Sankarshana and Vasudeva who were given the 
title of Bhagavan and also spoken of as Sarvesvara, i. e. pre-eminent among all deities. 
In the Besnagar inscription of Heliodoros there is reference to the Bhagavata Bhakti 
cult and for the worship of Bhagavan Vasudeva a shrine was also discovered during 
the excavation. This evidence proves beyond doubt that Mathura was the nucleus of 
a circle of the Bhagavata movement whose radius covered an area of about 200 miles 
towards the southwest and southeast. In the region of Mathura itself several images 
of Balarama have been found pointing to a cult of Bhakti to Balarama as a deity. 
Special mention should be made of an image of Balarama found at the village of 
Junsuti about six miles'from Mathura which on stylistic ground should be assigned 
to about the late second century B.C. [Fig 145]. We may also point to the representation 
of the various Brahmanical deities like Indra, Agni, Vishnu, Siva, Bhumi (the earth 
goddess) and even stars like Phalguni on the Panchala coins of Ahichchhatra.

All this evidence indicates that the emergence of the Buddha image was the 
outcome of a movement amongst the Buddhists for worshipping the Master in a human



form in response to the same religious impulse as characterised the followers of the 
Bhagavata cult. When the Vaishnavas developed a psychological background and a 
religious emotion suitable for image worship the Buddhist could not long remain 
unaffected. They felt the need of a visual human symbol to whom they could pay 
homage and religious worship. This culminated in the representation of the Buddha 
in an anthropomorphic form.

Even in Buddhism the urge to render devotional worship to Buddha had 
existed long before the actual making of image but then he was represented by means 
of symbol. For example, instead of making the human image the artists depicted him 
in the form of some symbols well known like the Bodhi-vriksha, Dharma-chakra, 
Stupa, Triratna, Chuda (head-dress), Bhiksha-patra (Aim bowl) etc. Religious authority 
was clear in this matter, viz., that devotional worship in the manner of the Bliakti cult, 
could be offered to the Buddha depicted in a symbolical form but there was no sanction 
to make the image. Some great decision was required to get over this interdiction. 
The formulation and execution of image were significant problems which could only be 
disposed of at a very high level. It was not a question to be summarily settled by the 
ingenuity of some local artists working either in Mathura or in Gandhara as some 
scholars have suggested. We may clarify the position in greater relief with reference 
to what happens within the orbit of those religious denominations who are opposed to 
image worship, e. g. Islam or Aryasamaja. These religious orders are definitely 
opposed to the making and worship of images and none of their followers will touch it 
with a pair of tongs nor is it possible to find a single image in any of their religious 
places. A similar situation must be envisaged in the early history of Buddhism.

Of the hundreds and thousands of Buddha images found at Mathura, in 
Gandhara and in other places not one antedates the reign of Kanishka. Confused 
suggestions have been made as to the existence of a Buddha-like figure on the coins of 
Verna Kadphises, or Azes, or Maues. But none of them stands critical scrutiny and 
none of them has the value of a proven hypothesis. We have therefore ultimately 
to fall back upon the firm position that the earliest Buddha images are those that 
bear dates in the reign of Kanishka. Wheeler also writes, “It is a point on which most 
authorities agreed that the palmy days of Buddhism and Buddhist art coincide with 
the reign of the great Kushana kings, and more specially with that of Kanishka.”

When we examine the archaeological evidence we find that most important 
dated image is one found at Sarnath, viz. the colossal standing Bodhisattva dated in 
the third year of Kanishka and dedicated by Bhikshu Bala of Mathura. After the 
discovery of this particular image another one, dated in the second year of Kanishka, 
and made of the same kind of Mathura red sand-stone, was found at Kausambl.



Subsequent to these two images may be arranged a large number of dated images in 
several other years of the reign of Kanishka and his successors, viz. Vasishka, Huvishka 
and Vasudeva.

When we look to the productions of the Gandhara School we find a different 
story. We have no evidence up to now of the spread of any Bhakti cult in the area 
round about Taxila and Peshavar. About the images of this school Sir John Marshall 
has observed, “No one of the thousands of known images bears a date in any known 
era.”

As against the religious prohibition against the making of the Buddha image, 
it may be imagined that the Buddhists coming under the influence of the Bhagavata 
movement of image-worship and temple-building had been wishing for some time past 
to depict the Buddha in human form. The force of the traditional prohibition was 
very strong and no one would dare easily transgress it. Therefore in the earliest stages 
of it to begin with a decision on the part of the highest patron of the faith was required 
in the matter. Archaeological evidence points to the fact that such a forward step 
was taken by Kanishka. Secondly in the beginning it was not the image of the 
Buddha but that of the Bodhisattva with which they started, and in which it was 
considered that no or the least violence to the belief or scriptures was involved.

The natural inference is that up to the time of Kanishka’s coming to the 
throne the tradition of not representing Buddha in human form was strictly 
observed. To break this convention there was need for a supreme decision 
at the highest level. Public opinion must have been raged for some long time past 
itself on the side of those who wanted to see the Buddha depicted in human form. 
In the context of the Mahayana thought such an urge on the part of the people must 
have been a very natural one and can be understood easily. The arrival of Kanishka 
on the scene with his far-flung authority and particular religious attitude was a 
significant event in a history of not only Buddhism but also Zoroastrism. He was 
responsible for the supreme decision in regard to the representation of a vast and 
varied pantheon on his coins. In the reign of his predecessor Verna Kadphises 
only the figure of Siva with his Nandi was depicted on the imperial coinage. 
Kanishka decided that the figures of the Zoroastrian deities (Yazatas whose number is 
27) should be represented on his coins. It seems to be a natural corollary to this 
decision, that Kanishka should have thought of including the Greek, the Brahmanical 
and Buddhist pantheons also in his scheme of religion. So far as Brahmanism was 
concerned he continued to include the figure of Siva on his coins under the name of 
Oesho. As regards Buddhism it quite fits into this context that Buddha was selected 
as the most suitable representative figure in Buddhism to be adopted on the coins.



There was, of course, the age-old interdiction against the depicting of the Buddha in 
human form. Very naturally such a position could not be maintained any longer 
in the face of the emperor’s decision to broaden the scope of the religious motifs to be 
adopted on the coins which was an exclusive royal prerogative. None can argue 
that the decision to depict the Iranian deities came from any other authority except 
that of the emperor and the same should be conceded as an undoubted fact for the 
image of BODDO on Kanishka coins. The convention regarding the representation 
of the Buddha through symbols was then relegated to the background. And, thus the 
way was thrown open for the representation of the Buddha in human form. Why the 
Buddha figure was not carved before the time of Kanishka should not be attributed 
to any want of capacity on the part of the sculptors. As the available statuary shows 
that the Mathura artists were quite competent to fashion the statues of gods and men 
in any shape of form. Something else was restraining them so far as the Buddha 
image was concerned. The urge of the people to see Buddha in a concrete shape 
could no longer be satisfied with the mere sight of symbols but demanded to visualise 
the Master in all his resplendent glory as the Mahapurusha whose body was radiant 
with 32 marks (dvatrimsatamahapurusha-laJcsham). Such seems to be the whole
position with regard to the origin of the Buddha image. This explains the emergence 
of the image in its full context of religious, social, political and art conditions. All 
of which became integrated in the new creation of the Buddha image. It cannot be 
accepted for a moment that the creation of the Buddha image would be the result 
of the vague caprice of an uhknown artist in the Gandhara school. It may be 
specially observed that none of the three factors in relation to the Buddha image 
existed in Gandhara, e.g. there was no background of any Bhakti movement there as 
has been shown above for Mathura, secondly no representation of the Buddha on any 
coins or sculpture has been preserved prior to Kanishka in the Gandhara school, and 
thirdly none of those elements which contribute to the making of the Buddha image 
by combining ChakravartI and Yogi ideals had any meaning or background in the 
Hellenistic tradition in Gandhara. To become acceptable to the people for whom 
such images were meant, the Buddha statue could only be the fruit of a purposeful 
design intended to satisfy the needs of a religious aspiration of the people in the form 
of the Bhakti discipline which was now an established fact at Mathura. The 
Brahmanical sculptures and the images of the Jaina Tlrthankara and, of course, also 
the figures of Greek and Iranian gods and goddesses on the coins were there but none 
of them would be complete and ideal for the representation of the Buddha. If 
we analyse the various elements of the Buddha’s iconography we have to fall back 
not on one single image type but generally on the whole statuary that had been 
evolved during the course of centuries up to about the first century A.D. To trace



the complete formula of the Buddha image to its various sources alone can furnish
an adequate answer to the much debated problem of the origins of the Buddha image.

Buddha images may be divided into two principal types, viz. standing and 
seated. These types are distinctly different in artistic conception from each other. 
Whatever be the source of these two main types from the point of view of art, when 
we take into account the elements of the Buddhist iconography we find that both are 
outcome of the single iconographic formula which was basically conceived as combining 
the ideal of a ChakravartI and the ideal of a Yogi. Buddha as well as Mahapurusha 
was endowed with the thirty-two marks of the great man. These lent themselves 
easily to the iconographic conception of the Buddha figure. For example, the hump 
of wisdom on the top of the head called Ushnlsha, spiral hair between the two eye
brows called urna, elongated ear-lcbes {pralamha-Jcarna-pasha), long arms up to the 
knees (Ajanubahu), broad chest (vimlavaksha), palms of the hands and soles of 
feet marked with the Dharma-chakra (chakranka-hastapadau), webbed fingers of the 
hands (jalanguli-kara) etc..1 All these features are present in the human image of the 
Buddha and directly based on Indian tradition of an Ideal Great Man. Then there 
are certain features contributed by the Yogi ideal of the Buddha figure, e.g. the gaze 
fixed on the tip of the nose resulting in the half-closed eyes (nasagra-drishti), cross- 
legged posture (padmasana or dliyanamudra) with hands either placed in the lap or 
the right-hand raised to shoulder (abhayarnudra) etc. The conception of a ChakravartI 
also was responsible for some of the elements in the making of the Buddhist icono
graphy, e.g. the two chaurie-bearer attendants who were invariably associated with 
royalty. The chhatra also was an indispensable symbol for royalty as seen in the Sarnath 
image of Bhikshu Bala and in the case of the Maholl Bodhisattva. They accepted halo 
round the head as the suitable sign of the glory of the Buddha. The conception of the 
halo was borrowed from Zoroastrian deities on coins, round whose head it depicted the 
divine glory hvarr (Skt. svara-mandala) of Ahura Mazda. The Kushana artists who were 
also called upon to represent the figures of the Iranian Yazatas (deities) on the coins 
of Kanishka obviosly drew upon the original figures of Ahura Majda for the halo. The 
idea fitted very well with Indian conception of the divine figures being surrounded by 
a radiant orb (prabhamandala) ; although no earlier representation of this feature can 
be traced at Sanchi or Bharhut. Gradually the halo became Indianised. Its Iranian 
origin was forgotten and during the Gupta period it was believed that the halo 
represented the shadow of the chhatra held on the head of the king. Kalidasa 
mentions this conception in case of Raghu and Parvatl. It suited very well the form
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of the halo in the Gupta period which was now decorated as the blooming lotus with 
open petals and therefore known as padmatapatra prabha-mandala (halo of the form of 
lotus parasol).

The genesis of the Buddha image should be traced to the religious attitued 
that had been evolved amongst the various Buddhist sects as we know from the 
religious history of Buddhism. The followers of the SarvastivadI sect were in the 
ascendency at Mathura and also in Gandhara. They were realists who believed in the 
value of the worldly ideas in the service of humanity and selfless action for the relief 
of human suffering and sorrow. It means that they placed higher value on the ideal of 
the Bodhisattvahood so much so that they declared that lord Avalokitesvara would 
condescend to go to the Avlchl hell if he could make man happy by his presence there. 
This was a very powerful point of view which stirred deeply the feelings and emotions 
of all who listened to the new ideal. It appears that the Buddhists were divided into 
two camps, the traditionalists or Thervadins who were adherents of the Nirvana ideal, 
viz. attaining Nirvana by following the ascetic path ; there were others the Sarvasti- 
vadins who did not withdraw from the exacting struggle of the world but took utmost 
joy in sacrificing themselves for the happiness of all beings. This was in essence the 
ideal of the Bodhisattvahood in the palmy days of Mahayana Buddhism. The 
Bodhisattva ideal proved as of supreme attraction and it provided a new inspiration 
of positive service and devotion and endowed with social virtues and conscience. The 
effect of this bifurcated attitude was best seen in the case of the Buddha image. The 
followers of the Buddha ideal continued with their old restrictions on the image 
of the Buddha and most probably they confined themselves to the continuation 
of symbolical representation of the Master as was known in the art of Sanchi and 
Bharhut. On the other hand the Sarvastivadin monks were getting more dynamic and 
powerful spreading of their activities from Taxila to Mathura and declaring fearlessly 
their faith in the tangible worship of the Buddha in a human from, for then the image 
was as real an element of religious worship as faith in the doctrine. We, therefore 
find the earliest images were those not of the Buddha but of Bodhisattva which agreed 
with the Sarvastivadin ideal.

The word Bodhisattva literally means one who is destined or worthy of 
attaining the Bodhi or enlightenment, i. e. a being on the path of Sanibodhi. The 
Buddha himself was a Bodhisattva up to the age of thirty-five years, i. e. before his 
enhghtenment at Bodhgaya. After the great enlightenment he became entitled to the 
epithet Buddha i e. ‘the Enlightened One.’ The first part 0f his Iife 0f

nr y- ve years ,s also divided into two portions, viz. his palace life as a prince up to

o /m vah v  We7T  7e\ he WaS drCSSing himSelf in the robes and ornaments worthy 
royalty, and when he became a recluse at the age of twenty-nine he gave up his
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costly dress and jewels and donned the trichlvara. The question which must have 
presented before the monks and the artists alike was whether the Buddha should be 
represented with or without royal dress. Here the evidence of the earliest sculptures 
is of value to us. The several early sculptures in the Mathura school throw signi* 
ficant light on this point. Whether they are standing images of muscular built and big 
size as the Sarnath Bodhisattva of the year three of Kanishka or the MaholT Bodhi- 
sattva, or slender seated type like the Katra Bodhisattva and Anyor Bodhisattva (both 
of which are undated but by the consensus of opinion of all scholars are among the 
earliest images made in Mathura school). [F:gs. 146-7]. We find that it is the later phase 
of Gautama as Bodhisattva wearing monk’s dress that was accepted for representation, 
It may be imagined that after sometime the urge to represent the Buddha in human 
form also must have become irresistible then it was found necessary to reorient the two 
types of images, the one without ornaments was chosen for that, of the Buddha and 
the other with ornaments and royal dress became the type of the Bodhisattva image. 
When the artists were called upon to evolve a formula of the Buddha image they 
were not without a precedent, in the form of earlier examples of divine images.

First in importance come the Yaksha images of the colossal standing type like 
that of Parkham. The Parkham Yaksha is rightly spoken of as the grand ancestor 
of all early Indian statuary. The standing Bodhisattva type was directly indebted to 
it. Both are freestanding and carved in the round, both of a colossal size, both have 
a muscular built, both impressive by their sheer volume, in both the divine chatacter 
of the image is sought to be conveyed by means of its size and dominant physical force. 
Both have their right hand held in abliayamudra. In both the drapery is of simple 
character, consisting of a dhoti, a girdle and an upper covering (uttariya) passing on the 
left shoulder (EJcaihsiJca)• As Coomaraswamy has shown in his famous essay on ‘the 
origin of the Buddha image’ the colossal standing Bodhisattvas in the Mathura 
school were undoubtedly derived from the Parkham Yaksha type. Stylistically there 
is a closest resemblance between the Parkham Yaksha and the Sarnath Bodhisattva 
which are parts of the same art cycle.

It has been sometimes pointed out that the Buddha figure is represented on 
the coins of Maues, Azes or Vema Kadphises but none of these is free from doubt. 
The very poses of their hands indicate that they were hardly intended to represent 
the figure of the Buddha. For example, on the coins of Azes the figure has its right 
hand stretched horizontally outwards which is against any possible mudra of the hands 
of the Buddha image. In the lap of the figure also there is a staff placed parallel 
to folded legs and projecting outwards which is meaningless in the case of a Buddha 
figure. In the case of the coins of Maues there is a similar object and the posture of 
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the legs can hardly be said to be a true Padmasana. The figure on the coins of 
Kadphises is very distinct and can in no way be said to be that of the Buddha. It 
holds in the uplifted right hand a full-blown lotus with a long stalk, a feature not found 
in any of the early Buddha images. Moreover none of these three figures seems to have 
had a halo round the head which was an invariable feature of all Buddha images as 
we see on the coins of Kanishka. [Figs. 148-9J.

We should also, while considering the formula of Buddha images, have a look 
back into Maurya-Sunga art in quest of the various elements constituting the images 
in order to find out whether any of them was recognised as such in the early Buddhist 
art prior to Kushana period. While the standing Bodhisattva was modelled after the 
standing Yakshas the seated type of the earliest Bodhisattvas like Katia and Anyor 
requires to be traced. Our attention is directed to the Asokan Lion-capital of the 
Sarnath pillar. We find here a Dharmachakra as the topmost symbol surmounting 
the heads of the four lions. In this case it is possible to recognise the 
presence of the Buddha in the form of Dharmachakra, the four lions represent the 
lion-seat or Simhasana. The lion seat stands for the ChakravartI aspect of his 
dominant personality. The symbolism of the Lion-capital clearly stands for the 
combination of the Yogi and the ChakravartI ideals which inspired the religionists 
and artists in formulating the personality of the Buddha. If we compare the Lion- 
capital and the Katra Bodhisattva image we find them to be the products of a single 
formula with only a slight modification. The Dharmachakra is replaced by the 
actual human figure of the Buddha holding his hand in abhayamudra and the four 
lions carved in the round are replaced by the royal throne supported on the heads 
of two or three lion figures carved in relief. The search for the formula for the 
Buddha image must have been a very intensive one and the religious teachers as well 
as the artists must have gone all out with their resources both in the matter of 
traditional motifs and representations as well as religious traditions and beliefs in order 
to perfect an monographic from which would be acceptable to all. The type of image 
that we find in the shape of the Katra Bodhisattva at Mathura does represent a 
synthesis and commingling of several strands that were available in the eclectic 
religious atmosphere of Mathura.

An analysis of the Katra Bodhisattva acquints us with the following features :-

(1) Buddha seated on lion-throne under a bodhi tree which gives a realistic 
touch to the presentation of the Master shown as he would have been in actual life.

(2) Seated in Padmasana, with two legs crossed, which was a typical yogic 
posture, known from earlier times in Indian art and religion.



(3) The right hand is held in abhaya-mudra and left hand placed on the left 
leg. This is an adaptation of the pose of hands, already seen in Yaksha images. The 
abhayamudra is also entirely an Indian conception.

(4) The hands and feet are marked with Dharmachakra and triratna symbols. 
They form part of the conception of an ideal superman.

(5) On the top of the head, Ushnlsha or raised spiral locks of hair (Jcaparda) 
which are believed to have left over on the Buddha’s head when he cut off his hair. 
The hair on the head does not show any curve, as is the case in all images of 
Gandhara school. This types of hair has been called as that of a monk with a shaven 
head. There is an Urna between the eye-brows a circular small whorl of hair.

(6) There is behind the head a plain undecorated halo with a scalloped margin.
(7) The drapery consists of a cloth fastened by a girdle as in the case of early 

Yaksha figures. The bust is covered with a samghati which leaves the right shoulder 
bare. Only a few folds are shown on the left arm and the shoulder.

(8) Buddha is attended by a chowri-bearer on either side. These chowri- 
bearers are dressed like the householders. They can not yet be identified as Indra and 
Brahma or Avalokitesvara and Maitreya.

(9) In the upper two corners are shown flying Devas, throwing flowers on 
the Buddha. [Fig. 148].

Each one of the above features, perhaps with the only exception of the halo, 
is derived from Indian religious conceptions, associated with a Yogi or Chakravartl in 
general and the Buddha in particular.

In the early iconography, in case of the standing figures a clihatra or parasol 
is shown over the Buddha’s head, which also was included in the paraphernalia 
of the ChakravartT. The feature of the two chowries and the chhatra was already the 
sign of royalty in early art as seen at Bharhut, in the figure of Mandhata at Bhaja and 
at Sanchi. The formula of Buddha’s image seems to have evolved by combination of 
the ideal Yogi seated in meditation and the ideal ChakravartT seated on a simhasana 
with two chowri-bearer attendants with a chhatra held above. In the case of the 
seated figures, the chhatra seems to have been replaced by the halo.

The presence of the Bodhimanda or raised platform on which the Buddha was 
seated at Bodhgaya at the time of his enlightenment was accepted without question. 
It was easily transformed into a raised simhasama borrowed from the Chakravarti 
iconography. From the outset the Buddha was believed to be a lion amongst the 
Sakyas, Sakyasimha, who was destined to sit on a lion-throne and, therefore, this



association of a simhasana with his image was taken to be appropriate. This formula 
of Buddha’s image being seated on a lion-throne—supported on the heads of the four- 
lions—is not necessarily borrowed from anywhere else or even invented in the Kushana 
period. As a matter of fact, this formula of lione-throne consisting of four lions and 
supporting the symbolic form of the Buddha is alrealy present in the most explicit 
form in the Sarnath lion capital. In the later case, four lions seated back to back 
supported a Dharmachakra which symbolised the Dharmakaya of the Buddha or 
which is the same thing as Buddha being identified with his Dharma.

It thus appears that on the strength of the comprehensive basic formula 
comprising a good number of traditional Indian elements the seated and standing 
types of Bodhisattva images were perfected in Mathura school of sculpture. Naturally 
there were variations in the main types due to the intensive fervent of religious 
thoughts and beliefs amongst the SarvastivadI and the Mahasanghika teachers whose 
activity was primarily responsible for the origin of the Buddha image.

The Katra type, wearing the monk’s dress was accepted as the normal form 
of the seated Buddha image ; although in its earliest stages even this type, as it is 
seen in the case of the Katra image itself, was designated as Bodhisattva. Besides, 
special forms of Bodhisattva and Buddha images began to be made in the Mathura 
school.

There are some other types of images to be noted. For example,
(1) Bodhisattva Maitraya (future Buddha) of whom several examples are found in the 
Kushana art, is represented in a standing posture, holding his right hand in abhayamudriz 
and an amritayhta (nectar flask or monk’s bottle) in the left. For all practical purposes 
its monographic formula is as that of the main type of the standig Bodhisattva 
images but the images are generally smaller in size and not very heavily built. 
[Fig. 149J. (2) Images of Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara are very rare in Mathura art. 
(3) Images of Kashyapa Buddha have also been found. He was one of the seven 
Manushi Buddhas but depicted independently of his companions. [Fig. 150]. Seven 
Manushi Buddhas have already been depicted in the ait of Sanchi, each having his 
distinct Bodlii tree. That tradition was continued in the Kushana art of Mathura.

The important life scenes of the Buddha depicted in Mathura art include 
Birth (Jati), First Bath, Great Renunciation, Temptation by Mara, Enlightenment, 
Descent from the heaven of thirty-three gods, Visit by Indra, First Sermon, 
Mahaparinirvana.

It should be stated to the credit of the great masters working in the Mathura 
school, that they were alive and receptive to the influences from outside. Hellenistic 
motifs were accepted and welcomed by them for the purpose of their general stock of



motifs both for decorative and representational art. For example, we have the 
following :—

(1) Bacchanalian scenes

(2) Hercules fighting the Nemean lion
(3) Rape of Ganymede

(4) Decorative motifs like the garland-bearing Eiotes (maladhart deva)
(5) Vine leaves
(6) Corinthian capital,

and some other Hellenistic motifs which were freely borrowed by the Mathura sculptors 
and made a part of their own repertoire. [Fig. 151].

Our attention is divereted to a class of Buddha images made of the usual 
Mathura red sandstone but which show such features that are typical of the Gandhara 
school. For example, there are some Buddha images having moustaches and amulet 
string (rahshasutra) and being seated on a high cane chair, shown wearing Greek 
sandals. The presence of the moustaches on the face of the Buddha does not fit in 
with the Indian tradition. It seems to have been a feature borrowed from the Helle
nistic images. The presence of the amulet string again points to the borrowing from 
the west, viz. Iran. There the goddess Atargate was endowed with a conspicuous 
amulet string. With the growth of Tantrism and the belief in the magical mantras 
in Buddhism even during the Kushana period, it seems reasonable that in some of the 
images of the Buddha, which were most probably developed or formulated under the 
auspices of the special Buddhist sects or schools, the amulet string became a 
prominent sign in the iconography of the Master’s figure. For example, the Bodhisattva 
image found at Ganesra village in Mathura district is for all practical purposes identical 
with the Katra Bodhisattva image. But the former had also an amulet string on 
the chest. [Fig. 152],

In the Bacchanalian scenes Bacchus is replaced by Kubera seated on mount 
Kailasa. He himself is depicted as pot-bellied and wearing a dhoti, but his attendants 
are shown with Hellenistic dress. It should be remembered that the Gandhara motifs 
are only a very small fraction of the total output of the Mathura school of sculpture. 
Only about a dozen sculptures out of five thousand show these foreign features. The 
genius of the master artists at Mathura developed in its full bloom in accordance with 
their own traditions and they have blazed a trail of glory that was hardly excelled 
and that served as the model for the succeeding generations.

There were a number of Buddhist establishments at Mathura during the 
Saka-Kushana period as known from the inscriptions, e. g. Guhavihara of Kshaharata-



§akas built in the time of Shodasa on the banks of the Yamuna (Lion capital Ins.), 
Apanakavihara (No. 1612), Khandavihara (No. 2801), Kraushtiklyavihara (No. 2740), 
Harushavihara (No. A 2), Sirivihara (No. 461), Yasaljvihara, Suvannakaravihara, 
Chutakavihara (1350) etc., through which the four great sects, viz. the Sarvastivadins 
Mahasamghikas, Sammitlyas and Dharmaguptakas were functioning with vigorous 
activity. The earliest to appear on the scene were the Sarvastivadins followed 
closely on the heels by the Mahasamghika teachers both of whom established their 
Stupas under the patronage of the Khaharata Kshatrapas. The Sarvastivadins were 
interested more in symbol worship but seem to have taken interest also in image 
worship as shown by a seated Bodhisattva image on which the title Kshatrapa and 
the name Sarvastivadin (Savathivadiyanam) appear together, but the main initiative 
in formulating the image came from the Mahasarhghiyas who were decidedly 
of Mahayana persuation and were responsible for the installing of a large number 
of images, e.g. A 65, 1612, 2740. The Mahasamghikas were giving a lead on several 
fronts, being liberal in their Mahayanic outlook and patronising other subsidiary cults 
in the service of Buddhism.

Yaksha and Naga Statues

A special section of Mathura sculptures is devoted to Yaksha and Naga 
worship which were folkcults inherited from older times, but elaborated with new 
iconographic types at Mathura.

Under Yaksha worship we have already seen that Mathura was the 
most ancient centre for the making of colossal Yaksha images like those famous under 
the name of Parakham Yaksha and Baroda Yaksha. The Yaksha tradition took a 
special turn in the form of the images of Kubera and still further in the conspicuous 
Bacchanalian groups of which half a dozen examples have been found.

The Mathura artists took as their prototype of Kubera the atlante pot-bellied 
dwarfs with uplifted hands serving as guhyakas or ktchaku at Bharhut and Sanchi and 
in the Western Indian caves. With a little change this form was developed into a 
typical figure of Kubera as a corpulent pot-bellied and squatting figure having a plump 
face with long moustaches and happy smile, holding a purse and a wine-cup. That may 
be described as a sreshthin or a Mahajana type, and truly worthy of being worshipped 
as the god of wealth (dhanapati or vitteia) living on mount Kailasa.

Side by side with this purely Indian type of Dhanapati Kubera a new type of 
image was developed at Mathura which has been styled as ‘bacchanalian groups’, 
showing the following features :•—



1. Large blocks of stone carved on the two sides with groups of figures in 
scenes of drinking and intoxication ; 2. The principal figure is Kubera seated on 
rocky Kailasa wearing dhoti or in the words of Princep ‘highly orthodox and Brahma- 
nical’ drapery. This pot-bellied figure answers to the Indian ideal of Kubera without 
the least influence of Bacchus or Silenus ; 3. but the artists were conscious of the 
Hellenistic influences coming from the north-west as shown by the dress of the female 
attendants, for example, one on the Pali Khera group is ‘clad in a long-sleeved jacket and 
a skirt falling down on the feet which are shod with plump shoes’. 4. The shape of 
the handled drinking goblet held in right hand of Kubera also shows distinct Hellenistic 
influence. 5. There is a figure in the Pali Khera group holding a bunch of vine- 
grapes. 6. In all examples we find a cup on the top, the one in the Stacy’s group 
being 16" in diameter and 8" deep.

The first Bacchanalian group was found in 1836 by Colonel Stacy and is now 
preserved in the Indian Museum. It shows Kubera as the principal figure whose 
‘portly carcass, drunken lassitude, and vine-wreathed forehead, stamp the individual, 
while the drapery of his attendants pronounces them at least foreign to India, whatever 
may be thought of deity’s own costume, which is certainly highly orthodox and 
Brahmanical’. [Fig. 153].

The group from Pali Khera (C 2, Mathura Museum) shows on its obverse all 
the elements analysed above ; and on the reverse the same fat man ‘in a state of helpless 
intoxication’. But the culmination was reached in the Bacchanalian group from Maholi 
exposed in 1938 showing a complete Indianisation of the entire subject carved on the 
two sides and also an aesthetic perfection in the true Mathura style. The sculpture 
measures 3' 4" x 2' 6" x 1' 2". It supported a bowl, now partially damaged, resting 
on the top of the trunk of a tree carved in the background. On obverse there are 
four figures, the middle one showing a graceful female in half kneeling posture, in a 
drunken mood resting her left hand on the shoulders of a kuhjika girl who has a goblet 
in her hand. The lady in her drooping posture is being supported by a male figure, 
obviously her husband, who holds her right hand. In the background is a female 
attendant, a hermaphrodite (varshadhara), expressing surprise. On the reverse side 
there is a scene involving four figures in a joyous dance. [Fig. 154].

The interest of this find is enhanced by the fact that a somewhat mutilated 
specimen carved on both sides and similar to this group was found from Naroli village, 
about half a mile southeast of Maholi, in 1922-23, and is now in the Indian Museum, 
Calcutta. An exact copy of the reverse side of the Maholi Bacchanalian group is 
found reproduced in the upper panel of a jamb fragment (No. 371, Mathura M) which 
was rescued from the well of the famous Kankali Tila in 1914, which place also lies 
within a radius of two miles from Maholi. It is evident that the residents of th§



three villages, Palikhera, Naroli and Maholi, situated within less than a mile of each 
other, entered into a healthy rivalry each creating a bacchanalian group for itself and 
the artisans of Maholi excelled in their originality and workmanship. Another fact 
to be noted is that at Maholi the Bacchanalian group was found in association with a 
colossal Bodhisattva which shows that such groups were welcomed in Buddhist environ
ment since they represented the cult of Kubera reconciled to the religion of the 
Buddha. A still greater degree of rapprochement is visible in the form of images and 
statuettes showing Kubera with his consort Harltl holding a purse and a wine-cup or 
with drinking bowls placed in front of both when it appears that the worship of Kubera 
had become a regular cult as a benevolent deity offering wealth and of Harltl as the 
presiding deity of children. The popularity of this cult is further shown by the 
discovery of independent statuettes of both Kubera and Harltl. It appears that the 
developing iconography of Kubera drew to itself several strands, viz. the bacchanalian 
ideal of apana-goshthl as popular amongst the Indian and the Indo-Greeks (Madraka- 
Yavana of the Mbh.) of the Panjab, who were following the cult of the Greek revelries. 
To this was added the cult of the Buddhist goddess Harltl and that of the Brahmanical 
goddess Bhadra, both treated as consorts of Kubera or Panchika.

Another significant group of Mathura images is that of the Nagas in an ancient 
tradition handed down from Bharhut and Sanchi but much elaborated at Mathura in 
association with the cult of Balarama holding a club, a ploughshare, and a drinking 
cup. [Figs. 155-6], These Balarama statues marked by a vanamala are somewhat 
tame in comparison to the pure Nagaraja statues, e.g. Chargaon Naga which is colossal 
and voluminous with vigorous coils on the two sides and a powerfully rolled girdle.

The tremendous artistic creativity of the Mathura school coincides with the 
reign of Saka-Kushanas. The influence which these rulers exercised on the political 
and cultural history of Mathura is shown by the discovery of their inscriptions and 
of a Devalmla or a Hall of royal statues at Mat, a village about nine miles north of 
Mathura which yielded the life-sife partraits of Vema Takshma, Kanishka and 
Chashtana.

There are two phases of l-jaka-Kushana rule in India, viz. an earlier one of 
Kshaharata Sakas, Liyaka and Patika at Taxila and Ranjuvala and Shodasa at Mathura, 
of Nahpana and Ushavadata at UjjayinI, all of them ruling in the first century B. C. 
(c. 80 B. C.-57 B. C.) The latter phase coincides with the reigns of the two Kadphises 
rulers, Kujula and Vema (c. 1 A. B.-7 8 A. D.) and of Kanishka and his successors 
(c. 78 A. D.-176 A. D.)

The institution of Devakula, i. e. a gallery of royal effigies is described by 
Bhgsa in bis Pratima Nataka in a manner which leaves no doubt about its real
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existence. The Kushanas obviously adopted it in a full-fledged form, probably due to 
some tradition which they had seen in their homeland as also indicated by the wall of 
royal statues in the palace of Toprak Kale in Kirgiztan in Central Asia. The 
emperors at Mathura attached more than ordinary significance is shown by their 
inscriptions, which as one on the statue of Verna refers to the construction 
of the Devakula with ancillary monuments, viz. a garden (arama), pond (pushJcarim) 
and well (udapana\ and when after the lapse of time the buildings fell in ruins 
another inscription of a high officer of Huvishka refers to the steps taken for the 
repair of the Devakula.

The stone statues of Vema and Kanishka confirm the portraits on their 
coins. The headless statue (ht. 6' 10", square base 3' 3") of Vema shows the emperor 
seated on a lion-throne holding in right hand a sword in front of the breast and the 
left hand placed on a scabbard laid across the knees. The enthroned monarch is 
dressed in a long sleeved tunic with a richly embroidered border nearly three inches 
broad shown running down the breast in a double band and continued over the knees 
and the heads of lions on the throne. The right sleeve shows similar ornamentation. 
The tunic is bespangled with little rosettes. Under it was another short coat indicated 
near the neck. The legs were covered by heavily folded trousers and the feet by 
thickly padded boots decorated with a vine pattern three inches wide rising from the 
toes upwards. This was the characteristic northern dress (udlchya vesa) worn by the 
Scythians which is repeated on many other sculptures at Mathura and also seen in 
a couple of guardian figures at Bharhut and Sanchi. An inscription on the top of 
the foot-stool (pada-pitha) refers to Maharaja rajatiraja devaputra Kushanaputra 
Shahi Vema takshama in which Vema is the name of the monarch and tahshama his title, 
an Old-Iranian word meaning strong or brave. From the viewpoint of art this 
statue is a superb creation representing the best qualities of portraiture combining a 
rare dignity and matter-of-fact style. [Fig. 157].

What has been said above for Vema applies more graphically to the portrait 
of Kanishka. A startling discovery made in the Devakula at Mat by RB Pt Radha- 
krishna in 1911 was the standing statue of Kanishka (ht. 5' 7£" including base but 
exclusive of the tenon 14"), bearing the epigraph Maharaja Rajatiraja Devaputro 
Kannishko. The king is clad in a tunic reaching down to the knees and held round 
the loin by means of a gridle, of which only two square plaques are visible in front, 
indicating a belt consisting of a series of such plaques similar to the belt we find on 
the torso of Shastana. The remainder of the belt is concealed by another long upper- 
garment an over-coat, choga, which falls below the knees and is consequently some
what longer than the under-garment. Both garments are plain, only the seam being 
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shown. The fold of the robes are indicated by slightly engraved lines. Most cons
picuous are the heavy boots with straps round the ankles, similar to those worn now- 
a-days in Turkestan. The plain dress contrasts with the elaborate weapons- The 
sword has a long hilt decorated on the top with a hamsa’s head. The sheath is 
decorated with three plaques (Skt. padakct) similar to those of the belt. The point of 
the sheath is broken. It is curious that the sheath is not attached to the belt, but 
is fastened by means of two straps to the upper garment. The other weapon is a 
mace, 3' 5" long including its handle. It is strengthened with fine metal bands which 
are clearly shown in the sculpture ; the fifth and the lowermost band is decorated with 
a fish-tailed maJcara head which like the bands must have originally been of metal. 
[Fig. 158].

The sculptor of this image has shown considerable skill in portraying 
faithfully the great king. The maker of this image whatever his nationality may 
have been, was certainly not inspired with the ideals of Grecian art. The 
characteristic features of the statue are smart rigidity and strict symmetry. The pose 
is realistic without attempt at idealisation. It is free-standing and frontal in the 
most rigorous sense of the word.

The third statue from the Mat Devakula is a headless torso labelled as 
Shastana which is understood to be but another form of Chashtana (Tiastenes of 
Ptolemy), the Saka-Satrap of UjjayinT. He appears in the form of a young prince 
wearing trousers and a long coat secured by a beautiful belt made of square and 
round plaques, adorned with Scythian horsemen and tritons with forked tails 
(mahoraga). The presence of this statue in the gallery of Kushana portraits is
significant, indicating that he was a junior contemporary of Kanishka and probably 
related to him. This statue has all the strong points of the art of portraiture 
(pratikfiti) in which the main stress was given to the resemblance {sadriSya) to the 
original form. [Fig. 159].

These sculptures furnish rich material for the study of the art of making 
royal portraits developed for the first time in Indian art in the Mathura school. 
There were some other sculptures of royal persons and high officials in the portrait 
gallery at Mat but found only in a fragmentary state.

A group of half a dozen heads wearing either the conical hat which 
distingmshed the Tigra-khauda branch of Sakas or a flat-topped conical cap with 
woollen exterior, may be classified under portraits. Two of them bear monograms, viz. 
nayasa and lavana and are marked by royal dignity. One of these heads now in the 
Budapest Museum wears a cylindrical tapering cap with ornamental parallel patterns
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and is adorned in front with a rosette enclosing an unopened bud in the centre which 
is typical of the head-gear decoration during the Kushana period. [Fig. 160].

Three other Kushana heads are noteworthy for their peculiar headress, viz. 
a helmet with two ram’s recurved horns (e.g. No. 2564). This emblem signifies the 
‘Iranian Majesty’ (Herzfeld, Kushano-S assanian Coins, p. 22), and has been traced 
on the so-called Macedonian soldier type of coins of Kujula Kadphises I (Whitehead, 
PMC, Vol I, p. 173), and also at Mathura on the well known Indo-Persian capital 
found from the Chaubara mound, which has four winged animals with human heads 
adorned with ram’s horns. [Figs. 161-64].

Brahmanical images In Mathura art

Mathura had become the centre of the BJiaJcti cult several centuries before the 
Christian era. This cult centred round the worship of Vasudeva-Krishna who was 
regarded as a divine incarnation in human form. Krishna was considered to be the 
incarnation of Vishnu. There are several references to the worship of Vishnu in the 
Rigveda. He is mentioned there as Gopa (protector of the cows), Sakhivan (one 
having companions), which epithets contain the germs of his later biography. In the 
Panini’s Ashtadhyayl there is reference to the worship of Vasudeva and his associate 
Arjuna whose Bhakta or devotee followers were known as Vasudevaka and Arjunaka. 
This clear evidence is indicative of the high antiquity of the religious worship of 
Krishna. In the Mahabharata Santiparva there is a long discourse of about thousand 
slokas known as the NarayanT Parva in which we find the worship of 
God Narayana as the regular feature of religious belief and side by side reference is 
also made to the Satvata doctrine amongst the Bhagavatas, the followers of which 
were known as Ekantin. Against these religious backgrounds can be explained 
the large number of sculptures of Brahmanical gods and goddesses in the Mathura 
school of sculpture. Particular attention may be drawn to the archaeological evidences 
available in the form of the following epigraphs :—

(1) Ghosundl well inscription which .refers to the gods Sankarshana and 
Vasudeva and their religious shrine called Narayana Vataka which was enclosed by 
a railing (prakara) and had in its centre a stone slab [puja-Sila).

(2) Bhilsa inscription engraved on an octagonal Garuda pillar erected in the 
year 12th of the Bhagavata king in the shrine of Bhagavan Vishnu (Gotanii-putena 
bhagavatena lhagavato prasadottame garudadvaja karito).y

(3) Besnagar Garudadhvaja inscription of the Greek ambassador Heliodoros in 
which he calls himself a Bhagavata.



(4) Mathura lintel inscription of king Vasu mentioning the building of a 
Mahasthana (the great shrine) of Bhagavan Vasudeva which had a Vedika, Torana 
and a Chatuteala. This inscription is of exceptional importance, for it mentioned king 
Vasu who according to the Narayani Parva was the supreme patron of the Narayani 
and the Satvata Dharma. He was as we learn from this inscription a contemporary 
of Mahakshatrapa Shodasha (c. first century B.C.)

(5) Mora well-inscription engraved on a long stone-slab mentioning a stone- 
temple (§aila devagriha) in which images (archd) of the Five Vrishni Heroes were 
installed.

From the above inscriptions the following points may be noted :—
(1) The kings and rulers, who patronised the Vaisnava cult, took pride in 

stylising themselves as Bhagavatas.
(2) The new cult attracted devotees from all classes of people including 

foreigners like Heliodoros. It shows that the doors of the Bhagavata religion were 
open without distinction of class or rank to the widest range of people.

(3) Vishnu was worshipped either alone as Vasudeva or in the company of 
Sankarshana, i. e. Krishna and Balarama as pair and at other times in a group of Five 
Vrishni Heroes, representing the Vyaha or litany of the BhSgavata religion.

(4) The two deities Sankarshana and Vasudeva are regarded as supreme under 
the epithet Sarvesvara (Paramount over all) admitting their pre-eminent position in 
the entire pantheon.

(5) The religious shrines to the worship of Vasudeva and his associates were 
built which were known as Mahdstliana (of Mathura lintel inscription) or Prasadottama 
(of Bhilsa-inscription) which clearly point to the paramount position of the shrines 
of the Bhagavatas over the shrines of the other deities. It shows that the Bhagavatas 
initiated a regular building activity of religious monuments styled as Prdsada, 
Devagriha, etc. Patanjali also has referred to the shrine of Balarama and Kesava 
(prdsade dhanapati-ramakesavanam). In the case of the Ghosundl monument, called the 
Narayana Vataka, the earlist shrine of the Bhagavatas took the form of an enclosure 
or an open quadrangle having a stupendous stone railing alround and a stone slab 
(puja-sila) in the centre. This was known as the Narayana Vataka in the popular 
language of those times. It appears that later on, four gateways began to be added to 
the railing as mentoned in the Mathura lintel inscription—ChatuMalatorana vedika. 
[Fig. 165].

(6) With the institution of regular shrines in the Bhagavata cult it goes 
without saying that actual images representing divinities like Vasudeva, Sankarshana



etc. were set up in the form of stone images. We have actually discovered in the 
excavations at the Mora shrine stone torsos representing the Vrishni Heroes (Vrishni- 
nam paHohavlanam archah), whose names as we know from the Vayu Purana were 
Balarama, Krishna, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Samba. Their style closely follows 
that of the free-standing Yakshas in that they are carved in the round. They are 
dressed in a dhoti and uttarlya and soma types of J ornaments as found on the Yaksha 
figures, their right-hand is held in abhayamudra and the muscles of the breast and 
body generally are emphasised like those in the Yaksha statues. The only noticeable 
distinction is in the size of these two groups of images. Whereas the Yaksha statues 
are of a grandiose style of colossal size, the Vaishnava images are comparatively 
smaller, approximating nearly the life-size figures. It appears that this diminution of 
the size of images was a developing tendency and the same may be said with regard 
to the Bodhisattva images. These statues from Mora furnish undisputed proof of the 
priority of Vaishnava images over the images of the Buddha and the Bodhisattva. 
[Figs. 166-7].

This early formulation of the Brahmanical stone images representing the deities 
of the Bhagavata pantheon was a fact of supreme value in the evolution of image 
worship in ancient India. Surely this movement brought about far-reaching changes 
in the religious ideas of the people of all denominations and naturally could not have 
left the followers of the Buddha without coming under its influence. During the 
couple of centuries, i. e. from the first century B. C. to the first century A. D. a 
Bhagavata predilection for image-worship gave such universal acceptance and 
momentum as ultimately culminated in throwing open the doors to the making of 
the image of the Buddha as well.

Images of Brahmanical gods and goddesses began to be made in considerable 
number in the beginning of the Kushana period at Mathura. The pantheon was 
gradually elaborated and became rather complex in the Gupta period. The following 
is the full list of the gods and goddesses whose images have been found in the Mathura 
school of sculpture.

I. 6ui&ga Period : Balarama ; Vrishni Vlra Images. [Figs. 1667].

II. Kusahna Period : (a) Brahma, (b) Siva—(i) in Linga form (ii) in
human form, (iii) in ardhanarlsvara form and (iv) Slva-Parvati standing together,
(c) Karttikeya, (d) Ganapati, (e) Vishnu, (f) Surya, (g) Indra, (h) Kamadeva,
(i) Balarama, (j) Sarasvatl, (k) Lakshml (1) D u r g a ( i )  MahishamardinI and (ii) 
SimhavahinI, (m) Seven Divine Mothers (sapta matnkas), (n) Kubera—(i) alone and
(ii) Kubera and Harltl.



III. G u p t a  P e r io d  : All the above gods and goddesses with the addition
of the following are met with in the Mathura school of sculpture of the Gupta period :

(I) Harihara, the combined and composite form of Vishnu and Siva (II) 
Vishnu in Trivikrama incarnation, (III) Pingala, an attendant of Surya, (IV) Danda, 
an attendant of Surya, (V) Navagraha, (VI) Krishna in his various childhood 
legends, e. g. Sakata-llla, Kesi-Vadha, (VII) Ganga and Jamuna, (VIII) various 
Ayudha-purushas (personified divine attributes), e. g. Sankha, Chakra, Gada and 
Padma represented as human beigns holding these attributes or symbols.

Of these only Surya, Siva, and Gaja-Lakshmi were represented in Sunga art 
elsewhere prior to the development of the Kushana sculpture. Suiya riding on quadriga 
and three-eyed Siva holding a trisula represented on railing pillars at Bodhagaya. The 
earliest Siva Linga representation is found at Gudimallam in South India and another 
at Bhita near Allahabad, in North India. Gaja-Lakhml is represented in the art of 
Bharhut, Sanchi, Bodhagaya and Udaigiri-Khandagiri in Orissa and earlier Western 
Indian caves.

These may be described as follows :
B r a h m a  : Depicted for the first time in stone. Amongst Panchala coins

those of Prajapatimitra show the figure of Prajapati or Brahma on one side. It is a 
miniature human figure with one bead and probably four arms. At Mathura, Brahma 
is depicted with four faces (sometimes three faces only in a front view), holding his 
right hand in abhayamudra. He is a four-armed pot-bellied figure, having a beard 
and also matted looks on the head. The beard, the jata and the potbelly become 
distinctive features of those gods who were considered to be of the Brahmana class. 
For example, Brahma and Agni. The earliest image (382) shows the god with three 
faces and a haloed bust superimposed at the back of the central head to complete the 
number of four. On the reverse is carved an Asoka tree similar to that in Nagarajnl 
and Indra images (392) which also belong to the Kushana period. The right hand of 
the projecting figure is held in abhayamudra and the left sholder is covered with 
drapery like in Buddha images of this period. Images of Brahma were also worshipped 
in the Gupta period and several good specimens have been preserved. [Figs. 169-9]. 
The worship of Brahma continued in the medieval period when his images with 
Sarasvatl became popular and have been actually found at many centres throughout 
the country. Later on during the Muslim period the worship of Brahma gradually 
went out of fashion and the belief developed that he had been ousted from the religious 
orbit due to an alleged utterance of a lie ; only a fiction. The main reason was the 
emergence of Vishnu and Siva as two great religious symbols which inculcated the 
worship of only their respective divinities. Consequently Brahma went into the
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background and fell into neglect. But at one time his worship extended from the 
Himalaya to the far South where his images have been found. At present the one 
living temple of Brahma is the one at Pushkara near Ajmer.

VlSHNU :—Mathura was the centre of Vishnu worship from very early times, 
may be from the fifth century B. C. Clear archaeological proof in the form of Vishnu 
image and inscriptions is forthcoming from the late Suiiga period in the first century 
B. C. when Kshaharata Sakas (Ranjuvula and his son Shodasa) became the rulers at 
M athura.

In the Kushana period, however, regular images of Vishnu began to be made. 
Several types of such images are found wearing a mukuta on the head and other orna
ments on the body, and dressed in a dhoti and a scarf. The position of the four hands 
is rather remarkable, the right hand is held in abliayamudra, the corresponding left hand 
is placed nearly the hip (i. e. akimbo) and holds an amrita-cjata (monk’s bottle or nectar- 
glass), the two extra hands a mace {gadci) and Chakra respectively. If the two extra hands 
are excluded, the earliest form of Vishnu is exactly similar to that of the Bodhisattva 
Maitreya and both must be taken to be the products of the same formula. [Fig- 170].

There are also other image of Vishnu with eight hands holding different attri
butes. There are some statues showing four-armed standing Vishnu with Laksbml 
by the side and a small figure of Garuda in between them. With the development 
of the Pancharatra-Bhagavata cult there was an elaboration in the iconographic re
presentation of Vishnu. In the Gupta period we come across three types of Vishnu 
images in the Mathura school (1) Standing images—(Stbanaka murti) of Vishnu alone 
with four arms holding four ayudhas (attributes), (2) The Nrisimha-Varaha-Vishnu 
with a central human face and a Varalia face projecting on one shoulder and a lion face 
on the other. [Fig.171]. This composite image is very often described in the Puianic 
literature and is also described as the image of Maha-Vishnu or Visva-rupa-Vishnu (i. e. 
Vishnu in cosmic form). In the Gupta sculpture of the Mathura school several 
important images of this type have been found. There is a special group of images 
in which besides the two extra heads of Varaha and Nrisimha a number of other 
divine figures like the 8 Vasus, 11 Rudras and 12 Adityas etc. are also depicted on the 
halo of the divine figure as forming part of his litany. These typical examples represent 
Maha-Vishnu in his cosmic form. [Fig. 171].

(3) The third variety of Vishnu image in the Gupta period depicts him as 
Sesh&sayl Vishnu, i. e. the Vishnu sleeping on the Sesha. This was an iconographic 
representation by the symbolic sculptures of the cosmic legend of creation ; Sesha



representing the infinite or the absolute aspect of Brahman and Vishnu symbolising his 
relative manifestation as the universe in which He Himself pervades.1

In the Gupta period details of Krishna’s life and his various exploits began 
to be depicted in sculpture. For example, lifting of the mount Govardhana, and 
Kaliya-mardana in Mathura art, Shakata-Llla in the Brahmanical temple at Devagarh, 
Dhenukasura Lila and scenes of Radha-Krishna love-sports in the panels of the 
Stupa at Paharpur (which are of somewhat later date). Several other scenes are 
also depicted on terracotta plaques from the site of Suratgarh, Bikaner.

Balaram a  : He was worshipped under the name of Sankarshana along with
Vasudeva in the early Bhagavata religion. A very early image of Balarama was found 
near Mathura which is now in the Lucknow Museum. Balarama is standing and has 
a canopy of serpent hoods round the head as well as the coils of the serpent at his 
back, and he holds a musala (club) in his right hand and Jiala (plough) in the left hand. 
It shows that the monographic formula of Balarama had already been determined in 
the 6unga period. His dress is similar to that of the Yaksha images consisting of a 
heavy luiban, conspicuous ear-rings, a scarf and a dhoti. Balarama images continued 
to be made during the Kushana and Gupta periods. But they are distinguished not 
only so much by the serpent hoods but also by the wine cup held in his left hand. In 
the Gupta images he also wears a long garland on his body and he is showen 
with four arms.

S iv a— Siva is known through literary evidence in the Vedic period. There 
is evidence of Siva worship also in the Indus Valley. He is there probably represented 
in the form of Pasupati (lord of creatures). It appears that the worship of Siva 
continued as a widespread cult throughout the country i. e. both in the North and in 
the South. Even in Gandhara, Bactria, Kapisa and the region of the Oxus Siva worship

L T he Bhagavatas adopted th is  significant epithet ‘V ish n u ’ as th e  nam e of the.ereatcr (veveshti 
vyapnoti iti Vishnuh, V ishnu  is th a t who' is all pervasive). T h is  definition of divinity was a t onee 
sanctifying a m etaphysical tru th  and at the sam e tim e marked by un ique clarity w hich could be 
understood by th e  most ordinary persons. Throughout th e  Bhagavata-literature th e  nam e V ishnu  
becomes suprem e, the  acceptance of th is nam e also had a practical consequence. It helped to achieve 
the  syn thesis of th e  diverse deities into one central divinity. T he Bhagavatas em phasised the fact th a t 
V ishnu  w as th e  divine creator, preserver ar.d destroyer of the cosmos, i. e. th e  suprem e symbol of the 
trip le  m anifestation (Traigunya) and th a t again it was V ishnu  w ho was th e  transcenden t of th e  absolute
B rahm an beyond all m anifestations (N irguna). T he synthesis of th e  num erous tu telary  divinities w ith 
the  god V ish n u  as the centre of the th ings became an easy and convenient process of th ings. T he
Seshadayi V ishnu  im age may be considered as a trium ph of symbclic represen ta tion  in  w hich the  infinite 
absolute and th e  relative aspects of B rahm an (N irguna and Saguna B rahm an) have been cast into an 
inalienable alliance and th is  image righ tly  became the object of en thusiasm  for th e  Bhagavata 
w orshippers.



seems to have been an important element of the popular religion. Dr. Foucher has 
suggested that the Kushanas on their coming to India were converted to 6aivism some
where in the north-west where Saivism was a predominant factor in the religious beliefs. 
We know from the coins of Vema-Kadaphises that he gave himself the title of Mahe- 
s’vara, i. e. a devotee of Siva. On all his coins without exception Siva or one of his 
emblems is depicted to the exculsion of all other deities. The figure of Siva continued 
to be shown on the coins of Kanishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva. In the Kushana 
period Mathura had become an important head-quarter of the Pasupata cult of Saivism. 
An inscription of the time of Chandra-Gupta II dated 381 A. D. refers to certain 
Pasupata teachers who were tenth in descendance from the original founder of 
the sect and who installed two Siva Lingas by the name of Upamitesvara and 
Kapilesvara at Mathura.

The popularity of the Siva cult at Mathura is fully reflected in the sculptures 
of this school. We find that Siva is represented in several forms as follows :—

1. Linga form of Siva (Linga-vigralia) which is quite plain. [Fig. 172].
2. EkamukhI Siva-Linga, i. e. the Linga-form with a single human face. 

[Fig. 173].

3. PanchamukhI Siva Linga, i. e. the Linga form with four faces in the four 
directions and the fifth face on the top. Names of the five faces were 
Sadyojata, Vamadeva, Aghora, Tatpurusha, Isana.1 [Fig. 174].

4. Siva standing against the Nandi Bull (the symbol of Kama). 
[.Nandikesvara ; Fig. 175].

5. Siva standing with Parvati by his side (Siva-Parvatl). In the images of 
Siva-Parvatl together Siva is represented as Urdhva-reta (perfect Brahmacharl). 
[Fig. 176].

6. Ardhanarlsvara is shown in a composite image, right half shown as male 
and the left half female. [Fig. 177].

Surya—An early image of Surya is depicted on a railing pillar at Bodha- 
gaya (c. first century B. C.). Surya is seated in a chariot drawn by four horses and

1. Symbolism of these various images is stated in the V ish n u -D h a rm o lta ra  P u r in a .

(i) Sadyojata—Prithivi, the latest form.
(ii) Vamadeva—Jala (has been symbolised as female element).
(iii) Aghora—Agni.
(iv) Tatpurusha—Vayu (air, most effective symbol of life). ■
(v) Idana—Aka^a that overlords over all.
These have been represented in the five faces of siva. Linga is the symbol of creation, the 

universe, and the five faces represent the five elements.
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he is dressed in a dhoti, scarf and turban. As against this we find in the early 
Kushana art another form of Surya wearing coat and trousers which was the Indo- 
Scythian dress mentioned as the udlclya-vesha. The form of Surya was imported 
from Iran by the Scythians. The worship of the Sun-god under the name of Mitra, 
later on Mihira, was very popular in the Iranian religion. Mihira and Mah (Sun and 
Moon) were special deities honoured by the Parthians also. Both are represented 
on the coins of Kanishka. They were included in the list of the 27 Yazatas or 
deities. In the Kushana period the elements of solar iconography are as follows :—

1. He is represented like a Kushana emperor wearing the Northern dress
consisting of a turban, coat fastened with a belt, trousers and boots. Surya is the
only exception to wear boots. [Fig. 178].

2. He is seated in European fashion with legs suspended from his seat 
(paryanlcalllasana).

3. He holds in the right hand a flower and in left hand a broad bladed daggei.

4. He is seated in a chariot drawn by two horses in the earliest images; the
number of horses later being increased to four and lastly to seven.

We also have Surya images in standing posture but similar to the above so 
far as the dress and attributes are concerned, Gradually the dagger was replaced by 
a lotus and this became the standard type from Gupta period onwards for all the Surya 
images that were made.

5. Another special feature of Surya images during the Gupta period was 
the representation of his two attendants on each side, viz. Danda and Pingala. 
Pingala is shown holding a pen and ink-pot and Danda holding a staff in his hand. 
These images were further elaborated by the addition of the figures of attendant female 
goddesses, viz. Usha and Pratyusha taken from the Indian tradition and Rajhi and 
Nikshubha were adopted from the Sasanian tradition under the two Sanskritised names.

Karttik eya—Several good sculptures of Kaitlikeya have been found at 
Mathura. The Karttikeya cult seems to have been quite popular at Mathura during the 
Kushana period. Besides Karttikeya several other forms like Kumara, Vishakha, 
Skanda, and Mahasena were worshipped. In the Kashyapa Samhitd, Revatl-Kalpa 
Chap., these four are said to be brothers of goddess ShashthI, whose fifth brother 
was Nandikesvara (i.e. Siva standing against the Nandi Bull). All these five are 
found depicted on the coins of Huvishika.

In the images Karttikeya is shown as a two-armed figure, holding the right 
hand in abhayumudva and Sakti in the left hand. Hence he was called Saktidhara. 
Sometimes a cock and sometimes a peacock are depicted as his Vahanas. An important



inscribed image of Karttikeya has been found in a well at Mathura which shows that 
the model of the Karttikeya image was derived from the early standing Bodhisattva 
type in Kushana art. [Fig. 179]. Karttikeya became increasingly of greater impor
tance until in the Gupta period he attained the status almost of a national deity, as is 
evident from the great epic-poem Kumara-sambhava by Kalidasa. The number of 
images also increased in the Gupta period. We also find the representation of 
Kumar! as one of the divine mothers.

Ga n e s a —No image of Ganesa of the Kushana period has yet been fouud. In 
the earliest stage Ganesa was only the type of a Yaksha, in which form he is depicted 
both in the early art of Amaravati and Mathura. In course of time the elephant
headed Yaksha developed in the form of Ganapati. In the Gupta period he was 
represented both as a squalling human figure with elephant’s head and also in a 
dancing pose.

INDRA—In Buddhist iconography Indra and Brahma occur as attendants of 
the Buddha. Sometimes Indra alone is shown paying homage to the Buddha in the 
Indrasaila Guha at Rajagriha but in the Kushana art of Mathura the iconography of 
Indra had a much greater significance. There is a unique image in which Indra is 
shown as polycephalous (having many heads) figure, i. e. with one figure in the centre and 
five others emerging out of his shoulders and head. [Fig. 180]. This should be identified 
as the representation of the PaHcJiendra form of this deity to whom detailed reference 
is found in the Panchendropakhyana of the Mahabharata and the MarTeandeya Purana. 
Indra is also depicted as Yaksha Vajrapani, i. e. holding a thunderbolt in his hand. 
The one distinguished feature of Indra images is a high cap, rather a projecting crown, 
on his head. Sometimes a third eye is also shown over his forehead. [Fig. 181].

Ag n i : In the Panchala coins of Agnimitra we always find a deity with a halo 
of flames. He is depicted on the Kushana coins as an Iranian deity under the name of 
Athso. No image of the early Kushana period has been found but there are several 
Gupta sculptures showing Agni as a Brahmanical deity with a halo of flames round the 
body and also with jatajuta, a beard, yajHopavita, potbellied and holding amrita-gata in 
the right hand.

L akshm I : Gaja-Lakshml is already known in the art of Bharhut, Sanchi, 
Bodhgaya and Udaigiri. At Mathura this ancient typical figure of LakshmI continued 
to be depicted as female figure standing on a lotus, holding two lotuses in the two hands 
and with a pair of elephants sprinkling water on the head of the goddess with two 
inverted jars held in the two trunks. But the worship of LakshmI as the goddess of 
plenty and prosperity became invariably popular so that freestanding images of the 
goddess in bigger size began to be made.



From certain reference in the epics of Asvaghosha it appears that the more 
ancient goddess Maya was replaced by the new goddess SrI-LakshmI. In several 
Kushana statuettes Lakshmi and Harltl are depicted side by side as the twin consorts 
of Knbera. [Fig. 182]. She was also later on shown as the wife of Ganesa. The 
association of Lakshmi with Vishnu is quite well known and was also recognised in earlier 
Kushana art. The iconographic conception, however, became clear but by the Gupta 
period when she is depicted frequently as the consort of Vishnu and is depicted as 
shampooing his feet in the Joeshasayl form.

DURGA—There are images of Durga having four arms and seated on a lion 
assignable to the Kushana period but the form, which was more popular, was that of 
MahishasuramardinI, i.e. goddess Durga in the form of killing the demon. [Fig. 183]. 
Her images with two, four and six arms are found in considerable number in Kushana 
and Gupta art. The most eloquent description of her exploits and power is contained in 
the Devl-Mahatmya of the Markandeya Purana. The worship of MahishasuramardinI 
became popular throughout the country and we find a magnificent representation of 
the conflict of the goddess riding on a lion with the demon Mahishasura in the early 
Pallava art.

SAPTA-MATirlKA—In the Kushana period the worship of the female goddess 
of the form of Reality as so many goddesses found its most tangible expression as the 
sculptures representing a group of the Sapta-Matrikas (Seven Divine Mothers), 
BrahmanI, Vaishnavl, Ambika-Parvatl, IndranI, Kaumari, Varahl, NarasimhI, and 
Chamunda.1 [Fig. 184],

1. These were the images of Sakti of the respective gods. As a matter of fact these were 
developed in the mystic symbolism of Yoga and depicted Sakties of various Chakras or nervous centres in 
the body. These were known as the Matrikas. Gradually their number increased to 8, 9, 10,12 ond 16 
(ShodaSa Matrikas). All these again were the varying symbols of an esoteric discipline of thought and 
meditation.
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CHAPTER XI.

11. GANDHARA ART

The geographical name Gandhara first occurs in the Rigveda in the form 
gandharmam i.e. of the residents of Gandhara. The Atharvaveda repeats the form 
Gandhari but the Aitareya and Satapatha Brahmanas mention it as Gandhara, an 
epithet of Nagnajit, a name mentioned in the list of Silpa Schools. The name is 
repeated in the Chhandogya Upanishad as Gandhara marking the western point of a 
route leading up to eastern India. Panini gives its form as Gandhari (IV. 1.169). 
The river Indus divided this wide Janapada into two portions, the eastern Purva- 
Gandhara, with capital at Taxila in Rawalpindi district and the western Apara 
Gandhara, with capital at Pushkalavatl (Peucelaotes of the Greeks; modern Charsadda) 
a city on the junction of the Swat with the Kabul river which finally meets the Indus. 
Cunningham gives the boundaries of Gandhara as having Laghman (ancient, Lampaka) 
and Jalalabad (Nagarahara) to the west, the mountains of Swat and Buner to the north, 
the Indus to the east and the mountains of Kalabagh to the south. In some places 
the name Udyana was applied to Gandhara but actually the appellation Uddlyana 
mentioned in the Jataka (IV. 352) was applied to the mountainous country between 
the Swat and the Panjkora rivers. Thus the three river valleys of the Swat, Kabul 
and the Indus formed the main Gandhara region The importance of this region was 
derived from the ancient route called Uttarapatha which connected Mathura, Sakala, 
Taxila, Pushkalavatl, Nagarahara, KapisI and Bahlika. There was an ancient route 
connecting Udbhanda (Ohinda on the Indus), Shahbajgarhi, Hoti Mardan, and Char- 
saddha. In the time of Kanishka a new route running from Peshawar direct east up to 
the Indus was diverted. But all the ancient sites continued to form part of the 
ancient Gandhara region. From Pushkalavatl on the ancient route and Peshawar 
on the modern the route continued via Jallalabad (anc., Nagarahara) and the adjacent 
site of Hadda and thence to KapisI and through the Bamiyan valley and Phondukistan 
to Hebak and through Bactria to Termez. This was the vast basin for the extension 
of Gandhara art in which seven distinct areas may be recognised as follows: 
1. Taxila, 2. Pushkalavatl, 3. Nagarahara, 4. Swat Valley or Uddlyana, 5. Kapis'l,
6. Bamiyan, 7. Bactria. Takshasila, also known as Bhadrasila, now in Rawlpindi 
district, was the eastern capital of Gandhara and virtually the biggest centre of art 
and civilisation. In the Gandhara school of art of stone sculptures made of schist 
we had two great sites, viz. Hadda and Taxila. At Taxila there were three main 
sites, viz. Bhir, Sircap and Sirsukh placed from south to north, and under three



successive occupations, viz. ancient Taxila, Greko-Parthian and Kushana times. Taxila 
was included in the Achaemenian empire of Cyrus, Darius and X erxes, in the 5th 
century B. C .; then under the Maedonian rule of Alexander and finally ceded by 
Seleukos to Chandiagupta Maurya. After the Mauryas it came successively under the 
influence of the Greko-Bactrians, £akas or Scythians, Pahlavas or Parthians and 
Kush anas between third century B. C. to second century A. D. The Bhir mound is 
placed by Sir John Marshall between 6-7th century B. C. to the time of Alexander. 
This site was pie Gicek in origin and has produced two hoards of punchmarked coins 
and a treasuie containing two pieces of Alexander the great and one of Philip 
Aridaeus, showing the bead of Alexander with a lion’s mask on one side and on the 
icveise Zeus seated on his throne. Amongst the minor antiquities of the Bhir mound 
aie eaithenwaie vessels of many varieties; small reliefs, stamped medallions and toys 
of terracottas ; stone saucers and dishes ; toilet and other articles of bone, ivory and 
copper; gold and bronze ornaments ; iron implements and domestic utensils ; beads and 
gems ; coins ; and other miscellaneous articles.

The second site at Taxila was Sircap beginning in the second century B. C. 
with tbe conquest of the Panjab by Greko-Bactrians and which continued under the 
Greek, Saka, Pahlava and Kushana king up to Verna Kadphises. The excavations 
have exposed at Jandiyal an Iranian temple and two Ionian columns. This Zoroas- 
trian shrine seems to have been the work of Parthian rulers.

After the close of the Sircap period the next site at Taxila was at Sirsukh 
constructed probably under the reign of Kanishka to a date approximately up to 200 
A.D. The citadel at Sirsukh placed inside the valley is rectangular with walls formed 
of diaper masonry and semi-circular bastions which are hollow on the ground and 
top level with a flat terrace on the inside holes in the walls for shooting. The remains 
inside Sirsukh belong to a large palace but nearby at Badalpur a Stupa of Kushana
times and at Lalchak another late Stupa of semi-ashlar masonry with coins of the 
white Huna were found.

In the neighbourhood of Sirsukh are two memorable Stupas, viz. of sacrified 
Head (Sirodana Stupa of which the story is told in the Divyavadana) and a Stupa of 
Kunala with the legend that it was constructed by Asoka to commemorate the place 
where his son Kunala had given his eyes and which now survives as a three-terraced 
Stupa showing a lofty rectangular base (63'9" x 105') approached by a flight of steps 
at its northern end and relieved by ‘a series of stunted Corinthian pilasters resting 
on an elaborate “torus and scotia” moulding and formerly surmounted by a dentil
cornice and copings, with brackets of the “notched” variety intervening between the 
capitals and the cornice.’



In the viccinity of Taxila are the monuments at Mohra Moradu, Pippala and 
Jaulian the best preserved and the most striking in the North West. At Mohra 
Moradu is a monastery with several Stfipas ornamented with reliefs in stucco. 
Numerous coins of Huvishka and Vasudeva were discovered in the foundation of the 
monastery. Another monastery with Stupas exactly semilar to those of Mohra Moradu 
was found at Jaulian belonging to the Kushana period. The Sthpas at Jaulian are 
richly ornamented w.th stucco figuies of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas with worshippers, 
grotesque Yakshas serving as atlantes in friezes, female figure with children and 
attendants.

At Pippala two monasteries one of Kushana date and another of fourth 
century A. D. and a Stupa were found, the last monument is decorated with Ionian 
pilasters alternating with lotus rosettes.

The most important of the monuments at Taxila is the Dharmarajika Stupa 
or Chlr Tope so-called from the cleft driven through it. The main structure is 
circular at the base with a raised terrace, which was ascended by four flights of 
steps on the four sides. The core of the Stupa is of rough rubble masonry with 
radiating walls three to five feet in thickness which were added during Kushana times. 
The outer facing of the Stupa is made of big limestone blocks (asmasila) with 
chiselled kanjur stone let in between them for the mouldings and pilasters. The 
whole was at one time finished with a thick coating of lime plaster. The face of the 
Stupa above the berm was covered with ornamental stone carving distinguished by 
the boldness of its mouldings and the design of the niches which are framed aternately 
with trefoil arches and portals with sloping jambs, and separated from one another 
by Corinthian pilasters. The niches once had figures of the Buddha or of the 
Bodhisattvas in relief. The original Dharmarajika Stupa was first erected in the 
reign of Asoka, then enlarged as a Mahiakhya Stupa in the time of the £aka kings 
and finally finished of with kanjur stones probably in the fifth century. The raised 
terrace aiound the foot of the Stupa once served as a pradaJcshinapatha which was 
laid in three layers ; the uppermost one composed of slabs af dark grey stone ; the 
second one immediately below the first of glass tiles and below it a chunam floor, 
below which was a pavement of river sand mixed with lime, which was adorned in a 
curious fashion with shell bangles embedded in the plaster and arranged in different 
geometrical designs, some of the bangles being whole, others cut in halves or in quarters.

On the eastern side of the Stupa immediately to the left of the steps is the 
lower part of a pillar, which probably once supported a lion capital like the pillars 
in Sircap. {Fig. 185].

The Great Stupa was the first of the Buddhist structures to be erected on the 
plateau of Taxila. It was surrounded by a number of smaller Stupas dating from the



Saka period (1st century B. C.) which were originally circular in plan and constructed 
of rough rubble cores. When these fell into ruins around the Great Stupa were erected 
a number of small chapels for Buddhist images which were set up facing the Great 
Stupa in a distinctive style of masonry known as diaper. Over these shrines were 
constructed others in later masonry in which ashlar and diaper patterns were combined, 
i. e. semi-ashlar in which a single course of ashlar was usually inserted between the 
larger boulders of the diaper, and which was in vogue in the 3rd, 4th and 5th centuries 
A. D. ‘Thus, we have three clear and distict type of masonry around the main Stupa : 
first, the rubble and kanjur work of the Saka period, secondly, the neat diaper which 
came into fashion with the Parthians during the first century A. D. ; and thirdly the 
semi-ashlar, semi-diaper type of the late second and subsequent centuries. These three 
consecutive types are equally well illustrated in other buildings at the Dharmarajika 
Stupa as well as in Sircap and other places’. (Marshall). Minor antiquities from these 
chapels are in stucco and terracotta, all of later times.

The Great Stupa of Taxila had also its monastery with a large courtyard 
having a row of cells on four sides together with a refectory and a kitchen. A number 
of such combined monuments with a circular Stupa and a squar Vihara continued to 
be built up to the time of Yuan Chwang. The whole valley is dotted with these ruined 
monuments.

On the ancient route were situated Shahbajgarhi, Hoti-Mardan and finally Pushka- 
lavatl (mod. Charsadda). Kalidasa has mentioned Takshasila and Pushkalavatl as 
two capitals of Gandhara the people of which region were known as the Gandharvas 
in the Gupta period. The site is more commonly known as Hashtanagar where a well 
known pedestal of Harltl image dated in the year 384 of an unknown era was found. 
The another site in viccinity is Balahisar where the Stupa of the Gift of the Eyes or the 
Kunala Stupa has been identified by Foucher and some coins of Kanishka and as well 
as a statuette in schist were found. At Mir ziarat some coins of Menander, Hermaios, 
Azes and a coin of Kanishka with Buddha on reverse were found. At Paltudherl was 
found the Buddha of Hashtanagar and many other bas-reliefs showing the Dlpankara 
Jataka, Abhinishkramana and statues of Buddha and Bodhisattva. North of Charsadda 
was a belt of ancient monuments, e. g. at Skara-dheri was the Stupa of Harltl where 
an image dated in the year 319 was found. At Sahri-bahlol which was an ancient 
site in a line to the east of Harltl Stupa was found a Stupa with decoration showing a 
series of seated Buddhas in stucco between Indo-Corithian pillars and also at- 
lantes and elephants. [Fig. 186]. Many freestanding sculptures and Buddhist statues 
including scenes from Buddha’s life, Birth, Enlightenment, First Sermon, Parinirvana, 
Casting of Horoscope by Asita, Dlpankara Jataka, Conversion of Kasyapa, Submission 
of Nalagiri, Kubera and Harltl and statues of Bodhisattva were found in situ.



[Figs. 187-90]. They belong to a period where the artistic traditions of the school 
were in full vigour including some which are decadent. The stone statues are older 
than the stuccos. Amongst them Foucher recognised the grand miracle of §ravastl, 
Conversion of Elapatra Naga, Dipankara and Vessantara Jatakas, R-ishisringa, and 
Buddha seated on a lotus-throne supported by two elephants.

North of Sahri-bahlol is Takht-e-bahi of which the ancient name is unknown, 
where the Stupas and Viharas with colossal statues have been found which include 
numerous statues of Buddha and Bodhisattvas, life-scenes and Jataka scenes and 
also bas-reliefs of Kubra and Harltl. To the south of Charsadda below the Kabul 
river is Shah-ji-ki-dheri on the new route where the excavations have exposed a 
monument identified with the grand Stupa of Kanishka. In its relic chamber was 
discovered the reliquary of Kanishka made of ‘gilt copper alloy cylinder and lid, 
of total height of 7f inches. On the lid are a seated nimbate Buddha and Indra and 
Brahma, around the rim a series of Jiamsas with extended wings ; and on the cylinder 
are seated Buddhas, a representation of Kanishka, and the sun and moon deities, with 
garland-bearing Erotes. The inscription mentions the names of Kanishka and Agisala, 
the Greek craftsman by whom it was made.’ [Fig. 191].

To the west of Peshawar on the main Uttarapatha route was the important 
site of Nagarhar (modern Jalalabad) where a gold reliquary was found inside a Stupa 
at Bimran, which was contained in an inscribed steatite vase of the 1st cent. A. D. 
The most important site was Hadda where Stupas with sculptures in schist and in 
stucco have been discovered and where on Gandhara art strong Hellenistic influences 
have been observed. Here the Stupas in brick or stone are very ancient followed by 
such of them as were later on encased by stucco work. Bartho has classified them 
as firstly cylindrical Stupas with the lower cubical portion surmounted by a dome ; 
secondly the Stupa constituted solely by two or three cylindrical portions and finally 
two octagonal bodies are joined to a cylindrical portion. In the decoration of the 
Stupa the lotus flower is a frequent motif as well as bas-relief and freizes. In the 
building of the Stupas schist was used, as a matter of course on the basis of continued 
tradition as well as brick, both of which were ancient. Stupas in schist reveted by 
bricks show campaniform and Corinthian capitals with a single terrace, and also 
Stupas in schist with rough ashlar masonry faced with stucco work and having 
several terraces with a cylindrical form. The Stupas solely in schist recall by their 
forms those of Sanchi, but they are gradually replaced by those which have a slender 
form and receding lines of several stages, which show a Hellenistic interpretation of 
Indian Stupas, Bartho has observed several features of these Stupas, viz. the elegance of 
lines in the receding superimposed work, sobriety of decorations, reminiscence of Persian 
order, predominance of the Greek order, mainly Corinthian, rapidity of execution, 
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gradual introduction of the fantastic elements, bordering upon the grotesque in 
architectural decoration. There is difference of opinions about the chronology of this 
school, but it was flourishing from the second to the fifth century A. D. and the 
monuments seem to have been destroyed by the White Huns.

The next site on the grand route was KapisI (mod. Begram), north of Hindukush, 
commanding the passes of India and Bactria, which was known to Panini about the 
5th cent. BC. and also to Kautilya, the latter mentioning its famous wines. At 
this site a number of carved ivory plaques which formed parts of treasure-chests 
or toilet-cases of women, were found, which are inspired both by the art style of India 
on the one hand and Hellenistic world on the other. Of true Indian inspiration are 
scenes of Asoha-dohada showing a woman touching the Asoka tree with her left foot 
and having the same kind of spiral mass of head-dress as seen in similar figures 
at Mathura and Amaravati. Prasadhika, wearing a heavy necklace (Karatala- 
stliita sthula-hara-yashti, Kadambari, Vaidya edn. para 80), toilet-scene (Prasadhana), 
dancing scene, drinking scene, flying geese, Salaka-vatayana derived from Padma-vara- 
vedika type, Purna-ghata, Hamsa-Krida or woman coaxing the Harhsa bird with a lotus. 
Again in 1939-40, during a second excavation, many more plaques were discovered, 
showing torana gateways with three architraves similar in style to those on the 
Ayagapattas of Mathura with toileting scenes of women holding mirror and waterpot, 
pillars surmounted by animal capitals and inverted jars, row of elephants in the 
spaces between architraves recalling the elephants on the facade of the Lomas Rishi 
cave and a good number of other scenes of dance, music and domestic pastimes marked 
by much greater Indianisation similar to the Salabhanjika women on Mathura railing 
pillars. [Figs. 192-3]. Special attention may be invited to four scenes depicted on the 
obverse and reverse of plaques No. 46 and 49 (of Hackin’s Report) in which a woman is 
wringing water from her long braid, which a Hamsa bird is drinking with its b^nk 
(Kesanistoyakarim mudra), exactly similar to that on Mathura railing pillar No. M.M. 
1509. On several plaques'we find drinking scenes showing an intoxicated woman help
lessly falling on the ground in half-kneeling attitude supported by her female companions 
recalling the Bacchanalian group of Maholi. Women playing on flute, or standing 
under Asoka tree (Asoka dohada scene showing the woman kicking the Asoka tree 
with her right foot), a guardian holding a long lance, Full Vase, Vyala-torana brackets 
showing women riding on winged leoglyphs, capitals showing addorsed lions with 
male and female riders, fish-tailed tritons (Mahoraga). It is impressive to find in 
these plaques not only subjects of Indian inspiration but also the same plastic sensuality 
as is familiar on the pillars of Mathura railing. It is very probable that this 
school of ivory carving for which such profuse evidence has been supplied by Begram, 
originally flourished at Mathura during the Kushana period,



Kapisi seems to have been the place where the east and the west mingled in a 
cultural session of great beauty, for we have found here a number of glass vases, painted 
and cut, representing the best art of the Roman world, goblets, one of them showing 
the combat between Achilles and Hector (Hackin II, fig. 261), big and small wine-jars 
(ibid. figs. 250-251), pots, bowls, jars, a conical goblet, with painted scenes of Ganymede 
being carried by the Eagle of Zeus and also Europa being lifted by a bull (ibid, 
figs. 264-265), phials, fish-shaped flasks, cups and saucer, all in very fine glass ; a 
number of circular medallions in plaster showing beautiful Roman heads of male and 
female figures and Bacchanalian scenes (ibid, figs. 274, 378), bronze plaques, plates, 
discs, a mask of Silenus (ibid., fig. 3291, mirrors, chests and statuettes ; figures of 
porphyry, gold, iron and pottery, etc. In them we are face to face with the rich art 
creations of Roman workshops that were brought to Kapisi to serve the purpose mostly 
of wine-trade from where the flavoury drinks known as KapHayana-madhu were 
imported in to India even so early as the Mauryan times. For about five hundred 
years Kapisi maintained its reputations as an emporium of trade supplied with the best 
articles of art and beauty from India and from Rome. The artistic inspiration of 
Mathura on the Begram ivories is so patent that their Indian fabrication cannot be 
doubted, as Goloubew concluded.

Two other sites in the cluster of Kapisi are Paitawa where in 1925 a Buddha 
image was found, and Khair Khaneh, twelve miles north of Kabul, where in 1936, a 
Brahmanical temple with the statue of Surya in white marble was exposed. Surya is 
squatting in lalitasana between his acolytes Danda and Pingala, on a chariot drawn by two 
horses between whom sits the charioteer Aruna shown without legs and holding the 
reins. He is wearing the costume of the Sassanian kings of 4th cent. A,D. This was the 
grand epoch of the worship of the Sun god in the Oriental world to which numerous 
references are found in the Puranas and testified by the actual monument. Hackin 
observed that this was the first Brahmanical temple in this area showing architectural 
and iconographical similarity between Khair-khaneh and Gupta art, specially 
of Bhumra.

As we move westwards on the Grand Route of Uttarapatha we come to the next 
cluster of site in the Bamiyan Valley and Fondukistan. The colossal rock-cut Buddha 
statues, one of 35 meters and the other of 53 meters are cut in the rock with many 
grottoes in the background and vicinity, with numerous fresco-paintings showing strong 
Ajanta influences. The paintings also exhibit Central Asian and Sassanian influences. 
It has been suggested that originally the first art influences that Bamiyan got were 
Indian which were gradually superimposed by motifs, costumes and styles from Iran 
and Central Asia. Mani is said to have received his education of painting in Bamiyan.



The Bamiyan Valley was the gateway to Gandhara and the magnificent statues 
and paintings executed here in the mountain were intended to inspire the visitors from 
Iran, Rome, Central Asia and China with faith and wonder about India in those ages.

From Bamiyan the Grand Route took a turn to the north and terminated 
in Bahllka and Termez on the Oxus, which should be studied in a purview of Gandhara 
art. On the way a little to the east is Haibak, where there is a monolithic Stupa 
carved on the same principle as the monolithic Saiva temple at Ellora. Possibly the 
initiative of such grand monolithic monuments came from here to India. Here was a 
Buddhist foundation complete with a Stupa with a Samgharama ; the latter composed 
of chapels, a dormitory, and a dining hall or refectory for the community of Buddhist 
monks. One finds similar disposition in the caves at Daraunta near Jalalabad.

The most important site was Bactria, situated midway between Afghanistan 
and Turkistan and lying to the south of Oxus. Its ancient name was Bahllka, 
or BahlayanI of Patanjali. It was an international site where four great routes, 
viz. from India, Iran, Scythia and China, met. The archaeological researches in 
Bactriana have shown it to be a veritable crusible of art and culture. Its principal 
sites are Bactria (modern, Mazar-i-Sharif), Kunduz, Khulm, Andkhui and Termez on 
the Oxus (ancient Tarmita of the Vinaya-mtra-tlka and Ta-mi of Yuan Chwang). 
Bactria was the country of Bahlika-Yavanas and art remains of Indian inspiration 
have been mostly negative so far. The undoubted Buddhist monument is the 
Nava-Vihara monastery which dates from the time of Vasudeva or one of his immediate 
successors. The site of Kunduz was the real cradle of Graeco-Buddhist art where a 
number of statues and a temple of Jandial type of Taxila was found which led 
Foucher to think that the area from Kunduz to Taxila was the home-land of the 
Gandhara art in its two versions, one with emphasis on Hellenistic elements and the 
other on Indian elements.

Kunduz on a tributary of the Oxus was the site of British and French 
archaeological excavations and also the scene of activity of Soviet archaeologists. 
There coins of the Bactrian Greeks and of Kushanas were found. Here art specimens 
of the earliest Hellenistic type have been discovered including Graeco-Buddhist 
statuettes bearing strong Hellenistic influence. The stucco examples at Kunduz recall 
those of Hadda and are strongly hellenised and Greek influences are much accentuated. 
Here a treasure was found in the Oxus river containing objects of gold and silver 
which show the influence of Iran and the art of the Steppes, in particular the animal 
art of the Scythians. Some animal designs as the fawn are similar to those of 
Bactria and Sogdiana and the lions and the tigers bearing the designs of the regions 
of the lower Oxus which enjoyed wide defusion. The reminiscences of Greek art found



in these objects travelled from the Greek colonies in Asia Minor to the ends of 
Scythian tribes along the Black Sea and South Russia. It was a centre of wide 
distribution of art motifs of Greek origin towards China and Mongolia. It was from 
the 2nd cent. A. D. to 4-5th cent, when Indian influences permeated the art objects 
at Kunduz, espeacially medallions of lotus flowers with petals on the borders. A 
scene depicting the Sasa-jataka has been identified here and another perhaps 
representing Siva.

Termez on the north bank of the Oxus was an important outpost of Graeco- 
Buddhist art where French and Russian delegations have come across much valuable 
material which adds a new page to the history of Gandhara art during the first two cent, 
of the Christian era. Here a Buddhist temple was found which has been assigned 
to the 1st cent. A. D., and is of the same type as the Stupas in Gandhara. At secondary 
sites near Termez were found fragments of statuettes of Bodhisattvas, human figures of 
horse-riders wearing northern dress, a very fine piece of the base of a column, and 
fragments of pottery and vases of glazed earth.

At Airtan eight big fragments of a grand frieze were found which had adorned 
the outer walls of a building, possibly a Buddhist temple. Half-figures of youths and 
girls, musicians and garland-bearers are depicted on the frieze between acanthus 
leaves. In spite of elements of Greek and Indian art, the frieze, as a whole, breathes 
with a style and technique of its own, which shows that there was a local school of 
art in Termez.

In the vicinity of Termez an ancient Buddhist monastery, comprising a 
number of artistically decorated caves and various constructions of the pre-Christian 
and Christian times have come to light. At Termez itself, excavations revealed a colossal 
palace with richly ornamented stairways, decorative medallions, and fantastic stucco 
work in the side pavilions which is ‘a marvel of Oriental art’. Fuller notices of this 
material are yet awaited.

The subject of this notable frieze was inspired by essentially an Indian 
conception, viz. the Kama-latU, i.e. the creeper producing the beautiful sons and 
daughters of the God of Love. Indian versions of this motif were rendered on the door
jambs of the Gupta temples in the form of Mithuna bands but the motif was much 
older and derived from the wish-fulfilling trees (Kalpa-vriksha) of Uttarakuru whose 
boughs produced such Mithunas or young men and women (ante 142-6). It 
appears as if the colossus of Kushana rule under Kanishka had planted its one foot at 
Mathura and the other in Khwaresm.

In the Autonomous Karakalpakia Republic of Khwaresm, one of the most 
impressive monuments has been found at Toprak Kala showing a palace with a



“Hall of Kings” containing many groups of sculptures, some of them very well 
preserved, representing, according to Tolstov, the kings of ancient Khwaresm 
surrounded by their women and court dignitaries. The statues are made of unbaked 
clay and are painted ; the faces are very realistic and are, undoubtedly portraits. 
In two niches in the “hall of kings” (lit. Devakula) were found big (almost double 
the natural size) statues of men in sitting posture with three to five other statues of 
men, women and children standing around them. In the centre of the palace is the 
“alabaster hall”, not far from two other festival halls, with walls covered with 
moulded and carved alabaster. Near this were found the “hall of victory” whose 
walls were adorned with sculptural representations of sitting kings and portrayals 
of ‘Goddesses of Victory’, and the “hall of Warriors” with images of the heroes 
of Khwaresm in coats of iron scale mail with reed shields. In addition to 
the sculptures of considerable artistic and historical value, there are pictures of 
monumental character, with ornamental and figurative decorations, veritable genre 
pictures, women gathering grapes and peaches into their aprons, musicians, tigers, 
horses, birds, etc. These wall paintings were made with mineral paints on clay 
plastering. This part of Khwaresm was under the rule of Kanishka in the 1st cent. 
A. D. and many fortresses were built here for Kushana garrison which kept watch 
over the northern borders of the kingdom. In one of such buildings at the frontier 
fortress of Gyaur-Kala in a big square hall were found the remains of wall paintings. 
Each wall having a niche in the middle and ceiling supported by columns with 
excellently profiled stone-bases. This architectural feature at once recalls the similar 
stone pillar-bases (,humbhaJsa), a number of which were found in the Huvishka monastery 
at Mathura and are now preserved in the Museum there (M. M. P 21—P 53). Near 
this hall was found a sculpture giving firm links with Mathura art. It is a clay 
sculpture of man’s head, somewhat bigger than natural size, being one of the best 
specimens of portrait sculpture from Khwaresm showing a young man wearing a 
peaked hat known as Tigra-khauda, which was popular amongst the Scythians and of 
which half a dozen specimens have been found at Mathura. This art belonged to 
the Tochari, an ancient people who first lived along the Oxus and subsequently moved 
in to Bactria, overthrowing the Macedonian rule there in the 2nd cent. B. C. 
They formed a kingdom on the basis of which Bactria came to be known as 
Tocharistan, i. e. the kingdom of the Tusharas or the Kushanas.

This was a veritable Devakula similar to that at Mat near Mathura but on a 
much grander scale which fell into ruins in the fifth-sixth century A. D. under the 
impact of the White Huns and Altai Turks.

These specimens were produced in a complex of diverse influences, viz. Indian, 
Central Asian, Chinese, Iranian and Mediterranean.



Problems of chronology, iconography and aesthetic achivements of the 
Gandhara School are naturally of very great significance in the history of Indian art. 
The dated images are only four, the era of which is very uncertain. But taking 129 
B. C. as the first year of an older Saka era as the basis of reckoning, the dates of 384 
(statue of Hashtnagar), 318 (Buddha of Loiryan-Tangai), 399 (Harltl from Skarah- 
dheri) and 89 in the new era (Buddha image from Mamani-dheri), all tend.to show that 
the Gandhara school flourished in the second cent. A. D. It were really the Kushana 
emperors, Vema, Kanishka and others under whom the Gandhara school reached its 
highest perfection like its contemporary school ,of Mathura. While the Mathura 
sculptors have given us several hundred inscriptions those working in Gandhara atliers 
did not realise there responsibility, although working under western influences they 
should have acquitted themselves in a better historical frame of mind. However, the 
general limits of chronology are firm, viz. 1st cent. A. D. to 3rd cent. A. D. for stone 
sculpture and the 4th and 5th cent, for work in stucco.

This range is supported by the coins deposited in the foundations of the most 
of the monuments and also as they were in loose circulation in the regions enumerated 
above and lying to the south-east and the north-west of Hindukush. A firm point in 
the chronology of Gandhara is now furnished by the trilingual Asokan inscription found 
near Kandhar. The first period of creativity of the school came to an end about 
250 A. D. when the Sassanians conquered the country. With the arrival of the Kidara 
Kushanas from Bactria about 390 A. D. Gandharan art entered on a new phase of 
creative activity in stucco medium. This coincided with the art of the Gupta period 
in India and is distinguished by a unique flowering o: Indian motifs and style.

At Sakala there were once in oocupation the Madrdka-Yavanas or Indo-Greeks 
who had brought with them hellenised ways of life, art and culture and left behind 
legacy which was not effaced in subsequent times but gradually absorbed by the 
population which was mainly Indian.

In fixing a chronology for Gandhara art much depends on the date of Kanishka 
for which we have accepted c. 78 A. D. as marking the beginning of the Saka Era of 
which Kanishka was the founder (?).

An important question for this school is the origin of the Buddha image for 
which many western writers have argued. But it remains a mere hypothesis for which 
no firm proof has been adduced. We have shown in our study of Mathura school, 
that the Buddha image originated at Mathura as an out-come of the combination of the 
Chakravart! and Yog! ideals, that not a single element of Buddhist iconography like 
the Padmasana, Dhyana-mudra, Nasagra-drishti, Simhasana, ChamaragrahinT, divine 
figures showering flowers, Urna, Ushnlsha, has any meaning in Greek and Iranian



mythology. A western origin of the Buddha image in Gandhara cannot therefore be 
admitted in any manner. The Yaksha-Bodhisattva formula of the Mathura School 
has no parallel in Gandhara. Only a distinct type of Buddha image with whiskers, 
both seated and standing statues wearing sandals, appeared in Gandhara but from the 
point of view of its spiritual expression it is so inferior that no school of art would 
claim any credit for it.

Iconographically the art of Gandhara accepted the life-story of Buddha, images 
of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, Jataka scenes, Hellenistic scenes and gods and 
goddesses, other Indian male and female deities, foreign architectural elements, Indian 
decorative motifs and miscellaneous figures and designs from Iran, Bactria and India. 
I he life-scenes of Buddha mostly in bas-reliefs are exceptionally rich in Gandharan 
art, unexcelled by many other centres of Buddhist art in India or elsewhere. The range 
of subjects and the variety of their representation have been treated with great zest 
as shown in the following list of the life-scenes :—

Dream of MayadevI, Interpretation of Dream, conception of Maya, Departure 
of Maya from Kapilavastu, Birth of Buddha, Birth of Chhandaka and Kanthaka, First 
Seven Steps after Birth, First Bath, Return to Kapilavastu and Prediction of Asita, 
Siddhartha as Bodhisattva, schooling of Bodhisattva, Siddhartha’s competition in 
writing, wrestling and archery, bridal procession, Marriage of Bodhisattva with 
Yasodhara, God’s exhortation to Siddharta to renounce the world, life-scenes in the 
palace, Sleepiug women, Renunciation (Abhinishkramana), Farewell of Kanthaka, 
Chhandaka receiving turban and jewel, visit of King Bimbisara, Exchange of robes with 
the hunter, cult of the Turban, First Meditation, Penances, worship of Naga Kalika, 
offering of a handful of grass, fasting Boddhisattva, march to the Sambodhi, assault of 
Mara and temptation by his daughters, Sambodhi or Enlightenment, two merchants 
offer food to the Buddha, offering of the four cups, gods requesting Buddha for prea
ching of his law, Indra and Brahma entreat to Buddha to preach, the First Sermon, 
miracle of fire before Kasyapa at Uruvilva, Buddha and the black serpent in the fire 
temple of Uruvilva, Buddha presenting the serpent to Kasyapa, Visit to Kapilavastu 
and ordination of Rahula, story of Nanda and Sundari, criminal attempts of Devadatta, 
Anathapindada presents the Jetavana park at SravastI to Buddha, submission of 
elephant Nalagiri, Jyotishka saved from the fire, conversion of Yaksha Atavika, descent 
from the heaven of thirty-three gods, invitation of Srlgupta and Grahadatta, offering of 
a handful of dust (pamsu-pradana), offering of honey by monkeys, anger of the white 
dog at the Buddha, conversion of Angulimala, submission of the Naga King Apalala, 
infant of the mortal woman, consolation of Ananda, visit of Indra and Panchasikha 
Gandharva, Ambapall presenting Buddha with a mango grove, Grand Miracle of
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Saavastl, Mahaparinirvana (Great Decease), coffin of Buddha, the cremation, division 
and transportation of relics on elephant’s back, cult of the relics, cult of triratna.

It is evident from the surviving Gandhara sculpture that the school was 
extremely prolific and that the sculptors and the donors were really interested in 
depicting the life-stories of the master and achieving a high quality of artistic expres
sion to the best of their ability. The scenes are crowded with a number of subsidiary 
figures bold in execution or full of sympathetic understanding as in the scene 
showing the kneeling horse Kanthaka taking leave of his master. The fasting Buddha 
reduced to a skeleton is not only anatomically true but also a moving picture of 
austere ascetism. The seated Buddha figure nimbate, with heavy drapery with 
thick folds covering both shoulders (UnJiayamsikoA with hands in dhyana-mudra, ex
trovert eyes, short whiskers, is a distinctive type of Gandhara art. Allied to this are a 
number of standing Buddha figures wearing thick-folded Sanghati over the two usual 
garments. In the case of preaching Buddha the drapery covers only the left shoulder 
(aJcamika), the right shoulder being left bare. The faces generally are happy and 
fully absorbed in the scenes in which the figures are depicted. The Buddha presenting 
the serpent to Kasyapa is a fine example (from Sahari Bahlol, Peshawar Museum 
No. 1373) in very high relief. Amongst Bodhisattvas Maitreya and Avalokjtesvara 
are depicted in Gandhara art but Gautama himself has a two-fold form in his 
Bodhisattva stage; firstly, when he was a prince in royal palace wearing ornaments 
and royal costumes, and secondly, after his renunciation until enlightenment wearing 
the monk’s dress. Amongst standing Buddhas are some remarkable sculptures ranging 
in height from 4' to 8' (now preserved in Lahore and Peshawar Museums 
which are of a mouumental quality. They are from Sahri Bahlol, Takt-i-Bahi and 
other places. A colossal statue of standing Buddha from Sahri Bahlol (ht. 8 ft 8 inch.) 
is in excellent state of preservation and of exceptional workmanship, ranking 
among the best of Buddha images in Gandhara. [Fig. 194]. It was originally covered 
with gold, and its radiance, great size and benign appearance, must have produced a 
deep impression on the minds of the worshippers. The depression in the forehead 
marked the Urna that was once set with a precious stone. The fingers of the hand 
show traces of webbing (Jalanguli). The curls of the hair are straight and parellel 
surmounted by a bump of wisdom and the very heavy folds. The larger halo indicates 
the period when the artists of Gandhara took their inspiration from the Mathura 
School in the Kushana age producing such colossal images as the Sarnath and Maholi 
Bodhisattvas.

With the life-story of Buddha and also the legendary Jatakas taken from the 
art of eastern India, the Gandhara sculptors show a wide acquaintance with Iranian 
and Graeco-Roman motifs. The Gandhara art was naturally a blend of Indian, 
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Iranian and GraecoRoman art elements. Among the Iranian motifs found may be men
tioned the Fire Temple at Jandiyal, Goddess Nani or Anahita with star-fangled ciown, 
stepped merlon (i.e. battlement), winged lion, capitals with addorsed bull and lions 
with or without wings and fantastic animals with human heads. The Graeco-Roman 
motifs are more common, such as Corinthian, Ionic and Doric pillars, cupids, garland- 
festoons, atlantes, tritons, marine deities, Demeter-Harltl holding cornucopia (Riddhi- 
srlnga), Amohini-Yakshas (corresponding to Indian Maladhari Devas), Athena-Roma, 
Harpocrates, the Centaur, Silenus, Satyr, Garuda and Ganymede. [Fig. 195]. The 
Gandhara artists have scored their best success in depicting the statues of Pahchika and 
Harltl either single or in pairs. [Figs. 196-7]. Panchika was the Gandharan counterpart 
of Kubera and was lord of the Yakshas, a benignant deity ensuring divine power and 
riches. He is richly ornamented and seated in European fashion like a emperor holding 
a long spear. Harltl, in this school, is the presiding Goddess of Fertility and child
ren, depicted with the more tender feelings on her face with children on her breast and 
shoulder. She became the type of the veritable mother goddess in Gandhara. Some 
times she is depicted as four-armed holding a long trident and water-pot in her left 
hand a true counterpart of the Indian Goddess Parvatl. Harltl was the Buddhist form 
of the Brahmanical Goddess JataharinI as elaborated in the Revatlkalpa. Her cult 
was also quite popular in Mathura art. Panchika was the same as the Yaksha 
king Panchalika, an incarnation of Vaisravana, whose worship was common between 
the Himalayas and Vindhyachala. In Gandhara Buddhism the Panchika-Harltl pair 
fulfilled all the aspirations of the house-holders for prosperity and fertility. Their wor
ship became a wide-spread cult not only throughout Gandhara but up to Central Asia. 
As a tutelary couple Panchika was sometimes shown with a purse and H arltl with 
the horn of plenty held in left hand.

The Gandhara artists also tried the Woman-and-Tree motif showing 
a female figure standing under a tree in Salabhanjika pose. [Fig. 198]. But 
both the figures are extremely weak and the experiment remained without any 
success. On the other hand freizes with garlands on the shoulders of nude 
Yaksha figures, Erotes of Classical mythology, are bold and freely carved. The Atlas 
figures are also successfully treated. The one from Sikri (Lahore Mus. No. 218) is 
the most impressive. [Fig. 199]. The winged ichthyo-centaur (kinnara machchha) and the 
female hippocamp or human bust joined to the lower portion of a horse are depicted to 
fill tringular spaces in an ingenious manner. Similarly the marine bull (go-machchha) ,  

winged dragon (asva-machchha)  and tritons (malioraga)  seem to be counterparts of 
similar Mathura motifs. When the artists were called upon to handle purely classical 
themes they were in their best form, e.g. in the statue of Athena or Roma (Lahore 
Museum) holding a spear and wearing a helmet on the head and chiton on the body



depicted as a true divine patroness of the city showing vigour and benignity combined 
with strength and grace associated with the cult of city-goddesses. [Fig. 200]. A 
similar deity wearing a helmet and holding a spear inscribed as Roma is found on a coin 
of Huvishka. [Fig. 201].

I would consider it as one of the best creation of Gandharan art, its charming 
beauty, pose and drapery, all testifying to unique aesthetic perfection. A statuette 
with a scabbard secured to a loose belt on the leftside shows the ancient Scythian 
goddess NanaiS probably of 2nd cent. A. D. A large number of stone dishes, probably 
used for toilet or as cosmetic trays and generally made of blue schist or steatite or 
soap-stone have been found as a side branch of Gandhara art depicting such scenes 
as Ap Ho and Daphni (Ingholt, figs. 479), Dioscuri showing Castor and Pollax the 
two Asvin deities of classical mythology (ibid., figs. 480), amorous couple (ibid., 483), 
woman riding on sea-monster (ibid., 484), couple with wine-cups and drinking scenes 
(ibid., 485-486), etc.

The art of Gandhara in stucco showing mainly male and female heads and 
Bodhisattva images is of Striking beauty which has drawn praise from art historians 
as being admirable creation of true masters. They equal some of the most worthy 
products of Gupta art. This was a new school which was at its height during the 
4-5th cent. It transmitted its legacy to the Gandhara art in terracotta of which the 
influences spread to the creations of Buddha and other figures on the Stupa of Mir- 
purkhas in Sind and of the beautiful terracotta heads from the ancient site of 
Shadashadvana (Mod. Harvan) in Kashmir (which are now preserved in the Karachi 
Museum and at the National Museum, New Delhi). Marshall opined that the premier 
school of Gandhara in stone sculpture declined in the 4th cent. A.D. and a new school 
of clay modeller came into existence in the 5th and 6th cent, producing works of the 
highest merit.

A special class of objects are the metallic trays in gold and silver found at 
all places in Gandhara up to Central Asia and showing drinking and erotic scenes 
associated wish the cult of Bacchus and drinking revelries of the Madraka-Yavanas 
in the spirit of utmost abundance. Stylistically they show Indian, Hellenistic and 
Sassanian features.

There are other noteworthy metallic figures of true Hellenistic inspiration,
e.g. Harpocrates, the genius of silence and the silver repousse and Mask of Dionysos.

(1) The art of Gandhara by virtue of its prolonged creativity, wide extension, 
prolific nature, originality of themes, eclectic approach and sympathetic understanding, 
is one of the great creations of World Art and should be rightly assessed as such in 
the history of the aesthetic endevour on the soil of Asia.
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(2) In its creations we find a mingling of Greek, Iranian and Indian art idioms 
in which Hellenistic traditions pre-dominated. (3) Its soul was Buddhism.

(4) There are conscious efforts to borrow motifs and subjects from the art of 
Mathura aud central India, but in an inferior style ; e. g., §alabhanjika, atlantes and 
pillars of Indian type are depicted in a debased form. (5) But Hellenistic motifs and 
subjects, on the other hand, are extremely well done having exceptional art value. (6) 
Selected Buddhist subjects have been rendered with high artistic effect, e. g. Buddhas, 
and Bodhisattvas, with beautiful ornamentation, Kubera and Harltl. It should, how
ever, be admitted that the Buddha figure is stiff, insipid and lacking vital inspiration in 
comparison to the great Mathura figures. We do not find in Gandhara any thing of 
the vigour and introvert expression of the Buddha and Bodhisattva figures of the 
Mathura school.



s t Op a s  in t h e  a n d h r a -s a t a v a h a n a  period

One of the boldest experiments in the field of architecture and sculpture 
in relation to a Buddhist Stupa was carried out in Andhradesa during the period 
of 2nd cent. B. C.—3rd cent. A. D. It reflects in the fullest measure the glory 
and power of the Andhra-Satavahana emperors (200 B.C.-225 A .D .)  and their successors 
the Ikshvakus ;c. 230 A.D. to 275 A.D.) and of the generous opulence and religious 
devotion of the sturdy merchant community that flourished on both inland and 
oceanic trade.

In the creation of the Andhra monuments the geographical factor was quite a 
compelling one. The Vengi country stretching between the deltas of Krishna and 
Godavari commanded towards its front face the entire Indian ocean (Maliodadlri) and 
towards its back was master of the five important trade routes which spread like the 
fanning fingers of the hand. Along these routes the most important Buddhist 
monuments were sited as Dubreuil has shown ; e.g. (i) on the road to Kalinga were 
amongst others Plthapuram and Sankarama ; (ii) on the road to the south or Dravida 
country were Ghantasala and Bhatpprolu ; (iii) on the road to the Karnataka country 
were Amaravatl, Goli and Nagarjunlkonda ; (iv) on the road to Maharashtra were 
Alluru and Jaggagyyapeta and ; (v) on the road to southern Kosala was the site of 
Guntapalle, which was the oldest of the entire group of about thirty monuments. 
Thus from all sides the wealth of a thriving commerce poured into the coffers of 
Vengi merchants whose munificence took a visible from in the cluster of the Buddhist 
Stupas found along these routes.

The earliest inspiration to the art movement that took shape in the Andhra 
country probably goes back to Asoka. He was a strange emperor, who unrolled the 
map of Asia before him and plotted his creative activity in all the four direction in 
his own kingdom and beyond it up to Afghanistan and the Mediterranean towords the 
west and Nepal and Burma etc. towards the east. He was in direct touch with the 
country of Kalinga where the impact of his art activity was felt. A little to the 
south at Guntapalle we find the cave-architecture of the Lomas Rishi and other caves 
of the Barabara group taking its footholds in an emphatic manner. It seems that the 
earliest Satavahana rulers (c. 200 B.C.) were kindly disposed to the Buddhist 
community of monks who were encouraged to fan out deeper into their territory. 
Amaravati or ancient Dhanyakataka was the first capital of the Andhras where the 
earliest structural monuments were built in the Krishpa Valley about 200 B. C. and



continued to be followed by the most stupendous Stupas under the Later Satavahanas 
up to about 225 A.D. In the Western Ghats the Satavahanas wrested power from the 
Sakas and a political game of hide and seek with fluctuating fortune ensued between 
the two. But in Andhra the Satavahanas were undisputed masters for four centuries 
until they were succeded by the Ikshvaku kings in the middle of the third century 
A. D., who were builders of great monuments such as the Stupas of Nagarjunikonda.

There are sure signs of the penetration of Buddhism in Andhradesa in the 2nd 
cent. B.C. Later on as the epigraphs tell us several active schools in Buddhism grew up 
which inspired the building of monumental Stupas, e. g. (i) Chaityakas at Amaravati ;
(ii) Purvasailas at Nagarjunikonda, and Alluru ; (iii) Avarasailas at Nagarjunikonda, 
PeddavegT, Kantakasaila (Qhantasala) ; and also two more schools, namely, (iv) Raja- 
giriyas ; and (v) Siddhathikas.

The great art movement released by Asoka’s creative powers reached the 
Andhra country along the Kalinga and South Kosala routes leading to the foundation 
of a number of Buddhist monuments at Sankarama situated on the Kalinga route and 
at Guntapalle on the Kosala route. Probably the influences coming to Guntapalle 
preceded those towards Sankarama, since the Magadha route through the Sone and 
Jyotlratha valleys was open much before the Kalinga war. The main architectural 
style at both places is rock-cut. The activity at Guntapalle seems to have started 
about the middle of the 3rd cent. B. C. and at Sankarama at about 20 J B. C. The 
monuments at Guntapalle are much better preserved and show a vigorous movement 
which brought into existence a local group of two rock cut Viharas, one circular rock- 
cut chaitya-hall and several monolithic Stupas in the beginning. An apsidal chaitya-hall 
of the Hlnayana phase was built about 200 B. C. and finally in the 2nd cent. A. D. 
an apsidal chaitya-hall but with images of the Buddha in place of the Stupa was built 
by the Mahayanists.

Of the two Viharas the larger one is mostly ruined, but the smaller one consists 
of a number of cells scooped in the rock. The fafade of the Vihara has been recessed 
in the rock in order to provide a projecting shelter over it. The overhanging rock forms 
a portico (Muhhamandapa) to protect the cave-residence from sun and rain. The facade 
consisted of three doorways, each flanked by a window on either side. Each of the 
doorways led into a long hall, each of different size. The three walls of each hall 
were pierced by openings leading into cells and somewhat bigger rooms at the end 
which are not quite regularly placed. This type of Vihara excavation shows the 
architecture in its rudimentary stage showing an absence of an overriding plan imply
ing a unity of architectural activity, the chambers being hollowed out at will. In the 
facade the portion above the doorways and the windows is occupied by a series of



horse-shoe arches terminating in a finial above and the spaces inside being filled by a 
blind chaitya-window with radiating spokes which are early attempts to imitate the 
wooden originals in rock-excavations. The style of every thing, viz. the cells, doorway 
openings, and arched arcading, is extremely simple and must have preceded the time 
when the earliest of the western Indian caves as at Bhaja came into existence.

R o c k -CUT C H A IT Y A :—Architecturally this is the principal monument at 
Guntapalle. It is rock-cut and the earliest in date. It is deeply impressive by its style 
being much similar to the rock cut Chaitya-chamber of the Lomas Rishi and Sudama 
caves in Magadha and of Junnar and Kondiwte in Saurashtra. It is circular in form 
with a monolithic Stupa or Chaitya in the centre, surrounded by a narrow circum- 
ambulatory passage and covered by a circular roof with ribs under it, exactly copied 
from wooden originals. The shrine faces east and and has a diameter of 18' and is 
14|' high from the floor to the roof. The monolithic sacred Chaitya is almost half in 
size of the interior round apse leaving a narrow passage 3' wide for going round. This 
implies an economising effort towards sculpting the rock. The measurements of the 
drum are, ht. 3'9" and diameter 11'8", the dome ht. 4'9" and diameter 9'2", thus giving 
a total eight of 8^' only. There was a harmika on the top. The circular ceiling 
of the dome is like an umbrella and melon-shaped of later times (Hjndi kharabu- 
jiy5, Skt. chhatrakara), having sixteen ribs distinctly cut in the rock and meeting at a 
focal point in the centre. They are bonded with each other by stone-cut rafters in a 
horizontal position, thus showing how truly the stone masons were copying the wooden 
originals. [Fig. 202]. It has been conceived as a complete replica of a thatched Parnasala 
moulding the space around it.

There is a arched opening with a circular top on the eastern side of the 
circular chamber (Parimandala chaitya) which is framed by an outer facade through 
which a portion of the Chaitya is visible. This is similar in style to the facade of the 
Lomas Rishi cave and has in its upper portion a chaitya window with a plain blind 
screen, horse-shoe shape and also the ends of the longitudinal joists with a central finial 
on the top. Thus we are face to face at Guntapalle with the earliest form of a rock- 
cut Buddhist Chaitya cave having a distinctive architectural character. Later on when 
this circular portion was joined to a m a n d a p a  in front flanked by side aisles the exca
vators arrived at the complete architectural form of both the rock-cut and structural 
Chaitya halls. In the field of rock-excavations there was no further development in 
the Krishna Valley, but the spark touched the sculptures of Western India, specially in 
Maharashtra, probably due to Satavahana inspiration. The structural type, however, 
was followed up in many other monuments of the Andhra country.

At Guptapalle a structural apsidal chaitya hall with a circular apse has been



exposed in excavations which was put up about the middle of 2nd cent. A. D. as part 
of the Mahayana building activity. It is 53 |' long and 144' broad, with side walls 
about 4J' thick, raised on broad foundations. Its circular portion had provision for 
installation of Buddha images along the wall and some sacred object of worship in the 
centre which has not been found. This chaitya hall, one of the largest in size, had a 
vaulted roof with earthen ware finials (atupika) and with richly ornamented fafade with 
Buddha images.

Another noteworthy monument at Guntapalle is a Stupa with a casing of 
stone blocks (asma-sila), joined without mortar as at Sanchi. It is a hemispherical dome 
of 16' in diameter, 8£' high, resting on a cylindrical drum, H i  in diameter and 5 high. 
The harmika and the umbrella on top are missing. The stone blocks of casing (aila- 
kafichuka) are neatly cut and accurately fitted in courses of regular stone masonry with 
slight curvature on their exterior side in order to bring out the round form of the Stupa.

At Sankarama (Skt.Sangharama) in Visakhapatanam on Kalinga route, there is 
an important group of monuments datable to several periods. The earliest were 
wrought under the shadows of Asokan monuments of the Barhbar hills and comprised 
a large Buddhist Vihara, the monolithic Stupas, some of the cells and the three apsidal 
Chaitya halls dating from the 2nd cent. B. C. The monolithic Stupas here are of very 
large size, the principal one front of the monastery being 65' in diameter at the base. 
The second phase followed in the form of Stupas covered with cut-stone-blocks and 
the third one in the form of structural brick Stupas put up about the 2nd cent. A. D., 
although the building activity at the site continued up to the Pallava period.

Another early Buddhist Stupa was found at Goll in Palnad Taluk of Guntur 
District situated on the river Kollaru, a tributory of the Krishna about 18 miles 
below Nagarjunikonda. Some remarkable sculptures in white marble-like stone 
have been found at this site, of superior workmanship matched to the best art of 
Amaravati and Nagarjunikonda. Their carving is extremely well-done and they 
show the highest excellence achieved in the art of the Krishna Valley. There is a 
Stupapatta amongst them (5' I j"  x 3' 1 ") on which a Stupa raised on three receding 
terraces and covered with a lower frieze of rectangular slabs surmounted by five 
ayaka-kliambhas on each face, is depicted with a drum and a high dome and having a 
harmika on the top which is flanked by five tiered parasols (chhatravalJ) on either side. 
[Fig. z03]. 1 his appears to be a copy of the marble Stupa at this site which was probably 
put up in the 2nd cent. A. D. with all the paraphernalia associated with such Andhra 
Stupas. Amongst other subjects on the reliefs and friezes are a conspicuous Nagaraja 
whose bold divine appearance is self-evident, Buddha and Bodhisattva images and 
several Jatakas, e. g. Vessantara Jataka, Chhaddanta Jataka, Sasa Jataka, Matiposaka
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Jataka and several life-scenes of the Buddha as the temptation scene, Sujata feeding 
the Buddha, First Sermon, Buddha’s visit to Yasodhara, subjugation of Nalagiri. 
The detailed representation of the Vessantara Jataka on two friezes in several panels 
recalls the reference to it in the description of a Maha-chetiya in the Mahavamsa. 
The date assigned to these sculptures on grounds of their style is 2nd-3rd. cent. A. D.

The Stupa of Bhattiprolu situated on the route to the Tamila Land was a 
huge structure measuring 132' in height and 148' in diameter at the base, built of 
large-sized bricks in about the 3rd-2nd cent. B. C. In shape it was a low hemispherical 
mound similar to that at Sanchi. An inscribed relic-casket and some sculptures 
were found from this Stupa which offers close parallels with the architecture of the 
Great Stupa at Amaravati. With the relic-casket were found pearls, precious stones, 
gold flowers, beads, trisulas and twenty-four small coins with the trisulas and the 
sacred pada encircled by a Naga engraved on them. Strangely enough no Vihara 
attached to the Stupas of Bhattiprolu has been traced but the available inscriptions 
indicate that the local Buddhist Sangha was organised in to different committees 
for efficient functioning.

The great Stupa at Ghantasala (ancient Kantakasaila) was on the same 
southern path that of Bhattiprolu and possessed the same architectural features being 
122' in diameter at the base and 111' wall above it. A central 10' square solid 
brich work forms the core rising to the top of the Stupa. This was encased by a 
bigger structure 22' square. Between these two squares were radiating walls forming 
hollow spaces filled with mud and mortar. This outer square was enclosed by a 
circular wall of 56' diameter externally and its inner side is touched by the extended 
walls of the square. Beyond this circle and concentric with it at a distance of 
H i ' is another wall of massive construction, the intervening space between the two 
peripheral circles being filled with subsidiary cross-walls forming cells that were 
filled with waste material. This resulted in great economy in building material 
while retaining strength of the whole structure. The inner circle formed the basis 
of the dome and the outer circle the basis of the first ground terrace (Medhi) used as 
the round path-way. In this planned architecture of the Stupa comprising the two 
outer circles and two inner squares there were thirty-two compartmental cells in all, 
viz. 16 between the outer circles, 12 framing the outer square and 4 outside the 
solid brick square-core, all being filled with rammed mud conferring a massive 
solidity on the stupendous structure of the whole Stupa. Thus it was a 
controlled architectural effort from beginning to end, the builders exercising 
their minds with respect to the details of construction, principle of durable 
building and economy of material. It has been found that a similar plan of architecture 
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was adopted in the big Stupa at Peddaganjam indicating that such architectural
planning had taken the form of a movement. Fragments of carved marbles have been 
found at Ghantasala showing that at one time there were as good sculptures at this 
place as in any other Andhra Stupa.

On the route from Vengi to Maharashtra was sited 30 miles north-west of 
Amaravati the great Stupa of Jaggayyapeta on the bank of the Palleru stream. The 
group consisted a number of Stupas, monasteries and a Mandapa supported on pillars, 
which probably formed part of a Chaitya-ball. They were built of bricks and grey- 
chaste marble, which gave scope for carving of the highest quality. The building 
activity at Jaggayyapeta continued for about seven centuries as shown by its inscriptions 
ranging in date from the 2nd cent. B.C. to the 3rd cent. A.D. in the time of the Ikshvakus 
and then to the 5th cent. A. D. in the time of the Pallavas. The biggest Stupa at 
Jaggayyapeta was an imposing one being of the form of a mammoth hemi-spherical 
bubble, 31 | ft. in diameter, the processional path 10 |  ft. wide and surrounding slabs 
3' 9" above the floor. There was a marble railing round the Stupa enclosing the 
pradaksliinapatha formed of carved slabs similar to the big railing at Amaravati. 
The exterior of the Stupa was covered in its lower portion by carved marble slabs of 
great beauty and on the dome above by a brick-casing which was plastered in lime 
and probably painted when complete in its original form. It must have been provided 
on its flat top with a harmika and in its middle portion with the usual cardinal pro
jections furnished with the five Aryaka pillars and side staircases together with an 
intermediate processional path surrounded by a balustrade. The inside of the Stupa 
was planned in a rather more original manner and consisted of courses of rammed mud 
two ft. thick alternating with layers of large-sized bricks, so that the two kinds of 
kachcha and pakka floors vertically placed one above the other bonded together into a 
compact mass that served as the solid core of the Stupa, the whole being secured by an 
outer covering of bricks. W hat distinguishes the Stupa at Jaggayyapeta is the 
quality, size and number of its sculptured slabs. There were no carvings on the 
slabs at the base but the pilasters above them were carved in the style of early 
Amaravati. They were not in such high relief as in the later phase of Amaravati 
but were of larger size. The headdresses of the figures are conspicuous and the ear
rings are ponderous like those at early Ajanta. The style shows restful poses and the 
carving is restrained than that at Amaravati and Nagarjunikonda. Although the number 
of available sculptures is limited, there is a great variety in the scenes and a rich 
documentation of contemporary life. A marble slab of this Stupa (now in the Madras 
Museum) shows a punya-sala supported on four pillars in front and reached by two 
side stairways. Inside it is a paduka-patta under an umbrella with two hanging 
streamers. The object of worship is flanked by two female figures, one of them



holding a jpwnaglxata with flowers on its mouth (pushpa-pidhana). It was a two-storeyed 
building like those shown in relief at Bharhut, and Sanchi with a vaulted roof furnished 
with chaitya-windows on the sides and in front and having on the top four stup! 
finials. Amongst the Stupa^ of the Krishna Valley the one at Jaggayyapeta was a 
distinct contribution both for its architecture and sculpture.

Amaravati Stupa
The facts relating to the discovery of the Amaravati Stupa are so interesting 

that it is worthwhile stating them here. When complete in its full glory in the 
second-third century A. D. it was worthy of the honour of being reckoned as a 
monument of world art. But it has been mauled beyond description and not a vestige 
remains on the site. And, its former splendour has to be imagined with tearful eyes 
by sympathetic art connoisseur on the basis of the surviving sculptured marbles in the 
museums at Madras, Calcutta and London.

Amaravati is comparatively a very modern small town named after the shrine 
of Amaresvara Siva. It is situated in Guntur district eighteen miles from Bazwada 
on the right or south bank of Krishna, sixty miles above its mouth. Just south of 
the town stood the Great Stupa, but about half a mile west of the town are the ruins 
of Dharanikota with its earthern embankments which was really once the capital of 
the Satavahanas under the name of Dhanyakataka.

The discovery of the monument including the disposal of its sculptures is 
a thrilling chapter. Colonel Mackenzie first saw it in 1797 while on a tour of duty. 
Several years before him a local Raja had opened the Stupa and removed a large 
number of marbles to build his shrine, town and palace. Many of the antiquities 
perished in the process but what remained in situ attracted the attention of Mackenzie 
who communicated an account of them to the Asiatic Society of Bengal. He 
returned to the spot in 1816 as Surveyor General of Madras and employed all the 
means at his disposal during the two following years for a minute study of the 
monuments and the remaining sculptures. The results of his labours are careful plans 
of the buildings and maps of the surrounding country, together with eighty very 
carefully finished drawings of the sculptures, ‘which are unsurpassed', in words of 
Fergusson, ‘for accuracy and beauty of finish by any drawings of their class that were 
ever executed in India.’ Three sets were prepared and of which one is still preserved 

' in the Library of the Commonwealth Relations Office. At the same time Mackenzie 
sent some specimens to the three museums named above, where they have remained 
their principal ornaments to this day. But little notice was taken of them until 
Walter Elliot, Commissioner of Guntur, in 1840, excavated a portion of the monument 
which had not before been touched, and sent to Madras the marbles that were



then found. They lay there under sun and rain for eighteen years until 1856 they 
were dispatched to London where also they were consined to a godown till 
accidentally Fergusson came to know about them and after proper treatment placed 
them in the British Museum where they are displayed on the main staircase.

But the teasures of Dhanyakajaka still remained unexhausted. In 
1830 Mr. Robertson removed some thirty-three Amaravati sculptures which 
eventually reached Madras and from there were sent to London in 1855. In 1876 
Sewell had some hap-hazard digging done by ignorant workmen exposing a good 
number of sculptures. In 1879-80 the Duke of Buckingham, Governor of Madras, 
ordered a full clearance of the site leading to the complete destruction of the Stupa. 
In 1881 Burgess came on the scene and found some 300 sculptured specimens and 
fragments to which he added 90 more pieces by his own excavations. The bulk 
(361 pieces) of these found their way to the Madras Museum in three lots, 170 pieces 
in 1883, 11 in 1891, and 128 and 52 in 1891. In 1905-06 and 1908-09 excavations 
Alexander Rea recovered additional valuable sculptures which came to be deposited 
in the Madras Museum.

From the above account the fate of the Amaravati Stupa reads like 
a plunder of the Heavenly Palace of Indra in which the only silver lining 
is that such a substantial portion of the carved marbles has been rescued which 
enables to reconstruct a mental picture of the physical and spiritual splendour of this 
Great Stupa, or pile of sculptured marbles.

In sc r ip t io n s

The slabs of the Amaravati Stupa bore short donative epigraphs like those at 
Bharhut and Sanchi. Hundred twenty-six have been listed by Sivaramamurti. They 
reveal several interesting facts. The Stupa was known as Mahachetiya. It was 
inspired by the special sect of Buddhist monks named Ohaityakas. The Mahachetiya 
Stupa was built at Dhanyaka^aka, referred to several times as Dhanakadaka, Dhanya- 
gha{;aka, which made the Stupa famous as Dhanamahachetiya or Katamahachetiya. 
In its building cooperative effort played an important part. Donors from Pataliputra, 
Rajagiri, Tamila (Damila) country, Ghamtasala (Ka(n)takaselaka), Vijayapura 
(Bezwada), etc. were attracted in making gifts to the Stupa besides hundreds of local 
householders (gahapati), lay-worshippers (upasaka), merchants (vamya), caravan traders 
(.sartha), jewellers or bankers (heranika), and royal officers as paniya-gharika and raja- 
lekhaka. The local merchant-guild referred to as Dhanyakataka Nigama was most 
active with its contributions to the building of the Stupa. Its members were known 
as naigama and the president of the honourable guild is stated to have made a rich gift 
(bhadranigamasa sethipamukhasa). The epigraphs throw welcome light on the organi-



sation of the nigama institution of which the individual members were known as 
sreshthin and the foremost of them as sreshthipamukha, i.e. mahasreshthin. A special 
class of the merchant-community that had adopted Buddhism was known as the 
gahapati. The lay men invoked the religious merit of their gifts in favour of their 
parents, brothers, sisters, sons, daughters, wives, and other family relations (fiatibandhu- 
bandhava), a formula found also at Bharhut, Sanchi and Mathura. The gift was 
made for the welfare of all sentient beings (savasa cba lokasa liitasukhathataya).

The local Buddhist church was also well-organised. Under the appellation 
of the Chaityakas (mahachetiye chetikeyanam), who were comprised of a religious 
hierarchy of bhikshus, bhikshunis, pavajika, theras, mahatheras, mahadhammakathika, 
vinayadhara, uvajjhaya-uvajjhayini, antevasika-antevasikini, that maintained a brisk 
religious atmosphere and prompted the laity to make religious donations to the 
Bliagavato Mahaclietiya.

The nature of the architectural elements is also revealed in the epigraphs. 
For example, there was a high ground railing (mahavedika) furnished with copings 
0unisa, unhisa) and cross-bars carved with medallions (parichaJca sucln), both being 
referred to several times. It had four entrances, the south one being mentioned as 
dakshina parsvadvara. Facing each gatway was the conspicuous projection called 
ayaka, of which the one on the north (•uttarayalea) and the other on the south (daJcshina- 
yaka) have been actually found on the slabs. As we know from other Stupas each 
of these ayaka platforms had five pillars, called ayakakhambha (dakshinayake chaitya- 
khambha). The outer marble casing was the most outstanding element in the 
construction of the mahachetiya referred to in numerous inscriptions as udhampata 
(=  urdhvapata) or simply pafa. But these slabs had specific names after the motifs 
and figures sculptured on them, e. g. the slab carved with a full vase (purnaghataka- 
pata or kalasa-pata), figure of svastilca (sothika-pata), figure of wheel (chakapata), 
figure of Buddha (Budhapata). The big lotus garland carved round the dome 
was a beautiful motif referred to here as abdamala or abatamala ( =  abjamala), 
same as kifijalkinz of later literature, offered to objects of divine worship. On 
the top was the usual umbrella (ehediyas ehhata). The monolithic slabs inserted 
between the two upright posts of the terraced balustrade were probably known as 
pendaka, a word of which the meaning is not quite certain. There is a reference to a 
lamp-post (divastambha) and a central pavilion (padhana-mandapa), which seems to have 
formed part of an apsidal shrine.

The work was executed by stone-cutters {pasanika—paslianika) under the 
direction of superintendents of works (navakarmika), whose chief was known as Maha- 
navakarmika.



The records also throw light on the history of the mahaclietiya. Two of the 
earliest ones being in the Maurya-Sunga script (c. 200 B. C.), mention Dhanakataka, the 
ancient name of Amaravati; and the subsequent ones refer to the Satavahana emperors 
Vasithiputra Pulumayi, Yadnya Siri Sadakani, and Sirisivamaka Sadasa. Some 
of them are in the script of the time of the Ikshvakus (3rd century A. D.) and one of 
them refers to the name Vakataka (5th century A. D.). There is then a long gap until 
we find two records, dated 1182 and 1234 A.D., engraved on a pillar in the Amaresvara 
temple at Amaravati mentioning gifts ‘to the lofty Stupa of the Buddha, which is 
finely decorated with various sculptures’ and for the acceptance of the Buddha ‘who 
resides at torl-Dhanyakataka’. This shows that the Stupa was intact up to the 
thirteenth century.

Form of the Amaravati Stupa
Some indication of the architectural form of the Stupa must have become 

available to the student from the technical terms as recorded in the inscriptions. But 
a complete picture of the Mahachetiya as it stood in the days of its glory is to be 
studied here.

The first element to be encountered was the big ground railing, mahavedika, 
encircling the Stupa. It consisted of massive coping-stones supported on the top of 
upright pillars, between each pair of which were three cross-bars inserted in mortices 
and the bottoms of which were fixed in foundations of brick.

The general plan and the decoration of the Stupa can be ascertained with fair 
accuracy from the surviving remains, survey plans of the early archaeologists like 
Mackenzie, Sewell and Burgess, and from the depiction of the Great Stupa on its 
Stupa-patas. From this cumulative evidence we are able to know that the rail was 
the most richly ornamented of its class found anywhere else and fortunately has been 
preserved in a portion much larger than for any other constituent part of the Stupa. 
Its diameter, as calculated, was 193', almost twice of that at Bharhut, thus making a 
circular enclosure of about 600', round the drum of the giant Stupa. Each upright 
pillar was about 9' high, 2' 10* wide ; having between each pair three crossbars 
(suchi, sty* = suchi), about 2' 9" in the diameter of their medallions, because of which 
they are appropriately named as pariohaka suchi in the inscriptions. Their lenticular 
ends are fitted into the mortices (suchipudamtara) of the pillars. The railing pillars 
were topped by heavy coping-stones (ughmsha, called unisa-pata in the inscriptions), 
2' 8" high, T wide, rounded at the top and secured to the pillars by the mortice-and- 
tenon device. At each cardinal point of the railing there was an opening, 26' wide, for 
the gateway, although the arrangement of the superstructure of the three architraves 
with small balusters is missing here as in all the Andhra Stupas. The quadrant of the



railing having reached its terminal pillar projects outwards at right-angles to a length 
of 16' and then with the same re-entrant device as at Sanchi turns inside at right-angles 
to a length of six and a half feet, and then again turning outwards at right-angles to a 
length of eight feet. Thus the entire length of the coping crowning the four quadrants 
and also the re-entrants of the gateways, measured about 800', and the grand rail 
itself consisted of 136 pillars and 348 cross-bars. [Fig. 205].

The coping as in the case of other Stupas was made in pieces of different 
length, the largest being of 11' feet. It was carved on both faces, the outer one with 
the beautiful motif of garland-bearing figures, a rendering of the maladhan devas. The 
undulating meanders of the garland were filled with figures of different religious objects 
like the sacred tree, Stupa, Dharmachakra, etc. It may be noted that the enriching 
garland at Amaravati is very conspicuous in form and the transporting figures are 
perfectly human with no resemblance to the dwarfish Erotes or Yakshas. [Fig. 206]. 
This garland is present not only on the surviving fragments of copings but also may 
be seen on several of the Stupapatas which illustrate the railing. There are also some 
fragments in which the thick garland is borne on the shoulders of dwarfs, or elephant
headed Yakshas, or issuing out at one end from the gaping mouth of a makara with a 
YakshI seated in front of it. [Fig. 207], Thus the ancient repertoire of decorative 
motifs was still retained to beautify the long garland. On the inner side of the coping 
were carved like ivory life-scenes of the Buddha and Jatakas ; whole making up a 
series of pictures of Buddhism, unsurpassed by anything known to exist in Indian art. 
The pillars of the railing were most lavishedly decorated in an excellent style of which 
the artists were capable. Such display of perfect workmanship was seldom conceived 
in Stupa art. The decoration-consisted of a central medallion of full-blown lotus 
(padmaka) with two half medallions above and below {ardhachandraka). The interspaces 
are horizontally divided into three flutes, the upper ones filled with figures of 
dampatis and folks flanking in adoration a central object of worship, e.g. Stupa, Wheel, 
Tree, Footprints, etc., and the spaces below the central medallions are adorned with 
figures of dancing dwarfs, which appear to be a rendering of the Sadamattaka Devas. 
The inner face of the pillars is similarly decorated with one full and two half medal
lions but the flutes of the interspaces and sometimes the half medallions also were 
carved with the Jatakas and life-scenes of Buddha in harmony with the carving of the 
coping. A different type of pillars smaller in size, and also copings and cross-bars 
matching with them, were found in the north-west quadrant. They are unsculptured 
on the outer face and probably were put up during some stage of restoration.

The cross-bars, three in number with each pair of pillars, were carved on both 
faces with full-blown lotuses (phullaka) excepting the inner face of the middle one



which showed some scene from Buddhist legend. The round medallions of the 
cross-bars are referred to as parichakra in the inscriptions.

The gateways were the simple opening without the crossbeams or latticed 
superstructure as at Bharhut or Sanchi. Their double re-entrants were reconstructed 
on the basis of their brick foundations. The railing of the gateway was crowned 
by four lions, two facing each other at the point where the coping stopped and the 
railing took a turn, and two others at the terminal of the railing and looking outwards.

The ambulatory passage was about five feet higher than the terrace outside 
the rail, and so a small stairway with a moonstone (chandrasila) at its bottom decorated 
with lotuses, as illustrated on one of the Ohaityapatas of the late phase. On the same 
slab the vertical face of the terrace outside the railing is decorated with a row 
of animals, chatushpadapankti of the Mahavamsa.

At one time it was believed that there was an inner rail between the Stupa 
and the grand balustrade on the ground level. But this was artistically an 
impossible position. The fact was that the pilasters and the slabs found placed 
against an encircling brick platform originally formed part of the decoration of the 
drum of the main Stupa and of its terraced or intermediate balustrade.

A distinctive feature of the Andhra Stupas was the construction of four 
projecting platforms from the body of the Stupa facing the gateway openings. These 
were known as ayaka and two of them on the north and south sides are actually 
referred to in the inscriptions as uttarayaka and dakhinayaka respectively. The word 
ayaka was derived from Skt. aryaka, meaning the worshipful and was already 
known at Mathura in the term ayagapata. According to Mackenzie’s plan the 
platforms were 32' long and 6' wide, and were put up at a height of 20' from the 
base of the drum as actually found at Nagarjunikonda in situ they measure 22' by 5 '. 
The architects introduced this innovation by deliberate choice. In the earlier phase 
they were absent but on the Stupapatas of the later phase they form a conspicuous 
feature. [Figs. 208-9], To accommodate them in proper perspective the super-structure 
of the gateway was eliminated so as not to interfere with the free view of the platforms. 
Each of these was provided with an elaborate structure of itself, viz. a frontal 
ayagapata carved with the figure of Buddha or a Nagaraja, two side staircases 
leading to the upper processional path. On the top of each platform were five 
octagonal pillars (atthamsika ayakakhambha) about 10' to 15' in height. The Stupapatas 
show them to be crowned with arched windows (but in Nagarjunikonda they are 
domed), the central one having invariably a miniature Stupa on the top, and their 
bases display the decoration of Bodhivriksha, Dharmachakra, Stupa, Dharraachakra, 
Bodhivriksha, or of five Stupas, or of five Buddhas.



The ayakas divided the intermediate railing into four quadrants. A terrace 
5 ' wide projected from the drum encircled by a balustrade of which the pillars were 
8' high. Between each pair of pillars was inserted a monolithic rectangular slab 
in place of the cross-bars that was carved on both sides, which is probably mentioned 
as pendaka in the inscriptions.

The Chaityapatas show that the Stupa was encased by sculptured slabs to 
which the inscriptions refer as Udhampata ( = urdhvapatd). There was a series of such 
sculptured slabs. One frieze was fitted all round the drum ; its height being about 10', 
and scenes of Buddha’s life and other kindred figures were carved on them. A special 
feature was a rail pattern carved below and above the scenes of a Chakravarti king 
with Seven Jewels (Sapta-ratna). At the level of the ayaka platforms there was another 
frieze of such large slabs on the vertical portion of the dome measuring about 1 1 ', in 
height. These slabs may be identified as Chakrapata, Stupapata, Buddhapata, Bodhipata, 
Piirnaghtapata, Svastikapata, etc., some of the names being found in the inscriptions. 
Above this beautiful frieze was the spring of the curvature of the dome which was 
decorated by several small bands ; the first being a row of animals (chMuppadapankti), 
a row of triratna motifs, a row of full vases (punnaghatapankti).

On the shoulder of the dome, as Stupapatas show, was a lotus garland 
(iabjamala = abdmala of inscriptions), and above it a decorative band of round medallions 
filled with figures alternating with palm-trees.

On the top there was a Harmika of fairly large size, being 24' square. In 
the centre of the Divine Mansion was a thick stone post inserted deep in the body of 
the dome which supported the main umbrella and which stood inside a railing. On 
the two sides of the dome in its upper portion are figures of dancing devas (nachchaka 
deva) and worshipping devas (maladhari deva) and below them group of Yaksha musicians.

There are variations in this scheme of decoration as evolved to several 
centuries and demonstrated by carving on different Chaitya-patas. The Amaravati 
Stupa was the loftiest monument in the whole of Andhradesa, almost double in 
dimensions to the Bharhut and Bhattiprolu Stupas. Its artistic splendour was un
surpassed and the architectural planning was the outcome of the boldest imagination. 
It stood as the perfect example of the monumental glory of the Satavahana age.

The internal structure of the Andhra Stupas shows a certain degree of 
evolution. The small Stupa at Goli and the larger Stupas at Bhattiprolu and Gudivada 
were of solid brick masonry laid in compact floors from top to bottom. In the 
building of the Jaggayyapeta Stupa there was some marked advance dictated by 
economy of material and labour. In that, brick-courses, two feet thick, were used 
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alternately with courses of rammed mud. At Ghantasala we see better principles of 
scientific constructions, viz. a core of concentric brick-squares in the centre with inter
connecting walls making compartments which were filled with mud and rubble and 
then radiating walls from the core to the circumference with similarly filled compart
ments between the two walls. In view of the wholesale demolision of the inner 
structure of the Amaravati Stfipa it is difficult to postulate its original form. But 
since the core of the main Stupa and its peripheral structure were put up originally 
about 200 B. C. it appears that the Stupa started with a solid masonry construction.
It seems to have been a small Alpesakhya Stupa which was later on converted by the 
then prevailing techniques of enlargement into a Mahesakhya Stupa of the biggest 
dimensions amongst all the Stupas of Central and Western India and the Vengi country. 
This appears to have been the architectural process of extending radial walls from 
the pre-existing solid core and filling the compartments with rubble {ishtakachurm) and 
fine clay (slakshna mrittika). The bricks found in these Stupas are fairly big, being 
up to 24" in length, 18" in breadth and 4" in thickness, and it should be said to the 
credit of those brick-makers (ishtakavardhaki) that the high standard and quality of 
baking the bricks in the kiln were such as to preserve the bricks intact for about 
twenty centuries until the spoliation by human hands dislodged them from their 
places. The drum-base and the dome above, although rising up to a height of about 
100', did not sink, sag or burst but stood intact to meet the challenge of time.

As already mentioned (p. 125), Stupas in the Andhra Valley had three 
distinctions, viz. chaste marble of butter-like yellowish whiteness (medavanna pasana\ 
profusion of sculptured forms and decorative motifs (sabbani rupakani), and the box-like 
projections on the four sides of the Dhatugarlha, known as mafijmha or ary aka, from 
which evolved the Rathikas of the Brahmanical temples.

S c u l p t u r e s

The number of surviving sculptures from the Mahachetiya is probably the largest 
found anywhere else in Andhradesa. These sculptures certainly show a great beaty 
of carving and variety and give evidence of the natural evolution of style over a period 
of five centuries. On the basis of style and epigraphic evidence these may be roughly 
divided into four periods as follows :

1 . Early or Archaic Period. C. 200 B. C. Contemporaneous with the foun
dation of the Stupa (of which period several inscriptions in Maurya-Sunga script have 
been found).

2. Intermediate Phase. C. 100 A. D. Contemporaneous to the period of the 
Satavahana Emperor Vasishthlputra Pulumavi (A. D. 16-119 ; whose inscription is 
found at Amaravati, Sivaramamurti, ASM M , No. 51),



3. Mature Phase. C. 150-200 A. D. Contemporaneous to the period of Siri 
Yajna Satakarni (A. D. 160-189 ; whose inscription was found at Amaravati, 
Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship, p. 261).

4. Last Phase. 3rd century A. D. Contemporaneous to the period of the 
Ikshvaku kings. Inscriptions in the Ikshvaku skript of Nagarjunikanda being also 
found at Amaravati.

The evolution of the Amaravati Stupa thus becomes a simple problem receiving 
chronological proof from the epigraphs themselves. Whenever there was architectural 
and sculptural activity in relation to the Mahachetiya it has left behind its proof in the 
existing inscriptions and we are thus provided with a natural frame-work of time-scale 
in which the builders raised, restored, enlarged and retouched this stupendous 
monument.

In the early phase, the style of figures with their faces, dress and ornament has 
its nearest parallel at Bharhut and in Caves X and IX at Ajanta. Sculptures of this 
period are limited in number and fragmentary. The faces are frontally conceived with 
conspicuous turbans on the head and heavy earrings of the prakaravapra type with a 
spiral back and square front as explained earlier, and several necklaces with square 
clasps; and the eyes are slightly aslant. There is some degree of stiffness and dullness in 
expression. The arms and fingers are attached and bear ornaments of puppet-like 
formality. The girdle of the female figures is broad, secured by a big clasp in front. 
On the male figures the girdle is rope-like resembling the entrails of a boar (sukarantraha) 
type and generally female figures wear a sash (Jcayabandhana). Double lines are 
engraved on the thighs and lower part of the cloth indicating fine folds. The feet are 
splayed opening wider on the front side adjoined at the heel.

There is no Buddha figure as at other centres, but his presence is always 
indicated by symbols. On the coping the heavy garland is carried on the 
shoulders of dwarfish Yakshas, as. shown at Bharhut, Sanchi and in the Western 
Indian Chaitya-halls (cf. Sabhaparva, ante, p. 88). There are rows of elephant
headed pot-bellied Yakshas who formed the prototypes of Ganesa figures of much 
later times. Some of the animal figures on the rail, especially winged griffins with 
eagle heads are very vigorous and recall the varied rich repertoire of early Indian 
art which was in vogue from India to Iran and Western Asia. The pillar with the 
vase-capital supporting addorsed elephants also bespeaks archaic traditions. The bell 
motif (kinkini-jala) of the early Stupa copings also occurs here as a border motif. The 
makara appears with a gaping mouth oozing meandering creepers. [Figs. 210-13].

In the second phase there is a definite evolution of style marked by naturalness 
and freedom of expression, greater elegance and variety of poses. The material



consists of some casing slabs. The style of carving has its parallel in the early 
Kushana art of Mathura (c. 1st century A. D.). The stock of motifs became richer 
with a general tendency to incorporate the scenes from social life. The worship of 
Buddha through symbols and human figures is seen side by side just as in early 
Mathura reliefs. This was the period of Vasishthiputra Pulumavi and the great 
Satavahana empire was in its full force and independent assertiveness. His authority 
and artistic activities extended from the eastern to the western ocean as we known 
from a Nasik cave-inscription in which some donation of Pulumavi are recorded in 
favour of the Dhanyakataka monks. The slabs depict a series of life-scenes of 
Buddha, showing the Master in a symbolical form but only a couple of times in 
human form. The elegant Buddha figures indicate to Mathura for their prototypes 
with a spiritual expression as on the face of the Katra Bodhisattva. Some of the 
scenes are Buddha s A.bhinishkraTnana and Mara-vijaya. The women wear diaphanous 
drapery as at Mathura and appear to be nude although they are with vestment.

The third phase appertains to the mature stage at Amaravati when the 
building activity and the sculptural art reached their highest development. In the 
second half of the second century A. D. the glory of the Satavahana empire 
(samrajyalakshmz) enjoyed its highest wealth, beauty and fame of which the best 
fruits may still be seen in the large number of rail-pillars, copings, bars, 
Sya/ca-platforms and their pillars, terraced balustrade and the drum-slabs with 
intervening decorative friezes and the large number of pattas like the ohakrapatta, 
etupapatta, savastikapatta, Buddhapatta, and the still numerous slabs carved with 
Buddha’s life. The Mahachetiya evolved as a maliesakhya Stupa by several devices 
of enlargement invested with boldness of imagination and utmost depth of religious 
feeling and creative originality. The sculptures are marked by an unknown 
exhuberance and joy determined to fructify the kingdom of heaven (Amaravati) on earth.

The great ground rail, about 13' high, was a work of this age and is said to 
have been inspired by the sage Nagarjuna, The gorgeousness of decoration and 
perfection of carving in the medallions, fluted corners of the pillars, and on the 
copings and cross-bars, make the Amaravati Mahavedika an wonderous work of 
superb art throughout India. The urdhvapatta slabs are of the same quality showing 
the highest watermark of the manipulating skill of the Satavahana artists. Working on 
large slabs, 10 to 13 feet in length, they have displayed perfect mastery of composition 
dealing with a number of figures and scenes but all set in distinct registers and groups 
of principal and subsidiary, vertical and horizontal bands. The world of Devas and 
that of men and animals are integrated with a rare perfection and an atmosphere of 
endless joy is created in the visage of each urdhvapatta. Indeed, there is so much of



meaning for the mind to grasp and so much of beauty to admire that each Amaravati 
slab leaves a haunting impression ever afterwards. As observed by Sivaramamurti, 
the figures are conceived in several planes, both deep and shallow and in difficult 
poses with all kinds of flexions, buoyancy and facile movement. The delineation of 
figures in the hands of the Mahachetiya-masters appears more like script than carving.

For the Buddha most-often repeated is the Padukapata combined with a 
Pillar of Fire (Agniskandha = Aggikliandlia) which was but another form of the Tower 
of Wisdom (Prajfiaskandha) that the Buddha was. It was then a prevailing conception 
about his cosmic mind that a ray shooting from it enveloped the whole world and 
thus he became a Lokottaraimhapurushaa the Supramundane Great Being, visualised 
as the lofty brand of fire or the burning bush of light or a perfect incarnation of 
Surya, in which family he was born.

The main garland on the coping, transported by men and women of full stature 
and perfectly adorned with beautiful ornaments and drapery, belongs to this peiiod. 
Their handsome forms agree with the ideal Maladhan Devas mentioned in the 
Divyavadana amongst the encircling Rakshapankti. The Amaravati carvings of the 
thousandfold garland and the human figures carrying it are a great advance on the 
dwarfish Yakshas of earlier periods, or Erotes of Gandhara sculpture and they show 
the complete Indianisation of the motif with a religions background and integration 
amongst the several classes of Devas invoked for the welfare of a being and the 
portection of a monument. The garland is sometimes shown being emitted from the 
mouth of a makara, a symbol of Varuna’s ocean and also from the mouth of a stoutly 
built Yaksha, a servant of Vaisravana Kubera. The Bhagavatas later on transformed 
it into a heavenly garland of one thousand lotuses offered to a deity.

The crowded composition of figures is visible in such scenes as the confusion 
created by an elephant in the streets of Rajagriha, or by the fierce aspect of king 
Udayana shooting with his bow at the frightened harem. In both of these the 
artists retains his mastery over the available surface of the bas-relief for distinctness 
and symmetry. [Figs. 214-15].

The mature Amaravati style of the second century A. D. with its great 
majesty of sculpture was followed by a comparative decline and stiff formalism in 
the 3rd century A. D. which was the same period as that of the Nagarjunikonda 
Stupa. Quite a good number of drum slabs were either used as palmsests for carving 
fresh scenes or their backs were out-turned as faces and carved with new scenes of 
ehaityapattas which were more conventional. The freedom of the artists was sub
ordinated to a set pattern of decoration and conventionalism that did not give much 
scope for imagination. The figures are somewhat taller and slimmer, and loaded with



pearl-string decoration. The sacred-thread woven with small pearls (muktaphala- 
yajflopavita) appears as a charming feature on divine and human figures, both male 
and female, for the first time which later on became so common in the Gupta age. 
The use of simanta-makarika head-ornament formed by addorsed alligator-heads is 
seen for the first time in this phase. Lion head motif (simhamukha, klrtimukha or 
grasa) also begins to appear as on the crown of a Nagaraja figure. The figures of 
grotesque dwarfs are carved with the lion face motif on the pot-belly.

A special feature of rail-decoration occurring in this phase is the design of 
“rosette and leaf” on the roundels of cross-bars and pillars which is ubiquitous at 
Nagarjunikonda. The frieze-decorations containing peeping human faces out of 
chaitya-window designs are depicted in the archictectural moulding of this period. 
Thus we see that the peavl-yajfiopavlta, the makarika ornament, the klrtimukha 
motif, the chaitya-window moulding with human face, the sette with a high 
makaratorana back and foliated scroll-work are some of the features in the 
last phase of Amaravati art which link it up with the subsequent style of 
the Gupta age.

All these features are also seen in Gupta art at distant centres like Ajanta, 
Sarnath, Mathura, Bagha, etc. The unity of art motifs in each period is not a little 
surprising. The Kundalitapata seen in a terracotta plaque from Ahichchhatra is 
mentioned by Bana amongst the presents sent to Harsha by Bhaskaravarma of 
Kamarupa. These are only a couple of examples amongst thousands and it shows how 
the motifs of art travelled all over the country and became a part of the national 
style. Bana also states that the pearled necklace named mandakinl was presented 
by Nagarjuna to his friend, a Satavahana King, lord of the three oceans (trim- 
mudradhipati) and from there through successive owners it came into the possession of 
Harsha, king of North India, pointing to how such objects travelled between Vengi and 
the North. The stone doorway of the Tejpur temple of Assam has a striking similarity 
with the carved doorways of the Bhumra and Deograh temples. This fact may be 
due to the closely knit ties of intercommunication through the Sarthavaha traders, 
embassies exchanged with costly presents including the choicest objects of art, pilgrims 
including both the rich householders who were patrons of art and the silpins who 
created art. There emerges the fact that the people of one part of the country 
became interested in the art motifs developed elsewhere and the universal art conscious
ness resulted in the evolution of common cultural patterns. Indeed, it is mentioned 
in literature that the gold and silver ornaments, jewellery, carved ivories, rich textiles, 
embroidered fabrics of gold and filigree work and even stone sculptures as known 
by the discovery of Mathura images at distant centres, were regularly exported and



imported in a net-work of trade and commerce maintained by a flourishing business 
community.

What applied to the whole country was a phenomenon which operated from 
Amaravati to Nagarjunikound where we find a transference of art activity and a 
continuity from earlier periods most likely due to the succeeding gerenations of 
common workmen which was backed by the common political influences under the 
Ikshvaku kings.

Contents
The architectural grandeur of the Amaravati Mahachetiya is equalled by the 

rich contents of its sculpture. These are shown by the varied forms of male and 
female headdresses, ornaments, necklaces, girdles, hair styles, and domestic objects. 
A noteworthy coiffure is the Kokilakesapasa showing the veni like the black cuckoo 
bird projecting on the top of a coiled mass of white silken cloth which is found 
(Sivaramamurti, pi. VII, fig. 11) also at Mathura (J55) and on an ivory plaque at Begram. 
[Fig. 216]. The rectangular projecting headdress of Indra is similar at Amaravati, 
Mathura and in Gandhara. These intimate resemblances furnish proof of vital 
interconnections of cultural life as expressed through fashions and fancies. In the bas- 
reliefs of the first period are found such scenes as the conversion of the Jatilas, 
distribution of the relics of the Buddha, the great renunciation, attack of Mara, adora
tion of the Enlightened Buddha, Chudamaha, Worship of the Begging Bowl, elephants 
adoring the Stupa, offering of the monkey to Buddha, worship of Buddhapada.

Second Period : Departure of Siddhartha, Adoration of the Enlightened 
Buddha, Opening of the Ramagrama Stupa, Buddha’s Preaching, Turning of the 
Wheel-of Law, Buddha’s Enlightenment symbolised by the Bodhi-tree, Worship of 
the Stupa, Buddha preaching to the Naga, Bath of Maya.

Third Period : Subjugation of Nalagiri and the confusion caused by him in the 
streets of Rajagriha (carved on a cross-bar medallion) ; the presents of Kind Bandhu- 
man in which the king is presented with a golden wreath and precious sandal wood in 
a casket ; transporting the Bowl of the Buddha amidst three bands of figures ; 
Chhaddanta Jataka ; Suddhodana and Maya in an Asoka Grove ; Somanassa Jataka 
(No. 505), a prince detecting a sham ascetic; Sarvamdada Avadana, a variant version 
of the Sivi Jataka in which the king is depicted as giving protection to the 
dove, the hunter asking for the king’s flesh and the cruel Kapilapingala cutting it from 
the king’s thigh ; Scenes from Buddha’s life as Departure from the palace ; adoration 
of the enlightened Buddha ; Chudamaha or Festival of Buddha’s Crest taken to heaven 
by Devas ; Vidurapandita Jataka ; Stupa-puja ; conversion of the Bhaddavaggiya 
youths ; Avakranti or Descent of Buddha as White Elephant ; Peacock preaching the 
law ; Buddha’s preaching in the trayastrimsa heaven ; Mandhatavadana (with the



following details : Chakravarti Mandhata and his Seven Jevels, Mandhata overcoming 
the Devas and the Nagas, Mandhata under the Parijata tree in heaven, in Sudharma 
Sabha, shares Indra’s ardhasana) ; Story of fierce Udayana ; Chakra-puja ; Ajatnsatru s 
visit to Buddha ; Snake-charmer and his monkey ; Ohulladhammapala Jataka (No. 
358) ; Conversion of Yasa ; Buddha’s Miracle of Fire ; Elephants adoring Bothi-tree , 
Story of Angulimala ; scenes from Buddha's life (Birth of Rahula, Departure, First 
Sermon, Yasodhara, Suddhodana despatching a messenger, Buddha visiting Kapila- 
vastu) ; Temptation by Mara ; Distribution of Relics ; Losaka Jataka (No. 41) descri
bing story of Mittavindaka the unfortunate one ; story of the gardener Sumana , 
Kavikumaravadana ; Mahilamukha Jataka (No. 26) ; Duta Jataka (No. 260) ; Matanga 
Jataka (No. 497; ; Chullakala’s wives regaining their husband ; Mahapanada Jataka 
(No. 489) ; etc.

Fourth Period : Vessantara Jataka ; various scenes from Buddha’s life ; 
assault of Mara ; Enlightenment ; Ramagrama Stupa guarded by serpent-kings , Con
version of Nanda ; Rahula-uttaradhikara ; Dream of Maya and its interpretation, etc.

Nagarjunikonda Stupa
The last great Stupa in the Vengi country was raised at Nagarjunikoda, 

literally Nagarjuna’s Hill, a place on the right bank of the Krishna in the Palnad 
Taluk of the Guntur district, ninteen miles from Macherla station. This Stupa was 
sited on the route towards the Karnata country, 60 miles above Amaravati as the 
crow flies. Nagarjunikonda was a citadel defended on the three sides by hills and on 
the fourth by the Krishna, and, therefore, selected as the capital of the Ikshvaku kings, 
known as Vijayapurl in their inscriptions. The Krishna, known to Ptolemy as Maisolos, 
was a mighty river in ancient times being much more navigable up to the sea, and, 
therefore, provided inter-communication amongst the various centres of Vengi as 
Nagarjunikonda, Amaravati, Jaggayyapeta, Ghantasala, Gummadidurru, Bezwada, and 
Bhattiprolu. The Krishna valley at Vijayapurl is dotted with a number of mounds 
and groups of pillars marking the sites of Mandapas and also has in its centre the ruins 
of a big palace. The oceanic trade with the Dvzpantara islands and the Roman world 
as well as along the inland routes converging in the Vengi country made this a 
remarkable place for wealth and prosperity which became manifest in the Great Stupa 
and other Buddhist establishments and monasteries found here.

The site was discovered in 1926 and fortunately being situated in the midst 
of hills and forests had escaped human spoliation. According to Longhurst excavations 
(1927-31), the discoveries included a number of ruined monasteries, apsidal temples, 
Stupas, inscriptions, coins, relics, pottery, statues and over four hundred magnificent 
bas-relifs in the Amaravati style and belonging to the same period. These are now
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stored in a local museum and this collection of sculptures and statues is the largest 
and finest ever made in southern India.

This work of excavation was followed by T. N. Ramachandran from 1938 to 
1940, and resumed from 1954 for a period of five years to forestall the Nagarjun- 
sagar dam inundation bringing to light the existence of structural remains, mostly 
Viharas, Stupas, 6ila-Mandapas Chaityagrihas, temples including those of Harltl, 
Karttikeya and Siva.

The extensive valley of Nallamalai known as Sriparvata in ancient times 
contains countless archaeological remains including the foundations and ruined 
buildings of the well-planned Capital of Vijayapuri of the Ikshvaku kings, who had 
probably their original home in Dakshina Kosala and were first the feudatories (2nd 
half of the 2nd Cent. A. D.) of the Satavahanas and then independent sovereigns from 
the time of Vasishthiputra Sri Kshantimula.

The kings were devoted followers of Vedic Brahmanism, but their queens were 
votaries of Buddhism who created the wonderful monuments of Nagarjunikonda.

Yuwan Chwang who visited the place writes about the monastery : “In the 
midst of long galleries with eaves for walking under and high towers, the storeyed 
building reaches to the height of five storeys, each storey with four halls and viharas 
enclosed. In each vihara was a statue of the Buddha cast is gold, of life size, wrought 
with consummate art and singularly adorned.”

H isto ry  and  I n s c r ip t io n s

No less than seventeen inscribed ayaka-pillars were found which acquiant 
us with the history of local Ikshvaku dynasty and the monuments. The kings were 
of Brahmanical faith but the queens were Buddhist and endowed these foundations. 
One of the rulers was King Chamtimula, whose uterine sister was Chamtisiri. 
Her name occurs in nine pillar-inscriptions and she was the main benefactress who 
built the Mahachetiya in the year 6 of King Vlrapurisadata, son of Chamtimula. 
Another inscription of this king dated in the year 20 was found at Jaggayyapeta. 
To the east of the Mahachetiya Chamtisiri also dedicated in the year 18 of the 
king a vihara and a chaityagriha, referred to in the inscription firstly by this name, 
and secondly as a stone mandapa surrounded by a cloister (chatusala-parigahitam 
sela-mamtavam). The building was dedicated to the acharyas of Aparamahavinaseliya 
sect. Besides Chamtisiri, paternal aunt (pituchha) of the reigning king Vlrapurisadata, 
other ladies named in the inscriptions were also associated with these pious 
foundations. Another chaityagriha was built by Upasika Bodhisiri. It is interesting 
that the long inscription of Bodhisiri states that the shrine was dedicated to the 
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Buddhist community of Tamraparni (Ceylon), who took part in the conversion to 
Buddhism of the people of Kashmlra Mandala, Gandhara, China, Tosali (Orissa), 
Aparanta (Konkan), Vanga, Vanavasa (Karnata), Yavana (probably Alasanda or 
Alexandria) and Damila (Tamila land). She also constructed a nla-mandapa on the 
eastern gate of the Ghantasala (Kantakasaila) Stupa. The hill on which her Stupa 
stood is named as Chulla Dhammagiri (modern, Naharalladdu, at a distance of 2 
furlongs to the east of the great Stupa on Sriparvata.

The inscriptions give names of two monasteries, one Kulaha Vihara and the 
other Slhala Vihara, the latter for the Ceylonese monks. Other sects include 
Aparamahavinaseliya (same as Pali, Aparaseliya, as distinguished from the Purvaseliyas 
of Amaravati), Mahlsasaka (a subdivision of the Theravadins and appears to have 
flourished in the Andhra country), and Bahusuliya (Bahusrutiya, a subdivision of the 
Gokulika sect belonging to the Mahasanghikas). The Sangha besides its local 
organisation had also a branch named Chatudisa Samgha (i. e. the International 
Buddhist Church for the reception of foreign monks (later on referred to under this 
name in the Nalanda C. P. of Devapala) which functioned with great vitality under 
its Acharyas, Dhammakathikas, Desakas and Vachakas.

The epigraphs also refer to a number of architectural terms, e. g. maka- 
chetiya, mahathupa (Great Stupa), mahavihara, vihara, chetiyaghara, chatusala 
mandapa (nave with cells), padhanasala (hall of meditation), bodhi-rukkha-pasada 
( = bodhigharaprasada, temple of the bodhi tree), selamamtava, ovaraka (cell), alimda 
( = alinda, entrance hall), tadaka (pond), khaniya (cistern), khambha, selakhambha, 
selathambha, pata (slab), sapatasamthara (floor covered with slabs), unisa (coping-stone, 
but here also the frieze running along the top of the sculptured facing of a Stupa), 
and dvara (gateway). The superintendent of works, Navakammika, appointed by 
the royal ladies, took charge of the execution of these monuments of piety fNavakamma) 
and under his direction were employed stone-sculptors (selavadhaki) and architects 
(avcsani, Skt. avesanin).1

The numerous ruined monuments indicate that during the second-third centu
ries A. D. Vijayapurl was one of the largest and most important Buddhistic settle
ments in Southern India and a great place of pilgrimage and a seat of learning.

1. The style of the epigraphs shows several noteworthy points which link them with early 
Gupta inscriptions of a century later, e. g. such epithets as A g ih o t-a g i th o m a -v a ja p e y a -a s a m e d h a y a j is a  aneka- 

h ir a n a -k o ti-g Q -s a ta s a h a s a -h a la -s a ta s a h a s a p a d d y is a  sava th esu  a p a t ih a ta - s a m k a p a s a ,  e tc . Long epithets for Buddha 
as found in the Divyavadana and Lalitavistara breathe life in these inscriptions such a .s j i ta - k d tn a -

k rod h a -b h a y a -h a r is a - ta r is a -m o h a -d o s a -s a d a p ita -M a r a -b a la -d a p a -m a n a -p a s a m a n a ~ k a r a s a -d a s a -b a la -m a h a h a la s a  a th a -

m g a m a g a -d h a m a -c h a k a -p a v a ta k a s  c h a k a -la k h a n o -s u k u m a ra -s u ja ta -c h a ra n a sa  ta r u n a -d iv a s a -k a r a -p a h h a s a  sa ra d a -sa s i-  

so m a -d a r isa n a sa  s a v a - lo k a -c h ita -m a h ita s a  B u d h a s a ,



A big stone-built wharf or landing place for ships (250' x 50' x about 6' high 
along the water front) on the Krishna has also been exposed at Nagarjunikonda. All 
other monuments were built of large-sized bricks (20" x 10" x 3", similar to those at 
Bulandibag and Amaravati), which were joined with mud-mortar, The walls were 
plastered and whitewashed (mdhakamma) for the purpose of painting and gilding. 
The ayaka-pillars, floors and the important sculptures, both carved on the urdhvapatta 
slabs and free-standing, were made of white or grey limestone resembling marble and 
easy to work, known in ancient times as medavanna pasana, marrow-coloured stone, 
which was a local variety of marble.

Mahachetiyas
The Stupas of northern India are generally of solid brick-construction, but 

the architecture of the Stupas at Nagarjunikonda follows the plan of a wheel, with 
hub (nablii), spokes {ara) and encircling felly (nemichakra). The open spaces between 
the radiating walls forming the spokes were filled in with earth before the brick
casing of the Stupa was built up and the dome closed. As the walls were raised 
towards the dome their cross-section took the form of a giant umbrella since with their 
curvature they were higher towards the centre and lower at the periphery. [Fig. 217].

The Stupas were built in all sizes ; the smallest being 20' in diameter and 
the biggest Mahachetiya 120'. In the smaller Stupas, the central hub took the form 
of a square pillar, but in larger ones it was circular. After the brick-work and mud
filling was finished the exterior of the Stupa was plastered with lime, the technical 
process being known as sudhahamma and the truncated top crowned with umbrellas 
known as clihatrakamma. At the base was a drum and above it the oval dome 
gradually rising to a towering height of 60 to 90 feet in proportion to its diameter. 
At the level of the height of the drum were four projecting platforms (ayaka-maficTia 
or mafijusha) with a row of five pillars [ayaka-khambfia), which was a distinguishing 
feature of all the Andhra Stupas as already stated.

There were three flower-offering platforms called puphadhana or puah.pagrah.ani 
vedika (Mahavamsa, 33.22), on each of the four sides of the Stupa and in a line with 
the central one was built the ayaka platform. The ayaka platforms were regarded 
as the most important features of the Stupas and no trouble or expense was spared 
in making them as beautiful and attractive as possible. This is shown by the 
sculptured slabs and lintels most beautifully carved recovered from the actual remains 
of the ayaka platforms of the Nagarjunikonda Stupas.

Two types of Stupas may be distinguished at Nagarjunikonda, viz. plain 
and profusely decorated. This is shown by the representations on the Stiipa-pattas



and by the actual remains. The first one was faced with stucco work (sudhakarma), 
but gradually the conception of beautifying the Stupa with several friezes of carved 
slabs developed. This was conceived as a silamaya-kafichuka or lithic robe enveloping the 
Stupa, also spoken of as a deva-dushya or divine garment (Mahavamsa, 33.23, 25) owing 
to which the Stupa was given the new name of Dussa-thupa (Skt. Dtishya-stupa, 
Mahavamsa, 31.11). Its construction was naturally regarded as a miracle (fiddhi). 
In the plain type the upper part of the dome is shown encircled by a festoon-ornament, 
presumably executed in plaster. The drum and tfi/a&a-platforms are ornamented with 
the vedika design and a few Jataka scenes.

In the second type embellished with elaborate decorative frieze several rows 
of sculptured slabs (urdhvapatta) were added to the exterior face of the brick-work 
from the drum to the middle portion of the dome or the level of the ayaka platform 
above which the decoration was executed in stucco owing to the fact the curved 
surface of the dome did not fit in with the flat slabs. The front portion of the 
Syafca-platform was carved with the figure of Buddha or one of his life-scenes and 
the other slabs depicted the various J atakas and popular life-scenes. The other friezes 
consisted of rows of Stupa-pattas, Punnagatapankti, Chakrapattas, dancing gods 
(nachchaka devata), divine figures playing on musical instruments (turiyavadaka devata), 
gods paying adoration (aHjalipaygaha deva), women in dramatic poses (natakatthi), 
many othei kinds of lotus {padumaka) and floral (pupphapankti) decorations and 
animal moths (chatuppadapankCi). The body of the Dhatugarbha was beautified 
with many such decorative forms (sabbarupaka) and was gilded (hemakuttima) .

T h e  G r e a t  S t u p a  (Ma h a c h e t i y a , M a h a t h u p a )

The Great Stupa at Nagarjunikonda was unencased by marble slabs, but 
only a plain brick-structure (size of bricks, 20" x 10" x 3") with a wheel-like interior 
having a hub and radiating walls. This was covered with plaster from top to bottom 
and all its decoration executed in stucco relief excepting the «ya/ca-platforms and 
pillars which weie of marble. Its diameter was 106', probable height of the dome 
70 to 80 feet, a pradaksliinapatha on the ground floor 13' wide, enclosed by a wooden 
railing erected on brick foundations. The aryaka platform projecting as an offset 
from the rising height of the dome measured 22' in length and 5' in width. There 
was an intermediate circumambulatory path about 7' wide, also exclosed by a railing, 

n the top of the dome was the usual harmika with a stout post in the centre which
" ^  a sei*es three parasols, the lowermost of which was known as

uman (Manusha-ohliatra), the middle one as Divine (Divya-) and the uppermost as 
he symbol of Deliberation (Vimukti-, Mahavamsa, 31.91). [Fig. 218].



These being the three parasols over the head of the Buddha, the lord of the 
three worlds (Trichhatradharl Lokanatha Sasta), it was considered essential to 
honour his relics with this emblem (dhatucliliatena pujeai). The Stupa-slabs show that 
the central chhatravali was flanked on the two sides by a series of seven parasols 
probably corresponding to the seven lokas and by figures holding garlands (maladhart), 
and other figures holding hands in adoration (anjalipaggalia) or flying devas holding full- 
vases (piirmghatadliari), or sometimes dwarfish Yaksha figures. The ayaka slabs 
showing these various details of the architecture of the big Stupa from its bottom to 
the top are of the finest description and works of great merit.

The excavations exposed that there were forty inside chambers filled with 
earth. In one of them to the north-west, removed from the centre as was invariably the 
case with all the Stupas at Nagarjunikonda, was found the relic-casket (dhatu-maUjusha), 
containing a gold reliquary placed inside a Stupa-shaped silver one together with a 
few gold flowers, pearls, garnets and crystals (hema-pushpa and ratnapuslipa). No 
portion of any carved slab was found in the debris round the Stupa, testifying to its 
originally plain character.

The inscriptions state that the Mahachetiya was dedicated to the Buddha 
and hence the relics may be taken to be those of the Great Teacher. It is thus very 
probable that the original Stupa was much older and it was a case of converting an 
alesakhya into a mahesakhya Stupa as often mentioned in the Divyavadana, and this 
enlargement seems to have been the work of queen Chamtisiri.

Longhurst found nine Stupas in the valley in a more or less ruined condition. 
Only four of them were embellished with highly decorative slabs of the ailakafichuka 
type which was then being evolved as the divine corpus of the Lokottara Buddha, 
It was this belief exemplified in the renovated Mahachetiyas at Amaravati, Nagarjuni
konda and Sarnath (Dhamekha).

Stupas 2 and 3 although small ones, were profusely decorated with carved 
stone slabs and several ayaka-cornice stones of great beauty that were recovered from 
the site. In fact, the best sculptures of the art at Vijayapuri belong to these two 
Stupas. Near Stupa 2 were found an apsidal chaitya-hall and several Viharas.

Stupa 4 was a plain structure with 5ya&a-platforms and pillars and its chambers 
contained the relics of some saints or teachers who were resident in the local Viharas. 
Similar was the case with Stupa 5.

Stupa 6 was originally of the decorative class, about 40' in diameter, situated 
away from the monastic sites. It was provided with ayaka-platforms and pillars and 
the front face below the central pillar was carved with a bas-relief showing the



Buddha preaching or Turning the Wheel-of-Law. The contents of the reliquary 
included two thin medallions of gold bearing stamped figures of a male and a female 
in genuine classical type as shown by their coiffure, eyes and necks. Probably the 
small bone-relic in the gold casket belonged to a foreign distinguished monk teacher at 
this site. [Figs. 219-20].

Near Stupa 7 was found a Vihara having a large square mandapa of 60', with 
pillars and cells. The relic-casket found in Stupa 8 is worth mentioning being the 
finest and most carefully made unlike the relic-caskets found in other Stupas which 
were placed in ordinary small red earthenware pots, those recovered from Stupa 8 
were placed inside a stone casket shaped like a miniature Stupa, one foot four inches 
high with tee (i. e. harmika) and umbrella complete. The tiny umbrella canopy was 
of stone fixed to the tee with a small iron rod. The casket is made of four separate 
pieces of stone and the dome is ornamented in relief with the usual garland device. 
Inside the stone casket was a pottery-made casket of similar shape, 6 inches high, recove
red with a pale green glaze. This again contained a copper casket 4 inches high and of 
similar shape to the last. Within the latter was a small silver casket, 2 inches in 
height, containing a beautiful little gold reliquary in the from of a Stupa, l.| inches high. 
The latter contained a bone relic, gold lotus and jasmine flowers and a few decayed 
pearl and coral beads. (Longhurst). [Fig. 221].

Stupa 9 (42' in diameter) was of the cased type with a good number of beauti
fully sculptured slabs most of which were recovered.

In the later excavations of 1954 some more Stupas, VihSras and temples were 
exposed, built on the same wheel-like architectural pattern (chetiyavatta). A shrine 
of the goddess HaritI built on the hill and approached by a flight of steps was brought 
to light. The seated image is in style of 4-5th century A.D. Two more temples of 
§iva (Pushpabhadraswamin) and Karttikeya are also worth mentioning.

Palace
As regards the citadel area of Vijayapuri, remains of its ditch, city-gates 

and the grand fortification wall (pralcara) were found, which belonged to the flourishing 
period of the Ikshvaku kings, formed important components of the toun-planning 
of that age. The citadel wall which is 16' high in some places could be traced in 
two phases ; the earlier one being a mud rampart 80' wide at the base (vapra) resting 
on the earth. The second phase was represented by a burnt-brick wall, 9 to 14 feet 
thick, generally built either directly on the existing rampart or on a secondary 
filling over it, but on naturally high grounds directly on the bare rock-surface. The 
lofty fortification wall was surrounded on all sides, excepting for the hilly portion



on the south side, by a ditch (parikha, Mata), 12' in depth and varying from 74 to 
132 feet in width.

The eastern gateway led into the extensive first court—Prathama Kaksliya— 
in which barracks for soldiers, stables for royal horses (Raja-mandura) and a nicely- 
plastered masonry cistern (pushkarim) have been found tallying with the architectural 
planning of the capital city and palace. The western gateway with a minimum 
width of 17', faced the Krishna, and in the north side of the wall was a postern gate 
(parsvadvara) to serve the palace. [Fig. 222].

S t a d i u m  (Aknda  or Mattasala)
A unique monument exposed at Nagarjunikonda to the north of the citadel 

is the Aknda or the place of wrestling tournaments, Mattasala, also called Akshavataka. 
Although described many a time in literary texts actual examples are not preserved 
excepting this unique building at Vijayapurl sited along the bank of the Krishna. It 
appears that this arena or ground for wrestling contests was conceived on a grand scale 
and the royalty seated under the central pavilion on the wertern side also witnessed the 
bouts. According to the excavator :

Oriented along the cardinal points, the stadium, consisted of a central arena, 
309' long, 259' wide and 15' deep, enclosed on all four sides by flights of steps with 
2' wide treads and having a pavilion on the west, the all constructed of burnt bricks. 
In continuation of the topmost steps, there was a platform all round, the width of which 
as noted on the southern side, was 11'. On this side six staircases, placed at regular 
intervals, each measuring 6' in width, connected the arena with the platform. They 
were strengthened by wooden or stone nosings, for the fitting of which slits were 
provided on side in the structure. Both treads and risers of the staircases were smaller 
than those of the steps that ran around the stadium, indicating that while the former 
served as passages the latter were evidently meant for sitting. The pavilion, at the 
middle of the western side, showed three distinct phases. Square or oblong holes in 
the floors of the first and second phases suggested the use of pillars for holding the 
roof, of which tiles and finials were found all over the area. The dimensions of the 
pavilions of the three phases, beginning from the earliest, were respectively 48' x 39', 
69 'x33 ' and 50 'x44 '. Associated with the latest pavilion was an enclosure-wall, 
with an entrance on the west. The debris of the structures of the third phase was 
covered with a 9' thick layer of dark silt, which was disturbed and finally sealed by a 
10' to 12' thick deposit of sand. A 2' wide drain passing through the northern wall 
of the stadium, cleared out the rain-water from the arena.1

I .  Indian Archeology, A Review, 1957-58, p p . 7-8.



S c u l p t u r e

The Nagarjunikonda Stupas like that at Amaravati are remarkable for the 
wealth of their sculptures. The carved slabs are rich in beauty and contents. They 
were fixed in the drum, dome and the (It/a&ti-platforms. The favourite scenes depicted 
on these slabs were generally representations of Stupas (Stupapatta), while those orna
menting the oya/ca-platforms portrayed the Buddha or his life-scenes. Above the drum 
the slabs decorating the base of the dome were also about 2' in width and from 3 to 
4 ft. in height and cut on the curve, that is with a slightly convex front and a concave 
back to fit the curved surface of the dome. The front of the slab was divided into two 
or three separate horizontal panels with an ornamental border at the top which formed 
the frieze around the dome and also denoted the cessation of the stone work, as above 
this line, all ornamentation was in plaster owing to the difficulty of fixing stone slabs 
to the curved surface of the dome. Sometimes, the frieze was built separately with 
smaller horizontal slabs specially cut for the purpose and the favourite design for 
such slabs was the festoon device in the form of figures carrying huge garland 
(maladliart devah).

The following scenes are depicted on the slabs found by Longhurst: 1 . Bodhi-
sattva in the Tushita Heaven being exhorted by the Devas to take birth on the 
earth. The Bodhisattva is seated in the centre on a throne with right leg flexed and 
left hanging down (ardhamalidrajdlilasana), with right hand in the attitude of accepting 
the request and a number of eight divine figures standing and seated around him. 
The composition is well conceived with a symmetry that is usual on the Vengi slabs 
and the neat beauty of the carvings is as attractive as possible ] all the figures being 
embellished by conspicuous crowns and ornaments. The slab is framed on the top by 
a three-fold frieze consisting of a meandering lotus garland, a line of lions (Vyaghra- 
pamlcti) and a row of triratna symbols (triratna-pamkti) (Longhurst, pi. XIX c).

2. Descent of Bodhisattva in the form of a white elephant (O-arbJiavaJcranti). 
The Bodhisattva is being worshipped by Devas and his Vimana is being transported 
on the shoulders of Devas (Longhurst, pi. XIX d). [Fig. 223]

3. Interpretation of Dream (svapna Tcathana). King Suddhodana hearing the 
dream of Maya Devi summoned an astrologer to interpret the dream, who declared 
that the queen would give birth to a son who would either be an universal monarch 
(a ChakravartI) or a Yogi Buddha. On the left are shown King Suddhodana and 
queen Maya seated on their respective thrones with female attendants. On the right 
are four seated figures, apparently four Devas to protect Maya in her pregnancy. 
Below is the soothsayer in the form of an old Brahmanical Rishi. The central 
figure holding a spouted waterpot is Indra.



4. Birth and Seven Steps—Queen Maya Devi is standing in tribhatgl 
pose under a blossoming Sal a tree of much bigger size than usual with a 
female chowri-bearer on left and a spouted water jar. The presence of the jar is 
indicative of the First Bath. A female figure is repeated on the right side with a 
chhatra and two chawries over her head under a spreading Sala tree. Figures of four 
Lokapala gods hold, indicative of the royal presence of the Bodhisattva, the long 
scarf bearing the marks of the first seven steps of the Bodhisattva. The seven steps 
(.sapta-pada) was an ancient Vedic symbol having reference to the seven component 
parts of creation and admitted into the Buddhist cosmology as illustrated here so 
prominently. The Nativity ( ja ti)  and the Seven Steps are graphically treated in 
bas-relief in plate 20 (b) of Longhurst.

5. Arrival o f  Asita :—Buddha’s birth was an event of great rejoicings 
in the heavenly world of the 33 gods (trayastrimsa svarga) and also the royal palace of 
Kapilavastu. Asita, an old Brahmanical Rishi hearing of the news came to the royal 
palace, cast the horoscope at the request of the king and foretold the future greatness 
of the child. . The sculptured slab (Longhurst pi. XXI (a) j shows the scene of the 
presentation of child Buddha at the Sakyavardhana Chaitya. Queen Maya Devi is 
presenting the child to the deity who stands up in a human form and offers his 
adoration with folded hands to the Bodhisattva whose foot-prints are stamped on a 
cloth flanked by two Chawri-bearers. On right side under a pavilion is seated king 
Suddhodana on a royal throne having a high backed torana, a couple of Chawri- 
bearers stand at the back, Queen Maya is standing with folded hands, in front is 
seated an old sage with a spiral pile of matted locks on his head and the child 
Buddha in his arms shown by two small foot-prints on a scarf.

6. The Great Renunciation (AbMmsJikramana) :—Part of the panel is 
lost but what remains shows on the left Gautama giving his ornaments to 
Chhanda and bidding him return with horse to Kapilavastu. Standing behind the 
Bodhisattva is the hunter with whom he exchanges garments. Three gods in anjali- 
mudra await the cutting of the hair to take it to heaven. In the righthand corner 
of the panel Chhanda and the horse are depicted returning home (Longhurst, 
pi. XXI (b) ).

7. Transportation of Gautama’s Headdress to Heaven and the 
Celebration of the Chudamaha Festival This is a favourite subject of the 
Andhra sculptors which they have depicted with great zest and joyous feeling. In 
the centre a dancing Deva figure with two other Devas is transporting the basket with 
the bejewelled head-dress and the large number of dancing and merrymaking D eva t 

frame the panel on the four sides (Longhurst pi. XXII (a) ).



8. A ssa u lt  of Mara  a n d  E n l ig h t e n m e n t  (M ara-dharshana, Sam bodhi):— 
In this panel Mara is depicted on the left in a mood of discomfiture with two of 
his daughters baffled in their attempt to tempt the Buddha. In the right side is a 
host of Mara’s demons armed with weapons and shown with ugly faces. The 
majestic figure of the haloed Buddha is shown in the centre seated in Padmasana  
under the Bodhi tree (Longhurst, pi. XXII (b) ).

Another panel depicts the Buddha protected against rain by the canopy of 
hoods of the Naga Muchalinda who dwelt in a neighbouring pond of the Uruvilva 
village at Bodha Gaya.

9. D ecision  of t h e  B u d d h a  to beco m e  a T ea c h er  o f  t h f  Ma n k in d :—

When the Buddha had attained enlightenment he first fasted for 49 days 
seated at the foot of the Bodhi tree. This scence is seldom depicted outside 
Gandhara where the skeletal frame of ascetic has been shown in several good 
sculptures. After accepting Sujata’s milky food Buddha remained in doubt if he 
should impart knowledge to others. The Devas then entreated of him and 
he accepted their request to teach mankind what he had himself learnt. In this 
panel Buddha seated in a lotus-pose under the Bodhi tree is surrounded by a group 
of divine figures making their humble prayer to him to became the universal teacher 
(Longhurst, pi. XXIII (a) ).

10. F ir st  S er m o n  :—Prevailed upon by the prayers of gods, Buddha 
decided to preach his law and thought of his five companions who were then living in 
the Deer Park at Sarnath a suberb of Varanasi. He came there and delivered the First 
Sermon known as the turning of the law (Dliarmaeliakra pravartana) (Longhurst, pi. No. 
24 (a)). In the panel the haloed figure of Buddha is seated on a raised platform 
marked by two antelopes in front and flanked by two Chawri-bearers, two mendicant 
figures and two princely figures. The identification is not quite certain and it may 
combine the First Sermon with the conversion of Yas'a. 11

11. Amongst other scenes the slabs show the Buddha holding two relic- 
caskets with spouted vases before a group of Nagas,—such reliquaries really being 
found inside the Stupas (Longhurst, pi. XXIV (b)) ; Converston of king Kappina 
(Longhurst, pi. XXV (a)), a Chakravartin surrounded by Seven Jewels (Longhurst, pi. 
XXX (b)), Conversion of Yaksha Alavaka (Longhurst pi. XXXI (b)),“ Siddhartha 
stringing the mighty bow, subjugation of the elephant Nalagiri (Longhurst, p. XXXII (b)); 
Dipankara paying homage to the Buddha (Longhurst, XXXIV (a)), admission of the 
six Sakya princes and the barber Upali to the order (Long. XXXIV (b)); Buddha and 
Nanda on a visit to heaven (XXXV (a)), the gift of earth, in the left side panel of



which occurs the most beautiful standing femal figure on a simgTia-mahara base ever 
rendered in Andhra art ; the novice Suvana and the Naga king Pannaka (pi. XXXVII 
(a)), Lady Amara and the four wise men, Champeyya Jataka (XXXVIII (b)), Mandhata 
Jataka (IXL (a b)), Naga king Apalala subdued by the Buddha (XL (a b)), 6ibi Jataka 
XLII (a), Buddha visited by Indra and Panchasikha Gandharva XLIV (a-b); Dasaratha 
Jataka (XLV (a)) Mahapaduma Jataka (XLV (b)), Ghata Jataka (XLVI (a)), Dighiti- 
kosala Jataka (XLVII (a)). The sculptures from the Nagarjunlkonda Stupas illustrate 
a quality of plastic art in which the perfect chiselling done by the great masters has 
left behind permanent records of beauty seldom attained elsewhere. The smaller 
panels specially dividing the slabs from each other or their wider panels and consisting 
of pairs of male and famale figures in different poses (Nataka strl) are examples of 
perfect beauty dwelling out from the hearts of great masters with long experience 
behind them. A detailed study of the scenes on both kinds of slabs demonstrates that 
the decorative motifs of preceding 6unga and Kushana art on the one hand and 
coming Gupta art on the other are represented in the transitional style of the Krishna 
Valley. Many of the Buddhist scenes depicting the Jataka and the life details of 
Buddha were now reorganised by the Andhra artisans with such elaboration as holds 
good in Gupta art, e. g. the Champeyya Jataka and the Assault of Mara. The pictorial 
quality obtained by these sculptors creates the foremost impression in which the 
detailed execution, the clear composition and the ornate nature of the human figures 
with definite iconographic details and the integrated accomplishment of the decorative 
scheme of the drum and the dome and the Ayaka platforms, were conceived in great 
detail but with superb mastery and skill. The sweet delicacy of carving (madhurya), 
life-like expressing, rippling movement in the limbs of the figure, the dancing poses on 
the two sides of the vertical line (lasatzva cha bhulambah), the rendering of all kinds of 
difficult poses, the metal-like details of carving,1 the fondness for numerous figures to 
crowd the composition in a peripheral frame round the conspicuous central figure of the 
scene, such charming qualities make Andhra art its high rank in the story of Indian 
aesthetic endeavours.

1. V ish n u d h a rm o tta ra  P u r  a n a , III, ch. 43.21.



CHAPTER X III

INDIAN TERRACOTTAS

The clay-figurines of India occupy a respectable place in the domain of her 
artistic activity. The material is rich, of high antiquity, and covering a wide range 
of subjects, may also lay claim to some aesthetic quality. Right from the Indus 
Valley to our own times, clay-figurines have remained a constant feature of Indian 
art. The modeller’s art long outlived that of the sculptor. The monumental brick 
temples of Bengal provide examples of moulded figurines and ornamental brick-work 
of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when stone sculpture altogether 
disappeared.

At several old sites in north India both human and animal clay-figurines have 
been exposed in profuse numbers. On their basis a periodwise typological inventory 
may be drawn up.

Literary icfeiences to teiracotta art are known in the epics and subsequent 
literature. According to the Mahabharata, Ekalavya, pupil of Drona, made a likeness 
of his teacher in clay for worship1. As'vapati, king of Madra, as a child made small 
clay figurines of horses as toys . In the Bhuddasala Jutuka reference is found to 
princes receiving presents of elephants, horses and other toys from their mother’s 
father3. The drama Mrichchhakatika derives its name from a clay toy-cart with which 
Rohasena, the infant son of Charudatta amused himself. A wheeled toy-horse being 
pulled with a stiing by a small Yaksha figure is represented in Nagarjunlkonda scul
pture . In the Markandeya Purana, a clay image of Durga (mahlmayi-murti) is instal
led for worship5. Kalidasa refers to a painted clay peacock in the hands of child 
Bharata.8 S\ . i A

The clay-figurines in the Gupta period looked charming being coloured and 
treated with painted lines to indicate striped and checkered drapery, black hair, 
eyebrows, etc. For the period c. 400-700 A. D. more numerous, better and bigger 
specimens of clay-figurines are available, as well a richness of literary references to 
them. Banabhafta speaks of the modeller as lepyakara and pustakrit. Buddhaghosha

1. K r i t v s .  D r o i ia m  m a h lm a ja m , A diparva (Poona ed.), C h . 123 12
2. K a r o t i  a sva m sc h a  m r in m a y a n , V anaparva , C h . 294 13.

3. Jataka 465, text p. 146 ; tran s la tio n , HaUhirupaka-assaruPakadlni ahanyamanani.
4. Longhurst, S c u lp tu r e s  a t  N a g a r ju n ik o n ^ a , pi. IX  (c).
5. T a u  ta s m in  P u l in e  d e n y  ah, K r i t v a ,  m u r t i m  m o h l m a y im f lu r g a s a p t a s a t i ,  X III, 7.
6. V a r m - c h i t r i t a - m r i t t i k a - m a y u r a ,  S a k u n ta la , Aet VII.



refers to clay platic art as potthaka-rupa, to ivory as danta-rtipa and to metal as 
loJia-rUpa. Rajasekhara ( A. D. ninth century ) describes the modeller taking his seat 
with a painter ( chitra-lepya-h/itah ), a laipdarist, a goldsmith and other artists in the 
western wing of the king’s SabhaK Harishena’s reference ( tenth century A. D. ) 
to an expert modeller executing at the request of a king a colossal stucco image* reminds 
of the large-sized stucco images similar to those surviving in the ruins of the Nalanda 
monastery. The terracotta and brick monuments of the Gupta and post-Gupta periods 
like the brick temples at Bhitargaon ( Kanpur district) and Slrpur ( Raipur district ) 
and the Stupas at Paharpur and Mahasthan ( Bogra district ) bespeak the architectural 
heights this art had once attained. The beautiful terracotta plaques from the frieze 
of the terraced Siva temple at Ahichchhatra ( Bareli district ) and the Buddhist Stupa 
at Mirpurkhas, Sind, likewise illustrate rich documentation of religious subjects through 
the medium of terracotta art. The tradition of producing moulded plaques of big 
size continued later for about a thousand years up to the eighteenth century as seen in 
the brick temples of Kashmir and Bengal.

The earliest figurines, all hand-modelled, belong to the Indus Valley ( c. 
2500 B. C. ) represented mainly by ( 1 ) female figurines and ( 2 ) animals and birds. 
The former represent the Mother Goddess, whose worship was once popular amongst 
many peoples of antiquity from the Mediterranean to the Gangetic valley. The Vedic 
epithets ‘Mahz Mata and Mahanagni seem to refer to her. These archaic figurines 
show a steatopygous type with prominent breasts, and deep navel and loaded with 
profuse symbolic ornamentation, such as the elaborate head-dress, several necklaces 
over breasts, and a prominent girdle round the loins. This tradition continued and 
is traceable in the clay figurines exposed in north India at several historical sites of 
the Maurya and Sunga periods. The Indus Valley female figurines are rudimentary 
as specimens of art, but marked by bold expression. The animal figurines, on the 
other hand, both of faience and clay are much more finished and realistic. In the 
figurines of a bull and a tiger the vigour and charm of animal life are seen at 
their best,

The clay-figurines of the historical period although separated from those of 
the Indus Valley by an interval of about twenty centuries, nevertheless show links 
of styles and subject-matter. On the technical side the earliest figurines from 
Pataliputra, Ahichchhatra and Mathura are all hand-modelled like those of the Indus 
Valley. The use of moulds appears for the first time in the late Maurya or early 
Sunga period about the third-second century B. C. Definitely datable Maurya 
material is yet scanty, its main reason being the absence of accurately recorded excava-

1, K a v y a n i im a ih s a , eh. X, Gaekwad Oriental Series, p. 55.
2 .  B r ih a tk a th a k o s h a ,



tions. However, clay-figurines from the Patna sites like Patna City, Bulandibagh, 
Kumrahar, Buxar etc., may be ascribed to the Maurya age. Stylistically there are 
several distinct types which must have preceded in time the known types of the Sunga 
period. The most remarkable are those unearthed in the excavations at Pataliputra, 
consisting mainly of a type of female figure with elaborate head-dress and panniered 
skirt somewhat oversized and spread out on the two sides of the legs like wings. A 
remarkable specimen comes from the Patna Museum (ht. 11.5"). On the technical 
side the figure is entirely modelled by hand except for the head pressed out of a mould, 
later on a good number of applique decorations were attached ; for example, a couple 
of falling locks on the protuberance of the head-dress, surmounted by a full-blown 
lotus, another disc or lotus in the centre of the two projections, a cylindrical ornament 
in the right ear and a disc in left, a bangle on the fore-arm, a necklace round the 
neck and a festooned girdle with pendant bells on the waist. The right arm is flexed 
at the elbow and the hand, now lost, pointed upwards in an appropriate gesture. 
The entire pose is obviously that of a female dancer. [Fig. 227]. About the identity of 
these figures nothing can be definitely made out, but they undoubtedly show a distinctive 
ethnic type different from the more usual female faces on the plaques of the Sunga 
period.

Another figure, remarkable in several ways, was found in the Golakhpur 
excavations at Patna (ht. 6"), being a female torso. In its pose, plastic modelling of 
the body and rich ornamentation, it approximates the Didarganj YakshI type. Its 
bust and torso appear to have been first modelled by hand and then moulded orna
ments were affixed. She is wearing a thick garland round the neck with a tassel 
on the back, and a long double necklace of round and elongated beads with a clasp 
near the left breast having a pearl terminal, arranged from left shoulder to right hip 
and on back in the manner of the much later vaikaltaliyaka garlands. A broad tight 
belt is fastened round the narrow waist having a central clasp with three, long tassels 
on the left thigh and the lower end of the scarf tucked under it. On the hips is again 
a broad loose girdle of four strings with beads of varying designs in each. The 
figure, assignable to circa 200 B. C., is a beautiful specimen of the early Indian 
terracotta art. [Fig. 228].

Basarh (ancient Vaisall) was another flourishing centre of Sunga clay figurines. 
A plaque (ht. 5J") shows a figure standing in the midst of lotuses with two long 
stems held in the hands on the waist. It is remarkable for a pair of wings on the 
shoulders. The breasts are inconspicuous as those in male figures. The ornaments 
consist of discular rings in ears, a flat torque, armlets, profuse bangles and wristlets 
with pearl pendants, a broad girdle and anklets. In terms of iconography it cannot



be definitely identified. The abundance of lotuses points towards a kindred 6rl 
Lakshml type. The wing-like appendages may have been a borrowed feature connect
ing it with the winged Cupid type. Two small holes pierced under the armpits point 
to the figure being hung on a wall. [Fig. 229].

Another specimen allied both in type and ornamentatiou was found at Kosam 
and is in the Allahabad Municipal Museum (5" x 3§"). It is undoubtedly a male 
figure although wearing the same type of conspicuous ornaments. Its hands hang by 
the side between two lotuses springing from below. A wing preserved at the back 
of the right shoulder connects it with a winged Cupid type. [Fig. 23j)]. In Indian 
mythology Kamadeva is believed to be the son of Lakshml and this may explain 
the intimate association of this figure with lotuses, its formal affinity with the 
SrI-Lakshml type. _  1 '

The best of the Sunga clay-figurines, however, are secular plaques represen
ting men and women in scenes of merry-making and love. Nowhere else was this 
art inspired with such aesthetic feeling and informed with such a variety of subjects 
as at KausambI the ancient capital of King Udayana. Here stone sculpture is very 
limited, but clay-figurines in 6unga art are numerous and of high perfection. A 
typical instance is the plaque (4j" x 3^") in the Lucknow Museum, showing a 
couple, the female in the embrace of her partner and both seated on a rich couch 
(paryankika) with carved legs and a railing on three sides. Small rosettes (phullavali) 
are strewn in the background.

Another KausambI plaque in the Allahabad Museum (2" x 2i'”) shows a 
Bacchanalian scene, with a woman and a man seated opposite each other on wicker 
chairs (vetrasana). The female figure holds in uplifted right hand a wine jar with 
a lid (surS-ghata), and embraces with left arm her partner ; the male figure holds 
a small cup in right hand and a flute in left. Both are wearing typical head
dresses as seen on male and female heads in the Bharhut sculpture. [Fig. 23-T].

The small clay cart from Kosam showing a picnic party (goshthl-yana, 
6" x 5") is a unique specimen of its kind. The party consists of six figures, 
four male and two females, divided into two groups of three each reclining against 
the sides of the cart. On proper right the first male figure is holding a harp in left 
hand and a plectrum in right, and next is an amorous couple, the male kissing 
the lower lip of the female {adhara-cTmmbana). On the other side is first a reclining 
male figure and his female friend with her back towards him, and next a male 
figure looking like a jester, in his dress and expression. In front of the figures is a 
big dish with eatables including radishes, round cakes and gunjhiyas, and a round 
jar or container for drinks (sura-ghata) with a lid on it. The cart is richly upholstered



with ribbed cushions on the sides. We actually have a reference to goshthz-yana, 
“picnic wagon”, and to red radish being served at the drinking party (apanaka-madliya- 
pravishta-raktamulaka) in the drama Mrichchhaicatika.1

A terracotta (ht. 3|") from Kosam shows a dancing female figure holding the 
stalk of a lotus (IzlaJcamala') in right hand and left hand raised across the slightly 
bent head.

Another figure from the same place (ht. 5|") shows a smiling female dancer 
standing in graceful posture, resting the weight of her body on right foot and having the 
left knee slightly bent and the two hands clasped in front. She is wearing a voluted 
turban on head, a double pearl-string on the fore-head, a round ear-ring in right ear and 
a cylindrical dium in left ear, a flat torque round neck and a pearl necklace on the 
breasts, heavy wristlets and a broad girdle of flattened and fluted beads.

What may be taken as the typical Jaunga style in clay-figurines consists of 
stamped thin plaques in low relief with a frontal pose. Such figurines come from widely 
separated sites, like Mathura, Ahichchhatra, Kausambl, Pataliputra and so far east as 
Bangarh in Bengal.

A notable example in the group of Kosam terracottas is the female figure, 
now in the Indian Institute, Oxford.’ Its headgear is distinguished by two prominent 
side-rolls of a turban flanking a central boss stamped with floral design and a band of 
sacred symbols, probably to mark the divine character of the figure. [Fig. 232]. 
Similar female figures forming part of Mithuna plaques of early period (200-100 B. C.) 
with three sacred symbols, viz. an arrowhead, a banner and a goad stuck on one 
side of the head, have been found at Ahichchhatra also.8 [Fig. 236].

In a beautiful fragmentary piece from Kosam (2\u X 3§") we see a smiling 
female head with elaborate head-dress showing five flowery streaks stuck on the right 
side and an equal number of sacred symbols on the left. The goad (anJcusa) and battle- 
axe {parasu) are distinct, the others may be a mirror (darpana), a jewel-bowl (ratna- 
patm) and a celestial mansion (deva-vinana,-griha). Some of these sacred symbols are 
repeated in the head-dress of another §unga specimen of similar style of hair and 
head-dress from Bangarh is Bengal (ht. 2 f") assignable to about the first century B. C. 
The figurines with the sacred symbols seem to have been intended to represent a 
goddess, probably the Mother Goddess of antiquity.

1- Acts VI and VIII.

2‘ E^ \ r r n’ o ' r C°ttaFiSUreat ° xf0rd’> of- th e  I n d ia  S o c ie ty  o f  O rien ta lA r t ,  (1942), pp. 94-102. J

3. V S Agrawala, ‘Terracotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra’, A n c ie n t I n d i a ,  No. 4 (January 
1948), p. 110, Nos. 11 and 13.
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The Mithuna or “Man and Woman” standing side by side, is the leading type in 
the Sunga figurines of Ahichchhatra. [Fig. 234]. The plaques are moulded and must 
have followed the moulded-cum-modelled figurines of the Mother Goddess type, marking 
a transition from the religious to secular types. The female figure wears sacred symbols 
in her head-dress, and necklace, but her male companion is dandily dressed and 
carries a harp (Ahichchhatra)1. The Mithuna or ‘Man and Woman’ type was followed 
somewhat later by a sub-type designated as the Dampatl or “Husband and Wife” type 
in the plaques from Ahichchhatra*. The Mithuna and the Dampatl types may be thus 
distinguished :

(i) In the Mithuna plaques the female figure stands on proper right, but in 
the Dampatl ones on proper left.

(ii) The Mithuna plaques although rectangular have irregular edges ; the 
Dampatl plaques on the other hand have straight edges pressed out of regular moulds, 
decorative borders and flowers and small rosettes in the background.

(iii) The Mithuna figures are more heavily loaded with ornamentation than 
the Dampatl figures.

(iv) The Dampatl figures show drapery, ornaments, female coiffure, heavy male 
turban, round facial type and flat relief that are similar to the historical specimens of 
§unga sculpture.

(v) The Mithuna plaques are marked by a religious feeling ; nowhere do they 
depict amorous subjects, but the Dampatl figures are those of men and women 
in love.

The relative stratification at Ahichchhatra shows the Mithuna (c. 200-100 
B. C.) to have proceded the Dampatl Type (c. 100 B. C.-A. D. 100), the latter continu
ing into the Kushana and Gupta periods also. A typical Gupta plaque from Rajghat 
is now in the Bharat Kala Bhavan (ht. 3|"), depicting embracing Dampatl figures.

A significant fact of terracotta art-history is the existence of figurines in each 
period showing foreign influence. For example, there is a limited group of figurines 
datable to the late Sunga and early Kushana periods showing Parthian influence, and 
found at such remote sites as Basarh, Rajghat, Kosam, Mathura and Ahichchhatra. 
The presence of wings on shoulders has been noticed in a limited number of similar 
figures at Basarh, Kosam and Mathura. A second group shows female figures with a 
special kind of swaddling drapery with heavy folds covering the whole body and

1. I b i d . ,  p. 110, Fig. 12.
2. I b i d . ,  p, 113, Fig. 2 2 ,
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concealing even the tw o arm s, a feature seen in some figurines at Seleucia.1 A typical 
specim en comes from P a tn a  (ht. 5 |")*. T he  com plete figure is pressed o u t of a mould 
and its o rnam ental‘decoration is p rac tica lly  nil. T he head w ith  a pointed  top-knot of 
ha ir is covered by a veil (odhni) th a t conceals the bust, the  breasts and the  front part 
com pletely. T he ears have prom inent d iscu lar rings and th e  w rists a pa ir of flowery 
bangles, the ornam ents o therw ise being sparse. O nly a lim ited  num ber of specimens 
are know n from T em ote sites like M athura, A h ich ch h a tra  and P a tn a .

Like Kosam, Mathura is another big centre of terracotta finds in the Gangetic 
Valley. Grey figurines, both male and female, of the pre-Kushana period abound 
and amongst them is a female type fabricated according to an early “Mother Goddess” 
tradition.8 Broadly speaking the Mathura figurines of this group are distinguished 
by the following features :

TL ’ *
vy(i) Head pressed out of a mould, the rest of the body made by hand.
v(ii) Use of applique decoration. /vwviu
(iii) Marking of ornaments by means of punched circles.
(iv) Standing pose with sundered dwarfish legs, or sometimes seated clumsily 

in “European” style with pendant legs.
(v) Eyes of lenticular shape with the pupils indicated, imparting a pronounced 

lovely character to the face.
The available data do not justify precise identification, but obviously some 

form of the Great Mother Goddess seems to be indicated. At Ahichchhatra a couple 
of similar specimens fragmentary in character were obtained from levels indicating 
the period c. 200 B. C., the earliest ones coming from the lowest Startum No. VII, 
datable to 300-200 B. C. The Ahichchhatra specimens appear to be imports from 
Mathura, but unfortunately Mathura itself does not provide records of systematic 
excavation that would throw light on the relative age of this important group, although 
upwards of a thousand specimens have been found at the place. [Figs. 235-6]. We may 
tentatively place the type as Mauryan, extending also into the 6unga period, when a 
transition from it to the secular figurines took place. Their clay is finely kneaded and fired 
to stone-like hardness, 't’he colour with few exceptions is grey and it seems that after 
making the figurines were covered with a thin slip containing flux to produce shining 
glaze during heating. The black colour is due to the figurines being smoke-fired in 
closed oven. These features seldom appear after about the first century B. C. Two

1. Van Ingen, F igurines f r o m  Seleucia (1939), ‘Draped Women’ Type, pp. 78 ff., pis. VIII-XII.
2. S. Kramriseh, Jou rn a l o f  In d ia  S ociety  o f  O rien ta l A r t , Vol. VII, (1939), pi. IX, fig. 5.
3. V. S. Agrawala, ‘Mathura Terracottas’, Journal of the U , P . Historical Society, Vol. IX,

Part II (July 1936), pp. 17 ff.



specimens, one (ht. 5") in the Mathura Museum and second (6|") in the Indian Museum 
illustrate this type. The latter wears a lotus stalk in the ear-lobes with a big flower 
(imrinala-kundala), a torque, a short necklace, a pendant necklace passing on the breasts 
and shoulders, a tight waist-band with hanging fish-symbol, and a double girdle, the 
upper one decorated with applique chakra symbol.

We have also a corresponding male type produced in similar clay and tech
nique, but its faces show foreign ethnic features. A short beard is indicated by 
indentation marks on a peaked chin, and there is a bicornate turban on the head. 
The cheek-bones are prominent. In a few cases we see a beard-mask, a conical 
head-gear, and drapery covering the lower body in the tahmad1 style. These male 
heads are as numerous as the female figurines ; the male type, however, is confined 
to Mathura as of strictly local character, since no specimens have been traced outside 
that region up to now. [Fig. 237]. It seems that it appeared later than the female type, 
about first century B.C. The influx of the Kshaharata Sakas in the population of 
Mathura seems to have induced the local potters to copy those faces in clay for the 
delectation of their clientele. That became a traditional feature of the Indian 
potter’s art in subsequent periods also. A trial dig at Mathura can alone settle 
question regarding the relative chronology of these two early types of male and female 
figurines of the Jamna valley.

A third characteristic early type from Mathura, linked by its material and 
manufacturing technique with the above, is represented by a rich group of elephant 
figurines (5k" x 9"). [Figs. 238-9], The type reflects the popular fondness for this 
animal during the Maurya-Sunga epoch, as seen also in the sculpture of Bharhut 
and Sanchi. The clay elephants are profusely decorated with markings on the body of 
parallel lines or punched circlets. Their poses are varied, in some running, 
with a rider on back, and in others trumpeting with an uplifted trunk and wild eyes. 
Kautilya describes kshurapra-mala as an ornament for decorating elephants. As the 
name kshurapra (Hindi khurpa) implies, it consisted of celt-like plaques and is actually 
seen on several of these specimens. A corresponding type also occurs at Ahichchhatra 
showing numerous figures of bull, made of grey clay, hand-modelled and with profuse 
decoration. [Fig.ffSOj. At Kosam in the Sunga period, a distinct group consists 
of chariots with swiftfooted bulls whose body is beautified with pleasing floral 
decoration. It appears that each famous centre specialised in local plastic types of 
its own, and also produced some common types, constituting the general typological 
repertoire for that period.

1. V. S. Agrawala, ‘Mathura Terracotta’, J o u rn a l o f  the U .  P .  H is to r ic a l  S o c ie ty , Vol. IX, 
Pt. II (July 1936), pp. 27-28, pi. VLVII, figs. 16-24.



Thus, there are some well-marked stages in the evolution of the early Indian 
clay-figurines. Firstly, there is a religious female type with symbols and elements 
of decoration rooted in the tradition of the Mother Goddess. This was followed by 
a type drawn entirely from life, portraying figures of charming men and women in 
poses of dance and movement. The change was due to artistic causes as well as 
religious changes. Motifs, originally religious, of seated and standing types, were 
adopted for ordinary figures. The variety in the case of female figurines consists 
either in her pose or in the object—a fan, a mirror or a flower—held in her hand. 
Such specimens abound at Mathura and Kosam. Their facial forms as well as 
ornaments and drapery are related to well-known types of Sunga sculpture. An oft- 
recurring specimen shows a young woman feeding a parrot or playing with that bird 
as her favourite pastime1, of which the Mathura school of sculpture preserves several 
beautiful specimens.

In Kuahana art emphasis on sculpture was mounting to the decrease of terracotta 
art. This is reflected in the comparative paucity of terracotta specimens in this 
period both at Mathura and Ahichchhatra, whereas at Kosam the art of clay-figurines 
almost died out. Only in a very limited number of specimens the earlier traditions 
of fine workmanship continued, and the majority of Kushana figurines exhibit a crude 
style. Attention may be drawn to a charming figure of Kamadeva standing on the 
prostrate body of the fisherman Surpaka. He holds a sheaf of arrows in fight hand 
and a long bow in left. The story of the princess Kumudavatl falling in love with 
the unwilling fisherman Surpaka and winning his heart through the intervention of the 
god of love seems to have been a popular one in the Kushana period as Asvaghosha 
refers to it both in the Buddhacharita ( XXX. 11 ) and the Saundrananda ( VIII. 44 ).> 
[Fig. 241],

The loss due to aesthetic decadence was somewhat made up by the emergence 
of figures of iconographic interest which begin to be made first in the Kushana period;
e.g. NagI, Kubera, Harltl, Vasudhara, etc. found at Mathura. [Figs. 242-5]. At Ahi
chchhatra the most characteristic Kushana type is that of a nude dwarf (vamanaka) com
prising about a hundred specimens and showing a bandy-legged figure with hands on 
breast or arms akimbo, and standing with knees apart but feet joined. [Fig. 246]. 
Linked to it were other sub-types and grotesque figures,3 all of wide distribution from 
Rajghat to Mathura. Shallow votive tanks with crude male figurines and musicians

1. ‘Mathura Terracottas’, loc. c i t . ,  p. 30.
2. I am indebted to the late Dr. Johnston for pointing out to me these references to the Surpaka 

story after this figure of Kamadeva was published in the B ib lio g r a p h y  o f  I n d ia n  A rchaeology, 1934 
(Published 1936), p. 15, pi. IVd.

3. Agrawala, ‘Ahichchhatra Terracottas’, lo c . c i t . ,pp. 118-29, Nos. 53-78.



playing on drums or cymbals fall within this group of Kushana terracottas. On the lite
rary side these grotesque figures correspond to the viJsata, vamana, Jcuhjaka, kumbhanda, 
and deformed gana types who were regarded as tutelary attendents of Siva, Ganapati, 
Karttikeya and Kubera. The figures were given a new interpretation, viz. as auspicious 
forms of various nidhis or treasures, named kharva, nikharva, mukunda, etc., all of them 
being associated with Kubera whose iconography also points to deformed features. 
According to the Puranas1 they were of many forms (svarupa, arilpa, virupa) and names, 
having a great variety of human (nanamukha) and animal faces (ihamrigamukha), with 
gaping mouth (vyaditasya), flat faces (chipitanana) and terrible forms (tearala). A strange 
blending of religious forms made their list very long ; sometimes treating them as 
benevolent ganas and at other times as malevolent asuras, both of them regarded as 
subsidiary forms of Siva depicted in his temple. The reason of the emergence of these 
gana figures in the Kusharia period seems to be due to the Saiva movement under 
Pasupata teachers who laid equal emphasis on the worship of ganas also.

In distant Deccan for the first time do we find cl ay-figurines cultivated as fine 
art, as seen in the Satavahana specimens (first-second century A. D.) unearthed at 
Kondapur, a village of Kalabgur Tehsjl in Medak district (Hyderabad, Dn). The 
figurines are made of kaolin, a soft grained clay of white colour. They are usually 
made hollow pressed out of two or more moulds, subsequently joined and fired. Some 
of them were painted. The human figures show a large variety, mostly comprising 
beautiful heads with curly hair or wearing elaborate turban with foliated knots on one 
side as seen in the Amaravati and Nagarjunikonda sculptures. The female heads 
are still more charming and varied, revealing a high degree of skill in the making 
of moulds, a keen sense of realism and artistic effect. Besides human figures, 
there was also found a considerable group of animal figurines, including lion, bull, 
horse, ram, dog, parrot, etc.’ [Figs. 247-8].

With the advent of the Gupta period fresh artistic activity bloomed forth at 
many centres in North India. Mathura, Ahichchhatra, Pawaya, Sravasti, Bhita, 
Rajghat, etc. participated in the revival of terracotta art. The modeller’s art 
received a new status in the Gupta period that it had not known before. Clay-figurines 
were employed as a popular medium to broadcast the message of art and beautiy 
to the masses. Such figures were now used equally for religious and secular purposes,

1. Matsya Purana 154. 524-545 ;  Vamana 57. 69-104; Harivarh4a 2. 124. 19-25, 2. 109. 63-84, 
3. 32. 5-14, 3. 45. 1-4 ; Vayu 101. 260-64 ; Brahma 213. 93-99 ; Ram. Kishkindha 4. 15-21 ; AnufSasana
14. 140-165.

2. K. M. Ahmad, ‘Antiquities and archaeological Remains of Kondapur’, pp. 11-12, 
P r o c e e d in g s  o f  th e  H y d e r a b a d  A rc h a e o lo g ic a l a n d  H is to r i c a l  S o c ie ty  (Special meeting held on the 10th 
August, 1941).



and served as poorman’s sculpture, contributing much to democratise aesthetic culture. 
Besides smaller figurines, big plaques depicting mythical and religious scenes were 
fixed as an integral part of brick architecture both in temples and secular buildings. 
At times, images and plaques were made of considerable size, e.g. the life-size figures 
of Ganga and Yamuna, fixed as entrance jambs to the Siva temple at Ahichchhatra1. 
Terracotta plaques served like stone slabs to decorate huge dimensions. We 
find a large group of Gupta brick temples conceived from top to bottom in terms 
of terracotta friezes and mouldings. A remarkable example is preserved at Bhitargaon 
in Kanpur district (circa fifth-sixth century A.D.). Of the same period a large brick 
Stupa consisting of a series of beautiful mouldings and plaque-friezes, was found at 
Mirpur Khas in Sind, marking the western-most extension of Gupta sculpture. The 
Laksbmana temple at Sirpur is a magnificent example of brick architecture with 
plenty of fine moulded decoration of about the seventh century A. D.

Typologically the Gupta terracottas fall into three classes :

(i) Religious figures depicting Brahmanical gods and goddesses, as Vishpu, 
Surya, Siva, Karttikeya, Parvatl, MahisasuramardinI, etc. An artistic pair showing 
heads of Siva and Parvatl comes from Ahichchhatra.

(ii) Figures of fashionable men and women found at the numerous Gupta 
sites, of which the female heads are charming. Completely pressed out of moulds 
they represent the best traditions in style associated with Gupta art. They illustrate 
a pleasing variety of hair styles. In some cases painted lines and colours are preserved 
on them. Over two thousand specimens may be counted which together visualise to 
us the charming ideals of feminine beauty embodied in the works of such poets as 
Kalidasa and Bana. In them we come face to face with a veritable gallery of human 
beauty. In coiffure styles there is great similarity amongst figurines of all sites, 
which is due to their being the products of a common aesthetic culture. The 
alakavali style shows hair arranged in frizzled locks on the two 6ides of a central 
parting (kesa-vithi). This fashion is often alluded to in Kalidasa as the mark of 
a beautiful face. For example, in the Raghuvamsa (VIII, 53) he speaks of the alaka 
hair of Indumatl twisted in short spirals (valibhritah). Similarly YakshinI parted from 
her husband has her alakas falling loosely on the shoulders owing to her denying herself 
the usual make-up. Even the male heads show the alaka hair in gorgeous wig-like 
arrangement. As observed by Sir John Marshall on the basis of Bhita figurines the 
men who so adorned themselves “must have been foppish to a degree, with their long

1. V. S. Agrawala, ‘Terraeotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra ; A n c ie n t  I n d i a ,  No. 4  ( J a n u a r y  
1948), p. 133, No. 119, pi. XLIII B.



curls falling loose on one side only, or elaborated like a full Gregorian wig, or coiffure 
with jewels in the Antoinette style, or disposed more severely in the royal manner of 
Persia.1 2 3”

A second style of coiffure shows the hair in the form of peacock’s feathers 
turning at the ends (lila-mayura-barJiabTiangi Jcesa-paSa) and arranged on the two sides of 
the central parting*. Another style of coiffure in which the hair was arranged in the 
form of a honey-comb into two cellular masses had its origin in the fashions cultivated 
by the Parthians. It is said that this beautiful style was patronised even amongst the 
society women in Rome and thus had obtained international vogue in the ancient 
fashion world8.

(iii) The third class of Gupta terracottas, as stated above, consists of 
decorative panels serving the ends of architecture, The ornamental reliefs show 
varied subjects, both mythological and decorative. A representative specimen of 
this class is a large plaque from Ahichchhatra showing a pair of centaurs (Kinnara- 
mithuna), an ancient motif going back to the pre-Kushana art of Mathura4 5.

Another interesting specimen shows the Pramathas or dwarfish attendants of 
Siva making a holocaust of Daksba’s sacrifice6.

As in sculpture, so in terracotta, Gupta art had evolved a national style of 
wide distribution. For instance, the plaque from the Stupa of Mirpur Khas in Sind 
shows a standing male figure identical in its modelling and decoration, hair-dressing 
and drapery, with the figurines of Madhyadesa or north India. It holds a small lotus 
flower in right hand and wears a short loincloth with painted stripes.

The clay-figurines of Rajghat near Banaras exhibited in the Bharat Kala 
Bhavan are specially attractive. A small plaque showing a girl on the swing under an 
azolea tree with her scarf fluttering on the sides is a very charming specimen of Gupta 
art. The subject and the pose recall the swinging lady Irandatl in one of the 
paintings at Ajanta8.

1. Sir John Marshall, ‘Excavations at Bhita’, A . S . R .,  1911-12, p. 72.
2. V. S. Agrawala, ‘Rajghat Terracottas’, J o u r n a l o f  th i  U .  P .  H is to r ic a l  S o c ie ty , Vol. XIV 

(July 1941, P. 3, fig. I).
3. ‘Rajghat Terracottas’, loc . c i t . ,  p. 3, fig. 8; ‘Ahichchhatra Terracottas’, A n c ien t I n d ia , No.

4, p. 143, pi. L, figs. 155-56.
4. V. S. Agrawala, ‘Terracotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra’, A n c ien t I n d ia , No.4, pp.170, pl.LXV*
5. I b i d ,  pi. LXI.
§. G. Yazdani, A  a n ta , Part II, text, p. 44, pi, XLI a ,



A female head and bust from Rajghat in typical Gupta style in the Bharat 
Kala Bhavan shows the original yellow paint still preserved on its surface. After the 
figurines were fired in the kiln, they were coated with a thin slip of Multanl-jm'ttI, 
which served as the base for the painter painting it with red or yellow colour and 
marking the ornaments and costume in coloured lines. Several groups of miniature figures 
of young drummers representing the mardahgika type of Bana also come from Rajghat.

Religious figures at Rajghat are very few ; the best piece amongst them is a 
singularly majestic head of Siva (5" high) showing prominently the crescent, vertical 
eyes, and matted locks. A lower portion of a four-armed Vishnu terracotta with 
short loin-cloth (jahghika), vanamala, and the two side emblems, chakra and goda, 
is also note worthy.

Amongst the numerous male specimens from Ahichchhatra, Rajghat and Bhita, 
we may identify some as typical of the grihapatis or householders, whose skill, resource
fulness and munificence upheld the social and economic structure of Gupta society. 
A couple of fine specimens are in the Allahabad Municipal Museum.

That the tradition of brick temples and ornamental plaques was once quite 
flourishing in Bihar is shown by the discovery of a brick-built edifice of stupendous 
dimensions during the excavations at Nandangarh near Lauria in Champaran district. 
In its earliest form the structure must have been erected not later than the second 
century B. C., but the monument continued to flourish with later additions during the 
Kushana, Gupta and post-Gupta periods. A large number of terracotta heads and 
busts with staring goat-like eyes, obviously bearing Sassanian and extraneous influences, 
were discovered here.1 These figurines partake of a vigorous technique of hand
modelling, closely allied to the type of terracottas from Ghosi in the Azamgarh district 
of the U. P.* Unfortunately no records about their levels are published. Stylistically 
the figures are datable to about the sixth-seventh century. That this type was once 
so widely spread in north India points to an influx of foreign peoples, possibly in the 
trail of the Hunas. They constitute valuable evidence of how the Indian modeller 
were reacting to strange facial types mingling with the indigenous population. Nothing 
to match with this plastic material is furnished by the sculptural records.

At Paharpur (Rajshahi district), stucco decoration on the wells was being used 
along with terracotta plaques.8 This seems to have been the convention of the building

1. A . S .  /., A .  R . ,  1936-37, PI. XXII, figs. 1-12 ; PI. XX III, figs. 13-18.
2. V. S. Agrawala, ‘Terracottas from Ghosi’, J o u r n a l  o f  th e  U .  P .  H i s t o r i c a l  S o c ie ty , Vol. X.

Part II (July 1937), pp. 59-64, figs. 7

3. A .  S .  /., A .  R „  1927-28,p, 101.



art in the early medieval period as illustrated also at Nalanda. By far the vast majority 
of finds in the Paharpur excavations were the terracotta plaques that came from the 
debris of the verandahs of the first and second terraces. No less than 579 complete 
and fragmentary plaques were discovered during the clearance of the mound. Besides a 
considerable number were found in situ. If arranged in a single row they would cover 
a distance of over two-thirds of a mile, taking 14" as the average length of a plaque. 
The terracotta art of Paharpur shows that Bengal was also sharing in that common 
mass movement for the spread of aesthetic culture through the modeller’s art. The 
Stupa of Mirpur Khas in Sind, the Suratgarh Fort in Bikaner, the Bhitargaon temple 
and the SravastI Stupa of which most of the examples are now deposited in the Lucknow 
Museum, the Nalanda Stupa and the Lakshamana temple of Sirpur in C. P., constitute 
the best monumental remains of this art. As observed by Sri K. N. Dikshit, the use of 
terracotta plaques as a material for the embellishment of the interior of temples had 
established itself in Bengal by the late Gupta period. This art had taken root in the 
soil and was in the hands of more humble artisans than was the art of sculpture. The 
loss in respect of skill and finish was more than compensated by the delineation of 
homely subjects of everyday rural and outdoor life, of men and animals, and of stories 
current in folk-lore. It was truly a folk art vibrating with life and expression. 
Popular folk tales are represented with the utmost brevity. In single plaques 
at Paharpur, for expmple, we find the well-known story of the meddlesome 
monkey coming to grief in pulling out a wedge from a split beam of wood; the 
story of the haughty lion being conducted by a hare to a well and perishing there; 
the “Elephant and Mice” story in which the grateful mice releases from captivity 
a huge elephant by nibbling at the cords of the neck and the legs. The treatment 
is cryptic, but must have been intelligible even to ordinary people, since the fables 
behind them were of wide publicity and known even to children. The representation 
of the typical fauna and flora of Bengal, including the tiger and the leopard, the wild 
boar and th° deer, the elephant and the horse, the jackals and the dogs, the cows and 
the buffaloes, the ducks and the geese, the peacocks and the parrots, as well as of 
plants like the palm and the plantain, the Ohampaka and the Kadamha are favourite 
themes of illustration. Specially interesting as depicting the earth-bound sense of the 
people is the representation of the aboriginal people like the Sabaras in their quaint 
apparel of leaf aprons and picturesque hunting suite consisting of quivers and bows. 
Religious subjects also occur prominently amongst the Paharpur finds, e.g. the plaques 
representing the Buddha in different attitudes, Bodhisattva Padmapani, ManjusrI 
holding a book, and also Brahmanical deities like Siva, Brahma, Vishnu and Ganesa 
are repeated several times. Composite beings, with bird’s wings and legs and human 
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bodies, lion faces and crossed human legs, cobra hoods and human trunks—all these 
go to make up a picture of a fabulous world which must have appealed strongly to 
the imagination of Bengal in the sixth-seventh century A. D. By far the most 
numerous class among plaques represented human beings engaged in various activities 
of everyday life. Warriors holding sword and shield, musicians playing cymbals, 
gongs, trumpets or battle-drums, acrobats performing difficult feats of balancing, 
ascetics seated in meditation or reduced to skeleton, are some of the more noteworthy 
subjects which make the terracotta art of Paharpur one of the most fascinating and 
picturesque ever found in this country,

At Mahasthana (Bogra district! some beautiful terracotta plaques, toy figurines, 
animals and ornamental bricks associated with the late Gupta art were found. A 
remarkable find was fragmentary pot-sherd1 bearing in low relief a scene in which 

la man riding in a chariot drawn by four horses is depicted as discharging an arrow 
at a herd of deer and a centaur, which recalls to mind the well-known Sakuntala 

^plaque from Bhita.’ *

This earth-bound-art retained its vitality and continued to inspire the 
modellers of later days. This is best illustrated in the massive brick temple at 
Mathurapur in Faridpur district in lower Bengal, where the deul rising to a height of 
70 ft. with a diameter of 12^ ft. at the base shows a high siJchara consisting of 
successive tiers of projecting mouldings alternating with recessed friezes, the latter 
decorated in a most sumptuous and attractive manner with continuous horizontal 
plaques showing rural scenes, IclrtimuTchas, leographs and a number of mythological 
scenes from the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, as well as floral and geometrical 
patterns. The carvings reflect great credit on the a r tis ts ‘and the reliefs assignable 
to about the sixteenth century are most lively and vigorous.3 The tradition is further 
illustrated by the very fascinating, richly adorned and symmetrical brick temple at 
tHandial in Pabna district in South Bengal.4 This temple of the bangla or curved- 
cornice type in spite of its comparatively recent date (end of the seventeenth or 
beginning of the eighteenth century) is a gem of architecture, bearing testimony to the 
genius of the local modellers for their complete mastery in the handling of brick and 
clay material. The carved panels depict scenes of fighting and mythological stories, 
royal processions, real and fabulous animals, floral tracery and fret patterns, all 
combined to form one of the most exquisite temple fa?ades existing in India.

1. A .  S .  A .  R . ,  1928-29, p. 96, pi. XLII (b).
%. A .  S .  A .  R . ,  1911-12, pi. XXIV.
3. A . S . I . ,  A .  R . ,  1930 34, p. 130, pi. LXIV (b).
4. Curved cornice temple at Haadial, A . S . I .  A . R . ,  p. 130, p i . LXIV (a).



The brick temple at Deuliya in Burdwan district stands with a curvilinear 
sihhara divided into ridges and surmounted by an amalaha and profusely decorated 
with scroll-work and chaitya-window pattern.1

The technique of building vertical columns, horizontal mouldings and friezes 
was rendered extremely simple with the help of a variety of ornamental bricks 
bearing different designs such as chevron, chess-board, cross-petal or four-petalled 
flower, dentil, inverted pyramids, windows, corbelled arches and flowers like the sun
flower, lotus add lily*. Plaques with human figures were made to alternate with 
moulded bricks in different patterns producing an extremely pleasing effect, which could 
not be excelled even in stone reliefs or statuettes.

The religious revival of the sixteenth century under the genius of Chaitanya 
and his disciples gave great inspiration to the plastic art of the people in 
addition to that of the wooden figures and paintings on paper and cloth. A 
plaque from Naladanga in Bengal shows Krishna standing in the graceful 
tribhanga pose with crossed legs, playing his flute and attended by a smaller haloed 
figure with a purse-like object. This group compares favourably with some of the 
best of the older specimens of Paharpur.

The raising of the toll-tax (Danallla) is shown in a plaque from Vikrampur, 
depicting the male and female figures in tense action appropriate to the occasion. 
Another plaque shows a woman standing under a mandapa decorated on the top with a 
parrot and a goose, and fondling a stag.

An effective scene of about the sixteenth century represents Slta in the asoka. 
grove with a female drummer fallen asleep, and Hanuman bending down from the top 
of the tree to deliver a ring in Sita’s hands. The plaque moulded according to the 
best traditions of late Bengal art (sixteenth century) is marked by classical realism 
and brevity of statement.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Portuguese soldiers began to 
penetrate in the interior of Bengal. The local potters portrayed them in clay. The 
newcomers were ease-loving in their habits and sometimes wanton, given to a life of 
drunkenness and shikar. Two plaques from Jessore depict scenes of revelry and 
hunting. One of them shows a Portuguese soldier on horseback followed by a foot- 
soldier carrying shield and sword with a hound running by the side of the. horse. The 
rider is wearing a hat> a tunic, full-boots, and trousers and carries a sword and a shield. 
With his left hand he holds the reins of the horse and in his right hand a whip. The 
second plaque shows a Portuguese General seated on an easy-chair and drinking from

1. A .  S .  1 . A .  R . 1934-35, p.43, pi. XIX(a.
2. A . S .  I . ,  A .  R .  1936-37, p. 53.



an inverted wine jug directed towards his mouth. In front of him are two soldiers, 
one of them holding a drinking cup.

Thus the art of Indian clay figurines is of respectable antiquity and illustrated 
by a mass of material of much historical and cultural value. The varied life of the 
people through the ages was documented in this medium. The art developed close to 
the soil and served as a popular means of diversion and decoration. By its easy 
availability and low price, by the pliability of its material, and the ease with which 
a number of specimens could be produced from a single mould, this art held the 
affection of the people far more than twenty centuries, and may be expected to play a 
role of even greater importance in the future renaissance of Indian art.



SYMBOLS AND ICONS IN CLASSICAL ART & RELIGION

Indian art from the earliest times had been evolved on the basis that it is of 
auspicious character (bliadrakrit). All the gods invested with the heavenly powers and 
the material forms'" created in nature are repeatedly mentioned in Vedic literature. 
They are of benevolent form for man (bhadrani), and whatever turns amiss becomes 
abhadra. Many such auspicious forms filled the life of the Vedic people between earth 
and heaven. It is said that the gods born from the womb of Mother Aditi were a 
team of auspicious and immortal brothers (tam deva anvajayanta bhadra amritabhandhavah, 
RV. 10.72.5). The most typical auspicious symbol evolved in Vedic times was the Purna- 
Kalasa (RV. 3. 32. 15) and it is stated that in each home the artistic form of a women 
bearing the full vase (purnakumbhanan) was installed (AV. 3.12.8). In the RV. itself 
the parallel word mxngala came into existence and a young bride loaded with manifold 
blessings was called mmahgali vadhu. In the very first hymn of the RV. the truth 
of Agm’s nature is stated to confer auspiciousness upon one who invokes him. Of all 
the auspicious signs which became universal for all occasion, the archetypal mark was 
uvastika, a solar symbol, since in the sun all the good things of life were believed to 
exist. Many a term expressing these beautiful objects begin with the prefix sw, e.g. 
mdruika (ot handsome form), supratika (of beautiful face), sudravina (of good wealth), 
nuohadru (oi goodly nature), sudevata (benign godhead), mchakra (perfect wheel), 
mvijfiam (good mind), surkpakfitnu (fashioner of beautiful forms), and so many 
others. Gradually the number of such auspicious forms, both concrete and abstract, 
was much expanded, and a collective offering was made to them (mangcdikebhyah svaha, 
AV. W. 23 k8).

The auspicious symbols as part of religious thought and ritualistic signs 
penetrated all walks of society, and took such deep roots as to have survived through 
the ages up to our own times. They were accepted amongst all denominations, viz. 
Buddhist, Jaina and Brahmanas. In fact, no religious ownership should be claimed 
for them but a universal cult was taken for granted as their basis. They were freely 
admitted in the decoration of the Stupa as Piirnaghatapamkti, Chakrapamkti, Lotus-gar
land, etc. (see pp. 125-6); in civic architecture, e.g. five defencive circles (paHcharaksha) 
round a city, viz. Naga kings half-emerging from ponds (udakanisrita naga), cup-bearing 
deities (karotapani deva), garland-bearing gods (maladhara deva), merry-making godlings 
(sadamattaka deva) and four lokapala guardian kings (ehatvarah maharajdnak) (Divya-



vadana, p. 218) ; and in domestic architecture as conch, lotus, full-vase, etc. An 
unlimited and manisided elaboration of the earliest symbols took place in course: of 
time as we see a full stock of over'five hundred symbols on punchmarked coins (c. 700 
B C -100 B C.). The tradition was still further developed on tribal coins (c. 200 B.C.- 
c." 200 A. D.) and on clay sealings (c. 200 A.D.-500 A.D.). The evolution of religious 
forms in the iconography of gods and goddesses required a twofold effort, viz. a stock 
taking of the traditional symbols and their assimilation in the various divine images 
that were being produced from about the first century A. D. in the beginning of the 
Kushana period under the stress of the Bhakti movement. The Harivamsa Parana 
(2 109.95-101) enlists hundred and eight such symbols (Mangal^shtasatam) although 
the actual names are somewhat less.

The number was variable as in the two necklaces carved on the Sanchi 
Stupa. By the first century A. D. the list had been standardised to a selection of 
eight, known as aslitamangalaka, as depicted on the Jaina Ayagapatas of Mathura. 
This list was far flung in place and time since the word attliamahgala occurs in the 
Mahavamsa (30.65), Angavijja and Harshacharita.

The stock of ancient symbols which now filled the picture and which 
naturally entered the monographic formulas may be shortly stated as follows :
Animal and Reptile :

matsya (fish), kurma (tortoise), varaha (boar), makara (crocodile), lizard, 
mriga (deer), simha (lion), asva (horse), hastin (elephant), go (cow or bull), naga 
(serpent), aja (goat), nakula (mangoose), sva (dog), etc., grotesque creatures with 
composite limbs, etc.

Bird :
Garuda, hamsa, sarasa (crane), syena, etc.

Human :
muni (ascetic), ashtakanyas (eight maidens), ashtadikkumarikas (eight 

maidens of space), chakravartin (sovereign monarch), seven sisters, nara, sisu (child), 
Semi-divine (Devayonis) :

Naga, Yaksha, Vidyadhara, Gandharva, Kinnara, Suparna, Kumbhanda, 
Lokapala gods, Apsarasas, nymphs and dryads, chatummaharajika devas,

F lo ral:
tree, kalpavriksha, kalpalata, padma (lotus), pipal, vata, (also other seven 

various trees of the Buddhas), mala (garland, vanamala, kinjalkinlmala, vaijayantl- 
mala, etc.), muchakunda (so-called honey suckle) tsla (palm), many other floral 
designs and patterns.



Inanimate Objects :
patra (bowl, cf. patridhara or karotapani deva), mani (semi-precious gem', 

bhadramani (auspicious gem), kaustubha etc. manis, sankha (conch-sbell), mukta 
(pearl), ashtanidhi mala (including padma, sankha, kharva, nikharva, etc.'), kantha 
(torque), hara (necklace), chhatra (umbrella), nakula (purse), ratha (chariot), vimana 
(divine car), cart, rock-mountain, river, etc., varuni, ghata (jar), purnaghata
(brimming jar), karshapana (coin), mekhala (girdle), chamara (flywhisk), adarsa 
(mirror), yupa (stake), sthunaraja (great pillar), Stupa, mansion, kuti or parnasala 
kapisirshaka (battlement), vishana (horn), jewels, mukuta (crown), changerl (basket), 
vina (flute), vamsi (lute), mridahga, cymbals, devavadya, etc.

Weapons :
trisula, sula (spear), vajra, chakra or rathanga, (wheel), dhanusha (bow;, 

bana (arrow), hala (ploughshare), musala (pestle), gada (mace), khadga (sword),
khatvanga, charma (shield), kavacha (coat of mail), etc.
Abstract designs and symbols :

svastika, srivatsa, srichakra, srivriksha, triratna, nandipada, chakra, panjaka 
(five-fingers with palm), etc.

There was much elasticity in grouping these symbols and freedom to 
incorporate them into iconographic forms as desired, d'bus it became possible to 
formulate a large number of images by the different religionists and then to start a 
new chain of their glorification. The symbols assumed a fresh exalted position
in association with the different deities and they did not suffer any abatement
either of meaning or high rank enjoyed by them for many centuries. For example, 
Suparna became the Garuda of Vishnu ; Chakra the Dharmachakra of Buddha 
and Mahavlra and Sudarsana Chakra of Vishnu; Vritia the seipent of India as the 
serpent in connection with the life-stories of Buddha, Mahavlra, Siva and Vishnu.

An analysis of the dispersal and assimilation of these ancient symbols 
holds the key to the understanding of Indian art forms as they had been handed
down from the past, as they became absorbed in the statuary and architecture of
the future. The handling of symbols from these two points of view was a very 
subtle and universal movement which was quietly perfected in accord and harmony
which is unparalled in the art history of the world, the  Kushana and Gupta
period is like a threshold from which one can look before and after and the full meaning 
of Indian art cannot be perceived without a close attension to the individual 
history of each symbol with which the art of the age is so profusely saturated. 
We may visualise this as a great experiment in the assimilation of diverse art



forms or a vast crusible in which the whole people filled their offering with a 
optimum feeling of life’s full assembly.

Let us pursue these forms more closely :
Srl-Lakshmi—An ancient goddess referred to in the Yajurveda as the two 

consorts of Vishnu ; of universal adoration as shown in the SrI-Sukta ; standing 
midst lotuses, bathed by two elephants with inverted jars, under the new name of Gaja- 
Lakshml in this form her image assimilated the symbolism of lotus, elephants, purna- 
ghata, golden necklace (hemamala) ; perfected as the genius of fertility and abundance; 
the pose of the Earth Goddess as on a golden leaf from Lauria Nandangarh was 
transferred to Lakshml in some examples ; she became the prototype of mother goddess 
with a child as in the painted example from Dandan Ulique ; she became the goddess 
■par excellence being depicted on the reverse of the gold coins of the Guptas and Gangeya- 
deva ; she was also conceived as the ocean-born maiden of fleet nature who makes 
herself manifest in the fluctuating fortunes of persons ; in her form of PadminI she be
came the mistress of the eight treasures (ashtanidhi), viz. Padma, Mahapadma, Makara, 
Kachchhapa, Mukunda, Nanda, Nila, Sankha ; of these Padma and Mahapadma 
symbolise gold and precious gems respectively ; [Makara was the symbol of Varuna’s 
ocean, a very popular motif of early Indian art and representing water cosmology; 
its gaping mouth was the source of many kinds of meandering lotus creepers and rising 
lotus rhizomes and Yakshas and Yakshis are shown struggling to extract jewels from its 
teeth ; firstly the Makara was identified with a particular kind of treasure obtained by 
trade in arms and weapons and then for the future as the vehicle of Varuna, king of 
the Asuras, and thirdly as the auspicious animal of the River Ganga. It may be noted 
that as an auspicious creature the Makara was placed in Sunga and early Kushana 
period on the beams of the torana gateways, a recurrent feature at Bharhut and Mathura ; 
the motif being mentioned as Sinsumarasirah in the Adiparva. It is also the decora
tive spout on numerous examples of Kushana and Gupta pottery and also a beautiful 
decorative sign of the forehead ornament (smantamakariJca) ; etc. The tortoise, a Vedic 
symbol mentioned as Kurma which symbolised the two inverted shells of earth and 
heaven. It was then made a part of LakshmI’s icodography as shown in a figure at 
Sanchi, and lastly made the vehicle of the River Goddess Yamuna. The 
exact nature of Mukunda nidhi is not certain, but probably it denoted a hermaphrodite 
(varshadhara). Its owner devotes himself to music and dance, acts like a Gandharva 
or Apasaras. In art many dancing figures conform to this description, specially the 
Vlnavidyadharas which were evolved as figures serving new functions in the iconogra
phy of Mahapurushas. The exact meaning of the term Vidyadhara has not been 
explained but seems that the term vidya referred to these various sciences of dance.



music and other allied subjects related to sringara and prasadhana, represented with 
garlands by which they were known as malavidyadhara, gems and beads by 
which they were named gulikavidyadhara. Another treasure is named Nanda 
Nidhi, probably related to the Nandipada symbol which continued to be depicted 
on the pedestals of images and stamped on pottery. The Nila treasure may be 
identified with the nllotpala, blue lotus, which is a constant element of the nature 
of lotus design both as a flower or a creeper. The isankha is depicted in early art 
of Bharhut and Mathura as auspicious symbol of Kubera oozing coins from its 
mouth. Its association with the Kalpavriksha was early recognised. Later on it 
was counted as one of the Eight Nidhis of Lakshml, and finally assimilated in the 
iconography of Vishnu as one of his four attributes.]

Another elastic symbol was the Srlvatsa, literally ‘Darling Babe of S r i a s  a 
mother goddess Sri often carried in her arms a babe of conventionalised form with a 
squat torso, short neck and undigitated arms and legs, being a crude representation of a 
child. This became part of the atthamangala signs and in Jaina iconography found an 
invariable place on the chest of the Arhats. Later on with Vishnu.

We may also note the sacred sign of Srlvriksha, ‘Tree of Goddess Sri’ which 
is the Indian tree-of-life and like the same motif in Iran and Assyria was formed by a 
series of superimposed repeat designs. This is referred to by Varahamihira as a decoration 
on one of the bands of a doorway, and actually represented on both Brahmanical and 
Buddhist shrine-doors of the Gupta period and also on the door-jambs of the Kushana 
relief. It appears that the artists were in search of new contexts for these symbols in 
order to attain fresh meanings and forms of beauty.

At one time Lakshml and PadminI were regarded as two separate goddesses, 
as shown by their separate mention in the Purusha-Sukta of the Yajurveda, and also 
in a passage of the Sundarakanda (babhuva devi cha Jcrita suhasta lakslmlstatha padmini 
padmahasta). She was separately known as Padmasri in both the epics (evarit te 
bhasamanyasya padmasri rupatishthatam, Ayodhya, 79. 15 ; abhajat padmarupasri 
svayameva saririni, Mbh. 3. 229. 3), or merely as Sri. But there was great elasticity 
in her cult. She is reckoned as consort of Narayana Vishnu, and also Kubera. 
In the later case, she is represented in several Mathura statuettes with Bhadra and 
Harltl. SrI-Lakshml, Bhadra and ShashthI were present in the Brahml Sabha 
(Sabha., 11. 40). Out of this amalgam SrI-Lakshml emerged as -supreme over all 
whose worship was far spread. Her figure is said to be carved as an auspicious 
motif in Ravana’s palace in Lanka.

With the cult of Padmasri was associated the ancient Tadaga Maha, i.e. the 
Worship of the Lotus-pond, Padmavana (NalinI, PushkarinI) in which Lakshml was 
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said to have her abode with her gamboling elephants. The cult of the lotus itself 
was elaborated in several forms having close links with LakshmT, e.g. in the Padma- 
varavedika, the lotus-decorated railing round Stupas, Padmamala, the heavy lotus 
garland comprising one thousand flowers offered to a Stupa or Deity. The motif of 
the Pundarlka-klda became popular as part of water sports. {Ante, pp. 47, 81-2, 135, 
184, 259-60).

B alaram a—Various elements of his iconography consisted of a canopy of 
serpent hoods taken from the Naga cult, a long plough from the religious form of the 
Kshetrapala gods, a stout club from the Yaksha iconography (cf. Moggarapani Yaksha) ; 
seen in a Sunga image from village Junsuti of Mathura. In some cases the plough 
is surmounted by a tailed loin (Simhalangula), a motif described in the Mbh. as an 
independent emblem of an epic hero, but here fused in the general iconography of 
Sankarshana.

The tradition of Bacchanalian gods also entered into the iconography of 
Balarama. Thus the mingling of these several strands became concrete in the form 
of a new image in the Hindu pantheon. His progressive absorption in the Vaishnava 
pantheon is indicated by the big Vanamala garland of lotus flowers adorning his 
figure in Gupta art.

VISHNU—In the monographic reorganisation of the auspicious signs and 
symbols the figure of Vishnu was the earliest to be evolved and a focal one towards 
which everything seemed to flow to take its proper place. Vishnu was said to have a 
universal form measuring earth and heaven with all the gods and R.ishis worshipping 
him ; then a human form with four or eight hands.

Sankha + Padma + Chakra -+ Gada+Garuda 4-LakshmI-f-SrIvatsa Vanamala
+ Cosmic Serpent •+• Ocean.

Vishnu was regarded as the Yaksha of Dvaraka by the Buddhists and the 
club in his hand was indicative of Yaksha’s strength as in case of Balarama. 
There is a repeated reference to the mighty strength of Vishnu (Narayana-sthama) 
even in Buddhist literature. The ancient Suparna cult became merged in the affili
ation of Garuda with Vishnu. We find legendary reference to one Suparna, two 
Suparnas, three Supanas and many Suparnas in the Vedas all of which became 
absorbed in the new legend of Garuda, king of all the bird kingdom, and the loyal 
servant of Vishnu. The new Garuda is credited with the bringing of immortal Soma 
from heaven and identified with the Chhanda or Cosmic Rhythm described as Chhan- 
domaya Garuda. This accorded well with the three steps of Vishnu and the three 
metres making up the rhythm. The old rivalry of Garuda with the Nagas as stated 
in the Brahmanical legend of Kadru and SuparnI, or Kadrveyas and Sauparneyas,



became absorbed in the iconography of Garuda- We find several sculptures showing 
the Mighty Bird grappling with his adversary the Naga king as shown in Mathura and 
Gandhara sculptures (Vogel, Serpent Lore, pi. XV).

The iconography of Vishnu also depended on several other ancient symbols 
like those of the fish, tortoise, boar, lion and Vamana, all of which were woven in the 
garland of his serial manifestations.

The form of Vishnu sleeping on the cosmic serpent Sesha in the ocean was a 
new conception mingling serveral old and new forms. On the one hand the Vedic idea 
of the primeval Ocean (Apab-Samudram-Salilam) and the popular folk-cult of Samudra 
worship (Sagaramaha) were there; secondly the idea of a cosmic serpent with its 
beginning in the Ahi-Vritra or Ahir-budhnya, Dragon of the Deep, was now conceived 
as Ananta which was a stripe of Naga mythology. Thirdly, goddess Lakshml, 
daughter of the ocean became consort of Vishnu present with Narayana in his oceanic 
abode. Fourthly, the milky ocean, which was the source of the auspicious jewels, 
was conceived of as the watery abode of Narayana in his Seshasayl form ; fifthly, 
the cult of lotus springing from his navel, and of Brahma as the ancient Prajapati 
Creator seated on the cosmic lotus (Bhupadma). These were the several important 
elements that intered into the making of this aspect of Vishnu’s iconography. The 
Vanamala and the Kirita which was the prototype of the Buddhist Chuda, also formed 
distinctive symbols of Vishnu’s form in contrast to the matted locks of Brahma 
and Siva.

S iv a —The iconography of Siva comprising various symbolical and mythical 
elements is seen in the following features :

The Kailasa mountain representing the conception of Sumeru, the Mountain of 
Gold from which the world rivers take their flow and which was the abode of Devas, 
became the residence of Siva as the god of the mountain (Girisanta Deva); + snakes, 
taking the various aspects of Naga iconography, which are now twisted in his matted 
locks and limbs of the body ;-f moon, an ancient cult (Chandramaha) now worshipped as 
the dizit on Siva’s head and also representing of tradition of Vedic Soma, the power 
of immortality and refregeration ; + Ganga, river of the immortal heaven flowing as the 
symbol of the eternal life impulse (Prana) and movement (Gati) which inhabits the 
forest of Siva’s matted locks ; + the Nandi Bull, a prominent member of the cult of the 
four animals, making Siva’s vehicle standing as the symbol of Kama vanquished by 
him ; + Trisula, another version of Indra’s Vajra and standing for the three cities and 
three Gunas.

Ambika, taken from the cult of the Mother Goddess. Vaisravana, the king of 
the Yakshas conceived as a friend of Siva. Ganas, who were forms of so many Yakshas



and Grahas, Asnras and Raksharas ; all of whom were reckoned among Sivas’s hosts. 
Skanda and Ganesa as the leaders of the Ganas.

&iva also represented the tradition of the ancient naked ascetics (vatarasana 
yatis) and the Mahanagna Pnrusha of Vedic folklore. And the Yogi in whom all 
the elements of a stern spiritual discipline found their fulfilment. He has two aspects, 
firstly as Sthanu, fixed and changeless, and secondly as Na^araja the Great Dancer 
who exemplifies the world rhythm in the movements of his dance. In the Vedas 
Indra is called Nritu and Girvana and both these epithets apply to §iva as Nataraja 
and the arch-teacher of music and sciences.

T Irth a n ka ra—Simhasana-fYogi with Padmasana and Dhyanamudra +• 
Kayotsargamudra + Nasagradrishti 4-Naked body+ §rlvatsa + Naga hoods (of the 
Twentythird Parsvanatha and the Seventh TIrthankara Suparsvanatha) 4- Chakra on 
Pillar (on pedestal of the image) + Triratna 4-Parsvachara 4-Chamragrahl 4 Stupa 
worship 4-Mahapurusha Lakshana 4- Ashtamangalika chihnas.

Lanchchhanas of the different Tlrthankaras were conspicuous by absence in 
the Kushana period but later on were gradually taken from the ancient stock of 
auspicious animal, floral and abstract symbols. The Yaksha cult also was adopted 
as an essential element and a particular Yaksha-YakshI pair was assigned to each 
TIrthankara.

These discreet elements formed the complete monographic image which was 
not so much a human form as a negation of it by introducing so many super-human 
and divine elements in the conception of the TIrthankara and this was equally 
applicable to the form of the Buddha who was made a Lokottara Purusha.

Bu d d h a  The Buddha image was the outcome of integrating discreet 
elements, of Yaksha-Naga, ChakravartI and Yogi iconography, many of which were 
taken from the prevailing stock of symbols and myths.

^r°9z Chakravarti
Padmasana Simhasana.
Nasagradrishti
Kaparda
Ushnlsha Urna, etc. 32 Mahapurusha lakshanas.
Sarhghat! Bhikshapatra Royal drapery and ornaments

(as in Bodhisattva images).
Pushpavrishti and Gan- Chamaragrahl and Parsva-
dharvas etc. chara<
Parshvachara Devas



Chhaya or Prabhamandala Chhatra.
(taken from Iranian Hvarr)
Dharmackakra Monarch’s Wheel.

Bodhivriksha
Lion—§akya-Simha
Chakra,
Triratna or other symbols on 
throne or pillar or pedestal.
Madras—Sambodhi or D h y a n a ,
Varada,
Abhaya,
Bhumisparsa,
Dharmachakra-pravartana or 
V yakhyana-mudra

B ra h m a  The first images of Brahma were formed in the Kushana period 
with the grouping together of several elements:

Four faces+ Rishi with the knowledge of the Vedas + Prajapati + Pot
belly from Kumbhodara Yakshas +■ Yajna {Sruk and Sruva) + Lotus + Hamsa+■ 
Manasarovara + Nectar flask (Amrita-kamandalu) + Sarasvatl, Savitrl or Satarup5 (all 
being forms of Vedic Aditi).

The ancient cult of the four quarters (Disavrata) was made concrete in the 
four faces of Brahma. He became the type of Agni-Prajapati for whom the fire-altar 
was built exemplified as Yajna with its laddies (sruk-sruva) over which Brahma 
presided as the superintending priest assimilating himself in his office the functions of 
all other priests and the Vedas. He was given the form of a Brahmanic ascetic 
from which were derived his matted locks, sacred-thread of black antelope-skin, 
and cross-legged seat. The pot-bellied feature was taken from the iconography of 
Yakshas named Brahman, which term also signified Brahma. The lake Manasarovara 
symbolised the primeval waters of creation known as Apab or Salilam, and the Golden 
Hamsa floating in that lake the original form of Indra, friend of the pregnant cosmic 
waters.5 The water-pot of Brahma which is filled with the waters of creativity was 
taken from the cult of chamasa, the bowl, worshipped as the Full Jar and Auspicious 
Pot, and represented severally in Kushana art in the form of big stone bowls, nectar 
flask and Purnaghaja.

1. Blbhatsunam sayujam harhsamdhurapavi d i v y  and m sakhye charantam / RV. 10.124. 9.



S urya—It is seen in a twofold form, the earlier of Sunga period on the 
Bodhgaya railing with the Indian deity driving in a chariot of four-horses representing 
the four regions of space. In the Kushana period appears a new form of Surya wearing 
northern dress, attended by Danda and Pingala, Rajnl and Nikshubha, Usha and 
Pratyusha, holding a dagger or lotuses and riding in a chariot driven by Aruna and 
drawn by two or four horses whose number finally became seven. His worship as 
Mitra was spread from India up to Sasanian Iran. The full-blown lotuses became a 
prominent symbol of Surya together with a coat of mail. We know from the list 
of ancient obscure religions cults that there was a special cult of Surya under the name 
of Surya Maha together with that of Chandra Maha ; the latter playing only a 
secondry role in iconography, being once depicted in a Mathura terracotta and carved 
in a bas-relief from Garhwa.

V a isr a v a n a  K u b e r a — The AV. (8.10) clearly refers to a cult of Four 
Lokapala gods represented frequently on the Torana-gateways of the Stupas. 
Amongst them one is Vaisravana Kubera popular amongst the common folk (Itarajam). 
The cult of the Four Maharaja gods was universally accepted in all religions. But from 
the point of view of iconography Kubera received the greatest attention. The formula 
comprised deformed-pot-bellied-corpulent body, mongoose or purse in hand, rich 
ornaments, smiling face and an open admittance to Yaksha, Gana and Pramatha 
figures of whatever nature and description into his hosts of attendants. They 
are generally depicted as kinkara or atlantes bearing his aerial car and depeted in 
this position in western Indian cave sculptures and in the Stupas of Bharhut 
and Sanchi.

Sometimes later his images were transformed into those of an ideal god of 
wealth shown more or less as a rich merchant prince of beautiful countenance 
concieved progressively with greater dignity in the Buddhists temples and paintings. 
The religious cult of Bacchus with drinking cup and of the goddesses Bhadra, 
Lakshml and Harltl became a part of Kubera cult.

The conception of Alaka was an inalianable part of the Kubera cult derived 
from the more ancient tradition of Uttarakuru. Alaka had the ideal Vaibhraj 
Garden of Kubera and the other elements of Kailasa and Manasarovara, and above 
all the Kalpavrikshas from which the Yakshas and Yakshis obtained all their 
desires. This was a link with the older Mithuna cult. Some of these are represented 
in the illustration of the Sudarsana city visited by king Mandhata on a bas-relief 
in the Bhaja cave. This is how we meet with the different elements of the 
Uttarakuru and Alaka fused together in the mythology of Vaisravana Kubera. 
We may also point to the cult of Harltl, JataharinI and Revatl with that of Kubera.



The cult of Yakshas and Yakshls had deep roots in ancient folk-cults 
and its full influence reigns supreme in the art and literature of the classical 
renaissance. New lists of Yakshas were drawn up for each important place from 
Pushkalavatl to Surparaka and from Dvaravati to Tosali as in the Mahamayuri. 
Many forms of Yakshls were depicted on the railings conceived as 32 salabhanjika 
figures which owing to different dramatic poses were also known as NatatthI 
(.Natakastrl). They were standardised as Ashtakanyas and included in public
processions, later on transferred to the temples in the form of Alasa Kanyas at 
Orissa, Prekshanikas of Rajasthan and Sura-Sundarls of Saurashtra.

In classical period we constantly witness the phenomenon of ancient religious 
forms being adapted to the needs of a changing world of iconography and religious 
cults in the most flexible manner.

N agaS—The Naga iconography stands parallel to that of the Yaksha in its 
popularity, wide background and antiquity. The Naga images were mostly of human 
form with the serpent coils and canopy of hoods added to them. But thereomorphic 
images were also made. The drinking cup in the left hand and the abliayamudra 
of the right hand marked them out as full-fledged divinities. In earlier art their 
bodies half-emerging from the water indicate their origin in water cosmology ; and 
later on they were installed near pools of water showing them as guardians of watery 
stores of the under world. Their king Dhritarashtra was one amongst the four lokapala 
gods. Although the Naga cult was the most-ancient, even preceding that of the 
Yaksha, their iconography was simple.

S a p t a -Ma t r ik a s—The religious worship of the Seven Mothers (Saptamataralj) 
was known to the Rigveda, sometimes spoken of as seven sisters (Saptasvasarab) who 
were only an elaboration of the single great mother goddess (Mahlmata), Mother of the 
Seven Aditya gods, named Aditi, incarnated in the forms of many classical goddesses 
as Ambika, Lakshml, and Satarupa or Sarasvati-Savitrl consort of Brahma and also as 
a daughter of Daksha. The classical cult of the seven mothers was a continuation of 
the same but cast in a new mould of the energies of the seven Puranic gods, Brahma, 
Vishnu, Siva, Kumara, Varaha, Nrisimha and Yama. The dreadful aspect of the 
last one being shown in the terrifying aspect of Chamunda, a new version of the 
Vedic Kritya.In images they are given new weapons and vehicles mostly taken from 
the scattered groups of auspicious symbols.
Other Tulelary Divinities—

Some of the older tutelary deities like Kinnara, Suparna, Gandharva, Vidya- 
dhara assuming new simple iconic forms became subservient to several major gods 
and goddesses contributing to their higher majesty.
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LXI. Vajrasana throne. Bodhgaya temple.



LXII. Stone Railing. Patna.
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LXIII, Reconstructed Railing of Mathura Jaina Stupa.
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LXV. Reconstructed Stone Railing of Bharhut Stupa.
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LX V III. L X IX .
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LX X IV . From  B h a rh u t- L X X II.





L X X V I. E a s te r n  G a te w a y  of th e  G re a t S tu p a , S an ch i.



LXXVIII. Gateway of the Sanchi Stupa III.
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LXXXIII. Mandhata in Uttarakuru. LXXXIV.
Bhaja. 2nd cent. B. C.
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LXXXIX. Friezes in the upper Verandah. Ranigumpha. Orissa.
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XC. Mathura. XCI.
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LXXXVIII. Kirtimukha & Kirtistambha.
Chaitya Hall. Bhaja. 2nd cent, B. C.
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CXX. CXXI.

CXXIII. CXXII.
CXX-CXXII. Silver Dishes. Findplace unknown. CXXIII. From Lampsacos.
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Gandhara Sculptures. 2nd cent. A. D .
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C X X X IX . T hrone  and D h arm ach ak ra  W orship . Nagarjunikonda.



A P P E N D I X  I I

DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE-DRAWING PLATES

F i g .  1  H u m a n  f i g u r e ,  w i t h  s q u a r e  b o d y  a n d  t r i a n g u l a r  h e a d  ;  t h e  b u s t  b e i n g

f i l l e d  b y  z i g - z a g  o r  w a v y  l i n e s .  P r e h i s t o r i c  r o c k - p a i n t i n g .  F r o m  

s h e l t e r s  i n  t h e  M a h a d e v a  H i l l s .  F i r s t  S e r i e s .  S e e  p .  1 1 .  F r o m  G o r d o n ,  

The Pre-history of India, f i g .  1 2  ^ 9 ) .

F i g .  2  S t i c k - l i k e  h u m a n  f i g u r e s  w i t h  s q u a r e  a n d  t r i a n g u l a r  b o d y  a n d  t r i a n g u l a r  

h e a d .  P r e h i s t o r i c  r o c k - p a i n t i n g .  F r o m  K a b r a  P a h a r  a n d  S i n g h a n p u r ,  

R a i g a r h .  F i r s t  S e r i e s .  S e e  p .  1 1 .

F i g .  3  A  group of human figures with b o w  and arrow. Prehistoric rock-painting.
L a t e  S e c o n d  S e r i e s .  F r o m  t h e  M a h a d e v a  H i l l s .  S e e  p .  1 1 .  F r o m  

G o r d o n ,  ibid. f i g .  1 3  ( 1 ) .

F i g .  4  S c e n e  o f  h o n e y  t a k i n g  f r o m  a  b e e h i v e .  P r e h i s t o r i c  r o c k - p a i n t i n g .  S e e

p .  1 1 .  F r o m  G o r d o n ,  ibid. f i g .  1 4  ( 1 ) .

F i g .  5  A  g i a n t  l e a d i n g  a  t i g e r  w i t h  a  r o p e .  P r e h i s t o r i c  r o c k - p a i n t i n g .  F o u r t h

S e r i e s .  M a h a d e v a  H i l l s .  S e e  p .  1 2 .

F i g .  6  C o p p e r  h a r p o o n  w i t h  a  s p e a r - b l a d e  a n d  b a r b s  ( Patra) .  P r e h i s t o r i c .  S e e

p .  1 3 .

F i g .  7  A n t h r o p o m o r p h i c  f i g u r e .  C o p p e r .  P r e h i s t o r i c .  S e e  p .  1 3 .

F i g .  8  C o p p e r  c e l t  o r  c u t t i n g  t o o l  (ayast vast). P r e h i s t o r i c .  S e e  p .  1 4 .

F i g .  9  C o p p e r  a x e  (parasu) .  P r e h i s t o r i c .  S e e  p .  1 4 .

F i g .  1 0  a .  M a p  o f  H a r a p p a n  s i t e s .  C h a l c o l i t h i c  P e r i o d .  S e e  p p .  1 5  f .

b .  S i t e - p l a n s  s h o w i n g  c i t i e s  o f  M o h e n j o - d a r o  a n d  H a r a p p a .  S e e  p .  1 7 .  A f t e r  

A S l  1 9 4 6 .

c .  I s o m e t r i c  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  t h e  G r e a t  B a t h  (Mahapushkarini). M o h e n j o - d a r o .  

S e e  p .  1 9 .  A f t e r  M a r s h a l l .

d .  I s o m e t r i c  p r o j e c t i o n  f r o m  s o u t h w e s t  o f  t h e  G r e a t  G r a n a r y  (Mahakoshtha 
gara). H a r a p p a .  S e e  p .  1 9 .  A f t e r  M a r s h a l l .

F i g .  1 1 a  a n d  b .  D o c k y a r d .  L o t h a l .  S e e  p .  2 0 .

a .  s h o w i n g  d o c k y a r d  s p i l l - c h a n n e l .

b .  s h o w i n g  a  g e n e r a l  v i e w ,

4 3



F i g .  1 2  B e a r d e d  m a l e  h e a d  a n d  b u s t ,  f i g u r e  o f  a  Y o g i .  L i m e s t o n e .  T h e  f i g u r e

i s  d r a p e d  i n  a  s h a w l  w i t h  t r e f o i l  p a t t e r n .  F r o m  i t s  e y e s  i t  s e e m s  t o  h a v e  

b e e n  e i t h e r  a  d e i t y  o r  a  Y o g i  p r i e s t .  T h e  r e c e d i n g  f o r e h e a d ,  i n l a i d  e y e s  

a n d  s h a v e n  u p p e r  l i p  s h o w  s i m i l a r i t y  w i t h  S u m m e r i a n  f i g u r e s .  H t .  1 7 .  

5  c m .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .  S e e  p .  2 0 .

F i g .  1 3  M a l e  t o r s o .  R e d  s a n d s t o n e .  D r i l l e d  h o l e s  f o r  m o v a b l e  a r m s  a n d  h e a d .

H a r a p p a .  H t .  9  c m .  S e e  p .  2 2 .

F i g .  1 4  F e m a l e  t o r s o ,  d a n c i n g  f i g u r e  r e c o n s t r u c t e d .  N o t e w o r t h y  a r e  t h e  n a r r o w

w a i s t  a n d  t h e  f e m i n i n e  h i p s  o f  t h e  f i g u r e .  G r e y  l i m e s t o n e .  H t .  1 0  c m .

H a r a p p a .  S e e  p .  2 2 .

F i g .  1 5  D a n c i n g  g i r l  ( Nritu ) .  C a s t  B r o n z e  f i g u r e  (;maduchoM ishta  kathsya - bimba)  

M o h e n j o - d a r o .  S e e  p p .  2 2 - 3 .

F i g .  1 6  M o t h e r  G o d d e s s .  T e r r a c o t t a  f i g u r e .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .  S e e  p .  2 4 .

F i g .  1 7  S t a n d i n g  f e m a l e  f i g u r e .  T e r r a c o t t a .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .  S e e  p .  2 4 .

F i g .  1 8  a .  T e r r a c o t t a  f e m a l e  f i g u r i n e .  M a t h u r a .  4 t h  c e n t .  B .  C .

b .  T e r r a c o t t a  f e m a l e  f i g u r e .  T a x i l a .  3 r d  c e n t .  B . C .  S e e  p .  2 4 .

F i g .  1 9  H u m p e d  b u l l .  T e r r a c o t t a .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .  S e e  p .  2 5 .

F i g .  2 0  I n c i s e d  a n d  p a i n t e d  d e s i g n s  o n  p o t t e r y .  I n d u s  V a l l e y .  S e e  p .  2 6 .

a .  c o n c e n t r i c  c i r c l e s .  I n c i s e d .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

b .  c h e c k  p a t t e r n  w i t h  a n i m a l s ,  b i r d s ,  f i s h e s  a n d  h u m a n  f i g u r e s .  H a r a p p a .

c .  i n t e r s e c t i n g  b a n g l e s .  I n c i s e d .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

d .  f i s h e r m a n  w i t h  t w o  n e t s .  H a r a p p a .

e .  w a v y  l i n e s ,  a n d  t r i a n g l e s .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

f .  t r e e  w i t h  p a r t  o f  d i a m o n d - c h e q u e r .  H a r a p p a .

i .  r e d  v a s e  w i t h  b l a c k  p a i n t e d . d e s i g n s .  H a r a p p a  ( c e m e t e r y  R  3 7 ) .

j .  s u n - s y m b o l  w i t h  a  t h o u s a n d  r a y s .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

k .  f r e t .

l .  a n i m a l  w i t h  e n o r m o u s  h o r n s .  T w o  s t a g s  w i t h  a  h u n t e r ,  a n d  t w o  h o r n e d  

p e a c o c k s  i n  f l i g h t .  B u r i a l ,  H a r a p p a .

m .  p a r a b o l a s .

n .  t r e e  i n  t h e  c e n t r e  a n d  p a t t e r n s  r o u n d  i t .  H a r a p p a .

o .  p u n c h e d  c i r c l e t s .  ( N o t  o n  p o t t e r y ) .  M a c k a y ,  FEM. p i .  L X X I,  2 6 .  

M o h e n j o - d a r o .

p .  z i g - z a g  d e s i g n  i n  b o l d e r  m a n n e r .  N a l .

q. piped t r e e .  B u r i a l ,  H a r a p p a .



r .  f o u r - p e t a l l e d  f l o w e r s  (chauphulia) . H a r a p p a .

s .  pipal l e a v e s  a n d  b i r d s .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

t .  b i r d s  s u r r o u n d e d  b y  p l a n t s .  C o m b  d e s i g n  b e f o r e  t h e m .  A l s o  h u m a n -  

e y e - l i k e  d e s i g n .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

u .  f i s h - s c a l e s  (salJca) .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

F i g .  2 1  P o t t e r y  t y p e s .  I n d u s  V a l l e y .  S e e  p p .  2 6 - 8 .

a .  n e c k e d  g o b l e t  w i t h  r o u n d  b o t t o m .

b .  p o t  w i t h  r o u n d  b o t t o m .

c .  k n o b b e d  g o b l e t .

d .  d i s h - o n - s t a n d .

e .  d e c o r a t e d  j a r .

f .  s h a l l o w  d i s h .

g .  b e a k e r  w i t h  f l a t  b a s e .

h .  c u p  w i t h  c o n i c a l  b o t t o m .

i .  d e e p e r  d i s h  o r  b o w l .

j .  p e r f o r a t e d  c h a r c o a l  b u r n e r .

k .  j a r - s t a n d .

l . w i d e  a n d  s h a l l o w  b r o a d - b a s e d  d i s h  o r  p l a t t e r .

m .  e l l i p s o i d  j a r  w i t h  r a i s e d  h o r i z o n t a l  m o u l d i n g s  o n  t h e  b a s e .

n .  d e e p e r  d i s h .

o .  l a r g e  b u l g i n g  j a r  w i t h  n a r r o w  b o t t o m .

p. d r i n k i n g  c u p .

q .  l a r g e  s t o r a g e  j a r  w i t h  c o n i c a l  b o t t o m .

r .  l a r g e  s t o r a g e  j " a r .

s .  c u p  w i t h  l u g  h a n d l e .

t - u .  v e s s e l s  w i t h  n a r r o w  b a s e .

v .  f l a s k  w i t h  b u l g i n g  g i r t h .

w .  c y l i n d r i c a l  v e s s e l  w i t h  r o u n d  b a s e .

F i g .  2 2  F i l l e t s ,  c o m b s  a n d  h a i r - p i n s .  I n d u s  V a l l e y .  S e e  p .  3 1 .

a .  f i l l e t .

b .  c o n i c a l  g o l d  c a p .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

c .  b r o n z e  m i r r o r .

d .  V - s h a p e d  i v o r y  c o m b .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

e .  f i n e  i v o r y  c o m b .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

f .  s t a g  w i t h  c i r c l e  o r n a m e n t  ( f r o m  A l a c a  “ R o y a l  T o m b s ” ,  s e e  Ancient India, 
N o .  4 ,  p .  3 4 ) .  S i m i l a r  i v o r y  p i n  w i t h  a n  i b e x  c o m e s  f r o m  M o h e n j o - d a r o  

( n o t  i l l u s t r a t e d ) .



g .  s t e a t i t e  b e a d - l i k e  o b j e c t  s h o w i n g  t h r e e  c o a l e s c e d  m o n k e y s .

h .  w e l l - m a d e  i v o r y  h a i r - p i n  s u r m o u n t e d  b y  t h e  h e a d  o f  a  d o g - l i k e  a n i m a l .  

M o h e n j o - d a r o .

i .  b r o n z e  p i n  s u r m o u n t e d  w i t h  t w o  h e a d s  o f  b l a c k  b u c k s .  M o h e n j o - d a r o .

j .  i v o r y  h a i r - p i n  w i t h  f l a t  t o p  d e c o r a t e d  o n  b o t h  s i d e s  w i t h  i n c i s e d  l i n e s .  

M o h e n j o - d a r o .

k. spiral-headed metal pin. Mohenjo-daro.

F i g .  2 3  R e p r e s e n t a t i v e  s e a l s  a n d  c o p p e r  t a b l e t s  f r o m  I n d u s  V a l l e y .  S e e  p p .  3 2 - 3 7 .

a .  i n s c r i b e d  s e a l  s h o w i n g  u n i c o r n ,  b .  b u l l ,  c .  e l e p h a n t ,  d .  t i g e r .

e .  i n s c r i b e d  c o p p e r  t a b l e t  s h o w i n g  u n i c o r n ,  f .  b u l l ,  g .  e l e p h a n t ,  h .  t i g e r ,  

j .  p r i s m a t i c  s e a l  s h o w i n g  a  f i l e  o f  f o u r  m a r c h i n g  a n i m a l s .  S e e  p p .  3 7 - 8 .  

i .  a n d ,  k .  s e a l s  s h o w i n g  m y t h o l o g i c a l  c r e a t u r e s .

F i g .  2 4  W i n g e d  l i o n  (sapaJcsha sirnha). S e e  p .  7 2 .  

a  &  d .  from S a n c h i  g a t e w a y .

b .  f r o m  A m a r a v a t l  S t u p a .

c .  f r o m  M a t h u r a  K u s h a n a  l i o n - c a p i t a l .

F i g .  2 5  G r i f f i n .  S e e  p .  7 2 .

a .  f r o m  B h a r h u t  c o p i n g s .

b .  f r o m  S a n c h i  g a t e w a y .

F i g .  2 6  T r i t o n  ( mahoraga) .  S e e  p .  7 2 .

a .  f r o m  G r e e k  a r t .  A f t e r  C o m b a z ,  L' Inde et l' Orient classique, p i .  8 4 .  

b  &  d .  f r o m  M a t h u r a .

c .  f r o m  S a n c h i .

F i g .  2 7  C e n t a u r  ( Kinnara) .  S e e  p .  7 2 .

a .  f r o m  M e s o p o t a m i a .  C o m b a z ,  p i .  7 5 .

b .  f r o m  S a n c h i  g a t e w a y .

c .  f r o m  B o d h g a y a  r a i l i n g .

d .  f r o m  G a n d h a r a .

F i g .  2 8  S u p a r n a .  S e e  p .  7 3 .

a .  f r o m  A m a r a v a t i  r e l i e f s .

b .  f r o m  B h a r h u t  r e l i e f s .

c .  f r o m  S a n c h i  r e l i e f s .

d .  f r o m  M a t h u r a .

F i g .  2 9  D o u b l e - h e a d e d  e a g l e .

a - c .  f r o m  C a p p a d o s i a ,  S i - n g a n - f o u  &  K i z i l  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  A f t e r  C o m b a z ,  p i .  1 5 5 .  

F i g .  3 0  Ekagriva bahudara. F r o m  A j a n t a .  S e e  p  7 3 .



F i g .  3 1  G a j a - S a r h g h a $ a .  F r o m  K a r l e  c a v e .  S e e  p .  7 3 .

F i g .  3 2  H a y a - S a m g h a t a .  F r o m  B e d s a  c a v e .  S e e  p .  7 3 .

F i g .  3 3  S u r y a .  S e e  p .  7 3 .

a .  f r o m  B a m i y a n .  C o m b a z ,  p i .  1 3 7 .

b. f r o m  B o d b g a y a  r e l i e f .

c .  a f t e r  C o m b a z ,  p i .  1 3 3 .

Fig. 3 4  Kapi-sirshaka ( b a t t l e m e n t  o r  m e r l o n ) .  S e e  p .  7 3 .

a. f r o m  Mesopotamia. Combaz, p i .  1 3 .

b .  f r o m  B h a r h u t .

F i g .  3 5  T r e e - o f - L i f e  (tirl-vriksha).
a .  &  b .  f r o m  E g y p t  a n d  W e s t e r n  A s i a .  C o m b a z ,  p i .  6 2 ,

c .  f r o m  S a n c h i .

F i g .  3 6  Palmette a n d  honeysuckle.
a .  h o n e y s u c k l e .  F r o m  R a m p u r v a  B u l l  c a p i t a l .

b .  and c. p a l m e t t e .  F r o m  W e s t e r n  A s i a .  C o m b a z ,  p i .  1 4 9 ;  d. from R a m 

purva Bull-capital.

F i g .  3 7  Various motifs. S e e  p .  7 4 .

a - c .  v o l u t e ,  f r o m  S a r n a t h  a n d  P a t n a .

d. f r o m  Babylonia.
e - f .  a c a n th u s  l e a f  (kantakari) .  F r o m  G a n d h a r a .

F i g  3 8  S i t e - m a p  o f  R a j g r i h a  a n d  G i r i y e k a .  B a s e d  o n  C u n n i n g h a m ,  ASH. I, a n d  

Ancient India, N o .  7 .  S e e  p .  7 5 .

p j g  3 9  R a j g r i h a  C y c l o p e a n  w a l l  a t  t h e  B a n a  G a n g a  d e f i l e .  S e e  p .  7 5 .

F i g .  4 0  Jarasandha ka Baithaka. F r o m  C u n n i n g h a m ,  ASM. I .  S e e  p .  7 6 .

Fig. 4 1  S i t e - m a p  o f  L a u r i a  N a n d a n g a r h .  F r o m  C u n n i n g h a m ,  ASH. I, p i .  XXIII.

F i g .  4 2  R e p o u s s e  g o l d  p l a q u e  s h o w i n g  t h e  E a r t h  G o d d e s s .  L a u r i a  N a n d a n g a r h .

S e e  p .  7 7 .

F i g .  4 3  M o t h e r - G o d d e s s  R i n g - s t o n e s  f r o m  v a r i o u s  a n c i e n t  s i t e s .  F o r  d e t a i l s  o f  

i l l u s t r a t i o n s  s e e  p p .  7 7 - 8 0 .

F i g .  4 4  R e l i c s  f r o m  t h e  P i p r a h w a  S t u p a .  S e e  p p .  8 2 - 3 .

a .  s t o n e ,  p o t t e r y  a n d  c r y s t a l  p o t s  a n d  c a s k e t s .

b .  i n s c r i p t i o n  o n  t h e  s t o n e  v a s e .

c .  f e m a l e  d a n c e r  o n  g o l d  p l a q u e ,

f .  g o d d e s s  o n  g o l d  p l a q u e .

d .  e ,  a n d  g - y .  v a r i o u s  o t h e r  o b j e c t s  o f  g o l d  a n d  s e m i - p r e c i o u s  s t o n e s .



F i g .  4 5  G r o u n d  p l a n  o f  t h e  M a u r y a n  p i l l a r e d  A s s e m b l y  H a l l .  K u m r a b a r .  

S e e  p .  8 6 .

F i g .  4 6  M o n o l i t h i c  a n i m a l  c a p i t a l s  o f  A s o k a n  p i l l a r s .  P o l i s h e d  C h u n a r  s a n d s t o n e .  

M a u r y a  ( 3 r d  c e n t .  B . C . ) .  S e e  p p .  9 6 - 1 0 1 .

a .  L i o n - c a p i t a l  ( Simhaslrshaka) .  B a k h i r a ,  M u z a l f a r p u r  D t . ,  B i h a r .

b .  E l e p h a n t - c a p i t a l  ( Gajendrasirshaka) .  S a n k i s a ,  F u r r u k h a b a d  D t . ,  U . P .

c .  B u l l - c a p i t a l  [Vrishabhasirshaka). R a m p u r w a ,  T i r h u t ,  B i h a r .

d .  L i o n - c a p i t a l  (Simhaslrshaka) .  L a u i i a - N u n d a n g a r h .

e .  L i o n - c a p i t a l  (Simhaslrshaka) .  R a m p u r w a ,  T i r h u t ,  B i h a r .

f .  L i o n - c a p i t a l  (Simhaslrshaka). S a r n a t h ,  V a r a n a s i  D t . ,  U . P .

g . ( i )  M a h a  D h a r m a  C h a k r a  ( T h e  G r e a t  W h e e l - o f - L a w ) ,  r e c o n s t r u c t e d ,  ( i i - i v )  

O r i g i n a l  f r a g m e n t s  o f  t h e  G r e a t  W h e e l .  P o l i s h e d  C h u n a r  s a n d s t o n e .  

S a r n a t h  M u s e u m .

h .  L i o n - c a p i t a l  {Simhaslrshaka). I n  f r o n t  o f  t h e  G r e a t  S t u p a ,  S a n c h i ,  

M a d h y a  P r a d e s h .

i - 1 .  F o u r  N o b l e  A n i m a l s  (Maha Ajaneya Pam), o n  t h e  r o u n d  d r u m  ( anda) 
o f  t h e  S a r n a t h  L i o n - c a p i t a l .  E l e p h a n t ,  L i o n ,  B u l l  a n d  H o r s e .  S t y l e d  

t o g e t h e r  a s  Ohatuppada pamkti ( “ T h e  T e a m  o f  Q u a d r u p e d s ” ) ,  

m .  L i o n - c a p i t a l  w i t h  f o u r  g r e a t  a n i m a l s  o n  t h e  a b a c u s ,  w i n g e d  l i o n  ( sapaksha-  

simha o r  sarabha), e l e p h a n t ,  h o r s e  a n d  d o u b l e - h u m p e d  B a c t r i a n  c a m e l  

(dvi-kakubha, o r  R a j a s t h a n i  bekhumbhiya U d a i g i r i .  A f t e r

C u n n i n g h a m ,  Inscriptions of Asoka, p i .  3 0 .  ( P r o b a b l y  G u p t a ) .

F i g .  4 7  M o n o l i t h i c  s t o n e  r a i l i n g  (ekasmaka vedika). M a u r y a .  O n c e  f i x e d  i n  t h e

Earmika  o f  t h e  J a g a t s i m h a  S t u p a .  S a r n a t h .

F i g .  4 8  R o c k - c u t  c a v e - d w e l l i n g s  (kubha=guha). P o p u l a r l y  k n o w n  a s  S a t g h a r .

D o n a t e d  b y  A s o k a  a n d  D a s a r a t h a .  3 r d  c e n t .  B .  C .  B a r a b a r  ( P r a v a r a g i r i )

a n d  N a g a r j u n i  H i l l s ,  G a y a  D t . ,  M a g a d l i a .  P l a n s  f r o m  C u n n i n g h a m ,  

ASR.  S e e  p p .  9 2 - 3 .

a .  G o p I  C a v e .  N a g a r j u n i  G r o u p .

b .  V a d a t h i  a n d  V a p i y a  C a v e s .  N a g a r j u n i  G r o u p .

c .  S u d a m a  C a v e .  E x c a v a t e d  i n  t h e  1 2 t h  y e a r  o f  A s o k a .  B a r a b a r  G r o u p .

d .  L o m a s  R i s h i .  B a r a b a r  G r o u p .

e .  V i s v a m i t r a  o r  V i s h w a j h o p a r l .  B a r a b a r  G r o u p .

f. K a m a  C h o p a r .  B a r a b a r  G r o u p .

F i g .  4 9  E l e p h a n t  f i g u r e  ( i n s c r i b e d ,  gajatame). C a r v e d  o n  K a l s i  r o c k .  D e h r a d u n  

D t .  M a u r y a  P e r i o d .  S e e  p .  9 1 .



Fig. 50 The Great Yaksha (Mahakaya TaJcsharaja). Inscribed, [Ma]nibhada.
C. 3rd cent. B. C. Parkham, Mathura. See p. 111.

Fig. 50x Yaksha statue. Patna. See pp. 112-3.

Fig. 50y YakshI statue. Besnagar. See p. I l l
Fig. 50z Manibhadra Yaksha statue. Pawaya, Gwalior. See p. I l l ,  112.

Fig. 51 Yaksha statue. From Baroda, Mathura Dt. See pp. 111.

Fig. 52 YakshI with flywhisk (Chamaradharim). Didarganj, Patna. See p. 111.
Fig. 53 Threefaced Yaksha statue (Trimukha). From Rajghat, Varanasi. Now,

Bharat Kala Bhavan, B. H. U. See p. 113.
Fig. 54 Ground plan (talanyasa) of a Stupa. See p. 127.
Fig. 55 Railing (vedilca) and its component parts, alambanapindika (basement), 

suchi (crossbar), tliambha (upright pillar) and Ushntsha (coping). See 
p. 127.

Fig. 56 Torana gateway with the superstructure of three architraves. See p. 127.

Fig. 57 The Great Stupa (Mahachetiya', Sanclii. Showing its component parts,
as mahavedika, torana, trimedhi, harmika and tri-chhatravall (triple 
parasols). See p. 128.

Fig. 58 Torana pillar with capital of addorsed lions. From Bharhut Stupa. Now,
Indian Museum. See p. 130.

Fig. 59 Torana gateway of Bharhut Stupa. Showing a section of the railing,
two upright posts with capitals, supporting a complex superstructure of 
three horizontal architraves and small uprights (trivall jala). The whole 
structure being known as simsumarasirah from the crocodile motif on 
the spiral ends. On the top-most architrave is the Dharmachakra symbol 
on a honey-suckle, flanked by two nandipadas. On the lower architraves 
are rows of lions and elephants worshipping the Bodhi-tree. See p. 130.

Fig. 60 Railing carved with lotuses on the cross-bars and pillars of the Padma-
varavedika type. On the pillar, figure of Chulakoka Devata standing 
under an aSoka tree (asokapushpapracliayika mudra). Bharhut Stupa. 
2nd cent. B.C. See p. 131.

Fig. 61 Dream of Mahamaya and Buddha’s descent in her womb as a white
elephant (garbhavakranti). Medallion, Bharhut Stupa. See p. 131.

Fig. 62 Yaksha, Naga and Devata figures on the gateways of Bbarbut Stupa.
See pp. 131-2, 135.



a. Kubera Yaksha. North Gate.
b. Chulakoka Devata. South Gate.
c. Sirima Devata.
d. Chakavaka Naga. South Gate.
e. Supavaso Yakho.

Fig. 63 a. Panel on pillar, showing the scene of King Ajatasatru visiting the 
Buddha. Bharhut Stupa. See p. 132.

b. Panel on pillar, showing Nagaraja Erapata kneeling at the foot of the 
Bodhi tree. Bharhut Stupa. See p. 132.

Fig. 64 Rail medallions. Bharhut Stupa.
a. An elephant catch, showing monkeys driving the beast. See p. 132.
b. humorous scene showing monkeys extracting the hair from the nostril of a 

Mahayaksha with the help of a giant forceps tucked by an elephant. For 
the legend of Gaja-vanara-yuddlia in which monkeys obtained victory over 
the elephants, see Vishnudharmottara Purana, ch. 253.

Fig. 65 Gaja-Lakshml standing on lotus, bathed by elephants. 2nd cent. Rail
medallion, Bharhut Stupa. See p. 135.

Fig. 66 Dharmachakra Pillar circumambulated by worshippers. 2nd cent. Rail 
medallion, Bharhut Stupa.

Fig. 67 Motifs from Bharhut reliefs. See pp. 141-2.
a.i-ii. Vriahabha machcliha (fishtailed bull).

b. fiimsumarasirah.
c. Lotus rhizome (kalpalata) issuing from the mouth of a pot-bellied Yaksha.
d. Kalpalata issuing from Yaksha navel.
e. Kalpalata disposed round a female figure.
f. Band of moving elephants.
g. Band of winged lions.

Fig. 68 Details of Kalpalata motif from Bharhut reliefs. See p. 142.
a. mango-shaped pendent containers for lac-dye paint, 

b-c. jack-fruit-shaped wine containers.

Fig. 69 Ornaments from Bharhut reliefs. See pp. 144, 146.
a. Prakaravapra kundala.
b. Triratna earrings.
c. i, iii. spiral anklets ; ii girdles.

Figs. 70-71 Kalpalata producing ornaments etc, Bharhut reliefs. See p. 146,



Fig. 72 Ornaments and textiles from Bharhut reliefs. See p. 146.
a. a necklace with three pearl strings (trisara muktahara).
b. six-stringed necklace.

c-d. double triratna necklace pendant.
.e. Flat studded chaplet,
f. ear rosettes, 

g-h. girdles.
i. scarves.
j. Dhoti.

Fig. 73 a. Elephant head serving as peg for hanging ornaments etc. Bharhut relief, 
b. Similar. See p. 146.

Fig. 74 Scenes from Bharhut reliefs. See p. 146.
a. Maha-Bhiita Yaksha.
b. Chakra worship.
c. SrI-DevI inside a band of lotuses.

Fig. 75 w. Torana gateway with section of railing. North Gate. Rear view. Great 
Stupa. 1st cent. B. C. Sanchi. See pp. 156-59.

x. Worship of the Dharma-Chukra Pillar. Great Stupa. Sanchi.
y. Worship of the Dharma-Chakra. Great Stupa. Sanchi.
z. Fabulous animals. Great Stupa. Sanchi. (i) simhamachchha, (ii) sapaksha

mriga, (iii) magaramachchha. ^at
Fig. 75 Gaja-Lakshml with Dampatl on lotuses. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.
Fig. 76 SrI-Lakshml with attendants. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.
Fig. 77 Elephant sporting with lotuses. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.

Fig. 78 Padmalata from the mouth of a tortoise. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.

Fig. 79 Yaksha with Padmalata. Stupa No, 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.

Fig. 80 Padmalata from the navel of a Yakshl. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.
Fig. 80 x. Chakra Worship. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.

Fig. 80 y. Chakra-pillar worship. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 168.
Fig. 81 Stupa with Tree-of-Life (8rl-vriksha). Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 169.
Fig. 82 Kalpavriksha and mithuna. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 169.
Fig. 83 Kinnara-mithuna. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 169.

Fig. 84 Garuda and Naga Conflict. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See p. 169.
Fig. 85 Yakshl on tortoise. Stupa No. 2. Sanchi. See pp. 168, 169.
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Fig. 85 x. Worship of the Chakra Pillar. Stupa No. III. Sanchi. See p. 170.
y. Worship of the Chakra-Lion Pillar. Stupa No. III. Sanchi. See p. 170.

Fig. 86 Apsidal Temple. No. 18. Sanchi. See pp. 171-2.

Fig, 87 a. Worship of the Dharmachakra Pillar. 2nd cent. B. C. Bodhgaya. 
See p. 173. 

b. Same.
Fig, 88 A dryad climbing up a tree with help of a Yaksha seated below 

Bodhgaya Stupa. See p. 173.

Fig. 89 Gaja-Lakshmi. Bodhgaya Stupa. See p. 173.

Fig. 89 a. Corner railing pillar carved with Sari-Lakshml, Dampati motifs. See p. 173.

Fig. 90 Rail medallion (paripughkara). Showing Gandharva Panchasikha holding 
a harp standing outside the Indra-saila Cave. Bodhgaya Stupa. See p. 170.

Fig. 91 Rail medallion. A mithuna in adoration standing outside a cave.
Bodhgaya Stupa. See p. 173.

Fig. 92 A rishi seated in front of a guka. Bodhgaya Stupa. See p. 173.
Fig. 93 Jetavana-kraya scene. Rail medallion. Bodhgaya Stupa. See p. 173.
Fig. 94 Rail medallions. Showing fabulous animals {Ihamriga). Bodhgaya. See

pp. 173-4.
a. Naramachchha (Fishtailed human being).
b. Naravyala.
c. Winged elephant (paJcshz-gajendra).

d. Winged horse (baldkaka asva).
Fig. 95 Scene of three elephants attacking a panicky crowd. Bas-relief in the

upper verandah. Ranlgumpha Cave. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st century 
B. C. See pp. 177, 180.

Fig. 96 Flight of Udayana-Vasavadatta. Bas-relief in the upper verandah.
Ganeshgumpha. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st. cent. B. C. See pp. 178-80.

Fig. 97 So-called rape scene. Uncertain identity. Bas-relief in the upper
verandah. Ranlgumpha. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. B. C. See p. 181.

Fig. 98 A Royal hunting scene identified with Dushyanta-Sakuntala story.
Ranlgumpha. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. B. C. See p. 181.

Fig. 99 Rail-design between the inter spaces of springing arches. Ranlgumpha.
Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st century B. C. See p. 182.



Fig. 100 Lotus creeper carved on the arch. Ganeshgumpha. Orissa. 1st century 
B. C. See p. 182.

Fig. 101 Scythian soldier (kuntadharaka rajamanusha). Upper verandah. Ranl
gumpha. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. B. C. See p. 182.

Fig. 102 Kalpalala with jack-fruit shaped containers. Ranlgumpha. Udaigiri 
Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. B. C. See p. 182.

Fig. 103 Capture of elephants by monkeys. Probably a seen from the folk story of 
Gajavanara sangrama. Ranlgumpha. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. 
B. C. See p. 182,

Fig. 104 Monkey as mock-ascetic. Same. See p. 182.
Fig. 105 Woman riding on bull (vfishavdhim). Same. See p. 182.

Fig. 106 Plan of Ganeshgumpha. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. B. C. See
p. 183.

Fig. 107 Vyaghragumpha. Frontal view. Udaigiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. B. C.
See p. 183.

Fig. 108 Plan of Anantagumpha. Khandagiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent. B.C. See p. 184.

Fig. 109 Gaja-LakshmI. Anantagumpha. Khandagiri Hills, Orissa. 1st cent.
B. C. See p. 184.

Fig. 110 Plan of a rock-cut chaitya-ghara, showing colonnade (stambhamala), nave 
(nabhi or mandapa), stupa and path of circumambulation (pradakshina■ 
patha). Conjectural. See p. 187.

Fig. I l l  Cross-section of the vaulted roof (gajaprishta) with wooden ribs, inside a 
chaitya-ghara. Conjectural. See p. 187.

Fig. 112 Plan of the inside of a Brahmanical temple showing mandapa, garbhagriha, 
pillars, outer and inner circumambulation. Similar to a chaitya-ghara. 
Conjectural. See p. 188.

Fig. 113 Plan of a typical rockcut vihara i.e. Buddhist monastery. Conjectural. 
See p. 189.

Fig. 114 ChakravartI king Mandbata with parasol and fly whisk, riding in a 
chariot, passing over the bodies of Asuras, in the Uttarakuru country.' 
Up to now identified as Surya. Rock-cut Vihara. Bhaja. 2nd cent. 
B. C. See below, and pp. 191-2.

Fig. 115 ChakravartI king Mandhata in the grove of Uttarakuru country, with 
Kalpavrikshas. Up to now identified as Indra. Same. See above, and 
pp. 191-2.



Fig. 116 Fagade and interior view. Chaitya Hall. Bhaja. 2nd cent. B. C. 
See p. 193.

Fig. 117 Ground plan of the Chaityaghara. Kondane. 2nd cent. B. C. See p.4194.

Fig. 118 a-b. Atlante dwarfs (,kinkara or guliyaka). Pltalkhora. 2nd cent. B. G. 
See p. 196.

c. Dwarf yaksha carrying 6ivalingam.
Fig. 119 Gaja-Lakshmi. Cave 4. Pltalkhora. 2nd cent. B. C See p. 196.
Fig. 120 Vedika pattern on the architrave. Vihara No. 9. Pltalkhora. See p. 197. 
Fig. 121 Stupa inside Chaitya-hall No 10. Ajanta. 2nd cent. B. C. See p. 198.

Fig. 122 Klrtimukha or Chaitya-window. Chaitya-hall No. 9. Ajanta. 2nd 
cent. B. C. See p. 198.

Fig. 123 Outside view. Pandulena Chaitya-hall. Nasik. Middle of 1st cent. 
B. C. See pp. 202-3.

Fig. 124 Chaitya-mukha showing Naga-Garuda and SrI-LakshmI. Manmoda 
Chaitya-hall. Junnar. See pp. 203-4.

Fig. 125 a. Chaitya-mukha with Kirtistambha in front. Chaitya-hall. Karle. 
See pp. 206-7.

b. Close-up of the above, showing details of Chaitya window.
Fig. 126 Decorated dwarf rail. Kanheri. 2nd cent. A. D. See pp, 210-11.

Fig. 127 Plan of the Chaitya-hall. Kanheri. 2nd cent. A. D. See p. 211.

Fig. 128 Elephant riders. Railing cross-bar. Kankali Tila, Mathura. Sunga.
See p. 219.

Fig. 129 Tympanum showing earliest form of Stupa at Mathura. Kankali Tila,
Mathura. See p. 220.

Fig. 130 Stupa carved on the Loriasobhika Ayagapatta. Mathura. 1st cent. A. D. 
See p. 220.

Fig. 131 Stupa on an architrave, No. M 3. Mathura. 1st cent. A. D. See. p. 220.

Figs. 132 a-c. Fabulous animals on railing roundels. Kankali Tila, Mathura,
See p. 222.

Figs. 133 a-b. Lotus creeper on railing upright and coping. Kankali Tila, Mathura. 
See p. 222.

Fig. 134 Woman drying her hair. Railing pillar. Mathura. 2nd cent. A. D.
See p. 227.



Figs. 135 a-b. Woman with parrot. Railing pillars. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 227,
Figs. 136 a-c. & 137 a-c. Railing pillars showing female beauties in various poses. 

Mathura. Kushana. See pp. 227-8.

Fig. 138 Buddhist subjects on railing pillars. Mathura. Kushana. See pp. 228-9.
a. Rishya-sringa Jataka.
b. Bodhisattva with scalloped halo round the head.
c. Dharmachakra on pedestal.

Fig. 139 Railing pillars with carved scenes. Mathura. Kushana. See pp. 228-29.
a. Woman pressing her breast.
b. Sri-Lakshmi in milk-giving pose. Pre-Kushana. 

c-d. Woman with lamp.
e. Palace amusement. Showing Dance.
f. Palace amusement. Drinking scene.
g. Palace amusement. Coiffure of the lady by her lover.
h. Palace amusement. Dance.

Fig. 140 Chakra-pata. Mathura. 1st cent. A. D. See p. 232.
Fig. 141 Svastika-pata. Mathura. 1st cent. A. D. See p. 232.
Fig. 142 Tirthankara-pata. 1st cent. A. D. See p. 233.

Fig. 143 Tirthankara seated in padmasana. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 234.
Fig. 144 Tirthankara Mahavlra. Kankali Tila, Mathura. Kushana. See p. 234.

Fig. 145 Balarama. Junsuti, Mathura. Late 2nd cent. B. C. See pp. 235, 256.

Fig. 146 a. Bodhisattva. Sarnath. Inscribed in year 3 of Kanishka. See p. 241.

Fig, 146 b. Bodhisattva. Maholi, Mathura. Inscribed in Year 92. Kushana. See 
p. 241.

Fig. 147 Bodhisattva in padmasana. Katra, Mathura. Inscribed. Kushana. See 
pp. 241, 242-3.

Fig. 147 a. Bodhisattva in padmasana. Anyor, Mathura. Inscribed. Kushana. See 
p. 241.

Fig. 148 Seated figures (taken as the Buddha by some scholars) on coins. See 
pp. 241-2.

a. From a coin of Azes.
b. From a coin of Maues.
c. From a coin of Verna Kadphises.



Fig. 149 Buddha figures from Kanishka’s coins.
a. Seated. See pp. 241-2.
b. Standing, haloed. Labelled as BODDO.

Fig. 149 a. Bodbisattva Maitreya. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 244.

Fig. 150 Kasyapa Buddha. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 244.

Fig. 151 Hellenistic motifs in Kushana art of Mathura. See pp. 244-45.
a. Heracles fighting the Nemean Lion.
b. Rape of Ganymede.
c. Garland-bearing Erotes.
d. Vine leaves.
d. Corinthian Capital.

Fig. 152 Bodhisattva with amulet. Ganesra village, Mathura Kushana.
See p. 245.

Fig. 153 Bacchus-Kubera. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 247.

Fig. 154 a. Bacchanalian Group. Pallkhera, Mathura. Kushana. See p. 217.

Fig. 154 b. Bacchanalian Group. Maholi, Mathura. Kushana. See p. 247.
i. Obverse, ii. Reverse.

Fig. 155 Naga image. Chhargaon vil., Mathura. See p. 248.
Fig. 155 Balarama with cup and garland. Kukargam vil., Mathura. See p. 248.
Fig. 157 Stone Statue of Verna. Headless. Enthroned. From Mat Devakula,

Mathura. 1st century A.D. See p. 249.
Fig. 158 Stone Statue of Kanishka. Headless. Standing. From Mat Devakula,

Mathura. 1st cent. A.D. See pp. 249-50.

Fig. 159 A headless torso. Labelled as Shastana. Most probably showing Saka-
Satrap Chashtana. From Mat Devakula, Mathura. Early 2nd cent. A.D. 
See p. 250.

Big, 150 Head with conical hat. Kushana period. From Mathura. Now in the 
Budapest Museum, Leiden. See pp. 250-1.

Fig. 161-3 Heads with a helmet with two ram’s horns. Mathura. Kushana. 
See pp. 251.
Fig. 161 Mus. No. 2564. Ht. 9".
Fig. 162 Mus. No. 157.
Fig. 163 From the Indo-Persian Lion-capital, Mathura.



Fig. 164 a-b. Ram’s horns as emblems of “Iranian Majesty”, From Herzfeld, 
Kmhano-Sassanian Coins, p. 22.

Fig. 165 a. Narayana Vataka. A general view showing ruins of the stupendous stone 
railing (prakara). Ghosundi, Nagari near Chittor. lst-2nd cent. B. C. 
See p. 252.

b. Elevation and section of the stone railing. Same.
Figs. 166-7 Two male torsos. Perhaps Vfishni heroes. From Mora, Mathura. 1st cent. 

B. C. See p. 253.
Fig. 168 Brahma. With three faces and a haloed superimposed bust at the back. 

Kushapa. Mathura Museum No. 382. See p. 254.
Fig. 169 Brahma. With three visible faces and the right hand held in abhaya pose. 

Mathura. Gupta Period. See p. 254.
Fig. 170 Vishnu with four hands. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 255.
Fig. 171 Nrisimha-Varaha-Vishnu. Mathura. Gupta Period. See p. 255.

Fig. 172 Siva represented by a plain Linga. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 257.

Fig. 173 EkamukhI Siva-Linga. Mathura. Kusharia. See p. 257.
Fig. 174 Five-faced Siva-Linga. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 257.
Fig. 175 Nandikesvara Siva standing against the Nandi Bull. Mathura. Kushana. 

See p. 257.
Fig. 176 Siva-Parvatl. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 257.

Fig. 177 Ardhanarlsvara. With three other Brahmanical deities Vishnu, Gaja- 
Lakshml and Brahma. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 257.

Fig. 178 Surya as Kushana Emperor, clad in the Northern • dress. Mathura. 
Kushana. See p. 258.

Fig. 179 Karttikeya with spear. Mathura. Kushana. See pp. 258-9.
Fig. 180 Panchendra form of Indra. Fragmented. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 259.
Fig. 181 Vajrapani Indra Mathura. Kushana. See p. 259.
Fig. 182 Kubera with Lakshml and HaritT as his two consorts. Mathura. Kushana. 

See p. 260.
Fig. 183 MahishamardinI Durga. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 260.
Fig. 184 Saptamatrikas in a group. With Karttikeya on left. Mathura. Kushana.

Fig. 185 Ground-plan of the Dharmarajika Stupa. Taxila, Gandbara. Kushana,
See p. 263.



Fig. 186 Standing Buddha. Hashtanagar, Gandhara. Kushana See p.264.

Fig. 187 Harltl. Sahri-bahlol, Gandhara. Kushana. See p. 264.

Fig. 188 The Preaching Buddha seated on a lous-throne supported by two elephants. 
Sahri-bahlol, Gandhara. Kushana. See pp. 164-5.

Fig. 189 Buddha’s Parinirvana. Sahri-bahlol, Gandhara. Kushana. See p. 264.
Fig. 190 Conversion of Kasyapas. Sahri-bahlol, Gandhara. Kushana. See p. 264.
Fig. 191 Copper reliquary of Kanishka showing Buddha on the lid and Buddhas 

etc. on the cylinder. Inscribed. From Shah-ji-ki-dheri, Gandhara. 
Kushana. See 265.

Fig. 192 Ivory carvings from Begram. 2nd-3rd cent. A. D. See p. 266.
a. Lady with parrot.
b. Female attendant.
c. Woman coxing a Hamsa with a lotus.
d. Toilet, 

e-f. Birds.
g. Lady wearing a heavy necklace.
h. Purnaghata.
i. Flying Hamsas.
j. Salaka-vatayana as padmavaravedika.

Fig. 193 Ivory carvings from Begram. 2nd-3rd cent. A. D. See p. 266.
a. Lady playing on flute.
b. Dance.
c. Detail of a Torrn-gate showing stupa worshipped by elephants.

Fig. 194 Colossal Buddha. Standing (8' 8"). Sahri-bahlol, Gandhara. See p. 273.*
Fig. 195 Graeco-Roman motifs in Gandhara art.

a. Garland-bearing cupids.
b. Corinthian capital.
c. Garuda and Ganymede.

Fig. 1 6 Panchika, seated in European fashion. Gandhara. Kushana. See p. 274. 

Fig. 197 Harltl. Gandhara. Kushana. See p. 274.

Fig. 198 Salabhanjika. Gandhara. Kushana. See p. 274.
Fig. 199 Atlas figure. Gandhara. Kushana. See p. 274.
Fig. 200 Athena-Roma. Helmeted. Holding a spear. Lahore Museum. Gandhara. 

Kushana. See pp. 274-5.



Fig, 201 Helmeted figure of Roma holding -spear. From Huvishka’s coin. See 
p. 275.

Fig. 202 View of the rock-cut Chaitya-Hall. Guntapalle. 2nd cent. B. C. See p. 279.
Fig. 203 Chaitya-pata. From Goli Stupa. 2nd cent. A.D. See p. 280.

Fig. 204 Reliefs from Jaggayypeta Stupa. 2nd cent. B.C. See p. 282-3.
a. Showing the Punyasala.
b. Chakravarti Mandhata.

Fig. 205 Conjectural restoration of the Great Stupa. Amaravati. See pp. 286-7. 
After Barret, Amaravati Sculptures in the B. M., p. 28,

Fig. 206 Garland-bearing figures. Amaravati Stupa. See p. 287.
Fig. 207 YakshI before a Makara-mukha. Amaravati. Early period. See pp. 287, 291.
Fig. 208 Stupapata showing earlier form of the Great Stupa. Early Period.

See p. 288.
Fig. 209 Stupapata showing form of the fully evolved stupa. Amaravati. See p. 288.
Fig. 210 Elephant-headed Yaksha figure. Early Period. Amaravati. See p. 289.
Fig. 211 Winged animals. From Amaravati reliefs. Early Phase. See p. 289.

a. lion ; b. griffin ; c. stag.
Fig. 212 a. Bell motif as border design. Amaravati. See p. 289.

b. Chakra-pillar. Amaravati. See p. 289.
Figs. 213 a-c. Makara and lolus creeper. Amaravati. Early Period. See p. 291.
Fig. 214 Confusion created by elephant in Rajgfiha streets. Third Period. 

Amaravati. See p. 293.

Fig. 215 Angry Udayana. Third Phase. Amaravati. See p. 293.

Figs. 215 a-b. Kokilakesapasa. A distinguished coiffure. Amaravati, See p. 295.
Fig. 217 Ground plan of the Great Stupa. Nagarjunikonda. See pp. 299, 300.
Fig. 218 Elevational view of the ruins. Great Stupa. Nagarjunikonda. See pp. 299, 300.

Figs. 219-20 Gold Medallions stamped with human heads. From reliefs of Stupa 6. 
Nagarjunikonda. Seepp. 301-2.

Fig. 221 Stupa-shaped relic-casket. From Stupa 8. Nagarjunikonda. See p. 302.

Fig. 222 Map showing the citadel and surroundings. Nagarjunikonda. From
Indian Archaeology—a review, 1957-8, pp. 7-8. See pp. 302-3.

Fig. 223 Descent of the Buddha as elephant from heaven. From sculpture. 
Nagarjunikonda. See p. 304.



Fig. 223 a. Buddha’s Throne and Dharmachakra pillar. Nagarjunikonda relief. 
Fig. 224 Laughing boy. Terracotta. Patna. Maurya. See pp. 309-10.
Fig. 225 Laughing girl. Terracotta. Patna. Maurya. See pp. 309-10.
Fig. 226 Dancing girl. Terracotta. Patna. Maurya. See pp. 309-10.

Fig. 227 Female figure with elaborate headdress. Terracotta. Patna Mus. Maurya. 
See p. 310.

Fig. 228 Female torso. Terracotta. Golakhpur, Patna. Maurya. See p. 310.

Fig. 229 Winged Figure. Terracotta. Basarh. Sunga. See pp. 310-11.
Fig. 230 Winged Figure. Terracotta. From Kosam, Allahabad Mus. Sunga. See 

p. 311.

Fig. 231 Man and Woman. Bacchanalian scene. Terracotta plaque. From Kosam, 
Allahabad Mus. Sunga. See p. 311.

Fig. 232 Female Beauty identified as SrI-LakshmI. Terracotta. From Kaushambl. 
Now in Indian Institute, Oxford. Sunga. See p. 312.

Fig. 233 Mithuna. Terracotta plaque. Kosam. Sunga. See p. 312.
Fig. 234 Mithuna. Terracotta plaque. Ahichchhatra. Sunga. See p. 313.
Fig. 235 Female goddess. Terracotta. Mathura. Maurya. See p. 314.
Fig. 236 Female goddess. Terracotta. Mathura. Maurya. See p. 314.

Fig. 237 a-b. Male heads with foreign features. Terracotta. Mathura. Kushana or 
Saka. See p. 315.

Figs. 338-9 Elephant figures. Terracotta. Mathura. Maurya-Sunga. See p. 315.
Fig. 240 Bull. Terracotta. Ahichchhatra. Sunga. See. p. 315,

Fig. 241 Kamadeva standing on Surpaka. Terracotta. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 316. 
Fig. 242 Nagl. Terracotta. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 316.
Figs. 243-44 Kubera and Harltl. Terracotta. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 316.

Fig. 245 Vasudhara. Terracotta. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 316.
Fig. 246 Nude dwarf. Terracotta. Mathura. Kushana. See p. 316.

Figs. 247-8 Bull. Horse. Terracotta. Kondapur. Satavahana. See p. 317.
Fig. 249 Purna Kumbha. Sanchi Gateway.

Fig. 250 Back of the Fig. 139 b, showing various symbols.
Fig. 251 Purna Kumbha. Amaravati relief.



LIST OF THE HALF-TONE PLATES

I, The Harappa Citadel : the north-west corner during excavation.

II. View from the northern end of the Harappa Citadel looking towards 
the working-platforms and the old river bed.

III-XV. Representative seals from Harappa,Mohenjo-daro and Lothal.

XVI. Silver vase with lid. No. DK 1341. Mohenjo-daro.
XVII. Bronze buffalo. Mohenjo-daro.

XVIII. Bronze goat. Mohenjo-daro.

XIX. Bronze dancer. Mohenjo-daro.

XX. Crude Bronze girl. Front. Mohenjo-daro.

XXI. Same. Back.

XXII-XXIII. Two copper statuettes in round. Mohenjo-daro.
XXIV. Copper spear-head. Mohenjo-daro.

XXV. Copper dog. Lothal.

XXVI-XXX. Group of stone objects. Mohenjo-daro.

XXXII. Faience monkey. Mohenjo-daro.

XXXIII. Mother with children. Terracotta. Harappa.

XXXIV. Seated terracotta figure. Mohenjo-daro.

XXXV. Ring-stone and other objects. Mohenjo-daro.

XXXVI. Chess-man like stone object. Mohenjo-daro.

XXXVII. Faience ram. Mohenjo-daro.

XXXVIII. Terracotta crouching monkey. Mohenjo-daro.

XXXIX. Terracotta mother goddess. Mohenjo-daro.

XL. Stone gratings. Mohenjo-daro.

XLI. Terracotta female bust with the cup-like feature attached to the left 
of the head. Mohenjo-daro.

XLII. Terracotta bust. Frofile. Zhob.

XLIII. Same. Front.

XLIV-V. Painted pot-sherds. Mohenjo-daro.



XLVI. Pottery design. Harappa.
XLVII. Ancient punch-marked coins with punched symbols. 4-5th cent. B. C. 

XLVIII. Banyan capital. From Besnagar. 3rd cent. B. C. IMC.
IL. Tripartite Yaksha. From Rajghat. Courtesy: Bharat KalaBhavan. 

3rd cent. B.C.
L. Barrel-shaped ring-stone. Negative. From Rajghat. Courtesy : 

Bharat Kala Bhavan. 4th-3rd cent. B. C.
LI. Same. Positive.

LII. Wooden palisade. Bulandibagh, Patna. C. latter part of 4th century 
B. C.

LIII. Polished pedestal of a capital. Rampurwa . 3rd cent. B. C.

LIV. Rampurwa Bull Capital. 3rd cent. B. C.

LV. Lion Capital. Sarnath. 3rd cent. B. C.
LVI. Close-up view of the Facade. Lomas Rishi Cave. Barabar Hills. 

3rd cent. B. C.

LVII. Stone head. Pataliputra. 3rd cent. B. C.
LVIII. Yaksha statue. From near Bombay. 3rd cent. B. C.

LIX. YakshI statue from Mehrauli, near Delhi. Buff-coloured sandstone. 
3rd-2nd cent. B. C.

LX. DomukhI Devi. YakshI statue. Front view from west. 2nd cent. B.C. 
LXI. Vajrasana Throne. Bodhgaya temple. 3rd cent. B. C.

LXII. Stone railing. Pataliputra. 3rd cent. B. C.

LXIII. Reconstructed railing of the Mathura Jaina Devanirmita Stupa. See 
pp. 218 ff. Inside Lucknow Museum.

LXIV. Stone railing. Bodhgaya. 2nd-lst cent. B. C.

LXV. Reconstructed Stone Railing of the Bharhut Stupa. Inside Indian 
Museum, Calcutta. 2nd cent. B. C.

LXVI. Laughing boy. Terracotta. Patna. 2nd cent. B. C.

LXVII. Terracotta female figure. Bulandibagh. 2nd cent. B. C.

LXVIII. Terracotta Mother Goddess. Mathura.
LXIX. Terracotta female torso. Golakhpur. C. 200 B. C.

LXX. Sudarsana YakshI. From Bharhut Stupa. Now Ind. Mus.



LXXI. Chulakoka Devata. Railing Pillar. From Bharhut Stupa. Now 
National Mus.

LXXII. Fragmentary pillar showing an acrobatic scene. From Bharhut Stupa. 
Now Allahabad Municipal Museum.

LXXIII-IV. Rail medallions. From Bharhut.

LXXV. Left Pillar. East Gate. South face. Great Stupa. Sanchi.
LXXVI. Right Pillar. South Gate. East face. Great Stupa. Sanchi. 

LXXVII. Architraves. Eastern Gateway. View from north-east. Great 
Stupa. Sanchi.

LXXVIII. Gateway. View looking south after restoration of the Stupa behind. 
Stupa III. Sanchi.

LXXIX. Capital of West Gateway, showing figures of dwarfs. Great Stupa. 
Sanchi.

LXXX. Panel showing lions. Lowest of the right pillar. West Gate. Front 
view. Great Stupa. Sanchi.

LXXXI. Bull Terracotta. From Kosam. Sunga.
LXXXII. Female bust. Terracotta. Hastinapur (Period III).

LXXXIII-IV. Mandhata in Uttarakuru. Bhaja. 2nd cent. B. C. For identification 
of the reliefs see pp. 191-2.

LXXXV. Sculptures on northern wall of ornamented Vihara No. 20. From 
South. Bhaja. 2nd cent. B. C.

LXXXVI. First sculpture from north in the wall of the verandah facing west, 
Vihara No. 20. Bhaja, Poona. 2nd cent. B. C,

LXXXVII. Showing perforated window and warrior. Verandah. On the wall, 
facing west. Vihara No. 20. Bhaja, Poona. 2nd cent. B. C.

LXXXVIII. Arched entrance and the facade with lion-capitalled pillar from west. 
Chaitya Cave. Karle, Poona. 1st cent. B. C.

LXXXIX. Carved friezes. Upper Verandah. Ranlgumpha. Udaigiri. 1st cent. B.C. 

XC. Bull rider. Mathura. Pre-Kushana.
XCI. Yaksha blowing a conch. Mathura. Pre-Kushana.

XCII-XCIII. Two human torsos. Probobly two of the Five Vfishni Heroes. From 
Mora, Mathura. 1st cent. B. C.

XCIV. Male head. From Mathura. Now in the Budapest Museum. Kushana.



XCV. Female syrinx-player. Mathura. Kushana.

XCVI. Female bust (Ht. 14. cm.). Mathura. Bejoy Singh Nahar Collection. 
Ind. Mus. Kushana.

XCVII. Mithuna couple. From Mathura. Patna Mus. Kushapa.
XCVIII. Male head. Mathura. Kushana.

IC. Lady coaxing a parrot. Mathura. Kushana.
C. Female bust. From Mathura Dt. Now in Boston Museum. Kushana or 

earlier.

CI-CIV. Torana architraves. Buddhist. Mus. No. M3. Mathura. Kushana.

CV. Fragment of a frieze showing garland bearers above and some ascetic 
story below. Mathura. Kushana.

CVI. Railing pillar carved with a boy identified as Rishyasringa. Mathura. 
Kushana.

CVII-CXI. Architectural fragments with carvings. Mathura. Kushapa.

CXII. Standing Bodhisattva. Inscribed in Kanishka’s reign. From Set- 
Mahet. Now in Ind. Mus.

CXIII. Standing Bodhisattva. Inscribed in the 2nd year of Kanishka’s reign. 
From Kosam. Allahabad Museum. 79 or 121 A. D.

CX1V. Seated Bodhisattva. Inscribed. From Katra, Mathura. Kushana. 
See pp. 242-4.

CXV. Durga, seated on lion. Mathura. Kushana.

CXVI. Kubera with his two consorts, Lakshml and Harltl. Mathura. Kushana. 
CXVII. Rape of Ganymede. Mathura. Kushana.

CXVIII. Asoka tree. Mathura. Kushana.

CXIX. Railing cross-bar medallion. Mathura. Kushana. Now Boston Museum.
CXX-CXXII. Silver dishes. From somewhere in the North-West. CXXII. in Svetislav 

Roerich Collection.
CXXIII. Silver dish representing India. From Lampsacos ; now in the Istanbul 

Museum. 2nd cent. A. D. Courtesy : Museum of Antiquities, Istanbul. 
CXXIV-V. Jewellery. From Taxila. Nos. 247, 249.

CXXVI. Buddha with worshippers. From Takht-i-Bahai. Peshawar Mus. 
CXXVII. Gautama fasting as Bodhisattva. From Sikri. Lahore Mus.



CXXVIII. Siddharta with an ascetic and Vajraparji. Gandhara. Peshawar Mus. 

CXXIX-CXXXI. Heads from Gandhara. Stucco. 4-5th cent. A. D.
CXXXII. Bodhisattva Maitreya. Gandhara. Stucco. 5th cent. A. D.

CXXXIII. Ornamented Buddha-pada. Amaravati. Early Period. Courtesy : 
British Mus.

CXXXIV. Purna Ghata slab. Amaravati. Early Period.

CXXXV. Sculptured scene on part of railing pillar. Amaravati. Second Period. 
Courtesy : British Mus.

CXXXVI. Male colossal Bust. More than life-size. Nagarjunikonda. 3rd-4th 
cent. A. D.

CXXXVII. Female Bust. Nagarjunikonda. 3rd-4th cent. A. D.
CXXXVIII. YakshI figure. Nagarjunikonda.

CXXXIX. Worship of Buddha-throne and Dharmachakra. Nagarjunikonda.

I am deeply indebted to the Archaeological Survey of India for photographs 
reproduced here. Wherever the source is other than the ASI, due acknowledg
ments are made in their proper place.



GENERAL INDEX TO IMPORTANT WORDS AND SUBJECTS

Abdamala, abatamala { —abjamala) 285, 289 Chitta 7, 55
Abharanavriksha 192 Cosmos presenting a measured model for
AbhayamudrU see mudra the artist’s mind 4
Abhyiishakhadika 225 Connoisseur, Rasika, Sahfidaya, Viahak-
Aeharya 297, 298 shana 4, 7, 55
Aesthetic, aesthetic shock, samvega 4
appreciation . madhurya, sweetness 307

common both to poetry and art 3 ^  0 . . . , .nr  J . Dassaniya and Samvejamya 147
Rasa, Artlia, Chhanda, Sabda 3 r<mw padahanti 147
ii!aSa, flavour, divine element in creation attharasascha iabMno 147

and art 3
Rasa, aggregate of human emotions 3 purpose :
Artha, meaning or theme, as the vehicle sobhanartha, beautifying 55 

of Rasa 3, 5, arakshanartha, apotropaic 23, 55
Chlmnda, Tala, Laya, rhythm, Matra, chilathitike, perpetuating 89.

measure 3, 4 symbolical 4, see Symbols
Sabda, word, for poetry 3, 4 artistic allusion 60
—Rupa, for art, as vehicle of ideas 3, 7 Saihpu&jana, composition 4
Rupa, a material medium 3, 4, 5, 7 Akhyana 147
—makes an appeal to the mind through Chitra 147

the senses 4 lasativa cha bhulambah 307
—its language direct 4 Adambara 57
—Unity of Form and Meaning, Vagartha, Adasa (adarsa), mirror 58, 223 

7, 47, 54-5 Adasagahaka deva 125
Bhava, Bhavana, 3, 7 Adbhuta^Yaksha, 116
Adhyatma-bhava, Brahma-bhavana, Karma- Adhrishya 117 

bhavana, Ubhaya-bhavana 7 Aditi 24, 5, 49
Mdnushi Silpa and Deva Silpa 4 Agate, lekhasma, galvark, haktk 29
Amurta unmanifest and Murta manifest 7 Aghati 57 
Arupa or Paramarupa and Rupa 7 Agni 45, 259
Visvarupa =  murtarupa 7 Agniskandha 46, 120, 293
Dhyana, meditation 4, 7 Agni-Soma 46
Art is mind made manifest in matter 4 Ahava 41 
Image, not so much objective as through Ahirbudhnya 48 

artist’s mind 4 Ajakalako Yakho 134



Ajaneya, see Malta ajaneya sildkammantika 187, visvakarma 40, stha-
Ajanubahu 239 pati 56, 109, rajataksha
Alesha, axle 41 his science, vaththu 3, vastuveda 57, vastuvidya
Alaka, alakavali 318 E0 j7 , eo, , _ 5 8 ,6 5 ,  vasthukamma 58
A lam busa 136
Alasa, Alasakanya 229 his work’ kamma’ 59> 186> 187>
A m aresvara S iva 283 navakamma 298
Amatra 41 superin tenden t of w ork, navakarmika 285,
Ambhovihara 226 298, mahanavakarmika 285
A m bika 34 45 49 A rch itec tu re ,
Amritaghata 244, 259 - m a t e r i a l  rich  in P ali lite ra tu re  62 f. _
Ananta 46 48 — some interesting term s from  Ja in a  A gam a

_ l ite ra tu re  67—sayi 49
. , _ rock-cut, seechaitya, vihara, cave

A nantagum pha 184 _ . ,
. , . 7 achchhadana, encasing 120 ; sila-kaHcnukaAnasa, c a r t 41

Anekavaktraka, w ith  m any m o u th s  72 aditala, ground floor 63 , tala
A n d h ra-S a tav ah an a  277 f. aMal*’ tranSverse bai' 64> 64
Angajarupa 71 aggalapasaya 66
A nihata 115 phmitaggala 6*
Anjalipaggaha 300, 301 f  ,  , ,. , agmsala 42, 43, 161Ankusa, goad 312. ,, , maramandapa 63
A notatta  (A navatap ta) 6^, 90
A n ta rik sh ach ara  88 oy’*Va 42, 210
l i o u r d i  55 akhkhadaga, stage 67
-j- _ 7j7_ « ,n aknda, s tad iu m  or arena 303 ; also calledApanagoshtht 249
rr _ 7 . 7j 7j 7 akshavataia or mallasala, a t  N agarjuni-Apanakamadhya-pravishta-rakta-mulaka 312 • J

A para jita  116 konda
A param ahavinaseliya  297, 298 top-floor 63 ; see ta la
A paraseliya , A varaseliya  278, 298 a M a , o u tle t for sm oke in roof 4 4 ;  see

Apsarasas, nym phs 7 ,4 5 , 135-6 dhimanetra
A lam busa, MisrakesI, S ubhad ra , S udar- akshavataka, arena 303 ; see aknda
Sana 135 alamlanapindika 127

, .  . _ .. alinda, alinda, en tran ce  h a ll 62, 298 ; seeApupa 46, 49 , ’ , ’. , , dvarakosnthakaAra, spoke 41
Aran' 46 alpesakhya, sm all S tu p a  92, 120, 290, 301;

see mahesakhya
Arclta, im age 5 amalakasila, crow ning stone on S ik h a ra  122

arch itec t, vastuvidyacliarya 59, 109, mahava- anekastambhasata-sannivishta, th ea tre  hall 
dhdhaki 59, selavadhdhaki 2 9 8 ,1 8 6 , Malta- suppo rted  on m any colum ns 67



anda, drum or abacus of a pillar-capital ayakakhambha 126, 231, 280, 282, 285,
98, 100 288, 299

anda, hemispherical dome of stupa 126, 208 ayaka 285, 288, 289, 290, 292
angana, courtyard 42, 62; also prahgana ayaka platform 299, 300 ; —maticha ; see

210, ajira 42, 210 maHjusha ; dakhindyaka 285, 288, uttard-
amdvdra, small door 67 ; also uttarapasaga yaka 285, 288

67 _ _ ’ayama 43
antardla-mandapa 207

. , , An rn , ayasthuna, iron column 42, 58, 109antepura, inner apartment 42, 62 ; also
patntsadana 42, 43 bahirdvSrakosMhaka 62 ; see alinda

_ , bahirdvdrasdla 63 : see alinda
flv iT .p Q / v u .'i*') k 1 n  cap fi nnvp

apavaraka 186, see ovaraka baUrMhanamandapa 63 ; see dsthdnaman-
apsidal, see besara dapa
drama, garden 249 bahut-thambhaka 63
ardhachandra, apsidal 313 ; see besara balaindd (=baladanda), central beam 44
asanapedhi, asana-pidha, asana-pltMka, Barabar caves 92-3

dsana-pendika,-pindika,podium 210, 175 barhana, straw 43 
assembly hall 18-9, 42, 62, 63,67,85, barliirdstarana, layer of straw 43 

86, 87-8, 103 bath, Great Bath, Indus Valley 19
asthanamandapa, assembly hall; sablid, battlement 66, 73,84, 131; seekapisinhaka 

samtkagdra, sadas, asthayikd,darbar-i-am besara (stdvyasra), apsidal 171-2, 213
(baMrdsthana-mandapa) ; see Chandra- bharapatta, entablature 194 
guptasabha 86, at Kumrahar 86, bharatuld 63
Sudharmasabha. bhavanodydna 85 ; also grihodyana 63

asvathara 211, see thara bhicha, wall 90,127
, , , , , bhitti, wall 67 ; see pakkha

assasald, asvasthdna-manaapa, stable for ,. ., “  1 bhittiguliyd 67horses 62, 63 , .  . , , T rnbhttipdda, dado 67
asvavati said 44 , , ,  , nnAbhojana-sala 204
attalaka, bastion or tower 17, 19, 61, 66, bhumi, storey ; bhumika 63, ekabhumika,

68, 75, 84 dvibhumika 63, 175, tribhumika, nava-
atthamsika, octagon 62, 130, 131, 183, bhumika 63

184,204,288 bichliavana, layers of straw 43; also
dvattanapedhiyd, hinges 67 at-ahma or fWakdri.
_ . . i^n one bodhighara 63,64,65,133avesma, stone mason 149, 298 , ,T. ,bodhi-manda 172, 243
dydga (=dryaka) 231 bodhi tree 172> 212, 298 ; bodhidruma,
dydgapatta, tablet of homage 159, 232, bodhirukkhapasada 298 

233, 234/231, 266, 288 Bodhivihara, Bodhisangharama 172



brick 17, 18, 57, 59, 63, 76, 128, 150, —circular (parimandala) 203-4, 278-79
320-3, see ishtaka —square (ayata) 203, 205
manufacture of, 57 —compared to a Hindu temple 188

brick temples 320-3 —stambha,—skambha 187, 205, 206-7,
brick tower 76 see klrtistambha
brihat-mana 42 —yupa 77, 119
Buddhist rock-cut architecture 186-215 ; —window 187, 190, 196, 200, 202, 206,

see rock-cut archi. 208, 213, 214, see kirtimukha
burial mounds, Lauria Nandangarh 76-7, chakkalika 65

206 chakradhvaja 52, 54, 100, 233
—square and round, in 6 B. 124 chakravala 98
capital : Asokan 97-130, 171 chankrama, promenade 174
chakra 52, 54, 100, 141 chanda, half rosette 211
animal 19-130, 141, 171,184,251; see Chandragupta Sabha 86 

samgliata. chandrasald ,—salika 65, 67
Garuda 141, 251 chandrmila, moon-stone 288
makara 107 chashala 52
Corinthian 245, 274 chediyasa chhata, parasol of a chaitya 285 ;
Doric 274 see chhatra
Ionic 274 chatuh-sala 252 (—toranavedika), (—pari-
so-called bell 99, 105-6 gahitam sela-mantava) 297, 298
purnaghata or kumbhaka 68, 99-100, 104, chetiya { = chaitya) 124 ; see mahachetiya 

105-7, 141, 184, 203, 211, 215 ehetiyaghara 298 ; see chaitya-ghara
Iranian or Persepolitan 105-6, 107, 108 clietiyavatta (= chaityavarta), paraphernalia
lotus 184 round a ttiipa 124, 302
palm 141 chhata, parasol 285
cave, defined 187 ; kubha, ghara, gulia, chhata 64, see roof

sailaguha, gumpha, lena, kirti, nisidiya, chhatra, parasol, chliatrakamma, chhatravalt, 
etc. ; Indrasaila 76, Saptaparni 76, dhatu-chhatra, 34, 122, 127, 152, 166,
Barabar 92-3, Orissa 175-85; see 176,194,205,209,214,220,239,243,
Chaitya-hall, vihara, kirti. 300, 301, 333

Chaitya, stupa or tumulus 119, 187, 208, —three, manusha, divya and vimukti 300
chhatrakara, umbrella shaped 279

- tre e  119 ; also chaitya-vriksha, smatana- door.post 66
chaitya 77

, ,, 7 , chuda, tenon of upright 127—cave,—hall,—ghara, — mandapa etc.
186-7, 188, see below ' chulU’ sidesocket hole 127

—apsidal 171-2,188,190, 192-3, 194, 195- city, nagara, pur, pura, 17, 19, 47( 58, 61,
215, 278, 279-80, 282, 297 ; see besara 66, 75 f., 84-6, 103



city-gates, 67, see Qopura ; for city-wall, alinda.
see pakara. dussastupa 300

City of Hills, Girivraja 75, 76 durga-vidhdna 84
“College Building” 18 durotta, house 42
Cyclopean walls, of Girivraja 75 dvigarbha 175, 183
dama, house 42 dvyasra, apsidal 213, see besara
ddna-sald 66, 68 floor, see kuttima
Devakula, at Mat 248 51 foundation, prithivistambhana, bhumiya-
devagriha, abode of god 6, 42, 63, 64, 103, thirabhdvattha, 77; 98, 124, 126, 128

233, 252, devdyatana 103, devavimana- gajaprishthakriti 64, 190
griha 312, vimana, see below gajasamghdta see samghdta

Devanirmita, name of Jaina Stupa at gajatliara, moulding with elephant figures 
Mathura 217, 220, 230 210, see thara

devasadana, seat of god 6, 34, 3c, 47, 52, garblia, gabbha (lit. “womb”), cell, room 60, 
12 1 ; seeharmika 61, 64, 175, 180, 186, 210

dhama mame, measuiing of house 41 —dvigarbha, trigarblia, chaturgarblia, pan-
dharma-chilma, yupa as, 35, 52 chagarbha, ekahitaiayana-gabbha, sirigab-
dharma-stambha, yupa as, 52 54
dharuna, foundation 41 garbhagriha, “womb house”, cella of a
dhdtugarbha 125,2 90 temple 6> 122) 187, 188, 194, 211, 213
dholdkd.ro., drum shaped 190 garudadhvaja, at Besnagar 251
dhumanetta 65; see naina 44 ; also aksha ghara, cave
dhvaja 35, 52, 54 62, 100, 122, 233,; —mukha, facade of a cave 187, 193, 194,
chakra-dhvaja, dhvaja-stambha 210, 213
dikmandala, round drum or abacus 98 ------ paHjara 193
divastambha, pillar with lamp 285 ginjaka, tiles 65
dockyard, at Lothal 20 gomdnasiya 67
door, dvara 17, 19, 42, 58, 60, 66, 84, 103, gomati said 44 

187, 211, 213, 285, 298, 303 gopanast 63,64, 65
— kavata 65, 67. gopura 19, 61, 68, 75, 103, 174
— amdvara 67 granthi, knot 43
— ehulladvdra 60 granary 18, 19,
—garbhadvdra 187, 211, 213 Great Bath 19
—gopuradvara 19 Great Stupa, see stupa, mahdchetiya
— mahddvara 60 griha, house 42
— parsvadvara 285, 303 guha, cave 64, 116 ; see cave
— uttarapdsaga 67 harmika, “tee”, or “divine mansion” on
—drainage 18 Stupa top 6, 34, 35, 47, 52, 122, 127,

dvdrakoshtha,-ka 42, 62, 63, 66 ; see 279, 280, 289 ; see devasadana



hammiya, liarmya, room in upper storey kirti, rock-excavation, defined 99, 187, 206
63> 64 kirtimukha 187, 193, 198, 206, 207, 208,

haththisald, elephant stable 61, 62 aIso ehaitya.windou)> ^ryadvara, or sun-
hettitala 63 window
himagriha, summer house 67 ,, nn , „A,, ._ , no kirtistambha 99, 187, 204, 206, 213hiranyastupa, golden stupa 40, 120, 122
house 17 f., 41-45 ; see palace kitika, curtain, samsarana—, udghatana-, 65
—Vedic words for house, dama, durona, kliambha 66, 298, see stambha 

dhama, liarmya, mdna, pasty a, sadana, khaniya, cistern 228
Zola fcAarafityiyS,melon-shaped 64, 279

—architectural details of house building kodhi, hall 210
41-45, pillars 41, 57 kore 43

—measuring of, nimita, mita 43, dlidma kosa, kulaya, room 42
mame 42 koshtha,—ka, room 84, 62, 65

—salapati, vastoshpati 44 koshthika 210
— Sola Sukta AV. 9. 3. If. 41-5 kubha (= guha) 186
ijara, dado 63 Kulaha Vihara 298
Indraktla, peg 59 kumbha,-ka, pillar base and capital 66,
Indrasailaguha 76 68,174
Indrayashti, triangle-headed standard 52 ; Kumrahar Palace 59, 85-6, 89 

also Indradhvaja, vaijayanti, see motifs kata, peaked roof 63
and symbols 125, 128 kutagara. 62, 63, 64

iihtakd, brick 17, 18, 59, 76, 290, 320-3 kuttima, floor 62, 63, 67, hemakuttima 300
ishtakavardhaki 290 laur, lakuta, pillar 76
jagail, plinth 122 layana, cave
jail work, 65-68, 74, 130, 200, 260 ; see Mahachetiya, Great Stupa 124, 285,

vedikfi pattern 297-301
Jarasandha Ka Baithaka 76 Mdh.ddvd.ra 60
jharokha, jalaka-vatayana, saldka-vdtdyana Mahakunda 19
jantaghara 63 mahdnasa 63
jivadeha sayikd 176 malianavakarmika see navakarmika
kakthyd, court 45, 62, 85, 303 mahapatha 17, 19, 85
kamma, work 186, 187, 285, 298 ; see mahasayanam 60

navakamma mahasilakammantika 187
kannikd 64 mahdsopdna see sopana
kapmnhaka, battlement or merlon mahdsthana, 252 see sthdna
kavdta 65 mahdthupa 298 see Stupa
kaya (=sroyal office) 45 ; kayamana, mahavadhdhaki 59

kdyaitha mahavedika 285, 286 see vedika



mahavihara see vihara ovaraka (= apavaraka) 186, 298
Mahavijaya Prdsada, palace of king P“k3ra’ V^kam 17’ 1S> 59’ 61> 62> 65> 

Kharavela 175 ®6, 73, 34> 103> 131, 251
Mahaummagga Prdsada 59-60 ^  cubits 6]
maliesdkhya 92, 290, 292, 301 —kanthaka 131
makaratorana 221, 294 —pashdm-prdkdra, at Girivraja 75
mallaiala 303 padhana mandapa 285
mandapa, hall 187, 194, 198, 204, 279, padlxana sola 298

296, 297 padaraehhanna 59
mandovara 122 padmavaravedika, railing replete with lotus

, „  . . , ,  . _ design 131,142, 166,173, 211, 221-224mangalapushkanm 19 see pushkanm ’
mattjusna, box-like projections of Andhra . ±1 _ rr

Stupas 126, 290, 299 ; also dyaka, Palt:. iana
ayakamancha PaWlS’ Wal] 42> 63

mashaka 59 see plaster palaCe 366 palaCe
maththaka 59 palada (=palala) 43, 65, with panna, etc.
Mauryan palace see Kumrahar parishvafijalya 65, 43,
Mauryan pillars 96-7, 95-6, 171-2 panadi 175, 187
medhi 128, 281 paniya, paniya, of water
mukliamandapa 183, 206, 207, 278 —hhdjana 187, 210
muJchapattikd or mukhavati 63, mukhapatta gharal87,-gharika 210

198 —podhi 187, 210 (or only podhi)
muHja 43 paHjara 214, see silmpaRjara
nabhi ( = nave) 187 parikhd, moat 17, 61, 66, 68, 84
naddha 43 parimandala chaitya, circular chaityagriha
naliana 43 293, 294, 273> 279
naina 44, see dhumanetta parichakd suchi 285, 286 ; see sudd
narathara 210 ; see thara parnasala 33, 35, 214, 279
Narayanavataka 185, 251, 252 pasana see stone
navakamma 298 —pasanika, stone worker 285
navakammika 285, 298 —medavanna 125, 126, 260, 299
navariita mattika see plaster pasanakuttima 124, 126
nemichakra 299 pekkhaghara, theatre 67
nijjuha (=>niryu,ha) 64, 67 pendaka (?) 285, 289
» » % « (  = „ W ya, 176 pillar . t a i l , ,  « « ,  „«JM ,

reSld“ ,“ ' bmIdi"S 61 -*.•«, «wMb, f a r  34, 35,
outlet for smoke 44 see netta 41, 42.5, 46, 52, 57, 58-9, 62, 63,

outer railing 132-3 65,66,67,68, 76, 77, 86-7, 89, 90,



97-]03, 98-9, 99 100, 103, 109,122, sdlabhaHjikd, caryatid 67, 182, 220, 224-9 
130, 131, 171, 183, 184, 204. 281, etc., see salabhafijikd
280, 282, 285, 288, 298, 299 samghata see samghata

—of railing, 127, 224 f. samuggaya, socket 66
—capital, see capital above SaptaparnI Cave 76
—base, ptirmgha.ta-sha.ped 184, 201, 209, sandamSa 43 

211 sandhi 66
—pratimit, parimit, upamit, prdgvathsa, sangharama, Buddhist monastery 189 

prdchinavamsa, udichmavamsa, 43-4 sangltasald, minstrel's gallery 206, 207, 211
plaster, navanitamattika, mashaka, shlakshna- sankrama, bridge 66r68 
mattika, sanhamattika, sudhakamma, ulloka- samthdgdm 19, 68, 103 
mattika 59, 62, 110, 290, 299, 300 sapatasamthara 298
prakara, railing 127; city wall see pakara satahhuji 42, 109 
prasada see palace selaghara, rock-cut cave 187
prasada, temple, prasadoltama 252, pra- selakamma, stone work 59, 186, 187

sadastambha 99 selakhambha, sildthablia, selathambha, stone
pratichi (= pichhavada) 42 pillar 298
prithivistambhana, consolidation of earth selamantava 297, 298 

77, see foundation selavadlidhaki 186, 298
punyasala 282, 283 SIhala Vihara 298
pradakshitiapatha, path of circumabulation, sihapaHjara, lattice work 63, 64, 65 

aisles (of a chaitya cave) 132, 187, 198 sikya 43 
pushkaritn, pokkharim 19, 58, 61, 62, 63, sildkammantika 187

210, 249 silakaflcJiuka, sila-dcliclihadana 120, 280,
puslipagraham, pushpadhdna, dais for re- 300, 301

ceiving flower offering 231, 299 sildvigada bhicha 127
pujdsild, tablet for receiving worship 232, simsumdrasirah 130, 141 

251, 252, also puhuml-silapatta 232 sirigabbha 64
prandha 43 siyahara, summer.house 67
rasana 52 skambha see stambha
rathyd 85 sobhapatti 182
Rativadhdhana Prasada 62 sopdna, staircase 63, 64
Ratnagriha 148 —*ts ^ difigara, padamula, matthaka or stsa
roof 17, 64-586 64
sabhd 19, 42, 63, 67, 85, 86, 87, 107 see sopanatoranavedika 232

. , , tt it staniblia, skambha, sthund etc. see pillarAssembly Hall ’ ' 7
, I 7 __j  ro , n, skambha as Jyeslitha Brahma 52sahassathambha pasada 63, 103

sailaguhd, rockcut cave 103 ' Skambha Sukta 34, 52
sold 62, 109, 128 Rudra-§iva-Stambha 35



stambhayashti 98 tula 63

—its sym bolism  98-9 udara 42

sthapati 109 udhampata {—urdhvapata) 285, 289, 292,
stone (pasana) 299, 300
—medavama pasana 125, 126, 290, 299 udapana, well 63 
—w orker in stone 58, 285 uttarapasaga 67
—pasanika 285 ; avesani 149, 298 udyana, garden 62, 85

—stone ram part a t G iriv ra ja  75 upastJianasala 198
—stone w harf a t N agarjnn ikonda 299 upathana 62

sthana, h o ly stead  252  U p p h ak a  P asada  62

Stupa see Stupa ushmsa, unhisa, unisa, unisapata, coping
stupl, finial 64, 65, 204, 213 127, 1 3 0 ,285 -6 , 298

stupika 66, 280 vadlidhaki 59, 186, 298

suclii, cross-bar 66, 127, 286 vamsa, bam boo 43, 44
—pudamtara 286 vanalatthi 65
—parichaka suclii 286

, vapra, city wall 17, 19, 84suahakamma see plaster _ , , .„ ,7 _ . , „ vastu, vattliu, arch itec tu re  63
o udharma, palace  of In d ra  60, 62 7 „„vastuveda 57
suryadvara 208 (-=chaitya-window or kirti- - , . 7 _, ,  vastuvidya 65mukha) ~

T , vastuvidyacharya 59,109thabo 131 see pillar. ,_7 7 vajrasana throne 172tadaka, pond 298 7.vedi, 127, vedika, railing 33, 34, 35, 46,
, ,  127, 132-3, 173, 182, 221-24, 285, 286;tala, storey 63 7

see padmavara-vedika
tem ple, prasada, sadam ,_ j v , , , , ,  —railing pillar 224 f.

° a S.a vihara, B u d d h is t m o n aste ry  186, 187,
—of Karttikeya 302 189, 191, 193, 194, 197, 199, 202, 203,
—of Harltl 332 205, 210, 278-9 298.

of S iva 302 vimana, divine car 47 , 87
- i t s  four^com ponents com pared to th a t  _ 0f S u ryabhadeva  66

of a Stupa 122 vinichchayatana 62
tnara, figure moldings 210-11 . 7, . visnuvat 44—their origin 210-11 nr_
thata, thattfiara 43 vyalatorana 266, see rmkaratorana
. ' „ wharf, of stone 299
torarn, gateway 127, 129-30, 158 221 • 7

266 294 ’ window, gavaksha, gokha, jharokha,

tmu, am i is, see f  “y5” ' 65' 68
thOpiki 6 3 ,  s e e  Uipili S '  ,yf eS>

* pana, vedika-vatapana 65



—uddha-clihiddaka-vatapana 65 asvamukha 72
—ambari, oriel 65 asvattha 37
—wooden, 17, 57, 65-6, 89 asvavyala 72
yaksham sadatb, Yaksha shrine 116 Asuras, the Titans 317
yanta, yantaka, locking 59, 60, 64 Asura 18, 39, 45, 317
yashti, pillar 34, 122 —culture, in Indus Valley 18, 39, 45
yupa, tiller, sacrificial stake, 34, 35, —their philosophy of life in the Chh. Up. 18 

40, 46, 52, 54, 57, 77, 119, 121-2, 138 avadhya 115
—as dharma chilma 35, 52 avarta, spiral 74
—chaitya yupa 77, 119 ayaga, see under Architecture
—its four parts 121-2 ayagapatta 241 f., 266
—compared to stupa 121-2, 138 ayasa parasu, copper axe (RV. X. 53. 9) 9

ardhachandra, half-moon-shaped stone 67 ayasi vast, copper celt 9, 40
ardhachandraka, half medallion 287 _ a weapon of Tvashta in RV. VIII. 29. 3
Ardhanartivara, half male and half female 6, ayataW 

45, 48-9, 257 Ayodhya 47
aritra 56 ayudha, weapon 56
Art and craft: —lakkhana 58

Indus Valley 16 —purusha 254
Vedic 40-45 Ayurveda, science of life 57
Mahajanapada 56-8, 66
Saisunaga-Nanda 82-3 Bacchanalian groups 246-8, 267
see silpa laehhedl, sepals 99

ashtadikkumarika, eight maidens of space bahirvedv 55 
125, 232 Bahudlia-jana 39

ashtamangalaka chilma, eight auspicious signs bahumukha 72
233 bahusirsha 72

—mala 159 Balimuliya 298
Ashtamurti 6, 45 lalahaka asva, winged horse 136
asidakkhana 58 Balarama 235, 253 256
asmanmayi vast, stone celt 9, 40 bandhura, seat 41
aaoka 277  ̂ barber 5g

ottamsika 255 Barhadratha dynasty 75
puslipaprachayika 139 barfidar 32

- “ 226.266,319 J e , " 1 52
AssamukhI 173 7 -7- 7 _7_ ,oasula, basuli, adze 9
assamachchha 222 beadSj thejr sbapes 3Q
aiiatthana, stable belana-lodha 74

47



bhadra Jcalasa, auspicious pot 51 ludbudakara, bubble shaped 64
bhadra mani, auspicious gem 118 Buddha 6,
bhadrasankha, auspicious conch 222 his story in stone and colour
Bhadrasva, white winged dragon sacred to bis life scenes 6, 126, 152-3, 272-3, 281,

China 70 287> 289
BTiagavato pamana latthi 159 descent from Tushita heaven, dream of
bhahti, cult 235, 238, 251 ff. Maya, oblique birth, seven steps, first
bhandagarika 175 bath, taming of Nalagiri, miracle of
Bharata 70 fire and water, ascent to heaven of
bhikshapatra, begging bowl 54, 222 thirtythree gods, three ladders of gold,
bhikshusahgha 189 silver and copper, vision of thousand
bhingara 223 Buddhas, presentation of four cups, etc.

his previous lives, Jataka
bhishak 56 represented by symbols 236
bhittichitta, wall painting 66 , see painting symbolic representation of his life 152-3
bhramaraka, spiral 74 metaphysical pattern of his life 6
bhujhliya patra, begging bowl 46 as Mahapurusha 54
Bhumi, Bhuiyan, earth goddess 25, 235 as y0gj j 2l
bhuyast 87 as Chakravarti 121
Blr = Yaksha 114 his image) 236 ff
bisakhadika 225 on co;ns 236, 238, 241-2,
hisi 65 on pata 282, 285, 288, 289, 292
Bod hg ay a 172-74 its origin) at Mathura 217, 235-44,
Bodhi, enlightenment 47 271-2
Bodhivriksha 288 in Gandhara 271-2

—six Bodhi trees of the six Buddhas 138-9 Buddhapada 281 
boring, 50 Buddhapata 282, 285, 288, 289, 292
bow, 46, 45, 56, 57, 58 Buddhism 119, 278
bowfighter 56, 58 Buddhist legend 288
Brahma 253, 254-5 buffalo 36
Brahma ( = Yaksha) 45, 115 building of a Stupa 124-6

— maha, festival for Yaksha 115 bujlia, quartzite 8
—pura 115 bull 25, 36, 46

Brahma ha vai bralmanam pushkare sasrije 53 bmial mounds, at Lauria Nandangarh 75, 
Brahmanaspati Soma 49 76-7, 119
Brahmanical images, at Mathura 251-60 —pottery 27-8
Brahmasara 60 carnelian (= tarn da) 29
brihat-chhanda 44 carpenter 57
bronze sculpture 22-23 gasket 82



chaitya, see under Architecture chatuhsrakti, square 124
Chaityakas, a Buddhist sect 278, 284, 285 chatuh srihga, fourhomed 71 
chakbhauraH, spiral 74 chatumahardjika gods 61, 134, 153
chakkalikd 65 chatuppada pamkti, row of quadrupeds 125,
chakra, wheel 41, 46, 51-2, 54, 90, 255, 320 210, 288, 289, 300

as arch symbol for Buddha 121 chaturdala, fourpetalled 74
— Tryadliva chakra 121 chaturdamshtra, fourjawed 45, 46
—dvyara, paHchara, ihadara, sahasrara 52 Chaturdvlpl Bhugola, four continental geogra-
—as Dharma 121 phy 70
—Dharma-chakra 52 cliaturmahddvipa, four great continents
—Brahma-chakra, Bhavachakra or Samsara- cliatmlikaparda, 40 

chakra, Kalachakra, Jlvanachakra 51 cliatvara, platform 114
—Vrittachakra of Vishnu 52 chauphulid, 74
—Sudarsanachakra 52, 54 chelaka, 58
—pata,-patta 232, 239, 285, 289, 292, 300 chhandogati 51 
—dhvaja Chha Kamasarga 61
Chakavaka Nagaraja 132 cMlatliitike, for long enduring 89
ChakravartI, Sovereign 58. 191-2, 239, 289 chipitanana 317 

Mandhata 191-2 chirand 29
Maha Sudassana 58 chita, funeral pyre 119
iconography 58, 239, 242, 243, 289 chitrakfit, painter 309

chakravyuha 154, 155 cKtta, mind 4
chalcedony, karketana 29 chittaka, a cloth 58
chdmara 66, 121 chittakara, 60

grdhini 271 chittakamma painting 67
chamasa 33, 41, 46, 57 Chulakoka, a YakshI at Bharhut 132, 135
clianda, chandra, moon, half medallion 45, 48, Chuld maha, cult of 165 

211 chutalatikd 225
chanda-mriya,-div3kara, chandamraj 48, 61 Classical age, from 1st cent. A.D. to 7th cent. 
chandana kalasa 223 A. D. 2
Chandra, a YakshI at Bharhut 132 Cloth :
Chandrasekhara, Siva 6 assattharana, hatthatharana, rathattharana,
charana, academy of learning 56,57 chittaka, gonaka, patalika, pattika 58
chariot (ratha) 41; cartwright, raihakara 41, 57 Coins :
charioteer 58 punchmarked 68-70
chant 33, 41, 46 vimiatika, trimsatika, kdrshdpana
chashala 34, 40 Copper :
chatasrah pradUah, four directions of space 47 vessels 58
Chatudisa Samgha 298 weapons 9, 40



tablets 38 Dhanyakataka or Amaravati
culture 9, 13 —the first capital of the Andhras 277
as the chief metal in the Indus Valley 23 —Stupa, named in inscriptions as
its Vedic name, ayas 23 Dhanakadakachetiya, Dhanyaghataka

corngrinder 57 chetiya, Katamahachetiya 284
cotton 58 — nigama 284
Cultural life in and through art 5 Dharma, dhamma :
cymbal 57 — chakra 6, 34, 90-91, 119, 121, 126, 288
Daivasuram 4, 39, 46, 50, 317 —pamkti 126
daivi nava, divine boat 46 —kathikas, preachers of Dhamma 298
Dakshinamurti 6 ■—vijaya 10, 103
dampatl 287, 313 —kamata, —ghoso, —chalana, — niyama,
danda 254 —dana, —patipati, —mangala, —sam-
dandadipa 229 chava, —sususa, — anusastu, —anu-
danta, ivory 65, 309 ggaho,—silana, etc. 90
_riipa 309 Dhammo Sanantano 54
dasamatarah 45 dhatumafijtisha, relic casket 301
Dasamukhanugraha 6 dhatugarbha (= dagaba) 125
dasasirshd vatsa 46 dhmatri, melter 41, 57
decorative elements 5 dhussa 40 ; see dashya
Desakas 298 Dhvajavatl Kanya 71
design 5 dhyanamudra see mudra

for filling space dlpamala, row of lamps 128
lends beauty to an object Disamaha, cult of directions 127
as framing border Disavratika, disa worshippers
accessory figures — Disapokkhiya 134
natural and conventional dlrghatapw 136

desya krida 225 divi bhattiyo, divine motifs 61
Deva, divine 6 dockyard, at Lothal 20
—abiding in Stupa or temple 6 double headed eagle (= dvimurdha sakuni,
—dushya 300 dvisirshni-, or ubhayatahurshu mparni) 24,
—kumarika 223 46, 71, 73
devaja mani 46 —bull 46
devajata asva 46 dramaturgy, under music 57
devaratha 46 — natasutras of Silalin and Krisasva 57
Devi Kshma, goddess earth 81 —Panini on, 57
Devi Mata Sri, mother goddess Sri 81 —School of Bharata 57
Devanirmita Stupa 217, 220, 230 druhad 41
dhanutha, see bow drona 41



i  i ' cn Gandhara art, 261-76aronakalasa 57 9
drum (—dundubln) 57 —chronology 271
Durga 253, 260 -geographical extent 260
Dussa Stupa 300 ~ main sites situated on trade routes 261
dushya, durm 40 -subjects and scenes 272-5
dvadasara, twelve-spoked 52 Gandhari 261

. ,r,r Gandharlnam 261dvatimssa oha kumanyo 126
Gandharva 7, 45

dvimata 45 d 57
Dyavaprithivt, earth and heaven 47 _ r „„„1' Ganesa Lena group 205
^ 6r 33 Ganga 254
dumna 56 ^  ,Gangadhara 6
earring 58 Gangita Yaksha 134
ekagriva bahudara 73 , , , 7lgarland (=  mala, dama, srak) :
ekamsika 241 , . . 7 , , 7—making (malyagratnana, pushpoolioliaya,
ekasmJianah dasavatsah 71, 73 , , , ,, .# ' • • pusnpagrathana,pushpabnarana' lib , z2o
ekasma, monolithic 92
7 v . .  . — maker joefcairinga, unicorn 55 . , . f -y . .—borne by dwarf Yaksbas

ekodara pritliakqnva 73r a —by elephant-headed Yakshas
elephant frieze 73 . x— issued out from makara mouth
embroiderer 57, 58 —malMharl deva 287, 301, 293
Enkidu 37 ,garta, seat 41
Erapata Naga 35 _ , , XT_, . . 7_„ , OQ .,0 Garuda and Naga 73faience { = kaHchalt mitti) 28-29, Gaura (= Bos (Taurus) 51
folk art 5 ghantapamti, row of bells 222

deities 119 *ghatta mattha, technique of producing polish, 
footprints 153, 287 "  ̂”
forces of Evil 4 , 7, — prabna 68caaS, mace 255, 3 20 . , , . . , 77—of three kinds (saprablia, samaricln,
gahapati, householder 284, 285
Gajalakshml 254, see SrI-LakshmT *a ^otâ
gajamachchha 222 ghora

. , , Jt-7 Glirita and Amrita 51aajaprisnthakptti 64 •
. , , . , Gilgamesh with bull 37gajasamghata see samghata

— vyala 72 Girivraj 75f.
gana 317 g0ds an(j goddesses, manifestations of one-
ganadevata 45 Divinity 4
Ganapati 45, 49, 253, 259 —as symbols of celestial and earthly

gandhadama 62 P°wers in the universe 34



gold (=suvarm, hiranya) ; hathattharana 58
—in Indus Valley 29 liavirdhana 43
—worker in (liiranyakara) 41, 57 hayasamghdta see samghata
—inlay (Mranyarupa) 42 Hellenistic motifs 267
—smith’s art, highly developed in Indus hemamala 158 

and Vedic period 58 heranika 284
—in Sutra period 58 Himavanta 60

garland 47, 58 historical scenes 132
drapi -40 honeysuckle 74

Golden Germ oi Egg (Riranyagaroha, etc.) Horsebreeding, a text on, from Boghozkoi 71
45, 47, 49 humorous scenes 173

gomachchha ^22 icon, as symbol of divine 7
gov-aka 58 Ihamriga, animal design, fanciful animals 5,
Gopa 41 66, 67, 71, 174.
Gopika 229 —muklia 317
goshthiyana, picnic car 312 . IkshubhaHjikd 225
gmha (-cup) 57 Ikshvakus 277, 282, 286
graiveyaha, neck ornament 58 Indra 6> ^  ^  ^
gravanau, stones for grinding 47 -dhvaja, -yashti 46, 70
Greek invasion 119 - h is  visit 6
gridhrayatu 72 - ^ a ,  his cult 35, 52
griffin 72 , ,—asana 46
grotesque 316-17 Indus Valley art :
guha 47 —discovery 15
guhyaka, Yaksba 38, 198, 223, 246, 311 -expansion 15
Haimavatavarsha =  Bharatavarsha 70 -H arappa and Mohenjo-daro 15
Haimavatl Uma 49 , , 00 J—chronology 38-39
hair-styles 5 . , e, . _ •—value 15Jiamsa 46, 97, 125, 266

7 —character of its civilisation 15—knda 266
,, . n„ —compared to Western Asiatic 20, 23,—their row 97, 125

Harappa (= Hariyupiya) 39 ^ ^
Harihamsa 46 4*
Harihara 6 254 arrow fahumat, ishukfit, iihukara) 45, 56
Harltl 114,'264 ivory ( = danta™pd) 31, 66
hastipa 57 ’ -workers of Vidiia 165
hastimachchha 222 iyam salilanidhane budhasa bhagavate Zakiya-
hastinakhaprabhamandala, scalloped halo 228 nam 82
hastimpadvati 44 jadeite 1=mas dr a) 29



Jaina Stupa 217-8, 219 ff, 230-31 Kamadeva, God of Love 253, 311, 316
Jakha, Jakhaiya =  Yaksha 118 kamalatd, wishfulfilling creeper 53,269; see
Jalakfida, water sport 226 kalpavriksha
jalanguli kara 239 Kamantaka 6
jalardravasana 226 Kamavachara gods, their six types 161
jalebJia, jalahasti 136, 174, 223 kammadhitthayaka 124
Jambudvlpa 70-74 kandmma 57
jangMka 320 kandukakrida 228
Jarasandh ka Baithak 76 kamsa 41, 58
jatajuta, matted locks 259 kantaltari, acanthus 74
Jatakas, earlier births of the Buddha kaparda 24, 243

—scenes 126, 137, 244, 280, 287 kapisirshaka, battlement 66, 73, 84, 131
Jayavijaya gumpha 183 kappaka, barber 58
jeweller 57 karala 317
jewellery, two hoards from Harappa 29 Karishinl 82

—four hoards from Mohenjo-daro 29 karkarl 57
—beads, flat strips, girdles, metal cones, karmara 41, 45, 56 

necklace, 30-31 karnavesldaka 58
—hairpins 31 karotapani 126
—miscellaneous 31 Karttikeya 233, 253, 258-9
—on female terracottas 24, 25 kashthakarma, Pkt. katthakamma 65, 68, 103
—circular pendants for necklaces 58 kata ( = matting) maker 56

Jivaputraprachayika 225 kauldlaka, potter 57
jyakara, bowmaker kavacha, armour 56
Jyeshtha Alakshml 81 kayotsarga mudra see mudra
Jyeshtha Brahma 52 kesakula-mukht 226
Jyotirlinga 6, 46, 51 kesanistoyakarim 266
kadruka 41 keiavithi 318
kaivarta 41 Keslvadha 254
kalasa 41 ketu, ensign 46, 51
kalasapata 285 Ketumala 70
Kalpavrikska, Kalpalata, wishfulfilling tree or khada patthara 29 

creeper, 6,47,53,119, 142-3, 144,145,' kltadi 24
146, 155, 192, 222, 269 khtggadhara 126
—producing various desideratives 142-3 kliarva 317
—ten kinds of 146 khetavijja 58
—producing mithunas 142, 144,145, 155 klchaka 156, 246 

kalpadushya vriksha 192 kimkara 88, 196



kinasa 41, 56 laksbaraga 142
kiAjalkini 47, 142, 2*5 Lakshml 253, 259-60 ; see Srl-Lakshml

laHchhana, distinctive sign 235
kinkhim jala 62, 131, 291 , .... ,, 0~lapidary s art (=mamkarma, manmlpa) 41, 83,
Kinnara 72
kokayatu 72 lapis lazuli (= Rajavarta) 29
kokilakesapana 226 lepyakara, lepyakrit 308, 509
Konakamana, his stupa 90, 91 E s t a t e  227, 312

koppu see kumba lUamay&rdbarha bhangi kesapasa 319
korana 30 tllatthiya salabhafijika 67
4<w'a 41 Z%a 6, 78
kosseyya 58 -vigraha 6, 257
ksJturapra mala 315 -ekamukhi, paHchamukhi 257
Kubera Yaksha 132, 246, 253, 260 jjon fr ;eze 73
*“J7**« 247 forfAafci 74
kulala, potter 56 jj0̂ a 77
Kumara 45, 49 foSoraj* 309
Kumarlparvata 185 lokottara mahapurusha, supermundane great
fc«mi5 40 beingj 293
Kumudvati 316 41
ftr* 187, 206 Lothal, dockyard 20
knda vihara 225, 229 lotus motif 141-2
Jcrishivala 41 —its various kinds 131
Krishna 235 —0[1 padmwara vedika 221-2 ; see padma.

—his childhood legends 245 lute 57
kumbha kumblu, earthen pot 41, 46, 57 maehchha :
kumbhakara, potter 57, 58 gaja-, go-, hasti-, maga- 222
Kumbhamushka (=Kumbhanda) 45 nara- 173, 122
Kumbhanda 7, 45, 317 vnshabha 141
Kumrahar 89 madhu 49
]cut-l(?a 33 46
kundala 46 madhu chchliishta, cere perdue 23
kundalita pata 294 madhye samgrahya 22
kufljara 66 migara, crocodile 66
kuAjaraksha 74 magnammka 226
kurira 24, 40 /na/ia, folk festival or cult 139-41
Kushana art, at Mathura 232-60 -  a list of 138
kusula 57 mahaajaneya pasu 34, 69, 98, 90-1, 100
labyrinth 74 mahabala 117



Mahabrahma 126 malyachangeri 228
mahadeva, great god 46 manasarovara 60
mahadupatthana 116 manda 56
Mahajanapada period, art in 56-68 mandala 46
mahakaya, colossal 88, 117 mandara 47
Mahakoka devata 135 Mandkata 191-2
mahalaka vijita 102 mangala ghata, auspicious pot 51
Maba Nagna 22, 47 mangala kalaSa 51, 99
Maha NagnI 22, 47, 309 mangalaka mala 156
mahanartaki, great dancer 228 manilcara 41, 57, 58, see lapidarist
Mahaparinirvana, great decease 153 manikarma 103
rmhapratiharya, great miracle 157 manilakkhana 58
mahapurmha, superman or Great Being 4, 6, manUilpa 103 

121, 134, 293 manosila tala 61
lokottara 293 Mara, evil-genius 4, 126
lakshana 293 Maran (=yakska) 114

mahapmJtkara sraj 223 mardangika 320
Maharaja, Maharajika 115, 1—6, see chatumma marielii 68, samarichi with polish ; see polish 

harayika masha, a weight 69
mahasreshthin 285 mashakam 125
mahasya sva 46 Mathura,
mahat 49, 116 —as a centre of art 216
mahatimingala 137 —art  ̂ styje an(j contents 216ff.
Mahavijaya raja 176 —Jaina art 230-34
mahdvira 46 matnka 45
Mahavishnu 255 matrimiirti 229
Mahl mata 309 mattha 68
mahimayt mUrti, clay image 308 matugama potthaka rupaka 60
Mahlsasaka, a Buddhist sect 298 Meaning (Art-ha), its quest 4
mahisha 46, 51 —without it art is blind 4
MahishamardinT 253, 260 medhi 128
mahishavyala 72 Medieval period, 700-1200 A.D.:
mahoraga 46, 72, 232, 266 Early, 700-900 A.D. 2
makada 74 Late, 900-1200 A. D. 2
makarika 294 mekhala 24
maladhari deva 274, 287, 289, 293 Menaka 228 ; see UrvasI
rrudaga 41 meshavyala 72
malagandhavilepana 58 Milking of Earth Mother by king 46

48



millstones 58 —katyavalambita 22, 203
minamithuna, fish pair 232, 233 kdyoUai ga 234

^  —latahasta 22
rnlr,r0r , muktadamakalapaka 125
MisrakesI 136 „„„mufctakinkim lalaka 125
mithuna, couple 6,47,49,53,142,144, 145, , ' _F muJcta yojftopavzta 294

]55, 196,269, 313 . T 7 .. , muKunaa see mucnakunda—produced from Jcalpavriksha 53, 142, ,mu/cut a
144, 145,155 /musala 256

mortars 58 music, science of 57
mother goddess 22, 24, 25, 45, 46, 49, 77-82 . “b —instruments 57

— Maya 24 ,,'  __ nab ay a, nave  41
—Aditi Devamata 24, 25 7 , , 7, nachchalca devata, deva 289, -00
—Sri 24-5, 80-82 7 7 7 CQ. . nachchakagitavaditra 5o—Anahita, Aditi, Innini, Istar, Isis 25 nadakdra 58
—KesinI 46 ' r _

n a d i  D/
—Kottavl and Kalika 46 .. ,_ , Naga, serpent 45, 48, 135, 248,
—matnkd, dvimata, saptamatarah, dascima- , . . ,

— sym bol in  v a rio u s pan th eo n s 48
<“ra* 45 - c u l t  5, 119

— tisrah devih 45 • u i oe—iconography 135
-ring-stones 77-10 -m u d r a l0
- h e r  pose on ring stones 80 _ rgja figure 280

motifs: in Indian art 74 _ , , , ieonaaadanta, elephant-tusk shaped peg 158, 223 
their countrywide exchange 294-5 Naigama 284

-rupaka 66, 67 rmharapakSraka 187 Naigamela 233
animal 153, 222 Naka 47
floral 153 nnnadharma 39
Hellenistic 267 ndndmukha 317
kapmrahaka 66, 73, 84, 131 Nandi, Siva’s Bull 46

—vedika 46 Nandisvara 6
Uttarakuru 223 nandyavarta 74

mrigarupa 71 ndpita 41
Mrityunjaya 6 nara 66
mucJiakunda ( - “honey suckle”) 74, 78, Narada 46

^0. 222 Narayana 45, 49
mudra, pose ««« iats 53

aohaya 203, 239, 240 nasagradrishti 271
afijali 204 Nataraja 6
dhydna 234, 239, 271 Natya, dramaturgy 57



56 vaddhana, Upphaka 62, Mahavijaya
uavaja 41, 56 175, at Nagarjunlkonda 302-3
navanita mattika 124-5 ; also mashakam, maska —defined, divisions and apartments, 63-4
nemi 41 —hetthapasada, uparipasada 63, sahassa-
nidhi, treasure 46, 317 kham'Jmpasada 103, iatabhujiuild 42,
Nigama, its organisation 317 109, mtadvara 42, sahassathambha 63,
Nikharva, a nidhi 317 mhasra-dvdr agriha 42
riilotpala patra 98 padumadika-gahaka deva 125
nishka 58 painting :
Nritu, dancer 23, 45 —pre-liistoric 10-13
Npitu 45 —on wall 58, 60-61, 62, 66, 67, 63
oblique birth, of Indra —on pottery, see pottery.

—of Buddha pakshagama simha, winged lion 71
—of Skanda 46 pakshi mahisha, winged bison 71

occupations 41 Palaeolithic ( — old stone) Age, culture 8
opaia 40 Pallavas 282
Orissa caves, see Udaigiri-Khandagiri caves palmette, talaparna 74 
ornaments 58 panasa, jack-fruit 142
padapitha 249 pafichapattika 32
padma 47, 53; see lotus pallclmartri 73
padnuka 287 Puhchabrahma 6
padmaja sruhti 53 Panchasikha 126
padmakosa 98 Pancha Vrishni Vlra 118
padmamcdini 81 Panchendra 259
padmanemi 8\ papdu kna 202-3
padmasana, lotus-throne 121, 233, 239, 271 panigha 41
padmasambhava 81 paniyaghanka 284
Padma-Sri 82 pafijaka design 70, 205
padmatapatra 240 pahkhadl 99
padmeshthita 81 Papl-Lakshml, Alakshml 81
PadminI 227 param 14, 312
padumaka 300 Parijata 47
palace : prasada, pasdda, rajakula, pasadavara, parimandoda 124

rdjabliavana, rajanivesana, vasaghara, parinaliya 41
vimana, nivasa, 19,- 42, 58-9, 59-60, 61, parivrittasiras 73
62-64, 85-6, 89, 103, 109, 175, 302-3 —avrittasiras 73
—in Indus Valley 19, at Kumarahar 59; Parusbnl (=Ravi) 39 

85-6, 89, Maha-ummagga 59-60, Rati- Parvati 49



parvatopama 117 pesas, embroidery 40
paryankaltlasana 258 pestles 58
paryaftkika 311 Phalguni 235
pasana Ultima 124 phullavdli 311
pashchad vanytm 22
pashana prakara at Girivraja 75 physician 57
pam 46 ^ ala 254

—pankti 37-8 ptpal 32, 37’_47’ 119
_ ^  Plprahwa Stupa 82-83

„ Pithapuram 277pata (= patra), ornament 30 *
patralata, patraraohana, patravallafi, scroll work f 0Q 1in

or floral design 5 P°1,sh 68’ 87’ 88’ 108' 110
- a s  sacred as a Divine image 5 -pre-Maurya and Maurya 68

pata, patta, tablet or slab 298 “ a doZen termS ln Sabh3 Pal Va 7
- Bodhipata 289 Pottlm 65
-Budhapata 285, 280, 212 potthakarapa, stucco work 66, 209
— Chaityapata 288, 289 P°tter 57
—Chakapata 252, 233, 232 285, 290, 292 pottt:1J
-Masapata 285 InduS Valle7 25'28
-padukapatta 282, 293 pr°duCed °n "h .661 f 6

7 _ painted and plain 25-6—punumi silapatta 232 7 7 7 .
285, 289 desiSns 5’ 26' 28 ;

-  tothikam ta 232, 285, 289 292 or
-mpapaia 280, 288, 289, 292 26.27, 28
-Tm U nkanrata  233 N BP Wire 68

udmpata (urdhvapatja) 285, 289 NG Ware 68
patta see ayagapata pra’ohamandala 239-40

—sapatasamthara 298 1 nQ, , „ pracham knda “northern sport 139, 224
—carved with life scenes 292 _ 7

patalika 58 northerners 124
Tj , , pradakshinapatha see circumambulation
Patanjah, the grammarian 119 r dhi 41
patidhara, bowl-bearer 126 7m\  .! 7 ,7prajnaskandha 293

62 prcdambdkarnapasa 239
*” ****“ 58 pramatha 45, 319
pavasta, sheep-skin 40 pmadWJbS 266
pauma lay a 66, 67 pratimS 103
peridaka 285  ̂  ̂ Pravarngiri (»Barabar Hills) 92
pesakara, pesitri 57, 58 prishtha-gamita, addorsed 73, see samgJiata



prithivz silapatta 110 pushpapankti 300
Prithivi-Varaha 46 pushpochchaya 226
Prithu and PrithivI 46 pushpaprachayika 225
prithusroni 22 pushpasraka 233
pujasila 127 Pnshyamitra, Senapati 119
puncbmarked coins : pustakrit 308

—date 68 putravallabha 229
find places 68 Raja ( = yakslia) 115

—symbols on them 68-70 —Raja king of Yakshas
pundarika, lotus 47 Rajagiriyas 278
pungava-pungavi, man-woman 191 rajaka 58
puny as ala 136, 282 rajalekhaka 284
puppliadama 62 rajaHlpt 109
pilrnaghata, purnakumbha, punnagliata, pUrna- rajataksha 109 

kalam, full vase 46,51,53, 98, 99-100, raj ay it ri 41, 56 
119, 124, 125, 184, 201, 209, 211, 215, rajjusarja, rope-maker 41 
233, 266, 283, 285, 289, 300, 301 raksliamandala 136
—with lotus 53 rakshapaHjara 135
—pushpapidhana piirnaghata 283 rakshapankti 293
— kanya, or nan, woman with full vase 51 rukshasutra 245 
— dlxari 301 Hakshita gods 135
—punnaghaUipatimandita gliara 51 liamgumpha 175-9
—punnagliatapankti 125, 289, 300 —scenes identified 177-8, 179-83
—pata, kalasapata 285, 289 ratliakara 41, 56, 57
—as pillar capital and base, see ratJiamukha 41

architecture rathavahana 41
purusha, a measure 48 rathika 58
purushavigraha 72 ratthatharana 58
Purvasaila 278 Rathya Yaksha 114
Purvaseliya 298 ratnagghiya panlcti 126
pmlikara 47, 53 ratnagiri 75, 76

—sraja, 47, 185 ratnapatra 233
pmhkarim 81 ratnapushpa 82, 301
PusJipa, flower ratti, a weight 69
pushpdbJiarana 226 ravichandatara rupa padumaka 125
pushpadhana 125 ree(  ̂®ute ^
puthpagraham 125 —maker 58
pushpagrathana 226 rekhakpiti, geometrical design 5
pupplialatd 125 Revanta 46



riddhisringa, cornucopiae Salilam, the ocean 47, 49
ring stones 77-80 Sambodhi, enlightenment 153
routes, ancient Indian 128, 261 ff. samdhamana 40
royal statues, at Mathura 240-51 samghata, sanghada, animal pairs as capital 63,
rukkhadevata madia 6 66, 73, 130, 153, 154, 156, 199, 201, 215
rukma 58 —gaja- 63, 66, 73, 156, 199, 215
rapa, rupaka, form, design 66, 6, 71,103,125, —liaya- 63, 66, 73, 154 199, 215

210, 300, —mriga- 15.4
—rupaka-sahassakalita 66, 67 —nara- 63
—vikatarupa, vyalarupa 71 —simha- 73, 130, 156, 201
rupapimsana 10 >—vrisha- 130, 201, 215
Rapa Sattia, session of beauty 1 sammukhikrita 73
ruru 66 Samudra 45, 49
sabba rupaka 290, 300 samulya (= samur) 40
Isachi 135-6 sankha, shell 31-2
Sadamattaka 287 Sankukarna, a Yaksha name 173
sadnka tammadam turam devanam 136 tapaksha, winged :
sagara-makasdgara 60 —simha 72, 130, 153
sahakara-bhafljika 225 —samghata 130
sahasrdksha 45 —vrisha samghata 130
sahasra, thousand —vyaghra maclichha 222

—purrnha 46 sapta, seven :
—spinga vrishabha 46 —aSva 46

Sahasratma Buddha 46 —mdtarah 45
Saisunaga Dynasty 75 ff. —matrika 49, 253, 260
Saisunaga-Nanda Period 75-83 —padl 46
8akarpard 32 —fishi 45
sakata 41 —ratna, seven jewels ; in each home 52 ;

—Ilia 254 of a ChakravartI 46, 52, 282, 289 ;
Sakka Vilasa 60 oliakra, liasti, asm, mani, strl, grihapati,
Sakra 126 and parinayaka
Salabhafijikd, woman and tree motif 67, 139, —svasarah 45

217, 224-239, 232, 233, 274, saptatantrl, saptadhatu vina 45
—the motif in various periods 225 sarabha 66
—described in the Avadana-sataka and sarasa, bird 78 
Nidanakatha Sarasvatl 253

salaka 70 Sarnath, Chakra-Lion-Capital 98-101, 102-3
—vatayana see jail Sarpa-gumpha 184

Salila Kr'rda, water sport 217, 225 mrpayitri 56



tartha 284 — asana 243, 271
sarvatobhadrika 234 — vahini 253, 260
Satarupa 46 — vyala 72, 143
Satavahanas 277 ff. Sineru-paribhanda 60
Satavahana, see Andhra-Satavahana Sirima devuta see Sri

—emperors, Siri Sivamaka Sada, VasithI- Siva 6, 34, -5, 36, 235, 253, 254, 256, 257, 
putrapulumavi, Yadnya Sri Sadakan 286 320

Satghar 92 —Ashtamurti 6
sattaka 136 —Pasupati 6, 34
Sattliavaha patha 194 —Rudra 34
Sauparnakhyana 50 —Mahadeva 34
seals, Indus Valley 32-8 —Mrigavyadha 36

—their types 35-6 —in linga form 253. 257
—animals on 36-38 —in human form 253, 257

sekhara 226 —ArdhanarIsvara 257
Seshasayi Vishnu 255 —with Parvatl 253, 257
Session of Beauty 4 —his spear 35
seta chhata 60 skambha see pillar
shadara, six-armed symbol 69, 78 skablayan 41
shell objects 31 slakshna, polished 110
Siddhatikas, a Buddhist sect 278 slakshmkarana, polishing 108, 110
sikya 223 smelter 57
silatalagata 227 Soma 57
silavigada (= made of stone) 90 Sonagiri 75
silken cloth 58 sotliikapata see pata
silpa, sippa, art and craft 40, 45, 55, 56-7, spider’s web 74 

58, 67-8 spiral 74
—as Janapadi vritti 56 Srcshthi 246, 285
—in the Satarudriya 55-7 — pamukha 285

superior (ukhattha) and inferior (lima) 57 §rT> a niolher goddess
from Srauta sutras and Jatakas 57 Sr! and Lakshmt, two consorts of Vishnu

—18 Silpas 67 4Qj &2

-  25 major Silpas 58 SrT-LakshmT, 40, 45, 47, 81,82. 119,135,
—in the Janapada period 67-8 14(M> 154i 158) l73i 184, 204, 253, 259-
—organised in srenis 57 60310-11

s ilp i 55 ,
silver 29 Sri an(* ^ Sr‘ see a*so Papi'Lakshml
simha, lion : Srlma 47, 81, 135

— karita 213 §ri, her cult 81



—chakra,—yantra 80, 135 —on Sarlra-dhatu (bodily relic) 120
—Sukta, elaborated 80-82 —Buddha’s sanction in its favour 123
— v a tu  78, 157, 232, 233, 234 —as a monument depicting life of com-
—vriksha 74, 153, 184 munity 5, 119, 129

SrH = royal) karenu 64 —as a documentary of contemporary life
—say am 64 122-3
_yitan a  64 —eight Stupas on the relics of Buddha

Sriparvata 296, 298 120-1
iringara caskets, of ten kinds 223 signifying Buddhas Parinirvana, but
sringa vrisha, unicorn 33, 36 a felicitating symbol 122
stadium 303 —three kinds 137
sthana 114 —Yupa inside it 124
sthanaka 255 —compared to a Yupa 121-2, 138
Stupa = mound (on relics), chaitya, chttiya, compared to a Prasada 122

thupa, mahastupa, mahachetiya dliatugarblia —its enlargement, 90, 91-2, 120, 292,
5, 34, 40, 82-3, 90, 91-2, 119-174, 186f, 301, see alpesakliya mahesakliya.
193-4, 204, 208, 217-24, 230-231, 262-70, — —twice the original, thuve dutiyam
277-307, 231 vadhite 90
—Hlathupa 124, dmsathupa, 300, majjhi- — —with stone encasing, sila-achchha-

ma chetiya 124, Hiranya Stupa, Kona- dana, silakafichuka 120, 280, 300,
kamana Stupa, Piprahwa Stupa, 301
Bharhut Stupa, Sanchi and Bhelsa —compared to a water bubble 125, 126 
Stupas, Stupas in Western Indian and —of bell like shape 126 
other chaitya-caves, Jaina Stupas at —sited on the trade routes 128
Mathura, Devanirmita Stupa, Mathura —as a symbol of tetradic pattern of
Buddhist Stupas, Gandhara Stupas, cosmos 127
Andhra Stupas, etc. —building of a Stupa, thupakamma, tlm-

—defined and explained 5, 119-128 parambha, described in the Mahavamsa
—in RV. 7, 2.1, 1. 24.7, Stupa, Hiranya- 124

stupa 40, 120, 122 —laying of its foundation 124-5
— earlier form 119-20. —stone floor 126
—earlier traditions and symbolism 120-24 —formula of the plaster clay used in
— as Pile of Light 120 consolidation of the ground 124
— as Mound of Gold 120, 122 —-slab showing Stupa ( = Stupapatta, cheti-
—associated with the life of a Maha- yapata) 232, 233, 280, 287, 288, 289,

purusha, of a ChakravartI 120 293, 299, 300
—for ChakravartI, Buddha and Pratyeka- sthapati 56 

Buddhas 123 sthaunabharika 29



sthali 41 susilpa 40
stones: smira surrni 41

—bujha, quartzite 8 sisuluka yatu 72
—agate, lekhasma, galvarka, haqik 29 sutra, thread 41
—semiprecious 29 suvarnaghantapankti 125
—'haematite, a kind of soft red stone 10 suvarnapushpa 83 
—khadpatthar 29 suvarna silpa, jeweller’s art 103
■—clxunar sandstone suvarna yashti 158
—sandstone svarupa 317
—spatted red sand stone, at Mathura 216 svastika, symbol of quadruplicate 32, 46, 
—medavanm marble 49-50, 69, 70, 74, 232
—see p. 3. —patta 232, 289, 292

Subhadra 136 svayatu 72
Sudarsana 136 svopasa 40
Sugandha 227 iyenavyala 72
suhaparda 40 syenamaehchha 222
suha sarika 227 symbols, 4-5, 45-7, 45-55, 68-70, 80, 86, 232-
sukavyala 72 3, 244-5, 325-36
Sukhavatl 47 — Vedic, in art 45-55
SuJctikarna 196 —on punchmarked and tribal coins 4, 68-70
sukurira 40 —°n the bottom of Kumrahar pillars 86
Sumeru 47, 53-4 —on sealings 5
Suhga art 119-174 —on ring-stones 80

_Its quality 119 —on y ag a patta 232-3 , see patas
SupalSsa 53 —Hellenistic, in Mathura art 244-5
suparna 46, 51, 71, 72, 73 —their purpose, sobhanartha & arakshanartha

—maMsha 71 55
—yatu 72 —Appendix I, pp. 325-36
Garuda and Naga 51 taksha, carpenter 41, 45, 56, 57

suparni 73 takshana 103
supratlka 40 talasamuohchhrita 117
suraghata 311 taladhvaja, talaketu, palm-capital 74
surmi, hollow tube talamana, iconometery 4
surpa 41 talava 57

—kara 41 talpa-va&ktr 56
Surpaka 316 tandava dance 45
suriipakritnu 40 tantra, loom 40
Surya, sun 48, 73, 211, 253, 254, 257-8, 267 tantuA\

—as symbol 69 tasara,'shuttle 40



tashta 41 Dramas of Harsha 180
tata, worp 30 Gobhila G. S. 116
terracotta art : Gopatha Brahmana 53

—Indus 23-5, 309 Harivamsa Purana 72, 317
technique 23 Harshacharita 45, 64, 159, 294

—literary references 308-9 Jgtakas 45> 53j ^  ^  60.5> 89> 105> 137>
—Maurya, 309-10 142-3, 157j 164; 225, 228, 261, 295,
—§unga 185, 310-313 296, 308

308-324 Jlvabhigama Sutra 68
tettimsa-devaputta 126 Kadambarl 67, 231
Texts : Kalpasutra 231
Aitareya Brahmana 261 Kasyapa Samhita 258
Angavijja 159 Kathasaritsagara 180
Anguttara Nikaya 219 Kavyamlmamsa 309
Aparajitaprichchha 72 Kesavadasa (Ramachandrika) 100
Apastamba Srautasutra 108 Kumarapalapratibodha 180
Arthasastra 69, 84, 85, 89, 315 Kumarasambhava 259
Asokan Epigraphs 89, 90, 91, 102, 103, Lalitavistara 54

107, 127 Mahabharata 53, 71, 73, 75-6, 82, 87-8, 108,
Asvalayana G. S. 58 115-6, 117, 130, 135, 143-4, 181,251,
Atharva Veda 22, 33, 34, 35, 39, 42, 43, 44, 259, 291, 308, 317

45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 54, 71, 73, 81, Mahamayurl 195
98-9, 116, 117, 261 Mahavarhsa 124-6, 129, 148, 170, 210 ,

Aupapatika Sutra 232 231, 288
Avadanasataka 224 Markandeya Purana 259, 260, 308
Avasyaka Sutra 180 Matsya Purana 71, 72,"48, 159, 227, 230, 317
Baudhayana S.S. 57 Meghaduta 145
Bhagavatl Sutra i 34 Mrichchhakatika 308, 312
Brahmapurana 72, 317 Mrigavatlcharita 180
Brihatkalpasutra Bhashya 108 Nayadhammakaha 67, 116
Brihatkathakosha 309 Niddesa 141
Buddhacharita 239, 316 Nislthachurni 67
Chhandogya Upanishad 18, 261 Panini (Ashtadhyayi) 45, 56, 57, 59, 69, 117,
DTgha Nikaya 58, 105, 116, 117, 123-4 224, 261
Divyavadana 35, 55, 135, 170, 186, 191-262, Patanjali (Mahabhashya) 86, 200 

295-6 Paumachariya 146
Drahyayana 116 Raghuvamsa 7, 228
Dramas of Bhasa 180 Rajataranginl 91



Ramayana 53, 82, 100, 115, 127, 135, turiyavadaka devata 125,300
143, 317 two-headed bull 71 see double-headed

Rayapasepiya 66-7, 116, 165, 221-2, 224, y  15
230-31 9

Eigveda 9, 23-4, 33, 34, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, Udaigiri & Khandagiri caves 175-85 
46,47,49, 50,51, 52,54,71-2, 77, 80- udaka9^ta , water pot 65 
82, 99, 101, 116-7, 120, 206 udaka-kslivedika 225

Saddbarmapundarlka 231 udakanisrita 135
Sakuntalam 145, 308 udaHchana 41
Samanna Phala Sutta 58 udapana 249
Sankhayana G. S. 65 udakatadana 226, 249
Satapatha Brahmana 22, 44, 45, 50, 52, 53, Udayagiri 75 

58, 65, 71, 121-22, 124, 261 uddalomi 58
Saundarananda 229, 316 udichya vesa, northerner’s dress 153, 224, 258
Sravakachara 146 udyana krida 139, 217, 223
Sringaramanjarl 227 —in the Matahga Jataka 225
Trisashtisalakapurusha 160 —in the Uddalaka Jataka 225
Vajasaneyi Samhita (Yajurveda) 25, 34, 40, 41 unicorn 36 
Vamana Purana 317 ukha 41
Vayu Purana 144, 235, 317 ulloyachittiya 67
Vinaya Pitaka 57 ulukayatu 72
Vishnudharmottara Purana 55 Uma-Mahesvara 6
Vishnu Purana 7 upala-prakshim 57
trayastrimsa deva 34 upasaka 284
—tvarya 6 Upavedas, 57
tirascMna nirgamana 46, see oblique birth cultivated in Vedic academies
Thirthankara image 233-4 urdhvamtishtha 41
tree . urnavabhi 74
—Bodhi trees 138-9 urnd 239, 271
— abharana 192 UrvasI, woman with sword 228
—see kalpavriksha usabJia, bull 66
Tree-of-life 47, 74, 153 ; see Srl-vriksha ushnlsa 239, 271
tripliana, triskeles 70, 78 usulakshana 58
triratna 119, 154, 232, 233, 281, 289 utensil 41, 57, 58
trisula 46, 289 —of stone
Trivikrama 40, 50, 154 —of metal
—Vamana and Virat 50 —of clay
tuldmana 58  of wood
tulika 58 —for cooking 57
turaga 66 utkshipta-siras 73



utkirna 206 Vedic academies 57
uttamarupadhara —deities, in Baghaz-koi ins. 71
Uttarakuru 5, 71, 119, 135, 142-5, 192-3 ^ na 74

—visited by Mandhata 135, 144, 192-3 vemprasadhana 228 
uttanya 241 vekmadhya 75
vacliaka 2 98 vesmasanavatl 87
vadhumiva te sale 44 Vessantara Jataka
Vaibharagiri 75, 76 vetramna 311
vaiblxaya.fi 87 vidalakari 41, 57
vaijayanti, triangle-headed standard 46, 52, vidya 56, 328-9 

70, 232, 233 — dhara 329
vaikakshyaka 310 —-jamala 66
vajra 46 Vidyadharadhivasa 157
vajralepa 125 viliaga 66

—its formula vihara see architecture
Vakataka 286 Vijayapuri 298
Vankshu (or Chakshu), Oxus 70 vikata, grotesque 317
valaga 66 rupa 71
valibhrit 318 vimrishtantaramsa 22
vamana, dwarf 317 vina, lute 57
vamanaka 316 —gathin 41
Vamana-Virat 45 —vada,-na 41, 228
vamsa-nartin 41 vipula 87
vanalaya 66 Vipulagiri 75, 76
vanamala 320 Vlran (=Yaksha) 114
vanaspati 40, 47 virupa 317
vanij 56, 284 visalavaksha 239
Varaha 46 viseshaka rachana 229
varahena prithivi sathvidtina 46 Vishnu, 46, 82, 235, 253, 255, 320
Vardhamana pratima 234 —his consorts 82, see Srl-Lakshmi
varma 56 —Njisimhavaraha Vishnu 255
Vasithlputra Pulumavi 286 —Seshasayl 255
vdstu, vastuvidya, vastukarma, vastuparikamma, —Visvarupa 255 

architecture 56, 57, 58 vntirna 87
vasudhana kosha 35, 46 Visvakarma 40
Vasudhara 46 Visvarupa nan 46
vatarasana 47 Visvavara 45
vayana, art of weaving 40 vivachasah 39
vayatri 41, 56 vratai i41



Vrishni Vlra 235, 253 —carving 103
Vritra 48 —see Krtthakamma, architecture

worship :
vrittaclakra 101 , Tr , , VT_ , , t ,,—oi Yakshas, Nagas and other, folk
voI" te 74 deities 119
v0diti.ua, gap,ng month 317 Yadnya-siri-sadak.ni 286
Vyaghragumpha 183 yâ a 57
vyala, fanciful figure 67, 72 yajflopavita 57

rupaka 67 Yamuna 254
-m ra -, syena-, vruha 72 Yaksha : 5,45, 48, 84, 110-118, 119, 126
—16 vyalas in later Silpa texts 72 j 32; 173 246-48

vyantara devata, subsidiary deity 7 —cult {mala) 5, 48, 114-118, 119
vyula, labyrinth 74, 83, 234, 252 — chetiya 88, 114 ff.
water sports 226, 227 -sta tues 110-118, 246-48
weaver 58 —their identification 112-3
weaving 40-1 -nam es 117, 173,
weights and measures 58 - ..b —senapati 126

— raja, viran, maran, jakha 117-18 
—Satavahanas wresting power from the Yama 34 46

Sakas 278 Yamantaka 6
wheel 287, see chakra yasminvrikshe mpala'se devaih sampibate yamah
winged : 34

- bison 71 ystu n
horse 136 Yavyavati ( = river Zhob) 39
lion 71, 72, 130, 222 Yogesvara

—bul1 130 Yogi 242, 243
woman-and-tree motif, see salablafijika yonirvai puslikaraparnam 53
wooden : yuga 41

—palace at Kumrahar 85-6, 89 Yupa, see architecture
—Bala prakara 85 — vraska 40



CORRIGENDA

Only material corrections are listed here.

Page line for read Page line for read
4 5 charater character 82 33 Sakhyas Sakyas

5 21 depecting depicting 84 20 Sisupalagarhj Sisupalagarh
6 33 Mfitunjaya Mrityunjaya 85 11  tank bank
8 31 chalcidony chalcedony 127 21 sokets sockets

12 3 gaint giant 128 add at the end of the first para
17 24 excpting excepting [Fig. 57].
17 6 citedal citadel 43d 25 C. 3.

19 25 „ „ 144 24 XXXIX-XIVIII. XXXIX-
20 2 tomn town XLVIII.
31 35 body today 171 20 Puranaghata purnaghata
41 20 rope-makar rope-maker ^ 4 49 sequel square

44 5 and had 197 4 dome do°r
64 30 roof at the roof in the 9̂7 2d sprouted spouted
66 25 faboulous fabulous 254 d0 [Figs. 169-9] [Figs. 168-9]

67 4 beds steads bedsteads 262 3 Maedonian Macedonian

68 14 producing producing it 266 13 wearing bearing
was was 295 14 pi. VII, pi. VI,

71 9 marchant merchant 315 31 [Fig. 420]. [Fig. 240].

71 21 Dvyaavartana Dvyavartana 328 11  Ulique Uiliq

75 19 Soma-giri Sonagiri 328 30 icodography iconography
76 5 Bimblsara Bimbisara 352 13 coxing coaxing

76 6 pantagon pentagon 352 23 Torga-gate Torana-gate
79 26 cylinderical cylindrical


